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Preface

This guide explains how to administer the Sun Java™ SystemMessaging Server and its accompanying
software components. Messaging Server provides a powerful and flexible cross-platform solution to
meet the email needs of enterprises andmessaging hosts of all sizes using open Internet standards.

WhoShouldUse This Book
You should read this book if you are responsible for administering and deployingMessaging Server
at your site. You should also have read the Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4
Deployment Planning Guide.

BeforeYouReadThis Book
This book assumes that you are responsible for administering theMessaging Server software and
that you have a general understanding of the following:

� The Internet and theWorldWideWeb
� Messaging Server protocols
� Sun Java SystemAdministration Server
� Sun Java SystemDirectory Server and LDAP
� Sun Java SystemConsole
� System administration and networking
� General deployment architectures

HowThis Book IsOrganized
Thismanual contains the following chapters and appendix:

TABLE P–1HowThis Book IsOrganized

Chapter Description

Preface General information about using this book.
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TABLE P–1HowThis Book IsOrganized (Continued)
Chapter Description

Chapter 1 Describes the tasks required to get you to a point where you have a
functioningMessaging Server.

Chapter 2 Describes how to upgrade fromMessaging Server 5.2 to this version of
Messaging Server.

Chapter 3 Provides information on how to configure the Veritas Cluster Server and
Sun Cluster high availability clustering software for use with theMessaging
Server.

Chapter 4 Describes the generalMessaging Server tasks.

Chapter 5 Describes how to configure your server to support POP, IMAP andHTTP
services by using the SunONEConsole or by using command-line utilities.

Chapter 6 Explains how to enable Single Sign-On.

Chapter 7 Describes theMessagingMultiplexor (MMP) for standardmail protocols
(POP, IMAP and SMTP) and theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor used for
theMessenger Express web interface.

Chapter 8 Provides a conceptual description of theMTA.

Chapter 9 DescribesAddress Translation and Routing.

Chapter 10 DescribesMTAservices and configuration.

Chapter 11 Describes how to configure rewrite rules in the imta.cnf file.

Chapter 12 Explains how to use channel keyword definitions in theMTAconfiguration
file imta.cnf.

Chapter 13 Describes how to use pre-defined channel definitions in theMTA.

Chapter 14 Describes how to integrate and configure spam and virus filtering software
withMessaging Server.

Chapter 15 Describes LMTPoperation and deployment.

Chapter 16 Describes the vacation autoreplymechanism.

Chapter 17 Discusses how to filter mail based on its source (sender, IP address and so
on) or header strings.

Chapter 18 Describes themessage store and its administration interface.

Chapter 19 Describes how to configure security and access control to themessaging
server.

Chapter 20 Describes how to administer S/MIME.

Chapter 21 DescribesMessaging Server logging facility.

HowThis Book Is Organized
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TABLE P–1HowThis Book IsOrganized (Continued)
Chapter Description

Chapter 22 Describes common tools, methods, and procedures for troubleshooting the
MTA.

Chapter 23 Describes themonitoring of theMessaging Server.

AppendixA Describes how to enable SNMP support for theMessaging Server.

Appendix B Describes how to enable the Event Notification Service Publisher (ENS
Publisher) and administer Event Notification Service (ENS) inMessaging
Server.

Appendix C NOTRECOMMENDED.

Appendix D Describes how to implement the ShortMessage Service (SMS).

Appendix E Provides worksheets by which you can plan your installation.

Messaging ServerDocumentation Set
The following table summarizes the books included in theMessaging Server core documentation set.

TABLE P–2Messaging ServerDocumentation

Document Title Contents

Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference

Provides detailed reference information onMessaging
Server commands, configutil parameters,
configuration files and options, and supported
standards.

Sun Java System Communications Services 6 2005Q4
Deployment Planning Guide

Contains the information you need to deploy Sun Java
SystemCommunications Services including
Messaging Server.

Sun Java System Communications Services 6 2005Q4
Delegated Administrator Guide

Explains how to configure and administer Sun Java
SystemCommunications Services Delegated
Administrator.Also describes the Delegated
Administrator commands.

Sun Java System Communications Services 6 2005Q4
SchemaMigration Guide

Describes how tomigrate Sun Java System LDAP
Directory data from LDAPSchema 1 to LDAP Schema
2 for SystemMessaging Server and Calendar Server.

Messaging Server Documentation Set
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TABLE P–2Messaging ServerDocumentation (Continued)
Document Title Contents

Sun Java System Communications Services 6 2005Q4
Event Notification Service Guide

Describes the Event Notification Service (ENS)
architecture andAPIs forMessaging Server and
Calendar Server. It gives detailed instructions on the
ENSAPIs that you can use to customize your server
installation.

Sun Java System Communications Services 2005Q4
Release Notes

Contains important information available at the time
of release of Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6
2005Q4. New features and enhancements, known
issues and limitations, and other information are also
addressed here.

Sun Java System Communications Services 6 2005Q4
Schema Reference

Serves as a reference for schema information for
Messaging Server and Calendar Server.

Sun Java System Communications Express 6 2005Q4
Administration Guide

Describes how to administer Communications
Express and its accompanying software components.

Sun Java System Communications Express 6 2005Q4
Customization Guide

Explains how to customize the look and feel of
Communications Express. Focuses on how to perform
themost commonly requested customizations.

Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4 Installation Guide
for UNIX

Contains the information you need to install the Sun
Java Enterprise System (Java ES) software.

Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4MTA
Developer’s Reference

Describes theMessaging ServerMessage Transfer
Agent (MTA) Software Development Kit (SDK) and
Callable Send facility.

Sun Java Enterprise SystemGlossary Glossary.

Sun Java SystemMessaging Server Documentation
Collection (http://docs.sun.com/coll/1312.1)

All theMessaging Server Documentation.

Sun Java Enterprise SystemDocumentation
Collection (http://docs.sun.com/coll/1286.1)

Sun Java Enterprise System documentation.

In addition, use the following URL to see the documentation that applies to all Communications
Services products:

RelatedBooks
The http://docs.sun.comSM web site enables you to access Sun technical documentation online.
You can browse the archive or search for a specific book title or subject.

For other server documentation related to deployingMessaging Server, go to the following:

� AccessManager documentation: http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/coll/1292.1

Related Books
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� Calendar Server documentation: http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/coll/1313.1
� Communications Express documentation: http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/coll/1312.1
� Directory Server documentation: http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/coll/1316.1
� InstantMessaging documentation: http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/coll/1309.1
� Messaging Server documentation: http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/coll/1312.1

Default Path andFileNames
The following table describes the default path and file name that are used in this book.

TABLE P–3Default Paths and FileNames

Placeholder Description Default Value

msg_svr_base Represents the base installation
directory forMessaging Server. The
Messaging Server default base
installation and product directory
depends on your specific platform.

Solaris systems: /opt/SUNWmgsr

Linux systems:
/opt/sun/messaging

Typographic Conventions
The following table describes the typographic changes that are used in this book.

TABLE P–4TypographicConventions

Typeface Meaning Example

AaBbCc123 The names of commands, files, and
directories, and onscreen computer
output

Edit your .login file.

Use ls -a to list all files.

machine_name% you have mail.

AaBbCc123 What you type, contrasted with onscreen
computer output

machine_name% su

Password:

AaBbCc123 Aplaceholder to be replaced with a real
name or value

The command to remove a file is rm filename.

AaBbCc123 Book titles, new terms, and terms to be
emphasized (note that some emphasized
items appear bold online)

Read Chapter 6 in theUser’s Guide.

A cache is a copy that is stored locally.

Do not save the file.

Typographic Conventions
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Shell Prompts in CommandExamples
The following table shows default system prompts and superuser prompts.

TABLE P–5Shell Prompts

Shell Prompt

C shell onUNIX and Linux systems machine_name%

C shell superuser onUNIX and Linux systems machine_name#

Bourne shell and Korn shell onUNIX and Linux systems $

Bourne shell and Korn shell superuser onUNIX and Linux systems #

MicrosoftWindows command line C:\

Symbol Conventions
The following table explains symbols that might be used in this book.

TABLE P–6SymbolConventions

Symbol Description Example Meaning

[ ] Contains optional arguments
and command options.

ls [-l] The -l option is not required.

{ | } Contains a set of choices for a
required command option.

-d {y|n} The -d option requires that you
use either the y argument or the
n argument.

${ } Indicates a variable reference. ${com.sun.javaRoot} References the value of the
com.sun.javaRoot variable.

- Joins simultaneousmultiple
keystrokes.

Control-A Press the Control key while you
press theAkey.

+ Joins consecutivemultiple
keystrokes.

Ctrl+A+N Press the Control key, release it,
and then press the subsequent
keys.

→ Indicates menu item selection
in a graphical user interface.

File→New→Templates From the File menu, choose
New. From the New submenu,
choose Templates.

Shell Prompts in Command Examples
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Accessing SunResourcesOnline
The docs.sun.comweb site enables you to access Sun technical documentation online. You can
browse the docs.sun.com archive or search for a specific book title or subject. Books are available as
online files in PDF andHTML formats. Both formats are readable by assistive technologies for users
with disabilities.

To access the following Sun resources, go to http://www.sun.com:

� Downloads of Sun products
� Services and solutions
� Support (including patches and updates)
� Training
� Research
� Communities (for example, SunDeveloper Network)

Third-PartyWebSite References
Third-party URLs are referenced in this document and provide additional, related information.

Note – Sun is not responsible for the availability of third-party web sitesmentioned in this document.
Sun does not endorse and is not responsible or liable for any content, advertising, products, or other
materials that are available on or through such sites or resources. Sun will not be responsible or liable
for any actual or alleged damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with use of
or reliance on any such content, goods, or services that are available on or through such sites or
resources.

SunWelcomesYour Comments
Sun is interested in improving its documentation and welcomes your comments and suggestions. To
share your comments, go to http://docs.sun.com and click Send Comments. In the online form,
provide the full document title and part number. The part number is a 7-digit or 9-digit number that
can be found on the book’s title page or in the document’s URL. For example, the part number of this
book is 819-2650.

SunWelcomesYour Comments
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Post-install Tasks and Layout

This chapter assumes that you have read the Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4
Deployment Planning Guide) and installedMessaging Server with the Sun Java™ Enterprise System
installer. See the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4 Installation Guide. Performing the following
tasks should get you to a point where you have a functioningMessaging Server. You will still want to
customize your deployment as well as provision and/ormigrate users and groups. Customizing is
described in the later chapters of this guide. Provisioning is described in theSun Java System
Communications Services 6 2005Q4Delegated Administrator Guide.

This chapter consists of the following sections:

� “Creating UNIX SystemUsers andGroups” on page 45
� “To Prepare Directory Server forMessaging Server Configuration” on page 46
� “Creating the Initial Messaging Server Runtime Configuration” on page 54
� “InstallingMessaging ServerAgainst a Directory Server Replica” on page 60
� “InstallingMessaging Server Provisioning Tools” on page 61
� “SMTPRelay Blocking” on page 63
� “Enabling StartupAfter a Reboot” on page 64
� “Handling sendmail Clients” on page 65
� “ConfiguringMessenger Express and Communications ExpressMail Filters” on page 67
� “Performance and Tuning” on page 68
� “Post-InstallationDirectory Layout” on page 68
� “Post-Installation Port Numbers” on page 70

CreatingUNIX SystemUsers andGroups
System users run specific server processes, and privileges need to be given to these users so that they
have appropriate permissions for the processes they are running.

Set up a system user account and group for all Sun Java System servers, and set permissions for the
directories and files owned by that user. To do so, follow the steps below.

1C H A P T E R 1
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Note – For security reasons, in some deployments it may be desirable to have different system
administrators for different servers. This is done by creating different system users and groups per
server. For example, the system user forMessaging Server would be different from the system user
forWeb Server, and system administratorsMessaging Server would not be able to administer the
Web Server.

� ToCreateUNIX SystemUsers andGroups
Log in as superuser.

Create a group towhich your systemuserswill belong.

In the following example, the mailsrv group is created:
# groupadd mail

Create the systemuser and associate itwith the group you just created. In addition, set the password
for that user.

In the following example, the user mail is created and associated with the mailsrv group:
#useradd -g mail mailsrv

useradd and usermod commands are in /usr/sbin. See UNIXman pages formore information.

Youmight also need to check the /etc/group and /etc/passwd files to be sure that the user has
been added to the systemgroup that you created.

Note – Should you decide not to set upUNIX system users and groups prior to installingMessaging
Server, you will be able to specify themwhen you run the “Creating the Initial Messaging Server
Runtime Configuration” on page 54.

ToPrepareDirectory Server forMessaging Server
Configuration

This section provides instructions on how to run the Directory Server Setup script
(comm_dssetup.pl) that configures your LDAPDirectory Server to work with yourMessaging
Server, Calendar Server, or UserManagement Utility configurations. The comm_dssetup.pl script
prepares the Directory Server by setting up new schema, index, and configuration data in your
Directory Server. It must be run for new installations ofMessaging Server and Communications
Express. It is also a good idea to run the latest comm_dssetup.pl if you are upgrading any of the
component products that depend onDirectory Server.

1

2

3

4

To Prepare Directory Server forMessaging Server Configuration
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The following topics are explained:

� “Location of comm_dssetup.pl” on page 47
� “comm_dssetup.pl Requirements” on page 47
� “Running the comm_dssetup.pl Script” on page 48

Locationof comm_dssetup.pl
In earlier versions of Java Enterprise System, this utility was bundled withMessaging Server and
Calendar Server and did not have to be separately installed. However, starting with Java Enterprise
System 2005Q1, the script is now a separately installable shared component.

To install comm_dssetup.pl, choose one of the followingmethods:

� When using the Java Enterprise System installation program, at the component selection panel,
select comm_dssetup.pl. (Selecting Directory Server automatically selects comm_dssetup.pl,
too.)

� If you are upgrading from an earlier version of Java Enterprise System and are not using the Java
Enterprise System installation program, download the following patches:
Solaris Sparc: 118245 and 118242
Solaris x86: 118256 and 118243
Linux: 118247 only

As installed, comm_dssetup.pl is found in the following directory:

Solaris: /opt/SUNWcomds/sbin

Linux: /opt/sun/comms/dssetup/sbin

comm_dssetup.plRequirements
Before you run the comm_dssetup.pl script, be sure to read the following requirements:

� Prior to running the comm_dssetup.pl script, your directory servermust be installed and
configured.

� Run the comm_dssetup.pl script as superuser.
� Run comm_dssetup.pl prior to running theMessaging Server, Calendar Server,

Communications Express, or UserManagement Utility Initial Runtime Configuration
programs.
Generally, if you run comm_dssetup.pl on a directory server for one product (for example,
Calendar Server), you don’t need to run it again for another product (likeMessaging Server), as
long as both products are using the same directory server. However, you will need to run
comm_dssetup again if you change some of the answers you gave when running comm_dssetup.

To Prepare Directory Server forMessaging Server Configuration
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For example, if you want to use a different user/group suffix for the next configuration of
Messaging Server, say because you ran commdirmig (migrated from Sun LDAP Schema 1 to Sun
LDAP Schema 2).

� The comm_dssetup.pl script must be run on your directory servermachine.
� Be sure that your directory server is running prior to running comm_dssetup.pl.
� Whenever you install a new version ofMessaging Server, you will need to run the new version of

comm_dssetup.pl on your Directory Servermachine. New schema and new indexesmay be
added to eachMessaging Server distribution.

� If the configuration data and user and group data are split into separate directory instances, you
will need to run the comm_dssetup script on both instances.

� For UNIX systems, use the version of Perl that ships with Directory Server to avoid problems
with versions: dir_svr_root/bin/slapd/admin/bin/perl.

� If you are running comm_dssetup.pl on a remote directory server:

� Copy the dssetup.zip file from themsg_svr_base/install directory to the remote directory
server. Youmay want to copy it to a directory like /tmp or /var/tmp. If you don’t wish to
install comm_dssetup on all Directory Servermachines, you can copy the zip file to other
Directory Servermachines instead of installing it.

� Unzip the dssetup.zip file (which contains the comm_dssetup.pl and required schema).
� Run the comm_dssetup.pl script on the remote directory server.

� If you are running a replicated directory server, you need tomake sure you run the
comm_dssetup.pl script against themaster and replica directories.

� When you run the Directory Server Setup script (comm_dssetup.pl) to prepare Directory Server
forMessaging Server configuration, record your installation parameters in Table E–3. You will
need some of these parameters for theMessaging Server initial runtime configuration.

Running the comm_dssetup.pl Script
You can either run comm_dssetup.pl in interactive or silent mode as described in the following
sections:

� “To Run comm_dssetup.pl in InteractiveMode” on page 48
� “To Run comm_dssetup.pl in SilentMode” on page 52

Use the InstallationWorksheets in Table E–3 to record your answers.

� ToRun comm_dssetup.pl in InteractiveMode
The following questions will be asked if you specify comm_dssetup.plwithout any arguments:

Introduction
# perl comm_dssetup.pl

1

To Prepare Directory Server forMessaging Server Configuration
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Welcome to the Directory Server preparation tool for Java Enterprise

Communications Server.(Version X.X Revision X.X)
This tool prepares your directory server for Sun Java System Messaging

Server install.

The logfile is /var/tmp/dssetup_YYYYMMDDHHSS

Do you want to continue [y]:

Press Enter to continue. Type No to exit.

Installation Root of Directory Server
Please enter the full path to the directory where the Java

Enterprise Directory Server was installed.

Directory server root [/var/opt/mps/serverroot]

Indicate the location of the installation root of the Directory Server on the Directory Servermachine.
Note that the Directory server root location is different on Linux.

Directory Server Instance
Please select a directory server instance from the following list:

[1] slapd-varrius

Which instance do you want [1]:

If multiple instances of Directory Server reside on themachine, choose the one that will be
configured withMessaging Server.

DirectoryManagerDistinguishedName (DN)
Please enter the directory manager DN [cn=Directory Manager]:

Password:

The DirectoryManager DN (cn=Directory Manager) is the administrator who is responsible for the
user and group data in the Organization Tree. Be sure that the DirectoryManager DN you specify in
this script is the sameDN that you set up in your Directory Server installation as well as your
Messaging Server installation.

User andGroupDirectory Server
Will this directory server be used for users/groups [Yes]:

If you type Yes, more questions will be asked regarding the user/group tree.

If you type No, it is assumed that this directory instance is only used to store configuration data; you
will skip to the question about updating schema files.After you finish running this script against the
configuration directory instance, you need to run this script against the directory instance that stores
user and group data beforemoving on in the installation process.
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User andGroupBase Suffix
Please enter the Users/Groups base suffix [o=usergroup]:

TheUser andGroup base suffix is the top entry in the Organization Tree which holds the namespace
for user and group entries. Be sure that the User andGroup base suffix you select is the same as what
you specified during your Directory Server installation and in yourMessaging Server installation.

Note – If you installedAccessManager, be sure the suffix specified inAccessManager installation is
the same as what you specify for this question. If you do not use the same suffix,Messaging Server
will not recognize yourAccessManager installation.

Formore information on the Organization Tree, see “LDAPDirectory Information Tree
Requirements” in Sun Java System Communications Services 6 2005Q4Deployment Planning Guide
and Chapter 12, “Provisioning and Schema Concepts forMessaging Server 6.0”
(http://docs.sun.com) in the Sun Java Enterprise System 2003Q4 Installation Guide.

SchemaType
There are 3 possible schema types:

1 - schema 1 for systems with iMS 5.x data

1.5 - schema 2 compatibility for systems with iMS 5.x data

that has been converted with commdirmig

2 - schema 2 native for systems using Access Manager

Please enter the Schema Type (1, 1.5, 2) [1]:

Choose Option 1 if you are planning to use Sun LDAP Schema 1.

Choose Option 1.5 if you plan to use Sun LDAP Schema 2, CompatibilityMode. Formore
information, see the Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4 SchemaMigration Guide.

Choose Option 2 if you plan to use Sun LDAP Schema 2, NativeMode.

comm_dssetup.plwill no longer terminate ifAccessManager is not installed. Instead it will warn
you thatAccessManager is not installed and offer to install schema 2 for you. The warning screen
looks like this:

Please enter the Schema Type (1, 1.5, 2) [1]: 2

Access Manager has not been configured for this new user/group suffix

You can opt to continue, but you will not be able to use features

that depend on Access Manager

Are you sure you want this schema type? [n]:

Formore information on your schema options, see Chapter 8, “Understanding Schema and
Provisioning Options,” in Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4Deployment Planning
Guide.

6
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Domain Component (DC) Tree Base Suffix
Please enter the DC Tree base suffix [o=internet]:

Note – In Step 7, if you choose Option 1 or 1.5, you will be asked to provide your DCTree Base Suffix.
If you choose Option 2 - Sun LDAP Schema 2 - NativeMode, you will not be asked this question.

The DCTreemirrors the local DNS structure and is used by the system as an index to the
Organization Tree that contain the user and group data entries. The DCTree base suffix is the name
of the top entry on the DC tree. You can either choose the default o=internet or another name.

Formore information on the DCTree or the Organization Tree, see “LDAPDirectory Information
Tree Requirements” in Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4Deployment Planning
Guide and Chapter 12, “Provisioning and Schema Concepts forMessaging Server 6.0”
(http://docs.sun.com) in the Sun Java Enterprise System 2003Q4 Installation Guide.

Updating SchemaFiles
Do you want to update the schema files [yes]:

If you answer Yes, new elements will be added to your schema. It is recommended that you update
the Directory with the new schema files each time you install newer versions ofMessaging Server.

ConfiguringNew Indexes
Do you want to configure new indexes [yes]:

If you answer Yes to the question of whether or not this directory server be used for users/groups
(Step 5), you will be asked if you want to configure new indexes, which are used to create caches to
improve efficiency of directory searches. It is recommended that you answer Yes to this question.
However, there are several conditions under which you wouldn’t want to create the indexes:

� If this is for amaster user/groupDirectory Server that is only used to serve replicas, that is, there
are no direct queries done against the user/groupDirectory Server.

� If you have a production user/groupDirectory Server with lots of entries in which you don’t want
a lot of downtime while the indexes are created.

Summary of Settings
Here is a summary of the settings that you chose:

Server Root : /var/opt/mps/serverroot/

Server Instance : slapd-varrius

Users/Groups Directory : Yes

Update Schema : yes

Schema Type : 1

DC Root : o=internet

User/Group Root : o=usergroup

Add New Indexes : yes

Directory Manager DN : cn=Directory Manager
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Now ready to generate a shell script and ldif file to modify

the Directory.

No changes to the Directory Server will be made this time.

Do you want to continue [y]:

Asummary of your settings will be displayed before your directory configuration is updated. No
changes will bemade at this time.

Note – In Step 7, if you choose Option 2: Sun LDAPSchema 2 - NativeMode, the DCRoot in the
Summary of Settings will be the same value that you entered for the User/Group Root.

If you want to change any of your settings, enter No and run the script again.

If you enter Yes to continue, the comm_dssetup.pl script will create an LDIF file and a shell script
that will be used to update the indexes and schema in your directory server:

/var/tmp/dssetup_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.sh
/var/tmp/dssetup_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.ldif

whereYYYYMMDDHHMMSS indicates the time and date stamps when the files were created.

Note –You can either choose to run the script now or later. If you choose to run the script now, type
Yeswhen asked if you want to continue. If you want to run the script later, you can invoke the script
by using /var/tmp/dssetup_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.sh.

� ToRun comm_dssetup.pl in SilentMode

To enable the silentmode, specify all the arguments at one timeon a single line:

# perl comm_dssetup.pl -i yes|no -R yes|no -c \

Directory_Svr_Root -d Directory_instance \

-r DC_tree -u User_Group_suffix -s yes|no \

-D "DirectoryManagerDN" \

-w password -b yes|no -t 1|1.5|2 \

-m yes|path-to-schema-files]

For example:

# perl comm_dssetup.pl -i yes -c /var/opt/mps/serverroot -d slapd-budgie

-r o=internet -u o=usergroup -s yes -D "cn=Directory Manager"

-w password -b yes -t 1 -m yes

The options for this command are:

◗
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Option Description

-i yes|no Answers the following question: “Do you want to configure new indexes?”
Specify yes to configure new indexes. Specify no if you don’t want to
configure new indexes.

-R yes|no Execute reindexing if new indexes found and -m yes is given

-cDirectory_Svr_Root Directory Server Root path name. For example: /var/opt/mps/serverroot

-dDirectory_instance Directory Server instance subdirectory. For example: slapd-budgie

-rDC_tree DC tree suffix. For example: o=internet

-uUser_Group_suffix User/Group suffix. Example: o=usergroup

-s yes|no Answers the following question: “Do you want to update the schema?”
Specify yes to update the schema files. Specify no if you don’t want to
update the schema files.

-DDirectoryManagerDN Directory Manager DN. For example, "cn=Directory Manager"

-w password DirectoryManager password

-b yes|no Answers the following question: “Will this directory server be used for users
and groups?” Specify yes if the directory server will be used for
configuration and user/groups. Specify no if this directory will be only used
for configuration data.

-t 1|1.5|2 Determines the schema version that you want to use for yourMessaging
Server:
� Choose 1 for Sun LDAP Schema 1.
� Choose 1.5 for Sun LDAP Schema 2 (CompatibilityMode). See the Sun
Java System Communications Services SchemaMigration Guide for
more information.

� Choose 2 for Sun LDAP Schema 2 (NativeMode).

-m yes|no Answers the following question: “Do you want tomodify the directory
server?” Specify yes tomodify the directory. Specify no if you don’t want to
modify the directory.

-S path-to-schema-files Specifies the directory path to schema files. For example: ./schema.

Once you set all the options for the comm_dssetup.pl script, you will see the following summary
screen before the script runs:

Here is a summary of the settings that you chose:

Server Root : /var/opt/mps/serverroot/

Server Instance : slapd-budgie

Users/Groups Directory : Yes

Update Schema : yes

Schema Type : 1
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DC Root : o=internet

User/Group Root : o=usergroup

Add New Indexes : yes

Schema Directory : ./schema

Directory Manager DN : "cn=Directory Manager"

Each option is further described in “To Run comm_dssetup.pl in InteractiveMode” on page 48.

Creating the InitialMessaging Server RuntimeConfiguration
The initial runtime configuration program provides a configuration to get yourMessaging Server up
and running. It is meant to create an initial runtime configuration to setup a generic functional
messaging server configuration. Thus it gives you a base working configuration fromwhich you can
make your specific customization. The program is onlymeant to be run once. Subsequent running of
this programwill result in your configuration being overwritten. Tomodify your initial runtime
configuration, use the configuration utilities described here and in the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Messaging Server Prerequisites
Before running the initial runtime configuration program, youmust:

� Install and configure theAdministration Server. (See the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4
Installation Guide. If you don’t configure the administration server, you can still configure
Messaging Server, but then you can not use the console to administer theMessaging Server.

� Install and configure the Directory Server. (See the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4
Installation Guide.)

� Run the comm_dssetup.pl program. (See “To Prepare Directory Server forMessaging Server
Configuration” on page 46.)

� Record yourAdministration andDirectory installation and configuration parameters in the
checklists supplied in Appendix E.

Messaging Server ConfigurationChecklist
When you run theMessaging Server initial runtime configuration program, record your parameters
in Table E–2. To answer certain questions, refer to your Directory andAdministration Server
installation checklists in Appendix E.

� ToRun theConfigureProgram
This procedure walks you through configuring theMessaging Server initial runtime configuration.
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Ensure in your setup thatDNS is properly configured and that it is clearly specifiedhow to route to
hosts that are not on the local subnet.

� The /etc/defaultrouter should contain the IP address of the gateway system. This address
must be on a local subnet.

� The /etc/resolv.conf exists and contains the proper entries for reachable DNS servers and
domain suffixes.

� In /etc/nsswitch.conf, the hosts: and ipnodes: line has the files, dns and nis keywords
added. The keyword filesmust precede dns and nis. So if the lines look like this:

hosts: nis dns files

ipnodes: nis dns files

They should be changed to this:

hosts: files nis dns

ipnodes: files nis dns

� Make sure that the FQDN is the first host name in the /etc/hosts file.

If your Internet host table in your /etc/hosts file looks like this:

123.456.78.910 budgie.west.sesta.com

123.456.78.910 budgie loghost mailhost

Change it so that there is only one line for the IP address of the host. Be sure the first host name is
a fully qualified domain name. For example:

123.456.78.910 budgie.west.sesta.com budgie loghost mailhost

� You can verify that the lines are read correctly by running the following commands:

# getent hosts ip_address
# getent ipnodes ip_address

If the lines are read correctly, you should see the IP address followed by the FQDN and then the
other values. For example:

# getent hosts 192.18.126.103

192.18.126.103 budgie.west.sesta.com budgie loghost mailhost

Invoke theMessaging Server initial runtime configurationwith the following command:

/msg_svr_base/sbin/configure [flag]

Youmight need to use the xhost(1) command if you are configuringMessaging Server on a remote
system.

The table below describes optional flags you can set with the configure program:

1
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Flag Description

-nodisplay Invokes a command-line configuration program.

-noconsole Invokes a GUI user interface program.

-state [statefile] Uses a silent installation file. Must be used with
-nodisplay and -noconsole flags. See “To Perform a
Silent Installation” on page 59.

Once you run the configure command, the configuration programwill start:

Welcome

The first panel in the configure program is a copyright page. Select Next to continue or Cancel to exit.
If you didn’t configure the administration server you will be warned, select okay to continue.

Enter the Fully QualifiedHost Name (FQHN).

This is themachine on whichMessaging Server will operate.When you installed the server using the
Java Enterprise System installer, you probably specified the physical host name. However, if you are
installing a cluster environment, you will want to use the logical hostname. Here is the chance to
change what you originally specified.

Select directory to store configuration anddata files.

Select the directory where you want to store theMessaging Server configuration and data files.
Specify a pathname that is not under themsg_svr_base. Symbolic links will be created under
msg_svr_base to the configuration and data directory. Formore information on these symbolic links,
see “Post-InstallationDirectory Layout” on page 68.

Make sure you have large enough disk space set aside for these files.

Youwill see a small window indicating that components are being loaded.

Thismay take a fewminutes.

Select Components to Configure.

Select theMessaging components that you want to configure.

� Message TransferAgent: Handles routing, delivering usermail, and handling SMTP
authentication. TheMTAprovides support for hosted domains, domain aliases, and server-side
filters.

� Message Store: Provides the foundation for unifiedmessaging services through its universal
Message Store.Access to themessage store is available throughmultiple protocols (HTTP, POP,
IMAP). If you are only configuring aMessage Store, youmust also select theMTA.

� Messenger Express: Handles the HTTPprotocol retrieval of messages from theMessage Store. If
you are only configuringMessenger Express, youmust also select theMessage Store and the
MTA.
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� MessagingMultiplexor:Acts as a proxy tomultiple messaging servermachines within an
organization. Users connect to theMultiplexor server, which redirects each connection to the
appropriate mail server. This component is not enabled by default. If you do check theMMPas
well as theMessage Store, they will be enabled on the same system; a warningmessage will appear
for you to change your change port numbers after configuration. For instructions on doing so,
see “Post-Installation Port Numbers” on page 70.
To configure theMMP, see Chapter 7.
Check any components you want to configure, and uncheck those components you do not wish
to configure.

Enter the systemuser nameand the group thatwill own the configuredfiles.
For information on setting up system users and groups, see “Creating UNIX SystemUsers and
Groups” on page 45.

ConfigurationDirectory Server Panel
Enter your ConfigurationDirectory LDAPURL,Administrator and Password. This is taken from
theAdministration Server configuration.

Gather the Configuration Server LDAPURL from your Directory Server installation. See the
Directory Server Installation worksheet fromTable E–1.

The DirectoryManager has overall administrator privileges on the Directory Server and all Sun Java
System servers that make use of the Directory Server (for example, theMessaging Server). It also has
full administration access to all entries in the Directory Server. The default and recommended
Distinguished Name (DN) is cn=Directory Manager and is set during Directory Server
configuration.

Note – If you select something other than the default, you will have amismatch between the
Administration Server and the configurationDirectory Server. This will requiremanual
post-configuration steps. Somodify this entry only if you really knowwhat you are doing.

User/GroupDirectory Server Panel
Enter your Users andGroups Directory LDAPURL,Administrator and Password.

Gather the User/Group Server LDAPURL information from the host and post number information
from your Directory Server installation. See the Directory Server Installation worksheet fromTable
E–1.

The DirectoryManager has overall administrator privileges on the Directory Server and all Sun Java
System servers that make use of the Directory Server (for example, theMessaging Server) and has full
administration access to all entries in the Directory Server. The default and recommended
Distinguished Name (DN) is cn=Directory Manager and is set during Directory Server
configuration.

If you are installing against a replicated Directory Server instance, youmust specify the credentials of
the replica, not themaster directory.
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Postmaster Email Address

Enter a Postmaster EmailAddress.

Select an address that yourAdministrator will activelymonitor. For example, pma@siroe.com for a
postmaster on the siroe domain. This address cannot begin with “Postmaster.”

The user of the email address is not automatically created. Therefore, you will need create it by using
a provisioning tool.

Password for administrator accounts

Enter an initial password that will be used for service administrator, server, user/group administrator,
end user administrator privileges as well as PAB administrator and SSLpasswords.

After the initial runtime configuration, youmight change this password for individual administrator
accounts. Formore information, see “ToModify Your Passwords” on page 105.

Default Email Domain

Enter a Default Email Domain.

This email domain is the default that is used if no other domain is specified. For example, if
siroe.com is the default email domain, then the is the domain to whichmessages addressed to user
IDs without a domain will be sent.

If you are using the UserManagement Utility, the command-line interface for provisioning users and
groups with Sun LDAP Schema 2, you will want to specify the same default domain during its
configuration. Formore information, see the Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4
Delegated Administrator Guide.

OrganizationDN

Enter anOrganizationDN under which users and groups will be created. The default is the email
domain prepended to the user/group suffix.

For example, if your user/group suffix is o=usergroup, and your email domain is siroe.com, then
the default is o=siroe.com, o=usergroup (where o=usergroup is your user/group Directory suffix
which was specified in “Creating UNIX SystemUsers andGroups” on page 45.

If you choose the same your user/groupDirectory suffix as your OrganizationDN, youmay have
migration problems if you decide to create a hosted domain. If you want to set up a hosted domain
during initial runtime configuration, then specify a DN one level below the User/Group suffix.

Ready to Configure

The configuration programwill check for enough disk space on yourmachine and then outline the
components it is ready to configure.

To configure theMessaging components, select Configure Now. To change any of your configuration
variables, select Back. Or to exit from the configuration program, select Cancel.
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Starting Task Sequence, Sequence Completed, and Installation Summary Panels
You can read the installation status by selecting Details on the final Installation Summary page. To
exit the program, select Close.

A log file is created in /msg_svr_base/install/configure_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.log, where
YYYYMMDDHHMMSS identifies the 4-digit year, month, date, hour, minute, and second of the
configuration.

An initial runtime configuration is now set up for yourMessaging Server. To change any
configuration parameter, refer to other parts of this document for instructions on doing so.

To startMessaging Server, use the following command:
/opt/SUNWmsgsr/sbin/start-msg

� ToPerformaSilent Installation
TheMessaging Server initial runtime configuration program automatically creates a silent
installation state file (called saveState) that can be used to quickly configure additionalMessaging
Server instances in your deployment where theMessaging Server Solaris packages have been
installed.All of your responses to the configuration prompts are recorded in that file.

By running the silent installation, you instruct the configure program to read the silent installation
state file. The configure program uses the responses in this file rather than ask the same installation
questions again for subsequent initial runtime configurations ofMessaging Server.When you use the
state file in a new installation, you are not asked any questions. Instead, all of the state file responses
are automatically applied as the new installation parameters.

The silent installation saveState state file is stored in the
msg_svr_base/install/configure_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS directory, where
YYYYMMDDHHMMSS identifies the 4-digit year, month, date, hour, minute, and second of the
saveState file.

To use the silent installation state file to configure anotherMessaging Server instance on another
machine in the deployment, follow these steps:

Copy the silent installation statefile to a temporary area on themachinewhere you are performing
the new installation.

Reviewand edit the silent installation statefile as necessary.
Youwill probably want to change some of the parameters and specifications in the state file. For
example, the default email domain for the new installationmay be different than the default email
domain recorded in the state file. Remember that the parameters listed in the state file will be
automatically applied to this installation.

Run the following command to configure othermachineswith the silent installation file:
msg_svr_base/sbin/configure -nodisplay -noconsole -state \

fullpath/saveState
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where fullpath is the full directory path of where the saveState file is located. (See Step 1 of this
section).

Note –After running the silent installation program, a new state file is created from the silent
installation in directory location:
msg_svr_base/install/configure_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS/saveState, where
YYYYMMDDHHMMSS identifies the 4-digit year, month, date, hour, minute, and second of the
directory containing the saveState file.

InstallingMessaging ServerAgainst aDirectory Server
Replica

Theremight be limitations that prevent you from installingMessaging Server against a Directory
Servermaster:

� You do not have Directory Servermaster credentials.
� Messaging Server cannot communicate directly with the Directory Servermaster.

� To InstallMessaging ServerAgainst aDirectory Server
Replica
Run the comm_dssetup.plprogramagainst all Directory Servers including theDirectory Server
replicas as noted in “comm_dssetup.pl Requirements” onpage 47.

Run theMessaging configureprogramusing the replicatedDirectory Server credentials as
described in “Creating the InitialMessaging Server RuntimeConfiguration” onpage 54.

By default, this program is located inmsg_svr_base/sbin/configure.

Because of invalid privileges, the configure programwill fail in trying to configure the Directory
ServerAdministrators. It will, however, produce themsg_svr_base/config/*.ldif files that are
needed to allow proper privileges to the Directory Server replicas.

Move the *.ldiffiles to theDirectory Servermaster.

Run the ldapmodify commandon the *.ldiffiles.

See the Sun Java SystemDirectory Server documentation formore information on ldapmodify or in
themsg_svr_base/install/configure_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.log.

Run the configureprogramagain.

Your Directory Server replica (andmaster) are now configured to work with yourMessaging Server.
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InstallingMessaging Server Provisioning Tools
The following sections provide a summary of install information about the supported provisioning
tools:

� “Schema 1DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging” on page 61
� “LDAPProvisioning Tools” on page 62
� “Creating UNIX SystemUsers andGroups” on page 45

Schema1DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging
TwoGUI provisioning tools are available forMessaging Server, the iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator
(Sun LDAP Schema 1) and the Communications Services DelegatedAdministrator (Sun LDAP
Schema 2). This section discusses the former. For details on the latter see the Sun Java Enterprise
System 2005Q4 Installation Guide.

To install the iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator (Sun LDAP Schema 1), you need to download it from
the Sun Software page. Contact your Sun Java System representative for information on the
download location information.

Note –The iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator can only be installed afterMessaging Server andWeb
Server are installed and configured. Formore information on installing iPlanet Delegated
Administrator, see the iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator documentation.

iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator is only available for those customers with existingMessaging Server
5.x installations and who are currently installingMessaging Server 6. It is not available to those
customers new to theMessaging Server product.

iPlanet DelegatedAdministratormust be used with Sun Java SystemWeb Server 6.0 (which is only
bundled with the previousMessaging Server 5.2 product). You cannot useWeb Server 6.1 (bundled
with the Java Enterprise System installer) with iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator.

Summary of Installation Steps:To install and configure iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator for
Messaging withMessaging Server:

Note –When you install the following products, use the Java Enterprise System installer. Note that
some of these products have their own configuration whereas other product configurators are
embedded in the Java Enterprise System installer/configurator. Formore information, refer to
specific product documentation.
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� To Install iPlanetDelegatedAdministrator

Be sure that either Sun Java SystemDirectory Server 5.2 is installed and configured.
Formore information, read the appropriate Sun Java SystemDirectory Server Installation Guide.

Install and configureMessaging Server.
Messaging Server will detect that you are using Sun LDAP Schema 1 since Sun Java SystemAccess
Manager will not be installed.

Install Sun Java SystemWebServer 6.0 fromyour previousMessaging Server 5.2 bundle.
Review the Sun Java SystemWeb Server documentation and the Sun Java SystemDelegated
Administrator documentation.

Install iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging 1.2 Patch 2.
Contact your Sun support representative to obtain the latest version.

Refer to the iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator documentation.

LDAPProvisioning Tools
Sun LDAP Schema 1 users and groups can be provisioned using the LDAPDirectory tools (Schema 2
is not supported).

� To Install Schema1LDAPProvisioning Tools

If Directory Server is not already installed, be sure to install and configure it.
Formore information, refer to the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4 Installation Guide.

ConfigureAccessManager to recognize data in yourDirectory Server.
BeforeAccessManager can recognize the data in your LDAPdirectory, youmust add special object
classes to entries for all organizations, groups and users that will bemanaged byAccessManager. If
you have not done this already, do it before you start provisioning new accounts. Sample scripts are
bundled in theAccessManager product to help you automatically add these object classes to your
directory. Formore information on these post-installation steps, see the Sun Java SystemAccess
Manager 6 2005Q1Migration Guide.

Install and configureMessaging Serverwith help from this guide.
Messaging Server will detect which Sun Java System LDAPSchema you are using, depending on
whether or notAccessManager is installed.

Install and configure Sun Java SystemWebServer 6.1 to enablemail filtering inMessenger Express.
Formore information on enablingmail filtering, see “ConfiguringMessenger Express and
Communications ExpressMail Filters” on page 67.
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Thoughmail filtering is not a provisioning tool, its functionality existed in the previous GUI version
of DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging.

Refer to the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server documentation to performLDAPprovisioning.

For Sun LDAP Schema 1 LDAPprovisioning, use the iPlanetMessaging Server 5.2 Provisioning
Guide and Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4 Schema Reference. The Schema
Reference contains object classes and attributes for both Sun LDAP Schema 1 and v.2.

SMTPRelayBlocking
By default, Messaging Server is configured to block attempted SMTP relays; that is, it rejects
attemptedmessage submissions to external addresses from unauthenticated external sources
(external systems are any other system than the host on which the server itself resides). This default
configuration is quite aggressive in blocking SMTP relaying in that it considers all other systems to
be external systems.

After installation, it is important tomanually modify your configuration tomatch the needs of your
site. Specifically, yourmessaging server should recognize its own internal systems and subnets from
which SMTP relaying should always be accepted. If you do not update this configuration, youmight
encounter problems when testing yourMTAconfiguration.

IMAP and POP clients that attempt to submit messages viaMessaging Server system’s SMTP server
destined for external addresses, and who do not authenticate using SMTPAUTH (SASL), will find
their submission attempts rejected.Which systems and subnets are recognized as internal is typically
controlled by the INTERNAL_IPmapping table, whichmay be found in the file
msg_svr_base/config/mappings.

For instance, on aMessaging Server systemwhose IP address is 192.45.67.89, the default
INTERNAL_IPmapping table would appear as follows:

INTERNAL_IP

$(192.45.67.89/24) $Y

127.0.0.1 $Y

* $N

The initial entry, using the $(IP-pattern/significant-prefix-bits) syntax, is specifying that any
IP address that matches the first 24 bits of 192.45.67.89 shouldmatch and be considered internal.
The second entry recognizes the loopback IP address 127.0.0.1 as internal. The final entry specifies
that all other IP addresses should not be considered internal.

Youmay add additional entries by specifying additional IP addresses or subnets before the final $N
entry. These entries must specify an IP address or subnet (using the $(.../...) syntax to specify a
subnet) on the left side and $Y on the right side. Or youmaymodify the existing $(.../...) entry to
accept amore general subnet.
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For instance, if this same sample site has a class C network, that is, it owns all of the 192.45.67.0
subnet, then the site would want tomodify the initial entry so that themapping table appears as
follows:

INTERNAL_IP

$(192.45.67.89/24) $Y

127.0.0.1 $Y

* $N

Or if the site owns only those IP addresses in the range 192.45.67.80-192.45.67.99, then the site
would want to use:

INTERNAL_IP

! Match IP addresses in the range 192.45.67.80-192.45.67.95

$(192.45.67.80/28) $Y

! Match IP addresses in the range 192.45.67.96-192.45.67.99

$(192.45.67.96/30) $Y

127.0.0.1 $Y

* $N

Note that themsg_svr_base/sbin/imsimta test-match utility can be useful for checking whether
an IP address matches a particular $(.../...) test condition. The imsimta test -mapping utility
can bemore generally useful in checking that your INTERNAL_IPmapping table returns the desired
results for various IP address inputs.

After modifying your INTERNAL_IPmapping table, be sure to issue themsg_svr_base/sbin/imsimta
cnbuild and themsg_svr_base/sbin/imsimta restart utilities so that the changes take effect.

Further information on themapping file and general mapping table format, as well as information
on imsimta command line utilities, can be found in the Chapter 2, “Message TransferAgent
Command-line Utilities,” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.
In addition, information on the INTERNAL_IPmapping table can be found in “ToAdd SMTP
Relaying” on page 488.

Enabling StartupAfter a Reboot
You can enableMessaging Server startup after system reboots by using the bootup script:
msg_svr_base/lib/Sun_MsgSvr. That is, by default, Messaging Server will not restart after a system
reboot unless you run this script. In addition, this script can also start up yourMMP, if enabled.
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� ToEnableMessaging ServerAfter a Reboot
Copy the Sun_MsgSvr script into the /etc/init.ddirectory.

Change the following ownerships and accessmodes of the Sun_MsgSvr script:

Ownership (chown(1M)) GroupOwnership (chgrp(1M)) AccessMode (chmod(1M))

root (superuser) sys 0744

Go to the /etc/rc2.ddirectory and create the following link:

ln /etc/init.d/Sun_MsgSvr S92Sun_MsgSvr

Go to the /etc/rc0.ddirectory and create the following link:

ln /etc/init.d/Sun_MsgSvr K08Sun_MsgSvr

Handling sendmail Clients
If end users sendmessages through sendmail clients, you can configureMessaging Server to work
with those clients over protocol. Users can continue to use the UNIX sendmail client.

To create compatibility between sendmail clients andMessaging Server, you can create andmodify a
sendmail configuration file.

Note – Each time a new sendmail patch is applied to your system, youwill need tomodify the
submit.cf file as described in the following instructions in “To Create the sendmail Configuration
File on Solaris 9 Platforms” on page 66. On Solaris 8, follow the instructions in “ToObtain the
Proper Version of the /usr/lib/sendmail on Solaris 8” on page 66.

When you upgraded previous versions ofMessaging Server, the /usr/lib/sendmail binary was
replaced with a component of the sendmail product. InMessaging Server, this replacement during
upgrade no longer occurs. Therefore, you need to obtain the proper version of the
/usr/lib/sendmail binary from themost current sendmail patch.

On Solaris OS 9 platforms, sendmail is no longer a setuid program. Instead, it is a setgid program.

1
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� ToObtain theProperVersionof the
/usr/lib/sendmailonSolaris 8

Find the file main-v7sun.mc file in directory /usr/lib/mail/cf and create a copy of this file.

In the example in this section, a copy called sunone-msg.mc is created.

In the sunone-msg.mc file, add the following lines before the MAILERmacros:

FEATURE(”nullclient’, ”smtp:rhino.west.sesta.com’)dnl

MASQUERADE_AS(”west.sesta.com’)dnl

define(”confDOMAIN_NAME’, ”west.sesta.com’)dnl

rhino.west.sesta.com is the localhost name and west.sesta.com is the default email domain as
described in “Creating the Initial Messaging Server Runtime Configuration” on page 54. In anHA
environment, use the logical host name. See Chapter 3 formore information about logical
hostnames for HighAvailability.

Compile the sunone-msg.mc file:

/usr/ccs/bin/make sunone-msg.cf

The sunone-msg.mcwill output sunone-msg.cf.

Make abackup copy of the existing sendmail.cf file located in the /etc/maildirectory.

a. Copy and rename /usr/lib/mail/cf/sunone-msg.cf to sendmail.cf file.

b. Move the new sendmail.cf file to the /etc/maildirectory.

� ToCreate the sendmail Configuration File on Solaris 9
Platforms

Find the file submit.mcfile in directory /usr/lib/mail/cf and create a copy of this file.

In the example in this section, a copy called sunone-submit.mc is created.

Change the following line in the file sunone-submit.mc:

FEATURE(”msp’)dn

to

FEATURE(”msp’, ”rhino.west.sesta.com’)dnl

where rhino.west.sesta.com is the localhost name.
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rhino.west.sesta.com is the localhost name and west.sesta.com is the default email domain as
described in “Creating the Initial Messaging Server Runtime Configuration” on page 54. In anHA
environment, use the logical host name. See Chapter 3 formore information about logical
hostnames for HighAvailability.

Compile the sunone-submit.mc file:
/usr/ccs/bin/make sunone-submit.cf

The sunone-submit.mcwill output sunone-submit.cf.

Make abackup copy of the existing submit.cffile in the /etc/maildirectory.

a. Copy and rename /usr/lib/mail/cf/sunone-submit.cf file to submit.cffile.

b. Move the new submit.cffile to the /etc/maildirectory.

ConfiguringMessenger Express andCommunications Express
Mail Filters

Mail filters are accessible throughMessenger Express and Communications Express. There is no
need to deploy the .war file if you use only Communications Express, but to deploy themail filters
withinMessenger Express you need to issue the following commands:

If you’re usingWeb Server as your web container :

# cd web_svr_base/bin/https/httpadmin/bin/
# ./wdeploy deploy -u /MailFilter -i https-srvr_instance \

-v https-virtual_srvr_instance msg_svr_base/SUNWmsgmf/MailFilter.war

If using Application Server as yourWeb container :

# cd app_svr_base/sbin
# ./asadmin

asadmin> deploy --user admin msg_svr_base/SUNWmsgmf/MailFilter.war

In both cases, set the following configutil parameter and restart mshttpd:

# cd msg_svr_base/sbin/# ./configutil -o "local.webmail.sieve.port" \

-v "WS_port_no|AS_port_no"# \

./stop-msg http# ./start-msg http

You can also use theAdministration Console to deploy .war files; for more information please
consult the Sun Java SystemWeb Server 7 2004Q2 Administrator’s Guide), or the at Sun Java System
Application Server Enterprise Edition 8.1 2005Q2 Administration Guide..

Information onmail filters for end-users is available in theMessenger Express and Communications
Express online help files.
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Performance andTuning
Refer to “Performance Considerations for aMessaging ServerArchitecture” in Sun Java System
Communications Services 6 2005Q4Deployment Planning Guide.

Post-InstallationDirectory Layout
After installing the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server, its directories and files are arranged in the
organization described in Table 1–1. The table is not exhaustive; it shows only those directories and
files of most interest for typical server administration tasks.

TABLE 1–1Post-InstallationDirectories and Files

Directory Default Location andDescription

Messaging Server Base

(msg_svr_base)

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/

(default location)

The directory on theMessaging Servermachine dedicated to holding the
server program, configuration, maintenance, and information files.

Only oneMessaging Server Base directory permachine is permitted.

Configuration

config

msg_svr_base/config/

Contains all of theMessaging Server configuration files such as the imta.cnf
and the msg.conf files.

On Solaris and Linux platforms only: This directory is symbolically linked
(onUNIX platforms) to the config subdirectory of the data and
configuration directory (default: /var/opt/SUNWmsgsr/) that you specified
in the initial runtime configuration.

Log

log

msg_svr_base/log/

Contains theMessaging Server log files like the mail.log_current file.

On Solaris and Linux platforms only: This directory is symbolically linked
(onUNIX platforms) to the log subdirectory of the data and configuration
directory (default: /var/opt/SUNWmsgsr/) that you specified in the initial
runtime configuration.
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TABLE 1–1Post-InstallationDirectories and Files (Continued)
Directory Default Location andDescription

Data

data

msg_svr_base/data/

(required location)

Contains databases, configuration, log files, site-programs, queues, store and
message files.

The data directory includes the config and log directories.

On Solaris and Linux platforms only: This directory is symbolically linked
(onUNIX platforms) to the data and configuration directory (default:
/var/opt/SUNWmsgsr/) that you specified in the initial runtime
configuration.

SystemAdministrator
Programs

sbin

msg_svr_base/sbin/

(required location)

Contains theMessaging Server system administrator executable programs
and scripts such as imsimta, configutil, stop-msg, start-msg, and
uninstaller.

Library

lib

msg_svr_base/lib/

(required location)

Contains shared libraries, private executable programs and scripts, daemons,
and non-customizable content data files. For example: imapd and
qm_maint.hlp.

SDK Include Files

include

msg_svr_base/include/

(required location)

ContainsMessaging header files for Software Development Kits (SDK).

Examples

examples

msg_svr_base/examples/

(required location)

Contains the examples for various SDKs, such asMessenger ExpressAUTH
SDK.

InstallationData

install

msg_svr_base/install/

(required location)

Contains installation-related data files such as installation log files, silent
installation files, factory default configuration files, and the initial runtime
configuration log files.
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Post-InstallationPortNumbers
In the installation and initial runtime configuration programs, port numbers will be chosen for
various services. These port numbers can be any number from 1 to 65535.

Table 1–2 lists the port numbers that are designated after installation.

TABLE 1–2PortNumbersDesignatedDuring Installation

Port Number Service (configutilparameter)

389 Standard Directory Server LDAPPort on themachine where you install Directory
Server. This port is specified in the Directory Server installation program.
(local.ugldapport)

110 Standard POP3 Port. This port may conflict with theMMPport if installed on the same
machine. (service.pop.port)

143 Standard IMAP4 Port. This port may conflict with theMMPport if installed on the
samemachine. (service.imap.port)

25 Standard SMTPPort. (service.http.smtpport)

80 Messenger Express HTTPPort. This port may conflict with theWeb Server port if
installed on the samemachine. (service.http.port)

992 POP3 over SSLport. For encrypted communications. (service.pop.sslport)

993 IMAPover SSLPort. For encrypted communications. This port may conflict with the
MMPport if installed on the samemachine. (service.imap.sslport)

443 HTTPover SSLPort. For encrypted communications. (service.http.sslport)

7997 Messaging and Collaboration Event Notification Service (ENS) Port.

27442 Port that is used Job Controller for internal product communication.

49994 Port that is used by theWatcher for internal product communication. See the Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server Administration Guide for more information on theWatcher.
(local.watcher.port)

user-specified Administration Server HTTPPort. (For listening to Console requests).

If certain products are installed on the samemachine, you will encounter port number conflicts.
Table 1–3 shows potential port number conflicts.

TABLE 1–3Potential PortNumberConflicts

Conflicting Port Number Port Conflicting Port

143 IMAP Server MMP IMAPProxy
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TABLE 1–3Potential PortNumberConflicts (Continued)
Conflicting Port Number Port Conflicting Port

110 POP3 Server MMPPOP3 Proxy

993 IMAPover SSL MMP IMAPProxy with SSL

80 Web Server port Messenger Express

If possible, you should install products with conflicting port numbers on separatemachines. If you
are unable to do so, then you will need to change the port number of one of conflicting products.

� ToChangePortNumbers
Use the configutil utility to changeport numbers.

See the “configutil” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for
complete syntax and usage.

Changing theMessenger Express HTTPPort Number

The following example uses the service.http.port configutil parameter to change the
Messenger Express HTTPport number to 8080.

configutil -o service.http.port -v 8080

◗

Example 1–1
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Upgrading to Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server

This chapter describes how to upgrade fromMessaging Server 5.2 to the current version of
Messaging Server.

� “Before You Begin” on page 73
� “Overview of the Upgrade Process” on page 74
� “Creating Upgrade Files to Update your Configuration” on page 74
� “Running the Upgrade Utility” on page 77
� “Migrating UserMailboxes” on page 79

BeforeYouBegin
Prior to performing the upgrade, ensure the following:

� This version ofMessaging Server is installed and configured on either the same or a different
system than theMessaging Server 5.2 system.

Note –Unlike previous versions ofMessaging Server, you cannot upgrade your existingMessaging
Server without first installing and configuring the current version ofMessaging Server.

Also, you cannot use this upgrade programwithMessaging Server versions older than version 5.2.
Therefore, youmust first migrate or upgrade toMessaging Server 5.2, install Messaging Server 6
2005Q4 and then run this upgrade program. See the iPlanetMessaging Server 5.2Migration Guide
(http://docs.sun.com) for more information onmigrating toMessaging Server 5.2.

� ExistingMessaging Server 5.2 installations are configured withMTADirect LDAPLookup, not
with imsimta dirsync.

� In addition,Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 does not support multiple instances. If you have
multiple instances ofMessaging Server version 5.2, youmay only choose one instance to upgrade
toMessaging Server 6 2005Q4. Furthermore, running the upgrade utility more than once in an
attempt tomigratemultiple instances will overwrite your configuration.
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Overviewof theUpgradeProcess
The following topics outline the steps to upgrade fromMessaging Server 5.2 to the current version of
Messaging Server.

� “Creating Upgrade Files to Update your Configuration” on page 74 (UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.pl)
� “Running the Upgrade Utility” on page 77 (do_the_upgrade.sh)

� “MTAConfiguration” on page 78 (make_mta_config_changes.sh)
� “configutil Parameters” on page 78 (make_configutil_changes.sh)
� “Backup Configuration” on page 78 (make_backup_config_changes.sh)
� “mboxlistDatabase” on page 78 (make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh)

� “Migrating UserMailboxes” on page 79 (optional)

CreatingUpgrade Files toUpdate your Configuration
This section describes how special upgrade files are created in order to update the configuration on
yourMessaging Server:

� “About Upgrade Files” on page 74
� “To Run the UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.pl Perl Script” on page 76

AboutUpgrade Files
Prior to running an upgrade utility tomove fromMessaging Server 5.2 to 6, you first need to run the
UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.pl Perl script (located inmsg_svr_base/sbin).

UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.pl compares your 5.2 configuration files with yourMessaging Server 6
configuration files and creates two sets of files for each configuration file: *.CHANGES files and
*.MERGED files.

The *.CHANGES files and *.MERGED files are generated in the work space directory,
/var/tmp/UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.ScratchDir.

The *.CHANGES files show critical configuration file differences betweenMessaging Server 5.2 and the
current version ofMessaging Server. These files highlight the configuration entities that are only
found inMessaging Server, the configuration entities fromMessaging Server 5.2 that are obsolete in
this current version ofMessaging Server, and the configuration entities that are only found in the
Messaging Server 5.2. Not all *.CHANGES files will show differences between the versions of
configuration files, and not all configuration files will generate *.CHANGES files.

The *.MERGED files are a consolidation ofMessaging Server 5.2 and the current version ofMessaging
Server configuration values and settings. In general, configuration parameter values fromMessaging
Server 5.2 are retained over the current version ofMessaging Serverif:

� There is no default value in the current version ofMessaging Server, or
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� The value specified in your 5.2 configuration is not a default setting.

Table 2–1 lists the configuration files that generate *.MERGED or *.CHANGES files.

TABLE 2–1Messaging Server Configuration Files that Generate *.MERGED or *.CHANGES files

Configuration Information Description Generates *.MERGED File Generates *.CHANGES File

job_controller.cnf Job Controller File X X

conversions Conversions File X

channel_option, where
channel is an SMTP channel

SMTP channel option
files

X

native_option Native channel option
file (exception to
channel_option)

X X

channel_headers.opt,where
channel is an SMTP channel

Header option files X

dispatcher.cnf Dispatcher File X X

imta_tailor Tailor File X X

option.dat GlobalMTAOption File X X

aliases Aliases File X

imta.cnf MTAConfiguration File.
Only the include
references (like file
directory locations) are
changed. Rewrite rule
and channel settings are
retained from your 5.2
configuration. To
include LMTP in your
imta.cnf, copy the
LMTP information from
yourMessaging Server 6
imta.cnf file.

X In some instances, a
*.CHANGES filemay be
generated.

mappings Mappings File X

mappings.locale LocalizedMappings File X

internet.rules Internet Rule
Configuration File

X

backup-groups.conf BackupGroup
Definitions

X X
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TABLE 2–1Messaging Server Configuration Files that Generate *.MERGED or *.CHANGES files (Continued)
Configuration Information Description Generates *.MERGED File Generates *.CHANGES File

configutil Changes of
configuration
parameters in
local.conf and
msg.conf configuration
files.

X

� ToRun the UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.plPerl Script
To run the UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.pl to create sets of files by which you’ll be able to update your
configuration, follow these steps:

Both your 5.2 and current version ofMessaging Server can be running at this point.

If yourMessaging Server 5.2 and 6 versions are on the samemachine, start with Step 2.

If yourMessaging Server 5.2 and 6 versions are not on the samemachine, transfer, extract and copy
theMessaging Server 5.2 server-rootdirectory to the current version ofMessaging Server.
If your server versions are installed on the samemachine, you can skip this step.

If yourMessage Store is too large to transfer from one system to another, you can transfer just the
essential portions of the server instance to the new system. There are comments inside of the
UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.plwhich cover this in detail.

You don’t have to copy theMessaging Server 5.2 store data to theMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 system,
however, youmust ensure that theMessaging Server 5.2 mboxlist directory is accessible during the
upgrade process.

Run the UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.pl upgrade script.
By default, this script is located inmsg_svr_base/sbin.

Run the script against the msg-instance of 5.2 version and themsg_svr_base of the current version of
Messaging Server. For example:
perl UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.pl /usr/sunone/server5/msg-budgie \

/opt/SUNWmsgsr

where /usr/sunone/server5/msg-budgie is the msg-instance of the 5.2Messaging Server and
/opt/SUNWmsgsr is themsg_svr_base of the current version ofMessaging Server.

The process creates *.MERGED and *.CHANGES files (as described in “About Upgrade Files” on page
74).

Carefully review the *.MERGEDfiles to determine if youneed to adjust the settings.
If you don’t want to use the suggested recommendations, youmustmanually adjust the settings.

BeforeYouBegin
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This utility does not update theMessenger Express customization files. Therefore, you need to
manually change these files in order to keep the relevant information fromMessaging Server 5.2 and
add any new information from the current version ofMessaging Server installation.

Running theUpgradeUtility
This section describes the do_the_upgrade.sh utility (located in
/var/tmp/UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.ScratchDir), a shell script that is made up of four sub-scripts. The
following topics are covered in this section:

� “Overview of the Upgrade Utility” on page 77(do_the_upgrade.sh)
� “MTAConfiguration” on page 78 (make_mta_config_changes.sh)
� “configutil Parameters” on page 78 (make_configutil_changes.sh)
� “Backup Configuration” on page 78 (make_backup_config_changes.sh)
� “mboxlistDatabase” on page 78 (make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh)

Overviewof theUpgradeUtility
The do_the_upgrade.sh utility is made up of four shell scripts that, with your *.MERGED files, update
the configuration and file directory locations of yourMTAconfiguration, your configutil
parameters, backup parameters, and your mboxlist database in your current version ofMessaging
Server system.

You can either run the do_the_upgrade.sh utility, or you can individually run one ormore of the
scripts that make up the do_the_upgrade.sh utility (make_mta_config_changes.sh,
make_configutil_changes.sh, make_backup_config_changes.sh, and
make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh).

If you want to upgrade anMTArelaymachine fromMessaging Server 5.2 to current version of
Messaging Server, you only need to run the make_mta_config_changes.sh and the
make_backup_config_changes.sh (described in “Backup Configuration” on page 78).

When executing either the do_the_upgrade.sh utility or any of the sub-scripts, be sure that neither
Messaging Server 5.2 nor 6 2005Q4 is up and running.

� ToRun the do_the_upgrade.shUtility

Shut downboth the 5.2 and the current version ofMessaging Servers.

Run the utility:
# sh /var/tmp/UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.ScratchDir/do_the_upgrade.sh

After running the do_the_upgrade.sh script, you can either continue to reference your 5.2 partition
paths (though you will not be able to remove yourMessaging Server 5.2 server-root directory) or you
canmanually move the 5.2 store partitions to the appropriate current version ofMessaging Server
directory location. You should perform this step prior to restartingMessaging Server.
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MTAConfiguration
TheMTAupgrade configuration sub-script that makes up of part of the do_the_upgrade.sh utility
is called make_mta_config_changes.sh (located in /var/tmp/UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.ScratchDir).

The make_mta_config_changes.sh script backs up, renames, andmoves the *.MERGED server
configuration files to their original names and locations within the current version ofMessaging
Server file directory structure.

Once the script has finished renaming andmoving the files, it automatically runs the imsimta
cnbuild command to recompile theMTAconfiguration.

Note – If youwant to upgrade anMTArelaymachine fromMessaging Server 5.2 to the current
version ofMessaging Server, you only need to run the make_mta_config_changes.sh and the
make_backup_config_changes.sh (described in “Backup Configuration” on page 78).

configutilParameters
The configutil upgrade configuration sub-script that makes up part of the do_the_upgrade.sh
utility is called make_configutil_changes.sh script (located in
/var/tmp/UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.ScratchDir).

The make_configutil_changes.sh script incorporates new or updated parameters in the msg.conf
and local.conf files. If default values are not specified in configutil parameters in the current
version ofMessaging Server, anyMessaging Server 5.2 values are carried forward to the current
version ofMessaging Server version.

BackupConfiguration
The backup upgrade configuration sub-script that makes up part of the do_the_upgrade.sh utility is
called make_backup_config_changes.sh script (located in
/var/tmp/UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.ScratchDir).

The make_backup_config_changes.sh script upgrades the configuration of your backup services
such as those in your backup-groups.conf file.

mboxlistDatabase
The mboxlist database upgrade configuration sub-script that makes up part of the
do_the_upgrade.sh utility is called make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh script (located in
/var/tmp/UpgradeMsg5toMsg6.ScratchDir).
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The make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh script transfers and upgrades your 5.2 mboxlist database and
upgrades it to the current version ofMessaging Server directory structure. The script copies the four
*.db files (folder.db, quota.db, peruser.db, and subscr.db) from
server-root/msg-instance/store/mboxlist on yourMessaging Server 5.2 system to
msg_svr_base/data/store/mboxlist on your current version ofMessaging Server system.

MigratingUserMailboxes
This section describes how tomigrate usermailboxes from oneMessaging Server to another
Messaging Server.While this section focuses onmigratingMessaging Server 5.2 to yourMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 system, the onlinemigration process can apply to any post–5.2Messaging Servers .
The onlinemigration is probably themost convenient, but alternativemigrationmethods are also
described.

If you are upgradingMessaging Server 5.2 toMessaging Server 6 and upgrading the entire message
store database, you do not need to follow thesemigration procedures. The
make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh script described in the previous section can be used to upgrade your
databasemore efficiently.

You only need to perform these procedures if:

� You aremigrating fromWindows to UNIX or fromUNIX toWindows.
� You do not want tomigrate the entire message store all at once.
� You need to rename your users, including UIDs, domain names, and default domain changes.

If you choose tomigratemailboxes using these procedures, do notmap the partition paths to the
Messaging Server 5.2 partitions and also do not run the make_mboxlist_changes.sh script.

The make_configutil_changes.sh script generated by the upgrade script automatically sets the
partition path tomap to theMessaging Server 5.2 partitions. You need to alter this manually. In
addition, you should remove the invocation of the make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh script from your
do_the_upgrade.sh script.

Tomove usermailbox data fromMessaging Server 5.2 to the current version ofMessaging Server in
an onlinemethod, follow the steps described in the following section. You should not need to bring
theMessaging Server downwhile youmove data.

The following procedures are provided:

� “ToMigrate UserMailboxes fromOneMessaging Server toAnotherWhile Online” on page 82
� “ToMoveMailboxes Using an IMAP client” on page 86
� “ToMoveMailboxes Using the moveuserCommand” on page 87
� “ToMoveMailboxes Using the imsimportCommand” on page 88
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MigratingUserMailboxes toAnotherMessaging
ServerWhileOnline
You can use this procedure tomigrate themessage store from an older version ofMessaging Server to
a newer version or tomovemailboxes from one SunMessaging Servermessage store to another. This
procedure should work for iPlanetMessaging Server 5.0 and later. It cannot be used tomove
messages from earlier versions ofMessaging Server or a non-SunMicrosystemsmessage store.

The advantages of movingmailboxes using this procedure are as follows:

� System administrators move themailboxes from the old source system to the new destination
systemwithout users involvement.

� This process is faster than any of the other processes.
� Re-linking is not required if you aremoving an entire partition.
� BothMessaging Server systems remain active and online.
� You canmigrate all themailboxes on amessages store or a subset of thosemessages. This

procedure allows for incremental migrations.

The disadvantages of movingmailboxes using this procedure are as follows:

� Thismethod does not work with non-Sunmessaging servers.
� The users beingmigrated will not have access to their mailboxes until themigration of their own

mailbox is complete.
� Thismethod can be complex and time consuming.

IncrementalMailboxMigration
Incremental migration provides numerous advantages for safely and effectivelymoving your
message store to a different system or upgrading to a new system, Incremental migration allows you
to build a new back-endmessage store system alongside the old back-endmessage store. You can
then test the new system,migrate a few friendly users, then test the new system again. Once you are
comfortable with the new system and configuration, and you are comfortable with themigration
procedure, you can start migrating real commercial users. These users can be split into discrete
backup groups so that duringmigration, onlymembers of this group are offline, and only for a short
time.

Another advantage of on-line incremental migration is that you do not have to plan for a
system-wide backoff in case the your upgrade fails.Abackoff is a procedure for reverting changes you
havemade to a system to return the system to the original working state.When doing amigration,
you have to plan for failure, whichmeans that for every step in themigration requires a plan to return
your system back to its previous operational state.

The problemwith offlinemigrations is that you can’t be sure yourmigration is successful until
you’ve completed all themigration steps and switched the service back on. If the system doesn’t work
and cannot be quickly fixed, you’ll need a backoff procedure for all the steps performed. This can be
stressful and take some time, during which your users will remain offline.
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With an on-line incremental migration you perform the following basic steps:

1. Build the new system alongside the old one so that both can operate independently.

2. Configure the old system for the coexistence with the new.

3.Migrate a group of friendly users and test the new system and its coexistence with the old system.

4. Divide the users on the old system into groups andmigrate group by group to the new one as
desired.

5. Disassemble the old system.

Because both systems will co-exist, you will have time to test and get comfortable with the new
system beforemigrating to it. If you do have to perform a backoff procedure--which should be very
unlikely--you only have to plan for steps 2 and 4. Step 2 is easy to revert since you don’t ever touch
user’s data. In step 4, the backoff is to revert the user’s state back to active and their mailhost attribute
back to the old host. No system-wide backoff is required.

On-lineMigrationOverview
Migratingmailboxes while remaining online is a straightforward process. Complications arise when
you try to ensure that messages in transit to themailbox (sitting in anMTAchannel queue waiting
for delivery) are not lost in themigration process. One solution is to holdmessages sent during the
migration process in a held state and wait for themessages in the various channel queues to be
delivered. However, messages can get stuck in queues because of system problems or because a
particular user is over quota. In this case, youmust address this situation beforemigrating the
mailboxes.

You can take variousmeasures to reduce the likelihood of lost messages and to verify that messages
are not stuck in a channel queue, but at a cost of increased complexity of the procedure.

The order and necessity of steps in the procedure vary depending upon your deployment and
whether everymessage addressed to everymailboxmust not be lost. This section describes the
theory and concepts behind the steps. It is incumbent on you to understand each step and decide
which to take and in which order, given your specific deployment. Following is an overview of the
process of movingmailboxes. This process might vary depending upon your deployment.

1. Block user access to themailboxes beingmoved.
2. Temporarily holdmessages addressed to themailbox beingmoved.
3. Verify that messages are not stuck in the channel queues.
4. Change the user’s mailhost attribute to the newmailbox location.
5. Move themailboxes to the new location.
6. Release heldmail to be delivered to the newmailbox and enable incomingmessages to be

delivered to themigratedmailboxes.
7. Examine the oldmessage store to see if anymessages were delivered after themigration.
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� ToMigrateUserMailboxes fromOneMessaging
Server toAnotherWhileOnline
The requirements for this type of migration are as follows:

� stored should be running on both the source (old) and destination (new)messaging servers.
� The source system and destination systemmust be able to routemessages to each other if both

systems will operate in co-existence. This is needed, for instance, so that delivery status
notificationmessages can be generated on the destination system and get delivered to the source
system.

Note – Some steps apply only if you are upgrading themessaging server from an earlier version to a
later version. These stepsmight not apply if you are onlymigratingmailboxes from onemessage
store to another. The steps that apply tomigrating entire systems are noted.

On the source system, split your user entries to bemoved into equal backupgroups using the
backup-groups.conf file.

This step is in preparation for themailboxmigration, Step 8, that occurs later in this procedure. See
“To Create BackupGroups” on page 563 for detailed instructions.

You can also place the user names into files and use the -u option in the imsbackup command.

Notify users to bemoved that until themoveprocess is completed, theywill not have access to their
mailboxes until themove is completed.

Ensure that users to bemoved are logged out of their mail systems before the datamove occurs. (See
“Monitoring UserAccess” on page 573.)

Set the authentication cache timeout to 0 on the back-endmessage store andMMP systems, and
ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUToption to 0 on theMTAs.

a. On the back endmessage stores containing themailboxes to bemoved, set the authentication
cache timeout to 0.

configutil -o service.authcachettl -v 0

This step and Step 7 (changing mailUserStatus to hold) immediately prevents users from
accessing their mailboxes duringmigration.

b. On allMMPs, set the authentication cache timeout to 0.

In ImpProxyAService.cfg and PopProxyAService.cfg set LdapCacheTTL to 0.

BeforeYouBegin
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c. On anyMessaging Server that hosts anMTA that insertsmessages intomailboxes that are to be
migrated, set the ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT option to 0.

Messaging Servers hosting anMTAthat inserts messages into themigratingmailboxes will
typically be the back endmessage store. However, if the system is using LMTP, then that system
will be the inboundMTAs. Check your configuration tomake sure.

Resetting ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT in /msg_svr_base/config/option.dat forces theMTA
to bypass the cache and look directly at the LDAP entry so that intermediate channel queues (for
example, the conversion or reprocess channels) see the new mailUserStatus (hold) of the
users beingmoved rather then the out-of-date cached information.
ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT is in option.dat.

d. Restart the systems onwhich the cacheswere reset.

Youmust restart the system for these changes to take place. See “Starting and Stopping Services”
on page 108 for instructions.

Ensure that both your sourceMessaging Server anddestinationMessaging Server are up and
running.

The sourceMessaging Servermust be able to route incomingmessages to the new destination server.

Change the LDAP attribute mailUserStatus on all user entrieswhosemailboxeswill bemoved from
active to hold.

Changing the attribute holds incomingmessages in the hold queue and prevents access to the
mailboxes over IMAP, POP, andHTTP. Typically, users will bemoved in groups of users. If you are
moving all themailboxes of a single domain, you can use the mailDomainStatus attribute.

Formore information on mailUserStatus, see the “mailUserStatus” in Sun Java System
Communications Services 6 2005Q4 Schema Reference.

Make sure thatmessages addressed tomailboxes beingmigrated are not stuck in the ims-ms
ortcp_lmtp* channel queues (if LMTPhas beendeployed) channel queues.

Use the following commands to see if messages exist in the channel queue directory tree and in the
held state (to see .HELD files) addressed to a user to bemigrated:
imsimta qm directory -to=<user_address_to_be_migrated> -directory_tree

imsimta qm directory -to=<user_address_to_be_migrated> -held -directory_tree

If there aremessages in the queue, run these same commands later to see if theMTAhas dequeued
them. If there aremessages that are not being dequeued, then youmust address this problem before
migrating. This should be a rare occurrence, but possible causes are recipient mailboxes being over
quota, mailboxes being locked perhaps because users are logged in andmovingmessages, the LMTP
backend server is not responding, network or name server problems, and so on).
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Change the LDAP attribute mailHost in the user entries to bemoved aswell as in anymail group
entries*.
Use the ldapmodify command to change the entries to the newmail server. Use the ldapmodify that
comes withMessaging or Directory Server. DoNOT use the Solaris OS ldapmodify command.

* You only need to change the mailHost attribute in themail group entry if the oldmail host is being
shut down. You can either change this attribute to the newmail host name or just eliminate the
attribute altogether. It is optional formail groups to have a mailHost.Having a mailHostmeans that
only that host can do the group expansion; omitting a mailHost (which is themore common case)
means all MTAs can do the group expansion. Note that mail group entries do not havemailboxes to
bemigrated and typically do not even have the mailhost attribute.

Formore information on mailhost, see the “mailHost” in Sun Java SystemCommunications
Services 6 2005Q4 Schema Reference.

Move themailbox data from the sourceMessaging Servermessage store to the destination
Messaging Servermessage store and record the timewhen started.
Back up themailboxes with the imsbackup utility and restore them to the newMessaging Server with
the imsrestore utility. For example, tomigratemailboxes from aMessaging Server 5.2 system called
oldmail.siroe.com to newmail.siroe.com, run the following command on oldmail.siroe.com:
/server-root/bin/msg/store/bin/imsbackup -f- /instance/group \

| rsh newmail.siroe.com /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/msg/imsrestore.sh \

-f- -cy -v1

You can runmultiple concurrent backup and restore sessions (one per group) tomaximize the
transfer rate into the newmessage store. See the “CommandDescriptions” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for more information about the imsbackup and
imsrestore utilities as well as “Backing Up and Restoring theMessage Store” on page 562.

Note –Record the timestamp of when imsbackup is run for later delivery validation.

(Conditional Step for SystemUpgrades) If yourmailboxmigration is part of the process of upgrading
froman earlier version ofMessaging Server to the current version, set this current version of
Messaging Server to be the newdefaultMessaging Server for the system.
Change the DNS A record of oldmail.siroe.com to point to newmail.siroe.com (the server
responsible for domain(s) previously hosted on oldmail.siroe.com).

Enable user access to the newmessage store.
Set the LDAP attribute mailUserStatus or mailDomainStatus, if applicable, to whatever value it
had been before it was changed to hold (for example,active).

Release themessages in the held state on all sourceMessaging Servers.
Any system that may be holding incomingmessages needs to run the following command to release
all the usermessages:
imsimta qm release -channel=hold -scope
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where scope can be all, which releases all messages; user, which is the user ID; or domain is the
domain where the user resides.

Reset the authentication cache timeout and the ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT option to the default
or desired values and restart the system.

At this point, you’vemigrated all the usermailboxes that need to bemigrated. Before proceeding,
make sure that no new entries in LDAPhave been created with the old system as the mailhost, and if
some have, migrate them.Also, make sure that no such entries can be created bymodifying the
provisioning systems.

You will also want to change the preferredmailhost attribute to the name of the newmail host.

For back-endmessages stores, set authentication cache timeout as follows:
configutil -o service.authcachettl -v 900

For theMMPs, in ImpProxyAService.cfg and PopProxyAService.cfg set the LdapCacheTTL option
to 0.

ForMTAs, set the ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT option to 600. ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT is in
option.dat.

Youmust restart the system for these changes to take place. See “Starting and Stopping Services”
on page 108 for instructions.

Ensure that the user clients are pointing to the newmail server.

After the upgrade finishes, have the users point to the new server through their mail client program
(in this example, users would point to newmail.siroe.com from oldmail.siroe.com).

An alternative is to use amessagingmultiplexor (MMP) which obviates the need to have users point
their clients directly to the newmail server. TheMMPgets that information from the mailHost
attribute which is stored in the LDAPuser entries and automatically redirects the client to the new
server.

After everythingworks, verify that nomessageswere delivered to the oldmessage store after the
migration.

Go to the old message store and run mboxutil -l to list the mailboxes. Check the last message
delivery timestamp. If a message was delivered after themigration timestamp (the date stampwhen
you ran the imsbackup command), thenmigrate thosemessages with a backup and restore
command. Because of the preparatory steps provided, it would be exceedingly rare to see amessage
delivered after migration.

Theoretically, a message could be stuck in a queue for the number of days or hours specified by the
notices channel keywords (see “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255).

Removeduplicatemessages on the newmessage store, run the relinker command.

This commandmight free disk space on the newmessage store. See “ReducingMessage Store Size
Due to Duplicate Storage of IdenticalMessages” on page 558.
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Remove the oldmessages from the store youmigrated fromanddelete users from thedatabase on
the old store.
Run the mboxutil -d command. (See “The mboxutil Utility” on page 551).

� ToMoveMailboxesUsing an IMAPclient
This procedure can be used anytimemessages need to bemigrated from onemessaging server to a
different messaging server. Consider the advantages and disadvantages beforemovingmailboxes
using this method.

The advantages of movingmailboxes using IMAP clients are as follows:

� Thismethod can be used tomigrate from a non-SunMessaging Server to the Sun Java System
Messaging Server. It can also be used tomovemailboxes from one physical server to a different
physical server.

� After system administrators set up the newmail server ormessage store, responsibility for
movingmailboxes to the new system is left to users.

� The process formovingmailboxes is relatively simple.
� User access tomailbox does not have to be disabled.

The disadvantages of movingmailboxes using IMAP clients are as follows:

� Requires that both the old and new systems be simultaneously be running and accessible to users.
� Cumulatively, this method takes longer tomovemailboxes than othermethods.
� Responsibility formovingmailboxes to the new system is left to users.
� The size of the newmessage store will be significantly larger than the oldmessage store until the

re-linking operation is performed.

Install and configure the newMessaging Server.

Set local.store.relinker to enable.
This will reduce themessage store size on the new system caused by duplicate storage of identical
messages. See “ReducingMessage Store Size Due to Duplicate Storage of IdenticalMessages”
on page 558 formore information.

Provision users on the newMessaging Server.
You can use DelegatedAdministrator to do this.As soon as users are provisioned on the new system,
newly arrivingmail will be delivered to the new INBOX.

Have users configure theirmail client to viewboth newandoldMessaging Servermailboxes.
Thismay involve setting up a new email account on the client. Seemail client documentation for
details.

Instruct users to drag folders from their oldMessaging Server to their newMessaging Server.
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Verifywith users that allmailboxes aremigrated to the new system, then shut down the user account
on the old system.

� ToMoveMailboxesUsing the moveuserCommand
This procedure can be used anytimemessages need to bemigrated from onemessaging server to a
different messaging server. It is useful formigrating IMAPmailboxes from a non-SunMessaging
Server to the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server. Consider the advantages and disadvantages before
movingmailboxes using this method.

The advantages of movingmailboxes using the moveuser command are as follows:

� System administrators have complete responsibility formovingmailboxes from the old system to
the new system. Users do not have to do anything.

� Works with any IMAP servers.

The disadvantages of movingmailboxes using the moveuser command are as follows:

� Requires that both the old and new systems be simultaneously be running and accessible to users.
� Thismethod takes longer tomovemailboxes than the other non-IMAPmethods.
� Users access tomailboxesmust be disabled while mailboxes are beingmoved.
� The size of the newmessage store will be significantly larger than the oldmessage store until the

re-linking operation is performed.

Install and configure the newMessaging Server.

Set local.store.relinker to enable.

This will reduce themessage store size on the new system caused by duplicate storage of identical
messages. See “ReducingMessage Store Size Due to Duplicate Storage of IdenticalMessages”
on page 558 formore information.

Halt incomingmail to themessaging servers.

Set the user attribute mailUserStatus to hold .

Provision users on the newMessaging Server if needed.

If you aremigrating from a previous version ofmessaging server, you can use the same LDAP
directory and server. moveuser changes the mailhost attribute in each user entry.

Run the moveuser command.

Tomove all users from host1 to host2, based on account information in the Directory Server
siroe.com:
MoveUser -l \

"ldap://siroe.com:389/o=siroe.com???(mailhost=host1.domain.com)" \
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-D "cn=Directory Manager" -w password -s host1 -x admin \

-p password -d host2 -a admin -v password

See the “MoveUser” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for
details on the moveuser command.

Enable user access to the newmessaging store.

a. Set the mailUserStatus LDAP attribute to active.

b. Run the following command to set the authentication cache timeout value to 0 and immediately
allowaccess to themessage store.
configutil -o service.authcachettl -v 0

Shut down the old system.

� ToMoveMailboxesUsing the imsimportCommand
This procedure is specifically used tomovemailboxes fromUNIX /var/mail format folders into a
Sun Java SystemMessaging Servermessage store. However, if themessaging server fromwhich you
aremigrating can convert the IMAPmessage stores to UNIX /var/mail format, then you can use the
imsimport command tomigratemessages to the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server. Consider the
advantages and disadvantages beforemovingmailboxes using this method.

The advantage of movingmailboxes using the imsimport command is as follows:

� System administrators have complete responsibility formovingmailboxes from the old system to
the new system. Users do not have to do anything.

The disadvantages of movingmailboxes using the imsimport command are as follows:

� Thismethod takes longer tomovemailboxes than the other non-IMAPmethods.
� Users access tomailboxesmust be disabled while mailboxes are beingmoved.
� The size of the newmessage store will be significantly larger than the oldmessage store until the

re-linking operation is performed.

Install and configure the newMessaging Server.

Set local.store.relinker to enable.

This will reduce themessage store size on the new system caused by duplicate storage of identical
messages. See “ReducingMessage Store Size Due to Duplicate Storage of IdenticalMessages”
on page 558 formore information.

Provision users on the newMessaging Server if needed.

You can use DelegatedAdministrator to do this. Do not switch over to the new system yet.
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Disable user access to both the newandoldmessaging store.

Set the mailUserStatus LDAP attribute to hold. User’s mail is sent to the hold queue and access to
themailbox over IMAP, POP, andHTTP is disallowed.MTAandMessageAccess Servers on the store
servermust comply with this requirement. This setting overrides any other mailDeliveryOption
settings.

If themail store from the existingmail server is not already in the /var/mail format, convert themail
store to /var/mailfiles.

Refer to the third-partymail server documentation.

Run the imsimport command.

For example:
imsimport -s /var/mail/joe -d INBOX -u joe

See the “imsimport” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for
details on the imsimport command.

Enable user access to themessage store.

a. Set the mailUserStatus LDAP attribute to active.

b. Run the following command to set the authentication cache timeout value to 0 and immediately
allowaccess to themessage store.
configutil -o service.authcachettl -v 0

Enable user access to the newandoldmessaging store.

Shut down the old system.
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ConfiguringHighAvailability

This section provides the information you need to configure the Veritas Cluster Server or Sun Cluster
high availability clustering software and prepare it for use with theMessaging Server. It is assumed
you have read Chapter 6, “Designing for ServiceAvailability,” in Sun Java SystemCommunications
Services 6 2005Q4Deployment Planning Guide as well as the appropriate Veritas or Sun Cluster
Server documentation for detailed planning, installation instructions, required patches, and other
information as needed.

This chapter consists of the following sections:

� “ClusterAgent Installation” on page 92
� “Veritas Cluster ServerAgent Installation” on page 93
� “Sun ClusterAgent Installation” on page 96
� “UnconfiguringHighAvailability” on page 102

SupportedVersions
The table below lists the versions of Sun Cluster Server and Veritas Cluster Server that are currently
supported withMessaging Server:

TABLE 3–1 SupportedVersions of SunCluster Server andVeritas Cluster Server

Cluster SupportedVersions

Sun Cluster Server Sun Cluster 3.1

Veritas Cluster Server Veritas Cluster Server 1.3, Veritas Cluster Server 2.0, and Veritas Cluster
Server 3.5
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ClusterAgent Installation
Acluster agent is aMessaging Server program that runs under the cluster framework.

The Sun ClusterMessaging Server agent (SUNWscims) is installed when you select Sun Cluster 3.1
through the Java Enterprise SystemJava Enterprise System installer. The Veritas ClusterMessaging
Server agent (SUNWmsgvc) can be found in theMessaging Server Product subdirectory on the Java
Enterprise SystemCD, Solaris_sparc/Product/messaging_svr/Packages/SUNWmsgvc. (Note that
youmust use the pkgadd(1M) command to install the VCS cluster agent.)

Messaging Server andHighAvailabilityNotes
Some items of note regarding theMessaging Server and high availability (applies to both Veritas
Cluster, and Sun Cluster) installation:

� Clustering software needs to be installed before installing and configuring the current version of
Messaging Server. Run the installation on the cluster node currently pointed at by the HAlogical
host name forMessaging Server. Use the cluster alias when prompted for any node names.When
installingMessaging Server, tell theAdministration Server that the node that they are installing
on is the logical name of the cluster regardless of which physical machine is involved.

� When running theMessaging Server Initial Runtime Configuration (see “Creating the Initial
Messaging Server Runtime Configuration” on page 54) sure to specify the fully-qualifiedHA
logical host name of the cluster ofMessaging Server.

� ConfigureMessaging Server using the cluster host name. If you do otherwise, then you’ll need to
re-configure a second time using the cluster host name.

Using theuseconfigUtility
The useconfig utility allows you to share a single configuration betweenmultiple nodes in anHA
environment. This utility is notmeant to upgrade or update an existing configuration.

For example, if you are upgrading your first node, you will install through the Java Enterprise System
installer and then configureMessaging Server. You will then failover to the second node where you
will install theMessaging Server package through the Java Enterprise System installer, but you will
not have to run the Initial Runtime Configuration Program (configure) again. Instead, you can use
the useconfig utility.

To enable the utility, run useconfig utility to point to your previousMessaging Server configuration:

msg_svr_base/sbin/useconfig install/configure_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS

where configure_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS is your previous configuration settings file.

On a brand new node, you can find the configure_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS in the
msg_svr_base/data/setup directory on the shared disk.
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The following sections on “Veritas Cluster ServerAgent Installation” on page 93 and “Sun Cluster
Agent Installation” on page 96 describe when you can use the useconfig utility.

Veritas Cluster ServerAgent Installation
Messaging Server can be configured with Veritas Cluster Server 1.3, 2.0, and 3.5. The instructions in
this section only cover Veritas Cluster 3.5; for Veritas 1.3 and 2.0, review the Sun Java Enterprise
System 2005Q4 Installation Guide for UNIX.

Be sure to review the Veritas Cluster Server documentation prior to following these procedures.

Note –

� Veritas VolumeManager (VxVM) has a cluster feature that requires a separate license. This
feature provides a global view of the file systems on shared storage, similar to the Sun Cluster 3.0
global file system. See the Veritas Cluster Server documentation formore information.

� FsckOptwas optional in pre-3.5 Veritas releases. However, it is required for configuring the
Mount resource. FsckOptmust include a -y or -n, otherwise the resource will not come online.

� Veritas Cluster Server 2.0 Explorer cannot be used tomanage Veritas Cluster Server 3.5.

After installingMessaging Server through the Java Enterprise System installer and configuringHA,
be sure to review “Binding IPAddresses on a Server” on page 101 for additional steps associated with
configuringHAsupport.

Veritas Cluster Server Requirements
� Veritas Cluster Software is already installed and configured.
� As described in the following instructions (in “VCS 3.5 Installation and ConfigurationNotes”

on page 93 package forMessaging Server along with theMessaging Server software on both
nodes.

VCS3.5 Installation andConfigurationNotes
The following instructions describe how to configureMessaging Server as anHAservice, by using
Veritas Cluster Server 3.5.

The default main.cf configuration file sets up a resource group called ClusterService that launches
the VCSweb application. This group includes network logical host IP resources like csgnic and webip.
In addition, the ntfr resource is created for event notification.
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� ToConfigureMessaging Server as anHAService byUsingVeritas
Cluster Server 3.5

LaunchCluster Explorer fromoneof the nodes.

Note that these Veritas Cluster Server instructions assume you are using the graphical user interface
to configureMessaging Server as anHAservice.

To launch Cluster Explorer, run the following command:
# /opt/VRTSvcs/bin/hagui

The VRTScscm packagemust be installed in order to use the GUI.

Add s1ms_dgdisk group resource of type DiskGroup and enable it.

Add s1ms_mtmount resource of type Mount.

a. Unlike in Veritas Cluster Server 2.0, youmust add -y (or -n) to FsckOpt. Null options cause Mount
to hang. See the SolarisManpage formore information on fsck_vxfs.

b. Be sure to click the Link button to enable linking resources, if they are not already enabled.

Create a link between s1ms_mt and s1ms_dg. Enable the resource s1ms_mt.

The figure depicts the dependency tree:

VCSweb ntfr

webip s1ms_mt

csgnic s1ms_dg

FIGURE 3–1Veritas Cluster ServerDependency Tree 1

Run the Java Enterprise System installer, selectingAdministration Server andMessaging Server.

a. DuringAdministration Server configuration, be sure to specify the logical host namewhen asked
to provide a hostname.

b. Run theMessaging Server Initial RuntimeConfiguration from theprimary node (for example,
Node_A) to installMessaging Server.
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c. Install the Veritas Cluster Server agent package, SUNWmsgvc, (located in theMessaging Server
Product subdirectory on the Java Enterprise SystemCD) by using the pkgadd(1M) command.

Messaging Server and the Veritas agent are now installed onNode_A.

Switch to the backupnode (for example, Node_B).

Run the Java Enterprise System installer to installMessaging Server on the backupnode (Node_B).

After installingMessaging Server, you canuse the useconfigutility to obviate the need for creating
an additional initial runtime configuration on the backupnode (Node_B). The useconfigutility
allows you to share a single configuration betweenmultiple nodes in anHAenvironment. This utility
is notmeant to upgrade or update an existing configuration. See “Using the useconfigUtility”
onpage 92.

The Veritas agent is now installed onNode_B.

From the Cluster Explorer, Select Import Types... from the Filemenuwhichwill display a file selection
box.

Import the MsgSrvTypes.cf type from the /etc/VRTSvcs/conf/config directory. Import this type
file. Note that youneed to be on a cluster node to find this file.

Now create a resource of type MsgSrv (for example, Mail). This resource requires the logical host
nameproperty to be set.

The Mail resource depends on s1ms_mt and webip. Create links between the resources as shown in
the followingdependency tree:

VCSweb ntfr

webip s1ms_mt

csgnic s1ms_dg

Mail

FIGURE 3–2VeritasClusterDependencyTree

a. Enable all resources andbring Mailonline.

b. All servers should be started.

Switch over toNode_Aand check if theHighAvailability configuration isworking.
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Change the group attribute OnlineRetryLimit from 3 to 0, otherwise the failed-over servicemight
restart on the samenode.

MsgSrvAttributes
This section describes MsgSrv additional attributes that govern the behavior of the mail resource. To
configureMessaging Server with Veritas Cluster Server, see Table 3–2.

TABLE 3–2VeritasCluster ServerAttributes

Attribute Description

FaultOnMonitorTimeouts If unset (=0), monitor (probe) time outs are not treated as resource fault.
Recommend setting this to 2. If themonitor times out twice, the
resource will be restarted or failed over.

ConfInterval Time interval over which faults/restarts are counted. Previous history is
erased if the service remains online for this duration. Suggest 600
seconds.

ToleranceLimit Number of times themonitor should returnOFFLINE for declaring the
resource FAULTED. Recommend leaving this value at ”0’ (default).

SunClusterAgent Installation
This section describes how to install and configure theMessaging Server as a Sun Cluster Highly
Available (HA)Data Service. These installation instructions apply to Sun Cluster 3.1. The following
topics are covered in this section:

� “Sun Cluster Requirements” on page 96
� “About HAStoragePlus” on page 97
� “ConfiguringMessaging Server with Sun Cluster andHAStoragePlus” on page 97
� “Binding IPAddresses on a Server” on page 101

See also Sun Cluster 3.1 Documentation (http://docs.sun.com/app/docs/coll/514.2)

Note that Veritas File System (VxFS) is supported with Sun Cluster 3.1.

SunCluster Requirements
This section presumes the following:

� Sun Cluster 3.1 is installed and configured on a Solaris 8 or 9 operating systemwith required
patches.

� The Sun Cluster agent SUNWscims is installed on your systems.
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� If logical volumes are being created, either Solstice DiskSuite or Veritas VolumeManager is used.

AboutHAStoragePlus
It is highly recommended that you use the HAStoragePlus resource type tomake locally mounted file
systems highly available within a Sun Cluster environment.Any file system resident on a Sun Cluster
global device group can be used withHAStoragePlus. Unlike a globally mounted file system like
HAStorage, HAStoragePlus is available only on one cluster node at any given point of time. These
locally mounted file systems can only be used in failovermode and in failover resource groups.
HAStoragePlus offers FFS (failover file system), in contrast to HAStorage’s GFS (global file system).

HAStoragePlus has a number of benefits:

� HAStoragePlus bypasses the global file service layer completely. For disk-IO intensive data
services, this leads to a significant performance increase.

� HAStoragePlus can work with any file system (like UFS, VxFS, and so forth), even those that
might not work with the global file service layer. If a file system is supported by the Solaris
operating system, it will work withHAStoragePlus.

Formore information onHAStoragePlus, read the Sun Cluster 3.1 Data Service Planning and
Administration Guide at http://docs.sun.com.

ConfiguringMessaging Serverwith SunCluster and
HAStoragePlus
This section describes how to configure HAsupport andHAStoragePlus for the current version of
Messaging Server for Sun Cluster 3.1 through a simple example.

After configuringHA, be sure to review “Binding IPAddresses on a Server” on page 101 for
additional steps associated withHAsupport.

The following example assumes that themessaging server has been configured with aHAlogical host
name and IP address. The physical host names is assumed to be mail-1 and mail-2, with anHA
logical host name of budgie. Figure 3–3 depicts the nested dependencies of the different HA
resources you will create in configuringMessaging Server HAsupport.
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HA StoragePlus
Resource name = disk-rs
ServicePaths = disk_sys_mount_point2

HA logical host name
Resource name = budgie

HA Messaging Server
Resource name = mail-rs
MS_serverroot= msg_svr_base
Resource Dependencies=disk-rs, budgie

MAIL-RG Resource Group
on physical hosts mail-1 and mail-2

FIGURE 3–3ASimpleMessaging ServerHAconfiguration

� ToConfigureHAsupport andHAStoragePlus

Become the superuser andopen a console.
All of the following Sun Cluster commands require that you have logged in as superuser. You will also
want to have a console or window for viewingmessages output to /dev/console.

Add required resource types.
Configure Sun Cluster to know about the resources types we will be using. This is done with the
scrgadm -a -t command:
# scrgadm -a -t SUNW.HAStoragePlus

# scrgadm -a -t SUNW.ims

Create a resource group for theMessaging Server.
If you have not done so already, create a resource group andmake it visible on the cluster nodes
which will run theMessaging Server. The following command creates a resource group named
MAIL-RG, making it visible on the cluster nodes mail-1 and mail-2:

# scrgadm -a -g MAIL-RG -h mail-1,mail-2

Youmay, of course, use whatever name you wish for the resource group.

Create anHA logical host name resource and start resource group.
If you have not done so already, create and enable a resource for the HAlogical host name, placing it
in the resource group. The following command does so using the logical host name budgie. Since the
-j switch is omitted, the name of the resource created will also be budgie.
# scrgadm -a -L -g MAIL-RG -l budgie

# scswitch -Z -g MAIL-RG
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Create anHAStoragePlus resource.

Next, you need to create anHAStoragePlus resource type for the file systems on whichMessaging
Server is dependent. The following command creates anHAStoragePlus resource named disk-rs
and the file system disk_sys_mount_point is placed under its control:
# scrgadm -a -j disk-rs -g MAIL-RG \

-t SUNW.HAStoragePlus \

-x ServicePaths=disk_sys_mount_point-1, disk_sys_mount_point-2

The comma-separated list of ServicePaths are themount points of the cluster file systems on which
Messaging Server is dependent. In the above example, only twomount points,
disk_sys_mount_point-1 and disk_sys_mount_point-2, are specified. If one of the servers has
additional file systems on which it is dependent, then you can create an additional HAstorage
resource and in Step 10 to indicate that additional dependency.

Install and configure theAdministration Server.

See the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4 Installation Guide for instructions.

When specifying the fully qualified domain name, use the HAlogical host name created in Step 4.

Install and configure theMessaging Server. See “Creating the InitialMessaging Server Runtime
Configuration” onpage 54

a. In the Initial RuntimeConfiguration, you are asked to specify a configuration directory in
“Creating the InitialMessaging Server RuntimeConfiguration” onpage 54. Be sure to use the
shareddisk directory path of yourHAStoragePlus resource.

b. Run the following command to enable thewatcher process under SunCluster:

configutil -o local.autorestart -v 1

Formore information on the watcher process, refer to the “Automatic Restart of Failed or
Unresponsive Services” on page 111

Run the ha_ip_config script to set service.listenaddr and service.http.smtphost and to
configure the dispatcher.cnf and job_controller.cnf files for high availability. The script
ensures that the logical IP address is set for these parameters andfiles, rather than the physical IP
address. It also enables thewatcher process (sets local.watcher.enable to 1), and auto restart
process (local.auto.restart to 1).

For instructions on running the script, see “Binding IPAddresses on a Server” on page 101.

The ha_ip_config script should only be run once on themachine with the shared disk (for
configuration and data).

Modify the imta.cnffile and replace all occurrences of the physical hostnamewith the logical name
of the cluster.
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Create anHAMessaging Server resource.
It’s now time to create the HAMessaging Server resource and add it to the resource group. This
resource is dependent upon theHAlogical host name andHAdisk resource.

In creating the HAMessaging Server resource, we need to indicate the path to theMessaging Server
top-level directory—themsg_svr_base path. These are done with the IMS_serverroot extension
properties as shown in the following command.
# scrgadm -a -j mail-rs -t SUNW.ims -g MAIL-RG \

-x IMS_serverroot=msg_svr_base \

-y Resource_dependencies=disk-rs,budgie

The above command, creates anHAMessaging Server resource named mail-rs for theMessaging
Server which is installed on IMS_serverroot in themsg_svr_base directory. TheHAMessaging
Server resource is dependent upon theHAdisk resource disk-rs as well as the HAlogical host name
budgie.

If theMessaging Server has additional file system dependencies, then you can create an additional
HAstorage resource for those file systems. Be sure to include that additional HAstorage resource
name in the Resource_dependencies option of the above command.

Remove the term global from the /etc/vfstab file. At bootup, /etc/vbstabmust be set to ”no..’For
more information, refer to your SunCluster 3.1 documentation.
Before the vfstab file is enabled withHAStoragePlus, youmight first umount the file systems that are
currently global file systems. You can then enable the vfstab file withHAStoragePlus and remount
the file systems.

Enable theMessaging Server resource.
It’s now time to activate the HAMessaging Server resource, thereby bringing themessaging server
online. To do this, use the command

# scswitch -e -j mail-rs

The above command enables the mail-rs resource of theMAIL-RG resource group. Since the
MAIL-RG resource was previously brought online, the above command also brings mail-rs online.

Verify that things areworking.
Use the scstat command to see if theMAIL-RG resource group is online. Youmay want to look at
the output directed to the console device for any diagnostic information.Also look in the syslog file,
/var/adm/messages.

Fail the resource groupover to another cluster node in order tomake sure failover properlyworks.
Manually fail the resource group over to another cluster node. (Be sure you have superuser privileges
on the node to which you failover.)

Use the scstat command to see what node the resource group is currently running on (“online” on).
For instance, if it is online onmail-1, then fail it over tomail-2 with the command:

# scswitch -z -g MAIL-RG -h mail-2
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If you are upgrading your first node, you will install through the Java Enterprise System installer and
then configureMessaging Server. You will then failover to the second node where you will install the
Messaging Server package through the Java Enterprise System installer, but you will not have to run
the Initial Runtime Configuration Program (configure) again. Instead, you can use the useconfig
utility.

Binding IPAddresses ona Server
If you are using the Symmetric or N + 1 high availability models, there are some additional things
you should be aware of during configuration in order to prepare the Sun Cluster Server for
Messaging Server.

Messaging Server running on a server requires that the correct IP address binds it. This is required
for proper configuration ofMessaging in anHAenvironment.

Part of configuringMessaging Server for HAinvolves configuring the interface address on which the
Messaging Servers bind and listen for connections. By default, the servers bind to all available
interface addresses. However, in anHAenvironment, you want the servers to bind specifically to the
interface address associated with anHAlogical host name.

Ascript is therefore provided to configure the interface address used by the servers belonging to a
givenMessaging Server instance. Note that the script identifies the interface address bymeans of the
IP address which you have or will be associating with the HAlogical host name used by the servers.

The script effects the configuration changes bymodifying or creating the following configuration
files. For the file

msg_svr_base/config/dispatcher.cnf

it adds or changes INTERFACE_ADDRESS option for the SMTP and SMTP Submit servers. For the file

msg_svr_base/config/job_controller.cnf

it adds or changes the INTERFACE_ADDRESS option for the Job Controller.

Finally it sets the configutil service.listenaddr and service.http.smtphost parameters used
by the POP, IMAP, andMessenger Express HTTP servers.

Note that the original configuration files, if any, are renamed to *.pre-ha.

Run the script as follows:

� ToBind IPAddresses ona Server

Become superuser.

Executemsg_svr_base/sbin/ha_ip_config
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The script presents the questions describedbelow. The scriptmaybe aborted by typing control-d in
response to any of the questions. Default answers to the questionswill appearwithin square
brackets, [ ]. To accept the default answer, simply press the RETURNkey.

a. Logical IP address: Specify the IP address assigned to the logical host namewhichMessaging
Serverwill be using. The IP addressmust be specified in dotted decimal form, for example,
123.456.78.90.

The logical IP address is automatically set in the configutil parameter service.http.smtphost
which allows you to see whichmachine is running yourmessaging system in a cluster. For
example, if you are usingMessenger Express, your server will be able to determine fromwhich
mail host to send outgoingmail.

b. Messaging Server Base (msg_svr_base): Specify the absolute path to the top-level directory in
whichMessaging Server is installed.

c. Do youwish to change any of the above choices: answer “no” to accept your answers and effect
the configuration change. Answer “yes” if youwish to alter your answers.

Note – In addition, the ha_ip_config script automatically enables two new processes watcher
and msprobewith the following parameters: local.autorestart and local.watcher.enable.
These new parameters help tomonitor the health of themessaging server. Process failures and
unresponsive services result in logmessages indicating specific failures. The cluster agents now
monitor the watcher process and failover whenever it exits. Note that the parameters must be
enabled in order for Sun Cluster to function properly.

Formore information on the watcher and msprobe processes, see “Automatic Restart of Failed
or Unresponsive Services” on page 111

UnconfiguringHighAvailability
This section describes how to unconfigure high availability. To uninstall high availability, follow the
instructions in your Veritas or Sun Cluster documentation.

TheHighAvailability unconfiguration instructions differ depending on whether you are removing
Veritas Cluster Server or Sun Cluster.

The following topics are covered in this section:

� “ToUnconfigure the Veritas Cluster Server” on page 103
� “ToUnconfigureMessaging Server HASupport for Sun Cluster 3.x” on page 103
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� ToUnconfigure theVeritas Cluster Server
This section describes how to unconfigure the high availability components for Veritas Cluster
Server:

Bring the iMS5 service groupoffline anddisable its resources.

Remove the dependencies between the mail resource, the logical_IP resource, and the
mountshared resource.

Bring the iMS5 service groupback online so the sharedg resource is available.

Delete all of the Veritas Cluster Server resources created during installation.

Stop theVeritas Cluster Server and remove followingfiles onboth nodes:
/etc/VRTSvcs/conf/config/MsgSrvTypes.cf

/opt/VRTSvcs/bin/MsgSrv/online

/opt/VRTSvcs/bin/MsgSrv/offline

/opt/VRTSvcs/bin/MsgSrv/clean

/opt/VRTSvcs/bin/MsgSrv/monitor

/opt/VRTSvcs/bin/MsgSrv/sub.pl

Remove theMessaging Server entries from the /etc/VRTSvcs/conf/config/main.cf file onboth
nodes.

Remove the /opt/VRTSvcs/bin/MsgSrv/ directory fromboth nodes.

� ToUnconfigureMessaging ServerHASupport for Sun
Cluster 3.x
This section describes how to undo theHAconfiguration for Sun Cluster. This section assumes the
simple example configuration (described in the “Sun ClusterAgent Installation” on page 96 (for
example, Step 3)may be different but will otherwise follow the same logical order.

Become the superuser.

All of the following Sun Cluster commands require that you be running as user superuser.

Bring the resource groupoffline.

To shut down all of the resources in the resource group, issue the command

# scswitch -F -g MAIL-RG

This shuts down all resources within the resource group (for example, theMessaging Server and the
HAlogical host name).
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Disable the individual resources.

Next, remove the resources one-by-one from the resource group with the commands:
# scswitch -n -j mail-rs

# scswitch -n -j disk-rs

# scswitch -n -j budgie

Remove the individual resources from the resource group.

Once the resources have been disabled, youmay remove them one-by-one from the resource group
with the commands:
# scrgadm -r -j mail-rs

# scrgadm -r -j disk-rs

# scrgadm -r -j budgie

Remove the resource group.

Once the all the resources have been removed from the resource group, the resource group itself may
be removed with the command:

# scrgadm -r -g MAIL-RG

Remove the resource types (optional).

Should you need to remove the resource types from the cluster, issue the commands:
# scrgadm -r -t SUNW.ims

# scrgadm -r -t SUNW.HAStoragePlus
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Configuring GeneralMessaging Capabilities

This chapter describes the generalMessaging Server tasks—such as starting and stopping services
and configuring directory access—that you can perform by using SunONE Server Console
(hereafter called Console) or by using command-line utilities. Tasks specific to individualMessaging
Server services—such as POP, IMAP, HTTP, and SMTP—are described in subsequent chapters. This
chapter contains the following sections:

� “ToModify Your Passwords” on page 105
� “ManagingMail Users, Mailing Lists andDomains” on page 106
� “ManagingMessaging Server with SunONEConsole” on page 108
� “Starting and Stopping Services” on page 108
� “Automatic Restart of Failed or Unresponsive Services” on page 111
� “To ScheduleAutomatic Tasks” on page 113
� “To Configure a GreetingMessage” on page 115
� “To Set a User-Preferred Language” on page 117
� “To Customize Directory Lookups” on page 118
� “Encryption Settings” on page 121
� “Setting a Failover LDAP Server” on page 121

ToModifyYour Passwords
Because you set up a number of administrators with the same password in during initial
configuration (see “Creating the Initial Messaging Server Runtime Configuration” on page 54
administrators.

Refer to Table 4–1, which shows the parameters where default passwords are set up during initial
runtime configuration and the utilities you can use to change them. For those parameters that use the
configutil utility to change for complete syntax and usage.
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TABLE 4–1Passwords Set inMessaging Server Initial RuntimeConfiguration

Parameter Description

local.ugldapbindcred Password for the user/group administrator set
through the configutil utility.

local.service.pab.ldappasswd Password for user specified by BindDN for PAB
searches set through the configutil utility.

SSLpasswords for key files Passwords that are directly set in the
sslpassword.conf file.

ServiceAdministrator Credentials These are credentials that are directly set in your
LDAPDirectory (with the ldapmodify command).

ServiceAdministrator for DelegatedAdministrator You will only need to change the password of this
administrator if you have enabled Sun LDAP Schema
1 and you are using the iPlanet Delegated
Administrator utility.

To change the password of the Delegated
Administrator ServiceAdministrator, you can do so in
the SunONEConsole, your LDAPDirectory (with the
ldapmodify command), or the Delegated
Administrator UI.

StoreAdministrator To change the password of the StoreAdministrator,
you can do so in either the SunONEConsole or in
your LDAPDirectory (with the ldapmodify
command).

The following example uses the local.enduseradmincred configutil parameter to change the
password of the end user administrator.

configutil -o local.enduseradmincred -v newpassword

ManagingMail Users,Mailing Lists andDomains
All user, mailing list and domain information is stored as entries in an LDAPdirectory.An LDAP
directory can contain a wide range of information about an organization’s employees, members,
clients, or other types of individuals that in one way or another “belong” to the organization. These
individuals constitute the users of the organization.

In the LDAPdirectory, the information about users is structured for efficient searching, with each
user entry identified by a set of attributes. Directory attributes associated with a user can include the
user’s name and other identification, divisionmembership, job classification, physical location,
name ofmanager, names of direct reports, access permission to various parts of the organization, and
preferences of various kinds.
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In an organization with electronicmessaging services, many if not all users holdmail accounts. For
Messaging Server, mail-account information is not stored locally on the server; it is part of the LDAP
user directory. The information for eachmail account is stored asmail attributes attached to a user’s
entry in the directory.

Creating andmanagingmail users andmailing lists consists of creating andmodifying user and
mailing list entries in the directory. This is done using the DelegatedAdministrator for Sun LDAP
Schema 2 and the iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging (for Sun LDAP Schema 1),
DelegatedAdministrator command line utilities, or by directly modifying the LDAPdirectory for
Sun LDAP Schema 1.

� ToRemoveaUser fromMessaging Server
Mark the user as deleted by running the commadmin user delete command. (See the Chapter 5,
“Command Line Utilities,” in Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4Delegated
Administrator Guide.

Remove services from the user.

Aservice can be amailbox or a calendar. For the current version ofMessaging Server, the program is
called msuserpurge. (See “msuserpurge” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference). For calendar services, the program is csclean. (See the Sun Java System
Calendar Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Guide.)

Permanently remove the user, by invoking the commadmin domain purge command.

� ToRemoveaDomain fromMessaging Server
Mark the domain as deleted by running the commadmin domain delete command. (See the Chapter
5, “Command Line Utilities,” in Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4Delegated
Administrator Guide).

Remove services from the users of that domain.

Aservice can be amailbox or a calendar. ForMessaging Server, the program is called msuserpurge.
(See “msuserpurge” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference. For
calendar services, the program is csclean. (See Sun Java SystemCalendar Server Administration
Guide.)

Permanently remove the domain, by invoking the commadmin domain purge command.
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ManagingMessaging Serverwith SunONEConsole
When theMessaging Server installation process and initial runtime configuration program
completes, you can start yourMessaging Server through theAdmin Console. If your directory and
messaging server reside on a single machine, you can use the Console interface tomanage both
servers.

To invoke the console, run the /var/opt/mps/serverroot/start console command.

You can review some of the basic information about an installedMessaging Server by viewing its
Information form in the SunONE Server Console.

To display the Information form use the following steps.

� ToManageMessaging Serverwith SunONEConsole
In Console, open theMessaging Serverwhose information youwant to view.

Select the server’s icon in the left pane.

Click the Configuration tab in the left pane.

Click the Information tab in the right pane, if it is not already frontmost.

The Information form appears. It displays the server name, server root directory, installation
directory, and instance directory.

Starting andStopping Services
Services are started and stopped differently depending on whether they are installed in anHA
environment or not.

ToStart andStopServices in anHAEnvironment
WhileMessaging Server is running under HAcontrol, you cannot use the normalMessaging Server
start, restart, and stop commands to control individualMessaging Server services. If you attempt a
stop-msg in anHAdeployment, the systemwarns that it has detected anHAsetup and will tell you
how to properly stop the system.

The appropriate start, stop and restart commands are shown in the tables below. Note that there are
no specific HAcommands to individually start, restart, or stop otherMessaging Server services (for
example, SMTP). However, you can run a stop-msg service command to stop/restart individual
servers such as imap, pop or sched.
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Sun Cluster’s finest granularity is that of an individual resource. SinceMessaging Server is known to
Sun Cluster as a resource, scswitch commands affect all Messaging Server services as a whole.

TABLE 4–2 Start, Stop, Restart in a SunCluster 3.0/3.1 Environment

Action Individual Resource Entire ResourceGroup

Start scswitch -e -j resource sscswitch -Z -g resource_group

Restart
scswitch -n -j resource
scswitch -e -j resource

scswitch -R -g resource_group

Stop scswitch -n -j resource scswitch -F -g resource_group

TABLE 4–3 Start, Stop, Restart in Veritas 1.3, 2.0, 2.1, and 3.5 Environments

Action Individual Resource Entire ResourceGroup

Start hares -online resource -sys system hagrp -online group -sys system

Restart
hares -offline resource -sys system
hares -online resource -sys system

hagrp -offline group -sys system
hagrp -online group -sys system

Stop hares -offline resource -sys system hagrp -offline group -sys system

ToStart andStopServices in anon-HAEnvironment
You can start and stop services fromConsole or from the command line. In addition, you only need
to run the services that your server actually uses. For example, if you are usingMessaging Server
solely as amessage transfer agent (MTA), you can turn on theMTAalone. Or, if maintenance, repair,
or security needs require shutting down the server, youmay be able to turn off just the affected
service. (If you never intend to run a particular service, you should disable it instead of just turning it
off.)

Note –Youmust first enable services such as POP, IMAP, andHTTP, before starting or stopping them.
Formore information, see “Enabling andDisabling Services” on page 124.

Important: If a server process crashes, other processes may hang as they wait for locks held by the
server process that crashed. If you are not using automatic restart (see “Automatic Restart of Failed
or Unresponsive Services” on page 111), and if any server process crashes, you should stop all
processes, then restart all processes. This includes the POP, IMAP, HTTP, andMTAprocesses, as well
as the stored (message store) process, and any utilities that modify themessage store, such as
mboxutil, deliver, reconstruct, readership, or upgrade.

Console: Console allows you to start and stop individual services and view status information about
each service.

Starting and Stopping Services
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For each service—IMAP, POP, SMTP, andHTTP—the form displays the service’s current state (on or
off). If the service is running, the form shows the time at which the service was last started up. It can
also display other status information.

To start up, shut down, or view the status of anymessaging services:

� ToStart Up, ShutDown, or View the Status ofAnyMessaging Services

FromConsole, open theMessaging Serverwhose services youwant to start or stop.

Get to the Services General Configuration form in either of these twoways:

a. Click the Tasks tab, then click “Start/Stop Services”.

b. Click the Configuration tab and select the Services folder in the left pane. Then click theGeneral
tab in the right pane.

The Services General Configuration formappears.
The left column of the Process Control field lists the services supported by the server; the right
column gives the basic status of each of the services (ON orOFF, plus—if it is ON—the time it was
last started).

To view status information about a service that is currently on, select the service in the Process
Control field.
The Service Status field displays status information about the service.

For POP, IMAP, andHTTP the field shows the last connection time, the total number of connections,
the current number of connections, the number of failed connections since the service last started,
and the number of failed logins since the service last started.

The information in this field helps you to understand the load on the server and the reliability of its
service, and it can help spotlight attacks against the server’s security.

To turn a service on, select it in the Process Control field and click Start.

To turn a service off, select it in the Process Control field and click Stop.

To turn all enabled services on or off simultaneously, click the Start All or StopAll button.
Command Line: You can use the start-msg and stop-msg commands to start or stop any of the
messaging services (smtp, imap, pop, store, http, ens, sched). Examples:

msg_svr_base/sbin/start-msg imap

msg_svr_base/sbin/stop-msg pop

msg_svr_base/sbin/stop-msg sched

msg_svr_base/sbin/stop-msg smtp
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The services must be enabled in order to stop or start them. See “To SpecifyWhat Services are
Started” on page 111

Note –The start-msg and stop-msg command start and stop all of theMTAservices, not just the
SMTP server. If you wantmore granular control when starting or stopping theMTAservices, you can
use the start/stop-msg command for the dispatcher and the job controller. Formore information,
see “start-msg” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference and
“stop-msg” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference..

ToSpecifyWhat Services are Started
By default the following services are started with start-msg:

#./start-msg

Connecting to watcher ...

Launching watcher ...

Starting ens server .... 21132

Starting store server .... 21133

checking store server status ... ready

Starting imap server .... 21135

Starting pop server .... 21138

Starting http server .... 21141

Starting sched server .... 21143

Starting dispatcher server .... 21144

Starting job_controller server .... 21146

These can be controlled by enabling or disabling the configutil parameters:
service.imap.enable, service.pop.enable, service.http.enable, local.smsgateway.enable,
local.snmp.enable, local.imta.enable, local.mmp.enable, local.ens.enable, and
local.sched.enable. Note that you need to set both service.imap.enable and
service.imap.enablesslport to 0 in order to disable IMAP. The same goes for POP andHTTP. See
the “configutil Parameters” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference
for details on how these work.

Automatic Restart of FailedorUnresponsive Services
Messaging Server provides two processes called watcher and msprobe that transparentlymonitor
services and automatically restart them if they crash or become unresponsive (the services hangs).
watchermonitors server crashes. msprobemonitors server hangs by checking the response time.
When a server fails or stops responding to requests, it is automatically restarted. Table 4–4.

Automatic Restart of Failed or Unresponsive Services
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TABLE 4–4 ServicesMonitored by watcher andmsprobe

watcher (crash) msprobe (unresponsive hang)

IMAP, POP, HTTP, job controller, dispatcher, message
store (stored), imsched, MMP. (LMTP/SMTP servers
aremonitored by the dispatcher and LMTP/SMTP
clients aremonitored by the job_controller.)

IMAP, POP, HTTP, cert, job controller, message
store (stored), imsched, ENS, LMTP, SMTP

Setting local.watcher.enable=on (default) will monitor process failures and unresponsive services
and will log errormessages to the default log file indicating specific failures. To enable automatic
server restart, set the configutil parameter local.autorestart to yes. By default, this parameter
is set to no.

If any of themessage store services fail or freeze, all message store services that were enabled at
start-up are restarted. For example, if imapd fails, at the least, stored and imapd are restarted. If other
message store services were running, such as the POPorHTTP servers, then those will be restarted as
well, whether or not they failed.

Automatic restart also works if a message store utility fails or freezes. For example, if mboxutil fails
or freezes, the systemwill automatically restart all themessage store servers. Note, however, that it
will not restart the utility. msprobe runs every 10minutes. Service and process restarts will be
performed up to two times within a 10minute period (configurable using
local.autorestart.timeout).

Whether or not local.autorestart is set to yes, the system still monitors the services and sends
failure or non-response error messages to the console andmsg_svr_base/data/log/ watcher listens
to port 49994 by default, but this is configurable with local.watcher.port.

Awatcher log file is generated inmsg_svr_base/data/log/watcher. This log file is notmanaged by
the logging system (no rollover or purging) and records all server starts and stops.An example log is
shown below:

watcher process 13425 started at Tue Oct 21 15:29:44 2003

Watched ’imapd’ process 13428 exited abnormally

Received request to restart: store imap pop http

Connecting to watcher ...

Stopping http server 13440 .... done

Stopping pop server 13431 ... done

Stopping pop server 13434 ... done

Stopping pop server 13435 ... done

Stopping pop server 13433 ... done

imap server is not running

Stopping store server 13426 .... done

Starting store server .... 13457

checking store server status ...... ready

Starting imap server ..... 13459

Automatic Restart of Failed or Unresponsive Services
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Starting pop server ....... 13462

Starting http server ...... 13471

See “Monitoring Usingmsprobe and watcher Functions” on page 746 formore details on how to
configure this feature.

msprobe is controlled by imsched. If imsched crashes, this event will be detected by watcher and
trigger a restart (if autorestart is enabled). However, in the rare occurrence of imsched hanging, you
will need to kill imschedwith a kill imsched_pid, which will cause the watcher to restart it.

Automatic Restart inHighAvailabilityDeployments
Automatic restart in high availability deployments require the following configutil parameters to
be set:

TABLE 4–5HAAutomatic Restart Parameters

Parameter Description/HAValue

local.watcher.enable Enable watcher. On (Default is On)

local.autorestart Enable autorestart. On

local.autorestart.timeout Failure retry time-out. If a server fails more than twice in this designated amount of time,
then the system stops trying to restart the server. If this happens on anHAsystem,
Messaging Server is shutdown and a failover to the other system occurs. The value (set in
seconds) should be set to a period value longer than the msprobe interval
(local.schedule.msprobe).

local.schedule.msprobe msprobe run schedule.Acrontab style schedule string (see Table 18–10). Default is 600
seconds.

ToScheduleAutomatic Tasks
Messaging Server provides a general task schedulingmechanism using a process called imsched. It is
intended for scheduling the current version ofMessaging Server processes. Scheduling non-current
version ofMessaging Server tasks is not supported. It is enabled by setting the
local.schedule.taskname configutil parameter. If youmodify the schedule, youmust either
restart the scheduler with the command stop-msg sched and start-msg sched, or you can refresh
scheduler process (refresh sched).

This parameter requires a command and a schedule on which to execute the command. The format
is as follows:

configutil -o local.schedule.taskname -v “schedule”

To ScheduleAutomatic Tasks
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taskname is a unique name for this command/schedule combination.

schedule has the format:

minute hour day-of-monthmonth-of-year day-of-week command args

command args can be anyMessaging Server command and its arguments.A fully qualified command
pathname is required.

minute hour day-of-monthmonth-of-year day-of-week is the schedule for running the command. It
follows the UNIX crontab format.

The values are separated by a space or tab and can be 0-59, 0-23, 1-31, 1-12 or 0-6 (with 0=Sunday)
respectively. Each time field can be either an asterisk (meaning all legal values), a list of
comma-separated values, or a range of two values separated by a hyphen. Note that days can be
specified by both day of themonth and day of the week and both will be required if specified. For
example, setting the 17th day of themonth and Tuesday will only run the command on the 17th day
of amonth when it is Tuesday. See Table 18–10

Note that if youmodify scheduler, youmust either restart the scheduler with the command stop-msg
sched and start-msg sched, or you can send SIGHUP to the scheduler process:

kill -HUP scheduler_pid

Scheduler Examples
Run imexpire in verbosemode at 12:30am, 8:30am, and 4:30pm:

configutil -o local.schedule.rm_messages -v “30 0,8,16 * * *”

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/sbin/imexpire -v

DisplayMTAchannel queuemessage counters every 20minutes:

configutil -o local.schedule.counters -v “20,40,60 * * * *”

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/sbin/imsimta qm counters -show > temp.txt

Run imsbackupMonday through Friday at midnight (12AM):

configutil -o local.schedule.msbackup -v “0 0 * * 1-5”

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/sbin/imsbackup -f backupfile /primary

To ScheduleAutomatic Tasks
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ToConfigure aGreetingMessage
Messaging Server allows you to create an email greetingmessage to be sent to each new user using
the console or parameters.

� ToCreate aNewUserGreetingwith Console
In Console, open theMessaging Serverwhose new-user greeting youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab. If the server’s icon in the left pane is not already highlighted, select it.

Click theMiscellaneous tab in the right pane.

Create a new-user greeting ormake changes, as needed.
Youmust format the greeting as an email message, with a header (containing at least a subject line),
then a blank line, then themessage body.

When you create amessage, specify its language with the drop-down list above themessage field. You
can create several messages in several languages, if desired.

Click Save.
Command Line:To create a new-user greeting by using the command line:

configutil -o gen.newuserforms -v Message

WhereMessagemust contain a header (with at least a subject line), followed by $$, then themessage
body. The $ represents a new line.

For example, to enable this parameter, you can set the following configuration variables:

configutil -o gen.newuserforms -v ’Subject: Welcome!! $$ Sesta.com welcomes you to

the premier internet experience in Dafandzadgad!

Depending on the shell that you are using, it might be necessary to append a special character before
$ to escape the special meaning of $. ($ is often the escape character for the shell.)

ToSet a Per-DomainGreetingMessage
Whenever you create a new hosted domain, it is a good idea to create per-domain greetingmessages
for your supported languages. If this is not done, the generic greetingmessage set by
gen.newuserforms will be sent.

You can set a greetingmessage for new users in each domain. Themessage can vary depending on
the user’s, the domain’s, or the site’s preferred language. This is done by setting the
mailDomainWelcomeMessage attribute in the desired LDAPdomain entry. The attribute syntax is as
follows:
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mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-user_prefLang
mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-domain_prefLang
mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-gen.sitelanguage

The following example sets the domain welcomemessage for English:

mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-en: Subject: Welcome!! $$Welcome to the mail system.

The following example sets the domain welcomemessage for French:

mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-fr: Subject: Bienvenue!! $$Bienvenue a siroe.com!

Using the above examples, we assume the following:

� the domain is siroe.com
� a new user belongs to this domain
� the user’s preferred language is French as specified by the LDAP attribute preferredlanguage
� siroe.com has the above English and French welcomemessages available
� the site language is en as specified by gen.sitelanguage.

For a list of supported locales and their language value tag, see the (Directory Server Reference
Manual (http://docs.sun.com)).

When the user logs in for the first time, they will receive the French greeting. If the French welcome
message isn’t available, they will get the English greeting.

GreetingMessage Theory ofOperations
Greetingmessages can be set by both the LDAP attribute mailDomainWelcomeMessage and the
configutil parameter gen.newuserforms. The order in which amessage will get chosen, with the top
one having the highest preference, is shown below:

mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-user_prefLang
mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-domain_prefLang
mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-gen.sitelanguage
mailDomainWelcomeMessage

gen.newuserforms;lang-"$user-prefLang"
gen.newuserforms;lang-"$domain-prefLang"
gen.newuserforms;lang-"$gen.sitelanguage"
gen.newuserforms

The algorithmworks as follows: if there are no domains (or there are, but there is no per domain
welcomemessage provisioned for them), a welcomemessage is configured with the
gen.newuserforms parameter, if specified. If a user has a preferred language (set with the
preferredlanguage LDAP attribute) and gen.newuserforms;lang-user_prefLang is set, the user
will receive that welcomemessage at the time of their first log in to the server. If
gen.newuserforms;lang-gen.sitelanguage is set, and preferredlanguage is not set, but the site
language is set (using gen.sitelanguage parameter), user will receive that message. If no language
tag parameter is set and a untagged gen.newuserforms is set, then that message will be sent to the
user. If none of the values are set, user will not receive any welcomemessage.

To Configure a GreetingMessage
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If the user is in a domain, then similar to the discussion above, the usermight receive one of
mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-xx, depending on which one is available in the list and in the
order given.

Example: Domain is siroe.com. The domain preferred language is German (de). But the new user in
this domain has preferred language of Turkish (tr). Site language is English. The following values are
available (mailDomainWelcomeMessage are attributes of the domain siroe.com):

mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-fr

mailDomainWelcomeMessage;lang-ja

gen.newuserforms;lang-de

gen.newuserforms;lang-en

gen.newuserforms

According to the algorithm, themessage sent to user will be gen.newuserforms;lang-de.

ToSet aUser-Preferred Language
Administrators can set a preferred language for the GUI and server-generatedmessages by setting
the attribute preferredLanguage in the user’s LDAP entry.

When the server sendsmessages to users outside of the server’s administrative domain it does not
knowwhat their preferred language is unless it is responding to an incomingmessage with a
preferred language specified in the incomingmessage’s header. The header fields (accept-language,
Preferred-Language or X-Accept-Language) are set according to attributes specified in the user’s
mail client.

If there aremultiple settings for the preferred language—for example, if a user has a preferred
language attribute stored in the Directory Server and also has a preferred language specified in their
mail client—the server chooses the preferred language in the following order:

1. The accept-language header field of the original message.

2. The Preferred-Language header field of the original message.

3. The X-Accept-Language header field of the original message.

4. The preferred language attribute of the sender (if found in the LDAPdirectory).

ToSet aDomainPreferred Language
Adomain preferred language is a default language specified for a particular domain. For example,
youmay wish to specify Spanish for a domain called mexico.siroe.com. Administrators can set a
domain preferred language by setting the attribute preferredLanguage in the domain’s LDAP entry.

To Set a User-Preferred Language
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� ToSpecify a Site Language fromConsole
You can specify a default site language for your server as follows. The site language will be used to
send language-specific versions of messages if no user preferred language is set.

Open theMessaging Server youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab.

In the right pane, click theMiscellaneous tab.

From the site languagedrop-down list, choose the language youwish to use.

Click Save.

Command Line: you can also specify a site language at the command line as follows:

configutil -o gen.sitelanguage -v value

where value is one of the local supported languages. See Chapter 5 ofSun Java SystemDirectory
Server 5 2005Q1 Administration Guide for a list of supported locales and the language value tag.

ToCustomizeDirectory Lookups
Messaging Server cannot function without an LDAP-based directory system such as the Sun Java
SystemDirectory Server. Messaging Server and the Console requires directory access for a number of
purposes. For example:

� When you first install aMessaging Server, you enter configuration settings for the server. These
settings are stored in a central configuration directory. Part of the installation process includes
configuring the connection to that directory.

� When you create or update account information formail users ormail groups, the information is
stored in a directory called the user directory. Your server group’sAdministration Server is
configured at installation so that when you access Users andGroups, Console connects by default
to the configuration directory that defines your administrative topology—the set of Sun Java
System servers that all share the same configuration directory and user directory.

� When routingmessages and deliveringmail tomailboxes, Messaging Server looks up
information about the sender or recipients in the user directory. By default, Messaging Server
looks in the same user directory that itsAdministration Server has been configured to use.

� When authenticating a user formail routing lookups.

You canmodify each of these directory-configuration settings in the following ways:

� TheAdministration Server interface of Console lets you change the connection settings for the
configuration directory. (Formore information, see theAdministration Server chapter of Sun
ONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide.)
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� TheUsers andGroups interface of Console lets you temporarily connect to a different user
directory from the default whenmaking changes to user and group information. (Formore
information, see the Users andGroups chapter of SunONE Server Console 5.2 Server
Management Guide.)

� TheMessaging Server interface of Console lets you configure yourMessaging Server to connect
to a different user directory from the default defined by theAdministration Server. This is the
configuration task discussed in this section.

Reconfiguring yourMessaging Server to connect to a different user directory for user and group
lookups is strictly optional. Inmost cases, the user directory that defines your server’s administrative
domain is the one used by all servers in the domain.

Note – If you specify a custom user directory for yourMessaging Server lookups, youmust also
specify that same directory whenever you access the Users andGroups interface of Console tomake
changes to the directory’s user or group information.

� ToModify theMessaging Server LDAPUser-lookup
Settings byUsingConsole
FromConsole, open theMessaging Serverwhose LDAP connection youwant to customize.

Click the Configuration tab.

Select the Services folder in the left pane.

Select the LDAP tab in the right pane. The LDAP formappears.

The LDAP form displays the configuration settings for both the configuration directory and the user
directory. The configuration-directory settings, however, are read-only in this form. See the
Administration Server chapter of SunONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide if you need
to change them.

To change the user-directory connection settings, click the box labeled “Usemessaging server
specific directory settings”.

Update the LDAP configuration by entering ormodifying any of the following information (for
explanations of directory concepts, including definitions of terms such as distinguished name, see the
Directory Server Administration Guide):
Host name:The name of the host machine on which the directory containing your installation’s user
information resides. This is typically not the same as theMessaging Server host, although for very
small installations it might be.
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Port number:The port number on the directory host thatMessaging Servermust use to access the
directory for user lookup. This number is defined by the directory administrator, andmay not
necessarily be the default port number (389).

BaseDN:The search base—the distinguished name of a directory entry that represents the starting
point for user lookups. To speed the lookup process, the search base should be as close as possible in
the directory tree to the information being sought. If your installation’s directory tree has a “people”
or “users” branch, that is a reasonable starting point.

BindDN:The distinguished name that yourMessaging Server uses to represent itself when it
connects to the directory server for lookups. The bindDNmust be the distinguished name of an
entry in the user directory itself that has been given search privileges to the user portion of the
directory. If the directory allows anonymous search access, you can leave this entry blank.

To change the password used in conjunctionwith the BindDN, to authenticate thisMessaging Server
to the LDAPdirectory for user lookups, click the ChangeBindpasswordbutton. APassword-Entry
windowopens, intowhich you can enter the updatedpassword.
Your own security policies should determine what password you use in this situation. Initially, the
password is set to no password. The password is not used if you have specified anonymous access by
leaving the BindDNfield blank.

This step updates the password stored in server configuration, but does not change the password in
the LDAP server. This account is also used for PAB lookups by default. The following two steps need
to be performed after the password has been changed.

Modify the password for the user specified in the configuration attribute local.ugldapbinddn. This
user account exists in the directory server specified in configuration attribute local.ugldaphost.

If the sameaccount is used for PAB access, specified in the attributes
local.service.pab.ldapbinddn and local.service.pab.ldaphost, then the password stored in
local.service.pab.ldappasswdmust be updated.
To return to using the default user directory, uncheck the “Usemessaging server specific directory
settings” box.

Command Line:You can also set values for the user-directory connection settings at the command
line as follows. Be sure to also set the LDAP and PAB password as described in the steps 8 and 9
above.

To specify whether to useMessaging Server specific directory settings:

configutil -o local.ugldapuselocal -v [ yes | no ]

To specify the LDAPhost name for user lookup:

configutil -o local.ugldaphost -v name[:port_number]

To specify the LDAPport number for user lookup:

configutil -o local.ugldapport -v number

To specify the LDAPbase DN for user lookup:
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configutil -o local.ugldapbasedn -v basedn

To specify the LDAPbindDN for user lookup:

configutil -o local.ugldapbinddn -v binddn

Encryption Settings
You can use Console to enable Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption and authentication for
Messaging Server and to select the specific encryption ciphers that the server will support across all of
its services.

Although this task is a general configuration task, it is described in “To Enable SSL and Selecting
Ciphers” on page 601 which also contains background information on all security and access-control
topics forMessaging Server.

Setting a Failover LDAPServer
It is possible to specifymore than one LDAP server for the user/group directory so that if one fails
another takes over:

� ToSet a Failover LDAPServer
Set local.ugldaphost to themultiple LDAPmachines. Example:

configutil -o local.ugldaphost -v "server1 server2 ..."

Set local.ugldapuselocal to yes. This specifies that the user/group LDAP configuration datawill
be stored in the local configuration file. Otherwise, it is stored in LDAP. Example:

configutil -o local.ugldapuselocal -v yes

If the first server on the list fails, the existing LDAP connections will get recognized as down and new
connections will bemade.When a new LDAP connection is needed, the LDAP library will try all the
LDAP servers in the order they’re listed.

Just as there is failover for the user/group directory one can similarly set failover servers for
configuration directory. The configuration attribute is local.ldaphost.
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Configuring POP, IMAP, andHTTPServices

Messaging Server supports the Post Office Protocol 3 (POP3), the InternetMailAccess Protocol 4
(IMAP4), and theHyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for client access tomailboxes. IMAP and
POP are both Internet-standardmailbox protocols. Messenger Express, a web-enabled electronic
mail program, lets end users access their mailboxes using a browser running on an
Internet-connected computer system usingHTTP.

This chapter describes how to configure your server to support one ormore of these services by using
the SunONEConsole or by using command-line utilities.

For information on configuring SimpleMail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) services, see Chapter 10.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “General Configuration” on page 123
� “Login Requirements” on page 125
� “Performance Parameters” on page 127
� “ClientAccess Controls” on page 130
� “To Configure POP Services” on page 130
� “To Configure IMAP Services” on page 132
� “To Configure HTTP Services” on page 134

General Configuration
Configuring the general features of theMessaging Server POP, IMAP, andHTTP services includes
enabling or disabling the services, assigning port numbers, and optionally modifying service banners
sent to connecting clients. This section provides background information; for the steps you follow to
make these settings, see “To Configure POP Services” on page 130, “To Configure IMAP Services”
on page 132 and “To Configure HTTP Services” on page 134
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Enabling andDisabling Services
You can control whether any particular instance ofMessaging Servermakes its POP, IMAP, or HTTP
service available for use. This is not the same as starting and stopping services (see “Starting and
Stopping Services” on page 108); to function, POP, IMAP, or HTTPmust be both enabled and
started.

Enabling a service is amore “global” process than starting or stopping a service. For example, the
Enable setting persists across system reboots, whereas youmust restart a previously “stopped”
service after a reboot.

There is no need to enable services that you do not plan to use. For example, if aMessaging Server
instance is used only as amessage transfer agent (MTA), you should disable POP, IMAP, andHTTP.
If it is used only for POP services, you should disable IMAP andHTTP. If it used only for web-based
email, you should disable both POP and IMAP.

You can enable or disable services at the server level. This process is described in this chapter. “To
SpecifyWhat Services are Started” on page 111 also describes this process. You can also enable or
disable services at the user level by setting specified LDAP attribute mailAllowedServiceAccess.

SpecifyingPortNumbers
For each service, you can specify the port number that the server is to use for service connections:

� If you enable the POP service, you can specify the port number that the server is to use for POP
connections. The default is 110.

� If you enable the IMAP service, you can specify the port number that the server is to use for
IMAP connections. The default is 143.

� If you enable the HTTP service, you can specify the port number that the server is to use for
HTTP connections. The default is 80.

Youmight need to specify a port number other than the default if you have, for example, two ormore
IMAP server instances on a single host machine, or if you are using the same host machine as both an
IMAP server and aMessagingMultiplexor server. (For information about theMultiplexor, see
Chapter 7.

Keep the following inmind when you specify a port:

� Port numbers can be any number from 1 to 65535.
� Make sure the port you choose isn’t already in use or reserved for another service.

Ports for EncryptedCommunications
Messaging Server supports encrypted communications with IMAP, POP andHTTP clients by using
the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. For general information on support for SSL inMessaging
Server, see “Configuring Encryption and Certificate-BasedAuthentication” on page 594
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IMAPOver SSL
You can accept the default (recommended) IMAPover SSLport number (993) or you can specify a
different port for IMAPover SSL.

Messaging Server provides the option of using separate ports for IMAP and IMAPover SSLbecause
most current IMAP clients require separate ports for them. Same-port communication with both
IMAP and IMAPover SSL is an emerging standard; as long as yourMessaging Server has an installed
SSL certificate (see “Obtaining Certificates through theAdministration Console” on page 596), it can
support same-port IMAPover SSL.

PopOver SSL
The default separate SSLport for POP is 995. One can also initiate SSLover normal POPport with
the command “STLS” (see “To Configure POP Services” on page 130).

HTTPOver SSL
You can accept the default HTTPover SSLport number (443) or you can specify a different port for
HTTPS.

ServiceBanner
When a client first connects to theMessaging Server POPor IMAPport, the server sends an
identifying text string to the client. This service banner (not normally displayed to the client’s user)
identifies the server as Sun Java SystemMessaging Server, and gives the server’s version number. The
banner is most typically used for client debugging or problem-isolation purposes.

You can replace the default banner for the POPor IMAP service if you want a different message sent
to connecting clients.

You can use SunONEConsole or the configutil utility (service.imap.banner,
service.pop.banner) to set service banners. For detailed syntax information about configutil, see
the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

LoginRequirements
You can control how users are permitted to log in to the POP, IMAP, or HTTP service to retrieve
mail. You can allow password-based login (for all services), and certificate-based login (for IMAPor
HTTP services). This section provides background information; for the steps you follow tomake
these settings, see “To Configure POP Services” on page 130, “To Configure IMAP Services” on page
132 or “To Configure HTTP Services” on page 134. In addition, you can specify the valid login
separator for POP logins.
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� ToSet the Login Separator for POPClients
Somemail clients will not accept @ as the login separator (that is, the @ in an address like
uid@domain). Examples of these clients are NetscapeMessenger 4.76, NetscapeMessenger 6.0, and
Microsoft Outlook Express onWindows 2000. The workaround is as follows:

Make + a valid separatorwith the following command:
configutil -o service.loginseparator -v "@+"

InformPOP client users that they should loginwith + as the login separator, not @.

ToAllowLog InwithoutUsing theDomainName
Atypical login involves the user entering a user ID followed by a separator and the domain name and
then the password. Users in the default domain specified during installation, however, can log in
without entering a domain name or separator.

To allow users of other domains to log in with just the user ID (that is, without having to use the
domain name and separator) set sasl.default.ldap.searchfordomain to 0. Note that the user ID
must be unique to the entire directory tree. If it is not unique, logging in without the domain name
will not work.

Youmay wish tomodify the attribute that usermust enter to log in. For example if you want to allow
the user to log in with a phone number (telephoneNumber) or employee number (employeeID)
change the LDAP search defined by configutil parameter sasl.default.ldap.searchfilter.
This parameter is a global default setting for the inetdomainsearchfilter per-domain attribute
and follows the same syntax.

Refer to the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for further
information on these parameters.

Password-Based Login
In typical messaging installations, users access their mailboxes by entering a password into their
POP. IMAPorHTTPmail client. The client sends the password to the server, which uses it to
authenticate the user. If the user is authenticated, the server decides, based on access-control rules,
whether or not to grant the user access to certainmailboxes stored on that server.

If you allow password login, users can access POP, IMAP, or HTTPby entering a password.
(Password- or SSL-based login is the only authenticationmethod for POP services.) Passwords are
stored in an LDAPdirectory. Directory policies determine what password policies, such asminimum
length, are in effect.

If you disallow password login for IMAPorHTTP services, password-based authentication is not
permitted. Users are then required to use certificate-based login, as described in the next section.
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To increase the security of password transmission for IMAP andHTTP services, you can require that
passwords be encrypted before they are sent to your server. You do this by selecting aminimum
cipher-length requirement for login.

� If you choose 0, you do not require encryption. Passwords are sent in the clear or they are
encrypted, depending on client policy.

� If you choose a nonzero value, the client must establish an SSL session with the server—using a
cipher whose key length is at least the value you specify—thus encrypting any IMAPorHTTP
user passwords the client sends.

If the client is configured to require encryption with key lengths greater than themaximum your
server supports, or if your server is configured to require encryption with key lengths greater than
what the client supports, password-based login cannot occur. For information on setting up your
server to support various ciphers and key lengths, see “To Enable SSL and Selecting Ciphers” on page
601.

Certificate-Based Login
In addition to password-based authentication, Sun Java System servers support the authentication of
users through examination of their digital certificates. Instead of presenting a password, the client
presents the user’s certificate when it establishes an SSL session with the server. If the certificate is
validated, the user is considered authenticated.

For instructions on setting upMessaging Server to accept certificate-based user login to the IMAPor
HTTP service, see “To Set Up Certificate-Based Login” on page 603

You don’t need to uncheck the “Allow password login” box in the IMAPorHTTP System form to
enable certificate-based login. If the box is checked (its default state), and if you have performed the
tasks required to set up certificate-based login, both password-based and certificate-based login are
supported. Then, if the client establishes an SSL session and supplies a certificate, certificate-based
login is used. If the client does not use SSLor does not present a client certificate, it will send a
password instead.

PerformanceParameters
You can set some of the basic performance parameters for the POP, IMAP, andHTTP services of
Messaging Server. Based on your hardware capacity and your user base, you can adjust these
parameters formaximum efficiency of service. This section provides background information; for
the steps you follow tomake these settings, see “To Configure POP Services” on page 130, “To
Configure IMAP Services” on page 132 or “To Configure HTTP Services” on page 134.
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Number of Processes
Messaging Server can divide its work among several executing processes, which in some cases can
increase efficiency. This capability is especially useful withmultiprocessor servermachines, in which
adjusting the number of server processes can allowmore efficient distribution ofmultiple tasks
among the hardware processors.

There is a performance overhead, however, in allocating tasks amongmultiple processes and in
switching from one process to another. The advantage of havingmultiple processes diminishes with
each new one added.Asimple rule of thumb formost configurations is to have one process per
hardware processor on your servermachine, up to amaximum of perhaps 4 processes. Your
optimum configurationmay be different; this rule of thumb ismeant only as a starting point for your
own analyses.

Note:On some platforms youmight also want to increase the number of processes to get around
certain per-process limits (such as themaximumnumber of file descriptors), specific to that
platform, that may affect performance.

The default number of processes is 1 each for the POP, IMAP, or HTTP service.

Number of Connections per Process
Themore simultaneous client connections your POP, IMAP, or HTTP service canmaintain, the
better it is for clients. If clients are denied service because no connections are available, theymust
then wait until another client disconnects.

On the other hand, each open connection consumesmemory resources andmakes demands on the
I/O subsystem of your servermachine, so there is a practical limit to the number of simultaneous
sessions you can expect the server to support. (Youmight be able to increase that limit by increasing
servermemory or I/O capacity.)

IMAP, HTTP, and POPhave different needs in this regard:

� IMAP connections are generally long-lived compared to POP andHTTP connections.When a
user connects to IMAP to downloadmessages, the connection is usually maintained until the
user quits or the connection times out. In contrast, a POPorHTTP connection is usually closed
as soon as the POPorHTTP request has been serviced.

� IMAP andHTTP connections are generally very efficient compared to POP connections. Each
POP reconnection requires reauthentication of the user. In contrast, an IMAP connection
requires only a single authentication because the connection remains open for the duration of the
IMAP session (login to logout).AnHTTP connection is short, but the user need not
reauthenticate for each connection becausemultiple connections are allowed for eachHTTP
session (login to logout). POP connections, therefore, involvemuch greater performance
overhead than IMAPorHTTP connections.Messaging Server, in particular, has been designed to
require very low overhead by open but idle IMAP connections and bymultiple HTTP
connections.
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Note – Formore information aboutHTTP session security, see “AboutHTTPSecurity” on page 588

Thus, at a givenmoment for a given user demand,Messaging Servermay be able to support many
more open IMAPorHTTP connections than POP connections.

The default value for IMAP is 4000; the default value for HTTP is 6000 connections per process; the
default value for POP is 600. These values represent roughly equivalent demands that can be handled
by a typically configured servermachine. Your optimum configurationmay be different; these
defaults aremeant only as general guidelines.

Typically, active POP connections aremuchmore demanding on server resources and bandwidth
than active IMAP connections since IMAP connections are idle most of the time while POP
connections are constantly downloadingmessages. Having a lower number of sessions for POP is
correct. Conversely, POP connections only last as long as it takes to download email, so an active
POPuser is only connected a small percentage of the time, while IMAP connections stay connected
between successivemail checks.

Number of Threadsper Process
Besides supportingmultiple processes, Messaging Server further improves performance by
subdividing its work amongmultiple threads. The server’s use of threads greatly increases execution
efficiency, because commands in progress are not holding up the execution of other commands.
Threads are created and destroyed, as needed during execution, up to themaximumnumber you
have set.

Havingmore simultaneously executing threadsmeans that more client requests can be handled
without delay, so that a greater number of clients can be serviced quickly. However, there is a
performance overhead to dispatching among threads, so there is a practical limit to the number of
threads the server canmake use of.

For POP, IMAP, andHTTP, the default maximum value is 250 threads per process. The numbers are
equal despite the fact that the default number of connections for IMAP andHTTP is greater than for
POP. It is assumed that themore numerous IMAP andHTTP connections can be handled efficiently
with the samemaximumnumber of threads as the fewer, but busier, POP connections. Your
optimum configurationmay be different, but these defaults are high enough that it is unlikely you
would ever need to increase them; the defaults should provide reasonable performance formost
installations.

Dropping Idle Connections
To reclaim system resources used by connections from unresponsive clients, the IMAP4, POP3, and
HTTPprotocols permit the server to unilaterally drop connections that have been idle for a certain
amount of time.
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The respective protocol specifications require the server to keep an idle connection open for a
minimum amount of time. The default times are 10minutes for POP, 30minutes for IMAP, 3
minutes for HTTP. You can increase the idle times beyond the default values, but you cannotmake
them less.

If a POPor IMAP connection is dropped, the usermust reauthenticate to establish a new connection.
In contrast, if anHTTP connection is dropped, the user need not reauthenticate because the HTTP
session remains open. Formore information about HTTP session security, see “About HTTP
Security” on page 588.

Idle POP connections are usually caused by some problem (such as a crash or hang) that makes the
client unresponsive. Idle IMAP connections, on the other hand, are a normal occurrence. To keep
IMAPusers from being disconnected unilaterally, IMAP clients typically send a command to the
IMAP server at some regular interval that is less than 30minutes.

LoggingOutHTTPClients
AnHTTP session can persist across multiple connections. HTTP clients are not logged out when a
connection is dropped. However, if anHTTP session remains idle for a specified time period, the
server will automatically drop theHTTP session and the client is logged out (the default time period
is 2 hours).When the session is dropped, the client’s session ID becomes invalid and the client must
reauthenticate to establish another session. Formore information about HTTP security and session
ID’s, see “About HTTP Security” on page 588.

ClientAccess Controls
Messaging Server includes access-control features that allow you to determine which clients can gain
access to its POP, IMAP, or HTTPmessaging services (and SMTP as well). You can create flexible
access filters that allow or deny access to clients based on a variety of criteria.

Client access control is an important security feature ofMessaging Server. For information on
creating client access-control filters and examples of their use, see “Configuring ClientAccess to
POP, IMAP, andHTTP Services” on page 607 and “Configuring ClientAccess to SMTP Services”
on page 619.

ToConfigurePOPServices
You can perform basic configuration of theMessaging Server POP service by using the configutil
command or by using SunONEConsole. Some of themore common POP services options are given
in this chapter.Acomplete listing can be found in the “configutil Parameters” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Formore information, see also:
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� “Enabling andDisabling Services” on page 124
� “To Set the Login Separator for POPClients” on page 126
� “Specifying Port Numbers” on page 124
� “Number of Connections per Process” on page 128
� “Dropping Idle Connections” on page 129
� “Number of Threads per Process” on page 129
� “Number of Processes” on page 128

� ToConfigure thePOPServiceUsingConsole
FromSunONEConsole, open theMessaging Server youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab andopen the Services folder in the left pane.

Select POP.

Click the System tab in the right pane.

To enable the service, check the box labeled “Enable POP service at port” and assign a port number.

Specify connection settings as follows:

� Set themaximumnumber of network connections per process. Formore information, see
“Number of Connections per Process” on page 128.

� Set themaximum idle time for connections. Formore information, see “Dropping Idle
Connections” on page 129.

Specify process settings as follows:

� Set themaximumnumber of threads per process. Formore information, see “Number of
Threads per Process” on page 129.

� Set themaximumnumber of processes. Formore information, see “Number of Processes”
on page 128.

If desired, in the POP service banner field, specify a service banner.

Click Save.

Note – For the POP service, password-based login is automatically enabled.

Command Line. You can set values for POP attributes at the command line as follows:

To enable or disable the POP service:

configutil -o service.pop.enable -v [ yes | no ]
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To specify the port number:

configutil -o service.pop.port -v number

To set themaximumnumber of network connections per process:

configutil -o service.pop.maxsessions -v number

To set themaximum idle time for connections:

configutil -o service.pop.idletimeout -v number

To set themaximumnumber of threads per process:

configutil -o service.pop.maxthreads -v number

To set themaximumnumber of processes:

configutil -o service.pop.numprocesses -v number

To enable POPover SSL:

configutil -o service.pop.enablesslport -v 1

configutil -o service.pop.sslport -v 995

TLS is also supported if SSL is configured correctly.

To specify a protocol welcome banner:

configutil -o service.pop.banner -v banner

ToConfigure IMAPServices
You can perform basic configuration of theMessaging Server IMAP service by using the configutil
command or by using SunONEConsole. Some of themore common IMAP services options are
given in this section.Acomplete listing can be found in the Chapter 3, “Messaging Server
Configuration,” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference. Formore
information, see also:

� “Enabling andDisabling Services” on page 124
� “Specifying Port Numbers” on page 124
� “Password-Based Login” on page 126
� “Number of Connections per Process” on page 128
� “Dropping Idle Connections” on page 129
� “Number of Threads per Process” on page 129
� “Number of Processes” on page 128
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� ToConfigure the IMAPService from theConsole
FromSunONEConsole, open theMessaging Server youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab andopen the Services folder in the left pane.

Select IMAP.

Click the System tab in the right pane.

To enable the service, check the box labeled “Enable IMAP service at port” and assign a port number.

If desired, enable password-based login.

Specify connection settings as follows:

� Set themaximumnumber of network connections per process. Formore information, see
“Number of Connections per Process” on page 128.

� Set themaximum idle time for connections. Formore information, see “Dropping Idle
Connections” on page 129.

Specify process settings as follows:

� Set themaximumnumber of threads per process. Formore information, see “Number of
Threads per Process” on page 129.

� Set themaximumnumber of processes. Formore information, see “Number of Processes”
on page 128.

If desired, in the IMAP service banner field, specify a service banner.

Click Save.
Command Line:You can set values for the IMAP attributes at the command line as follows:

To enable or disable the IMAP service:

configutil -o service.imap.enable -v [ yes | no ]

To specify the port number:

configutil -o service.imap.port -v number

To enable a separate port for IMAPover SSL:

configutil -o service.imap.enablesslport -v [ yes | no ]

To specify a port number for IMAPover SSL:

configutil -o service.imap.sslport -v number

To enable or disable password login to the IMAP service:
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configutil -o service.imap.plaintextmincipher -v value

where value is one of the following:

-1 - Disables password login

0 - Enables password login without encryption

40 - Enables password login and specifies an encryption strength

128 - Enables password login and specifies an encryption strength

To set themaximumnumber of network connections per process:

configutil -o service.imap.maxsessions -v number

To set themaximum idle time for connections:

configutil -o service.imap.idletimeout -v number

To set themaximumnumber of threads per process:

configutil -o service.imap.maxthreads -v number

To set themaximumnumber of processes:

configutil -o service.imap.numprocesses -v number

To specify a protocol welcome banner:

configutil -o service.imap.banner -v banner

ToConfigureHTTPServices
POP and IMAP clients sendmail directly toMessaging ServerMTAfor routing or delivery. In
contrast, HTTP clients sendmail to a specialized web server that is part ofMessaging Server. The
HTTP service then sends themessage to the localMTAor to a remoteMTAfor routing or delivery, as
shown in Figure 5–1. IfMessaging Server is used only for web-based email, disable both POP and
IMAP.
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FIGURE 5–1HTTPServiceComponents

Many of the HTTP configuration parameters are similar to the parameters available for the POP and
IMAP services. These include parameters for connection settings and process settings. Some of the
more commonHTTP service options are given in this section.Acomplete listing can be found in the
“configutil Parameters” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference. For
more information, see also:

� “Enabling andDisabling Services” on page 124
� “Specifying Port Numbers” on page 124
� “Password-Based Login” on page 126
� “Number of Connections per Process” on page 128
� “Dropping Idle Connections” on page 129
� “LoggingOut HTTPClients” on page 130
� “Number of Threads per Process” on page 129
� “Number of Processes” on page 128
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Some parameters are specific to the HTTP service; these include parameters formessage settings and
MTAsettings.

Message Settings –When anHTTP client constructs amessage with attachments, the attachments
are uploaded to the server and stored in a file. TheHTTP service retrieves the attachments and
constructs themessage before sending themessage to anMTAfor routing or delivery. You can accept
the default attachment spool directory or specify an alternate directory. You can also specify a
maximum size allowed for attachments.

MTASettings – By default, the HTTP service sends outgoing webmail to the localMTAfor routing
or delivery. Youmight want to configure the HTTP service to sendmail to a remoteMTA, for
example, if your site is a hosting service andmost recipients are not in the same domain as the local
host machine. To send webmail to a remoteMTA, you need to specify the remote host name and the
SMTPport number for the remote host.

� ToConfigureYourHTTPservice
FromSunONEConsole, open theMessaging Server youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab andopen the Services folder in the left pane.

Select HTTP.

Click the System tab in the right pane.

To enable the service, check the box labeled “EnableHTTP service at port” and assign a port number.

If desired, enable password-based login.

Specify connection settings as follows:

� Set themaximumnumber of network connections per process. Formore information, see
“Number of Connections per Process” on page 128.

� Set themaximum idle time for connections. Formore information, see “Dropping Idle
Connections” on page 129.

� Set themaximum idle time for client sessions. Formore information, see “LoggingOut HTTP
Clients” on page 130.

Specify process settings as follows:

� Set themaximumnumber of threads per process. Formore information, see “Number of
Threads per Process” on page 129.

� Set themaximumnumber of processes. Formore information, see “Number of Processes”
on page 128.
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SpecifyMessage settings as follows:

� If desired, specify the attachment spool directory.
� If desired, specify themaximum outgoingmail size. Note that this includes all the attachments

encoded in base64, and that base64 encoding requires an extra 33%more space. Thus a 5
megabyte limit in the console results in themaximum size of onemessage and attachments being
about 3.75M.

When anHTTP client constructs amessage with attachments, the attachments are uploaded to
the server and stored in a file. TheHTTP service retrieves the attachments and constructs the
message before sending themessage to anMTAfor routing or delivery. You can accept the default
attachment spool directory or specify an alternate directory. You can also specify amaximum size
allowed for attachments.

SpecifyMTAsettings as follows:

� If desired, specify an alternateMTAhost name.
� If required, specify an alternateMTAport.

By default, the HTTP service sends outgoing webmail to the localMTAfor routing or delivery.
Youmight want to configure the HTTP service to sendmail to a remoteMTA, for example, if
your site is a hosting service andmost recipients are not in the same domain as the local host
machine. To send webmail to a remoteMTA, you need to specify the remote host name and the
SMTPport number for the remote host.

Click Save.

Command Line.You can set values for the HTTP attributes at the command line as follows:

To enable or disable the HTTP service:

configutil -o service.http.enable -v [ yes | no ]

To specify the port number:

configutil -o service.http.port -v number

To enable a separate port for HTTPover SSL:

configutil -o service.http.enablesslport -v [ yes | no ]

To specify a port number for HTTPover SSL:

configutil -o service.http.sslport -v number

To enable or disable password login:

configutil -o service.http.plaintextmincipher -v value

where value is one of the following:

-1 - Disables password login

0 - Enables password login without encryption
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40 - Enables password login and specifies an encryption strength

128 - Enables password login and specifies an encryption strength

To set themaximumnumber of network connections per process:

configutil -o service.http.maxsessions -v number

To set themaximum idle time for connections:

configutil -o service.http.idletimeout -v number

To set themaximum idle time for client sessions:

configutil -o service.http.sessiontimeout -v number

To set themaximumnumber of threads per process:

configutil -o service.http.maxthreads -v number

To set themaximumnumber of processes:

configutil -o service.http.numprocesses -v number

To specify the attachment spool directory for client outgoingmail:

configutil -o service.http.spooldir -v dirpath

To specify themaximummessage size:

configutil -o service.http.maxmessagesize -v size

where size is a number in bytes. Note that this includes all the attachments encoded in base64, and
that base64 encoding requires an extra 33%more space. Thus a 5megabyte limit in the console
results in themaximum size of onemessage and attachments being about 3.75M.

To specify an alternateMTAhost name:

configutil -o service.http.smtphost -v hostname

To specify the port number for the alternateMTAhost name:

configutil -o service.http.smtpport -v portnum
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Enabling Single Sign-On (SSO)

Single sign-on is the ability for an end user to authenticate once (that is, log on with user ID and
password) and have access tomultiple applications. The Sun Java SystemAccessManager (note that
this used to be called Identity Server) is the official gateway used for SSO for Sun Java System servers.
That is, users must log into AccessManager to get access to other SSO configured servers.

For example, when properly configured, a user can sign in at the Sun Java SystemAccessManager
login screen and have access toMessenger Express, in another windowwithout having to sign in
again. Similarly, if the Sun Java SystemCalendar Server is properly configured, a user can sign in at
the Sun Java SystemAccessManager login screen, then have access to their Calendar in another
windowwithout having to sign in again.

It should be noted thatMessaging Server provides twomethods of deploying SSO. The first way is
through the Sun Java SystemAccessManager, the second way is through communications servers
trusted circle technology. Using a trusted circle is the legacymethod of implementing SSO. Though
this method provides some features not available withAccessManager SSO, we do not recommend
using it since all future development will be with theAccessManager. Bothmethods, however, are
described in the following sections:

� “AccessManager SSO for Sun Java System Servers” on page 139
� “Trusted Circle SSO (Legacy)” on page 142

AccessManager SSO for Sun Java SystemServers
This section describes SSO usingAccessManager. It consists of the following sections:

� “SSO Limitations andNotices” on page 140
� “ConfiguringMessaging Server to Support SSO” on page 140
� “Troubleshooting SSO” on page 141
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SSOLimitations andNotices
� TheMessenger Express session is only valid for as long as theAccessManager session is valid. If

the user logs out ofAccessManager the webmail session is automatically closed (single sign-off).
� SSOApplications working togethermust be in the sameDNS domain. (Also known as cookie

domain).
� SSOApplicationsmust have access toAccessManager verificationURL (naming service).
� Browsers must have cookies.

ConfiguringMessaging Server to Support SSO
Four configutil parameters supportMessaging Server SSO. Of these four, only one,
local.webmail.sso.amnamingurl is required to enable SSOwithMessaging Server. To enable SSO,
set this parameter to the URLwhereAccessManager runs the naming service. Typically this URL is
http://server/amserver/namingservice. Example:

configutil -o local.webmail.sso.amnamingurl -v

http://sca-walnut:88/amserver/namingservice

Note –AccessManager SSO does not look at local.webmail.sso.enablewhich enables the older
SSOmechanism. local.webmail.sso.enable should be left to off or unset otherwise warning
messages will be logged aboutmissing configuration parameters which are needed for the old SSO
mechanism.

You canmodify the SSO configuration parameters shown in Table 6–3, by using the configutil
command.

TABLE 6–1AccessManager Single Sign-OnParameters

Parameter Description

local.webmail.sso.amnamingurl The URLwhereAccessManager runs the naming service. Mandatory variable for
single sign-on throughAccessManager. Typically this URL is
http://server/amserver/namingservice.

Default: Not set.

local.webmail.sso.amcookiename AccessManager cookie name. By defaultAccessManager saves its session handle
in a cookie called iPlanetDirectoryPro. If it is configured to use another cookie
name, then that name needs to be configured inMessaging Server as this
parameter so thatMessaging Server knows what to look for when doing
single-sign on. Default valuemust not be changed if IS has default configuration.

Default: iPlanetDirectoryPro
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TABLE 6–1AccessManager Single Sign-OnParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

local.webmail.sso.amloglevel AMSDK logging level. The SSO library used byMessaging Server has its own
loggingmechanism separate fromMessaging Server. Its messages are logged in a
file called http_sso undermsg_svr_base/log. By default onlymessages with info
or higher are logged, but it is possible to increase the logging level by setting the
logging level to a value from 1 to 5 (1 = errors, 2 = warnings, 3 = info, 4 = debug, 5
=maxdebug). Be aware that the library doesn’t have the same notion ofmessage
importances asMessaging Server and that setting the level to debug can result in a
lot of meaningless data.Also the http_sso log file is notmanaged by common
Messaging Server logging code and is never cleaned up or rolled over. It is the
responsibility of the system administrator to clean it up when setting the log level
higher than the default.

Default: 3

local.webmail.sso.singlesignoff Single sign-off fromMessaging Server toAccessManager.AccessManager is the
central authentication authority, and single sign-off is always enabled from
AccessManager toMessaging Server. This option allows a site to configure
whether the logout button in webmail should also log the user out ofAccess
Manager (saving some customization work). By default this is enabled. If this is
disabled, a user logging out of the default webmail client is automatically logged
back in since logout refers to the root document and the root document refers to
the inbox display as long as theAccessManager cookie exists and is valid.
Therefore, a site choosing to disable this option needs to customize what happens
at webmail logout.

Default: yes

Troubleshooting SSO
If there is a problemwith SSO, the first thing to do is check the webmail log file
msg_svr_base/log/http for errors. Increasing the logging level may be helpful (configutil -o
logfile.http.loglevel -v debug). If this does not help, then check the amsdkmessages in
msg_svr_base/log/http_sso, then increase the amsdk logging level (configutil -o
local.webmail.sso.amloglevel -v 5). Note that new logging levels only take effect after server
restart.

If SSO is still having problems, make sure you are using fully qualified host names of bothAccess
Manager andMessaging Server during log in. Cookies are only shared between servers of the same
domain, and browsers do not knowwhat the domain is for local server names, so onemust use the
fully qualified names in the browser for SSO to work.

AccessManager SSO for Sun Java System Servers
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TrustedCircle SSO (Legacy)
This section describes trusted circle SSO.We do not recommend using this method of SSO since all
future development will be with theAccessManager. However, there is some functionality available
with trusted circle SSO that is not available withAccessManager SSO at this time. This section
consists of the following sections:

� “Trusted Circle SSOOverview andDefinitions” on page 142
� “Trusted Circle SSOApplications” on page 142
� “Trusted Circle SSO Limitations” on page 143
� “Example Trusted Circle SSODeployment Scenarios” on page 143
� “Setting Up Trusted Circle SSO” on page 145
� “Messenger Express Trusted SSOConfiguration Parameters” on page 149

TrustedCircle SSOOverviewandDefinitions
Before deploying SSO it is important to understand the following terminology.

� SSO: Single Sign-On. The ability to sign on to one application and be able access the other
applications. The user identification is the same throughout all applications.

� Trusted applications. Applications sharing the SSO scheme (SSO Prefix) and trusting each
other’s cookies and verifications.Also known as Peer SSO applications.

� Trusted circle. The circle of trusted applications. They share the same SSO Prefix.
� SSOPrefix. A string defined by the person deploying SSO andmade known to applications so

they can use it to find cookies generated by other applications in the same trusted circle.
Applications with different prefixes are not in the same circle and the user needs to
re-authenticate whenmoving between these applications. The prefix sometimes, but not always,
explicitly contains the trailing - (“-”) in the configuration setting.

� Application ID. (appid).Aunique string defined by the person deploying SSO for each
application in the SSO circle.

� SSOCookie. A token that the browser uses to remember that the user has authenticated to some
application. The name of the cookie is of the form SSO_prefix-application ID. The value of the
cookie is the SSO key, usually a session ID generated by the application.

� Cookie Domain. Adomain within which the application is restricted to send cookies. This is a
domain in the DNS sense.

� VerificationURL. AURLused by one application to verify the cookie it found to another
application.

TrustedCircle SSOApplications
Before implementing SSO, youmust first consider which applications will be in this trusted circle.
The applications which can be in this trusted circle areMessenger Express (with or without
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Messenger ExpressMultiplexor), Calendar Express, and the old iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator for
Messaging (not recommended because it only supports Sun LDAP Schema 1).

Table 6–2 shows which applications can be accessed from each other via SSO. From a user’s point of
view, logging into one of the applications on the first column, SSOworks if the user is able to access
application across the top rowwithout having to re-enter user id and passwords.

TABLE 6–2SSOInteroperability

To:

From: Calendar Express Messenger Express
Messenger Express
Multiplexor

Delegated
Administrator

Calendar Express SSO SSO SSO SSO

Messenger Express SSO N/A N/A SSO

Messenger Express
Multiplexor

SSO N/A N/A SSO

DelegatedAdministrator SSO SSO SSO N/A

TrustedCircle SSOLimitations
� SSOApplications working togethermust be in the same domain.
� SSOApplicationsmust have access to each other’s SSO verificationURL.
� Browsers must support cookies.
� For security purposes, SSO should not be used onmachines where the browser is run.
� To switch to a different identity, the browser needs to be restarted.
� Assuming single sign-off is enabled in bothMessenger Express and for Sun Java SystemCalendar

Server, if you log out of Sun Java SystemCalendar Server, then you are supposed to have to login
again toMessenger Express. If you log out ofMessenger Express, then you would have to login
again into Sun Java SystemCalendar Server. However, it currently does not work this way. You
may stay logged into one after logging out of another.

Example TrustedCircle SSODeployment Scenarios
The simplest SSO deployment scenario consists of onlyMessenger Express andDelegated
Administrator.Amore complicated scenario can be created by adding Calendar Express—on the
samemachine or a different machine—using the same SSO prefix so they are in the same trusted
circle. This is shown in Figure 6–1.
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FIGURE 6–1 Simple SSODeployment

An evenmore complex deployment would includeMessenger ExpressMultiplexors and load
balancers.
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FIGURE 6–2Complex SSODeployment

SettingUpTrustedCircle SSO
This section describes setting up SSO forMessenger Express, DelegatedAdministrator, and Calendar
Manager.

� ToSetUpSSO forMessenger Express, DelegatedAdministrator, and
CalendarManager

ConfigureMessenger Express for SSO.

a. Set the appropriate SSO configutilparameters.
To enable single sign-on forMessenger Express with DelegatedAdministrator, set the
configuration parameters as follows (assumes your default domain is siroe.com). These
parameters are described in Table 6–3. Youmust be root user. cd to instance_root
configutil -o local.webmail.sso.enable -v 1

configutil -o local.webmail.sso.prefix -v ssogrp1

1
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ssogrp1 is the default SSO Prefix used by iDA, although you can choose a different prefix, using
the default would save a little typing when configuring iDAand iCS.

configutil -o local.webmail.sso.id -v ims5

ims5 is a name you pick to identifyMessenger Express (ME) to other applications.

configutil -o local.webmail.sso.cookiedomain -v “.siroe.com”

The above domainmustmatch the domain used by theME/browser client to connect to the
servers. Thus, although the hosted domain on this servermay be called xyz.com, wemust use a
real domain in the DNS. This valuemust start with a period.

configutil -o local.webmail.sso.singlesignoff -v 1

configutil -o local.sso.ApplicationID.verifyurl -v \

"http://ApplicationHost:port/VerifySSO?"

ApplicationID is a namewe give to the SSO application (example: ida for Delegated
Administrator, ics50 for Calendar Server).ApplicationHost:port is the host and port number of
the application. You will have one of these lines for each non-Messaging Server application.
Example:

configutil -o local.sso.ida.verifyurl -v \

"http://siroe.com:8080/VerifySSO?"

b. RestartMessenger Express http server after changing the configuration.

cd instance_root./stop-msg http

./start-msg http

ConfigureDirectory Server for SSO.

a. Create a proxy user account in the directory.

The proxy user account allows the DelegatedAdministrator to bind to the Directory Server for
proxy authentication. Using the following LDIF code (proxy.ldif) you could create a proxy user
account entry using ldapadd.

ldapadd -h mysystem.siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w password -v -f

proxy.ldif

dn: uid=proxy, ou=people, o=siroe.com, o=isp

objectclass: top

objectclass: person

objectclass: organizationalperson

objectclass: inetorgperson

uid: proxy

givenname: Proxy

sn: Auth

cn: Proxy Auth

userpassword: proxypassword

2
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b. Create the appropriate ACIs for proxy user account authentication.
Using the ldapmodify utility, create anACI for each of the suffixes you created at the time you
installed the DelegatedAdministrator.

osiroot - The suffix you entered to store the user data (the default is o=isp). osiroot is the root
of the Organization Tree.

dcroot - The suffix you entered to store the domain information. (The default is o=internet.)

osiroot - The suffix you entered to store the configuration information, it should have been the
same value you entered to store the user data.

The following is an example of anACI entry (aci1.ldif) for the osiroot for the proxy user
created earlier:
dn: o=isp

changetype: modify

add: aci

aci: (target="ldap:///o=isp")(targetattr="*")(version 3.0; acl

"proxy";allow (proxy) userdn="ldap:///uid=proxy, ou=people,

o=siroe.com, o=isp";)

ldapmodify -h siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w password -v

-f aci1.ldif

Create a similarACI entry (aci2.ldif) for the dcroot:

dn: o=internet

changetype: modify

add: aci

aci: (target="ldap:///o=internet")(targetattr="*")(version 3.0; acl

"proxy";allow (proxy) userdn="ldap:///uid=proxy, ou=people,

o=siroe.com, o=isp";)

ldapmodify -h siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w password -v

-f aci2.ldif

Configure theDelegatedAdministrator

a. Add the proxy user credentials and cookie name for context to theDelegatedAdministrator
resource.properties file.
Uncomment andmodify the following entries in the DelegatedAdministrator
resource.properties file:
LDAPDatabaseInterface-ldapauthdn=Proxy_Auth_DN
LDAPDatabaseInterface-ldapauthpw=Proxy_Auth_Password
NDAAuth-singleSignOnId=SSO_Prefix-
NDAAuth-applicationId=DelAdminID

For example:

LDAPDatabaseInterface-ldapauthdn= uid=proxy,ou=people,o=cesta.com,o=isp

LDAPDatabaseInterface-ldapauthpw=proxypassword

3
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NDAAuth-singleSignOnId=ssogrp1-

NDAAuth-applicationId=ida

The resource.properties file is stored in the following location:

iDA_svr_base/nda/classes/netscape/nda/servlet/

b. Add the participating server’s verificationURL.

To verify a single sign-on cookie it receives, DelegatedAdministratormust knowwho to contact.
Youmust provide a verificationURL for all known participating servers.

Following the example, assumeMessenger Express is installed and its application ID is msg5. Edit
the DelegatedAdministrator resource.properties file and add an entry such as:
verificationurl-ssogrp1-msg5=http://webmail_hostname:port/VerifySSO?
verificationurl-ssogrp1-ida=http://iDA_hostname:port/VerifySSO?
verificationurl-ssogrp1-ics50=http://iCS_hostname:port/VerifySSO?

The resource.properties file is located in the following directory:

iDA_svr_base/nda/classes/netscape/nda/servlet/

AddDelegatedAdministrator single sign-on cookie information and enableUTF8 Parameter
Encoding.

a. Define a context identifier for DelegatedAdministrator.

Edit the servlets.properties file and uncomment all lines containing the text
servlet.*.context=ims50. Where * is any string.

The servlets.properties file is located at:

Web_Svr_Base/https-instancename/config/

b. Specify a cookie name for the context in the Enterprise Server configuration.

Edit the Enterprise Server contexts.properties file and add the following line to the bottom of
the file before the #IDACONF-Start line:

context.ims50.sessionCookie=ssogrp1-ida

The contexts.properties file is located at:

Web_Svr_Base/https-instancename/config/

c. EnableUTF8parameter encoding for ims5 contexts.

To Enable UTF8 Parameter Encoding for ims5Contexts in the Enterprise Server configuration
add the following entry to the Enterprise Server contexts.properties file:

context.ims50.parameterEncoding=utf8

4
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RestartMessenger Express.

After you’vemade the configuration changes described in steps 1a through 2c, youmust restart
Messenger Express for the changes to take effect:
Web_Svr_Base/https-instance_name/stop
Web_Svr_Base/https-instancename/start

If you are deploying Calendar in this SSOgroup, configure Calendar Server.

Edit ics.conf and add the following:
sso.appid = "ics50"

sso.appprefix = "ssogrp1"

sso.cookiedomain = ".red.iplanet.com"

sso.enable = "1"

sso.singlesignoff = "true"

sso.userdomain = "mysystem.red.iplanet.com"

sso.ims5.url="http://mysystem.red.iplanet.com:80/VerifySSO?"

sso.ida.url=http://mysystem.red.iplanet.com:8080/VerifySSO?

Restart Calendar Server

start-cal

Restart theMessenger Express http server:

msg_svr_base/sbin/stop-msg http

msg_svr_base/sbin/start-msg http

Messenger Express Trusted SSOConfiguration
Parameters
You canmodify the single sign-on configuration parameters forMessenger Express, shown in
“Messenger Express Trusted SSOConfiguration Parameters” on page 149, by using the configutil
command. Formore information about configutil, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference

5

6

7

8
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TABLE 6–3TrustedCircle Single Sign-OnParameters

Parameter Description

local.sso.appid.verifyurl Sets the verify URLvalues for peer SSO applications. appid is the application ID of a peer
SSO application whose SSO cookies are to be honored. For example, the default appid
for DelegatedAdministrator is nda45.Its actual value is specified by the Delegated
Administrator resource.properties file entry NDAAuth-applicationID.

There should be one parameter defined for each trusted peer SSO application. The
standard form of the verify URL is:

http://nda-host:port/VerifySSO?

If you are using a load balancer in front of multipleMessenger ExpressMultiplexors and
Message Store servers (runningMessenger Express) or Calendar front ends, be sure to
assign a different appid for each physical systemwith the real host names in the
verifyurl. This will ensure that the correct systemwill be used to verify the cookie

local.webmail.sso.

cookiedomain

The string value of this parameter is used to set the cookie domain value of all SSO
cookies set by theMessenger Express HTTP server. The default value is null.

This domainmustmatch the DNS domain used by theMessenger Express browser to
access the server. It is not the hosted domain name.

local.webmail.sso.enable Enables or disables all single sign-on functionality, including accepting and verifying
SSO cookies presented by the client when the login page is fetched, returning an SSO
cookie to the client on successful login and responding to requests from other SSO
partners to verify its own cookies.

If set to any non-zero value, the server performs all SSO functions.

If set to zero, the server does not perform any of these SSO functions.

The default value is zero.

local.webmail.sso.id The string value of this parameter is used as the application ID value when formatting
SSO cookies set by theMessenger Express HTTP server. The default value is null.

This is an arbitrary string. Its valuemust match what you specify for the Delegated
Administrator in its resource.properties file. The corresponding entry in
resource.propertieswould be:

Verifycationurl-XXX-YYY=http://webmailhost:

webmailport/VerifySSO?

Where XXX is the local.webmail.sso.prefix value set above, and YYY is the value of
local.webmail.sso.id set here.
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TABLE 6–3TrustedCircle Single Sign-OnParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

local.webmail.sso.prefix The string value of this parameter is used as the prefix value when formatting SSO
cookies set by theMessenger Express HTTP server. Only SSO cookies with this prefix
will be recognized by the server; all other SSO cookies will be ignored.

Anull value for this parameter effectively disables all SSO functionality on the server.

The default value is null.

This stringmust match what’s used by the DelegatedAdministrator in its
resource.properties file without the trailing -. For example, if:

NDAAuth-singleSignOnID=ssogrp1-

Then this value should be set here to ssogrp1.

local.webmail.sso.

singlesignoff

The integer value of this parameter, if set to any non-zero value, clears all SSO cookies
on the client with prefix valuesmatching the value configured in
local.webmail.sso.prefix when the client logs out.

If set to zero,Messenger Express will clear its own SSO cookie when the client logs out.

The default value is zero.
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Configuring andAdministeringMultiplexor
Services

This chapter describes the twomultiplexors that are included withMessaging Server: theMessaging
Multiplexor (MMP) for standardmail protocols (POP, IMAP and SMTP) and theMessenger Express
Multiplexor used for theMessenger Express web interface.

The following topics are covered in this chapter:

� “Multiplexor Services” on page 153
� “AboutMessagingMultiplexor” on page 155
� “Setting Up theMessagingMultiplexor” on page 160
� “ConfiguringMMPwith SSL” on page 163
� “MMPTasks” on page 168
� “AboutMessagingMultiplexor” on page 169

Multiplexor Services
Amultiplexor is necessary to achieve horizontal scalability (the ability to support more users by
addingmoremachines), because it provides a single domain name that can be used to connect
indirectly tomultiple mail stores.Amultiplexor can also provide security benefits.

WhileMMP ismanaged separately fromMessaging Server, theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor is
built-in to the HTTP service (mshttpd) that is included with theMessage Store andMessageAccess
installation.

Multiplexor Benefits
Message stores on heavily usedmessaging servers can grow quite large. Spreading usermailboxes
and user connections across multiple servers can therefore improve capacity and performance. In
addition, it may bemore cost-effective to use several small servermachines than one large,
high-capacity, multiprocessormachine.
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If the size of yourmail-server installation requires the use of multiple message stores, your
organization can benefit in several ways from using themultiplexors. The indirect connection
between users and their message stores, coupled with the ease of reconfiguration of user accounts
amongmessaging servers allows for the following benefits:

� SimplifiedUserManagement
Because all users connect to one server (ormore, if you have separateMultiplexormachines for
POP, IMAP, SMTPor web access), you can preconfigure email clients and distribute uniform
login information to all users. This simplifies your administrative tasks and reduces the
possibility of distributing erroneous login information.
For especially high-load situations, you can runmultipleMultiplexor servers with identical
configurations andmanage connections to them byDNS round robin or by using a
load-balancing system.
Because theMultiplexors use information stored in the LDAPdirectory to locate each user’s
Messaging Server, moving a user to a new server is simple for the system administrator and
transparent to the user. The administrator canmove a user’s mailbox from oneMessaging Server
to another, and then update the user’s entry in the LDAPdirectory. The user’s mail address,
mailbox access, and other client preferences need not change.

� Improved Performance
If a message store grows prohibitively large for a single machine, you can balance the load by
moving some of themessage store to anothermachine.
You can assign different classes of users to different machines. For example, you can choose to
locate premium users on a larger andmore powerful machine.
TheMultiplexors perform some buffering so that slow client connections (through amodem, for
example) do not slow down theMessaging Server.

� Decreased Cost. Because you can efficientlymanagemultipleMessaging Servers with a
Multiplexor, youmight be able to decrease overall costs by purchasing several small server
machines that together cost less than one very largemachine.

� Better Scalability.With theMultiplexors, your configuration can expand easily. You can
incrementally addmachines as your performance or storage-capacity needs grow, without
replacing your existing investment.

� MinimumUserDowntime.Using theMultiplexors to spread a large user base overmany small
storemachines isolates user downtime.When an individual server fails, only its users are
affected.

� Increased Security.You can use the servermachine on which theMultiplexor is installed as a
firewall machine. By routing all client connections through this machine, you can restrict access
to the internal message storemachines by outside computers. TheMultiplexors support both
unencrypted and encrypted communications with clients.

Multiplexor Services
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AboutMessagingMultiplexor
The Sun Java SystemMessagingMultiplexor (MMP) is a specializedmessaging server that acts as a
single point of connection tomultiple back-endmessaging servers.WithMessagingMultiplexor,
large-scale messaging service providers can distribute POP and IMAPusermailboxes across many
machines to increasemessage store capacity.All users connect to the singleMultiplexor server, which
redirects each connection to the appropriate messaging server.

If you provide electronicmail service tomany users, you can install and configure theMessaging
Multiplexor so that an entire array of messaging servers will appear to yourmail users to be a single
host.

TheMessagingMultiplexor is provided as part ofMessaging Server. You can install theMMPat the
same time you install theMessaging Server or other Sun Java System servers, or you can install the
MMP separately at a later time. TheMMP supports:

� Both unencrypted and encrypted (SSL) communications withmail clients.
� Client certificate-based authentication, described in “Certificate-Based ClientAuthentication”

on page 157
� User pre-authentication, described in “User Pre-Authentication” on page 158.
� Virtual domains that listen on different IP addresses and automatically append domain names to

user IDs, described in “MMPVirtual Domains” on page 158.
� Multiple installations of theMMPon different servers (see the Sun Java Enterprise System
2005Q4 Installation Guide).

� Enhanced LDAP searching.
� POPbefore SMTP service for legacy POP clients. Formore information, see “Enabling POP

Before SMTP” on page 616.

How theMessagingMultiplexorWorks
TheMMP is amultithreaded server that facilitates distributingmail users across multiple server
machines. TheMMPhandles incoming client connections destined for other servermachines (the
machines on which usermailboxes reside). Clients connect to theMMP itself, which determines the
correct server for the users, connects to that server, and then passes data between the client and
server. This capability allows Internet service providers and other large installations to spread
message stores across multiple machines (to increase capacity) while providing the appearance of a
single mail host for users (to increase efficiency) and for external clients (to increase security). “How
theMessagingMultiplexorWorks” on page 155 shows how servers and clients relate to each other in
anMMP installation.
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FIGURE 7–1Clients and Servers in anMMPInstallation

All POP, IMAP, and SMTP clients work with theMessagingMultiplexor. TheMMPaccepts
connections, performs LDAPdirectory lookups, and routes the connections appropriately.As is
typical with othermail server installations, each user is assigned a specific address andmailbox on a
specificMessaging Server. However, all connections are routed through theMMP.

Inmore detail, these are the steps involved in establishing a user connection:

1. Auser’s client connects to theMMP, which accepts preliminary authentication information (user
name).

2. TheMMPqueries the Directory Server to determine whichMessaging Server contains that user’s
mailbox.

3. TheMMPconnects to the properMessaging Server, replays authentication, then acts as a
pass-through pipe for the duration of the connection.

Encryption (SSL)Option
MessagingMultiplexor supports both unencrypted and encrypted (SSL) communications between
theMessaging Server(s) and their mail clients. current version ofMessaging Server supports the new
certificate database format (cert8.db).

When SSL is enabled, theMMP supports STARTTLS and theMMPcan also be configured to listen
on additional ports for SSL IMAP, POP, and SMTP connections.
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To enable SSL encryption for your IMAP, POP, and SMTP services, edit the
ImapProxyAService.cfg, PopProxyAService.cfg, and SmtpProxyAService.cfg files, respectively.
Youmust also edit the default:ServiceList option in the AService.cfg file to include the list of all
IMAP, POP, and SMTP server ports regardless of whether or not they are secure. See “Configuring
MMPwith SSL” on page 163 for details.

By default, SSL is not enabled since the SSL configuration parameters are commented out. To enable
SSL, youmust install an SSL server certificate. Then, you should uncomment and set the SSL
parameters. For a list of the SSLparameters, see the “Encryption (SSL) Option” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Certificate-BasedClientAuthentication
TheMMPcan use a certificatemapping file (certmap) tomatch a client’s certificate to the correct
user in the Users/Groups Directory Server.

In order to use certificate-based client authentication, youmust also enable SSL encryption as
described in “Encryption (SSL) Option” on page 156.

You also have to configure a store administrator. You can use themail administrator, but it is
recommended that you create a unique user ID, such as mmpstore for this purpose so that you can set
permissions as needed.

Note that theMMPdoes not support certmap plug-ins. Instead, theMMPaccepts enhanced
DNComps and FilterComps property value entries in the certmap.conf file. These enhanced format
entries use the form:

mapname:DNComps FROMATTR=TOATTR mapname:FilterComps FROMATTR=TOATTR

So that a FROMATTR value in a certificate’s subjectDN can be used to form an LDAPquery with the
TOATTR=value element. For example, a certificate with a subjectDN of “cn=Pilar Lorca,
ou=pilar, o=siroe.com” could be mapped to an LDAP query of “(uid=pilar)” with the line:

mapname:FilterComps ou=uid

� ToEnable Certificate-basedAuthentication forYour IMAPor POP
Service

Decide on the user ID you intend to use as store administrator.

While you can use themail administrator for this purpose, it is recommended that you create a
unique user ID for store administrator (for example, mmpstore).

Make sure that SSLencryption is (orwill be) enabled as described in “Encryption (SSL) Option”
onpage 156.

Configure theMMP to use certificate-based client authentication by specifying the location of the
certmap.conf file in your configuration files.

1

2

3
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Install at least one trusted CAcertificate, as described in “To Install Certificates of Trusted CAs”
onpage 598

User Pre-Authentication
TheMMPprovides you with the option of pre-authenticating users by binding to the directory as the
incoming user and logging the result.

Note – Enabling user pre-authenticationwill reduce server performance

The log entries are in the format:

date time (sid 0xhex) user name pre-authenticated - client

IP address, server IP address

Where date is in the format yyyymmdd, time is in the time configured on the server in the format
hhmmss, hex is the session identifier (sid) represented as a hexidecimal number, the user name
includes the virtual domain (if any), and the IP address is in dot-quad format.

MMPVirtual Domains
AnMMPvirtual domain is a set of configuration settings associated with a server IP address. The
primary use of this feature is to provide different default domains for each server IP address.

Auser can authenticate toMMPwith either a short-form userID or a fully qualified userID in the
form user@domain. When a short-form userID is supplied, theMMPwill append the
DefaultDomain setting, if specified. Consequently, a site which supports multiple hosted domains
can permit the use of short-form user IDs simply by associating a server IP address andMMPvirtual
domain with each hosted domain.

The recommendedmethod for locating the user subtree for a given hosted domain is via the
inetDomainBaseDN attribute in the LDAPdomain tree entry for that domain. TheMMP’s LdapUrl
setting is not suitable for this purpose since the back-endmail store servers will also need to look up
the user in LDAP and do not support virtual domains.

When Sun LDAP Schema 2 is enabled (see the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4 Installation Guide
for UNIX and Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4 Schema Reference), the user
subtree for the specified domain will be all the users in the subtree below the organization node for
that domain.

To enable virtual domains, edit the ImapProxyAService.cfg, PopProxyAService.cfg, or
SmtpProxyAService.cfg file(s) in the instance directory such that the VirtualDomainFile setting
specifies the full path to the virtual domainmapping file.

Each entry of a virtual domain file has the following syntax:

4
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vdmap name
IPaddrname:parameter value

Where name is simply used to associate the IP address with the configuration parameters and can be
any name you choose to use, IPaddr is in dot-quad format, and parameter and value pairs configure
the virtual domain.When set, virtual domain configuration parameter values override global
configuration parameter values.

Listed below are the configuration parameters you can specify for a virtual domain:

AuthCacheSize and AuthCacheSizeTTL

AuthService

BindDN and BindPass

CertMap

ClientLookup

CRAMs

DefaultDomain

DomainDelim

HostedDomains

LdapCacheSize and LdapCacheTTL

LdapURL

MailHostAttrs

PreAuth

ReplayFormat

RestrictPlainPasswords

StoreAdmin and StoreAdminPass

SearchFormat

TCPAccess

TCPAccessAttr

Note –Unless the LdapURL is correctly set, the BindDN, BindPass, LdapCacheSize and LdapCacheTTL
settings will be ignored.

For detailed descriptions of these configuration parameters, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference

About SMTPProxy
TheMMP includes an SMTPproxy which is disabled by default. Most sites do not need the SMTP
proxy because InternetMail standards already provide an adequatemechanism for horizontal
scalability of SMTP (DNSMX records).

The SMTPproxy is useful for the security features it provides. First, the SMTPproxy is integrated
with the POPproxy to implement the POPbefore SMTP authorization facility required by some
legacy POP clients. Formore information, see “Enabling POPBefore SMTP” on page 616. In
addition, an investment in SSL acceleration hardware can bemaximized by using the SMTPproxy.
See “How toOptimize SSLPerformance Using the SMTPProxy” on page 604
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SettingUp theMessagingMultiplexor
During the initial runtime configuration ofMessaging Server, you determined if you wanted to
configure theMMPon amachine. You could either set it up on the samemachine as yourMessaging
Server or set it up on a separatemachine.

Note –MMPdoes not cacheDNS results.Ahigh quality cachingDNS server on the local network is a
requirement for a production deployment ofMessaging Server.

The following sections describe how to set up theMMP:

� “Before You ConfigureMMP” on page 160
� “Multiplexor Configuration” on page 161
� “Multiplexor Files” on page 161
� “Starting theMultiplexor” on page 162
� “Modifying an ExistingMMP” on page 163

More information about theMMPcan be found in the following:

� Chapter 5, “MessagingMultiplexor Configuration,” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference

BeforeYouConfigureMMP
Before configuring theMMP:

1. Choose themachine on which you will configure theMMP. It is best to use a dedicatedmachine
set aside for theMMP.

Note – It is recommended that theMMPnot be enabled on amachine that is also running either
the POPor IMAP servers.

If you install MMPon the samemachine asMessaging Server, youmustmake sure that the POP
and IMAP servers are set to non-standard ports. That way, theMMPandMessaging Server ports
will not conflict with one another.

2. On themachine that theMMP is to be configured, create a UNIX system user to be used by the
MMP. This new usermust belong to a UNIX system group. See “Creating UNIX SystemUsers
andGroups” on page 45

3. Set up the Directory Server and its host machine for use withMessaging Server, if they are not
already set up. See “To Prepare Directory Server forMessaging Server Configuration” on page 46

4. If theMMP is upgraded before the backend servers, customers should set the Capability option
in ImapProxyAService.cfg tomatch the response to the capability command from the older
backend. This would be:
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IMAP4 IMAP4rev1 ACL QUOTA LITERAL+ NAMESPACE UIDPLUS CHILDREN LANGUAGE XSENDER

X-NETSCAPE XSERVERINFO

Note that line break is for editorial clarity, and that the configuration valuemust be on one line.

Multiplexor Configuration
To configure theMMP, youmust use theMessaging Server configure program, which gives you the
option of enabling theMessagingMultiplexor. For detailed information about the configure
program see “Creating the Initial Messaging Server Runtime Configuration” on page 54

� ToConfigure theMMP

Put Sun Java SystemMessaging Server on themachinewhere you are installing and configuring the
MMP.

Configure theMMPby creating theMessaging Server Initial RuntimeConfiguration. See “Creating
the InitialMessaging Server RuntimeConfiguration” onpage 54

Note the following exception: when installingMessaging Server, check only theMessaging
Multiplexor option.

Multiplexor Files
TheMessagingMultiplexor files are stored in themsg_svr_base/config configuration file directory.
Youmustmanually edit the configuration parameters in theMessagingMultiplexor configuration
files listed in Table 7–1. For a complete description of all MMP configuration parameters, see the
“Multiplexor Configuration Parameters” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference.

TABLE 7–1MessagingMultiplexorConfiguration Files

File Description

PopProxyAService.cfg Configuration file specifying configuration variables used for POP
services.

PopProxyAService-def.cfg POP services configuration template. File comes into existence
only after initial MMP start with start-msg mmp

ImapProxyAService.cfg Configuration file specifying configuration variables used for
IMAP services.

ImapProxyAService-def.cfg IMAP services configuration template. File comes into existence
only after initial MMP start with start-msg mmp

1
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TABLE 7–1MessagingMultiplexorConfiguration Files (Continued)
File Description

AService.cfg Configuration file specifying which services to start and a few
options shared by both POP and IMAP services.

AService-def.cfg Configuration template specifying which services to start and a few
options shared by both POP and IMAP services. File comes into
existence only after initial MMP start with start-msg mmp

SmtpProxyAService.cfg Optional configuration file specifying configuration variables used
for SMTPProxy services. Required if you enable POPbefore
SMTP; useful formaximizing support for SSLhardware even if
POP before SMTP is not enabled. Formore information on POP
before SMTP, see “Enabling POPBefore SMTP” on page 616

SmtpProxyAService-def.cfg Configuration template specifying configuration variables used for
SMTPProxy services. File comes into existence only after initial
MMP start with start-msg mmp

As an example, the LogDir and LogLevel parameters can be found in all configuration files. In
ImapProxyAService.cfg, they are used to specify logging parameters for IMAP-related events;
similarly, these parameters in PopProxyAService.cfg are used to configure logging parameters for
POP-related events. In SmtpProxyAService.cfg, they are used to specify logging for SMTP
Proxy-related events.

In AService.cfg, however, LogDir and LogLevel are used for loggingMMP-wide failures, such as
the failure to start a POP, IMAP, or SMTP service.

Note –When theMMP is configured or upgraded, the configuration template files will be
overwritten.

Starting theMultiplexor
To start, stop, or refresh an instance of theMessagingMultiplexor, use the one of the following
commands in Table 7–2 located in themsg_svr_base/sbin directory:

TABLE 7–2MMPCommands

Option Description

start-msg mmp Starts theMMP (even if one is already running).

stop-msg mmp Stops themost recently startedMMP.
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TABLE 7–2MMPCommands (Continued)
Option Description

refresh mmp Causes anMMP that is already running to refresh its configuration without
disrupting any active connections.

Modifying anExistingMMP
Tomodify an existing instance of theMMP, edit the ImapProxyAService.cfg and/or
PopProxyAService.cfg configuration files as necessary. These configuration files are located in the
msg_svr_base/config subdirectory.

ConfiguringMMPwith SSL
To configure theMMP to use SSL, do the following:

Note – It is assumed that theMMP is installed on amachine that does not have aMessage Store or
MTA.

� ToConfigureMMPwith SSL
If you have installed theAdmin Server, use theAdmin Console to install an SSL server certificate.
Otherwise use theNSS tools to do this. See “Network Security Services Tools” onpage 604

SeeManaging Servers with iPlanet Console 5.0. (http://docs.sun.com)

If you have installed theAdmin Server, from the command line,make the following symbolic links to
simplify things:

cd msg_svr_base/config
ln -s /var/mps/serverroot/alias/admin-serv-instance-cert7.db cert7.db

ln -s /var/mps/serverroot/alias/admin-serv-instance-key3.db key3.db

Also, make sure that those files are owned by the system ID under which theMMPwill run. current
version ofMessaging Server supports the new certificate database format (cert8.db).

Since the sslpassword.conf file is set during the initialMessaging Server runtime configuration,
youdonot need to set one up. See “Creating the InitialMessaging Server RuntimeConfiguration”
onpage 54
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Note –An alternative approach to steps 1-8 is to copy the following files: cert7.db, key3.db,
secmod.db, and sslpassword.conf from an existingMessaging or Directory Server. These servers
must have a server certificate and a key appropriate for the same domain already installed.

Edit the ImapProxyAService.cfg file anduncomment the relevant SSL settings.

If youwant SSLandPOP, edit the PopProxyAService.cfg file anduncomment the relevant SSL
settings.

Additionally, youmust edit the AService.cfg file and add |995 after the 110 in the ServiceList
setting.

Make sure that the BindDN and BindPass options are set in the ImapProxyAService.cfg and
PopProxyAService.cfg files.

You should also set the DefaultDomain option to your default domain (the domain to use for
unqualified user names).

If you just want server-side SSL support, you are finished. Start theMMPwith the following
command in themsg_svr_base/sbin directory:

start-msg mmp

� ToConfigureMMPwithClient Certificate-based Login
If you want client certificate based login, do the following:

Get a copy of a client certificate and the CAcertificatewhich signed it.

Start the SunONEConsole as before (on the samemachine as theMMP), but this time import the CA
certificate as a Trusted Certificate Authority.

Use the Store Administrator you created during yourMessaging Server installation.

Formore information, see the “SpecifyingAdministratorAccess to the Store” on page 515

Create a certmap.conf file for theMMP. For example:

certmap default default

default:DNComps

default:FilterComps e=mail

Thismeans to search for amatch with the e field in the certificate DN by looking at themail attribute
in the LDAP server.

4
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Edit your ImapProxyAService.cfg file and:

a. Set CertMapFile to certmap.conf

b. Set StoreAdmin and StorePass to values fromStep 3.

c. Set UserGroupDN to the root of yourUsers andGroups tree.

If youwant client certificateswith POP3, repeat Step 5 for the PopProxyAService.cfg file.

If theMMP is not already running, start it with the following command in themsg_svr_base/sbin
directory:

start-msg mmp

Import the client certificate into your client. InNetscape™Communicator, click on the padlock
(Security) icon, then select Yours under Certificates, then select Import a Certificate... and follow the
instructions.

Note –All your users will have to perform this step if you want to use client certificates everywhere.

ASample Topology
The fictional Siroe Corporation has twoMessagingMultiplexors on separatemachines, each
supporting severalMessaging Servers. POP and IMAPusermailboxes are split across theMessaging
Servermachines, with each server dedicated exclusively to POPor exclusively to IMAP (You can
restrict client access to POP services alone by removing the ImapProxyAService entry from the
ServiceList setting; likewise, you can restrict client access to IMAP services alone by removing the
PopProxyAService entry from the ServiceList setting.). EachMessagingMultiplexor also supports
only POPor only IMAP. The LDAPdirectory service is on a separate, dedicatedmachine.

This topology is illustrated below in Figure 7–2.
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IMAP mail servers IMAP Multiplexor
“sandpit”
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POP Multiplexor
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Directory server
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FIGURE 7–2MultipleMMPs SupportingMultipleMessaging Servers

IMAPConfiguration Example
The IMAPMessagingMultiplexor in Figure 7–2 is installed on sandpit, a machine with two
processors. ThisMessagingMultiplexor is listening to the standard port for IMAP connections
(143). MessagingMultiplexor communicates with the LDAP server on the host phonebook for user
mailbox information, and it routes the connection to the appropriate IMAP server. It overrides the
IMAP capability string, provides a virtual domain file, and supports SSL communications.

This is its ImapProxyAService.cfg configuration file:
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default:LdapUrl ldap://phonebook.siroe.com/o=internet

default:LogDir /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/log

default:LogLevel 5

default:BindDN "cn=Directory Manager"

default:BindPass secret

default:BacksidePort 143

default:Timeout 1800

default:Capability "IMAP4 IMAP4rev1 ACL QUOTA LITERAL+ NAMESPACE

UIDPLUS CHILDREN BINARY LANGUAGE XSENDER X-NETSCAPE XSERVERINFO"

default:SearchFormat (uid=%s)

default:SSLEnable yes

default:SSLPorts 993

default:SSLSecmodFile /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/secmod.db

default:SSLCertFile /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/cert7.db

default:SSLKeyFile /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/key3.db

default:SSLKeyPasswdFile ""

default:SSLCipherSpecs all

default:SSLCertNicknames Siroe.com Server-Cert

default:SSLCacheDir /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config

default:SSLBacksidePort 993

default:VirtualDomainFile /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/vdmap.cfg

default:VirtualDomainDelim @

default:ServerDownAlert "your IMAP server appears to be temporarily

out of service"

default:MailHostAttrs mailHost

default:PreAuth no

default:CRAMs no

default:AuthCacheSize 10000

default:AuthCacheTTL 900

default:AuthService no

default:AuthServiceTTL 0

default:BGMax 10000

default:BGPenalty 2

default:BGMaxBadness 60

default:BGDecay 900

default:BGLinear no

default:BGExcluded /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/bgexcl.cfg

default:ConnLimits 0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0:20

default:LdapCacheSize 10000

default:LdapCacheTTL 900

default:HostedDomains yes

default:DefaultDomain Siroe.com

POPConfiguration Example
The POPMessagingMultiplexor example in “ASample Topology” on page 165 is installed on
tarpit, a machine with four processors. ThisMessagingMultiplexor is listening to the standard port
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for POP connections (110). MessagingMultiplexor communicates with the LDAP server on the host
phonebook for usermailbox information, and it routes the connection to the appropriate POP server.
It also provides a spoofmessage file.

This is its PopProxyAService.cfg configuration file:

default:LdapUrl ldap://phonebook.siroe.com/o=internet

default:LogDir /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/log

default:LogLevel 5

default:BindDN "cn=Directory Manager"

default:BindPass password

default:BacksidePort 110

default:Timeout 1800

default:SearchFormat (uid=%s)

default:SSLEnable no

default:VirtualDomainFile /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/vdmap.cfg

default:VirtualDomainDelim @

default:MailHostAttrs mailHost

default:PreAuth no

default:CRAMs no

default:AuthCacheSize 10000

default:AuthCacheTTL 900

default:AuthService no

default:AuthServiceTTL 0

default:BGMax 10000

default:BGPenalty 2

default:BGMaxBadness 60

default:BGDecay 900

default:BGLinear no

default:BGExcluded /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/bgexcl.cfg

default:ConnLimits 0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0:20

default:LdapCacheSize 10000

default:LdapCacheTTL 900

default:HostedDomains yes

default:DefaultDomain Siroe.com

MMPTasks
This section describesmiscellaneousMMPconfiguration tasks. These include:

� “To ConfigureMailAccess withMMP” on page 168
� “To Set a FailoverMMPLDAPServer” on page 169

ToConfigureMailAccesswithMMP
TheMMP is not configured automatically, it has to be explicitly configured. In addition, theMMP
does notmake use of the PORT_ACCESSmapping table. If you wish to reject SMTP connections from
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certain IP addresses and you are using theMMP, youmust use the TCPAccess option. The syntax of
this option is the same as mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess (see Sun Java SystemCommunications
Services 6 2005Q4 Schema Reference). It is also described at “Filter Syntax” on page 609.

ToSet a FailoverMMPLDAPServer
It is possible to specifymore than one LDAP server for theMMP so that if one fails another takes
over. Modify your PopProxyAservice.cfg or IMAPProxyAservice.cfg to the following:

default:LdapUrl "ldap://ldap01.yourdomain ldap02.yourdomain/o=INTERNET"

AboutMessagingMultiplexor
The Sun Java SystemMessenger ExpressMultiplexor is a specialized server that acts as a single point
of connection to the HTTP access service. Messenger Express is the client interface to the Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server HTTP service.All users connect to the single messaging proxy server,
which directs them to their appropriate mailbox.As a result, an entire array of messaging servers will
appear to yourmail users to be a single host.

WhileMessagingMultiplexor (MMP) connects to POP and IMAP servers, theMessenger Express
Multiplexor connects to anHTTP server. In other words, theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor is to
Messenger Express asMMP is to POP and IMAP.

LikeMMP, theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor supports:

� Both unencrypted and encrypted (SSL) communication withmail clients
Formore information on configuring SSL, refer to Security andAccess Control in Chapter 19.

� Hosted Domains

UnlikeMMP, theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor is built into the mshttpd service, and consequently
uses the same logging and configurationmechanisms.

HowMessenger ExpressMultiplexorWorks
TheMessenger ExpressMultiplexor is made up of a proxymessaging server that acts as a
Multiplexor; it allows you to connect to the HTTP service ofMessaging Server (Messenger Express).
TheMessenger ExpressMultiplexor facilitates distributingmailboxes across multiple server
machines. Clients connect to theMultiplexor when logging ontoMessenger Express, which
determines the correct server for the users, connects to that server, and then passes data between the
client and server. This capability allows large installations to spreadmessage stores across multiple
machines (to increase capacity) while providing the appearance of a single mail host for users (to
increase efficiency) and for external clients (to increase security). “HowMessenger Express
MultiplexorWorks” on page 169 describes where theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor resides in an
Messaging Server installation.
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FIGURE 7–3Overview ofMessenger ExpressMultiplexor

TheMessenger ExpressMultiplexor interfaces between theMessenger Express client andMessaging
Servers by accepting connections and routing them appropriately.As is typical with othermail server
installations, each user is assigned a specific address andmailbox on a specificmessaging server.
However, all HTTP connections are routed through theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor.

Inmore detail, these are the steps involved when establishing a user connection:

1. Auser’s client connects to theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor, which accepts preliminary
authentication information.

2. TheMessenger ExpressMultiplexor queries Directory Server to determine whichmessaging
server contains the user’s mailbox.

3. TheMessenger ExpressMultiplexor connects to the associatedMessaging Server, replays
authentication, then acts as a pass-through pipe for the duration of the session.
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SettingUp theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor
This section will describe the steps you should follow to set up and configure yourMessenger Express
Multiplexor. Topics that are covered include:

� “To Install Messaging Server on ProxyMachine” on page 171
� “ConfiguringMessenger ExpressMultiplexor Parameters” on page 171
� “To EnableMessenger ExpressMultiplexor” on page 172

To InstallMessaging Server onProxyMachine
The first step is to install Messaging Server on the proxymachine that will become theMessenger
ExpressMultiplexor. For specific installation instructions, see the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4
Installation Guide for UNIX.

Be sure to configure theMessaging Server to a users and groups directory server that points to the
back-endmessaging servers. This directory server will be used to authenticate users toMessaging
Server through theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor.

ConfiguringMessenger ExpressMultiplexor Parameters
After you complete theMessaging Server installation on the proxymachine, configure the
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor parameters:

� ToConfigureMessenger ExpressMultiplexor Parameters

Gather the neededback-endMessaging Server information.

Run the configutil command in the directory of your back-endmessaging servers to determine the
values of the parameters that are later described in this section. The configuration of the proxy
machine (where theMultiplexor will be enabled)must match the back-endmessaging servers to
ensure successful setup.

Set the configuration parameters for theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor.

Run the configutil command in directorymsg_svr_base/sbin/configutil of your proxymachine
messaging server to set the configuration values. Note that these values shouldmatch the values of
the back-endmessaging servers.

The following sections describe the configutil parameters needed to set up theMessenger Express
Multiplexor:

� “LDAPParameters” on page 172
� “dcroot” on page 172
� “Default Domain” on page 172
� “Login Separator” on page 172
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LDAPParameters

Youwill need tomake sure that the Directory Server parameters are correctly specified prior to
enabling theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor. To determine your LDAPparameters, run the
following command in the appropriate back-endMessaging Server instance directory:

� configutil -o local.ugldaphost

This parameter displays the users and groups LDAPDirectory Server that the back-end
messaging servers use.Make sure that ldaphost is set to the same value (or a replicated LDAP
server containing the same data) that the back-endmessaging servers use.

� configutil -o local.ugldapbinddn and configutil -o local.ugldapbindcred

These parameters display the DN and password of the users and groups Directory Server
administrator. Both ldapbinddn and ldapbindcredmust be the same as in your back-end
messaging servers specifications.

dcroot

Youwill need tomake sure that the dcroot is correctly specified. To determine your dcroot, run the
following command in the appropriate messaging server instance directory:

configutil -o service.dcroot

Default Domain

Youwill need tomake sure that themessaging server default domain (defaultdomain) is correctly
indicated. To determine yourmessaging server default domain, run the following configutil
command in the appropriate messaging server instance directory:

configutil -o service.defaultdomain

Login Separator

Make sure that the login separator (loginseparator) is consistent with the login separator used by the
back-endmessaging server. To determine yourmessaging server login separator, run the configutil
command in the appropriate back-endmessaging server instance directory:

configutil -o service.loginseparator

ToEnableMessenger ExpressMultiplexor
Once you set the configuration parameters, you can enable theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor on
the proxymachine. To do so, run the following configutil command in the directory
msg_svr_base/sbin/configutil of themessaging server instance on the proxymachine:

configutil -o local.service.http.proxy -v 1

where 1 enables theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor (default 0).
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When a non-local user (users whosemail host is not on the server where they log in) logs in and the
value of local.service.http.proxy is 0, the user will be directed to his host, and the user will see
the host name change; therefore, theMultiplexor is not enabled.

If the value of local.service.http.proxy is set to 1, theMultiplexor is enabled, the host name does
not change, and the entire array of messaging servers will appear to be a single host to your non-local
mail users.

For local users (users whosemail host is the server where they log in), the server will use the local
message store regardless of the local.service.http.proxy parameter value. It is possible to have
both proxy and local users coexisting on the samemessaging server.

TestingYour Setup
In this section, you will learn how to test yourMessenger ExpressMultiplexor setup and to look for
messages in the log files. It is assumed that you have configured and enabled theMessenger Express
Multiplexor.

� ToAccessMessenger Express Client
Prior to testing your installation, you should already be familiar with theMessenger Express product.
In addition, you should already have a test account that you have previously created.

To test yourMessenger ExpressMultiplexor proxy, follow these steps:

Through theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor, connect toMessenger Express by typing in the browser
location:
http://msgserver_name in the browser location.

For example:

http://budgie.sesta.com

Using a test account that youpreviously created, log in toMessenger Express.

You should be able to successfully log in and accessmessages from theback-endmessaging servers.

If themessaging server name changes once you log in throughMessenger Express,make sure
local.service.http.proxy is set to 1 and that youhave restarted themessagingproxy server. The
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor should provide the appearance of a singlemail host to your users.

ErrorMessages
If you receive an errormessage when you enter the user id, password, and click Connect, you should
review theHTTP log file of the proxymachine. To view the errormessages, go to the
msg_svr_base/log directory. Inmost cases, the errormessage will contain sufficient information to
diagnose the problem. In those instances where there is not sufficient information to diagnose the
problem, contact Customer Support.
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AdministeringYourMessenger ExpressMultiplexor
This section describes the basic administration capabilities of theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor.

ToConfigure andAdminister SSL
To configure and administer SSL (otherwise known as Secure Sockets Layer) for yourMessenger
ExpressMultiplexor, refer to “To Enable SSL and Selecting Ciphers” on page 601

ToSetUpMultiple Proxy Servers
To set upmultipleMessenger ExpressMultiplexors that are addressed by a single name, you can use
a session-aware load balancing device.With this device, all requests can be routed from any given
client to a unique server.

ToManageDifferent Versions ofMessaging Server andMessenger
ExpressMultiplexor
If you use different versions ofMessaging Server for theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor and the
back-endmail hosts, you need to update theMessenger Express static files to ensure compatibility
between the servers.

The static files whichmake up theMessenger Express interface are served directly from the
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, not the user’s mail host. TheMultiplexor finds these files in the
msg_svr_base/config/html directory.

To update these files in order to ensure compatibility between servers, replace the entire contents
(which consist of these static files that make up theMessenger Express interface) of the directory
msg_svr_base/config/html in the newer version ofMessaging Server with the entire contents of the
same directory in the older version ofMessaging Server.

For example, if the back-endmessaging servers useMessaging Server 6 2003Q4 and you have
installedMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 as theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor, you need to replace the
entire contents of the directorymsg_svr_base/config/html of theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor
with the contents of the same directory from theMessaging Server 6 2003Q4 back-end server.When
you eventually upgradeMessaging Server 6 2003Q4 toMessaging Server 6 2005Q4, you can update
these static files in directorymsg_svr_base/config/html for theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor
server as well.

ToConfigure thePort of theBack-endMessaging Serverwith the
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor
If you want to configure the port of the back-endHTTPMessaging Server with theMessenger
ExpressMultiplexor, use the following configutil command on yourMultiplexormachine:

local.service.http.proxy.port.hostname

where hostname is the host of the back-endHTTPMessaging Server.
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For example, if the host name of the back-endmessaging server is sesta.com and the port number is
8888, the commandwould be in the following format:

configutil -o local.service.http.proxy.port.store.sesta.com -v 8888

local.service.HTTP.proxy.port applies to all back-endmessage stores except those which have
their own port (same as local.service.proxy.admin).

ToConfigure Single Sign-on
Single sign-onmust be configured on theMessenger ExpressMultiplexormachine in the same way
as theMessaging (HTTP) server, with the following additional configurations:

configutil -o local.service.http.proxy.admin -v store_administrator

where store_administrator is the back-end store administrator specified during your back-end
Messaging Server installation.

configutil -o local.service.http.proxy.adminpass -v store_admin_password

where store_admin_password is the back-end store administrator password specified during your
back-endMessaging Server installation.

If you are usingmultiple back-endMessaging Servers that use different store administrators and
passwords, you can configure them individually by appending the fully qualified host name to each
configuration variable inMessenger ExpressMultiplexor:

configutil -o local.service.http.proxy.admin.hostname -v store_administrator

configutil -o local.service.http.proxy.adminpass.hostname -v store_admin_password

where hostname is the host of the back-endHTTPMessaging Server, store_administrator and
store_admin_password are the back-end store administrator and password specified during your
back-endMessaging Server installation.

To log the user into the back-end servers, Messenger ExpressMultiplexor uses the proxyauth login
command. To enable proxyauth, use the following configutil parameter on the back-endmessage
store:

configutil -o service.http.allowadminproxy -v 1

Note – If Single sign-on is enabled through theMessenger ExpressMultiplexor, it does not need to be
configured on the back-endHTTPMessaging Servers.

AboutMessagingMultiplexor
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MTAConcepts

This chapter provides a conceptual description of theMTA. It consists of the following sections:

� “TheMTAFunctionality” on page 177
� “MTAArchitecture andMessage FlowOverview” on page 181
� “The Dispatcher” on page 182
� “Rewrite Rules” on page 184
� “Channels” on page 185
� “TheMTADirectory Information” on page 188
� “The Job Controller” on page 189

TheMTAFunctionality
TheMessage TransferAgent, orMTA is a component of theMessaging Server (Figure 8–1).At its
most basic level, theMTAis amessage router. It accepts messages from other servers, reads the
address, and routes it to the next server on way to its final destination, typically a user’s mailbox.

Over the years, a lot of functionality has been added to theMTA, and with it, size, power, and
complexity. TheseMTAfunctions overlap, but, in general, can be classified as follows:

� Routing. Accepts amessage, expands or transforms it if necessary (for example if it is an alias),
and routes it to the next server, channel, program, file, or whatever. The routing function has
been expanded to allow administrator specification of the internal and external mechanics of
howmessages are routed. For example, it is possible to specify things such as SMTP
authentication, use of various SMTP commands and protocol, TCP/IP or DNS lookup support,
job submission, process control andmessage queueing and so on.

� Address Rewriting. Envelope addresses are often rewritten as part of the routing process, but
envelope or header addresses can also be rewritten to amore desired or appropriate form.

� Filtering. TheMTAcan filter messages based on address, domain, possible virus or spam
content, size, IP address, header content, and so on. Filteredmessages can be discarded, rejected,
modified, sent to a file, sent to a program, or be sent to the next server on its way to a user
mailbox.
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� ContentModification. Message headers or content can bemodified. Example: making a
message readable to a specific client or in a specific character set or checking for spam or viruses.

� Auditing. Tracking who submitted what, where and when.

Anumber of subcomponents and processes support these functions and are shown in Figure 8–2.
This chapter describes these subcomponents and processes. In addition, a number of tools allow
system administrators to enable and configure these functions. These includeMTAoptions,
configutil parameters, mapping tables, keywords, channels, and rewrite rules. These are described
in laterMTAchapters:

� Chapter 10
� Chapter 11
� Chapter 12
� Chapter 13
� Chapter 14
� Chapter 15
� Chapter 16
� Chapter 17
� Chapter 19
� Chapter 21
� Chapter 22
� Chapter 23

TheMTAFunctionality
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MTAArchitecture andMessage FlowOverview
This section provides a short overview ofMTAarchitecture andmessage flow (Figure 8–2). Note that
theMTAis a highly complex component and this figure is a simplified depiction ofmessages flowing
through the system. In fact, this picture is not a perfectly accurate depiction of all messages flowing
through the system. For purposes of conceptual discussion, however, it must suffice.

Dispatcher andSMTPServer (SlaveProgram)
Messages enter theMTAfrom the internet or intranet via SMTP sessions.When theMTAreceives a
request for an SMTP connection, theMTAdispatcher (amultithreaded connection dispatching
agent), executes a slave program (tcp_smtp_server) to handle the SMTP session. The dispatcher
maintains pools of multithreaded processes for each service.As additional sessions are requested, the
dispatcher activates an SMTP server program to handle each session.Aprocess in the Dispatcher’s
process pool may concurrently handlemany connections. Together the dispatcher and slave
program perform a number of different functions on each incomingmessage. Three primary
functions are:

� Message blocking -messages from specified IP addresses, mail addresses, ports, channels, header
strings and so on, may be blocked (Chapter 17).

� Address changing. Incoming From: or To: addresses may be rewritten to a different form.
� Channel enqueueing.Addresses are run through the rewrite rules to determine which channel

themessage should be sent.

Formore information see “The Dispatcher” on page 182

Routing andAddress Rewriting
SMTP servers enqueuemessages, but so can a number of other channels including, the conversion
channel and reprocess channel.Anumber of tasks are achieved during this phase of delivery, but the
primary tasks are:

� Alias expansion.
� Running the addresses through the rewrite rules which do two things:

� Rewrite the domain part of addresses into a desired format.
� Direct messages to the appropriate channel queue.

Channels

The channel is the fundamentalMTAcomponent used formessage processing.Achannel represents
amessage connection with another system (for example, anotherMTA, another channel, or the local
message store).Asmail comes in, different messages require different routing and processing
depending on themessage’s source and destination. For example, mail to be delivered to a local
message store will be processed differently frommail to be delivered to the internet which will be

MTAArchitecture andMessage FlowOverview
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processed differently frommail to be sent to anotherMTAwithin themail system. Channels provide
themechanism for customizing the processing and routing required for each connection. In a default
installation, themajority of messages go to a channels handling internet, intranet, and local
messages.

Specialized channels for specific situations can also be created. For example, suppose that a certain
internet domain processes mail very slowly causingmail addressed to this domain to clog up the
MTA.Aspecial channel could be created to provide special handling formessages addressed to the
slow domain, thus relieving the system of this domain bottleneck.

The domain part of the address determines to what channel themessage is enqueued. The
mechanism for reading the domain and determining the appropriate channel is called the rewrite
rules (see “Rewrite Rules” on page 184).

Channels typically consist of a channel queue and a channel processing program called amaster
program. After the slave program delivers themessage to the appropriate channel queue, themaster
program performs the desired processing and routing. Channels, like rewrite rules, are specified and
configured in the imta.cnf file.An example of a channel entry is shown below:

tcp_intranet smtp mx single_sys subdirs 20 noreverse maxjobs 7 SMTP_POOL

maytlsserver allowswitchchannel saslswitchchannel tcp_auth

tcp_intranet-daemon

The first word, in this case tcp_intranet is the channel name. The last word is called the channel
tag. The words in between are called channel keywords and specify howmessages are to be
processed. Hundreds of different keywords allowmessages to be processed inmany ways.A
complete description of channel keywords is provided in Chapter 12.

MessageDelivery
After themessage is processed, themaster program sends themessage to the next stop along the
message’s delivery path. This may be the intended recipient’s mailbox, anotherMTA, or even a
different channel. Forwarding to another channel is not shown in the picture, but is common
occurrence.

Note that the local parts of addresses and received fields are typically 7-bit characters. If theMTA
reads 8-bit characters in the in these fields, it replaces each 8-bit character with asterisks.

TheDispatcher
TheDispatcher is amultithreaded dispatching agent that permits multiple multithreaded server
processes to share responsibility for SMTP connection services.When using the Dispatcher, it is
possible to have several multithreaded SMTP server processes running concurrently, all handling
connections to the same port. In addition, each servermay have one ormore active connections.

The Dispatcher acts as a central receiver for the TCPports listed in its configuration. For each
defined service, the Dispatchermay create one ormore SMTP server processes to handle the
connections after they are established.

TheDispatcher
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In general, when the Dispatcher receives a connection for a defined TCPport, it checks its pool of
available worker processes for the service on that port and chooses the best candidate for the new
connection. If no suitable candidate is available and the configuration permits it, the Dispatchermay
create a newworker process to handle this and subsequent connections. The Dispatchermay also
create a newworker process in expectation of future incoming connections. There are several
configuration options whichmay be used to tune the Dispatcher’s control of its various services, and
in particular, to control the number of worker processes and the number of connections each worker
process handles.

See “Dispatcher Configuration File” on page 233 formore information.

Creation andExpirationof Server Processes
Automatic housekeeping facilities within the Dispatcher control the creation of new and expiration
of old or idle server processes. The basic options that control the Dispatcher’s behavior are
MIN_PROCS and MAX_PROCS. MIN_PROCS provides a guaranteed level of service by having a number of
server processes ready and waiting for incoming connections. MAX_PROCS, on the other hand, sets an
upper limit on howmany server processes may be concurrently active for the given service.

It is possible that a currently running server process might not be able to accept any connections
because it is already handling themaximumnumber of connections of which it is capable, or because
the process has been scheduled for termination. The Dispatchermay create additional processes to
assist with future connections.

The MIN_CONNS and MAX_CONNS options provide amechanism to help you distribute the connections
among your server processes. MIN_CONNS specifies the number of connections that flags a server
process as “busy enough” while MAX_CONNS specifies the “busiest” that a server process can be.

In general, the Dispatcher creates a new server process when the current number of server processes
is less than MIN_PROCS or when all existing server processes are “busy enough” (the number of
currently active connections each has is at least MIN_CONNS).

If a server process is killed unexpectedly, for example, by the UNIX system kill command, the
Dispatcher still creates new server processes as new connections come in.

For information about configuring the Dispatcher, see “Dispatcher Configuration File” on page 233

ToStart andStop theDispatcher
To start the Dispatcher, execute the command:

start-msg dispatcher

This command subsumes andmakes obsolete any other start-msg command that was used
previously to start up a component of theMTAthat the Dispatcher has been configured tomanage.
Specifically, you should no longer use imsimta start smtp. An attempt to execute any of the
obsoleted commands causes theMTAto issue a warning.

TheDispatcher
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To shut down the Dispatcher, execute the command:

stop-msg dispatcher

What happens with the server processes when the Dispatcher is shut down depends upon the
underlying TCP/IP package. If youmodify yourMTAconfiguration or options that apply to the
Dispatcher, youmust restart the Dispatcher so that the new configuration or options take effect.

To restart the Dispatcher, execute the command:

imsimta restart dispatcher

Restarting the Dispatcher has the effect of shutting down the currently running Dispatcher, then
immediately starting a new one.

Rewrite Rules
Rewrite rules determine the following:

� How to rewrite the domain part of an address into its proper or desired format.
� Towhich channel themessage should be enqueued after the address is rewritten.

Each rewrite rule consists of a pattern and a template. The pattern is a string tomatch against the
domain part of an address. The template specifies the actions to take if the domain part matches the
pattern. It consists of two things: 1) a set of instructions (that is, a string of control characters)
specifying how the address should be rewritten and 2) the name of the channel to which themessage
shall be sent.After the address is rewritten, themessage is enqueued to the destination channel for
delivery to the intended recipient.

An example of a rewrite rule is shown below:

siroe.com $U%$D@tcp_siroe-daemon

siroe.com is the domain pattern.Anymessage with the address containing siroe.comwill be
rewritten as per the template instructions ($U%$D). $U specifies that the rewritten address use the
same user name. % specifies that the rewritten address use the same domain separator. $D specifies
that the rewritten address use the same domain name that wasmatched in the pattern.
@tcp_siroe-daemon specifies that themessage with its rewritten address be sent to the channel called
tcp_siroe-daemon. See Chapter 11 formore details.

Formore information about configuring rewrite rules, see “TheMTAConfiguration File” on page
217 and Chapter 11

Rewrite Rules
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Channels
The channel is the fundamentalMTAcomponent that processes amessage.Achannel represents a
connection with another computer system or group of systems. The actual hardware connection or
software transport or bothmay vary widely from one channel to the next.

Channels perform the following functions:

� Transmit messages to remote systems, deleting them from their queue after they are sent.
� Acceptmessages from remote systems, placing them in the appropriate channel queues.
� Delivermessages to the local message store.
� Delivermessages to programs for special processing.

Messages are enqueued by channels on the way into theMTAand dequeued on the way out.
Typically, a message enters via one channel and leaves by another.Achannel might dequeue a
message, process themessage, or enqueue themessage to anotherMTAchannel.

Master andSlavePrograms
Generally (but not always), a channel is associated with two programs: master and slave. The slave
program accepts messages from another system and adds them to a channel’s message queue. The
master program transfers messages from the channel to another system.

For example, an SMTP channel has amaster program that transmits messages and a slave program
that receives messages. These are, respectively, the SMTP client and server.

Themaster channel program is typically responsible for outgoing connections where theMTAhas
initiated the operation. Themaster channel program:

� Runs in response to a local request for processing.
� Dequeues themessage from the channel message queue.
� If the destination format is not the same format as the queuedmessage, performs conversion of

addresses, headers, and content, as necessary.
� Initiates network transport of themessage.

The slave channel program typically accepts incoming connections where theMTAis responding to
an external request. The slave channel program:

� Runs in response to an external event or upon local demand.
� Enqueues amessage to a channel. The target channel is determined by passing envelope

addresses through a rewrite rule.

For example, Figure 8–3 shows two channel programs, Channel 1 and Channel 2. The slave program
in Channel 1 receives amessage from a remote system. It looks at the address, applies rewrite rules as
necessary, then based on the rewritten address enqueues themessage to the appropriate channel
message queue.

Channels
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Themaster program dequeues themessage from the queue and initiates network transport of the
message. Note that themaster program can only dequeuemessages from its own channel queue.

Message
Queue

Channel 1

Channel 2

Master
Program

Message
Queue

Master
Program

Slave
Program

Slave
Program

FIGURE 8–3Master and Slave Programs

Although a typical channel has both amaster and a slave program, it is possible for a channel to
contain only a slave program or amaster program. For example, the ims-ms channel supplied with
Messaging Server contains only amaster program because this channel is responsible only for
dequeuingmessages to the local message store, as shown in Figure 8–4.

Message
Queue

ims_ms Channel

Message
Store

ims_master

FIGURE 8–4 ims-msChannel

ChannelMessageQueues

Channels
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All channels have an associatedmessage queue.When amessage enters themessaging system, a slave
program determines to whichmessage queue themessage is enqueued. The enqueuedmessages are
stored inmessage files in the channel queue directories. By default, these directories are stored at the
following location:msg_svr_base/data/queue/channel/*. Information onmessage queue sizing can
be found at “Disk Sizing forMTAMessage Queues” in Sun Java SystemCommunications
Services 6 2005Q4Deployment Planning Guide

Caution –Do not add any files or directories in theMTAqueue directory (that is, the value of
IMTA_QUEUE in the imta_tailor file) as this will cause problems.When using a separate file system
for theMTAqueue directories, create a subdirectory under that mount point and specify that
subdirectory as the value of IMTA_QUEUE.

ChannelDefinitions
Channel definitions appear in the lower half of theMTAconfiguration file, imta.cnf, following the
rewrite rules (see “TheMTAConfiguration File” on page 217 rules section and the start of the
channel definitions.

Achannel definition contains the name of the channel followed by an optional list of keywords that
define the configuration of the channel, and a unique channel tag, which is used in rewrite rules to
routemessages to the channel. Channel definitions are separated by single blank lines. Comments,
but no blank lines, may appear inside a channel definition.

[blank line]

! sample channel definition

Channel_Name keyword1 keyword2
Channel_Tag
[blank line]

Collectively, the channel definitions are referred to as the channel host table.An individual channel
definition is called a channel block. For example, in the example below, the channel host table
contains three channel definitions or blocks.

! test.cnf - An example configuration file.

!

! Rewrite Rules

.

.

.

! BEGIN CHANNEL DEFINITIONS

! FIRST CHANNEL BLOCK

l

local-host

! SECOND CHANNEL BLOCK

Channels
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a_channel defragment charset7 usascii

a-daemon

! THIRD CHANNEL BLOCK

b_channel noreverse notices 1 2 3

b-daemon

Atypical channel entry will look something like this:

tcp_intranet smtp mx single_sys subdirs 20 noreverse maxjobs 7 SMTP_POOL

maytlsserver allowswitchchannel saslswitchchannel tcp_auth

tcp_intranet-daemon

The first word, in this case tcp_intranet, is the channel name. The last word, in this case
tcp_intranet-daemon, is called the channel tag. The channel tag is the name used by rewrite rules to
direct messages. The words in between the channel name and channel tag are called channel
keywords and specify how themessage is to be processed. Hundreds of different keywords allow
messages to processed inmany ways.Acomplete listing of channel keywords is listed and described
in Chapter 12

The channel host table defines the channelsMessaging Server can use and the names of the systems
associated with each channel.

OnUNIX systems, the first channel block in the file always describes the local channel, l. (An
exception is a defaults channel, which can appear before the local channel.) The local channel is
used tomake routing decisions and for sendingmail sent by UNIXmail tools.

You can also set global options for channels in theMTAOption file, option.dat, or set options for a
specific channel in a channel option file. Formore information on the option files, see “Option File”
on page 235, and “TCP/IP (SMTP) Channel Option Files” on page 233. For details on configuring
channels, see Chapter 12. Formore information about creatingMTAchannels, see “TheMTA
Configuration File” on page 217.

TheMTADirectory Information
For eachmessage that it processes, theMTAneeds to access directory information about the users,
groups, and domains that it supports. This information is stored in an LDAPdirectory service. The
MTAdirectly accesses the LDAPdirectory. This is fully described in Chapter 9

TheMTADirectory Information
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The JobController
Each time amessage is enqueued to a channel, the Job Controller ensures that there is a job running
to deliver themessage. This might involve starting a new job process, adding a thread, or simply
noting that a job is already running. If a job cannot be started because the job limit for the channel or
pool has been reached, the Job Controller waits until another job has exited.When the job limit is no
longer exceeded, the Job Controller starts another job.

Channel jobs run inside processing pools within the Job Controller.Apool can be thought of a
“place” where the channel jobs are run. The pool provides a computing area where a set of jobs can
operate without vying for resources with jobs outside of the pool. Formore information on pools see
“Job Controller File” on page 235 and “Processing Pools for Channel Execution Jobs” on page 351.

Job limits for the channel are determined by the maxjobs channel keyword. Job limits for the pool are
determined by the JOB_LIMIT option for the pool.

Messaging Server normally attempts to deliver all messages immediately. If a message cannot be
delivered on the first attempt, however, themessage is delayed for a period of time determined by the
appropriate backoff keyword.As soon as the time specified in the backoff keyword has elapsed, the
delayedmessage is available for delivery, and if necessary, a channel job is started to process the
message.

The Job Controller’s in-memory data structure of messages currently being processed and awaiting
processing typically reflects the full set of message files stored on disk in theMTAqueue area.
However, if a backlog of message files on disk builds up enough to exceed the Job Controller’s
in-memory data structure size limit, then the Job Controller tracks inmemory only a subset of the
total number of messages files on disk. The Job Controller processes only thosemessages it is
tracking inmemory.After a sufficient number of messages have been delivered to free enough
in-memory storage, the Job Controller automatically refreshes its in-memory store by scanning the
MTAqueue area to update its list of messages. The Job Controller then begins processing the
additional message files it just retrieved from disk. The Job Controller performs these scans of the
MTAqueue area automatically.

If your site routinely experiences heavymessage backlogs, youmight want to tune the Job Controller
by using the MAX_MESSAGES option. By increasing the MAX_MESSAGES option value to allow Job
Controller to usemorememory, you can reduce the number of occasions whenmessage backlogs
overflow the Job Controller’s in-memory cache. This reduces the overhead involved when the Job
Controller must scan theMTAqueue directory. Keep inmind, however, that when the Job Controller
does need to rebuild the in-memory cache, the process will take longer because the cache is larger.
Note also that because the Job Controller must scan theMTAqueue directory every time it is started
or restarted, largemessage backlogsmean that starts or restarts of the Job Controller will incurmore
overhead than starts or restarts when no such backlog exists.

For information about pools and configuring the Job Controller, see “Job Controller File” on page
235 and “ConfiguringMessage Processing andDelivery” on page 348.

The Job Controller
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ToStart andStop the JobController
To start the Job Controller, execute the command:

start-msg job_controller

To shut down the Job Controller, execute the command:

stop-msg job_controller

To restart the Job Controller, execute the command:

imsimta restart job_controller

Restarting the Job Controller has the effect of shutting down the currently running Job Controller,
then immediately starting a new one.

The Job Controller
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MTAAddress Translation and Routing

Prior toMessaging Server 6 2003Q4,Messaging Server used to access all user, domain, and group
data from a database that was compiled from information stored in an LDAP server.When directory
information was updated in the LDAP server, the database information was synchronized with a
program called dirsync. TheMessaging ServerMTAnow accesses the LDAPdirectory directly. This
chapter describes the flow of data through theMTAusing direct LDAPdata access. It contains the
following sections:

� “The Direct LDAPAlgorithm and Implementation” on page 191
� “Address Reversal” on page 211
� “Asynchronous LDAPOperations” on page 213
� “Settings Summary” on page 214

TheDirect LDAPAlgorithmand Implementation
The following sections describe direct LDAPprocessing.

Domain LocalityDetermination
Starting with an address of the form user@domain, the address translation and routing process first
checks to see if domain is local.

Rewrite RuleMachinery
Afacility has been added to theMTA rewrite rule machinery to check a given string to see if it is a
domain we need to handle locally. This new facility is activated by a $V or $Zmetacharacter. These
newmetacharacters are syntactically similar to the existing $N, $M, $Q, and $Cmetacharacters, that is,
they are followed by a pattern string. In the case of $N, $M, $Q, and $C the pattern is matched against
either the source or destination channel. In the case of $V and $Z the pattern is a domain and the
check is to see whether or not it is local. $V causes a rule failure for a nonlocal domain and $Z causes a
rule failure for a local domain.
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The handling of thesemetacharacters is implemented as the following procedure:

1. Messaging Server checks to see if the current domainmatches a valid domain entry in the
directory. Go to step 3 if no entry exists.

2. If the domain has an entry in the directory, the attribute specified by the
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_ROUTING_HOSTSMTAoption (default mailRoutingHosts) is retrieved from
the domain entry. If this attribute is present, it lists the set of hosts able to handle users in this
domain. This list is compared against the host specified by the local.hostname configutil
parameter and the list of hosts specified by the local.imta.hostnamealiases configutil
parameter. These options can be overridden by the LDAP_LOCAL_HOST and
LDAP_HOST_ALIAS_LISTMTAoptions, respectively. If there is amatch or the attribute is not
present on the domain, the domain is local. If nomatch occurs, the domain is nonlocal.
The handling of domains considered to be nonlocal because of the mailRoutingHosts attribute
depends on the setting of the ROUTE_TO_ROUTING_HOSTMTAoption. If the option is set to 0 (the
default), the address is simply treated as nonlocal andMTArewrite rules are used to determine
routing. If the option is set to 1, a source route consisting of the first value listed in the
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_ROUTING_HOSTSMTAoption is prepended to the address.

3. If no domain entry can be found, remove a component from the left hand side of the domain and
go to Step 1. If no components remain continue to Step 4.
Aconsequence of this backtracking up the domain tree is that if siroe.com is recognized as local,
any subdomain of siroe.comwill be recognized as local. Situationsmay arise where this is
undesirable, so anMTAoption, DOMAIN_UPLEVEL, is provided to control this behavior.
Specifically, bit 0 (value = 1) of DOMAIN_UPLEVEL, if clear, disables retries with domain
components removed. The default value of DOMAIN_UPLEVEL is 0.

4. Vanity domain checking now needs to be performed. Vanity domains do not have domain
entries, rather, they are specified by attaching special domain attributes to one ormore user
entries. The vanity domain check is done by instituting an LDAP search using the LDAPURL
specified by the DOMAIN_MATCH_URLMTAoption. The value of this option should be set to:
ldap:///$B?msgVanityDomain?sub?(msgVanityDomain=$D)

$B substitutes the value of the local.ugldapbasedn configutil parameter; this is the base of the
user tree in the directory. The LDAP_USER_ROOTMTAoption can be used to override the value of
this configutil option specifically for theMTA.
The actual return value from this search does notmatter.Whatmatters is if there is a value to
return. If there is a return value the domain is considered to be local, if not it is considered to be
nonlocal.

DomainMapDeterminationofDomain Locality
It is also instructive to note what steps are performed to find valid domain entries in the directory.
The steps are schema-level specific. In the case of Sun LDAP Schema 1, they are:

1. Convert the domain to a base DN in the domain tree. This is done by converting the domain into
a series of dc components and then adding a domain root suffix. The default suffix is obtained
from the service.dcroot configutil parameter. The default suffix is o=internet. So a domain of

TheDirect LDAPAlgorithm and Implementation
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the form a.b.c.dwould typically be converted into dc=a,dc=b,dc=c,dc=d,o=internet. The
service.dcroot configutil parameter can be overridden by setting the LDAP_DOMAIN_ROOTMTA
option.

2. Look for an entry with the base DN found in Step 1 and an object class of either inetDomain or
inetDomainAlias. The search filter used for this purpose can be overridden by setting the
LDAP_DOMAIN_FILTER_SCHEMA1MTAoption which defaults to
(|(objectclass=inetDomain)(objectclass=inetdomainalias)).

3. Exit with a failure if nothing is found.
4. If the object class of the entry found is inetDomain, check tomake sure the entry has an

inetDomainBaseDn attribute associated with the domain entry. If it is present, it is saved for use in
subsequent searches for user entries and processing terminates. If it is not present, the entry is
assumed to be a domain alias and processing continues with step 5. TheMTAoption
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_BASEDN can be used to override the use of inetDomainBaseDN.

5. The entrymust be a domain alias; look up the new entry referenced by the aliasedObjectName
attribute and return to step 4. Processing terminates with a failure if the no aliasedObjectName
attribute is present.An alternative to the use of aliasedObjectName attribute can be specified
with theMTAoption LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_ALIAS.
Note that processing can return to step 4 at most once; domain aliases pointing at domain aliases
are not allowed.

In Sun LDAP Schema 2, the action taken is much simpler: The directory is searched for an entry with
the object class sunManagedOrganizationwhere the domain appears as a value of either the
sunPreferredDomain or associatedDomain attribute. If need be, the use of the
sunPreferredDomain and associatedDomain attributes for this purpose can be overridden with the
respectiveMTAoptions LDAP_ATTR_DOMAIN1_SCHEMA2 and LDAP_ATTR_DOMAIN2_SCHEMA2. The
search is done under the root specified by the service.dcroot configutil parameter. The
service.dcroot configutil parameter can be overridden by setting the LDAP_DOMAIN_ROOTMTA
option.Additionally, domain entries in Schema 2 are not required to have inetDomainBaseDn
attributes; if they do not, the base of the user tree is assumed to be the domain entry itself.

CachingOfDomain Locality Information
Due to the frequency with which domain rewrite operations are performed and the expense of the
directory queries (especially the vanity domain check) both negative and positive indications about
domains need to be cached. This is implemented with an in-memory open-chained
dynamically-expanded hash table. Themaximum size of the cache is set by the
DOMAIN_MATCH_CACHE_SIZEMTAoption (default 100000) and the timeout for entries in the cache is
set by the DOMAIN_MATCH_CACHE_TIMEOUTMTAoption (default 600 seconds).

ErrorHandling
Temporary server failures during this process have to be handled carefully, since when they occur, it
is impossible to knowwhether or not a given domain is local. Basically two outcomes are possible in
such a case:

1. Return a temporary (4xx) error to the client telling it to try the address again later.
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2. Accept the address but queue it to the reprocessing channel so it can be retried locally later.

Neither of these options is appropriate in all cases. For example, outcome 1 is appropriate when
talking to a remote SMTP relay. But outcome 2 is appropriate when dealing with an SMTP
submission from a local user.

While it would be possible in theory to handle temporary failures by usingmultiple rules with the
same pattern, the overhead of repeating such queries, even with a cache in place, is unacceptable. For
these reasons, the simple success/fall-through-to-the-next-rule matchingmodel of domain rewriting
is inadequate. Instead, a special template, specified by theMTAoption DOMAIN_FAILURE, is used in
the event of a domain lookup failure.When a $V operation fails, this template replaces the remainder
of the current rewrite rule template being processed.

Pattern forDomainCheckRewrite Rule
This domain check needs to be performed before other rewrite rules have a chance to operate. This
ordering is insured by using the special $* on the left hand side in the rule. The $* pattern is checked
prior to any other rules.

Putting ItAll Together
Taking all themachinery described so far into account, the new rewrite rule we need in the imta.cnf
is:

$* $E$F$U%$H$V$H@localhost

and the value of the DOMAIN_FAILUREMTAoption in the option.dat file needs to be:

reprocess-daemon$Mtcp_local$1M$1~-error$4000000?Temporary lookup failure

In this rewrite rule, localhost is the host name associated with the local channel. The value of the
DOMAIN_FAILURE option shown here is the default value so it does not need to appear in option.dat

under normal circumstances.

The ordering here is especially tricky. TheMTAchecks $V after the address is rebuilt but before the
route is added. This lets theMTAto change the route in the event of a temporary lookup failure.
Pending channel match checks are applied any time the insertion point changes, so the @ after the
second $H invokes the check. If the check succeeds, the remainder of the template applies and rewrite
processing concludes. If the check fails, the rewrite fails and rewriting continues with the next
applicable rewrite rule. If the check cannot be performed due to a temporary failure, template
processing continues with the value specified by the DOMAIN_FAILUREMTAoption. The value of this
template first sets the routing host to reprocess-daemon. Then the template checks to see whether or
not theMTAis dealing with a reprocessing channel of some sort or tcp_local. If theMTAis dealing
with such a channel, the rule continues, making the routing host illegal and specifying a temporary
failure as the outcome. If theMTAis not dealing with such a channel, the rule is truncated and
successfully terminated, thereby rewriting the address to the reprocess channel.
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Alias expansionof local addresses
Once an address has been determined to be associated with the local channel it automatically
undergoes alias expansion. The alias expansion process examines a number of sources of
information, including:

1. The alias file (part of the compiled configuration).
2. The alias database.
3. Alias URLs.

The exact alias sources that are checked and the order in which they are checked depends on the
setting of the ALIAS_MAGICMTAoption in the option.dat file. For direct LDAP, set the option to
8764. This means that the URL specified by the ALIAS_URL0MTAoption is checked first, then the
URL specified by the ALIAS_URL1MTAoption, then the URL specific by the ALIAS_URL2MTA
option, and finally, the alias file. The alias database is not checked when this setting is active.

Alias Checkingwith LDAPURLs
Checking of aliases in LDAP is implemented by specifying two special LDAPURLs as alias URLs.
The first of these handles regular users and groups; vanity domains are handled by subsequent alias
URLs. The first URL is specified as ALIAS_URL0:

ALIAS_URL0=ldap:///$V?*?sub?$R

The$VMetacharacter
Metacharacter expansion occurs prior to URL lookup. The twometacharacters used in the
ALIAS_URL0 value are $V and $R.

The $Vmetacharacter converts the domain part of the address into a base DN. This is similar to the
initial steps performed by the $V rewrite rule metacharacter described previously in the section
entitled “Rewrite RuleMachinery” on page 191. $V processing consists of the following steps:

1. Get the base DN for user entries in the current domain.
2. Get the canonical domain associated with the current domain. In Sun LDAP Schema 1, the

canonical domain name is given by the inetCanonicalDomainName attribute of the domain entry
if the attribute is present. If the attribute is absent the canonical name is the name constructed in
the obvious way from the DN of the actual domain entry. This will differ from the current domain
when the current domain is an alias. The name attribute used to store the canonical namemay be
overridden with the LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CANONICALMTAoption in the option.dat file.
In Sun LDAP Schema 2, the canonical name is simply the value of the SunPreferredDomain
attribute.

3. If the base DN exists, substitute it into the URL in place of the $V.
4. Any applicable hosted domain for this entry is now determined. This is done by comparing

either the canonical domain (if bit 2 (value = 4) of DOMAIN_UPLEVEL is clear) or the current
domain (if bit 2 (value = 4) of DOMAIN_UPLEVEL is set) with the service.defaultdomain
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configutil parameter. If they do notmatch, the entry is amember of a hosted domain. The
service.defaultdomain configutil parameter can be overridden by setting the
LDAP_DEFAULT_DOMAINMTAoption in the option.dat file.

5. If the base DN determination fails, remove a component from the left hand side of the domain
and go to Step 1. The substitution fails if no components remain.

$V also accepts an optional numeric argument. If it is set to 1 (for example, $1V), a failure to resolve
the domain in the domain tree will be ignored and the base of the user tree specified by the
local.ugldapbasedn configutil option will be returned.

If the attempt to retrieve the domain’s base DN succeeds, theMTAalso retrieves several useful
domain attributes which will be needed later. The names of the attributes retrieved are set by the
followingMTAoptions in the option.dat file:

� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_UID_SEPARATOR (default domainUidSeparator)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SMARTHOST (default mailRoutingSmartHost)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CATCHALL_ADDRESS (default mailDomainCatchallAddress)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_BLOCKLIMIT (default mailDomainMsgMaxBlocks)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_REPORT_ADDRESS (default mailDomainReportAddress)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_STATUS (default inetDomainStatus)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_MAIL_STATUS (default mailDomainStatus)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CONVERSION_TAG (default mailDomainConversionTag)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_FILTER (default mailDomainSieveRuleSource)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_DISK_QUOTA (no default)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_MESSAGE_QUOTA (no default)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_AUTOREPLY_TIMEOUT (no default)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_NOSOLICIT (no default)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTIN (no default)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_RECIPIENTLIMIT (no default)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_RECIPIENTCUTOFF (no default)
� LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SOURCEBLOCKLIMIT (no default)

Calling aMapping fromaURL
Theremight be unusual cases where themapping from domain to base DN is done some other way.
In order to accommodate such setups, the URL resolution process has the ability to call anMTA
mapping. This is done with ametacharacter sequence of the general form:

$|/mapping-name/mapping-argument|

The double quotation (“) initiates and terminates the callout. The character immediately following
the $ is the separator between themapping name and argument; a character should be chosen that
does not collide with the expected character values used in either themapping name or argument.

The$RMetacharacter
The $Rmetacharacter provides an appropriate filter for the URL. The intent is to produce a filter that
searches all the attributes that might contain an email address for a particular user or group. The list
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of attributes to search comes from the configutil parameter local.imta.mailaliases. If this
parameter is not set, the local.imta.schematag configutil parameter is examined, and depending
on its value, an appropriate set of default attributes is chosen as follows:

sims401 mail, rfc822mailalias

nms41 mail,mailAlternateAddress

ims50 mail,mailAlternateAddress,mailEquivalentAddress

The value of local.imta.schematag can be a comma-separated list. If more than one schema is
supported, the combined list of attributes with duplicates eliminated is used. The LDAP_SCHEMATAG
MTAoption can be used to override the setting of local.imta.schematag specifically for theMTA.

Additionally, the filter searches not only for the address that was originally supplied, but also for an
address with the same local part but the domain that was actually found in the domain tree, which
was saved in the second step in the section entitled “The $VMetacharacter” on page 195. The
iterative nature of the domain tree lookupmeans the two addresses may be different. This additional
check is controlled by bit 1 (value = 2) of the DOMAIN_UPLEVELMTAoption in the option.dat file.
Setting the bit enables the additional address check. The default value of DOMAIN_UPLEVEL is 0.

For example, suppose that the domain siroe.com appears in the domain tree.Assuming Sun LDAP
Schema 1 is in force, a lookup of the address

u@host1.siroe.com

The filter that results from the expansion of $R and an ims50 schematag looks like:

(|(mail=u@siroe.com)

(mail=u@host1.siroe.com)

(mailAlternateAddress=u@siroe.com)

(mailAlternateAddress=u@host1.siroe.com)

(mailEquivalentAddress=u@siroe.com)

(mailEquivalentAddress=u@host1.siroe.com))

If, on the other hand, DOMAIN_UPLEVELwas set to 1 rather than 3, the filter would be:

(|(mail=u@host1.siroe.com)

(mailAlternateAddress=u@host1.siroe.com)

(mailEquivalentAddress=u@host1.siroe.com))

Determining theAttributes to Fetch
If the URL specifies an * for the list of attributes to return, we replace the asterisk with the list of
attributes theMTAis able to use. This list is dynamically generated from the variousMTAoption
settings that specify the options theMTAconsumes.
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Handling LDAPErrors
At this point the resulting URL is used to perform an LDAP search. If an LDAP error of some kind
occurs, processing terminates with a temporary failure indication (4xx error in SMTP). If the LDAP
operation succeeds but fails to produce a result, the catchall address attribute for the domain
retrieved from the LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CATCHALL_ADDRESSMTAoption is checked. If it is set, its
value replaces the current address.

If no catchall address attribute is set the smarthost attribute for the domain retrieved from the
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SMARTHOSTMTAoption is checked. If it is set, an address of the form

@smarthost:user@domain

is created and alias processing terminates successfully with this result.Additionally, the conversion
tag for the domain obtained from the LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CONVERSION_TAGMTAoption will, if
present, be attached to the address so that conversions can be done prior to forwarding to the
smarthost. If no catchall address or smarthost exists for the domain, processing of this alias URL
terminates unsuccessfully.

Sanity Checks on the LDAPResult
After the LDAP search has returned a result, it is checked to verify that there is only one entry in it. If
there aremore than one, each entry is checked to see if it has the right object class for a user or a
group, a non-deleted status, and for users, a UID. Entries that do not pass this check are ignored. If
the list of multiple entries is reduced to one by this check, processing proceeds. If not, a duplicate or
ambiguous directory error is returned.

Support for VanityDomains
The ALIAS_URL0 check is for a conventional user or a user in a hosted domain. If this fails a vanity
domain check is alsomade. This is done with the following alias URL:

ALIAS_URL1=ldap:///$B?*?sub?(&(msgVanityDomain=$D)$R)

Support for CatchallAddresses
Finally, a check for a catchall address of the form @host needs to bemade in the
mailAlternateAddress attribute. This form of wildcarding is allowed in both hosted and vanity
domains, so the proper alias URL for it is:

ALIAS_URL2=ldap:///$1V?*?sub?(mailAlternateAddress=@$D)
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Note –The +* subaddress substitutionmechanism has always workedwith catch-all addresses in
direct LDAPmode, but the string that was substituted was the subaddress only, not the entire local
part. This has been changed so that the entire local part of the original address will be plugged into
the catch-all address as a subaddress when this construct is used.

For example, given an address of the form foo+bar@domain.com, no local user foo in the domain.com
domain, and a catch-all address for domain.com of bletch+*@example.com, the resulting address will
now be bletch+foo+bar@example.com. It used to be bletch+bar@example.com.

Processing the LDAPResult
LDAP alias result processing is done in a number of order-dependent stages. These stages are
described in the following sections.

Object Class Check
If the alias search succeeds, the object class of the entry is checked tomake sure it contains an
appropriate set of object classes for a user or a group. The possible sets of required object classes for
users and groups is normally determined by what schemata are active. This is determined by the
local.imta.schematag setting.

Table 9–1 shows the user and group object classes that result from various schematag values.

TABLE 9–1Object Classes Resulting fromVarious schematagValues

schematag UserObject Classes GroupObject Classes

sims40 inetMailRouting+inetmailuser inetMailRouting+inetmailgroup

nms41 mailRecipient + nsMessagingServerUser mailGroup

ims50 inetLocalMailRecipient+

inetmailuser

inetLocalMailRecipient + inetmailgroup

The information in this table, like the rest of schema tag handling, is hard coded. However, there are
also twoMTAoptions in the option.dat file, LDAP_USER_OBJECT_CLASSES and
LDAP_GROUP_OBJECT_CLASSES, which can be set to specify different sets of object classes for users and
groups respectively.

For example, a schema tag setting of ims50,nms41would be equivalent to the following option
settings:

LDAP_USER_OBJECT_CLASSES=inetLocalMailRecipient+inetmailuser,

mailRecipient+nsMessagingServerUser

LDAP_GROUP_OBJECT_CLASSES=inetLocalMailRecipient+inetmailgroup, mailGroup
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The LDAP result is simply ignored if it does not have a correct set of object classes appropriate for a
user or a group. TheMTAalso determines if it is dealing with a user or a group and saves this
information. This saved information will be used repeatedly later.

Note that the object class settings described here are also used to construct an actual LDAP search
filter that can be used to check to see that an entry has the right object classes for a user or a group.
This filter is accessible through the $Kmetacharacter. It is also stored internally in theMTA’s
configuration for use by channel programs and is written to theMTAoption file, option.dat, as the
LDAP_UG_FILTER option when the command imsimta cnbuild -option is used. This option is only
written to the file. TheMTAnever reads it from the option file.

Entry Status Checks
Next the entry’s status is checked. There are two status attributes, one for the entry in general and
another specifically formail service.

Table 9–2 shows the general andmail-specific user or group attributes in the schema tag entry to
check against depending on what schema tag are in effect

TABLE 9–2Attributes toCheckAgainst

schematag Type General Mail-specific

sims40 users inetsubscriberstatus mailuserstatus

sims40 groups none inetmailgroupstatus

nms41 users none mailuserstatus

nms41 groups none none

Messaging Server 5.0 users inetuserstatus mailuserstatus

Messaging Server 5.0 groups none inetmailgroupstatus

If necessary the LDAP_USER_STATUS and LDAP_GROUP_STATUSMTAoptions in the option.dat file
can be used to select alternate general status attributes for users and groups respectively. The
mail-specific user and group status attributes are controlled by the LDAP_USER_MAIL_STATUS and
LDAP_GROUP_MAIL_STATUSMTAoptions.

Another factor that plays into this are the statuses for the domain itself (LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_STATUS
and LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_MAIL_STATUS).All in all there are four status attributes. They are combined
by considering them in the following order:

1. Domain status
2. Domainmail status
3. User or group status
4. Mail user or group status
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The first of these that specifies something other than “active” takes precedence over all the others.
The other permissible status values are “inactive,” “deleted,” “removed,” “disabled,” “hold,” and
“overquota.” “Hold,” “disabled,” and “removed” statuses may only be specified formail domains,
mail users, or mail groups. “Overquota” status can only be specified as amail domain ormail user
status.

All statuses default to “active” if a particular status attribute is not present. Unknown status values
are interpreted as “inactive.”

When the four statuses are combined, the following statuses for a user or group are possible: “active,”
“inactive,” “deleted,” “removed,” “disabled,” “hold,” and “overquota.”Active status causes alias
processing to continue. Inactive or overquota status results in immediate rejection of the address
with a 4xx (temporary) error. Deleted, removed, and disabled statuses results in immediate rejection
of the address with a 5xx (permanent) error. Hold status is treated as active as far as status handling is
concerned but it sets an internal flag so that when delivery options are considered later on, any
options that are there are overridden with an option list containing a single “hold” entry.

UIDCheck
The next step is to consider the entry’s UID. UIDs are used for a variety of purposes andmust be part
of all user entries andmay be included in group entries.Auser entry without a UID is ignored and
processing of this alias URL terminates unsuccessfully. UIDs for entries in a hosted domain can
consist of the real UID, a separator character, and then a domain. TheMTAonly wants the real UID
so the rest is removed if present using the domain separator character obtained with the
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_UID_SEPARATORMTAoption in the option.dat file.

In the unlikely event that an attribute other than uid is used to store UIDs, the LDAP_UIDMTAoption
can be used to force use of a different attribute.

MessageCapture
Next the LDAP attribute used to specify one ormoremessage capture addresses is checked. The
attribute used for this purposemust be specified with the LDAP_CAPTUREMTAoption. There is no
default. Values of this attribute are treated as addresses and a special “capture” notification is
generated and sent to these address containing the currentmessage as an attachment.Additionally,
the capture addresses are used to seed the address reversal cache in the likely event the address will
subsequently appear as an envelope from: address.

Seeding theReversal Cache
Next the primary address and any aliases attached to the user entry are considered. This information
is used to seed the address reversal cache. It plays no part in the current address translation process.
First, the primary address, personal name, recipient limit, recipient cutoff, and source block limit
attributes are considered. The primary address is normally stored in the “mail” attribute; another
attribute can be specified by setting the LDAP_PRIMARY_ADDRESSMTAoption appropriately. (The
primary address reverses to itself, of course.) There is no default attribute for any of the other
attributes. If you want to use them, youmust specify themwith the LDAP_PERSONAL_NAME, (see
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“VacationAutoreplyAttributes” on page 473) LDAP_RECIPIENTLIMIT, LDAP_RECIPIENTCUTOFF, (see
“LimitingMessage Recipients” on page 378) and LDAP_SOURCEBLOCKLIMIT (see “SpecifyingAbsolute
Message Size Limits” on page 374)MTAoptions. The corresponding domain-level recipient limit,
recipient cutoff, and source block limit attributes are also considered at this point. User-level settings
completely override any domain-level setting.

Next, any secondary addresses are considered and a cache entry is made for each one. There are two
sorts of secondary addresses: Those that undergo address reversal and those that do not. Bothmust
be considered in order to properly seed the address reversal cache because of the need to check for
message capture requests in all cases.

Secondary addresses that undergo reversal are normally stored in the mailAlternateAddress
attribute.Another attribute can be specified by setting the LDAP_ALIAS_ADDRESSESMTAoption.
Secondary addresses that do not undergo reversal are normally stored in the
mailEquivalentAddress attribute.Another attribute can be specified with the
LDAP_EQUIVALENCE_ADDRESSESMTAoption.

Mail Host andRoutingAddress
It is now time to consider the mailhost and mailRoutingAddress attributes. The actual attributes
considered can be overridden with the LDAP_MAILHOST and LDAP_ROUTING_ADDRESSMTAoptions,
respectively. These attributes work together to determine whether or not the address should be acted
on at this time or forwarded to another system.

The first step is to decide whether or not mailhost is meaningful for this entry.Apreliminary check
of the delivery options active for the entry is done to see whether or not the entry is mailhost-specific.
If it is not, mailhost checking is omitted. See the description of “Delivery Options Processing”
on page 204, and the # flag in particular, to understand how this check is done.

In the case of a user entry, the mailhost attributemust identify the local system in order to be acted
on. The mailhost attribute is compared with the value of the local.hostname configutil parameter
and against the list of values specified by the local.imta.hostnamealiases configutil parameter.
The mailhost attribute is deemed to identify the local host if any of thesematch.

Asuccessful matchmeans that the alias can be acted on locally and alias processing continues.An
unsuccessful matchmeans that themessage needs to be forward to themailhost to be acted on.A
new address of the form

@mailhost:user@domain

is constructed and becomes the result of the alias expansion operation.

The handling of amissing mailhost attribute is different depending on whether the entry is a user or
a group. In the case of a user, a mailhost is essential, so if no mailhost attribute is present a new
address of the form

@smarthost:user@domain
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is constructed using the smart host for the domain determined by the
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SMARTHOSTMTAoption.An error is reported if no smart host exists for the
domain.

Groups, on the other hand, do not require amailhost, so amissingmailhost is interpreted as
meaning that the group can be expanded anywhere. So alias processing continues.

The mailRoutingAddress attribute adds one final wrinkle. If it is present, alias processing terminates
with the mailRoutingAddress as the result. However, if a mailhost is present, it is added to the
mailRoutingAddress as a source route.

MiscellaneousAttribute Support
Next the mailMsgMaxBlocks attribute is considered. First it is minimized with the domain block
limit returned from the LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_BLOCKLIMITMTAoption. If the size of the current
message is known to exceed the limit, alias processing terminates with a size-exceeded error. If the
size is not known or does not exceed the limit, the limit is nevertheless stored and will be rechecked
when themessage itself is checked later. The use of mailMsgMaxBlocks can be overridden with the
LDAP_BLOCKLIMITMTAoption.

Next a number of attributes are accessed and saved. Eventually these will be written into the queue
file entry for use by the ims_master channel program, which will then use them to update the store’s
user information cache. If the attributes are not found for individual users, domain-level attributes
can be used to set defaults.

This step is skipped if the LDAP entry is for a group rather than a user or if the LDAP entry came
from the alias cache and not from the LDAPdirectory. The logic behind the latter criteria is that
frequent updates of this information are unnecessary and using the alias cache offers a reasonable
criteria for when updates should be done. The names of the attributes retrieved are set by various
MTAoptions.

Table 9–3 shows theMTAoptions which set the retrieved disk quota andmessage quota attributes.

TABLE 9–3MTAOptionsWhich Set the RetrievedDiskQuota andMessageQuotaAttributes

MTAoption Attribute

LDAP_DISK_QUOTA mailQuota

LDAP_MESSAGE_QUOTA mailMsgQuota

Next a number of attributes are stored for possible use in conjunction withmetacharacter
substitutions later.

Table 9–4 shows theMTAoptions, the default attribute, andmetacharacters.
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TABLE 9–4MTAOptions, DefaultAttributes, andMetacharacters

MTAOption Default Attribute Metacharacters

LDAP_PROGRAM_INFO mailProgramDeliveryInfo $P

LDAP_DELIVERY_FILE mailDeliveryFileURL $F

LDAP_SPARE_1 no default $1E $1G $E

LDAP_SPARE_2 no default $2E $2G $G

LDAP_SPARE_3 no default $3E $3G

LDAP_SPARE_4 no default $4E $4G

LDAP_SPARE_5 no default $5E $5G

Spare slots for additional attributes are included so that you can use them to build customized
address expansion facilities.

Next any values associated with the mailconversiontag attribute are added to the current set of
conversion tags. The name of this attribute can be changed with the LDAP_CONVERSION_TAGMTA
option. If any values were associated with the domain’s mailDomainConversionTag attribute, they
are attached as well.

DeliveryOptions Processing
Next the mailDeliveryOption attribute is checked. The name of this attribute can be changed with
the LDAP_DELIVERY_OPTIONMTAoption. This is amulti valued option and its values determine the
addresses produced by the alias translation process.Additionally, the permissible values are different
for users and groups. Common permissible values are program, forward, and hold.” User-only
values are mailbox, native, unix, and autoreply. The group-only values are members,
members_offline, and file.

The conversion of themailDeliveryOption attribute into appropriate addresses is controlled by the
DELIVERY_OPTIONSMTAoption. This option not only specifies what addresses are produced by each
permissible mailDeliveryOption value, but also what the permissible mailDeliveryOption values
are and whether or not each one is applicable to users, groups, or both.

The value of this option consists of a comma-separated list of deliveryoption=template pairs, each
pair with one ormore optional single character prefixes.

The default value of the DELIVERY_OPTIONS option is:

DELIVERY_OPTIONS=*mailbox=$M%$\\$2I$_+$2S@ims-ms-daemon, \

&members=*, \

*native=$M@native-daemon, \

/hold=@hold-daemon:$A, \

*unix=$M@native-daemon, \

&file=+$F@native-daemon, \
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&@members_offline=*, \

program=$M%$P@pipe-daemon, \

#forward=**, \

*^!autoreply=$M+$D@bitbucket

Each delivery option corresponds to a possible mailDeliveryOption attribute value and the
corresponding template specifies the resulting address using the samemetacharacter substitution
scheme used byURLprocessing.

Table 9–5 shows the single character prefixes available for the DELIVERY_OPTIONS options.

TABLE 9–5 Single-Character Prefixes for options in theDELIVERY_OPTIONSMTAoption.

Character Prefix Description

@ Sets a flag saying that themessage needs to be redirected to the reprocess channel. Processing of the current user/group
is abandoned. Flag ignored formessages originating from the reprocess channel.

* Delivery option applies to users.

& Delivery option applies to groups.

$ Sets a flag saying expansion of this user or group is to be deferred.

^ Sets a flag saying that the vacation start and end times should be checked to see if this delivery option really is in effect.

# Sets a flag saying expansion of this delivery option does not need to take place on the entry’s designatedmailhost. That
is, the following entry is mailhost-independent. This lets theMTAcheck to see if all of a given user or group’s delivery
options are independent of themailhost. If this condition is satisfied theMTAcan act on the entry immediately rather
than having to forward themessage to themailhost.

/ Sets a flag that causes all addresses produced by this delivery option to be held.Message files containing these recipient
addresses will have a .HELD extension.

! Sets a flag that says that autoreply operations should be handled internally by theMTA. It onlymakes sense to use this
prefix on an autoreply delivery option. The option’s value should direct themessage to the bitbucket channel

If neither * nor & are present, the delivery option is taken to apply to both users and groups.

AdditionalMetacharacters forUse inDeliveryOptions
Several additional metacharacters have been added to support this new use of theMTA’s URL
template facility. These include:

Table 9–6 shows additional metacharacters and their descriptions for use in delivery options.
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TABLE 9–6AdditionalMetacharacters forUse inDeliveryOptions

Metacharacter Description

$\ Force subsequent text to lower case.

$^ Force subsequent text to upper case.

$_ Perform no case conversion on subsequent text.

$nA Insert the nth character of the address. The first character is character 0. The entire address is substituted if n is
omitted. This is intended to be used to construct autoreply directory paths.

$D Insert the domain part of the address.

$nE Insert the value of the nth spare attribute. If n is omitted the first attribute is used.

$F Insert the name of the delivery file (mailDeliveryFileURL attribute).

$nG Insert the value of the nth spare attribute. If n is omitted the second attribute is used.

$nH Insert the nth component of the domain from the original address counting from 0. The default is 0 if n is omitted.

$nI Insert hosted domain associated with alias. This metacharacter accepts an integer parameter nwhose semantics are
described in Table 9–7.

$nJ Insert the nth part of the host domain counting from 0. The default for n is 0.

$nO Insert source route associated with the current address. This metacharacter accepts an integer parameter n whose
semantics are described in Table 9–7.

$K Insert an LDAPfilter that matches the object classes for a user or group. See the description of the LDAP_UG_FILTER
output-onlyMTAoption.

$L Insert the local part of the address.

$nM Insert the nth character of the UID. The first character is character 0. The entire UID is substituted if n is omitted.

$P Insert the program name (mailProgramDeliveryInfo attribute).

$nS Insert subaddress associated with the current address. This metacharacter accepts an integer parameter n whose
semantics are described in Table 9–7.

$nU Insert the nth character of the dequoted form of themailbox part of the current address. The first character is
character 0. The entire dequotedmailbox is substituted if n is omitted.

$nX Insert the nth component of themailhost. The entire mailhost is inserted if n is omitted.

Table 9–7 shows how the integer parametermodifies the behavior of the $nI and $nSmetacharacters.
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TABLE 9–7 Integers Controlling BehaviorModification of the $nI and $nSMetacharacters

Integer Description of Behavior

0 Fail if no value is available (default).

1 Insert value if one is available. Insert nothing if not.

2 Insert value if one is available. Insert nothing and delete preceding character is one is not (this
particular behavior is needed by the ims-ms channel).

3 Insert value if one is available. Insert nothing and ignore following character if one is not.

In addition to themetacharacters, Table 9–8 shows two special template strings.

TABLE 9–8 Special Template Strings

Special Template String Description

* Perform group expansion. This value is not valid for user entries.

** Expand the attribute named by the LDAP_FORWARDING_ADDRESSMTA
option. This defaults to mailForwardingAddress.

With group expansion, for example, if a user’s mailDeliveryOption value is set to mailbox, we form
a new address consisting of the strippedUID, a percent sign followed by the hosted domain if one is
applicable, a plus sign followed by the subaddress if one was specified, and finally @ims-ms-daemon.

DeliveryOptionDefaults
If the list of active delivery options is empty at this point, the first option on the list (usually mailbox)
is activated for users and the second option on the list (usually members) is activated for groups.

Start andEndDate Checks
Start and end dates are checked after the delivery option list has been read. There are two attributes
whose names are controlled by the LDAP_START_DATE (default vacationStartDate) and
LDAP_END_DATE (default vacationEndDate)MTAoptions, respectively. If one ormore of the active
delivery options specified the ^ prefix character, the values of these options are checked against the
current date. If the current date is outside the range specified by these options, the delivery options
with the ^ prefix are removed from the active set. Formore information see “VacationAutoreply
Attributes” on page 473.

Optin andPresenceAttributes
The LDAP_OPTINMTAoption can be used to specify an LDAP attribute containing a list of spam filter
opt-in values. If the option is specified and the attribute is present, it is appended to the current spam
filter opt-in list.Any values set by the domain level attribute set by the LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTIN
MTAoption will also be appended to the list.
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The LDAP_PRESENCEMTAoption can be used to specify a URL that can be resolved to return
presence information about the user. If the option is specified and the attribute is present, its value is
saved for possible use in conjunction with Sieve presence tests. The domain level attribute set by the
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_PRESENCEMTAoption is used as source for this URL if no value exists for the
user entry.

Sieve FilterHandling
Next the mailSieveRuleSource attribute is checked for a Sieve filter that applies to this entry. If this
attribute exists, it is parsed and stored at this point. The two possible forms for the value of this
attribute are a single value that contains a complete Sieve script ormultiple values where each value
contains a piece of a Sieve script. The latter form is produced by the web filter construction interface.
Special code is used to order the values and glue them together properly.

The use of the mailSieveRuleSource attribute specifically can be overridden by using the
LDAP_FILTERMTAoption.

DeferredProcessingControl
Next the mailDeferProcessing attribute is checked. This attribute can be changed by using the
LDAP_REPROCESSMTAoption. Processing continues normally if this attribute exists and is set to no.
But if this attribute is set to yes and the current source channel is not the reprocess channel,
expansion of this entry is aborted and the original user@domain address is simply queued to the
reprocess channel. If this attribute does not exist, the setting of the deferred processing character
prefix associated with delivery options processing is checked. (See the section “Delivery Options
Processing” on page 204 the default for users is no. The default for groups is controlled by theMTA
option DEFER_GROUP_PROCESSING, which defaults to 1 (yes).Alias processing concludes at this point
for user entries.

GroupExpansionAttributes
Anumber of additional attributes are associated with group expansion andmust be dealt with at this
point. The names of these attributes are all configurable via variousMTAoptions.

Table 9–9 lists the default attribute names, theMTAoption to set the attribute name, and the way the
attribute is processed by theMTA. The ordering of the elements in the table shows the order in which
the various group attributes are processed. This ordering is essential for correct operation.

TABLE 9–9Group ExpansionDefaultAttributes andMTAOption to Set

Default Attribute (MTAoption to Set AttributeName)How theAttribute is Processed

mgrpMsgRejectAction (LDAP_REJECT_ACTION) Single valued attribute that controls what happens if any of the subsequent
access checks fail. Only one value is defined: TOMODERATOR, which if set instructs theMTAto
redirect any access failures to themoderator specified by the mgrpModerator attribute. The default
(and any other value of this attribute) causes an error to be reported and themessage rejected.
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TABLE 9–9Group ExpansionDefaultAttributes andMTAOption to Set (Continued)
Default Attribute (MTAoption to Set AttributeName)How theAttribute is Processed

mailRejectText (LDAP_REJECT_TEXT) The first line of text stored in the first value of this attribute is saved. This text
will be returned if any of the following authentication attributes cause themessage to be rejected.
This means the text can appear in SMTP responses so value has to be limited to US-ASCII to
comply with currentmessaging standards.

mgrpBroadcasterPolicy (LDAP_AUTH_POLICY) Specifies level of authentication needed to send to the group. Possible tokens
are SMTP_AUTH_REQUIRED or AUTH_REQ, both of whichmean that the SMTPAUTH commandmust
be used to identify the sender in order to send to the group; PASSWORD_REQUIRED,
PASSWD_REQUIRED, or PASSWD_REQ, all of whichmean the password to the list specified by the
mgrpAuthPassword attributemust appear in anApproved: header field in themessage; OR, which
changes the OR_CLAUSESMTAoption setting to 1 for this list; AND, which changes the OR_CLAUSES
MTAoption setting to 0 for this list; and NO_REQUIREMENTS, which is a no-op.Multiple values are
allowed and each value can consist of a comma-separated list of tokens.

If SMTPAUTH is called for it also implies that any subsequent authorization checks will be done
against the email address provided by the SASL layer rather than theMAILFROMaddress.

mgrpAllowedDomain (LDAP_AUTH_DOMAIN) Domains allowed to submit messages to this group.Amatch failure with the
OR_CLAUSESMTAoption set to 0 (the default) means access checking has failed and all subsequent
tests are bypassed.Amatch failure with the OR_CLAUSESMTAoption set to 1 sets a “failure
pending” flag; some other access checkmust succeed in order for access checking to succeed. This
check is bypassed if the submitter has alreadymatched an LDAP_AUTH_URL. Can bemultivalued and
glob-style wildcards are allowed.

mgrpDisallowedDomain (LDAP_CANT_DOMAIN) Domains not allowed to submit messages to this group.Amatchmeans
access checking has failed and all subsequent checks are bypassed. This check is bypassed if the
submitter has alreadymatched an LDAP_AUTH_URL. Can bemultivalued and glob-style wildcards
are allowed.

mgrpAllowedBroadcaster (LDAP_AUTH_URL) URL identifyingmail addresses allowed to sendmail to this group. Can be
multivalued. EachURL is expanded into a list of addresses and each address is checked against the
current envelope from: address.Amatch failure with the OR_CLAUSESMTAoption set to 0 (the
default) means access checking has failed and all subsequent tests are bypassed.Amatch failure
with the OR_CLAUSESMTAoption set to 1 sets a “failure pending” flag; some other allowed access
checkmust succeed in order for access checking to succeed.Amatch also disables subsequent
domain access checks. The expansion that is performed is similar to an SMTP EXPNwith all access
control checks disabled.

mgrpDisallowedBroadcaster (LDAP_CANT_URL) URL identifyingmail addresses not allowed to sendmail to this group. Can be
multivalued. EachURL is expanded into a list of addresses and each address is checked against the
current envelope from: address.Amatchmeans access checking has failed and all subsequent
checks are bypassed. The expansion that is performed is similar to an SMTP EXPNwith all access
control checks disabled.

mgrpMsgMaxSize (LDAP_ATTR_MAXIMUM_MESSAGE_SIZE)Maximummessage size in bytes that can be sent to the
group. This attribute is obsolete but still supported for backwards compatibility; the new
mailMsgMaxBlocks attribute should be used instead.
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TABLE 9–9Group ExpansionDefaultAttributes andMTAOption to Set (Continued)
Default Attribute (MTAoption to Set AttributeName)How theAttribute is Processed

mgrpAuthPassword (LDAP_AUTH_PASSWORD) Specifies a password needed to post to the list. The presence of a
mgrpAuthPassword attribute forces a reprocessing pass.As themessage is enqueued to the
reprocessing channel, the password is taken from the header and placed in the envelope. Then,
while reprocessing, the password is taken from the envelope and checked against this attribute.
Additionally, only passwords that actually are used are removed from the header field.

TheOR_CLAUSESMTAoption acts on this attribute in the same way it acts on the other access
check attributes.

mgrpModerator (LDAP_MODERATOR_URL) The list of URLs given by this attribute to be expanded into a series of
addresses. The interpretation of this address list depends on the setting of the
LDAP_REJECT_ACTIONMTAoption. If LDAP_REJECT_ACTION is set to TOMODERATOR, this attribute
specifies themoderator address(es) themessage is to be sent to should any of the access checks fail.
If LDAP_REJECT_ACTION is missing or has any other value, the address list is compared with the
envelope from address. Processing continues if there is amatch. If there is nomatch, themessage is
again sent to all of the addresses specified by this attribute. Expansion of this attribute is
implemented bymaking the value of this attribute the list of URLs for the group.Any list of
RFC822 addresses or DNs associated with the group is cleared, and the delivery options for the
group are set to members. Finally, subsequent group attributes listed in this table are ignored.

mgrpDeliverTo (LDAP_GROUP_URL1) List of URLs which, when expanded, provides a list of mailing list member
addresses.

memberURL (LDAP_GROUP_URL2)Another list of URLs which, when expanded, provides another list of mailing
list member addresses.

uniqueMember (LDAP_GROUP_DN) List of DNs of groupmembers. DNsmay specify an entire subtree. Unique
member DNs are expanded by embedding them in an LDAPURL. The exact URL to use is
specified by the GROUP_DN_TEMPLATEMTAoption. The default value for this option is:
ldap:///$A?mail?sub?(mail=*)

$A specified the point where the uniqueMemberDN is inserted.

mgrpRFC822MailMember (LDAP_GROUP_RFC822)Mail addresses of members of this list.

rfc822MailMember (LDAP_GROUP_RFC822) rfc822MailMember is supported for backwards compatibility. Either
rfc822MailMember or mgrpRFC822MailMember, but not both, can be used in any given group.

mgrpErrorsTo (LDAP_ERRORS_TO) Sets the envelope originator (MAILFROM) address to whatever the attribute
specifies.

mgrpAddHeader (LDAP_ADD_HEADER) Turns the headers specified in the attribute into header trimmingADD
options.

mgrpRemoveHeader (LDAP_REMOVE_HEADER) Turns the headers specified into header trimming MAXLINES=-1 options.

mgrpMsgPrefixText (LDAP_PREFIX_TEXT)Adds the specified text to the beginning of themessage text, if any.

mgrpMsgSuffixText (LDAP_SUFFIX_TEXT)Adds the specified text to the ending of themessage text, if any.
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TABLE 9–9Group ExpansionDefaultAttributes andMTAOption to Set (Continued)
Default Attribute (MTAoption to Set AttributeName)How theAttribute is Processed

No Default (LDAP_ADD_TAG) Checks the subject for the specified text; if it isn’t present the text is added at
the beginning of the subject field.

One final attribute is checked in the special case of group expansion as part of an SMTPEXPN
command: mgmanMemberVisibility or expandable. The LDAP_EXPANDABLEMTAoption can be used
to select different attributes to check. Possible values are: anyone, whichmeans that anyone can
expand the group, all or true, whichmean that the user has to successfully authenticate with SASL
before expansion will be allowed, and none, whichmeans that expansion is not allowed.
Unrecognized values are interpreted as none. If the attribute is not present, the EXPANDABLE_DEFAULT
MTAoption controls whether the expansion is allowed.

Alias entries are cached in a fashion similar to domain entries. TheMTAoptions controlling the alias
cache are ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_SIZE (default 1000 entries) and ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT
(default 600 seconds). The entire LDAP return value for a given alias is retained in the cache.

Negative caching of alias entries is controlled by the ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_NEGATIVEMTAoption.A
nonzero value enables caching of alias match failures.Azero value disables it. Negative caching of
alias entries is disabled by default. The theory is that repeated specification of an invalid address is
unlikely to occur very often in practice. In addition, negative cachingmay interfere with timely
recognition of new users added to the directory. However, sites should consider re enabling negative
caching of aliases in situations where vanity domains are heavily used. The search performed by the
URL specified in ALIAS_URL0 is less likely to be successful.

Address Reversal
Address reversal with direct LDAP starts with a USE_REVERSE_DATABASE value of 4, which disables
the use of any reverse database. It then builds on the routing facilities previously discussed. In
particular, in the previous version, it began with a reverse URL specification of the form:

REVERSE_URL=ldap:///$V?mail?sub?$Q

The $Vmetacharacter has already been described in the context of alias URLsHowever, the $Q
metacharacter, while quite similar in function to the $Rmetacharacter used in alias URLs, is
specifically intended for use in address reversal. Unlike $R, it produces a filter that searches attributes
containing addresses that are candidates for address reversal. The list of attributes to search comes
from theMTAoption LDAP_MAIL_REVERSES. If this option is not set, the local.imta.schematag
configutil parameter is examined, and depending on its value, an appropriate set of default
attributes is chosen.

Table 9–10 shows the local.imta.schematag values and the default attributes chosen.
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TABLE 9–10 local.imta.schematagValues andAttributes

SchemaTagValue Attributes

sims40 mail,rfc822mailalias

nms41 mail,mailAlternateAddress

ims50 mail,mailAlternateAddress

The use of $Q is no longer appropriate, however. In order formessage capture and other facilities to
work correctly, address reversal has been enhanced to pay attention to the attribute that matched in
addition to the fact that amatch occurred. This means that $R should be used to specify the filter
instead of $Q. Additionally, the $Nmetacharacter has been added, which returns a list of the attributes
of interest to address reversal. The resulting option value is:

REVERSE_URL=ldap:///$V?$N?sub?$R

As always, local.imta.schematag can be a comma-separated list. If more than one schema is
supported, the combined list of attributes, with duplicates eliminated, is used.

Additionally, the filter searches not only for the address that was originally supplied, but also for an
address with the same local part but the domain that was actually found in the domain tree (which
was saved in step 2 of “Rewrite RuleMachinery” on page 191). The iterative nature of the domain
tree lookupmeans the two addresses may be different.

For example, suppose that the domain siroe.com appears in the domain tree and theMTAlooks the
address:

u@host1.siroe.com

The filter that results from the expansion of $R and an ims50 schema tag will be something like:

(|(mail=u@siroe.com)

(mail=u@host1.siroe.com)

(mailAlternateAddress=u@siroe.com)

(mailAlternateAddress=u@host1.siroe.com)

(mailEquivalentAddress=u@siroe.com)

(mailEquivalentAddress=u@host1.siroe.com))

Note that the reverse URLexplicitly specifies the attribute containing the canonicalized address.
Normally this will be themail attribute.

After the URL is constructed an LDAP search is performed. If the search is successful the first
attribute value returned replaces the original address. Unsuccessful searches or errors leave the
original address unchanged.

Due to the frequency with which address reversal operations are performed, especially given the
number of addresses that can appear in amessage header, and the expense of the directory queries
involved, both negative and positive results need to be cached. This is implemented with an
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in-memory, open-chained, dynamically-expanded hash table. Themaximum size of the cache is set
by the REVERSE_ADDRESS_CACHE_SIZEMTAoption (default 100000) and the timeout for entries in
the cache is set by the REVERSE_ADDRESS_CACHE_TIMEOUTMTAoption (default 600 seconds). The
cache actually stores addresses themselves, not the LDAPURLs and LDAP results.

Asynchronous LDAPOperations
Asynchronous lookups avoid the need to store an entire large LDAP result inmemory, which can
cause performance problems in some cases. TheMTAprovides the ability to perform various types
of lookups done by theMTAasynchronously.

Use of asynchronous LDAP lookups is controlled by theMTAoption LDAP_USE_ASYNC. This option
is a bit-encoded value. Each bit, if set, enables the use of asynchronous LDAP lookups in conjunction
with a specific use of LDAPwithin theMTA.

Table 9–11 shows the bit and value settings for the LDAP_USE_ASYNCMTAoption in the option.dat
file.

TABLE 9–11 Settings for the LDAP_USE_ASYNCMTAOption

Bit Value SpecificUse of LDAP

0 1 LDAP_GROUP_URL1 (mgrpDeliverTo) URLs

1 2 LDAP_GROUP_URL2 (memberURL) URLs

2 4 LDAP_GROUP_DN (UniqueMember) DNs

3 8 auth_list, moderator_list, sasl_auth_list, and sasl_moderator_list
nonpositional list parameter URLs

4 16 cant_list, sasl_cant_list nonpositional list parameter URLs

5 32 originator_reply nonpositional list parameter URLs

6 64 deferred_list, direct_list, hold_list, nohold_list nonpositional list
parameter URLs

7 128 username_auth_list, username_moderator_list, username_cant_list
nonpositional list parameter URLs

8 256 alias file list URLs

9 512 alias database list URLs

10 1024 LDAP_CANT_URL (mgrpDisallowedBroadcaster) outer level URLs

11 2048 LDAP_CANT_URL inner level URLs

12 4096 LDAP_AUTH_URL (mgrpAllowedBroadcaster) outer level URLs
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TABLE 9–11 Settings for the LDAP_USE_ASYNCMTAOption (Continued)
Bit Value SpecificUse of LDAP

13 8192 LDAP_AUTH_URL inner level URLs

14 16384 LDAP_MODERATOR_URL (mgrpModerator) URLs

The default value of the LDAP_USE_ASYNCMTAoption is 0, whichmeans that asynchronous LDAP
lookups are disabled by default.

Settings Summary
In order to enable direct LDAP, the followingMTAoptions need to be set:

ALIAS_MAGIC=8764

ALIAS_URL0=ldap:///$V?*?sub?$R

USE_REVERSE_DATABASE=4

USE_DOMAIN_DATABASE=0

REVERSE_URL=ldap:///$V?mail?sub?$Q

If vanity domains are to be supported, the following additional optionsmust be set:

DOMAIN_MATCH_URL=ldap:///$B?msgVanityDomain?sub? \

(msgVanityDomain=$D)

ALIAS_URL1=ldap:///$B?*?sub? (&(msgVanityDomain=$D)$R)

ALIAS_URL2=ldap:///$1V?*?sub?(mailAlternateAddress=@$D)

Note that the last of these options also handle the case of wild carded local parts in hosted as well as
vanity domains. If wild carded local part support is desired but vanity domain support is not, the
following option should be used instead:

ALIAS_URL1=ldap:///$V?*?sub?&(mailAlternateAddress=@$D)

The filter ssrd:$A clause needs to be removed from the ims-ms channel definition in theMTA
configuration file (imta.cnf).

Settings Summary
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AboutMTAServices and Configuration

This chapter describes generalMTAservices and configuration.More specific and detailed
explanationsmay be found in other chapters. It consists of the following sections:

� “Compiling theMTAConfiguration” on page 215
� “TheMTAConfiguration File” on page 217
� “Mappings File” on page 219
� “OtherMTAConfiguration Files” on page 231
� “Aliases” on page 241
� “Command Line Utilities” on page 242
� “SMTP Security andAccess Control” on page 242
� “Log Files” on page 243
� “To ConvertAddresses from an Internal Form to a Public Form” on page 243
� “Controlling Delivery Status NotificationMessages” on page 249
� “ControllingMessage DispositionNotifications” on page 260

Compiling theMTAConfiguration
Whenever anMTAconfiguration file such as imta.cnf, mappings, aliases, or option.dat is
modified, youmust recompile the configuration. This compiles the configuration files into a single
image in sharedmemory (onUNIX) or a dynamic link library (NT).

The compiled configuration has a static and dynamic reloadable part. If the dynamic part is changed,
and you run an imsimta reload, a running programwill reload the dynamic data. The dynamic parts
aremapping tables, aliases, and lookup tables.

Themain reason for compiling configuration information is performance.Another feature of using a
compiled configuration is that configuration changes can be testedmore conveniently since the
configuration files themselves are not “live” when a compiled configuration is in use.
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Whenever a component of theMTA(such as a channel program)must read the configuration file, it
first checks to see if a compiled configuration exists. If it does, the image is attached to the running
program. If the image attach operation fails, theMTAfalls back on the oldmethod of reading the text
files instead.

If youmake changes to the reverse, forward, or general databases, then issue the command
imsimta reload to get the changes to take effect. If youmake changes to the imta.cnf, mappings
file, aliases, conversions, or option.dat files that do not affect the job controller, then you should
issue an imsimta cnbuildfollowed by an imsimta restart smtp. If you make changes to
dispatcher.cnf you need to do an imsimta restart dispatcher. If you make changes to the
configuration files that are included in the compiled configuration that affect the job controller, but
not the SMTP server, in many cases you should issue the following commands: imsimta cnbuild
and imsimta restart job_controller.

If youmake changes to the configuration files that are included in the compiled configuration that
affect both the SMTP server and the job controller, you should issue the following commands:

imsimta cnbuild

imsimta restart smtp

imsimta restart job_controller

(See “MTACommands” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for
details on these commands.)

Other instances where youmust restart the job controller:

� Changes to the controller configuration files, job_controller.cnf or job_controller.site, or any files
included into job_controller.cnf

� Adding or changing use of the channel keywords pool, maxjobs, master, slave, single, single_sys,
ormultiple in the imta.cnf file.Adding or changing a threaddepth channel keyword in imta.cnf
can be dealt with instead via imsimta cache -change -thread_depth=...

� If you want changes tomaster channel jobs to take effect immediately (rather than waiting for the
controller to time-out existing channel jobs), then any relevant (whichmeans almost all) changes
to theMTAconfiguration or channel option files. (Changes to the mappings file or toMTA
databases: (1) aren’t usually relevant for outbound channel jobs, though theymaymatter to
“intermediate“ channels such as conversion, process, reprocess, and (2) if those intermediate
channels are a concern, changes to the mappings file or to databases can often be handled via
imsimta reload avoiding a restart of the Job Controller.) The desire to have changes take effect
immediately needs to be balanced against the damage that restarting the Job Controller will
do--and also consider just howmuch longer a particular sort of job is going to run anyhow.

TheMTAconfiguration includes imta.cnf and all files it includes (such as internet.rules), the
alias file, the mappings file, the conversions file, the option.dat file (and any files any of the
preceding include), and imta.filter, and the reverse, forward, and general data files, and
potentially some configutil parameters.

Note that any changes above (such as additions/changes to keywords on channel definitions) to
imta.cnf also require an imsimta cnbuild--that’s a basic, regardless of whether a Job Controller
restart is needed.

Compiling theMTAConfiguration
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Try to avoid restarting the Job Controller, especially at times of large numbers of messages in the
queues, unless one of the above conditions necessitates a restart.

We do not recommend use of the imsimta refresh command on production systems because it is
often not necessary to restart the job controller and restarting the job controller will reset message
retries, delayed notificationmessages, bouncedmessages, and so on.

TheMTAConfiguration File
The primaryMTAconfiguration file is imta.cnf. By default, this file is found at
msg_svr_base/config/imta.cnf. This file containsMTAchannel definitions as well as the channel
rewrite rules. The channel associated with a rewritten destination address becomes the destination
channel. The systemwill typically work well using default imta.cnf.

This section provides a brief introduction to theMTAconfiguration file. For details about
configuring the rewrite rules and channel definitions that make up theMTAconfiguration file, see
Chapter 11, and Chapter 12.

Bymodifying theMTAconfiguration file, you establish the channels in use at a site and establish
which channels are responsible for which sorts of addresses via rewrite rules. The configuration file
establishes the layout of the email system by specifying the transport methods available (channels)
and the transport routes (rewrite rules) associating types of addresses with appropriate channels.

The configuration file consists of two parts: domain rewriting rules and channel definitions. The
domain rewriting rules appear first in the file and are separated from the channel definitions by a
blank line. The channel definitions are collectively referred to as the channel table.An individual
channel definition forms a channel block.

The following example of an imta.cnf configuration file shows how rewrite rules are used to route
messages to the proper channel. No domain names are used to keep things as simple as possible. The
rewrite rules appear in the upper half of the configuration file followed by the channel definitions in
the lower half of the configuration file.

! test.cnf - An example configuration file. (1)!
! This is only an example of a configuration file. It serves

! no useful purpose and should not be used in a real system.

!

! Part I: Rewrite rules

a $U@a-daemon (2)
b $U@b-daemon

c $U%c@b-daemon

d $U%d@a-daemon

(3)
! Part II: Channel definitions

l (4)
local-host
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a_channel defragment charset7 usascii (5)
a-daemon

b_channel noreverse notices 1 2 3

b-daemon

</opt/SUNWmsgsr/msg-tango/table/internet.rules (6)

The key items (labeled with boldface numbers, enclosed in parentheses) in the preceding
configuration file are explained in the following list:

1. Exclamation points (!) are used to include comment lines. The exclamation point must appear in
the first column.An exclamation point appearing anywhere else is interpreted as a literal
exclamation point.

2. The rewrite rules appear in the first half of the configuration file. No blank lines can appear
among the lines of rewrite rules. Lines with comments (beginning with an exclamation point in
the first column) are permitted.

3. The first blank line to appear in the file signifies the end of the rewrite rules section and the start
of the channel blocks. These definitions are collectively referred to as the channel host table,
which defines the channels that theMTAcan use and the names associated with each channel.

4. The first channel block to appear is usually the local or l channel. Blank lines then separate each
channel block from one another. (An exception is the defaults channel, which can appear
before the l channel).

5. A typical channel definition consists of a channel name (a_channel) some keywords which
define the configuration of a channel (defragment charset7 usascii) and a routing system
(a-daemon), which is also called a channel tag.

6. The contents of other files may be included in the configuration file. If a line is encountered with
a less than sign (<) in column one, the rest of the line is treated as a file name; the file name should
always be an absolute and full file path. The file is opened and its contents are spliced into the
configuration file at that point. Include files may be nested up to three levels deep.Any files
included in the configuration filemust be world-readable just as the configuration file is
world-readable.

Table 10–1 shows how some example addresses would be routed by the preceding configuration.

TABLE 10–1Addresses andAssociatedChannels

Address Queued to channel

u@a a_channel

u@b b_channel

u@c c_channel

u@d d_channel
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Refer to “Rewrite Rules” on page 184, “Channel Definitions” on page 187, and Chapter 11” formore
information on theMTAconfiguration file.

Note –Whenever changes aremade to the imta.cnf file, theMTAconfigurationmust be recompiled.
See “Compiling theMTAConfiguration” on page 215.

Mappings File
Many components of theMTAemploy table lookup-oriented information. This type of table is used
to transform, that is,map, an input string into an output string. Such tables, calledmapping tables,
are usually presented as two columns. The first (left-hand) column provides possible input strings
against which tomatch (pattern), and the second (right-hand) column gives the resulting output
string for which the input string is mapped (template).

Most of theMTAdatabases that contain different types ofMTAdata and which should not be
confused withmapping tables—are instances of just this type of table. TheMTAdatabase files,
however, do not provide wildcard-lookup facilities, owing to inherent inefficiencies in having to scan
the entire database for wildcardmatches.

TheMTAmappings file supports multiple mapping tables.Wildcard capabilities are provided, as well
as multistep and iterativemappingmethods. This approach is more compute-intensive than using a
database, especially when the number of entries is large. However, the attendant gain in flexibility
may serve to eliminate the need formost of the entries in an equivalent database, and this may result
in lower overhead overall.

Mapping tables are kept in theMTAmappings file. This is the file specified with the
IMTA_MAPPING_FILE option in theMTAtailor file; by default, this is
msg_svr_base/config/mappings. The contents of the mappings file is incorporated into the
compiled configuration as part of the reloadable section (see“Compiling theMTAConfiguration”
on page 215 Failure to allowworld-read access leads to erratic behavior.Whenever changes aremade
to the mappings file, theMTAconfigurationmust be recompiled. See “Compiling theMTA
Configuration” on page 215

Table 10–2 lists themapping tables described in this book.

TABLE 10–2Messaging ServerMappingTables

Mapping Table Page Description

AUTH_REWRITE Used with the authrewrite keyword tomodify header and envelope
addresses using addressing information obtained from authentication
operations (SASL). See “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support”
on page 337
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TABLE 10–2Messaging ServerMappingTables (Continued)
Mapping Table Page Description

CHARSET-CONVERSION Used to specify what sorts of channel-to-channel character set conversions
andmessage reformatting should be done. See “Character Set Conversion
andMessage Reformatting” on page 411

COMMENT_STRINGS Used tomodify address header comments (strings enclosed in parentheses).
See “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

CONVERSIONS Used to select message traffic for the conversion channel. See “Selecting
Traffic for Conversion Processing” on page 395

FORWARD Used to perform forwarding similar to that performed using the alias file or
alias database. See “The Forward Lookup Table and FORWARDAddress
Mapping” on page 246

FROM_ACCESS Used to filter mail based on envelope From addresses. Use this table if the To
address is irrelevant. See “Access ControlMapping Tables—Operation”
on page 476

INTERNAL_IP Used to recognize systems and subnets that are internal. See “ToAdd SMTP
Relaying” on page 488

MAIL_ACCESS Used to block incoming connections based on combined information found
in SEND_ACCESS and PORT_ACCESS table. See “Access ControlMapping
Tables—Operation” on page 476

NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGE Used to customize or localize notificationmessages. See “Controlling
Delivery Status NotificationMessages” on page 249

ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS Used to block incoming connections based on combined information found
in ORIG_SEND_ACCESS and PORT_ACCESS tables. See “Access Control
Mapping Tables—Operation” on page 476

ORIG_SEND_ACCESS Used to block incoming connections based on envelope From address,
envelope To address, source and destination channels. See “Access Control
Mapping Tables—Operation” on page 476

PERSONAL_NAMES Used tomodify personal names (strings preceding angle-bracket-delimited
addresses). See “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines”
on page 364

PORT_ACCESS Used to block incoming connections based on IP number. See “Access
ControlMapping Tables—Operation” on page 476

REVERSE Used to convert addresses from an internal form to a public, advertised
form. “To ConvertAddresses from an Internal Form to a Public Form”
on page 243

SEND_ACCESS Used to block incoming connections based on envelope From address,
envelope To address, source and destination channels. See “Access Control
Mapping Tables—Operation” on page 476
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TABLE 10–2Messaging ServerMappingTables (Continued)
Mapping Table Page Description

SMS_Channel_TEXT Used for site-defined text conversions. See “Site-defined Text Conversions”
on page 799

X-ATT-NAMES Used to retrieve a parameter value from amapping table. See “To Call Out to
aMapping Table from a Conversion Entry” on page 403

X-REWRITE-SMS-ADDRESS Used for local SMS address validity checks. See “Site-definedAddress
Validity Checks and Translations” on page 798

File Format in theMappings File
The mappings file consists of a series of separate tables. Each table begins with its name. Names
always have an alphabetic character in the first column. The table name is followed by a required
blank line, and then by the entries in the table. Entries consist of zero ormore indented lines. Each
entry line consists of two columns separated by one ormore spaces or tabs.Any spaces within an
entrymust be quoted using the $ character.Ablank linemust appear after eachmapping table name
and between eachmapping table; no blank lines can appear between entries in a single table.
Comments are introduced by an exclamationmark (!) in the first column.

The resulting format looks like:

TABLE1_NAME
pattern1-1 template1-1

pattern1-2 template1-2

pattern1-3 template1-3

. .

. .

. .

pattern1-n template1-n

TABLE2_NAME
pattern2-1 template2-1

pattern2-2 template2-2

pattern2-3 template2-3

. .

. .

. .

pattern2-n template2-n

.

.

.

TABLE3_NAME
.
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.

.

An application using themapping table TABLE2_NAMEwouldmap the string pattern2-2 into
whatever is specified by template2-2. Each pattern or template can contain up to 252 characters.
There is no limit to the number of entries that can appear in amapping (although excessive numbers
of entries may consume huge amounts of CPU and can consume excessive amounts of memory).
Long lines (over 252 characters) may be continued by ending themwith a backslash (\). The white
space between the two columns and before the first columnmay not be omitted.

Duplicate mapping table names are not allowed in the mappings file.

IncludingOther Files in theMappings File
Other files may be included in the mappings file. This is done with a line of the form:

<file-spec

This effectively substitutes the contents of the file file-spec into the mappings file at the point
where the include appears. The file specification should specify a full file path (directory, and so
forth).All files included in this fashionmust be world readable. Comments are also allowed in such
included mappings file. Includes can be nested up to three levels deep. Include files are loaded at the
same time the mappings file is loaded—they are not loaded on demand, so there is no performance or
memory savings involved in using include files.

MappingOperations
All mappings in the mappings file are applied in a consistent way. The only things that change from
onemapping to the next is the source of input strings and what the output from themapping is used
for.

Amapping operation always starts off with an input string and amapping table. The entries in the
mapping table are scanned one at a time from top to bottom in the order in which they appear in the
table. The left side of each entry is used as pattern, and the input string is compared in a case-blind
fashion with that pattern.

Mapping Entry Patterns
Patterns can contain wildcard characters. In particular, the usual wildcard characters are allowed: an
asterisk (*) matches zero ormore characters, and each percent sign (%)matches a single character.
Asterisks, percent signs, spaces, and tabs can be quoted by preceding themwith a dollar sign ($).
Quoting an asterisk or percent sign robs it of any special meaning. Spaces and tabsmust be quoted to
prevent them from ending prematurely a pattern or template. Literal dollar sign characters should be
doubled ($$), the first dollar sign quoting the second one.
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TABLE 10–3MappingPatternWildcards

Wildcard Description

% Match exactly one character.

* Match zero ormore characters, withmaximal or “greedy” left-to-right matching

Backmatch Description

$ n* Match the nth wildcard or glob.

Modifiers Description

$_ Useminimal or “lazy” left-to-right matching.

$@ Turn off “saving” of the succeeding wildcard or glob.

$^ Turn on “saving” of the succeeding wildcard or glob; this is the default.

Globwildcard Description

$A% Match one alphabetic character,A-Z or a-z.

$A* Match zero ormore alphabetic characters,A-Z or a-z.

$B% Match one binary digit (0 or 1).

$B* Match zero ormore binary digits (0 or 1).

$D% Match one decimal digit 0-9.

$D* Match zero ormore decimal digits 0-9.

$H% Match one hexadecimal digit 0-9 orA-F.

$H* Match zero ormore hexadecimal digits 0-9 orA-F.

$O% Match one octal digit 0-7.

$O* Match zero ormore octal digits 0--7.

$S% Match one symbol set character, for example, 0-9,A-Z, a-z, _, $.

$S* Match zero ormore symbol set characters, that is, 0-9,A-Z, a-z, _, $.

$T% Match one tab or vertical tab or space character.

$T* Match zero ormore tab or vertical tab or space characters.

$X% Asynonym for $H%.

$X* Asynonym for $H*.

$[ c]% Match character c.

$[ c]* Match arbitrary occurrences of character c.
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TABLE 10–3MappingPatternWildcards (Continued)
$[ c1 c2 ... cn ]% Match exactly one occurrence of character c1, c2, or cn.

$[ c1 c2 ... cn ]* Match arbitrary occurrences of any characters c1, c2, or cn.

$[ c1 -cn ]% Match any one character in the range c1 to cn.

$[ c1 -cn ]* Match arbitrary occurrences of characters in the range c1 to cn.

$< IPv4> Match an IPv4 address, ignoring bits.

$(IPv4) Match an IPv4 address, keeping prefix bits.

${IPv6} Match an IPv6 address.

Within globs, that is, within a $[...] construct, the backslash character, (\) is the quote character. To
represent a literal hyphen, -, or right bracket, ], within a glob the hyphen or right bracket must be
quoted with a backslash.

All other characters in a pattern just represent andmatch themselves. In particular, single and double
quote characters as well as parentheses have no special meaning in eithermapping patterns or
templates; they are just ordinary characters. This makes it easy to write entries that correspond to
illegal addresses or partial addresses.

To specifymultiple modifiers, or to specifymodifiers and a backmatch, the syntax uses just one
dollar character. For instance, to backmatch the initial wild card, without saving the backmatch
itself, one would use $@0, not $@$0.

Note that the imsimta test -match utility may be used to test mapping patterns and specifically to
test wildcard behavior in patterns.

Asterisk wildcardsmaximize what theymatch by working from left to right across the input string.
For instance, when the input string a/b/c is compared to the pattern */*, the left asteriskmatches
a/b and the right asteriskmatches the remainder, c.

The $_modifier causes wildcardmatching to beminimized, where the least possible match is
considered thematch, working from left to right across the pattern. For instance, when the string
a/b/c is compared to the pattern $_*/$_*, the left $_*matches a and the right $_*matches b/c.

IPMatching
With IPv4 prefixmatching, an IP address or subnet is specified, optionally followed by a slash and the
number of bits from the prefix that are significant when comparing for amatch. For example, the
followingmatches anything in the 123.45.67.0 subnet:

$(123.45.67.0/24)

With IPv4 ignore bits matching, an IP address or subnet is specified, optionally followed by a slash
and the number of bits to ignore when checking for amatch. For example, the followingmatches
anything in the 123.45.67.0 subnet:
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$<123.45.67.0/8>

The following examplematches anything in the range 123.45.67.4 through 123.45.67.7:

$<123.45.67.4/2>

IPv6matchingmatches an IPv6 address or subnet.

Mapping Entry Templates
If the comparison of the pattern in a given entry fails, no action is taken; the scan proceeds to the next
entry. If the comparison succeeds, the right side of the entry is used as a template to produce an
output string. The template effectively causes the replacement of the input string with the output
string that is constructed from the instructions given by the template.

Almost all characters in the template simply produce themselves in the output. The one exception is
a dollar sign ($).

Adollar sign followed by a dollar sign, space, or tab produces a dollar sign, space, or tab in the output
string. Note that all these characters must be quoted in order to be inserted into the output string.

Adollar sign followed by a digit n calls for a substitution; a dollar sign followed by an alphabetic
character is referred to as a “metacharacter.”Metacharacters themselves do not appear in the output
string produced by a template, but produce some special substitution or processing. See Table 10–4
for a list of the special substitution and standard processingmetacharacters.Any other
metacharacters are reserved formapping-specific applications.

Note that any of themetacharacters $C, $E, $L, or $R, when present in the template of amatching
pattern, influences themapping process and control whether it terminates or continues. That is, it is
possible to set up iterativemapping table entries, where the output of one entry becomes the input of
another entry. If the template of amatching pattern does not contain any of themetacharacters $C,
$E, $L, or $R, then $E (immediate termination of themapping process) is assumed.

The number of iterative passes through amapping table is limited to prevent infinite loops.Acounter
is incremented each time a pass is restarted with a pattern that is the same length or longer than the
previous pass. If the string has a shorter length than previously, the counter is reset to zero.Arequest
to reiterate amapping is not honored after the counter has exceeded 10.

TABLE 10–4MappingTemplate Substitutions andMetacharacters

Substitution sequence Substitutes

$n The nth wildcarded field as counted from left to right starting from 0.

$#...# Sequence number substitution.

$]...[ LDAP searchURL lookup; substitute in result.

$|...| Applies specifiedmapping table to supplied string.
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TABLE 10–4MappingTemplate Substitutions andMetacharacters (Continued)
Substitution sequence Substitutes

${...} General database substitution.

$}domain,attribute{ Adds the capability to access per-domain attributes. domain is the domain in
question and attribute is the attribute associated with the domain. If the domain
exists and has the attribute, its initial value is substituted into themapping result;
if either the attribute or the domain does not exist, themapping entry fails.

attributes can be domain LDAP attributes or the special attributes defined below:

_base_dn_ - The base DN for user entries in the domain

_domain_dn_ - The DN of the domain entry itself

_domain_name_ - The name of the domain (as opposed to an alias)

_canonical_name_ - The canonical name associated with the domain

$[...] Invokes site-supplied routine; substitute in result.

Metacharacter Description

$C Continues themapping process starting with the next table entry; uses the output
string of this entry as the new input string for themapping process.

$E Ends themapping process now; uses the output string from this entry as the final
result of themapping process.

$L Continues themapping process starting with the next table entry; use the output
string of this entry as the new input string; after all entries in the table are
exhausted, makes onemore pass, starting with the first table entry.Asubsequent
matchmay override this condition with a $C, $E, or $Rmetacharacter.

$R Continues themapping process starting with the first entry of themapping table;
uses the output string of this entry as the new input string for themapping
process.

$nA Inserts the nth left character of the current address starting from position 0. The
entire address is inserted if n is omitted.

$nX Inserts the nth left component of themailhost starting from 0. The entire
mailhost is inserted if n is omitted.

$?x? Mapping entry succeeds x percent of the time.

$\ Forces subsequent text to lowercase.

$^ Forces subsequent text to uppercase.

$_ Leaves subsequent text in its original case.

$= Forces subsequent substituted characters to undergo quoting appropriate for
insertion into LDAP search filters.material to uppercase.
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TABLE 10–4MappingTemplate Substitutions andMetacharacters (Continued)
Substitution sequence Substitutes

$:x Match only if the specified flag is set.

$;x Match only if the specified flag is clear.

Wildcard Field Substitutions ($n)

Adollar sign followed by a digit n is replaced with thematerial that matched the nth wildcard in the
pattern. The wildcards are numbered starting with 0. For example, the following entry wouldmatch
the input string PSI%A::B and produce the resultant output string b@a.psi.siroe.com:

PSI$%*::* $1@$0.psi.siroe.com

The input string PSI%1234::USERwould alsomatch producing USER@1234.psi.siroe.com as the
output string. The input string PSIABC::DEFwould notmatch the pattern in this entry and no action
would be taken; that is, no output string would result from this entry.

Controlling Text Case ($\, $^, $_)

Themetacharacter $\ forces subsequent text to lowercase, $^ forces subsequent text to uppercase,
and $_ causes subsequent text to retain its original case. For instance, thesemetacharacters may be
useful when usingmappings to transform addresses for which case is significant.

Processing Control ($C, $L, $R, $E)

The $C, $L, $R, and $Emetacharacters influence themapping process, controlling whether and when
themapping process terminates. Themetacharacter:

� $C causes themapping process to continue with the next entry, using the output string of the
current entry as the new input string for themapping process.

� $L causes themapping process to continue with the next entry, using the output string of the
current entry as the new input string for themapping process, and, if nomatching entry is found,
making onemore pass through the table starting with the first table entry; a subsequentmatching
entry with a $C, $E, or $Rmetacharacter overrides this condition.

� $R causes themapping process to continue from the first entry of the table, using the output
string of the current entry as the new input string for themapping process.

� $E causes themapping process to terminate; the output string of this entry is the final output. $E
is the default.

Mapping table templates are scanned left to right. To set a $C, $L, or $R flag for entries that may
“succeed” or “fail” (for example, general database substitutions or random-value controlled entries),
put the $C, $L, or $Rmetacharacter to the left of the part of the entry that may succeed or fail;
otherwise, if the remainder of the entry fails, the flag is not seen.
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Check for Special Flags
Somemapping probes have special flags set. These are flags that can be set, and then their
presence/absence tested-for using the general mapping table facility of $:, $; tests. $:x causes an entry
tomatch only if the flag x is set. $;x causes an entry tomatch only if the flag x is clear. See specific
mapping table descriptions for any special flags that may apply for that table. (See $A, $T, $S, $F, and
$D in Table 17–2.

When the intention is that an entry should succeed and terminate if the flag check succeeds, but that
themapping process should continue if the flag check fails, then the entry should use the $C
metacharacter to the left of the flag check and use the $E flag to the right of the flag check.

Entry Randomly Succeeds or Fails ($?x?)
Themetacharacters $?x? in amapping table entry cause the entry to “succeed” x percent of the time;
the rest of the time, the entry “fails” and the output of themapping entry’s input is taken unchanged
as the output. (Note that, depending upon themapping, the effect of the entry failing is not
necessarily the same as the entry notmatching in the first place.) The x should be a real number
specifying the success percentage.

For instance, suppose that a systemwith IP address 123.45.6.78 is sending your site just a little too
much SMTP email and you’d like to slow it down; you can use a PORT_ACCESSmapping table in the
following way. Suppose you’d like to allow through only 25 percent of its connection attempts and
reject the other 75 percent of its connection attempts. The following PORT_ACCESSmapping table
uses $?25? to cause the entry with the $Y (accept the connection) to succeed only 25 percent of the
time; the other 75 percent of the time, when this entry fails, the initial $C on that entry causes the
MTAto continue themapping from the next entry, which causes the connection attempt to be
rejected with an SMTP error and the message: Try again later.

PORT_ACCESS

TCP|*|25|123.45.6.78|* $C$?25?$Y

TCP|*|25|123.45.6.78|* $N45s$ 4.40$ Try$ again$ later

SequenceNumber Substitutions ($#...#)
A$#...# substitution increments the value stored in anMTAsequence file and substitutes that value
into the template. This can be used to generate unique, increasing strings in cases where it is desirable
to have a unique qualifier in themapping table output; for instance, when using amapping table to
generate file names.

Permitted syntax is any one of the following:

$#seq-file-spec|radix|width|m#

$#seq-file-spec|radix|width#

$#seq-file-spec|radix#

$#seq-file-spec#
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The required seq-file-spec argument is a full file specification for an already existingMTAsequence
file. The optional radix andwidth arguments specify the radix (base) in which to output the sequence
value, and the number of digits to output, respectively. The default radix is 10. Radices in the range
-36 to 36 are also allowed; for instance, base 36 gives values expressed with digits 0,...,9,A,...,Z. By
default, the sequence value is printed in its natural width, but if the specified width calls for a greater
number of digits, then the output is padded with 0’s on the left to obtain the correct number of digits.
Note that if a width is explicitly specified, then the radixmust be explicitly specified also.

The optionalm argument is amodulus. If this fourth argument is specified the value inserted is the
sequence number retrieved from the filemodm. The default is not to perform anymodulus
operation.

As noted above, theMTAsequence file referred to in amappingmust already exist. To create anMTA
sequence file, use the following UNXI command:

touch seq-file-spec

or

cat >seq-file-spec

Asequence number file accessed using amapping table must be world readable in order to operate
properly. Youmust also have anMTAuser account (configured to be nobody in the imta_tailor file)
in order to use such sequence number files.

LDAPqueryURL substitutions, $]...[
Asubstitution of the form $]ldap-url[ is specially handled. ldap-url is interpreted as an LDAPquery
URLand the result of the LDAPquery is substituted. Standard LDAPURLs are used, with the host
and port omitted; the host and part are instead specified with the LDAP_HOST and LDAP_PORT options.
That is, the LDAPURL should be specified as:

ldap:///dn[?attributes[?scope?filter]]

where the square bracket characters [ and ] shown above indicate optional portions of the URL. The
dn is required and is a distinguished name specifying the search base. The optional attributes, scope,
and filter portions of the URL further refine the information to return. That is, attributes specifies the
attribute or attributes to be returned from LDAPdirectory entries matching this LDAPquery. The
scopemay be any of base (the default), one, or sub. filter describes the characteristics of matching
entries.

Certain LDAPURL substitution sequences are available for use within the LDAPquery URL.

Mapping Table Substitutions ($|...|)
Asubstitution of the form $|mapping;argument| is handled specially. TheMTAlooks for an
auxiliarymapping table namedmapping in theMTAmappings file, and uses argument as the input to
that named auxiliarymapping table. The named auxiliarymapping table must exist andmust set the
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$Y flag in its output if it is successful; if the named auxiliarymapping table does not exist or doesn’t
set the $Y flag, then that auxiliarymapping table substitution fails and the original mapping entry is
considered to fail: the original input string is used as the output string.

Note that when you want to use processing control metacharacters such as $C, $R, or $L in amapping
table entry that does amapping table substitution, the processing control metacharacter should be
placed to the left of themapping table substitution in themapping table template; otherwise the
“failure” of amapping table substitutionmeans that the processing control metacharacter is not seen.

General Lookup Table or Database Substitutions (${...})
Asubstitution of the form ${text} is handled specially. The text part is used as a key to access the
general lookup table or database. The database is generated with the imsimta crdb utility. If text is
found in the table, the corresponding template from the table is substituted. If text does notmatch an
entry in the table, the input string is used unchanged as the output string.

If you are using the general lookup table you need to set the low order bit of theMTAoption
use_text_databases. That is, set it to an odd number. Changes to the general.txt need to be
compiled into the MTAconfiguration using the imsimta cnbuild to compile and imsimta reload

to reload the reloadable data.

If you are using a general database, it should be world readable to insure that it operates properly.

When you want to use processing control metacharacters such as $C, $R, or $L in amapping table
entry that does a general table substitution, the processing control metacharacter should be placed to
the left of the general table substitution in themapping table template; otherwise the “failure” of a
general table substitutionmeans that the processing control metacharacter is not seen.

Site-Supplied Routine Substitutions ($[...])
Asubstitution of the form $[image,routine,argument] is handled specially. The image, routine,
argument part is used to find and call a customer-supplied routine.At runtime onUNIX, theMTA
uses dlopen and dlsym to dynamically load and call the routine routine from the shared library
image. The routine routine is then called as a function with the following argument list:

status = routine (argument, arglength, result, reslength)

The argument and result are 252-byte long character string buffers. The argument and result are
passed as a pointer to a character string (for example, in C, as char*). The arglength and reslength
are signed, long integers passed by reference. On input, argument contains the argument string from
themapping table template, and arglength the length of that string. On return, the resultant string
should be placed in result and its length in reslength. This resultant string then replaces the
$[image,routine,argument] in themapping table template. The routine routine should return 0 if
themapping table substitution should fail and -1 if themapping table substitution should succeed. If
the substitution fails, then normally the original input string is used unchanged as the output string.

If you want to use processing control metacharacters such as $C, $R, or $L in amapping table entry
that does a site-supplied routine substitution, you place the processing control metacharacter to the
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left of the site-supplied routine substitution in themapping table template; otherwise, the “failure” of
amapping table substitutionmeans that the processing control metacharacter is not seen.

The site-supplied routine callout mechanism allows theMTA’smapping process to be extended in all
sorts of complex ways. For example, in a PORT_ACCESS or ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table, a call to
some type of loadmonitoring service could be performed and the result used to decide whether or
not to accept a connection ormessage.

The site-supplied shared library image image should be world readable.

GenerateUTF-8 Strings

You can generate UTF-8 strings fromUnicode character values in the general mapping table facility.
AUnicodemetacharacter sequence of the form:

$&A0A0,20,A1A1&

produces a UTF-8 string containing the characters at position A0A0, 20, and A1A1 in it.

OtherMTAConfiguration Files
In addition to the imta.cnf file, Messaging Server provides several other configuration files to help
you configureMTAservices. These files are summarized in Table 10–5.

If youmake changes to the reverse, forward, or general databases, then issue the command
imsimta reload to get the changes to take effect. If youmake changes to the imta.cnf, mappings
file, aliases, conversions, or option.dat files that do not affect the job_controller, then you should
issue an imsimta cnbuildfollowed by an imsimta restart smtp. If you make changes to
dispatcher.cnf you need to do an imsimta restart dispatcher. If you make changes to the
configuration files that are included in the compiled configuration that affect the job controller, but
not the SMTP server, in many cases you should issue the following commands: imsimta cnbuild
and imsimta restart job_controller.

See “MTACommands” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for
details on these commands.

TABLE 10–5MTAConfigurationFiles

File Description

“Alias File” on page 232
(mandatory)

Implements aliases not present in the
directory.msg_svr_base/config/aliases

“TCP/IP (SMTP) Channel Option
Files” on page 233 SMTPOption
Files)

Sets channel-specific options.msg_svr_base/config/channel_option
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TABLE 10–5MTAConfigurationFiles (Continued)
File Description

“Conversion File” on page 233 Used by the conversion channel to control message body part
conversions.msg_svr_base/config/conversions

“Dispatcher Configuration File”
on page 233 (mandatory)

Configuration file for the
Dispatcher.msg_svr_base/config/dispatcher.cnf

“Job Controller File” on page 235
(mandatory)

Configuration file used by the Job
Controller./msg_svr_base/config/job_controller.cnf

MTAConfiguration File
(mandatory)

Used for address rewriting and routing as well as channel definition.
/msg_svr_base/config/imta.cnf

“Mappings File” on page 219
(mandatory)

Repository of mapping tables./msg_svr_base/config/mappings

“Option File” on page 235 File of globalMTAoptions./msg_svr_base/config/option.dat

“Tailor File” on page 235
(mandatory)

File to specify locations and some tuning
parameters./msg_svr_base/config/imta_tailor

General Lookup Table (optional) General lookup facility is equivalent to the general database. Part of
reloadable compiled configuration.

File to specify locations and some tuning
parameters./msg_svr_base/config/general.txt

Forward Lookup Table (optional) Lookup facility for To: addresses. Equivalent to forward database. Part of
reloadable compiled configuration.

/msg_svr_base/config/forward.txt

Reverse Lookup Table (optional) Reverse lookup facility for From: addresses. Equivalent to reverse
database. Part of reloadable compiled
configuration/msg_svr_base/config/reverse.txt

Alias File
The alias file, aliases, sets aliases not set in the directory. In particular, the address for root is a good
example.Aliases set in this file will be ignored if the same aliases exist in the directory. Formore
information about aliases and the aliases file, see “Aliases” on page 241.

After making changes to the aliases file, youmust restart theMTAor issue the command imsimta
reload.
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TCP/IP (SMTP) ChannelOption Files
TCP/IP channel option files control various characteristics of TCP/IP channels. Channel option files
must be stored in theMTAconfiguration directory and named x_option, where x is the name of the
channel. For example,msg_svr_base/config/imta/tcp_local_option. Formore information refer
to “Configuring SMTPChannel Options” on page 330. For complete information on all channel
option keywords and syntax, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration
Reference.

Conversion File
The conversion file, conversions, specifies how the conversion channel performs conversions on
messages flowing through theMTA.Any subset ofMTAtraffic can be selected for conversion and
any set of programs or command procedures can be used to perform conversion processing. The
MTAlooks at the conversion file to choose an appropriate conversion for each body part.

Formore information about the syntax of this file, see “The Conversion Channel” on page 393

Dispatcher Configuration File
TheDispatcher configuration file, dispatcher.cnf, specifies Dispatcher configuration information.
Adefault configuration file is created at installation time and can be used without any changesmade.
However, if you want tomodify the default configuration file for security or performance reasons,
you can do so by editing the dispatcher.cnf file. (For conceptual information, see “The
Dispatcher” on page 182

TheDispatcher configuration file format is similar to the format of otherMTAconfiguration files.
Lines specifying options have the following form:

option=value

The option is the name of an option and value is the string or integer to which the options is set. If the
option accepts an integer value, a basemay be specified using notation of the form b%v, where b is the
base expressed in base 10 and v is the actual value expressed in base b. Such option specifications are
grouped into sections corresponding to the service to which the following option settings apply,
using lines of the following form:

[SERVICE=service-name]

The service-name is the name of a service. Initial option specifications that appear before any such
section tag apply globally to all sections.

The following is a sample Dispatcher configuration file (dispatcher.cnf).

! The first set of options, listed without a [SERVICE=xxx]

! header, are the default options that will be applied to all

! services.
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!

MIN_PROCS=0

MAX_PROCS=5

MIN_CONNS=5

MAX_CONNS=20

MAX_LIFE_TIME=86400

MAX_LIFE_CONNS=100

MAX_SHUTDOWN=2

!

! Define the services available to Dispatcher

!

[SERVICE=SMTP]

PORT=25

IMAGE=msg_svr_base/lib/tcp_smtp_server
LOGFILE=msg_svr_base/log/tcp_smtp_server.log

Formore information about the parameters for this file, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Mappings File
The mappings file defines how theMTAmaps input strings to output strings.

Many components of theMTAemploy table lookup-oriented information. Generally speaking, this
sort of table is used to transform (that is, map) an input string into an output string. Such tables,
calledmapping tables, are usually presented as two columns, the first (or left-hand) column giving
the possible input strings and the second (or right-hand) column giving the resulting output string
for the input it is associated with.Most of theMTAdatabases are instances of this type of mapping
table. TheMTAdatabase files, however, do not provide wildcard-lookup facilities, owing to inherent
inefficiencies in having to scan the entire database for wildcardmatches.

The mappings file provides theMTAwith facilities for supportingmultiple mapping tables. Full
wildcard facilities are provided, andmulti-step and iterativemappingmethods can be
accommodated as well. This approach is more compute-intensive than using a database, especially
when the number of entries is large. However, the attendant gain in flexibility may actually serve to
eliminate the need formost of the entries in an equivalent database, and this may actually result in
lower overhead overall.

You can test mapping tables with the imsimta test -mapping command. For more information
about the syntax of the mappings file and the test -mapping command, see the “Mappings File”
on page 219 and theSun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference

Aftermaking changes to the mappings file, youmust restart theMTAor issue the command imsimta
reload.
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Option File
The options file, option.dat, specifies globalMTAoptions as opposed to channel-specific options.

You can use the options file to override the default values of various parameters that apply to the
MTAas a whole. In particular, the option file is used to establish sizes of the various tables into which
the configuration and alias files are read. You can also use the options file to limit the size of messages
accepted by theMTA, specify the number of channels allowed in theMTAconfiguration, set the
number of rewrite rules allowed, and so on.

In option.dat, lines starting with #, ! or ; are treated as comment lines, even if the preceding line
has a trailing \ meaning that it is being continued. This means that long options that may contain
these characters, in particular delivery options, care has to be taken.

For delivery options, where a natural layout would lead to continuation lines starting with a # or !,
there is a safe and neat work around.

Formore information about the syntax of the options file, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Tailor File
The tailor file, imta_tailor, sets the location of variousMTAcomponents. For theMTAto function
properly, the imta_tailor filemust always reside in themsg_svr_base/config directory.

Although you can edit this file to reflect the changes in a particular installation, youmust do so with
caution.After making any changes to this file, youmust restart theMTA. It is preferable tomake the
changes while theMTAis down.

Note –Donot edit this file unless absolutely necessary.

For complete information on this file, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference.

JobController File
The Job Controller creates andmanages channel jobs for deliveringmessages. These channel jobs
run inside processing pools within the Job Controller.Apool can be thought of a “place” where the
channel jobs are run. The pool provides a computing area where a set of jobs can operate without
vying for resources with jobs outside of the pool. (For information on Job Controller concepts and
channel keyword configuration, refer to “The Job Controller” on page 189, “Processing Pools for
Channel Execution Jobs” on page 351 and “Service Job Limits” on page 352.

The Job Controller file, job_controller.cnf, specifies the following channel processing
information:
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� Defines various pools
� Specifies for all channels, themaster program name and the slave program name, if applicable

In the imta.cnf file, you can specify the name of a process pool (that was defined in
job_controller.cnf) by using the pool keyword. For example, the following fragment from a
sample job_controller.cnf file defines the pool MY_POOL:

[POOL=MY_POOL]

job_limit = 12

The following fragment from a sample imta.cnf file specifies the pool MY_POOL in a channel block:

channel_x pool MY_POOL

channel_x-daemon

If you want tomodify the parameters associated with the default pool configuration or add
additional pools, you can do so by editing the job_controller.cnf file, then stopping and restarting
the Job Controller.

The first pool in the Job Controller configuration file is used for any requests that do not specify the
name of a pool. TheMTAchannels defined in theMTAconfiguration file (imta.cnf) can have their
processing requests directed to a specific pool by using the pool channel keyword followed by the
name of the pool. The pool namemustmatch the name of a pool in the Job Controller configuration.
If the Job Controller does not recognize the requested pool name, the request is ignored.

In the initial configuration, the following pools are defined: DEFAULT, LOCAL_POOL, IMS_POOL,
SMTP_POOL.

Examples ofUse
Typically, you would add additional pool definitions to the Job Controller configuration if you
wanted to differentiate processing of some channels from that of other channels. Youmight also
choose to use pools with different characteristics. For example, youmight need to control the
number of simultaneous requests that some channels are allowed to process. You can do this by
creating a new pool with the job limit, then use the pool channel keyword to direct those channels to
the new,more appropriate pool.

In addition to the definition of pools, the Job Controller configuration file also contains a table of the
MTAchannels and the commands that the Job Controller must use to process requests for each
channel. The two types of requests are termed “master” and “slave.” Typically, a channel master
program is invoked when there is amessage stored in anMTAmessage queue for the channel. The
master program dequeues themessage.

Aslave program is invoked to poll a channel and pick up anymessages inbound on that channel.
While nearly all MTAchannels have amaster program,many do not have or need a slave program.
For example, a channel that handles SMTPover TCP/IP doesn’t use a slave program because a
network service, the SMTP server, receives incoming SMTPmessages upon request by any SMTP
server. The SMTP channel’s master program is theMTA’s SMTP client.
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If the destination system associated with the channel cannot handlemore than onemessage at a time,
you need to create a new type of pool whose job limit is one:

[POOL=single_job]

job_limit=1

On the other hand, if the destination system has enough parallelism, you can set the job limit to a
higher value.

Example 10–1 shows a sample Job Controller configuration file. Table 10–6 shows the available
options.

EXAMPLE 10–1 Sample JobController Configuration File inUNIX

!MTA Job Controller configuration file

!

!Global defaults

tcp_port=27442 (1)
secret=never mind

slave_command=NULL (2)
max_life_age=3600 (3)
!

!

!Pool definitions

!

[POOL=DEFAULT] (4)
job_limit=10 (5)
!

[POOL=LOCAL_POOL]

job_limit=10

!

[POOL=IMS_POOL]

job_limit=1

!

[POOL=SMTP_POOL]

job_limit=1

!

!Channel definitions

!

!

[CHANNEL=l] (6)

master_command=msg_svr_base/lib/l_master
!

[CHANNEL=ims-ms]

master_command=msg_svr_base/lib/ims_master
!

[CHANNEL=tcp_*] (7)
anon_host=0

master_command=msg_svr_base/lib/tcp_smtp_client
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The key items in the preceding example (numbered, enclosed in parentheses, and in bold font) are:

1. This global option defines the TCPport number on which the Job Controller listens for requests.
2. Sets a default SLAVE_COMMAND for subsequent [CHANNEL] sections.
3. Sets a default MAX_LIFE_AGE for subsequent [CHANNEL] sections.
4. This [POOL] section defines a pool named DEFAULT.
5. Set the JOB_LIMIT for this pool to 10.
6. This [CHANNEL] section applies to a channel named l, the UNIX local channel. The only

definition required in this section is the master_command,which the Job Controller issues to run
this channel. Since no wildcard appears in the channel name, the channel must match exactly.

7. This [CHANNEL] section applies to any channel whose name begins with tcp_*. Since this channel
name includes a wildcard, it will match any channel whose name begins with tcp_.

Example ofAddingAdditional Pools

The Job Controller creates andmanages channel jobs for deliveringmessages. These channel jobs
run inside processing pools within the Job Controller.Apool can be thought of a “place” where the
channel jobs are run. The pool provides a computing area where a set of jobs can operate without
vying for resources with jobs outside of the pool. Note that the job limit that is set in the
job_controller is per pool. So, for example, if you have your SMTP_POOL defined with a job_limit
of 10, then only 10 tcp_smtp client processes can run in that pool at any given time.

There are situations where onemay want to create additional tcp_* channels (say, for example, a tcp
channel for particularly slowmail sites). It is a good idea to have these channels run in different
pools. The reason for this is if we created ten different tcp_* channels and they were all running in
SMTP_POOL, it is possible to only have one tcp_smtp client running per tcp_* channel at any given
time (depending on whether or not there is mail destined for all the tcp_* channels and given that
SMTP_POOL defined with a job_limit of 10).Assuming there is heavy load on the system and that all
queues havemessages waiting to go out the various tcp_* channels, this would not be efficient. It is
muchmore likely that one would want to define additional pools for the additional tcp_* channels
so that there is no contention for slots.

For example, suppose we set up the following tcp_* channels:

tcp_yahoo smtp mx pool yahoo_pool keyword keyword keyword
tcp-yahoo-daemon

tcp_aol smtp mx keyword keyword keyword pool aol_pool

tcp-aol-daemon

tcp_hotmail smtp mx pool hotmail_pool keyword keyword keyword
tcp-hotmail-daemon

...

tcp_sun smtp mx pool sun_pool keyword keyword keyword
tcp-sun-daemon
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In order to add have ten tcp_smtp_client processes for each of the new channels we would add the
following in the job_controller.cnf file:

[POOL=yahoo_pool]

job_limit=10

[POOL=aol_pool]

job_limit=10

[POOL=hotmail_pool]

job_limit=10

...

[POOL=sun_pool]

job_limit=10

Formore information about pools, see “Processing Pools for Channel Execution Jobs” on page 351
see the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

TABLE 10–6 JobController Configuration FileOptions

Option Description

General Options Description

INTERFACE_ADDRESS=adapter Specifies the IP address interface to which the Job Controller should bind. The value
specified (adapter) can be one of ANY, ALL, LOCALHOST, or an IP address. By default the Job
Controller binds to all addresses (equivalent to specifying ALL or ANY). Specifying
INTERFACE_ADDRESS=LOCALHOSTmeans that the Job Controller only accepts connections
fromwithin the local machine. This does not affect normal operation, since no
inter-machine operation is supported by the Job Controller. However, this may be
inappropriate in anHAenvironment where anHAagentmay be checking if the Job
Controller is responding. If themachine on which theMessaging Server is running is in an
HAenvironment, has an “internal network” adapter and an “external network” adapter,
and you are not confident of your firewall’s ability to block connections to high port
numbers, you should consider specifying the IP address of the “internal network” adapter.

MAX_MESSAGES=integer The Job Controller keeps information aboutmessages in an in-memory structure. In the
event that a large backlog builds, it may need to limit the size of this structure. If the
number of messages in the backlog exceeds the parameter specified here, information
about subsequentmessages is not kept inmemory.Mail messages are not lost because they
are always written to disk, but they are not considered for delivery until the number of
messages known by the Job Controller drops to half this number.At this point, the Job
Controller scans the queue directory mimicking an imsimta cache -sync command.

The default is 100000.

SECRET=file_spec Shared secret used to protect requests sent to the Job Controller.
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TABLE 10–6 JobController Configuration FileOptions (Continued)
Option Description

SYNCH_TIME=time_spec The Job Controller occasionally scans the queue files on disk to check formissing files. By
default, this takes place every four hours, starting four hours after the Job Controller is
started. The format of the time_spec isHH:MM/hh:mm or /hh:mm. The variable hh.mm
is the interval between the events in hours (h) andminutes (m). The variableHH:MM is
the first time in a day the even should take place. For example specifying, 15:45/7:15 starts
the event at 15:45 and every seven hours and fifteenminutes from then.

TCP_PORT=integer Specifies the TCPport on which the Job Controller should listen for request packets. Do
not change this unless the default conflicts with another TCP application on your system.
If you do change this option, change the corresponding IMTA_JBC_SERVICE option in the
MTAtailor file,msg_svr_base/config/imta_tailor, so that it matches. The TCP_PORT
option applies globally and is ignored if it appears in a [CHANNEL] or [POOL] section.

PoolOption Description

JOB_LIMIT=integer Specifies themaximumnumber of processes that the pool can use simultaneously (in
parallel). The JOB_LIMIT applies to each pool individually; themaximum total number of
jobs is the sum of the JOB_LIMIT parameters for all pools. If set outside of a section, it is
used as the default by any [POOL] section that doesn’t specify JOB_LIMIT. This option is
ignored inside of a [CHANNEL] section.

Channel Option Description

MASTER_COMMAND=file_spec Specifies the full path to the command to be executed by the UNIX system process created
by the Job Controller to run the channel and dequeuemessages outbound on that channel.
If set outside of a section, it is used as the default by any [CHANNEL] section that doesn’t
specify a MASTER_COMMAND. This option is ignored inside of a [POOL] section.

MAX_LIFE_AGE=integer Specifies themaximum life time for a channel master job in seconds. If this parameter is
not specified for a channel, then the global default value is used. If no default value is
specified, 14400 (240minutes) is used.

MAX_LIFE_CONNS=integer In addition to themaximum life age parameter, the life expectancy of a channel master job
is limited by the number of times it can ask the Job Controller if there are anymessages. If
this parameter is not specified for a channel, then the global default value is used. If no
default value is specified, 300 is used.

SLAVE_COMMAND=file_spec Specifies the full path to the command to be executed by the UNIX system process created
by the Job Controller in order to run the channel and poll for anymessages inbound on the
channel. MostMTAchannels do not have a SLAVE_COMMAND. If that is the case, the reserved
value NULL should be specified. If set outside of a section, it is used as the default by any
[CHANNEL] section that doesn’t specify a SLAVE_COMMAND. This option is ignored inside of a
[POOL] section.
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Aliases
TheMTAprovides a facility to support mailbox names associated with the local system that do not
necessarily correspond to actual users: aliases. Aliases are useful for constructingmailing lists,
forwardingmail, and providing synonyms for user names. For a discussion on how alias resolution is
handled see “The $VMetacharacter” on page 195

Old-style mailing lists defined in the aliases file or aliases database now accept a nonpositional
[capture] parameter. If used, the [capture] parameter specifies a capture address with the same
semantics as capture addresses specified by the LDAP_CAPTURE attribute applied to a user or group in
LDAP.

TheAliasDatabase
Use of the Alias Database is discouraged. Use the aliases file instead, especially since it can be
dynamically reloaded using the imsimta reload command.

TheMTAuses the information in the directory and creates the alias database. The alias database is
consulted once each time the regular alias files is consulted. However, the alias database is checked
before the regular alias file is used. In effect, the database acts as a sort of address rewriter that is
invoked prior to using the alias file.

Note –The format of the database itself is private. Do not try to edit the database directly.Make all
required changes in the directory.

TheAlias File
The aliases file is used to set aliases not set in the directory. In particular, the postmaster alias is a
good example.Aliases set in this file will be ignored, if the same aliases exist in the directory. Changes
can be activated by issuing the imsimta reload command (or restarting theMTA).Any line that
begins with an exclamation point is considered to be a comment and is ignored. Blank lines are also
ignored.

Note –Messaging Server provides other facilities for addressmanipulation, such as the address
reversal database and specializedmapping tables. For best performance, however, rewrite rules
should be used whenever possible to perform address manipulations. See Chapter 11.

Aphysical line in this file is limited to 1024 characters. You can split a logical line intomultiple
physical lines using the backslash (\) continuation character.

The format of the file is as follows:

Aliases
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user@domain: address (for users in hosted domains)

user@domain: address (for users in non-hosted domains. Example: default-domain)

For example:

! A /var/mail/ user

inetmail@siroe.com: inetmail@native-daemon

! A message store user

ms_testuser@siroe.com: mstestuser@ims-ms-daemon

IncludingOther Files in theAlias File
Other files can be included in the primary aliases file.A line of the following form directs theMTA
to read the file-spec file:

<file-spec

The file specificationmust be a complete file path specification and the filemust have the same
protections as the primary aliases file; for example, it must be world readable.

The contents of the included file are inserted into the aliases file at its point of reference. The same
effect can be achieved by replacing the reference to the included file with the file’s actual contents.
The format of include files is identical to that of the primary aliases file itself. Indeed, include files
may themselves include other files. Up to three levels of include file nesting are allowed.

CommandLineUtilities
Messaging Server provides several command-line utilities that enable you to perform various
maintenance, testing, andmanagement tasks for theMTA. For example, you use the imsimta
cnbuild command to compile theMTAconfiguration, alias, mapping, security, systemwide filter,
and option files. For complete information on theMTAcommand-line utilities, see the Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

SMTPSecurity andAccess Control
For information about SMTP security and access control, see Chapter 17

Command Line Utilities
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LogFiles
AllMTAspecific log files are kept in the log directory, (msg_svr_base/log). This directory contains
log files that describemessage traffic through theMTAand log files that describe information about
specificmaster or slave programs.

Formore information aboutMTAlog files, see Chapter 21.

ToConvertAddresses froman Internal Form to aPublic Form
Addresses can be converted from an internal form to a public, advertised form using the
Address-Reversal database (also called the reverse database) and the REVERSEmapping table. For
example, while uid@mailhost.siroe.commight be a valid address within the siroe.com domain, it
might not be an appropriate address to expose to the outside world. Youmay prefer a public address
like firstname.lastname@siroe.com.

Note –Messaging Server provides other facilities for addressmanipulation, such as the aliases file
and specializedmapping tables. For best performance, however, rewrite rules should be used
whenever possible to perform address manipulations. See Chapter 11.

In the reverse database, the public address for each user is specified by the mail attribute of the user
entry in the directory. The private or internal address is specified by the mailAlternativeAddress
attribute. The same is true for distribution lists.

The reverse database contains amapping between any valid address and this public address. The
reverse database is generally located in theMTAdatabase directory. The database is the files whose
names are specified with the IMTA_REVERSE_DATABASE option in the
msg_svr_base/config/imta_tailor file, which by default are the files
msg_svr_base/data/db/reversedb.*

If an address is found in the database, the corresponding right side from the database is substituted
for the address. If the address is not found, an attempt is made to locate amapping table named
REVERSE in the mappings file. No substitution is made, and rewriting terminates normally if the table
does not exist or no entries from the table match.

If a REVERSEmapping table is found in the mappings file, and if the address matches amapping entry,
the resulting string replaces the address if the entry specifies a $Y. A$N discards the result of the
mapping. If themapping entry specifies $D in addition to $Y, the resulting string runs through the
reversal database oncemore; and if a match occurs, the template from the database replaces the
mapping result (and hence the address). The form of general REVERSEmapping table entries (that is,
entries that apply to all channels) is shown below. Note that flags can be either in front of the new
address or at the end.

REVERSE

To ConvertAddresses from an Internal Form to a Public Form
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OldAddress $Y[Flags]NewAddress

The form of channel-specific entries (that is, mapping that only occurs only onmessages passing
through a specific channel) is shown below. Note that youmust set use_reverse_database to 13 in
the option.dat for channel-specific entries to work.

REVERSE

source-channel|destination-channel|OldAddress $Y[Flags]NewAddresS

REVERSEmapping table flags as shown in Table 10–7.

TABLE 10–7REVERSEmapping table flags

Flags Description

$Y Use output as new address.

$N Address remains unchanged.

$D Run output through the reversal database.

$A Add pattern as reverse database entry.

$F Add pattern as forward database entry.

Flag comparison Description

$:B Match only header (body) addresses.

$:E Match only envelope addresses.

$:F Match only forward pointing addresses.

$:R Match only backwards pointing addresses.

$:I Match onlymessage-ids.

ToSetAddress Reversal Controls
The reverse and noreverse channel keywords, and theMTAoptions USE_REVERSE_DATABASE and
REVERSE_ENVELOPE are used to control the specifics of when and how address reversal is applied. By
default, the address reversal operation applies to all addresses, not just to backward pointing
addresses.

Address reversal can be enabled or disabled by setting the value of the REVERSE_ENVELOPE system
option (Default: 1-on, 0-off).
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noreverse on the destination channel specifies that address reversal is not applied to addresses in
messages. reverse specifies that address reversal is applied. See “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of
the Reverse Database” on page 362 for details.

USE_REVERSE_DATABASE controls whether theMTAuses the address reversal database and REVERSE
mapping as a source of substitution addresses.Avalue of 0means address reversal is not used with
any channel.Avalue of 5 (default) specifies that address reversal is applied to all addresses—not just
to backward pointing addresses— after they have been rewritten by theMTAaddress rewriting
process.Avalue of 13 specifies that address reversal is applied to addresses with the reverse channel
keyword—not just to backward pointing addresses— after they have been rewritten by theMTA
address rewriting process. Further granularity of address reversal operation can be specified by
setting the bit values of the USE_REVERSE_DATABASE option. See “Option File Format andAvailable
Options” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for details.

The REVERSE_ENVELOPE option controls whether or not address reversal is applied to envelope From
addresses as well as message header addresses.

See the detailed descriptions of these options and keywords in the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server
Administration Reference for additional information on their effects.

General ReverseMapping Example
An example of a general REVERSEMapping is as follows: suppose that the internal addresses at
siroe.com are of the form user@mailhost.siroe.com. However, the user name space is such that
user@host1.siroe.com and user@host2.siroe.com specify the same person for all hosts at
siroe.com. The following REVERSEmappingmay be used in conjunction with the address-reversal
database:

REVERSE

*@*.siroe.com $0@siroe.com$Y$D

In this example, addresses of the form name@anyhost.siroe.comwould be changed to
name@siroe.com. The $Dmetacharacter causes the address-reversal database to be consulted. The
address-reversal database should contain entries of the form:

user@mailhost.siroe.com first.last@siroe.com

Channel-Specific ReverseMapping Example
By default, the address reversal database is used if the routability scope is set to themail server
domains.An example of a channel-specific REVERSEmapping table entry would be as follows:

REVERSE

tcp_*|tcp_local|binky@macho.siroe.com $D$YRebecca.Woods@siroe.com
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This entry tells theMTAthat for anymail with source channel of tcp_* going out the destination
channel of tcp_local to change addresses of the form binky@macho.siroe.com to
Rebecca.Woods@siroe.com

Note –To enable channel-specific reversemapping, youmust set USE_REVERSE_DATABASE option in
option.dat to 13. (Default=5.)

The Forward LookupTable andFORWARDAddress
Mapping
Address reversals are not applied to envelope To: addresses. The reasons for this omission are fairly
obvious—envelope To: addresses are continuously rewritten andmodified asmessages proceed
through themail system. The entire goal of routing is to convert envelope To: addresses to
increasingly system andmailbox-specific formats. The canonicalization functions of address reversal
are entirely inappropriate for envelope To: addresses.

In any case, plenty of machinery is available in theMTAto perform substitutions on envelope To:
addresses. The alias file, alias database and general lookup table, provide precisely this functionality.

TheMTAalso provides the forward lookup table and FORWARDmapping, used for special sorts of
forwarding purposes, such as pattern-based forwarding, source-specific forwarding, or
auto-registration of addresses. Note that the forward lookup table and FORWARDmapping are
intended for use primarily for certain special sorts of address forwarding; most sorts of address
forwarding, however, are better performed using one of theMTA’s other forwardingmechanisms.

The various substitutionmechanisms for envelope To: addresses provide functionality equivalent to
the reversal lookup table, but none yet discussed provide functionality equivalent to the reverse
mapping.And circumstances do arise wheremapping functionality for envelope To: addresses is
useful and desirable.

The FORWARDMappingTable
The FORWARDmapping table provides this functionality of pattern based forwarding, and also
provides amechanism for source specific forwarding. If a FORWARDmapping table exists in the
mapping file, it is applied to each envelope To: address. No changes aremade if this mapping does
not exist or no entries in themappingmatch.

If the address matches amapping entry, the result of themapping is tested. The resulting string will
replace the envelope To: address if the entry specifies a $Y; a $Nwill discard the result of themapping.
See Table 10–8 for a list of additional flags.
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TABLE 10–8 FORWARDMappingTable FlagsDescription

Flag Description

$D Run output through the rewriting process again

$G Run output through the forward lookup table, if forward lookup table use has been enabled

$H Disable further forward lookup table or FORWARDmapping lookups

$I Hold themessage as a .HELD file

$N Address remains unchanged

$Y Use output as new address

The FORWARDmapping, if present, is consulted before any forward lookup table lookup. If a FORWARD
mappingmatches and has the flag $G, then the result of the FORWARDmapping will be checked
against the forward lookup table, if forward lookup table use has been enabled via the appropriate
setting of USE_FORWARD_DATABASE. (Note that if channel specific forward lookup table use has been
specified, then the source address and source channel will be prefixed to the result of the FORWARD
mapping before looking up in the forward lookup table.) If a matching FORWARDmapping entry
specifies $D, then the result of the FORWARDmapping (and optional forward table lookup) will be run
through theMTAaddress rewriting process again. If a matching FORWARDmapping entry specifies $H,
then no further FORWARDmapping or database lookups will be performed during that subsequent
address rewriting (that resulting from the use of $D).

The example below illustrates the use of a complex REVERSE and FORWARDmapping. Suppose that a
system or pseudo domain named am.sigurd.innosoft.com associated with the mr_local channel
produces RFC 822 addresses of the general form:

"lastname, firstname"@am.sigurd.example.com

or

"lastname,firstname"@am.sigurd.example.com

Although these addresses are perfectly legal they often confuse othermailers which do not fully
comply with RFC 822 syntax rules—mailers which do not handle quoted addresses properly, for
instance. Consequently, an address format which does not require quoting tends to operate with
moremailers. One such format is

firstname.lastname@am.sigurd.example.com

Example of a complex FORWARD and REVERSEmapping:

REVERSE

*|mr_local|"*,$ *"@am.sigurd.example.com $Y"$1,$ $2"@am.sigurd.example.com

*|mr_local|"*,*"@am.sigurd.example.com $Y"$1,$ $2"@am.sigurd.example.com

*|*|"*,$ *"@am.sigurd.example.com $Y$3.$2@am.sigurd.example.com
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*|*|"*,*"@am.sigurd.example.com $Y$3.$2@am.sigurd.example.com

*|mr_local|*.*@am.sigurd.example.com $Y"$2,$ $1"@am.sigurd.example.com

*|*|*.*@am.sigurd.example.com $Y$2.$3@am.sigurd.example.com

FORWARD

"*,$ *"@am.sigurd.example.com $Y"$0,$ $1"@am.sigurd.example.com

"*,*"@am.sigurd.example.com $Y"$0,$ $1"@am.sigurd.example.com

*.*@am.sigurd.example.com $Y"$1,$ $0"@am.sigurd.example.com

So the goals of the samplemapping tables in the above example are threefold. (1)Allow any of these
three address formats above to be used. (2) Present only addresses in the original format to the
mr_local channel, converting formats as necessary. (3) Present only addresses in the new unquoted
format to all other channels, converting formats as necessary. (The REVERSEmapping shown assumes
that bit 3 in theMTAoption USE_REVERSE_DATABASE is set.

The Forward LookupTable
In cases where address forwardings need to be auto-registered or source specific, the forward lookup
table is available. Note that use of the Forward lookup table for simple forwarding ofmessages is
generally not appropriate; the aliases file or alias lookup table is amore efficient way to perform
such forwarding. By default, the forward lookup table is not used at all; its usemust be explicitly
enabled via the USE_FORWARD_DATABASE option. Forward table lookups are performed after address
rewriting and after alias expansion is performed, and after any FORWARDmapping is checked. If a
forward table lookup succeeds, the resulting substituted address is then run through theMTA
address rewriting process all over again.

There are twomechanisms available for the forward lookup table, an in-memory hash table or
conventional database. Unless the size of the table is prohibitively large then hash table is
recommended. (1,000 is not prohibitively large, 100,000 is). The hash table is enabled by setting bit 3
(value 34) in the use_text_database option as well as setting use_forward_database. The hash
table is read frommsg_svr_base/configure/forward.txt, compiled into the reloadable part of the
configuration, and can be forced to be reloaded into the activeMTAprocesses by the imsimta
reload command.

The forward database is anMTAcrdb database, created using the crdb utility from a source text file.
The format of the source text file by default is expected to be:

user1@domain1 changedmailbox1@changeddomain1

user2@domain2 changedmailbox@changeddomain2

But if source specific use of the forward database has been enabled by setting bit 3 of the
USE_FORWARD_DATABASE option, then the source text file format expected is:

source-channel|source-address|original-address changed-address

For instance, an entry such as

tcp_limited|bob@blue.com|helen@red.com “helen of troy”@siroe.com
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will map the To: address helen@red.com to “helen of troy”@siroe.com if and only if themessage is
coming from bob@blue.com and the enqueuing channel is tcp_limited.

ControllingDelivery StatusNotificationMessages
Delivery status notifications or status notifications are email statusmessages sent by theMTAto the
sender and, optionally, the postmaster. Messaging Server allows you to customize notification
messages by content and language. You can also create different messages for each type of delivery
status (for example, FAILED, BOUNCED, TIMEDOUT, etc.). In addition, you can create status notifications
formessages originating from specific channels.

By default, status notifications are stored in themsg_svr_base/config/locale/C directory (specified
by the IMTA_LANG setting in themsg_svr_base/config/imta_tailor file). The filenames are as
follows:

return_bounced.txt, return_delivered.txt return_header.opt, return_timedout.txt,
return_deferred.txt, return_failed.txt, return_prefix.txt, return_delayed.txt,
return_forwarded.txt, return_suffix.txt.

Message text for *.txt files should be limited to 78 characters per line. Note that you shouldn’t
change these files directly since they’ll be overwritten when the current version ofMessaging Server
is upgraded. If you wish tomodify these files and use them as your only set of notificationmessage
template files (return_*.txt), copy the files to a new directory and edit them there. Then, set the
IMTA_LANG option in the imta_tailor file to point to the new directory containing those templates.
If you wish to havemultiple sets of notification files (for example, a set for each language) then you
will need to set up a NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGEmapping table.

ToConstruct andModify StatusNotifications
Asingle notification message is constructed from a set of three files: return_prefix.txt +
return_ActionStatus.txt + return_suffix.txt

To customize or localize notifications, you would create a complete set of return_*.txt files for each
locale and/or customization and store it in a separate directory. For example, you could have French
notification files stored in one directory, Spanish for another, and notifications for a special
unsolicited bulk email channel stored in a third.
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Note – Sample files for French, German, and Spanish are included in this release. These files can be
modified to suit your specific needs.

For double-byte languages such as Japanese, be sure to construct your text in Japanese, then view the
text as if it wasASCII to check for % characters. If there are accidental % characters, then replace
themwith%%.

The format and structure of status notificationmessage sets is described below.

1. return_prefix.txt provides appropriate header text as well as introductorymaterial for the
body. The default for US-english locale is as follows:

Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-asci

Content-language: EN-US

This report relates to a message you sent with the following

header fields: %H

Non-US-ASCII status notificationmessages should change the charset parameter and
Content-Language header value appropriately (for example, for French localized files the values
would be ISO-8859-1 and fr). %H is a header substitution sequence defined in Table 10–9.

2. return_<ActionStatus>.txt contains status-specific text.ActionStatus refers to amessage’sMTA
status type. For example, the default text for return_failed.txt is as follows:

Your message cannot be delivered to the following recipients:

%R

The default text for return_bounced.txt is:

Your message is being returned. It was forced to return by

the postmaster.

The recipient list for this message was:

%R

3. return_suffix.txt contains concluding text. By default this file is blank.

TABLE 10–9NotificationMessage Substitution Sequences

Substitutions Definition

%H Expands into themessage’s headers.

%C Expands into the number of units1 themessage has been queued.

%L Expands into the number of units1 themessage has left in the queue before it is returned.

%F Expands into the number of units1 amessage is allowed to stay in the queue.
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TABLE 10–9NotificationMessage Substitution Sequences (Continued)
Substitutions Definition

%S [%s] Expands to the letter S or s if the previously expanded numeric value was not equal to one. Example: “%C day%s”
can expand to “1 day” or “2 days” depending on howmany days themessage has been queued.

%U [%u] Expands into the time units Hour [hour] or Day [day], in use. Example: “%C%U%s” can expand to “2 days” or “1
hour” depending on howmany days or hours themessage has been queued, and the value of theMTAoption
RETURN_UNITS. If you have set RETURN_UNITS=1 (hours) and your site is using localized status notificationmessages,
you will need to edit return_delayed.txt and return_timedout.txt and replace the word “days” with the word
hours for all languages other than English. French, replace jour(s) with heure(s). German, replace Tag(e) with
Stunde(n). Spanish, replace día(s) with hora(s)

%R Expands into the list of themessage’s recipients.

%% % (Note that the text is scanned byte by byte for substitutions sequences regardless of character set. Check for
unintended% signs if you are using a double byte character set.)

1 Units is defined by the RETURN_UNITS option in theMTAOptions file and can be hours or days (default).

ToCustomize and LocalizeDelivery StatusNotification
Messages
Delivery Status NotificationMessages can be localized such that messages will be returned to
different users in different languages. For example, French notifications could be returned to users
who have expressed a preference for French.

Localizing or customizing status notificationmessages consists of two steps:

1. Create a set of localized/customized return_*.txtmessage files and store each set in a separate
directory. This is described in “To Construct andModify Status Notifications” on page 249

2. Set up a NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGEmapping table.

The NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGEmapping table (located inmsg_svr_base/config/mappings) specifies
the set of localized or customized notificationmessage files to use depending upon attributes (for
example: language, country, domain, or address) of the originatingmessage (themessage causing the
notification to be sent).

The original sender’s message is parsed to determine status notification type, source channel,
preferred language, return address and first recipient. Depending on how the table is constructed, a
set of notification files is selected depending on one ormore of these attributes.

The format of the NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGEmapping table is as follows. The sample entry line has
been wrapped for typographic reasons. The actual entry should appear on one physical line.

NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGE

dsn-type-list|source-channel|preferred-language|return-address \

|first-recipient $Idirectory-spec
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� dsn-type-list is a comma-separated list of delivery status notification types. If multiple types
are specified, theymust be separated by commas and without spaces (a space will terminate the
pattern of themapping table entry). The types are as follows:

� failed - Generic permanent failuremessages (for example, no such user). Uses the
return_failed.txt file.

� bounced - Notificationmessage used in conjunction withmanual “bounces.” Done by the
postmaster. Uses the return_bounced.txt file.

� timedout - TheMTAhas been unable to deliver themessage within the time allowed for
delivery. Themessage is now being returned. Uses the return_timedout.txt file.

� delayed - TheMTAhas been unable to deliver themessage, but will continue to try to deliver
it. Uses the return_delayed.txt file.

� deferred - Non-delivery notification similar to “delayed” but without an indication of how
much longer theMTAwill continue to try to deliver. Uses the return_deferred.txt file.

� forwarded -Adelivery receipt was requested for this message, however, this message has now
been forwarded to a system that does not support such receipts. Uses the
return_forwarded.txt file.

� source-channel is the channel generating the notificationmessage, that is, the channel at which
themessage is currently queued. For example, ims-ms for themessage store’s delivery queue,
tcp_local for outbound SMTPqueues, etc.

� preferred-language is the language expressed in themessage being processed (themessage for
which the notification is being generated). The sources for this information are first the
accept_language field. If that doesn’t exist the Preferred-language: header field and
X-Accept-Language: header field are used. For a list of standard language code values, refer to
the filemsg_svr_base/config/languages.txt

This field, if not empty, will be whatever the originator of themessage specified for the
Preferred-language: or X-Accept-language: header line.As such, youmay find nonsense
characters in this field.

� return-address is the envelope From: address of the originatingmessage. This is the envelope
address to which the notificationmessage will be sent and hence a possible indicator of what
language to use.

� first-recipient is the envelope To: address (the first one, if themessage is failing tomore than
one recipient) to which the original message was addressed. For example, in the notification
“yourmessage to dan@siroe.com could not be delivered”—in this case dan@siroe.com is the
envelope To: address being reported on.

� directory-spec is the directory containing the return_*.txt files to use if themapping table
probematches. Note that a $Imust precede the directory specification.
For instance, a site that stores French notification files (return_*.txt) in a directory
/lc_messages/table/notify_french/ and Spanish notification files in return_*.txt files in a
directory /lc_messages/table/notify_spanish/might use a table as shown below. Note that
each entrymust start with one ormore spaces, and that there can be no blank lines between
entries.
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NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGE

! Preferred-language: header value specified

!

*|*|fr|*|* $I/lc_messages/table/notify_french/

*|*|es|*|* $IIMTA_TABLE/notify_spanish/

*|*|en|*|* $I/imta/lang/

!

! If no Preferred-language value, then select notification based on the

! country code in the domain name. EX: PF=French Polynesia; BO=Bolivia

!

*|*|*|*.fr|* $I/imta/table/notify_french/

*|*|*|*.fx|* $I/imta/table/notify_french/

*|*|*|*.pf|* $I/imta/table/notify_french/

*|*|*|*.tf|* $I/imta/table/notify_french/

*|*|*|*.ar|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.bo|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.cl|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.co|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.cr|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.cu|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.ec|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.es|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.gp|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.gt|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.gy|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.mx|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.ni|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.pa|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

*|*|*|*.ve|* $I/imta/table/notify_spanish/

Note –Adefault mappings.locale file is provided with the installation andwill be included in the
mappings file to enable notification languagemapping. To disable notification languagemapping,
comment out the include line as follows:

! <IMTA_TABLE:mappings.locale

(Read the comments in the file andmodify to suit your needs.)

InternationalizationofGeneratedNotices
Two option files can be used for both the delivery status andmessage disposition notification. These
are intended tomake internationalization of generated notices more flexible. They are as follows:

IMTA_LANG:return_option.dat (DSN)IMTA_LANG:disposition_option.dat (MDN)
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The options available for these files are described in Table 10–10.

TABLE 10–10Delivery Status andMessageDispositionNotificationOptions

Option Description

DAY (DSN) The text to insert for a %U or %u substitution when RETURN_UNITS=0 (the default) is set. Note
that no distinction is made between %U and %u (unlike the default case where English “Day”
or “day”, respectively, would be substituted).

DIAGNOSTIC_CODE (DSN) Override for the “Diagnostic code:“ text used in the construction of the per-recipient
section of the first part of a DSN. This field should be specified in the same charset that’s
used for the first part of the DSN.

HOUR (DSN) The text to insert for a %U or %u substitution when RETURN_UNITS=1 is set. Note that no
distinction is made between %U and %u (unlike the default case where English “Hour” or
“hour”, respectively, would be substituted).

n.n.n (DSN) When constructing the per-recipient part of a DSN a check will bemade to see if there’s an
option whose namematches the numeric per-recipient status. If there is the corresponding
text will be inserted into the DSN.Additionally, if the REASON option specified above
produces a zero length result the REASON field will not be inserted.

ORIGINAL_ADDRESS (DSN) Override for the “Original address:” text used in the construction of the per-recipient
section of the first part of a DSN. This field should be specified in the same charset that’s
used for the first part of the DSN.

REASON (DSN) Override for the “Reason:” text used in the construction of the per-recipient section of the
first part of a DSN. This field should be specified in the same charset that’s used for the first
part of the DSN.

RECIPIENT_ADDRESS (DSN) Override for the “Recipient address:” text used in the construction of the per-recipient
section of the first part of a DSN. This field should be specified in the same charset that’s
used for the first part of the DSN.

RETURN_PERSONAL (DSN andMDN) Override personal name field to be used in conjunction with the From: field. This field
should be RFC 2047 encoded. The value set by the RETURN_PERSONALMTAoption is used if
this option is not specified.

SUBJECT (DSN andMDN) Override Subject: field. This value will only be used if the notification didn’t provide a
subject field of its own. This field should be RFC 2047 encoded.An appropriate subject will
be constructed if this option isn’t used and the notification didn’t provide one.

TEXT_CHARSET (MDN) Charset text for the first part and subject of theMDN should be converted to. The default is
not to perform any conversion.

Additional StatusNotificationMessage Features
The essential procedures for setting up status notificationmessages is describe in the previous
sections. The following sections describe additional functionality.
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ToBlockContent Returnon LargeMessages
Typically, when amessage is bounced or blocked, the content of themessage is returned to sender
and to the local domain postmaster in the notificationmessage. This can be a strain on resources if a
number of very largemessages are returned in their entirety. To block the return of content for
messages over a certain size, set the CONTENT_RETURN_BLOCK_LIMIT option in theMTAoptions file.

ToRemovenon-US-ASCII Characters from IncludedHeaders in the
StatusNotificationMessages
The raw format for Internet message headers does not permit non-US-ASCII characters. If
non-US-ASCII characters are used in amessage header they are encoded using “MIME header
encoding” described in RFC 2047. Thus, a Chinese “Subject” line in an email message will actually
look like this:

Subject: =?big5?Q?=A4j=AB=AC=A8=B1=AD=B1=B0=D3=F5=A5X=AF=B2?=

and it is the responsibility of email clients to remove the encoding when displaying headers.

Because the %H template copies headers into the body of the notificationmessage, the encoded header
text will normally appear. However,Messaging Server will remove the encoding if the character set in
the subject (in this case “big5”) matches the character set in the Content-Type header character set
parameter in return_prefix.txt. If it doesn’t match, theMessaging Server will leave the encoding
intact.

ToSetNotificationMessageDelivery Intervals
Keywords: notices, nonurgentnotices, normalnotices, urgentnotices

Undeliverablemessages are held in a given channel queue for specified amount of time before being
returned to sender. In addition, a series of status/warningmessages can be returned to the sender
whileMessaging Server attempts delivery. The amount of time and intervals betweenmessages can
be specified with the notices, nonurgentnotices, normalnotices, or urgentnotices keywords.
Examples:

notices 1 2 3

Transient failure status notificationmessages are sent after 1 and 2 days for all messages. If the
message is still not delivered after 3 days, it is returned to its originator.

urgentnotices 2,4,6,8

Transient failure notifications are sent after 2, 4, and 6 days formessages of urgent priority. If the
message is still not delivered after 8 days, it is returned to its originator.

Note that the RETURN_UNITS option in theMTAOptions file allows you to specify the units in either
hours (1) or days (0). The default is days (0). If you set RETURN_UNITS=1, then you will need to
schedule the return job to run hourly as well to get hourly notices.When the return job runs every
hour it will also roll over the mail.log* files every hour. To prevent the hourly rollover of the
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mail.log file, set the IMTA_RETURN_SPLIT_PERIOD tailor file option in the imta.tailor file to 24.
Return job scheduling is controlled by the local.schedule.return_job configutil parameter.

If no notices keyword is specified, the default is to use the notices setting for the local, l, channel. If
no setting has been made for the local channel, then the default is to use notices 3, 6, 9, 12.

To IncludeAlteredAddresses in StatusNotificationMessages
Keywords: includefinal, suppressfinal, useintermediate

When theMTAgenerates a notificationmessage (bouncemessage, delivery receipt message, and so
on), theremay be both an “original” form of a recipient address and an altered “final” form of that
recipient address available to theMTA. TheMTAalways includes the original form (assuming it is
present) in the notificationmessage, because that is the form that the recipient of the notification
message (the sender of the original message, which the notificationmessage concerns) is most likely
to recognize.

The includefinal and suppressfinal channel keywords control whether theMTAalso includes
the final form of the address. Suppressing the inclusion of the final form of the address may be of
interest to sites that are “hiding” their internal mailbox names from external view. Such sites may
prefer that only the original, “external” form of address be included in status notificationmessages.
includefinal is the default and includes the final form of the recipient address. suppressfinal
causes theMTAto suppress the final address form, if an original address form is present, from status
notificationmessages.

The useintermediate keyword uses an intermediate form of the address produced after list
expansion, but prior to usermailbox name generation. If this information isn’t available, the final
form is used.

ToSend, Block andSpecify StatusNotificationMessages to the
Postmaster
By default, a copy of failure and warning status notificationmessages are sent to the postmaster
unless error returns and warnings are completely suppressed with a blank Errors-to: header line or
a blank envelope From: address. Further granularity of notificationmessage delivery to the
postmaster can be controlled by a number of channel keywords described in the sections below and
in Table 10–11.

Returned FailedMessages
Keywords: sendpost, nosendpost, copysendpost, errsendpost

Achannel programmay be unable to deliver amessage because of long-term service failures or
invalid addresses.When this occurs, theMTAchannel program returns themessage to the sender
with an accompanying explanation of why themessage was not delivered. Optionally, a copy of all
failedmessages is sent to the local postmaster. This is useful formonitoringmessage failures, but it
can result in an excessive amount of traffic with which the postmaster must deal. (See Table 10–11.)
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WarningMessages

Keywords:warnpost, nowarnpost, copywarnpost, errwarnpost

In addition to returningmessages, theMTAcan send detailed warnings for undeliveredmessages.
This is generally due to time-outs based on the setting of the notices channel keyword, although in
some cases channel programsmay produce warningmessages after failed delivery attempts. The
warningmessages contain a description of what’s wrong and how long delivery attempts continue.
Inmost cases they also contain the headers and the first few lines of themessage in question.

Optionally, a copy of all warningmessages can be sent to the local postmaster. This can be somewhat
useful formonitoring the state of the various queues, although it does result in lots of traffic for the
postmaster to deal with. The keywords warnpost, copywarnpost, errwarnpost, and nowarnpost are
used to control the sending of warningmessages to the postmaster. (See Table 10–11.)

Blank Envelope ReturnAddresses

Keywords: returnenvelope

The returnenvelope keyword takes a single integer value, which is interpreted as a set of bit flags. Bit
0 (value = 1) controls whether or not return notifications generated by theMTAare written with a
blank envelope address or with the address of the local postmaster. Setting the bit forces the use of the
local postmaster address; clearing the bit forces the use of a blank address.

Note –The use of a blank address is mandated by RFC 1123. However, some systems do not properly
handle blank envelope From: addresses andmay require the use of this option.

Bit 1 (value = 2) controls whether or not theMTAreplaces all blank envelope addresses with the
address of the local postmaster. This is used to accommodate noncompliant systems that do not
conform to RFC 821, RFC 822, or RFC 1123.

Bit 2 (value = 4) prohibits syntactically invalid return addresses.

Bit 3 (value = 8) same as mailfromdnsverify keyword.

Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content

Keywords:postheadonly, postheadbody

When a channel program or the periodicmessage return job returnsmessages to both the
postmaster and the original sender, the postmaster copy can either be the entire message or just the
headers. Restricting the postmaster copy to just the headers adds an additional level of privacy to
usermail. However, this by itself does not guaranteemessage security; postmasters and system
managers are typically in a position where the contents of messages can be read using root system
privileges, if they so choose. (See Table 10–11.)
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Setting Per Channel PostmasterAddresses

Keywords: aliaspostmaster, returnaddress, noreturnaddress, returnpersonal,
noreturnpersonal

By default, the Postmaster’s return address that is used when theMTAconstructs bounce or status
notificationmessages is postmaster@local-host, where local-host is the official local host name (the
name on the local channel), and the Postmaster personal name is “MTAe-Mail Interconnect.” Care
should be taken in the selection of the Postmaster address—an illegal selectionmay cause rapid
message looping and a great number of errormessages.

The RETURN_ADDRESS and RETURN_PERSONAL options can be used to set anMTAsystem default for
the Postmaster address and personal name. Or, if per channel controls are desired, the
returnaddress and returnpersonal channel keywordsmay be used. returnaddress and
returnpersonal each take a required argument specifying the Postmaster address and Postmaster
personal name, respectively. noreturnaddress and noreturnpersonal are the defaults and signify
that the default values should be used. The defaults are established via the RETURN_ADDRESS and
RETURN_PERSONAL options or the normal default values if such options are not set.

If the aliaspostmaster keyword is placed on a channel, then anymessages addressed to the user
name postmaster (lowercase, uppercase, ormixed case) at the official channel name is redirected to
postmaster@local-host, where local-host is the official local host name (the name on the local
channel). Note that Internet standards require that any domain in the DNS that accepts mail have a
valid postmaster account that receives mail. So this keyword can be useful when it is desired to
centralize postmaster responsibilities, rather than setting separate postmaster accounts for separate
domains. That is, whereas returnaddress controls what return postmaster address is used when the
MTAgenerates a notificationmessage from the postmaster, aliaspostmaster affects what theMTA
does withmessages addressed to the postmaster.

TABLE 10–11Keywords for SendingNotificationMessages to the Postmaster and Sender

Keyword Description

ReturnedMessage Content Specifies Addresses onNotifications

notices Specifies the time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned.

nonurgentnotices Specifies the time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned formessages of
non-urgent priority.

normalnotices Specifies the time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned formessages of
normal priority.

urgentnotices Specify the time whichmay elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned formessages of
urgent priority.

ReturnedMessages How to handle failure notices for returnedmessages.

sendpost Enables sending a copy of all failedmessages to the postmaster.
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TABLE 10–11Keywords for SendingNotificationMessages to the Postmaster and Sender (Continued)
Keyword Description

copysendpost Sends a copy of the failure notice to the postmaster unless the originator address on the failing
message is blank, in which case, the postmaster gets copies of all failedmessages except those
messages that are actually themselves bounces or notifications.

errsendpost Sends a copy of the failure notice to the postmaster only when the notice cannot be returned to the
originator. If nosendpost is specified, failedmessages are never sent to the postmaster.

nosendpost Disables sending a copy of all failedmessages to the postmaster.

WarningMessages How to handle warningmessages.

warnpost Enables sending a copy of warningmessages to the postmaster. The default is to send a copy of
warnings to the postmaster unless warnings are completely suppressed with a blank Warnings-to:
header or a blank envelope From: address.

copywarnpost Sends a copy of the warningmessage to the postmaster unless the originator address on the
undeliveredmessage is blank.

errwarnpost Sends a copy of the warningmessage to the postmaster when the notice cannot be returned to the
originator.

nowarnpost Disables sending a copy of warningmessages to the postmaster.

ReturnedMessage Content Specifies whether to send entiremessage or just headers to the postmaster.

postheadonly Returns only headers to the postmaster. Restricting the postmaster copy to just the headers adds an
additional level of privacy to usermail. However, this does not guaranteemessage security as
postmasters and systemmanagers are able to read the contents of messages using root system
privileges, if they choose.

postheadbody Returns both the headers and the contents of themessage.

ReturnedMessage Content Specifies Addresses onNotifications

includefinal Include final form of address in delivery notifications (recipient address).

returnenvelope Control use of blank envelope return addresses. The returnenvelope keyword takes a single
integer value, which is interpreted as a set of bit flags.

Bit 0 (value = 1) controls whether or not return notifications generated by theMTAare written
with a blank envelope address or with the address of the local postmaster. Setting the bit forces the
use of the local postmaster address; clearing the bit forces the use of a blank address.

Bit 1 (value = 2) controls whether or not theMTAreplaces all blank envelope addresses with the
address of the local postmaster. This is used to accommodate noncompliant systems that do not
conform to RFC 821, RFC 822, or RFC 1123.

Bit 2 (value = 4) prohibits syntactically invalid return addresses.

Bit 3 (value = 8) same as mailfromdnsverify keyword.
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TABLE 10–11Keywords for SendingNotificationMessages to the Postmaster and Sender (Continued)
Keyword Description

suppressfinal Suppress the final address form from notificationmessages, if an original address form is present,
from notificationmessages.

useintermediate Uses an intermediate form of the address produced after list expansion, but prior to usermailbox
name generation. If this information isn’t available, the final form is used.

ReturnedMessage Content Specifies Addresses onNotifications

aliaspostmaster Messages addressed to the user name postmaster at the official channel name is redirected to
postmaster@local-host, where local-host is the local host name (the name on the local channel).

returnaddress Specifies the return address for the local postmaster.

noreturnaddress Use RETURN_ADDRESS option value as postmaster address name.

returnpersonal Set the personal name for the local postmaster.

noreturnpersonal Use RETURN_PERSONAL option value as postmaster personal name.

ControllingMessageDispositionNotifications
Message DispositionNotifications (MDN) are email reports sent by theMTAto a sender and/or
postmaster reporting on amessage’s delivery disposition. For example, if a message is rejected by a
Sieve filter, anMDNwill be sent to the sender.MDNs are also known as read receipts,
acknowledgements, receipt notifications, or delivery receipts. The Sieve scripting language is
typically used formessaging filtering and vacationmessages.

ToCustomize and LocalizeMessageDisposition
NotificationMessages
The instructions formodifying and localizingMDNs parallel those described in customizing and
localizing delivery status notificationmessages with someminor differences as described here. (See
“To Customize and Localize Delivery Status NotificationMessages” on page 251 and
“Internationalization of Generated Notices” on page 253.

Themapping (called the DISPOSITION_LANGUAGEmapping) parallels the notification_language
mapping table (see “To Customize and Localize Delivery Status NotificationMessages” on page 251)
used to internationalize status notifications.

However, probes forMDNs to this mapping take the following form:

type|modifiers|source-channel|header-language|return|recipient

Where:
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type is disposition type, which can be one of the following: displayed, dispatched, processed,
deleted, denied, or failed.

modifiers is a comma-separate list of dispositionmodifiers. The current list is: error, warning,
superseded, and expired.

source-channel is the source channel producing theMDN.

header-language is the language specified in one of the following: accept-language,
preferred-language, or x-accept-language. (MTAuses the first of these options that is present.)

return is the address to which the notification is being returned.

recipient is the address that the disposition is about.

The result of the dispositionmapping consists of two or three pieces of information separated by
vertical bars (|). The first piece of information is the directory where the template files for the
disposition notification can be found. The second piece of information is the character set into which
the standalone disposition text should be forced. (This information is required because some
dispositions—notably the dispositions produced by autoreply echo or the use of the :mime parameter
to the vacation Sieve action—do not employ template files and consequently cannot inherit the
character set from those files.) Finally, the third piece of information is an override subject line for the
notification. This information is only used if the $T flag is also set by themapping.

The following additional template files are used to constructMDNs:

disposition_deleted.txt disposition_failed.txtdisposition_denied.txt

disposition_prefix.txtdisposition_dispatched.txt

disposition_processed.txtdisposition_displayed.txt

disposition_suffix.txtdisposition_option.opt

The use of these template files parallels that of the various return_*.txt files for status notification
messages. Message text for *.txt files should be limited to 78 characters per line.
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Configuring Rewrite Rules

This chapter describes how to configure rewrite rules in the imta.cnf file. If you have not already
read Chapter 10,” you should do so before reading this chapter.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “Rewrite Rule Structure” on page 264
� “Rewrite Rule Patterns and Tags” on page 265
� “Rewrite Rule Templates” on page 268
� “How theMTAApplies Rewrite Rules to anAddress” on page 270
� “Template Substitutions and Rewrite Rule Control Sequences” on page 275
� “Handling Large Numbers of Rewrite Rules” on page 286
� “Testing Rewrite Rules” on page 286
� “Rewrite Rules Example” on page 287

Messaging Server’s address rewriting facility is the primary facility formanipulating and changing
the host or domain portion of addresses. Messaging Server provides other facilities for address
manipulation, such as aliases, the address reversal database, and specializedmapping tables. For best
performance, however, rewrite rules should be used whenever possible to perform address
manipulations.

BeforeYouBegin
When youmake changes to rewrite rules in the imta.cnf file, youmust restart any programs or
channels that load the configuration data only once when they start up, for example, the SMTP
server, by using the imsimta restart command. If you are using a compiled configuration, you
must recompile and then restart.

Formore information about compiling configuration information and starting programs, see the
Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.
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Rewrite Rule Structure
Rewrite rules appear in the upper-half of theMTAconfiguration file, imta.cnf. Each rule in the
configuration file appears on a single line. Comments, but not blank lines, are allowed between the
rules. The rewrite rules end with a blank line, after which the channel definitions follow. The example
below shows the rewrite rule section of a partial configuration file.

! test.cnf - An example configuration file.

!

! This is only an example of a configuration file. It serves

! no useful purpose and should not be used in a real system.

!

a.com $U@a-host

b.org $U@b-host

c.edu $U%c@b-daemon

d.com $U%d@a-daemon

! Begin channel definitions

Rewrite rules consist of two parts: a pattern, followed by an equivalence string or template. The two
parts must be separated by spaces, although spaces are not allowed within the parts themselves. The
structure for rewrite rules is as follows:

pattern template

pattern

Indicates the string to search for in the domain name. In Table 11–3 the patterns are a.com, b.org,
c.edu, and d.com.

If the patternmatches the domain part of the address, the rewrite rule is applied to the address.A
blank spacemust separate the pattern from the template. Formore information about pattern
syntax, see “Rewrite Rule Patterns and Tags” on page 265

template

is one of the following:

UserTemplate%DomainTemplate@ChannelTag[controls]
UserTemplate@ChannelTag[controls]
UserTemplate%DomainTemplate[controls]
UserTemplate@DomainTemplate@ChannelTag[controls]
UserTemplate@DomainTemplate@SourceRoute@ChannelTag[controls]

where

UserTemplate specifies how the user part of the address is rewritten. Substitution sequences can be
used to represent parts of the original address or the results of a database lookup. The substitution
sequences are replaced with what they represent to construct the rewritten address. In Table 11–4, the
$U substitution sequence is used. Formore information, see “Template Substitutions and Rewrite
Rule Control Sequences” on page 275
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DomainTemplate specifies how the domain part of the address is rewritten. Like theUserTemplate,
theDomainTemplate can contain substitution sequences.

ChannelTag indicates the channel to which this message is sent. (All channel definitionsmust
include a channel tag as well as a channel name. The channel tag typically appears in rewrite rules, as
well as in its channel definition.)

controls.The applicability of a rule can be limited using controls. Some control sequencesmust
appear at the beginning of the rule; other controls must appear at the end of the rule. Formore
information about controls, see “Template Substitutions and Rewrite Rule Control Sequences”
on page 275

Formore information about template syntax, see “Rewrite Rule Templates” on page 268

Rewrite Rule Patterns andTags
This section consists of the following subsections:

� “ARule toMatch Percent Hacks” on page 267
� “ARule toMatch Bang-Style (UUCP)Addresses” on page 267
� “ARule toMatchAnyAddress” on page 267
� “Tagged Rewrite Rule Sets” on page 268

Most rewrite rule patterns consist either of a specific host name that will match only that host or of a
subdomain pattern that will match any host/domain in the entire subdomain.

For example, the following rewrite rule pattern contains a specific host name that will match the
specified host only:

host.siroe.com

The next rewrite rule pattern contains a subdomain pattern that will match any host or domain in
the entire subdomain:

.siroe.com

This pattern will not, however, match the exact host name siroe.com; to match the exact host name
siroe.com, a separate siroe.com pattern would be needed.

TheMTAattempts to rewrite host/domain names starting from the specific host name and then
incrementally generalizing the name tomake it less specific. This means that amore specific rewrite
rule pattern will be preferentially used overmore general rewrite rule patterns. For example, assume
the following rewrite rule patterns are present in the configuration file:

hosta.subnet.siroe.com

.subnet.siroe.com

.siroe.com
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Based on the rewrite rule patterns, an address of jdoe@hosta.subnet.siroe.comwill match the
hosta.subnet.siroe.com rewrite rule pattern; an address of jdoe@hostb.subnet.siroe.comwill
match the .subnet.siroe.com rewrite rule pattern; and an address of jdoe@hostc.siroe.comwill
match the .siroe.com rewrite rule pattern.

In particular, the use of rewrite rules incorporating subdomain rewrite rule patterns is common for
sites on the Internet. Such a site will typically have a number of rewrite rules for their own internal
hosts and subnets, and then will include rewrite rules for the top-level Internet domains into their
configuration from the file internet.rules (msg_svr_base/config/internet.rules).

To ensure that messages to Internet destinations (other than to the internal host destinations
handled viamore specific rewrite rules) will be properly rewritten and routed to an outgoing TCP/IP
channel, ensure that the imta.cnf file contains:

� Rewrite rules with patterns that match the top level Internet domains
� Templates that rewrite addresses matching such patterns to an outgoing TCP/IP channel

! Ascension Island

.AC $U%$H$D@TCP-DAEMON

. [text

. removed for

. brevity]

! Zimbabwe

.ZW $U%$H$D@TCP-DAEMON

IP domain literals follow a similar hierarchical matching pattern, though with right-to-left (rather
than left-to-right) matching. For example, the following patternmatches only and exactly the IP
literal [1.2.3.4]:

[1.2.3.4]

The next patternmatches anything in the 1.2.3.0 subnet:

[1.2.3.]

In addition to themore common sorts of host or subdomain rewrite rule patterns already discussed,
rewrite rules may alsomake use of several special patterns, summarized in Table 11–1, and discussed
in the following subsections.

TABLE 11–1 Summary of Special Patterns for Rewrite Rules

Pattern Description/Usage

$* Matches any address. This rule, if specified, is tried first regardless of its
position in the file.
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TABLE 11–1 Summary of Special Patterns for Rewrite Rules (Continued)
Pattern Description/Usage

$% Percent Hack Rule.Matches any host/domain specification of the form
A%B.

$! Bang-style Rule. Matches any host/domain specification of the form B!A.

[ ] IP literal match-all rule. Matches any IP domain literal.

. Matches any host/domain specification. For example,
joe@[129.165.12.11]

In addition to these special patterns,Messaging Server also has the concept of tags, whichmay
appear in rewrite rule patterns. These tags are used in situations where an address may be rewritten
several times and, based upon previous rewrites, distinctionsmust bemade in subsequent rewrites
by controlling which rewrite rules match the address. Formore information, see “Tagged Rewrite
Rule Sets” on page 268

ARule toMatchPercentHacks
If theMTAtries to rewrite an address of the form A%B and fails, it tries one extra rule before falling
through and treating this address form as A%B@localhost. (Formore information about these
address forms, see “Rewrite Rule Templates” on page 268.) This rule is only activated when a local
part containing a percent sign has failed to rewrite any other way (including thematch all rule
described below).

The percent hack rule is useful for assigning some special, internal meaning to percent hack
addresses.

ARule toMatchBang-Style (UUCP)Addresses
If theMTAtries to rewrite an address of the form B!A and fails, it tries one extra rule before falling
through and treating this address form as B!A@localhost. This extra rule is the bang-style rule. The
pattern is $!. The pattern never changes. This rule is only activated when a local part containing an
exclamation point has failed to rewrite any other way (including the default rule described below).

The bang-style rule can be used to force UUCP style addresses to be routed to a systemwith
comprehensive knowledge of UUCP systems and routing.

ARule toMatchAnyAddress
The special pattern “.” (a single period) will match any host/domain specification if no other rule
matches and the host/domain specification cannot be found anywhere in the channel table. In other
words, the “.” rule is used as a last resort when address rewriting would fail otherwise.
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Note –Regarding substitution sequences, when thematch-all rulematches and its template is
expanded, $H expands to the full host name and $D expands to a single dot “.”. Thus, $D is of limited
use in amatch-all rule template!

TaggedRewrite Rule Sets
As the rewrite process proceeds it may be appropriate to bring different sets of rules into play. This is
accomplished by the use of the rewrite rule tag. The current tag is prepended to each pattern before
looking it up in the configuration file or domain database. The tag can be changed by any rewrite rule
that matches by using the $T substitution string in the rewrite rule template (described below).

Tags are somewhat sticky; once set they will continue to apply to all hosts that are extracted from a
single address. This means that caremust be taken to provide alternate rules that begin with the
proper tag values once any tags are used. In practice this is rarely a problem since tags are usually
used in only very specialized applications. Once the rewriting of the address is finished the tag is reset
to the default tag—an empty string.

By convention all tag values end in a vertical bar |. This character is not used in normal addresses and
thus is free to delineate tags from the rest of the pattern.

Rewrite Rule Templates
The following sections describe inmore detail template formats for rewrite rules. Table 11–2
summarizes the template formats.

TABLE 11–2 Summary of Template Formats for Rewrite Rules

Template Usage

A%B Abecomes the new user/mailbox name, B becomes the new host/domain specification, rewrite
again. “Repeated Rewrites Template,A%B” on page 269

A@B Treated asA%B@B. “Ordinary Rewriting Templates,A%B@C orA@B” on page 269

A%B@C Abecomes the new user/mailbox name, B becomes the new host/domain specification, route
to the channel associated with the host C. “Ordinary Rewriting Templates,A%B@C orA@B”
on page 269

A@B@C Treated asA@B@C@C. “Specified Route Rewriting Templates,A@B@C@DorA@B@C”
on page 269

A@B@C@D Abecomes the new user/mailbox name, B becomes the new host/domain specification, insert
C as a source route, route to the channel associated with the host D. “Specified Route Rewriting
Templates,A@B@C@DorA@B@C” on page 269
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Ordinary Rewriting Templates,A%B@CorA@B
The following template is themost common form of template. The rule is applied to the user part of
the address and to the domain part of the address. The new address is then used to route themessage
to a specific channel (indicated byChannelTag).

UserTemplate%DomainTemplate@ChannelTag[controls]

The next form of template is identical in application to themost common form of template.
However, this form of template is possible only ifDomainTemplate andChannelTag are identical.

UserTemplate@ChannelTag[controls]

RepeatedRewrites Template,A%B
The following template format is used formeta-rules that require additional rewriting after
application of the rule.After the rule is applied, the entire rewriting process is repeated on the
resulting new address. (All other rewrite rule formats cause the rewriting process to terminate after
the rule has been applied.)

UserTemplate%DomainTemplate[controls]

For example, the following rule has the effect of removing all occurrences of the .removable domain
from the ends of addresses:

.removable $U%$H

Extreme caremust be taken when using these repeating rules; careless use can create a “rules loop.”
For this reasonmeta-rules should only be used when absolutely necessary. Be sure to test meta-rules
with the imsimta test -rewrite command. For more information on the test -rewrite
command, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

SpecifiedRouteRewriting Templates,A@B@C@Dor
A@B@C
The following template format works in the same way as themore common template
UserTemplate%DomainTemplate@ChannelTag (note the difference in the first separator character),
except thatChannelTag is inserted into the address as a source route. Themessage is then routed to
ChannelTag:

UserTemplate@DomainTemplate@Source-Route
@ChannelTag[controls]

The rewritten address becomes @route:user@domain. The following template is also valid:

UserTemplate@DomainTemplate@ChannelTag[controls]

For example, the following rule rewrites the address jdoe@com1 into the source-routed address
@siroe.com:jdoe@com1. The channel tag becomes siroe.com:
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com1 $U@com1@siroe.com

Case Sensitivity in Rewrite Rule Templates
Unlike the patterns in rewrite rules, character case in templates is preserved. This is necessary when
using rewrite rules to provide an interface to amail system that is sensitive to character case. Note
that substitution sequences like $U and $D that substitutematerial extracted from addresses also
preserve the original case of characters.

When it is desirable to force substitutedmaterial to use a particular case, for example, to force
mailboxes to lowercase onUNIX systems, special substitution sequences can be used in templates to
force substitutedmaterial to the desired case. Specifically, $\ forces subsequent substitutedmaterial
into lower case, $^ forces subsequent substitutedmaterial into upper case, and $_ says to use the
original case.

For example, you can use the following rule to forcemailboxes to lowercase for unix.siroe.com
addresses:

unix.siroe.com $\$U$_%unix.siroe.com

How theMTAApplies Rewrite Rules to anAddress
The following steps describe how theMTAapplies rewrite rules to a given address:

1. TheMTAextracts the first host or domain specification from an address.
An address can specifymore than one host or domain name as in the case:
jdoe%hostname@siroe.com.

2. After identifying the first host or domain name, theMTAconducts a search that scans for a
rewrite rule whose patternmatches the host or domain name.

3. When thematching rewrite rule is found, theMTArewrites the address according to the template
portion of that rule.

4. Finally, theMTAcompares the channel tag with the host names that are associated with each
channel.
If a match is found, theMTAenqueues themessage to the associated channel; otherwise, the
rewrite process fails. If thematching channel is the local channel, some additional rewriting of
the address may take place by looking up the alias database and alias file.

These steps are described inmore detail in the subsections that follow.

Note –Using a channel tag that does not belong to any existing channel will causemessages whose
addresses match this rule to be bounced. That is, it makes thematchingmessages nonroutable.
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Step1. Extract the First Host orDomain Specification
The process of rewriting an address starts by extracting the first host or domain specification from
the address. (Readers not familiar with RFC 822 address conventions are advised to read that
standard to understand the following discussion.) The order in which host/domain specifications in
the address are scanned is as follows:

1. Hosts in source routes (read from left to right)
2. Hosts appearing to the right of the “at” sign (@)
3. Hosts appearing to the right of the last single percent sign (%)
4. Hosts appearing to the left of the first exclamation point (!)

The order of the last two items is switched if the bangoverpercent keyword is in effect on the
channel that is doing the address rewriting. That is, if the channel attempting to enqueue themessage
is, itself, marked with the bangoverpercent channel keyword.

Some examples of addresses and the host names that could be extracted first are shown in Table 11–3.

TABLE 11–3ExtractedAddresses andHostNames

Address
First Host Domain
Specification Comments

user@a a A“short-form” domain name.

user@a.b.c a.b.c A“fully qualified” domain name (FQDN).

user@[0.1.2.3] [0.1.2.3] A“domain literal.”

@a:user@b.c.d a Source-routed address with a short-form domain
name, the “route.”

@a.b.c:user@d.e.f a.b.c Source-routed address; route part is fully qualified.

@[0.1.2.3]:user@d.e.f [0.1.2.3] Source-routed address; route part is a domain literal.

@a,@b,@c:user@d.e.f a Source-routed address with an a to b to c routing.

@a,@[0.1.2.3]:user@b a Source-routed address with a domain literal in the
route part.

user%A@B B This nonstandard form of routing is called a “percent
hack.”

user%A A

user%A%B B

user%%A%B B

A!user A “Bang-style” addressing; commonly used for UUCP.

A!user@B B
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TABLE 11–3ExtractedAddresses andHostNames (Continued)

Address
First Host Domain
Specification Comments

A!user%B@C C

A!user%B B nobangoverpercent keyword active; the default.

A!user%B A bangoverpercent keyword active.

RFC 822 does not address the interpretation of exclamation points (!) and percent signs (%) in
addresses. Percent signs are customarily interpreted in the samemanner as at signs (@) if no at sign is
present, so this convention is adopted by theMessaging ServerMTA.

The special interpretation of repeated percent signs is used to allow percent signs as part of local user
names; this might be useful in handling some foreignmail system addresses. The interpretation of
exclamation points conforms to RFC 976’s “bang-style” address conventions andmakes it possible to
use UUCP addresses with theMessaging ServerMTA.

The order of these interpretations is not specified by either RFC 822 or RFC 976, so the
bangoverpercent and nobangoverpercent keywords can be used to control the order in which they
are applied by the channel doing the rewriting. The default is more “standard,” although the alternate
settingmay be useful under some circumstances.

Note –The use of exclamation points (!) or percent signs (%) in addresses is not recommended.

Step2. Scan theRewrite Rules
Once the first host or domain specification has been extracted from the address, theMTAconsults
the rewrite rules to find out what to do with it. The host/domain specification is compared with the
pattern part of each rule (that is, the left side of each rule). The comparison is case insensitive. Case
insensitivity is mandated by RFC 822. TheMTAis insensitive to case but preserves it whenever
possible.

If the host or domain specification does notmatch any pattern, in which case it is said to “notmatch
any rule,” the first part of the host or domain specification—the part before the first period, usually
the host name—is removed and replaced with an asterisk (*) and another attempt is made to locate
the resulting host or domain specification, but only in the configuration file rewrite rules (the
domain database is not consulted).

If this fails, the first part is removed and the process is repeated. If this also fails the next part is
removed (usually a subdomain) and the rewriter tries again, first with asterisks and then without.All
probes that contain asterisks are done only in the configuration file rewrite rules table; the domain
database is not checked. This process proceeds until either amatch is found or the entire host or
domain specification is exhausted. The effect of this procedure is to try tomatch themost specific
domain first, working outward to less specific andmore general domains.
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Amore algorithmic view of this matching procedure is:

� The host/domain specification is used as the initial value for the comparison strings spec_1 and
spec_2. (For example, spec_1 = spec_2 = a.b.c).

� The comparison string spec_1 is compared with the pattern part of each rewrite rule in the
configuration file and then the domain database until a match is found. Thematching procedure
is exited if a match is found.

� If nomatch is found, then the left-most, nonasterisk part of spec_2 is converted to an asterisk.
For example, if spec_2 is a.b.c then it is changed to *.b.c; if spec_2 is *.b.c, then it is changed
to *.*.c.Thematching procedure is exited if a match is found.

� If nomatch is found then the first part, including any leading period, of the comparison string
spec_1 is removed.Where spec_1 has only one part (for example, .c or c), the string is replaced
with a single period, “.”. If the resulting string spec_1 is of nonzero length, then you return to
step 1. If the resulting string has zero length (for example, was previously “.”), then the lookup
process has failed and you exit thematching procedure.

For example, suppose the address dan@sc.cs.siroe.edu is to be rewritten. This causes theMTAto
look for the following patterns in the given order:

sc.cs.siroe.edu

*.cs.siroe.edu

.cs.siroe.edu

*.*.siroe.edu

.siroe.edu

*.*.*.edu

.edu

*.*.*.*

.

Step3. RewriteAddressAccording to Template
Once the host/domain specificationmatches a rewrite rule, it is rewritten using the template part of
the rule. The template specifies three things:

1. Anew user name for the address.
2. Anew host/domain specification for the address.
3. Achannel tag that identifies an existingMTAchannel to whichmessages to this address should

be sent.

Step4. Finish theRewrite Process
One of two things can happen once the host/domain specification is rewritten.
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� If the channel tag is associated neither with the local channel nor a channel marked with the
routelocal channel keyword, or there are no additional host/domain specifications in the
address, the rewritten specification is substituted into the address replacing the original
specification that was extracted for rewriting, and the rewriting process terminates.

� If the channel tagmatches the local channel or a channel marked routelocal and there are
additional host/domain specifications that appear in the address, the rewritten address is
discarded, the original (initial) host/domain specification is removed from the address, a new
host/domain specification is extracted from the address, and the entire process is repeated.
Rewriting will continue until either all the host/domain specifications are gone or a route
through a non-local, non-routelocal channel is found. This iterativemechanism is how theMTA
provides support for source routing. In effect, superfluous routes through the local system and
routelocal systems are removed from addresses by this process.

Rewrite Rule Failure
If a host/domain specification fails tomatch any rewrite rule and no default rule is present, theMTA
uses the specification “as-is”; for example, the original specification becomes both the new
specification and the routing system. If the address has a nonsensical host/domain specification it
will be detected when the routing system does notmatch any system name associated with any
channel and themessage will be bounced.

SyntaxChecksAfter Rewrite
No additional syntax checking is done after the rewrite rules have been applied to an address. This is
deliberate—it makes it possible for rewrite rules to be used to convert addresses into formats that do
not conform to RFC 822. However, this alsomeans that mistakes in the configuration filemay result
inmessages leaving theMTAwith incorrect or illegal addresses.

HandlingDomain Literals
Ddomain literals are handled specially during the rewriting process. If a domain literal appearing in
the domain portion of an address does notmatch a rewrite rule pattern as is, the literal is interpreted
as a group of strings separated by periods and surrounded by square brackets. The right-most string
is removed and the search is repeated. If this does not work, the next string is removed, and so on
until only empty brackets are left. If the search for empty brackets fails, the entire domain literal is
removed and rewriting proceeds with the next section of the domain address, if there is one. No
asterisks are used in the internal processing of domain literals; when an entire domain literal is
replaced by an asterisk, the number of asterisks corresponds to the number of elements in the
domain literal.

Like normal domain or host specifications, domain literals are also tried inmost specific to least
specific order. The first rule whose patternmatches will be the one used to rewrite the host or domain
specification. If there are two identical patterns in the rules list, the one which appears first will be
used.
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As an example, suppose the address dan@[128.6.3.40] is to be rewritten. The rewriter looks for
[128.6.3.40], then [128.6.3.], then [128.6.], then [128.], then [], then [*.*.*.*], and finally
thematch-all rule “.”.

Template Substitutions andRewrite Rule Control Sequences
Substitutions are used to rewrite user names or addresses by inserting a character string into the
rewritten address, the value of which is determined by the particular substitution sequence used.
This section consists of the following subsections:

� “Username and Subaddress Substitution, $U, $0U, $1U” on page 278
� “Host/Domain and IP Literal Substitutions, $D, $H, $nD, $nH, $L” on page 278
� “Literal Character Substitutions, $$, $%, $@” on page 278
� “LDAPQuery URLSubstitutions, $]...[” on page 279
� “General Database Substitutions, $(...)” on page 280
� “Apply SpecifiedMapping, ${...}” on page 280
� “Customer-supplied Routine Substitutions, $[...]” on page 281
� “Single Field Substitutions, $&, $!, $*, $#” on page 281
� “Unique String Substitutions” on page 282
� “Source-Channel-Specific Rewrite Rules ($M, $N)” on page 282
� “Destination-Channel-Specific Rewrite Rules ($C, $Q)” on page 283
� “Host-Location-Specific Rewrites ($A, $P, $S, $X)” on page 284
� “Changing the Current Tag Value, $T” on page 285
� “Controlling ErrorMessagesAssociated with Rewriting ($?)” on page 285

For example, in the following template, the $U is a substitution sequence. It causes the username
portion of the address being rewritten to be substituted into the output of the template. Thus, if
jdoe@mailhost.siroe.comwas being rewritten by this template, the resulting output would be
jdoe@siroe.com, the $U substituting in the username portion, jdoe, of the original address:

$U@siroe.com

Control sequences impose additional conditions to the applicability of a given rewrite rule. Not only
must the pattern portion of the rewrite rule match the host or domain specification being examined,
but other aspects of the address being rewrittenmust meet conditions set by the control sequence or
sequences. For example, the $E control sequence requires that the address being rewritten be an
envelope address, while the $F control sequence requires that it be a forward pointing address. The
following rewrite rule only applies to (rewrite) envelope To: addresses of the form user@siroe.com:

siroe.com $U@mail.siroe.com$E$F

If a domain or host specificationmatches the pattern portion of a rewrite rule but doesn’t meet all of
the criteria imposed by a control sequences in the rule’s template, then the rewrite rule fails and the
rewriter continues to look for other applicable rules.

Table 11–4 summarizes the template substitutions and control sequences.
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TABLE 11–4 Summary of Rewrite Rule Template Substitutions andControl Sequences

Substitution Sequence Substitutes

$D Portion of domain specification that matched.

$H Unmatched portion of host/domain specification; left of dot in pattern.

$L Unmatched portion of domain literal; right of dot in pattern literal.

$U User name from original address.

$nA Inserts the nth left character of the current address starting from position 0. The entire address is inserted if n is
omitted.

$nX Inserts the nth left component of themailhost starting from 0. The entire mailhost is inserted if n is omitted.

$0U Local part (username) from original address, minus any subaddress.

$1U Subaddress, if any, from local part (username) of original address.

$$ Inserts a literal dollar sign ($).

$% Inserts a literal percent sign (%).

$@ Inserts a literal at sign (@).

$\ Forcesmaterial to lowercase.

$^ Forcesmaterial to uppercase.

$_ Uses original case.

$= Forces subsequent substituted characters to undergo quoting appropriate for insertion into LDAP search
filters.

$W Substitutes in a random, unique string.

$]...[ LDAP searchURL lookup.

$(text) General database substitution; rule fails if lookup fails.

${...} Applies specifiedmapping to supplied string.

$[...] Invoke customer supplied routine; substitute in result.

$&n The nth part of unmatched (or wildcarded) host, counting from left to right, starting from 0.

$!n The nth part of unmatched (or wildcarded) host, as counted from right to left, starting from 0.

$*n The nth part of matching pattern, counting from left to right, starting from 0.

$#n The nth part of matching pattern, counted from right to left, starting from 0.

$nD Portion of domain specification that matched, preserving from the nth leftmost part starting from 0

$nH Portion of host/domain specification that didn’t match, preserving from the nth leftmost part starting from 0
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TABLE 11–4 Summary of Rewrite Rule Template Substitutions andControl Sequences (Continued)
Substitution Sequence Substitutes

Control Sequence Effect on Rewrite Rule

$1M Apply only if the channel is an internal reprocessing channel.

$1N Apply only if the channel is not an internal reprocessing channel.

$1~ Perform any pending channel match checks. If the checks fail, successfully terminate processing of the current
rewrite rule template.

$A Apply if host is to the right of the at sign

$B Apply only to header/body addresses

$C channel Fail if sending to channel

$E Apply only to envelope addresses

$F Apply only to forward-directed (e.g., To:) addresses

$M channel Apply only if channel is rewriting the address

$N channel Fail if channel is rewriting the address

$P Apply if host is to the right of a percent sign

$Q channel Apply if sending to channel

$R Apply only to backwards-directed (e.g., From:) addresses

$S Apply if host is from a source route

$Tnewtag Set the rewrite rule tag to newtag

$Vhost Fail if the host name is not defined in the LDAPdirectory (either in the DC tree or as a virtual domain). If the
LDAP search times out, the remainder of the rewrite pattern from directly after the character following the host
name is replaced with theMTAoption string DOMAIN_FAILURE.

$X Apply if host is to the left of an exclamation point

$Zhost Fail if the host name is defined in the LDAPdirectory (either in the DC tree or as a virtual domain). If the
LDAP search times out, the remainder of the rewrite pattern from directly after the character following the host
name is replaced with theMTAoption string DOMAIN_FAILURE.

$?errmsg If rewriting fails, return errmsg instead of the default errormessage. The errormessagemust be in USASCII.

$number?errmsg If rewriting fails, return errmsg instead of the default errormessage, and set the SMTP extended error code to
a.b.c:
� a is number/ 1000000 (the first digit)
� b is (number/1000) remainder 1000 (the value of the digits 2 through 4)
� c is number remainder 1000 (the value of the last three digits.

The following example sets the error code to 3.45.89:
$3045089?the snark is a boojum
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UsernameandSubaddress Substitution, $U, $0U, $1U
Any occurrences of $U in the template are replaced with the username (RFC 822 “local-part”) from
the original address. Note that user names of the form a.“b” will be replaced by “a.b” as RFC2822
deprecates the former syntax fromRFC 822 and it is expected that the latter usage will become
mandatory in the future.

Any occurrences of $0U in the template are replaced with the username from the original address,
minus any subaddress and subaddress indication character (+).Any occurrences of $1U in the
template are replaced with the subaddress and subaddress indication character, if any, from the
original address. So note that $0U and $1U are complementary pieces of the username, with $0U$1U
being equivalent to a simple $U.

Host/Domain and IPLiteral Substitutions, $D, $H,
$nD, $nH, $L
Any occurrences of $H are replaced with the portion of the host/domain specification that was not
matched by the rule.Any occurrences of $D are replaced by the portion of the host/domain
specification that wasmatched by the rewrite rule. The $nH and $nD characters are variants that
preserve the normal $H or $D portion from the nth leftmost part starting counting from 0. That is,
$nH and $nD omit the leftmost n parts (starting counting from 1) of what would normally be a $H or
$D, substitution, respectively. In particular, $0H is equivalent to $H and $0D is equivalent to $D.

For example, assume the address jdoe@host.siroe.commatches the following rewrite rule:

host.siroe.com $U%$1D@TCP-DAEMON

The resulting address is jdoe@siroe.comwith TCP-DAEMON used as the outgoing channel. Here where
$Dwould have substituted in the entire domain that matched, host.siroe.com, the $1D instead
substitutes in the portions of thematch starting from part 1 (part 1 being siroe), so substitutes in
siroe.com.

$L substitutes the portion of a domain literal that was notmatched by the rewrite rule.

Literal Character Substitutions, $$, $%, $@
The $, %, and@ characters are normally metacharacters in rewrite rule templates. To perform a
literal insertion of such a character, quote it with a dollar character, $. That is, $$ expands to a single
dollar sign, $; $% expands to a single percent, % (the percent is not interpreted as a template field
separator in this case); and $@ expands to a single at sign, @ (also not interpreted as a field separator).
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LDAPQueryURLSubstitutions, $]...[
Asubstitution of the form $]ldap-url[ is interpreted as an LDAPquery URLand the result of the
LDAPquery is substituted. Standard LDAPURLs are used with the host and port omitted. The host
and port are instead specified in the msg.conf file (local.ldaphost and local.ldapport
attributes).

That is, the LDAPURL should be specified as follows where the square bracket characters, [ ],
indicate optional portions of the URL:

ldap:///dn[?attributes[?scope?filter]]

The dn is required and is a distinguished name specifying the search base. The optional attributes,
scope, and filter portions of the URL further refine what information to return. For a rewrite rule, the
desired attributes to specify returningmight be a mailRoutingSystem attribute (or some similar
attribute). The scopemay be any of base (the default), one, or sub.And the desired filter might be to
request the return of the object whose mailDomain valuematches the domain being rewritten.

If the LDAPdirectory schema includes attributes mailRoutingSystem and mailDomain, then a
possible rewrite rule to determine to which system to route a given sort of address might appear as
the following where here the LDAPURL substitution sequence $D is used to substitute in the current
domain name into the LDAPquery constructed:

.siroe.com \

$U%$H$D@$]ldap:///o=siroe.com?mailRoutingSystem?sub? \

(mailDomain=$D)

For ease in reading, the backslash character is used to continue the single logical rewrite rule line
onto a second physical line. Table 11–5 lists the LDAPURLSubstitution Sequences.

TABLE 11–5LDAPURLSubstitution Sequences

Substitution Sequence Description

$$ Literal $ character

$~ account Home directory of user account

$A Address

$D Domain name

$H Host name (first portion of fully qualified domain name)

$L Usernameminus any special leading characters such as ~ or _

$S Subaddress

$U Username
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TheMTAnow caches URL results from lookups done in rewrite rules andmappings. This newURL
result cache is controlled by two newMTAoptions, URL_RESULT_CACHE_SIZE (default 10000 entries)
and URL_RESULT_CACHE_TIMEOUT (default 600 seconds).

General Database Substitutions, $(...)
Asubstitution of the form $(text) is handled specially. The text part is used as a key to access the
special general database. This database consists of the file specified with the
IMTA_GENERAL_DATABASE option in the /imta/config/imta_tailor file, which is usually the file
/imta/db/generaldb.db.

This database is generated with the imsimta crdb utility. If “text-string” is found in the database, the
corresponding template from the database is substituted. If “text-string” does notmatch an entry in
the database, the rewrite process fails; it is as if the rewrite rule nevermatched in the first place. If the
substitution is successful, the template extracted from the database is re-scanned for additional
substitutions. However, additional $(text) substitutions from the extracted template are prohibited
in order to prevent endless recursive references.

As an example, suppose that the address jdoe@siroe.siroenetmatches the following rewrite rule:

.SIROENET $($H)

Then, the text string siroewill be looked up in the general database and the result of the look up, if
any, is used for the rewrite rule’s template. Suppose that the result of looking up siroe is
$u%eng.siroe.com@siroenet. Then the output of the template will be jdoe@eng.siroe.com (i.e.,
username = jdoe, host/domain specification = eng.siroe.com), and the routing systemwill be
siroenet.

If a general database exists it should be world readable to insure that it operates properly.

Apply SpecifiedMapping, ${...}
Asubstitution of the form.SIROENET $($H) ${mapping,argument} is used to find and apply a
mapping from theMTAmapping file. The mapping field specifies the name of themapping table to
use while argument specifies the string to pass to themapping. Themappingmust exist andmust set
the $Y flag in its output if it is successful; if it doesn’t exist or doesn’t set $Y the rewrite will fail. If
successful the result of themapping is merged into the template at the current location and
re-expanded.

This mechanism allows theMTArewriting process to be extended in various complex ways. For
example, the username part of an address can be selectively analyzed andmodified, which normally
isn’t a feature theMTArewriting process is capable of.
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Customer-suppliedRoutine Substitutions, $[...]
Asubstitution of the form $[image,routine,argument] is used to find and call a customer-supplied
routine.At run-time onUNIX, theMTAuses dlopen and dlsym to dynamically load and call the
specified routine from the shared library image. The routine is then called as a function with the
following argument list:

status := routine (argument, arglength, result, reslength)

argument and result are 252 byte long character string buffers. OnUNIX, argument and result are
passed as a pointer to a character string, (for example, in C, as char*.) arglength and reslength are
signed, long integers passed by reference. On input, argument contains the argument string from the
rewrite rule template, and arglength the length of that string. On return, the resultant string should be
placed in result and its length in reslength. This resultant string will then replace the
“$[image,routine,argument]” in the rewrite rule template. The routine should return 0 if the rewrite
rule should fail and -1 if the rewrite rule should succeed.

This mechanism allows the rewriting process to be extended in all sorts of complex ways. For
example, a call to some type of name service could be performed and the result used to alter the
address in some fashion. Directory service lookups for forward pointing addresses (e.g., To:
addresses) to the host siroe.commight be performed as follows with the following rewrite rule. The
$F, described in “Direction-and-Location-Specific Rewrite Rules ($B, $E, $F, $R)” on page 284 causes
this rule to be used only for forward pointing addresses:

siroe.com $F$[LOOKUP_IMAGE,LOOKUP,$U]

Aforward pointing address jdoe@siroe.comwill, when it matches this rewrite rule, cause
LOOKUP_IMAGE (which is a shared library onUNIX) to be loaded intomemory, and then cause the
routine LOOKUP called with jdoe as the argument parameter. The routine LOOKUPmight then return a
different address, say, John.Doe%eng.siroe.com in the result parameter and the value -1 to indicate
that the rewrite rule succeeded. The percent sign in the result string (see “Repeated Rewrites
Template,A%B” on page 269 John.Doe@eng.siroe.com as the address to be rewritten.

OnUNIX systems, the site-supplied shared library image should be world readable.

Single Field Substitutions, $&, $!, $*, $#
Single field substitutions extract a single subdomain part from the host/domain specification being
rewritten. The available single field substitutions are shown in Table 11–6.
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TABLE 11–6 Single Field Substitutions

Control Sequence Usage

$&n Substitute the nth element, n=0,1,2,..,9, in the host specification (the part that did not
match ormatched a wildcard of some kind). Elements are separated by dots; the first
element on the left is element zero. The rewrite fails if the requested element does not exist.

$!n Substitute the nth element, n=0,1,2,..,9, in the host specification (the part that did not
match ormatched a wildcard of some kind). Elements are separated by dots; the first
element on the right is element zero. The rewrite fails if the requested element does not
exist.

$*n Substitute the nth element, n=0,1,2,...,9, in the domain specification (the part that did
match explicit text in the pattern). Elements are separated by dots; the first element on the
left is element zero. The rewrite fails if the requested element does not exist.

$#n Substitute the nth element, n=0,1,2,...,9, in the domain specification (the part that did
match explicit text in the pattern). Elements are separated by dots; the first element on the
right is element zero. The rewrite fails if the requested element does not exist.

Suppose the address jdoe@eng.siroe.commatches the following rewrite rule:

*.SIROE.COM $U%$&0.siroe.com@mailhub.siroe.com

Then the result from the template will be jdoe@eng.siroe.comwith mailhub.siroe.com used as the
routing system.

Unique String Substitutions
Each use of the $W control sequence inserts a text string composed of upper case letters and
numbers that is designed to be unique and not repeatable. $W is useful in situation where
non-repeating address informationmust be constructed.

Source-Channel-Specific Rewrite Rules ($M, $N)
It is possible to have rewrite rules that act only in conjunction with specific source channels. This is
useful when a short-form name has twomeanings:

1. When it appears in amessage arriving on one channel.
2. When it appears in amessage arriving on a different channel.

Source-channel-specific rewriting is associated with the channel program in use and the channel
keywords rules and norules. If norules is specified on the channel associated with anMTA
component that is doing the rewriting, no channel-specific rewrite checking is done. If rules is
specified on the channel, then channel-specific rule checks are enforced. The keyword rules is the
default.
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Source-channel-specific rewriting is not associated with the channel that matches a given address. It
depends only on theMTAcomponent doing the rewriting and that component’s channel table entry.

Channel-specific rewrite checking is triggered by the presence of a $N or $M control sequence in the
template part of a rule. The characters following the $N or $M, up until either an at sign (@), percent
sign (%), or subsequent $N, $M, $Q, $C, $T, or $? are interpreted as a channel name.

For example, $Mchannel causes the rule to fail if channel is not currently doing the rewriting.
$Nchannel causes the rule to fail if channel is doing the rewriting.Multiple $M and $N clausesmay be
specified. If any one ofmultiple $M clausesmatches, the rule succeeds. If any of multiple $N clauses
matches, the rules will fail.

Destination-Channel-Specific Rewrite Rules ($C, $Q)
It is possible to have rewrite rules whose application is dependent upon the channel to which a
message is being enqueued. This is useful when there are two names for some host, one known to one
group of hosts and one known to another. By using different channels to sendmail to each group,
addresses can be rewritten to refer to the host under the name known to each group.

Destination channel-specific rewriting is associated with the channel to which themessage is to be
dequeued and processed by, and the channel keywords rules and norules on that channel. If
norules is specified on the destination channel, no channel-specific rewrite checking is done. If
rules is specified on the destination channel, channel-specific rule checks are enforced. The
keyword rules is the default.

Destination channel-specific rewriting is not associated with the channel matched by a given
address. It depends only on themessage’s envelope To: address.When amessage is enqueued, its
envelope To: address is first rewritten to determine to which channel themessage is enqueued.
During the rewriting of the envelope To: address, any $C and $Q control sequences are ignored.
After the envelope To: address is rewritten and the destination channel determined, then the $C and
$Q control sequences are honored, as other addresses associated with themessage are rewritten.

Destination-channel-specific rewrite checking is triggered by the presence of a $C or $Q control
sequence in the template part of a rule. The characters following the $C or $Q, up until either an at
sign (@), percent sign (%), or subsequent $N, $M, $C, $Q, $T, or $? are interpreted as a channel name.

For example, $Qchannel causes the rule to fail if channel is not the destination. For another example,
$Cchannel causes the rule to fail if channel is the destination.Multiple $Q and $C clausesmay be
specified. If any one ofmultiple $Q clausesmatches, the rule succeeds. If any of multiple $C clauses
matches, the rule fails.
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Direction-and-Location-Specific Rewrite Rules ($B, $E,
$F, $R)
Sometimes you need to specify rewrite rules that apply only to envelope addresses or, alternately, only
to header addresses. The control sequence $E forces a rewrite to fail if the address being rewritten is
not an envelope address. The control sequence $B forces a rewrite to fail if the address being rewritten
is not from themessage header or body. These sequences have no other effects on the rewrite and
may appear anywhere in the rewrite rule template.

Addresses may also be categorized by direction.A forward pointing address is one that originates on
a To:, Cc:, Resent-to:, or other header or envelope line that refers to a destination. Abackward
pointing address is something like a From:, Sender:, or Resent-From:, that refers to a source. The
control sequence $F causes the rewrite to be applied if the address is forward pointing. The control
sequence $R causes the rewrite to be applied if the address is reverse pointing.

Host-Location-Specific Rewrites ($A, $P, $S, $X)
Circumstances occasionally require rewriting that is sensitive to the location where a host name
appears in an address. Host names can appear in several different contexts in an address:

� In a source route
� To the right of the at sign (@)
� To the right of a percent sign (%) in the local-part
� To the left of an exclamation point in the local-part

Under normal circumstances, a host name should be handled in the same way, regardless of where it
appears. Some situationsmight require specialized handling.

Four control sequences are used to control matching on the basis of the host’s location in the address.

� $S specifies that the rule canmatch a host extracted from a source route.
� $Aspecifies that the rule canmatch a host found to the right of the @ sign.
� $P specifies that the rule canmatch a host found to the right of a % sign.
� $X specifies that the rule canmatch a host found to the left of an exclamation point (!).

The rule fails if the host is from a location other than the one specified. These sequences can be
combined in a single rewrite rule. For example, if $S and $A are specified, the rulematches hosts
specified in either a source route or to the right of the at sign. Specifying none of these sequences is
equivalent to specifying all of them; the rule canmatch regardless of location.
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Changing theCurrent TagValue, $T
The $T control sequence is used to change the current rewrite rule tag. The rewrite rule tag is
prepended to all rewrite rule patterns before they are looked up in the configuration file and domain
database. Text following the $T, up until either an at sign, percent sign, $N, $M, $Q, $C, $T, or $? is
taken to be the new tag.

Tags are useful in handling special addressing forms where the entire nature of an address is changed
when a certain component is encountered. For example, suppose that the special host name internet,
when found in a source route, should be removed from the address and the resulting address forcibly
matched against the TCP-DAEMON channel.

This could be implemented with rules like the following (localhost is assumed to be the official
name of the local host):

internet $S$U@localhost$Tmtcp-force|

mtcp-force|. $U%$H@TCP-DAEMON

The first rule will match the special host name internet if it appears in the source route. It forcibly
matches internet against the local channel, which insures that it will be removed from the address.A
rewrite tag is then set. Rewriting proceeds, but no regular rule will match because of the tag. Finally,
the default rule is tried with the tag, and the second rule of this set fires, forciblymatching the address
against the TCP-DAEMON channel regardless of any other criteria.

Controlling ErrorMessagesAssociatedwithRewriting
($?)
TheMTAprovides default errormessages when rewriting and channel matching fail. The ability to
change thesemessages can be useful under certain circumstances. For example, if someone tries to
sendmail to an Ethernet router box, it may be consideredmore informative to say something like
“our routers cannot accept mail” rather than the usual “illegal host/domain specified.”

Aspecial control sequence can be used to change the errormessage that is printed if the rule fails. The
sequence $? is used to specify an errormessage. Text following the $?, up to either an at sign (@),
percent sign (%), $N, $M, $Q, $C, $T, or $? is taken to be the text of the errormessage to print if the
result of this rewrite fails tomatch any channel. The setting of an errormessage is “sticky” and lasts
through the rewriting process.

Arule that contains a $? operates just like any other rule. The special case of a rule containing only a
$? and nothing else receives special attention --- the rewriting process is terminated without
changing themailbox or host portions of the address and the host is looked up as-is in the channel
table. This lookup is expected to fail and the errormessage will be returned as a result.

For example, assume the final rewrite rule in theMTAconfiguration file is as follows:

. $?Unrecognized address; contact postmaster@siroe.com
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In this example, any unrecognized host or domain specifications that can fail will, in the process of
failing, generate the error message: Unrecognized address; contact postmaster@siroe.com.

Handling LargeNumbers of Rewrite Rules
TheMTAalways reads in all the rewrite rules from the imta.cnf file and stores them inmemory in a
hash table. Use of a compiled configuration bypasses the overhead associated with reading the
configuration file each and every time the information is needed; a hash table is still used to store all
of the rewrite rules inmemory. This scheme is adequate for small tomedium numbers of rewrite
rules. However, some sites may require asmany as 10,000 rewrite rules ormore, which can consume
prohibitive amounts of memory.

TheMTAsolves this problem by providing an optional facility for storing large numbers of rewrite
rules in an ancillary indexed data file.Whenever the regular configuration file is read, theMTA
checks for the existence of the domain database. If this database exists, it is opened and consulted
whenever an attemptedmatch fails on the rules found in the configuration file. The domain database
is only checked if a given rule is not found in the configuration file, so rules can always be added to
the configuration file to override those in the database. By default, the domain database is used to
store rewrite rules associated with hosted domains. The IMTA_DOMAIN_DATABASE attribute is
stored in the imta_tailor file. The default location for the database is
msg_svr_base/data/db/domaindb.db.

Note –DONOTEDITTHIS FILE BYHAND.

TestingRewrite Rules
You can test rewrite rules with the imsimta test -rewrite command. The -noimage qualifier will
allow you to test changesmade to the configuration file prior to recompiling the new configuration.

Youmay find it helpful to rewrite a few addresses using this utility with the -debug qualifier. This will
show you step-by-step how the address is rewritten. For example, issue the following command:

% imsimta test -rewrite -debug joe@siroe.com

For a detailed description of the imsimta test -rewrite utility, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.
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Rewrite Rules Example
The following example provides sample rewrite rules and how sample addresses would be rewritten
by the rules.

Suppose the configuration file for the system SC.CS.SIROE.EDU contained the rewrite rules shown
in the following example:

sc $U@sc.cs.siroe.edu

sc1 $U@sc1.cs.siroe.edu

sc2 $U@sc2.cs.siroe.edu

* $U%$&0.cs.siroe.edu

*.cs $U%$&0.cs.siroe.edu

*.cs.siroe $U%$&0.cs.siroe.edu

*.cs.siroe.edu $U%$&0.cs.siroe.edu@ds.adm.siroe.edu

sc.cs.siroe.edu $U@$D

sc1.cs.siroe.edu $U@$D

sc2.cs.siroe.edu $U@$D

sd.cs.siroe.edu $U@sd.cs.siroe.edu

.siroe.edu $U%$H.siroe.edu@cds.adm.siroe.edu

.edu $U@$H$D@gate.adm.siroe.edu

[] $U@[$L]@gate.adm.siroe.edu

Table 11–7 shows some sample addresses and how they would be rewritten and routed according to
the rewrite rules.

TABLE 11–7 SampleAddresses andRewrites

Initial address Rewritten as Routed to

user@sc user@sc.cs.siroe.edu sc.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc1 user@sc1.cs.siroe.edu sc1.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc2 user@sc2.cs.siroe.edu sc2.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc.cs user@sc.cs.siroe.edu sc.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc1.cs user@sc1.cs.siroe.edu sc1.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc2.cs user@sc2.cs.siroe.edu sc2.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc.cs.siroe user@sc.cs.siroe.edu sc.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc1.cs.siroe user@sc1.cs.siroe.edu sc1.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc2.cs.siroe user@sc2.cs.siroe.edu sc2.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc.cs.siroe.edu user@sc.cs.siroe.edu sc.cs.siroe.edu

user@sc1.cs.siroe.edu user@sc1.cs.siroe.edu sc1.cs.siroe.edu
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TABLE 11–7 SampleAddresses andRewrites (Continued)
Initial address Rewritten as Routed to

user@sc2.cs.siroe.edu user@sc2.cs.siroe.edu sc2.cs.siroe.edu

user@sd.cs.siroe.edu user@sd.cs.siroe.edu sd.cs.siroe.edu

user@aa.cs.siroe.edu user@aa.cs.siroe.edu ds.adm.siroe.edu

user@a.eng.siroe.edu user@a.eng.siroe.edu cds.adm.siroe.edu

user@a.cs.sesta.edu user@a.cs.sesta.edu gate.adm.siroe.edu—route inserted

user@b.cs.sesta.edu user@b.cs.sesta.edu gate.adm.siroe.edu— route inserted

user@[1.2.3.4] user@[1.2.3.4] gate.adm.siroe.edu—route inserted

Basically, what these rewrite rules say is: If the host name is one of our short-form names (sc, sc1 or
sc2) or if it is one of our full names (sc.cs.siroe.edu, and so on), expand it to our full name and
route it to us.Append cs.cmu.edu to one part short-form names and try again. Convert one part
followed by .cs to one part followed by .cs.siroe.edu and try again.Also convert .cs.siroe to
.cs.siroe.edu and try again.

If the name is sd.cs.siroe.edu (some systemwe connect to directly, perhaps) rewrite and route it
there. If the host name is anything else in the .cs.siroe.edu subdomain, route it to
ds.cs.siroe.edu (the gateway for the .cs.siroe.edu subdomain). If the host name is anything else
in the .siroe.edu subdomain route it to cds.adm.siroe.edu (the gateway for the .siroe.edu
subdomain). If the host name is anything else in the .edu top-level domain route it to
gate.adm.siroe.edu (which is presumably capable of routing themessage to its proper
destination). If a domain literal is used send it to gate.adm.siroe.edu as well.

Most applications of rewrite rules (like the previous example) will not change the username (or
mailbox) part of the address in any way. The ability to change the username part of the address is
used when theMTAis used to interface tomailers that do not conform to RFC 822—mailers where it
is necessary to stuff portions of the host/domain specification into the username part of the address.
This capability should be used with great care if it is used at all.
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Configuring Channel Definitions

This chapter describes how to use channel keyword definitions in theMTAconfiguration file
imta.cnf. Please read Chapter 10, as well as “Channel Definitions” on page 187 and “TheMTA
Configuration File” on page 217 before reading this chapter. This chapter contains the following
sections:

� “Configuring Channel Defaults” on page 290
� “Channel Keywords ListedAlphabetically” on page 290
� “Channel Keywords Categorized by Function” on page 301
� “Configuring SMTPChannels” on page 329
� “ConfiguringMessage Processing andDelivery” on page 348
� “ConfiguringAddress Handling” on page 356
� “ConfiguringHeader Handling” on page 366
� “Attachments andMIME Processing” on page 371
� “Limits onMessages, Quotas, Recipients, andAuthenticationAttempts” on page 374
� “File Creation in theMTAQueue” on page 378
� “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382
� “Configuring Logging andDebugging” on page 380
� “Miscellaneous Keywords” on page 381

Note – If youmake channel definition changes in imta.cnf, youmust restart any programs or
channels that load the configuration data only once when they start up—for example, the SMTP
server—by using the imsimta restart command. If you are using a compiled configuration, you
must recompile and then restart. Formore information about compiling configuration information
and starting programs, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.
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ConfiguringChannelDefaults
Many configurations involve repetition of various channel keywords on all or nearly all channels.
Maintaining such a configuration is both tedious and error-prone. To simplify some configurations,
you can specify which keywords are defaults for various channels.

For example, the following line in a configuration file indicates that all channel blocks following the
line will inherit the keywords specified in the line:

defaults keyword1 keyword2 keyword3 ...

The defaults line can be thought of as a special channel block that changes the keyword defaults
without actually specifying a channel. The defaults line also does not require any additional lines of
channel block information (if any are specified they will be ignored).

There is no limit on the number of defaults lines that can be specified—the effects of multiple
defaults lines are cumulative with themost recently encountered (reading from top to bottom) line
having precedence.

It may be useful to unconditionally eliminate the effects of any defaults lines starting at some point
in the configuration file (at the start of a standalone section of channel blocks in an external file, for
example). The nodefaults line is provided for this purpose. For example, inserting the following line
in the configuration file nullifies all settings established by any previous defaults channel and returns
the configuration to the state that would apply if no defaults had been specified:

nodefaults

Like regular channel blocks, a blank linemust separate each defaults or nodefaults channel block
from other channel blocks. The defaults and nodefaults channel blocks are the only channel
blocks whichmay appear before the local channel in the configuration file. However, like any other
channel block, theymust appear after the last rewrite rule.

Channel Keywords ListedAlphabetically
The following table is an alphabetized list of keywords.

TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords

Keyword ForMore Information...

733 “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

822 “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

addreturnpath “Generating of Return-pathHeader Lines” on page 362

addrsperfile “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

Aliasdetourhost “RoutingAfterAddress Validation But Before Expansion”
on page 383

aliaslocal “SpecifyingAlias File andAlias Database Probes” on page 365

aliaspostmaster “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

allowetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

allowswitchchannel “Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)”
on page 343

alternatechannel “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients”
on page 375

alternateblocklimit “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients”
on page 375

alternatelinelimit “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients”
on page 375

alternaterecipientlimit “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients”
on page 375

authrewrite “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337

backoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed
Delivery” on page 350

bangoverpercent “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

bangstyle “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

bidirectional “Setting Channel Directionality” on page 350

blocketrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

blocklimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

cacheeverything “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

cachefailures “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

cachesuccesses “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

channelfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

charset7 “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

charset8 “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

charsetesc “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

checkehlo “EHLOCommand Support” on page 333

commentinc “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

commentmap “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

commentomit “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

commentstrip “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

commenttotal “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

connectalias “Address Rewriting UponMessage Dequeue” on page 360

connectcanonical “Address Rewriting UponMessage Dequeue” on page 360

copysendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

copywarnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

daemon “Target Host Choice” on page 344

datefour “Converting Date to Two- or Four-Digits” on page 368

datetwo “Converting Date to Two- or Four-Digits” on page 368

dayofweek “Specifying Day ofWeek in Date” on page 369

defaulthost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting Incomplete
Addresses” on page 360

defaultmx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

defaultnameservers “Nameserver Lookups” on page 342

deferralrejectlimit “Setting Limits on Bad RCPT TOAddresses” on page 386

deferred “Implementing Deferred Delivery Dates” on page 350

defragment “Automatic Defragmentation ofMessage/Partial Messages”
on page 371

dequeue_removeroute “Removing Source Routes” on page 366

destinationfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

destinationnosolicit “NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support” on page 386

destinationspamfilterXoptin “Spam Filter Keywords” on page 383

disableetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

dispositionchannel “Process Channel Overrides” on page 381
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

disconnectbadauthlimit “Limits onUnsuccessfulAuthenticationAttempts” on page 374

disconnectbadcommandlimit “Setting Session Limits” on page 379

domainetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

domainvrfy “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

dropblank “Stripping Illegal Blank Recipient Headers” on page 361

ehlo “EHLOCommand Support” on page 333

eightbit “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

eightnegotiate “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

eightstrict “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

errsendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

errwarnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

expandchannel “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

expandlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

expnallow “EXPN Support” on page 335

expndisable “EXPN Support” on page 335

expndefault “EXPN Support” on page 335

exproute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

fileinto “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

filesperjob “Service Job Limits” on page 352

filter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

forwardcheckdelete “Reverse DNS Lookups” on page 340

forwardchecknone “Reverse DNS Lookups” on page 340

forwardchecktag “Reverse DNS Lookups” on page 340

header_733 “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

header_822 “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

header_uucp “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

headerlabelalign “HeaderAlignment and Folding” on page 370

headerlimit “LimitingHeader Size” on page 378
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

headerlinelength “HeaderAlignment and Folding” on page 370

headerread “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

headertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

holdexquota “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

holdlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

identnone “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

identnonelimited “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

identnonenumeric “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

identnonesymbolic “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

identtcp “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

identtcplimited “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

identtcpsymbolic “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

ignoreencoding “Ignoring the EncodingHeader Line” on page 371

immnonurgent “Implementing Deferred Delivery Dates” on page 350

improute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

includefinal “To IncludeAlteredAddresses in Status NotificationMessages”
on page 256

inenttcpnumeric “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

inner “Rewriting EmbeddedHeaders” on page 367

innertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

interfaceaddress “TCP/IP Port Number and InterfaceAddress” on page 340

interpretencoding “Ignoring the EncodingHeader Line” on page 371

language “Setting Default Language inHeaders” on page 371

lastresort “Last Resort Host” on page 343

linelength “ImposingMessage Line Length Restrictions” on page 373

linelimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

localvrfy “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

logging “Logging Keywords” on page 380
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

logheader “Logging Keywords” on page 380

loopcheck “Setting Loopcheck” on page 381

mailfromdnsverify “DNSDomain Verification” on page 335

master “Setting Channel Directionality” on page 350

master_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

maxblocks “Automatic Fragmentation of LargeMessages” on page 372

maxheaderaddrs “Automatic Splitting of LongHeader Lines” on page 369

maxheaderchars “Automatic Splitting of LongHeader Lines” on page 369

maxjobs “Service Job Limits” on page 352

maxlines “Automatic Fragmentation of LargeMessages” on page 372

maxprocchars “HeaderAlignment and Folding” on page 370

maysaslserver “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

maytls “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

maytlsclient “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

maytlsserver “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

missingrecipientpolicy “LegalizingMessagesWithout Recipient Header Lines” on page
361

msexchange “SpecifyingMicrosoft Exchange Gateway Channels” on page 346

multiple “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

mustsaslserver “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

musttls “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

musttlsclient “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

musttlsserver “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

mx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

namelengthlimit “Controlling the Length of General and Filename Content-type
and Content-disposition Parameters” on page 377

nameservers “Nameserver Lookups” on page 342

noaddreturnpath “Generating of Return-pathHeader Lines” on page 362
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

nobangoverpercent “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

noblocklimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

nocache “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

nochannelfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

nodayofweek “Specifying Day ofWeek in Date” on page 369

nodefaulthost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting Incomplete
Addresses” on page 360

nodeferred “Implementing Deferred Delivery Dates” on page 350

nodefragment “Automatic Defragmentation ofMessage/Partial Messages”
on page 371

nodestinationfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

nodropblank “Stripping Illegal Blank Recipient Headers” on page 361

noehlo “EHLOCommand Support” on page 333

noexproute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

noexquota “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

nofileinto “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

nofilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

noheaderread “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

noheadertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

noimproute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

noinner “Rewriting EmbeddedHeaders” on page 367

noinnertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

nolinelimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

nologging “Logging Keywords” on page 380

noloopcheck “Setting Loopcheck” on page 381

nomailfromdnsverify “DNSDomain Verification” on page 335

nomaster_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

nomsexchange “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

nomx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

norandomemx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

nonurgentbackoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed
Delivery” on page 350

nonurgentblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

nonurgentnotices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

noreceivedfor “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and
FromAddresses” on page 363

noreceivedfrom “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and
FromAddresses” on page 363

noremotehost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting Incomplete
Addresses” on page 360

norestricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

noreturnaddress “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

noreturnpersonal “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

noreverse “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of the Reverse Database”
on page 362

normalbackoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed
Delivery” on page 350

normalblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

normalnotices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

norules “Enabling Channel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks” on page 366

nosasl “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

nosaslserver “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

nosaslswitchchannel “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

nosendetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

nosendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

noservice “Enable Service Conversions” on page 356

noslave_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

nosmtp “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

nosourcefilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

noswitchchannel “Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)”
on page 343

notices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

notificationchannel “Process Channel Overrides” on page 381

notls “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

notlsclient “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

notlsserver “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

novrfy “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

nowarnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

nox_env_to “Generating/Removing X-Envelope-to Header Lines” on page
368

parameterlengthlimit “Controlling the Length of General and Filename Content-type
and Content-disposition Parameters” on page 377

percentonly “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

percents “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

personalinc “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

personalmap “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

personalomit “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

personalstrip “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

pool “Processing Pools for Channel Execution Jobs” on page 351

port “TCP/IP Port Number and InterfaceAddress” on page 340

postheadbody “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

postheadonly “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

randommx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

receivedfor “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and
FromAddresses” on page 363

receivedfrom “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and
FromAddresses” on page 363

recipientcutoff “LimitingMessage Recipients” on page 378
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

recipientlimit “LimitingMessage Recipients” on page 378

rejectsmtplonglines “Handling SMTPMail with Lines Exceeding 1000 Characters”
on page 377

remotehost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting Incomplete
Addresses” on page 360

restricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

returnaddress “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

returnenvelope “Blank Envelope ReturnAddresses” on page 257

returnpersonal “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

reverse “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of the Reverse Database”
on page 362

routelocal “Disabling Rewriting of Explicit RoutingAddresses” on page 359

rules “Enabling Channel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks” on page 366

saslswitchchannel “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

sendetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

sendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

sensitivitycompanyconfidential “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

sensitivitynormal “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

sensitivitypersonal “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

sensitivityprivate “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

service “Enable Service Conversions” on page 356

sevenbit “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

silentetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

single “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

single_sys “Target Host Choice” on page 344

slave “Setting Channel Directionality” on page 350

slave_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

smtp “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

smtp_cr “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

smtp_crlf “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

smtp_crorlf “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

smtp_lf “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

sourceblocklimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

sourcecommentinc “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

sourcecommentmap “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

sourcecommentomit “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

sourcecommentstrip “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

sourcecommenttotal “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

sourcefilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

sourcenosolicit “NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support” on page 386

sourcepersonalinc “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

sourcepersonalmap “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

sourcepersonalomit “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

sourcepersonalstrip “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

sourceroute “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

sourcespamfilterXoptin “Spam Filter Keywords” on page 383

streaming “Protocol Streaming” on page 337

subaddressexact “Subaddress Handling” on page 365

subaddressrelaxed “Subaddress Handling” on page 365

subaddresswild “Subaddress Handling” on page 365

subdirs “Spreading a ChannelMessage QueueAcrossMultiple
Subdirectories” on page 379

submit “Channel Operation Type” on page 382

suppressfinal “To IncludeAlteredAddresses in Status NotificationMessages”
on page 256

switchchannel “Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)”
on page 343

threaddepth “SMTPChannel Threads” on page 354
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TABLE 12–1Alphabetized List of Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword ForMore Information...

tlsswitchchannel “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

transactionlimit “Setting Connection Transaction Limits” on page 353

truncatesmtplonglines “Handling SMTPMail with Lines Exceeding 1000 Characters”
on page 377

unrestricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

urgentbackoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed
Delivery” on page 350

urgentblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

urgentnotices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

useintermediate “To IncludeAlteredAddresses in Status NotificationMessages”
on page 256

user “Pipe Channel” on page 382

uucp “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

viaaliasoptional “SpecifyingAddressMust be from anAlias” on page 366

viaaliasrequired “SpecifyingAddressMust be from anAlias” on page 366

vrfyallow “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

vrfydefault “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

vrfyhide “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

warnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

wrapsmtplonglines “Handling SMTPMail with Lines Exceeding 1000 Characters”
on page 377

x_env_to “Generating/Removing X-Envelope-to Header Lines” on page
368

Channel Keywords Categorizedby Function
The following tables are categorized lists of keywords. The tables and categories are as follows:

� Table 12–2Address Handling Keywords
� Table 12–3Attachments andMIME Processing
� Table 12–4 Character Sets and Eight Bit Data
� Table 12–5 File Creation in theMTAQueueArea
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� Table 12–6Header Keywords
� Table 12–7 Incoming ChannelMatching and Switching Keywords
� Table 12–8 Logging andDebugging Channel Keywords
� Table 12–9 LongAddress Lists or Headers Channel Keywords
� Table 12–10Mailbox Filter Channel Keywords
� Table 12–11NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support Keywords
� Table 12–12Notification and PostmasterMessages Keywords
� Table 12–13 Processing Control and Job Submission Keywords
� Table 12–14 Sensitivity Limit Keywords
� Table 12–15 Keywords for Limits onMessages, User Quotas, Privileges, andAuthentication

Attempts
� Table 12–16 SMTPAuthentication, SASL and TLS Keywords
� Table 12–17 SMTPCommands and Protocol Keywords
� Table 12–18 TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support Keywords
� Table 12–19Miscellaneous Keywords

TABLE 12–2AddressHandlingKeywords

Keyword Page Definition

Address Handling

733 Use% routing in the envelope; synonymous with percents. “Address Types and Conventions” on page
357

822 “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Use source routes in the envelope; same as sourceroute.

addreturnpath “Generating of Return-pathHeader Lines” on page 362

Add Return-path: header tomessages enqueued to this channel.

aliaslocal “SpecifyingAlias File andAlias Database Probes” on page 365

Look up rewritten addresses in the alias file and alias database.

authrewrite “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337

Used on a source channel to have theMTApropagate authenticated originator information, if available,
into the headers.

bangoverpercent “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

GroupA!B%C asA!(B%C)
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TABLE 12–2AddressHandlingKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Page Definition

bangstyle “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Use UUCP ! routing in the envelope; synonymous with uucp.

defaulthost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Specify a domain name to use to complete addresses

dequeue_removeroute “Removing Source Routes” on page 366

Removes source routes from envelope To: addresses.

exproute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

Require explicit routing when addresses passed to remote systems.

holdlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Holdmessage when number of envelope recipient addresses exceeds this limit.

improute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

Implicit routing for this channel’s addresses

missingrecipientpolicy “LegalizingMessagesWithout Recipient Header Lines” on page 361

Set policy for how to legalize (which header to add)messages that are lacking any recipient headers.

noaddreturnpath “Generating of Return-pathHeader Lines” on page 362

Do not add Return-path: header when enqueuingmessage.

nobangoverpercent “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

GroupA!B%C as (A!B)%C

nodefaulthost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Do not specify a domain name to use to complete addresses

noexproute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

No explicit routing for this channel’s addresses

noimproute “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

No implicit routing for this channel’s addresses

noreceivedfrom “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and FromAddresses” on page 363

Construct Received: header lines without including the original envelope From: address.

noremotehost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Use local host’s domain name as the default domain name to complete addresses
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TABLE 12–2AddressHandlingKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Page Definition

norestricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

Same as unsrestricted.

noreverse “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of the Reverse Database” on page 362

Exempts addresses inmessages from address reversal processing

norules “Enabling Channel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks” on page 366

Do not enforce channel-specific rewrite rule checks for this channel.

percentonly “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358

Ignores bang paths. Use % routing in the envelope.

percents “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Use% routing in the envelope; synonymous with 733.

remotehost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Use remote host’s name as the default domain name to complete addresses

restricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

The channel connects tomail systems that require encoding.

reverse “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of the Reverse Database” on page 362

Checked addresses against address reversal database or REVERSEmapping

routelocal “Disabling Rewriting of Explicit RoutingAddresses” on page 359

Causes theMTA, when rewriting an address to the channel, to attempt to “short circuit” any explicit
routing in the address.

rules “Enabling Channel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks” on page 366

Enforce channel-specific rewrite rule checks for this channel.

sourceroute “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Synonymous with 822.

subaddressexact “Subaddress Handling” on page 365

Perform no special subaddress handling during entrymatching; the entire mailbox, including the
subaddress, must match an entry in order for the alias to be considered tomatch.

subaddressrelaxed “Subaddress Handling” on page 365

After looking for an exact match and then amatch of the form name+*, theMTAshouldmake one
additional check for amatch on just the name portion.
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TABLE 12–2AddressHandlingKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Page Definition

subaddresswild “Subaddress Handling” on page 365

After looking for an exact match including the entire subaddress, theMTAshould next look for an entry
of the form name+*.

unrestricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

Tells theMTAnot to performRFC 1137 encoding and decoding.

uucp “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Use UUCP! routing in the envelope; synonymous with bangstyle.

viaaliasoptional “SpecifyingAddressMust be from anAlias” on page 366

Final recipient addresses that match the channel are not required to be produced by an alias.

viaaliasrequired “SpecifyingAddressMust be from anAlias” on page 366

Final recipient address that matches the channel must be produced by an alias.

TABLE 12–3Attachments andMIMEProcessing

Keyword Definition

defragment “Automatic Defragmentation ofMessage/Partial Messages” on page 371

Partial messages queued to the channel are placed in the defragmentation channel queue instead.

ignoreencoding “Ignoring the EncodingHeader Line” on page 371

Ignore Encoding: header on incomingmessages.

interpretencoding “Ignoring the EncodingHeader Line” on page 371

Interpret Encoding: header on incomingmessages, if the need arises.

nodefragment “Automatic Defragmentation ofMessage/Partial Messages” on page 371

Disables defragmention.

TABLE 12–4Character Sets and Eigth Bit Data

Keyword Definition

charset7 “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Default character set to associate with 7-bit text messages

charset8 “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Default character set to associate with 8-bit text messages
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TABLE 12–4Character Sets and Eigth Bit Data (Continued)
Keyword Definition

charsetesc “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Default character set to associate with 7-bit text containing the escape character

eightbit “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Channel supports eight-bit characters.

eightnegotiate “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Channel should negotiate use of eight-bit transmission if possible.

eightstrict “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Reject messages with headers that contain unnegotiated eight-bit data.

sevenbit “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Do not support 8-bit characters; 8-bit characters must be encoded.

TABLE 12–5 File Creation in theMTAQueueArea

Keyword Page Definition

addrsperfile “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

Limit on themaximumnumber of recipients that can be associated with a single message file in a channel
queue

expandchannel “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Specifies channel in which to perform deferred expansion due to application of expandlimit.

expandlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Processes an incomingmessage “off-line” when the number of addressees exceeds this limit.

multiple “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

No limit on the number of recipients in amessage file, however the SMTP channel defaults to 99.

single “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

Aseparate copy of themessage will be created for each destination address on the channel.

single_sys “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

Create a single message copy for each destination system used.

subdirs “Spreading a ChannelMessage QueueAcrossMultiple Subdirectories” on page 379

Specifies the number of subdirectories across which to spreadmessages for the channel queues.
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TABLE 12–6HeaderKeywords

Keyword Definition

authrewrite “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337

Used on a source channel to have theMTApropagate authenticated originator information, if available,
into the headers.

commentinc “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Leave comments inmessage header lines intact.

commentmap “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Runs comment strings inmessage header lines through the COMMENT_STRINGSmapping table.

commentomit “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Remove comments frommessage header lines.

commentstrip “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Remove problematic characters from comment fields inmessage header lines.

commenttotal “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Strip comments (material in parentheses) from all header lines, except Received: header lines. Not
recommended.

datefour “Converting Date to Two- or Four-Digits” on page 368

Expand all year fields to four digits.

datetwo “Converting Date to Two- or Four-Digits” on page 368

Remove the leading two digits from four-digit dates. Provides compatibility withmail systems that
require two digit dates; it should never be used for any other purpose.

dayofweek “Specifying Day ofWeek in Date” on page 369

Retain day of the week information and adds this information to date and time headers if it is missing.

defaulthost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Specify a domain name to use to complete addresses

dropblank “Stripping Illegal Blank Recipient Headers” on page 361

Strip illegal blank headers from incomingmessages.

header_733 “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Use% routing in themessage header.

header_822 “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Use source routes in themessage header.
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TABLE 12–6HeaderKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

headerlabelalign “HeaderAlignment and Folding” on page 370

Controls the alignment point formessage headers enqueued on this channel; it takes an integer-valued
argument.

headerlinelength “HeaderAlignment and Folding” on page 370

Controls the length of header lines enqueued on this channel.

headerread “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

Apply header trimming rules from an options file to themessage headers uponmessage enqueue (use
with caution) before the original message headers are processed.

headertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

Applies header trimming rules from an options file to themessage headers after the original message
headers are processed.

header_uucp “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357

Use ! routing in the header

inner “Rewriting EmbeddedHeaders” on page 367

Parsemessages and rewrite inner headers.

innertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

Apply header trimming rules from an options file to innermessage headers (use with caution).

language “Setting Default Language inHeaders” on page 371

Specifies the default language in headers.

maxheaderaddrs “Automatic Splitting of LongHeader Lines” on page 369

Controls howmany addresses can appear on a single line.

maxheaderchars “Automatic Splitting of LongHeader Lines” on page 369

Controls howmany characters can appear on a single line.

missingrecipientpolicy “LegalizingMessagesWithout Recipient Header Lines” on page 361

Set policy for how to legalize (which header to add)messages that are lacking any recipient headers.

nodayofweek “Specifying Day ofWeek in Date” on page 369

Removes day of the week from date and time headers. Provides compatibility withmail systems that
cannot process this information; it should never be used for any other purpose.

nodefaulthost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Do not specify a domain name to use to complete addresses
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TABLE 12–6HeaderKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

nodropblank “Stripping Illegal Blank Recipient Headers” on page 361

Do not strip illegal blank headers from incomingmessages.

noheaderread “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

Do not apply header trimming rules from option file.

noheadertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

Do not apply header trimming rules from options file.

noinner “Rewriting EmbeddedHeaders” on page 367

Do not to rewrite innermessage header lines.

noinnertrim “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367

Do not apply header trimming to innermessage headers.

noreceivedfor “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and FromAddresses” on page 363

Construct Received: header lines without including any envelope recipient information.

noreceivedfrom “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and FromAddresses” on page 363

Construct Received: header lines without including the original envelope From: address.

noremotehost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Use local host’s domain name as the default domain name to complete addresses

noreverse “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of the Reverse Database” on page 362

Exempts addresses inmessages queued to the channel from address reversal processing

norules “Enabling Channel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks” on page 366

Do not enforce channel-specific rewrite rule checks for this channel.

nox_env_to “Generating/Removing X-Envelope-to Header Lines” on page 368

Remove X-Envelope-to header lines.

personalinc “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Leave personal name fields inmessage header lines intact.

personalmap “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Run personal names through PERSONAL_NAMESmapping table.

personalomit “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Remove personal name fields frommessage header lines.
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TABLE 12–6HeaderKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

personalstrip “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Strip problem characters from personal name fields in header lines.

receivedfor “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and FromAddresses” on page 363

If amessage is addressed to just one envelope recipient, to include that envelope To: address in the
Received: header line it constructs.

receivedfrom “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and FromAddresses” on page 363

Include the original envelope From: address when constructing a Received: header line for an incoming
message if theMTAhas changed the envelope From: address.

remotehost “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360

Use remote host’s name as the default domain name to complete addresses

restricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

Channel connects tomail systems that require this encoding.

reverse “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of the Reverse Database” on page 362

Check addresses against address reversal database or REVERSEmapping

rules “Enabling Channel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks” on page 366

Enforce channel-specific rewrite rule checks for this channel.

sensitivitycompanyconfidential“Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Companyconfidential is the upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

sensitivitynormal “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Normal is the upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

sensitivitypersonal “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Personal is the upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

sensitivityprivate “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Private is the upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

sourcecommentinc “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Leave comments in incomingmessage header lines.

sourcecommentmap “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Runs comment strings in header lines through source channels.
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TABLE 12–6HeaderKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

sourcecommentomit “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Remove comments from incomingmessage header lines, for example, To:, From:, and Cc: headers.

sourcecommentstrip “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Remove problematic characters from comment field in incoming header lines.

sourcecommenttotal “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363

Strip comments (material in parentheses) in incomingmessages.

sourcepersonalinc “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Leave personal names in incomingmessage header lines intact.

sourcepersonalmap “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Run personal names through source channels.

sourcepersonalomit “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Remove personal name fields from incomingmessage header lines.

sourcepersonalstrip “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364

Strip problematic characters from personal name fields in incomingmessage header lines.

unrestricted “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362

Tells theMTAnot to performRFC 1137 encoding and decoding.

x_env_to “Generating/Removing X-Envelope-to Header Lines” on page 368

Enables generation of X-Envelope-to header lines.

TABLE 12–7 IncomingChannelMatching and SwitchingKeywords

Keyword Definition

allowswitchchannel “Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)” on page 343

Allows switching to this channel from a switchchannel channel

nosaslswitchchannel “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

No switching to this channel upon successful SASL authentication

noswitchchannel “Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)” on page 343

No channel switching should be done to or from the channel.

switchchannel “Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)” on page 343

Switches from the server channel to the channel associated with the originating host.
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TABLE 12–7 IncomingChannelMatching and SwitchingKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

saslswitchchannel “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

Cause incoming connections to be switched to a specified channel upon a client’s successful use of SASL.

tlsswitchchannel “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

Switches to another channel upon successful TLS negotiation.

TABLE 12–8 Logging andDebuggingChannel Keywords

Keyword Definition

logging “Logging Keywords” on page 380

Logmessage enqueues and dequeues into the log file and activates logging for a particular channel.

loopcheck “Setting Loopcheck” on page 381

Places a string into the SMTPEHLO response banner in order for theMTAto check if it is
communicating with itself.

master_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

Create debugging output in the channel’s master program output.

nologging “Logging Keywords” on page 380

Do not logmessage enqueues and dequeues into the log file.

noloopcheck “Setting Loopcheck” on page 381

No string into the SMTPEHLO response banner.

nomaster_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

No debugging output in the channel’s master program output.

noslave_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

Do not generate slave debugging output.

slave_debug “Debugging Keywords” on page 380

Generate slave debug output.

TABLE 12–9 LongAddress Lists orHeaders Channel Keywords

Keyword Definition

expandchannel “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Specifies channel in which to perform deferred expansion due to application of expandlimit.
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TABLE 12–9 LongAddress Lists orHeaders Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

expandlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Processes an incomingmessage “off-line” when the number of addressees exceeds this limit.

holdlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Holds amessage when the number of addresses exceeds this limit.

maxprocchars “HeaderAlignment and Folding” on page 370

Maximum length header that can be processed and rewritten.

TABLE 12–10Mailbox Filter Channel Keywords

Keyword Definition

channelfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Location of channel filter file; same as destinationfilter.

destinationfilter Location of channel filter file that applies to outgoingmessages.

destinationspamfilterXoptin“Spam Filter Keywords” on page 383

Runmessages destined to this channel through spam filtering software X.

fileinto “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Specify effect on address when amailbox filter fileinto operation is applied.

filter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Specify the location of user filter files.

nochannelfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

No channel filtering for outgoingmessages.Also known as nodestinationfilter.

nodestinationfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Do not perform channel filtering for outgoingmessages.

nofileinto “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Mailbox filter fileinto operator has no effect.

nofilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Do not perform usermailbox filtering.

nosourcefilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Do not perform channel filtering for incomingmessages.
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TABLE 12–10Mailbox Filter Channel Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

sourcefilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Specify the location of channel filter file for incomingmessages.

sourcespamfilterXoptin “Spam Filter Keywords” on page 383

Runmessages originating from this channel through spam filtering software X.

TABLE 12–11NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support Keywords

Keyword Definition

sourcenosolicit “NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support” on page 386

Specifies a comma-separated list of solicitation field values that will be blocked inmail submitted by this
channel.

destinationnosolicit “NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support” on page 386

Specifies a comma-separated list of solicitation field values that will not be accepted inmail queued to this
channel.

TABLE 12–12Notification andPostmasterMessagesKeywords

Keyword Definition

(See page “Controlling Delivery Status NotificationMessages” on page 249 for complete notification procedures)

aliaspostmaster “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

Messages addressed to the user name postmaster at the official channel name are redirected to
postmaster@local-host, where local-host is the local host name (the name on the local channel).

copysendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

Sends a copy of the failure notice to the postmaster unless the originator address on the failingmessage is
blank.

copywarnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

Sends a copy of the warningmessage to the postmaster unless the originator address on the undelivered
message is blank.

errsendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

Sends a copy of the failure notice to the postmaster only when the notice cannot be returned to the
originator.
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TABLE 12–12Notification andPostmasterMessagesKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

errwarnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

Sends a copy of the warningmessage to the postmaster when the notice cannot be returned to the
originator.

includefinal “To IncludeAlteredAddresses in Status NotificationMessages” on page 256

Include final form of recipient address in delivery notifications.

nonurgentnotices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

Specifies the amount of time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned formessages
of non-urgent priority.

noreturnaddress “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

Use RETURN_ADDRESS option value as postmaster address name.

noreturnpersonal “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

Use RETURN_PERSONAL option value as postmaster personal name.

normalnotices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

Specifies the amount of time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned formessages
of normal priority.

nosendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

Disables sending a copy of all failedmessages to the postmaster.

notices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

Specifies the amount of time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned.

nowarnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

Disables sending a copy of warningmessages to the postmaster.

postheadbody “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

Returns both the headers and the contents of themessage.

postheadonly “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

Returns only headers to the postmaster.

returnaddress “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

Specifies the return address for the local postmaster.

returnenvelope “Blank Envelope ReturnAddresses” on page 257

Control use of blank envelope return addresses.
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TABLE 12–12Notification andPostmasterMessagesKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

returnpersonal “Postmaster ReturnedMessage Content” on page 257

Set the personal name for the local postmaster.

sendpost “Returned FailedMessages” on page 256

Enables sending a copy of all failedmessages to the postmaster.

suppressfinal “To IncludeAlteredAddresses in Status NotificationMessages” on page 256

Suppress the final address form from notificationmessages, if an original address form is present, from
notificationmessages.

urgentnotices “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

Specify the amount of time whichmay elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned formessages
of urgent priority.

useintermediate “To IncludeAlteredAddresses in Status NotificationMessages” on page 256

Uses an intermediate form of the address produced after list expansion, but prior to usermailbox name
generation.

warnpost “WarningMessages” on page 257

Enables sending a copy of warningmessages to the postmaster.

TABLE 12–13ProcessingControl and Job SubmissionKeywords

Keyword Definition

(See “ConfiguringMessage Processing andDelivery” on page 348 for greater functional granularity)

backoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed Delivery” on page 350

Frequency of attempted redelivery of unsuccessfully deliveredmessages. Can be overridden by the
keywords normalbackoff, nonurgentbackoff, urgentbackoff.

bidirectional “Setting Channel Directionality” on page 350

Channel served by amaster and slave program.

deferred “Implementing Deferred Delivery Dates” on page 350

Recognize and honor of the Deferred-delivery: header line.

expandchannel “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Specifies channel in which to perform deferred expansion due to application of expandlimit.

expandlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Processes an incomingmessage “off-line” when the number of addressees exceeds this limit.
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TABLE 12–13ProcessingControl and Job SubmissionKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

filesperjob “Service Job Limits” on page 352

Number of queue entries to be processed by a single job.

immnonurgent “Implementing Deferred Delivery Dates” on page 350

Starts delivery immediately after submission for urgent, normal, and non-urgentmessages.

master “Setting Channel Directionality” on page 350

Channel served by amaster program (master).

maxjobs “Service Job Limits” on page 352

Maximumnumber of jobs that can be running concurrently for the channel.

nodeferred “Implementing Deferred Delivery Dates” on page 350

Specifies that Deferred-delivery: header line not be honored.

nonurgentbackoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed Delivery” on page 350

The frequency for attempted redelivery of nonurgentmessages.

nonurgentblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

Forcesmessages above this size to lower than nonurgent priority (second class priority), meaning that the
messages will always wait for the next periodic job for further processing.

normalbackoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed Delivery” on page 350

The frequency for attempted redelivery of normalmessages.

normalblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

Forcesmessages above this size to nonurgent priority.

noservice “Enable Service Conversions” on page 356

Service conversions formessages coming into this channel must be enabled via CHARSET-CONVERSION.

pool “Processing Pools for Channel Execution Jobs” on page 351

Specifies a pool for a channel. Must be followed by the pool name to which delivery jobs for the current
channel should be pooled.

service “Enable Service Conversions” on page 356

Unconditionally enables service conversions regardless of CHARSET-CONVERSION entry.

slave “Setting Channel Directionality” on page 350

Channel served by a slave program (slave).
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TABLE 12–13ProcessingControl and Job SubmissionKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

threaddepth “SMTPChannel Threads” on page 354

Number of messages triggering new thread withmultithreaded SMTP client.

transactionlimit Limits the number of messages allowed per connection.

urgentbackoff “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed Delivery” on page 350

The frequency for attempted redelivery of urgentmessages.

urgentblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

Forcesmessages above this size to normal priority.

user “Pipe Channel” on page 382

Used on pipe channels to indicate under what user name to run.

TABLE 12–14 Sensitivity LimitKeywords

Keyword Definition

sensitivitycompanyconfidential“Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

sensitivitynormal “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Normal is the upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

sensitivitypersonal “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Personal is the upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

sensitivityprivate “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370

Private is the upper sensitivity limit of messages accepted.

TABLE 12–15Keywords for Limits onMessages, UserQuotas, Privileges, andAuthenticationAttempts

Keyword Definition

alternatechannel “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients” on page 375

Alternate destination channel for alternateblocklimit, alternatelinelimit, and alternaterecipientlimit

alternateblocklimit “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients” on page 375

Specifies limit on the number of blocks in amessage before it will be sent to alternativechannel.
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TABLE 12–15Keywords for Limits onMessages, UserQuotas, Privileges, andAuthenticationAttempts (Continued)
Keyword Definition

alternatelinelimit “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients” on page 375

Specifies limit on the number of lines in amessage before it will be sent to alternativechannel.

alternaterecipientlimit “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients” on page 375

Specifies limit on the number of recipients in amessage before it will be sent to alternativechannel.

blocklimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

Maximumnumber ofMTAblocks allowed permessage.

disconnectbadauthlimit “Limits onUnsuccessfulAuthenticationAttempts” on page 374

Limit on the number of unsuccessful authentication attempts that will be allowed in a session before the
session is disconnected.

disconnectbadcommandlimit“Setting Session Limits” on page 379

Limits the number of session bad commands.

disconnectrecipientlimit “Setting Session Limits” on page 379

Limits the number of session recipients.

disconnectrejectlimit “Setting Session Limits” on page 379

Limits the number of rejected recipients.

disconnecttransactionlimit “Setting Session Limits” on page 379

Limits the number of transactions.

headerlimit “LimitingHeader Size” on page 378

Limit on themaximum size of the primary (outermost) message header

holdexquota “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

Holdmessages for users that are over quota.

holdlimit “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355

Holds an incomingmessage when the number of addresses exceeds this limit.

linelength “ImposingMessage Line Length Restrictions” on page 373

Limits themaximumpermissible message line length on a channel-by-channel basis.

linelimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

Maximumnumber of lines allowed permessage.

maxblocks “Automatic Fragmentation of LargeMessages” on page 372

Specifies themaximumnumber of blocks allowed in amessage.
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TABLE 12–15Keywords for Limits onMessages, UserQuotas, Privileges, andAuthenticationAttempts (Continued)
Keyword Definition

maxlines “Automatic Fragmentation of LargeMessages” on page 372

Specifies themaximumnumber of lines allowed in amessage.

nameparameterlengthlimit “Controlling the Length of General and Filename Content-type and Content-disposition Parameters”
on page 377

Controls the points at which the name content-type and filename content-disposition parameters are
truncated.

noblocklimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

No limit for the number ofMTAblocks allowed permessage.

noexquota “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377

Return to originator anymessages to users who are over quota.

nolinelimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

No limit specified for the number of lines allowed permessage.

nonurgentblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

Forcesmessages above this size to lower than nonurgent priority (second class priority), meaning that the
messages will always wait for the next periodic job for further processing.

normalblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

Forcesmessages above this size to nonurgent priority.

parameterlengthlimit “Controlling the Length of General and Filename Content-type and Content-disposition Parameters”
on page 377

Controls the points at which general content-type and content-disposition parameters are truncated.

recipientcutoff. “LimitingMessage Recipients” on page 378

Rejects message if recipients exceed this value.

recipientlimit “LimitingMessage Recipients” on page 378

Limits the number of recipient addresses that will be accepted for themessage.

rejectsmtplonglines “Handling SMTPMail with Lines Exceeding 1000 Characters” on page 377

Rejects messages that contain lines longer than 1000 characters (including CRLF).

sourceblocklimit “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

Maximumnumber ofMTAblocks allowed per incomingmessage.

truncatesmtplonglines “Handling SMTPMail with Lines Exceeding 1000 Characters” on page 377

Truncate the line when it is over 1000 characters.
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TABLE 12–15Keywords for Limits onMessages, UserQuotas, Privileges, andAuthenticationAttempts (Continued)
Keyword Definition

wrapsmtplonglines “Handling SMTPMail with Lines Exceeding 1000 Characters” on page 377

Wrap the line when it is over 1000 characters.

urgentblocklimit “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354

Forcesmessages above this size to normal priority.

TABLE 12–16 SMTPAuthentication, SASLandTLSKeywords

Keyword Definition

(See “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344 for greater functional granularity)

authrewrite “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337

Used on a source channel to have theMTApropagate authenticated originator information, if available,
into the headers.

maysaslserver “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

Permit clients to attempt to use SASLauthentication.

maytls “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

Causes theMTAto offer TLS to incoming connections and to attempt TLS upon outgoing connections.

maytlsclient “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

TheMTASMTP client will attempt TLS use when sending outgoingmessages, if sending to an SMTP
server that supports TLS.

maytlsserver “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

TheMTASMTP server will advertise support for the STARTTLS extension and will allow TLS use when
receivingmessages.

msexchange “SpecifyingMicrosoft Exchange Gateway Channels” on page 346

Used on TCP/IP channels to tell theMTAthat this is a channel that communicates withMicrosoft
Exchange gateways and clients.

mustsaslserver “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

SMTP server does not accept messages unless remote client successfully authenticates.

musttls “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

Insist upon TLS in both outgoing and incoming connections.
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TABLE 12–16 SMTPAuthentication, SASLandTLSKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

musttlsclient “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

TheMTASMTP client will insist on TLS use when sending outgoingmessages (theMTAwill issue the
STARTTLS command and that commandmust succeed).

musttlsserver “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

TheMTASMTP server will advertise support for the STARTTLS extension and will insist upon TLS use
when receiving incomingmessages.

nomsexchange “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337

Default.

nosasl “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

SASLauthentication is not permitted or attempted.

nosaslserver “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

SASLauthentication is not permitted.

notls “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

TLS will not be permitted or attempted.

notlsclient “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

TLS use will not be attempted by theMTASMTP client on outgoing connections (the STARTTLS
commandwill not be issued during outgoing connections).

notlsserver “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

TLS use will not be permitted by theMTASMTP server on incoming connections (the STARTTLS
extension will not be advertised by the SMTP server nor the command itself accepted).

saslswitchchannel “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344

Cause incoming connections to be switched to a specified channel upon a client’s successful use of SASL.

tlsswitchchannel “Transport Layer Security” on page 347

Cause incoming connections to be switched to a specified channel upon a client’s successful TLS
negotiation. It takes a required value, specifying the channel to which to switch.

TABLE 12–17 SMTPCommands andProtocol Keywords

Keyword Definition

(See “SMTPCommand and Protocol Support” on page 330 for greater functional granularity)
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TABLE 12–17 SMTPCommands andProtocol Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

allowetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

Honors ETRN commands.

blocketrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

Blocks ETRN commands.

checkehlo “EHLOCommand Support” on page 333

Checks the SMTP response banner to determine whether to use EHLO orHELO.

disableetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

Disable support for the ETRN SMTP command.

domainetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

Honors only those ETRN commands that specify a domain.

domainvrfy “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

Issues VRFY commands using a full address.

ehlo “EHLOCommand Support” on page 333

Uses the SMTPEHLO command on initial connections.

eightbit “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Channel supports eight-bit characters.

eightnegotiate “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Channel should negotiate use of eight-bit transmission if possible.

eightstrict “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Reject messages with headers that contain unnegotiated eight-bit data.

expnallow “EXPN Support” on page 335

Allows EXPN even if it has been disabled at the SMTP server level with the DISABLE_EXPAND SMTP channel
option.

expndisable “EXPN Support” on page 335

Disables EXPN unconditionally.

expndefault “EXPN Support” on page 335

Allows EXPN if the SMTP server is set to allow it.

localvrfy “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

Issues VRFY commands using a local address.
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TABLE 12–17 SMTPCommands andProtocol Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

mailfromdnsverify “DNSDomain Verification” on page 335

Verifies domain used on MAIL FROM: command exists in the DNS.

noehlo “EHLOCommand Support” on page 333

Does not use the EHLO command.

nomailfromdnsverify “DNSDomain Verification” on page 335

Does not verify that the domain used on the MAIL FROM: command exists in the DNS.

nosendetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

Does not send ETRN commands.

nosmtp “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

Does not support the SMTPprotocol. This is the default.

novrfy “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

Does not issue VRFY commands.

sendetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

Sends ETRN commands.

sevenbit “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336

Do not support 8-bit characters; 8-bit characters must be encoded.

silentetrn “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333

Honors ETRN commands without echoing channel information.

smtp “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

Supports the SMTPprotocol. The keyword smtp is mandatory for all SMTP channels. (This keyword is
equivalent to smtp_crorlf.)

smtp_cr “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

Accepts lines terminated with a carriage return (CR) without a following line feed (LF).

smtp_crlf “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

Linesmust be terminated with a carriage return (CR) line feed (LF) sequence.

smtp_crorlf “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

Linesmay be terminated with any of a carriage return (CR), or a line feed (LF) sequence, or a full CRLF.

smtp_lf “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332

Accepts lines terminated with linefeed (LF) without preceding CR.
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TABLE 12–17 SMTPCommands andProtocol Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

streaming “Protocol Streaming” on page 337

Controls the degree of protocol streaming used in the protocol associated with a channel.

vrfyallow “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

Provides informative responses to VRFY commands.

vrfydefault “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

Provides default responses to VRFY command, according to channel’s HIDE_VERIFY option setting.

vrfyhide “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334

Provides obfuscatory responses to SMTPVRFY command.

TABLE 12–18TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookup Support Keywords

Keyword Definition

TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support

(See “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337 for greater functional granularity)

cacheeverything “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

Caches all connection information.

cachefailures “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

Caches only connection failure information.

cachesuccesses “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

Caches only connection success information.

connectalias “Address Rewriting UponMessage Dequeue” on page 360

Deliver to whatever host is listed in the recipient address.

connectcanonical “Address Rewriting UponMessage Dequeue” on page 360

Connect to the host alias for the system to which theMTAwould be connected.

daemon “Target Host Choice” on page 344

Connects to a specific host system regardless of the envelope address.

defaultmx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

Channel determines whether to doMX lookups from network.

defaultnameservers “Nameserver Lookups” on page 342

Consults TCP/IP stack’s choice of nameservers.
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TABLE 12–18TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookup Support Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

forwardcheckdelete “Reverse DNS Lookups” on page 340

If reverse DNS lookup performed, next performs a forward lookup on the returned name to check that the
returned IP numbermatches the original; if not, deletes the name and use the IP address.

forwardchecknone “Reverse DNS Lookups” on page 340

Does not perform a forward lookup after a DNS reverse lookup.

forwardchecktag “Reverse DNS Lookups” on page 340

If a reverse DNS lookup has been performed, next performs a forward lookup on the returned name to
check that the returned IP numbermatches the original; if not, tags the namewith *.

identnone “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

No perform IDENT lookups; performs IP to hostname translation; includes both hostname and IP
address in Received: header.

identnonelimited “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

No IDENT lookups; does perform IP to hostname translation, but does not use the hostname during
channel switching; includes both hostname and IP address in Received: header.

identnonenumeric “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

Does not perform IDENT lookups or IP to hostname translation.

identnonesymbolic “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

Does not perform IDENT lookups; does perform IP to hostname translation; includes only the hostname
in Received: header.

identtcp “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections and IP to hostname translation; include both
hostname and IP address in Received: header

identtcplimited “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections and IP to hostname translation, but do not
use the hostname during channel switching. Include hostname and IP address in Received: header.

indenttcpnumeric “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections, but does not perform IP to hostname
translation.

identtcpsymbolic “IDENT Lookups” on page 341

Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections and IP to hostname translation; includes only
hostname in Received: header.
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TABLE 12–18TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookup Support Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

interfaceaddress “TCP/IP Port Number and InterfaceAddress” on page 340

Binds to the specified TCP/IP interface address.

lastresort “Last Resort Host” on page 343

Specifies a last resort host.

mailfromdnsverify “DNSDomain Verification” on page 335

Verifies that the domain used on the MAIL FROM: command exists in the DNS.

mx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

TCP/IP network and software supportsMX records lookup.

nameservers “Nameserver Lookups” on page 342

Specifies a list of nameservers to consult rather than consulting the TCP/IP stack’s own choice of
nameservers; nameservers requires a space separated list of IP addresses for the nameservers.

nocache “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340

Does not cache any connection information.

nomailfromdnsverify “DNSDomain Verification” on page 335

Does not verify that the domain used on the MAIL FROM: command exists in the DNS.

nomx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

TCP/IP network does not supportMX lookups.

nonrandomemx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

DoesMX lookups; does not randomize returned entries with equal precedence.

port “TCP/IP Port Number and InterfaceAddress” on page 340

Specifies the default port number for SMTP connections. The standard port is 25.

randommx “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342

DoesMX lookups; randomizes returned entries with equal precedence.

single “Target Host Choice” on page 344

Specifies that a separate copy of themessage should be created for each destination address on the
channel.

single_sys “Target Host Choice” on page 344

Creates single copy ofmessage for each destination system used.
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TABLE 12–18TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookup Support Keywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

threaddepth “SMTPChannel Threads” on page 354

Number of messages triggering new thread withmultithreaded SMTP client.

TABLE 12–19MiscellaneousKeywords

Keyword Definition

deferralrejectlimit “Setting Limits on Bad RCPT TOAddresses” on page 386

Sets limit on the number of bad RCPTTO: addresses

dispositionchannel “Process Channel Overrides” on page 381

Overrides the process channel as the place to initially queue delivery status notifications (DSNs).

destinationfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Used on generalMTAchannels to specify a channel-level filter to apply to outgoingmessages.

filter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Takes a required URLargument describing the filter file location

nodestinationfilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

No channel mailbox filter is enabled for either direction of the channel.

nosourcefilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

No channel mailbox filter is enabled for source channel.

nofilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

The default andmeans that a usermailbox filters are not enabled for the channel.

notificationchannel “Process Channel Overrides” on page 381

Overrides the process channel as the place to initially queuemessage disposition notifications (MDNs).

sourcefilter “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382

Used on generalMTAchannels to specify a channel-level filter to apply to incomingmessages

submit “Channel Operation Type” on page 382

Used tomark a channel as a submit-only channel.

user “Pipe Channel” on page 382

Used on pipe channels to indicate under what user name to run.
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Configuring SMTPChannels
Depending on the type of installation,Messaging Server provides several SMTP channels at
installation time (see table below). These channels implement SMTPover TCP/IP. The
multithreaded TCP SMTP channel includes amultithreaded SMTP server that runs under the
control of the Dispatcher. Outgoing SMTPmail is processed by the channel program
tcp_smtp_client, and runs as needed under the control of the Job Controller.

TABLE 12–20SMTPChannels

Channel Definition

tcp_local Receives inboundmessages from remote SMTPhosts. Depending on whether you use a
smarthost/firewall configuration, either sends outboundmessages directly to remote SMTP
hosts or sends outboundmessages to the smarthost/firewall system.

tcp_intranet Receives and sendsmessages within the intranet.

tcp_auth Used as a switch channel for tcp_local; authenticated users switch to the tcp_auth channel to
avoid relay-blocking restrictions.

tcp_submit Accepts message submissions—usually from user agents—on the reserved submission port
587 (see RFC 2476).

tcp_tas IAspecial channel used by sites doing UnifiedMessaging.

You canmodify the definitions of these channels or create new channels by adding or removing
channel keywords as described in this section. In addition, an option filemay be used to control
various characteristics of TCP/IP channels. Such an option filemust be stored in theMTA
configuration directory (msg_svr_base/config) and named x_option, where x is the name of the
channel. Refer to the “Option File” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration
Reference for details.

This section is divided into the following subsections:

� “Configuring SMTPChannel Options” on page 330
� “SMTPCommand and Protocol Support” on page 330
� “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337
� “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344
� “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337
� “TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support” on page 337
� “SpecifyingMicrosoft Exchange Gateway Channels” on page 346
� “Transport Layer Security” on page 347
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Configuring SMTPChannelOptions
TCP/IP channel option files control various characteristics of TCP/IP channels. Channel option files
must be stored in theMTAconfiguration directory and named x_option, where x is the name of the
channel. For example, /msg_svr_base/config/tcp_local_option

The option file consists of one ormore keywords and associated values. For example you can disable
mailing list expansion on your server by including the DISABLE_EXPAND keyword in the option file
and setting the value to 1.

Other option file keywords allow you to:

� Set a limit on the number of recipients allowed permessage
(ALLOW_RECIPIENTS_PER_TRANSACTION)

� Set a limit on the number of messages allowed per connection
(ALLOW_TRANSACTIONS_PER_SESSION)

� Fine tune the type of information logged to theMTAlog file (LOG_CONNECTION,
LOG_TRANPORTINFO)

� Specify themaximumnumber of simultaneous outbound connections that the client channel
program allows (MAX_CLIENT_THREADS)

For information about all channel option keywords and syntax, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

SMTPCommandandProtocol Support
You can specify whether an SMTP channel supports certain SMTP commands, such as EHLO,
ETRN, EXPN andVRFY. You can also specify whether the channel support DNS domain
verification, which characters the channel accepts as line terminators, and so on. This section
describes the following:

� “Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators” on page 332
� “EHLOCommand Support” on page 333
� “ETRNCommand Support” on page 333
� “VRFYCommand Support” on page 334
� “DNSDomain Verification” on page 335
� “Character Set Labeling and Eight-Bit Data” on page 336
� “Protocol Streaming” on page 337

Table 12–21 summarizes the keywords described in this section.
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TABLE 12–21 SMTPCommand andProtocol Keywords

Channel Keyword(s) Description

Protocol Selection and Line
Terminators

Specifies whether the channel supports the SMTPprotocol and specifies the character
sequences accepted as line terminators.

smtp Supports the SMTPprotocol. The keyword smtp is mandatory for all SMTP channels. (This
keyword is equivalent to smtp_crorlf.)

nosmtp Does not support the SMTPprotocol. This is the default.

smtp_cr Accepts lines terminated with a carriage return (CR) without a following line feed (LF).

smtp_crlf Linesmust be terminated with a carriage return (CR) line feed (LF) sequence.

smtp_lf Accepts lines terminated with a linefeed (LF) without a preceding CR.

smtp_crorlf Linesmay be terminated with any of a carriage return (CR), or a line feed (LF) sequence, or a
full CRLF.

EHLOkeywords Specifies how the channel handles EHLO commands

ehlo Uses the SMTPEHLO command on initial connections.

checkehlo Checks the SMTP response banner to determine whether to use EHLO orHELO.

noehlo Does not use the EHLO command.

ETRNkeywords Specifies how the channel handles ETRN commands (requests for queue processing)

allowetrn Honors ETRN commands.

blocketrn Blocks ETRN commands.

domainetrn Honors only those ETRN commands that specify a domain.

silentetrn Honors ETRN commands without echoing channel information.

sendetrn Sends ETRN commands.

nosendetrn Does not send ETRN commands.

VRFY keywords Specifies how the channel handles VRFY commands

domainvrfy Issues VRFY commands using a full address.

localvrfy Issues VRFY commands using a local address.

novrfy Does not issue VRFY commands.

vrfyallow Provides informative responses to VRFY commands.

vrfydefault Provides default responses to VRFY command, according to channel’s HIDE_VERIFY option
setting.

vrfyhide Provides obfuscatory responses to SMTPVRFY command.
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TABLE 12–21 SMTPCommand andProtocol Keywords (Continued)
Channel Keyword(s) Description

EXPNKeywords Specifies how the channel handles EXPN keywords

expnallow Allows EXPN even if it has been disabled at the SMTP server level with the DISABLE_EXPAND
SMTP channel option.

expndisable Disables EXPN unconditionally.

expndefault Allows EXPN if the SMTP server is set to allow it. (Default)

DNSDomainVerification Specifies whether the channel performsDNS domain verification

mailfromdnsverify Verifies that the domain used on the MAIL FROM: command exists in the DNS.

nomailfromdnsverify Does not verify that the domain used on the MAIL FROM: command exists in the DNS.

Character Sets and Eight-bit data Specifies how the channel handles eight-bit data (Note: Although these keywords are
commonly used on SMTP channels, they are potentially relevant to any sort of channel.)

charset7 Default character set to associate with 7-bit text messages

charset8 Default character set to associate with 8-bit text messages

charsetesc Default character set to associate with 7-bit text containing the escape character

eightbit Channel supports eight-bit characters.

eightnegotiate Channel should negotiate use of eight-bit transmission if possible.

eightstrict Channel should reject messages with headers that contain illegal eight-bit data.

sevenbit Channel does not support eight-bit characters; eight-bit characters must be encoded.

Protocol streaming Specify degree of protocol streaming for channel to use.

streaming Controls the degree of protocol streaming used in the protocol associated with a channel.

Channel Protocol Selection and Line Terminators
Keywords: smtp, nosmtp, smtp_crlf, smtp_cr, smtp_crorlf, smtp_lf

The smtp and nosmtp keywords specify whether or not a channel supports the SMTPprotocol. The
smtp keyword, or one of its variations, is mandatory for all SMTP channels.

The keywords smtp_crlf, smtp_cr, smtp_crorlf, and smtp_lf can be used on SMTP channels to
specify the character sequences that theMTAwill accept as line terminators. The keyword
smtp_crlfmeans that linesmust be terminated with a carriage return (CR) line feed (LF) sequence.
The keyword smtp_lf or smtpmeans that an LF without a preceding CR is accepted. Finally, smtp_cr
means that a CR is accepted without a following LF. These option affect only the handling of
incomingmaterial.
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Because the SMTP standard requires CRLF as the line terminator, theMTAalways generates the
standard CRLF sequence. The various smtp keywordsmerely control whether theMTAwill accept
additional non-standard line terminators. For example, you can specify smtp_crlf if you want the
MTAto accept only strictly legal SMTPmessages and reject anymessages with nonstandard line
terminators.

EHLOCommandSupport
Keywords: ehlo, noehlo, checkehlo

The SMTPprotocol has been extended (RFC 1869) to allow for negotiation of additional commands.
This is done by using the new EHLO command, which replaces RFC 821’s HELO command. Extended
SMTP servers respond to EHLO by providing a list of the extensions they support. Unextended servers
return an unknown command error and the client then sends the old HELO command instead.

This fallback strategy normally works well with both extended and unextended servers. Problems
can arise, however, with servers that do not implement SMTP according to RFC 821. In particular,
some noncompliant servers are known to drop the connection on receipt of an unknown command.

The SMTP client implements a strategy whereby it attempts to reconnect and use HELOwhen any
server drops the connection on receipt of an EHLO. However, this strategymight not work if the
remote server not only drops the connection but also goes into a problematic state upon receipt of
EHLO.

The channel keywords ehlo, noehlo, and checkehlo are provided to deal with such situations. The
ehlo keyword tells theMTAto use the EHLO command on all initial connection attempts. The noehlo
keyword disables all use of the EHLO command. The checkehlo keyword tests the response banner
returned by the remote SMTP server for the string “ESMTP”. If this string is found EHLO is used; if
not, HELO is used. The default behavior is to use EHLO on all initial connection attempts, unless the
banner line contains the string “fire away”, in which case HELO is used; note that there is no keyword
corresponding to this default behavior, which lies between the behaviors resulting from the ehlo and
checkehlo keywords.

ETRNCommandSupport
Keywords: allowetrn, blocketrn, disableetrn, domainetrn, silentetrn, sendetrn, nosendetrn,
novrfy

The ETRN command, defined in RFC 1985, provides an extension to the SMTP service whereby an
SMTP client and server can interact to give the server an opportunity to start the processing of its
queues formessages to go to a given host.

Using ETRN, an SMTP client can request that a remote SMTP server start processing themessage
queues destined for sending to the SMTP client. Thus, ETRN provides a way to implement “polling” of
remote SMTP systems formessages incoming to one’s own system. This can be useful for systems
that have only transient connections between each other, for example, sites that are set up as
secondarymail exchange (MX) hosts for other sites that only have a dial-up connection to the
Internet. By enabling this command, you permit remote, possibly dial-up, servers to request delivery
of their mail.
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The SMTP client specifies on the SMTP ETRN command line the name of the system to which to send
messages (generally the SMTP client system’s own name). If the remote SMTP server supports the
ETRN command, it will trigger execution of a separate process to connect back to the named system
and send anymessages awaiting delivery for that named system.

Responding to ETRNCommands

The allowetrn, blocketrn, domainetrn, and silentetrn keywords control theMTAresponse
when a sending SMTP client issues the ETRN command, requesting that theMTAattempt to deliver
messages in theMTAqueues.

By default, theMTAwill attempt to honor all ETRN commands; that is, the allowetrn keyword is
enabled. You can specify that theMTAnot honor ETRN commands by including the blocketrn
keyword in the channel definition.

You can specify that theMTAhonor all ETRN commands, but without echoing the name of the
channel that the domainmatched and that theMTAwill be attempting to run by including the
silentetrn keyword. The domainetrn keyword specifies that theMTAhonor only ETRN commands
that specify a domain; it also causes theMTAnot to echo back the name of the channel that the
domainmatched and that theMTAwill be attempting to run.

disableetrn disables support for the ETRN command entirely; ETRN is not advertised by the
SMTP server as a supported command.

Sending ETRNCommands

The sendetrn and nosendetrn channel keywords control whether theMTAsends an ETRN

command at the beginning of an SMTP connection. The default is nosendetrn, meaning that the
MTAwill not send an ETRN command. The sendetrn keyword tells theMTAto send an ETRN

command, if the remote SMTP server says it supports ETRN. The sendetrn keyword should be
followed by the name of the system requesting that its messages receive a delivery attempt.

VRFYCommandSupport
Keywords: domainvrfy, localvrfy, vrfyallow, vrfydefault, vrfyhide

The VRFY command enables SMTP clients to send a request to an SMTP server to verify that mail for
a specific user name resides on the server. The VRFY command is defined in RFC 821.

The server sends a response indicating whether the user is local or not, whethermail will be
forwarded, and so on.Aresponse of 250 indicates that the user name is local; a response of 251
indicates that the user name is not local, but the server can forward themessage. The server response
includes themailbox name.
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Sending aVRFYCommand

Under normal circumstances there is no reason to issue a VRFY command as part of an SMTP
dialogue. The SMTP RCPT TO command should perform the same function that VRFY does and
return an appropriate error. However, servers exist that can accept any address in a RCPT TO (and
bounce it later), whereas these same servers performmore extensive checking as part of a VRFY
command.

By default, theMTAdoes not send a VRFY command (the novrfy keyword is enabled).

If necessary, theMTAcan be configured to issue the SMTP VRFY command by including the
domainvrfy or localvrfy keyword in the channel definition. The keyword domainvrfy causes a
VRFY command to be issued with a full address (user@host) as its argument. The localvrfy keyword
causes theMTAto issue a VRFY commandwith just the local part of the address (user).

Responding to a VRFYCommand

The vrfyallow, vrfydefault, and vrfyhide keywords control the SMTP server’s response when a
sending SMTP client issues an SMTP VRFY command.

The vrfyallow keyword tells theMTAto issue a detailed, informative response. The vrfydefault
tells theMTAto provide a detailed, informative response, unless the channel option HIDE_VERIFY=1

has been specified. The vrfyhide keyword tells theMTAto issue only a vague, ambiguous response.
These keywords allow per-channel control of VRFY responses, as opposed to the HIDE_VERIFY option,
which normally applies to all incoming TCP/IP channels handled through the same SMTP server.

EXPNSupport
Keywords: expnallow, expndisable, expndefault

expnallow allows EXPN even if it has been disabled at the SMTP server level with the DISABLE_EXPAND
SMTP channel option. expndisable disables EXPN unconditionally. expndefault allows EXPN if the
SMTP server is set to allow it (default). Expansion can be disabled on a per-list basis, but if it is
disabled at the server level, the per-list settings are irrelevant.

DNSDomainVerification
Keywords: mailfromdnsverify, nomailfromdnsverify

Setting mailfromdnsverify on an incoming TCP/IP channel causes theMTAto verify that an entry
in the DNS exists for the domain used on the SMTP MAIL FROM command and to reject the message if
no such entry exists. The default, nomailfromdnsverify, means that no such check is performed.
Note that performingDNS checks on the return address domainmay result in rejecting some desired
validmessages (for instance, from legitimate sites that simply have not yet registered their domain
name, or at times of bad information in the DNS); it is contrary to the spirit of being generous in
what you accept and getting the e-mail through, expressed in RFC 1123, Requirements for Internet
Hosts. However, some sites may desire to perform such checks in cases where unsolicited bulk email
(UBE) is being sent with forged e-mail addresses from non-existent domains.
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Because the introduction of DNSwildcard entries in the COM and ORG top-level domains hasmade
mailfromdnsverify less useful, the mailfromdnsverify code has beenmodified.When the DNS
returns one ormoreArecords, these values are compared against the domain literals specified by the
newMTAoption BLOCKED_MAIL_FROM_IPS. If a match is found, the domain is considered to be
invalid. In order to restore correct behavior the current correct setting is:

BLOCKED_MAIL_FROM_IPS=[64.94.110.11]

This option’s value defaults to an empty string.

Character Set Labeling andEight-Bit Data
Keywords: charset7, charset8, charsetesc, sevenbit, eightbit, eightnegotiate, eightstrict

Character Set Labeling
TheMIME specification provides amechanism to label the character set used in a plain text message.
Specifically, a charset= parameter can be specified as part of the Content-type: header line. Various
character set names are defined inMIME, including US-ASCII (the default), ISO-8859-1,
ISO-8859-2, andmanymore that have been subsequently defined.

Some existing systems and user agents do not provide amechanism for generating these character
set labels; as a result, some plain text messagesmay not be properly labeled. The charset7, charset8,
and charsetesc channel keywords provide a per-channel mechanism to specify character set names
to be inserted intomessage headers which lack character set labelling. Each keyword requires a single
argument giving the character set name. The names are not checked for validity. Note, however, that
character set conversion can only be done on character sets specified in the character set definition
file charsets.txt found in theMTAtable directory. The names defined in this file should be used if
possible.

The charset7 character set name is used if themessage contains only seven bit characters; the
charset8 character set namewill be used if eight bit data is found in themessage; charsetescwill be
used if a message containing only seven bit data happens to contain escape characters also. If the
appropriate keyword is not specified no character set namewill be inserted into Content-type:
header lines.

Note that the charset8 keyword also controls theMIME encoding of 8-bit characters inmessage
headers (where 8-bit data is unconditionally illegal). TheMTAnormallyMIME-encodes any (illegal)
8-bit data encountered inmessage headers, labeling it as the UNKNOWNcharset if no charset8
value has been specified.

These character set specifications never override existing labels; that is, they have no effect if a
message already has a character set label or is of a type other than text. It is usually appropriate to
labelMTAlocal channels as follows:

l ... charset7 US-ASCII charset8 ISO-8859-1 ...

hostname

If there is no Content-type header in themessage, it is added. This keyword also adds the
MIME-version: header line if it is missing.
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The charsetesc keyword tends to be particularly useful on channels that receive unlabeledmessages
using Japanese or Korean character sets that contain the escape character.

Eight-Bit Data
Some transports restrict the use of characters with ordinal values greater than 127 (decimal). Most
notably, some SMTP servers will strip the high bit and thus garble messages that use characters in this
eight-bit range.

Messaging Server provides facilities to automatically encode suchmessages so that troublesome
eight bit characters do not appear directly in themessage. This encoding can be applied to all
messages enqueued to a given channel by specifying the sevenbit keyword.Achannel should be
marked eightbit if no such restriction exists.

The SMTPprotocol disallows eightbit “unless the remote SMTP server explicitly says it supports the
SMTP extension allowing eightbit.” Some transports such as extended SMTPmay actually support a
form of negotiation to determine if eight bit characters can be transmitted. Therefore, the use of the
eightnegotiate keyword is strongly recommended to instruct the channel to encodemessages
when negotiation fails. This is the default for all channels; channels that do not support negotiation
will simply assume that the transport is capable of handling eight bit data.

The eightstrict keyword tellsMessaging Server to reject any incomingmessages with headers that
contain illegal eight bit data.

Protocol Streaming
Keywords: streaming

Somemail protocols support streaming operations. This means that theMTAcan issuemore than
one operation at a time and wait for replies to each operation to arrive in batches. The streaming
keyword controls the degree of protocol streaming used in the protocol associated with a channel.
This keyword requires an integer parameter; how the parameter is interpreted is specific to the
protocol in use.

Under normal circumstances, the extent of streaming support available is negotiated using the
SMTPpipelining extension.As such this keyword should never be used under normal
circumstances.

The streaming values available range from 0 to 3.Avalue of 0 specifies no streaming, a value of 1
causes groups of RCPTTO commands to stream, a value of 2 causesMAILFROM/RCPTTO to
stream, and a value of 3 causes HELO/MAILFROM/RCPTTO or RSET/MAILFROM/RCPTTO
streaming to be used. The default value is 0.

TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookupSupport
You can specify information about how the server handles TCP/IP connections and address lookups.
This section describes the following:

� “TCP/IP Port Number and InterfaceAddress” on page 340
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� “Caching for Channel Connection Information” on page 340
� “Reverse DNS Lookups” on page 340
� “IDENT Lookups” on page 341
� “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342
� “Nameserver Lookups” on page 342
� “Last Resort Host” on page 343
� “Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)” on page 343
� “Target Host Choice” on page 344

Table 12–22 lists the TCP/IP connection andDNS lookup keywords described in this section.

TABLE 12–22TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookupKeywords

Channel Keyword(s) Description

Port Selection and Interface
Address

Specifies the default port number and interface address for SMTP connections

port Specifies the default port number for SMTP connections. The standard port is 25.

interfaceaddress Binds to the specified TCP/IP interface address.

Cache Keywords Specifies how connection information is cached

cacheeverything Caches all connection information.

cachefailures Caches only connection failure information.

cachesuccesses Caches only connection success information.

nocache Does not cache any connection information.

Reverse DNS Lookups Specifies how to handle Reverse DNS lookups on incoming SMTP connections

forwardcheckdelete If a reverse DNS lookup has been performed, next performs a forward lookup on the returned
name to check that the returned IP numbermatches the original; if not, deletes the name and use
the IP address.

forwardchecknone Does not perform a forward lookup after a DNS reverse lookup.

forwardchecktag If a reverse DNS lookup has been performed, next performs a forward lookup on the returned
name to check that the returned IP numbermatches the original; if not, tags the namewith *.

IDENT Lookups/DNS Reverse
Lookups

Specifies how to handle IDENT lookups andDNS Reverse Lookups on incoming SMTP
connections

identnone Does not perform IDENT lookups; does perform IP to hostname translation; includes both
hostname and IP address in Received: header.

identnonelimited Does not perform IDENT lookups; does perform IP to hostname translation, but does not use the
hostname during channel switching; includes both hostname and IP address in Received: header.

identnonenumeric Does not perform IDENT lookups or IP to hostname translation.
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TABLE 12–22TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookupKeywords (Continued)
Channel Keyword(s) Description

identnonesymbolic Does not perform IDENT lookups; does perform IP to hostname translation; includes only the
hostname in Received: header.

identtcp Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections and IP to hostname translation;
include both hostname and IP address in Received: header

identtcplimited Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections and IP to hostname translation, but do
not use the hostname during channel switching. Includes both hostname and IP address in
Received: header.

indenttcpnumeric Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections, but does not perform IP to hostname
translation.

identtcpsymbolic Performs IDENT lookups on incoming SMTP connections and IP to hostname translation;
includes only hostname in Received: header.

MXRecord Support and TCP/IP
Nameserver

Specifies whether and how the channel supportsMX record lookups

mx TCP/IP network and software supportsMX records lookup.

nomx TCP/IP network does not supportMX lookups.

defaultmx Channel determines whether to doMX lookups from network.

randommx DoesMX lookups; randomizes returned entries with equal precedence.

nonrandomemx DoesMX lookups; does not randomize returned entries with equal precedence.

nameservers Specifies a list of nameservers to consult rather than consulting the TCP/IP stack’s own choice of
nameservers; nameservers requires a space separated list of IP addresses for the nameservers.

defaultnameservers Consults TCP/IP stack’s choice of nameservers.

lastresort Specifies a last resort host.

Switch keywords Controls selection of alternate channels for incomingmail

allowswitchchannel Allows switching to this channel from a switchchannel channel

noswitchchannel Stays with the server channel; does not switch to the channel associated with the originating host;
does not permit being switched to.

switchchannel Switches from the server channel to the channel associated with the originating host.

tlsswitchchannel Switches to another channel upon successful TLS negotiation.

saslswitchchannel Switches to another channel when SASLauthentication is successful.

Target Host Choice and Storage
ofMessage Copies

Specifies a target host system and howmessage copies are stored.

daemon Connects to a specific host system regardless of the envelope address.
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TABLE 12–22TCP/IPConnection andDNSLookupKeywords (Continued)
Channel Keyword(s) Description

single Specifies that a separate copy of themessage should be created for each destination address on the
channel.

single_sys Creates a single copy of themessage for each destination system used.

TCP/IPPortNumber and InterfaceAddress
Keywords: port, interfaceaddress

The SMTPover TCP/IP channels normally connect to port 25 when sendingmessages. The port
keyword can be used to instruct an SMTPover TCP/IP channel to connect to a nonstandard port.
Note that this keyword complements the Dispatcher option PORT, which controls which ports the
MTAlistens on for accepting SMTP connections.

The interfaceaddress keyword controls the address to which a TCP/IP channel binds as the source
address for outbound connections; that is, on a systemwithmultiple interface addresses this
keyword controls which address will be used as the source IP address when theMTAsends outgoing
SMTPmessages. Note that this keyword complements the Dispatcher option INTERFACE_ADDRESS,
which controls which interface address a TCP/IP channel listens on for accepting incoming
connections andmessages.

Caching for Channel Connection Information
Keywords: cacheeverything, nocache, cachefailures, cachesuccesses

Channels using the SMTPprotocol maintain a cache containing a history of prior connection
attempts. This cache is used to avoid reconnectingmultiple times to inaccessible hosts, which can
waste lots of time and delay othermessages. The cache is a per process cache and only persists during
a single run of the outbound SMTPdelivery channel.

The cache normally records both connection successes and failures. (Successful connection attempts
are recorded in order to offset subsequent failures—a host that succeeded before but fails now doesn’t
warrant as long of a delay beforemaking another connection attempt as does one that has never been
tried or one that has failed previously.)

However, the caching strategy used by theMTAis not necessarily appropriate for all situations.
Therefore channel keywords are provided to adjust theMTAcache.

The cacheeverything keyword enables all forms of caching and is the default. The nocache keyword
disables all caching.

The cachefailures keyword enables caching of connection failures but not successes—this forces a
somewhatmore restricted retry than cacheeverything does. Finally, cachesuccesses caches only
successes. This last keyword is effectively equivalent to nocache for SMTP channels.

ReverseDNSLookups
Keywords: forwardchecknone, forwardchecktag, forwardcheckdelete
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The forwardchecknone, forwardchecktag, and forwardcheckdelete channel keywords can
modify the effects of doing reverse DNS lookups. These keywords can control whether theMTAdoes
a forward lookup of an IP name found using a DNS reverse lookup, and if such forward lookups are
requested, specify what theMTAdoes if the forward lookup of the IP name does notmatch the
original IP number of the connection.

The forwardchecknone keyword is the default, andmeans that no forward lookup is done. The
forwardchecktag keyword tells theMTAto do a forward lookup after each reverse lookup and to tag
the IP namewith an asterisk (*), if the number found using the forward lookup does notmatch that
of the original connection. The forwardcheckdelete keyword tells theMTAto do a forward lookup
after each reverse lookup and to ignore (delete) the reverse lookup returned name if the forward
lookup of that name does notmatch the original connection IP address; in this case, theMTAuses
the original IP address instead.

Note –Having the forward lookup notmatch the original IP address is normal atmany sites, where a
more “generic” IP name is used for several different IP addresses.

IDENT Lookups
Keywords: identnone, identnonelimited, identtnonnumeric, identnonesymbolic, identtcp,
identtcpnumeric, identtcpsymbolic, identtcplimited

The IDENT keywords control how theMTAhandles connections and lookups using the IDENT
protocol. The IDENT protocol is described in RFC 1413.

The identtcp, identtcpsymbolic, and identtcpnumeric keywords tell theMTAto perform a
connection and lookup using the IDENT protocol. The information obtained from the IDENT
protocol (usually the identity of the usermaking the SMTP connection) is inserted into the
Received: header of themessage as follows:

� identtcp inserts the host name corresponding to the incoming IP number, as reported from a
DNS reverse lookup and the IP number itself.

� identtcpsymbolic inserts the host name corresponding to the incoming IP number, as reported
from aDNS reverse lookup; the IP number itself is not included in the Received: header.

� identtcpnumeric inserts the actual incoming IP number—noDNS reverse lookup on the IP
number is performed.

Note –The remote systemmust be running an IDENT server for the IDENT lookup caused by
identtcp, identtcpsymbolic, or identtcpnumeric to be useful.

Be aware that IDENT query attemptsmay incur a performance hit. Increasingly routers will “black
hole” attempted connections to ports that they don’t recognize. If this happens on an IDENT query,
then theMTAdoes not hear back until the connection times out (a TCP/IP stack controlled
time-out, typically on the order of aminute or two).
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Another performance factor occurs when comparing identtcp, indenttcplimited, or
identtcpsymbolic to identtcpnumeric. The DNS reverse lookup called for with identtcp,
identtcplimited, or identtcpsymbolic incurs some additional overhead to obtain themore
user-friendly host name.

The identnone keyword disables IDENT lookup, but does specify IP to host name translation, and
both IP number and host namewill be included in the Received: header for themessage.

The identnonesymbolic keyword disables IDENT lookup, but does do IP to host name translation;
only the host namewill be included in the Received: header for themessage.

The identnonenumeric keyword disables this IDENT lookup and inhibits the usual DNS reverse
lookup translation of IP number to host name, andmight result in a performance improvement at
the cost of less user-friendly information in the Received: header. This is the default.

The identtcplimited and identnonelimited keywords have the same effect as identtcp and
identnone, respectively, as far as IDENT lookups, reverse DNS lookups, and information displayed in
Received: header.Where they differ is that with identtcplimited or identnonelimited the IP
literal address is always used as the basis for any channel switching due to use of the switchchannel
keyword, regardless of whether the DNS reverse lookup succeeds in determining a host name.

TCP/IPMXRecord Support
Keywords: mx, nomx, defaultmx, randommx, nonrandommx

Some TCP/IP networks support the use ofMX (mail forwarding) records and some do not. Some
TCP/IP channel programs can be configured not to useMX records if they are not provided by the
network that theMTAsystem is connected to. The mx, nomx, defaultmx, randommx, nonrandommx
keywords controlMX record support.

The keyword randommx specifies thatMX lookups should be done andMX record values of equal
precedence should be processed in random order. The keyword nonrandommx specifies thatMX
lookups should be done andMX values of equal precedence should be processed in the same order in
which they were received.

The mx keyword is currently equivalent to nonrandommx; it might change to be equivalent to
randommx in a future release. The nomx keyword disablesMX lookups. The defaultmx keyword
specifies that mx should be used if the network says thatMX records are supported. The keyword
defaultmx is the default on channels that supportMX lookups in any form.

Nameserver Lookups
Keywords: nameservers, defaultnameservers

When name server lookups are being performed, the nameservers channel keywordmay be used to
specify a list of name servers to consult rather than consulting the TCP/IP stack’s own choice of
name servers. The nameservers keyword requires a space separated list of IP addresses for the name
servers, as shown in the following example:
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nameservers 1.2.3.1 1.2.3.2

The default, defaultnameservers, means use the TCP/IP stack’s own choice of name servers.

To prevent name server lookups onUNIX, you canmodify the nsswitch.conf file. OnNT,modify
the TCP/IP configuration.

Last ResortHost
Keywords: lastresort

The lastresort keyword is used to specify a host to connect to even when all other connection
attempts fail. In effect this acts as anMX record of last resort. This is only useful on SMTP channels.

The keyword requires a single parameter specifying the name of the “system of last resort.” For
example:

tcp_local single_sys smtp mx lastresort mailhub.siroe.com

TCP-DAEMON

Alternate Channels for IncomingMail (Switch Channels)
Keywords: switchchannel, allowswitchchannel, noswitchchannel. See also saslswitchchannel
on “SMTPAuthentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344, and tlsswitchchannel on “Transport
Layer Security” on page 347

The following keywords control selection of an alternate channel for incomingmail: switchchannel,
allowswitchchannel, noswitchchannel.

When theMTAaccepts an incoming connection from a remote system, it must choose a channel
with which to associate the connection. Normally this decision is based on the transfer used; for
example, an incoming SMTPover TCP/IP connection is automatically associated with the
tcp_local channel.

This convention breaks down, however, whenmultiple outgoing channels with different
characteristics are used to handle different systems over the same transfer.When this happens,
incoming connections are not associated with the same channel as outgoing connections, and the
result is that the corresponding channel characteristics are not associated with the remote system.

The switchchannel keyword provides a way to eliminate this difficulty. If switchchannel is specified
on the initial channel the server uses, the IP address of the connecting (originating) host will be
matched against the channel table and if it matches the source channel will change accordingly. If no
IP address match is found or if a match is found that matches the original default incoming channel,
theMTAmay optionally trymatching using the host name found by doing a DNS reverse lookup.
The source channel may change to any channel marked switchchannel or allowswitchchannel
(the default). The noswitchchannel keyword specifies that no channel switching should be done to
or from the channel.

Specification of switchchannel on anything other than a channel that a server associates with by
default has no effect.At present, switchchannel only affects SMTP channels, but there are actually
no other channels where switchchannelwould be reasonable.
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TargetHost Choice
Keywords: daemon, single, single_sys

The interpretation and usage of the daemon keyword depends upon the type of channel to which it is
applied.

The daemon keyword is used on SMTP channels to control the choice of a target host.

Normally, channels connect to whatever host is listed in the envelope address of themessage being
processed. The daemon keyword is used to tell the channel to instead connect to a specific remote
system, generally a firewall ormail hub system, regardless of the envelope address. The actual remote
system name should appear directly after the daemon keyword, as shown in the following example:

tcp_firewall smtp mx daemon firewall.acme.com

TCP-DAEMON

If the argument after the daemon keyword is not a fully qualified domain name, the argument will be
ignored and the channel will connect to the channel’s official host. The official host is the fully
qualified hostname associated with the channel. This can be specified in the second line of a three
line channel block:

tcp_firewall smtp mx daemon router

firewall.acme.com

TCP-DAEMON

The official host can also be specified after TCP-DAEMON in a two-line channel block so outbound
connections will identify themselves as a particular host:

tcp_firewall smtp mx daemon router

TCP-DAEMON firewall.acme.com

When specifying the firewall or gateway system name as the official host name, the argument given to
the daemon keyword is typically specified as router, as shown in the following example:

tcp_firewall smtp mx daemon router

firewall.acme.com

TCP-DAEMON

Other keywords of interest are single and single_sys. The single keyword specifies that a separate
copy of themessage should be created for each destination address on the channel. The single_sys
keyword creates a single copy of themessage for each destination system used. Note that at least one
copy of eachmessage is created for each channel themessage is queued to, regardless of the keywords
used.

SMTPAuthentication, SASL, andTLS
Keywords: maysaslserver, mustsaslserver, nosasl, nosaslserver, saslswitchchannel,
nosaslswitchchannel)
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You can control whether theMessaging Server supports authentication to the SMTP server using
SASL (SimpleAuthentication and Security Layer). SASL is defined in RFC 2222 and ormore
information about SASL, SMTP authentication, and security is in Chapter 19.

The maysaslserver, mustsaslserver, nosasl, nosaslserver, switchchannel, and
saslswitchchannel channel keywords are used to configure SASL (SMTPAUTH) use during the
SMTPprotocol by SMTP channels such as TCP/IP channels.

nosasl is the default andmeans that SASLauthentication is not permitted or attempted. It subsumes
nosaslserver, whichmeans that SASLauthentication is not permitted. Specifying maysaslserver
causes the SMTP server to permit clients to attempt to use SASLauthentication. Specifying
mustsaslserver causes the SMTP server to insist that clients use SASLauthentication; the SMTP
server does not accept messages unless the remote client successfully authenticates.

Use saslswitchchannel to cause incoming connections to be switched to a specified channel upon a
client’s successful use of SASL. It takes a required value, specifying the channel to which to switch.

UsingAuthenticatedAddresses fromSMTPAUTH in
Header
Keywords: authrewrite

The authrewrite channel keyword and associated AUTH_REWRITEmapping table allowsmodification
of header and envelope addresses using addressing information obtained from authentication
operations. Specifically, SASL authentication can be configured to provide an authorized email
address. Normally the SMTP AUTH information is used, though this may be overridden via the
FROM_ACCESSmapping. The authrewrite keyword takes a required bit value, according to Table
12–23.

TABLE 12–23 authrewriteBitValues

Bit Value Description

0 1 Don’t change anything (default)

1 2 Add either a Sender: or Resent-sender: header field containing the address provided by the
authentication operation. The Resent-variant is used if other resent- fields are present.

2 4 Add a Sender: header field containing the address provided by the authentication operation.
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TABLE 12–23 authrewriteBitValues (Continued)
Bit Value Description

3 8 Construct a probe in amapping table called AUTH_REWRITE of the form:

mail-from|sender|from|auth-sender

wheremail-from is the envelope From: address, sender is the address from the Sender: or
Resent-sender: header field, from is the address from the From: or Resent-From: header field, and
auth-sender is the address provided by the authentication operation.

The result is run through the AUTH_REWRITEmapping. Themapping should return a list of items
separated by vertical bars ( | ). The items are consumed, in order, by the setting of the following flags:

$J $K Replace the envelope From: address for the message

$Y $TAdd an appropriate Sender: or Resent-sender: header field.

$NReject themessage.Mapping result provides text of the errormessage. If no text is provided,
invalid originator address used error message is displayed.

$ZAdd an appropriate From: or Resent-from: header field. (Note that in general overriding a From:
field is a very bad idea.)

The Resent- variants are used if other Resent- fields are present in the header.

4 16 Apply AUTH_REWRITEmapping even when authentication has not provided an authenticated address.
If the bit is clear, themapping is only applied if an authenticated address is available.

5 32 Include the source channel at the beginning of the AUTH_REWRITEmapping probe. It is separated from
the remaining information by a |. If the bit is clear, the channel is not included.

Caution –The $Z flag should be highly restricted as there are few legitimate uses formodifying
envelope and header addresses.

SpecifyingMicrosoft ExchangeGatewayChannels
Keywords: msexchange, nomsexchange

The msexchange channel keywordmay be used on TCP/IP channels to tell theMTAthat this is a
channel that communicates withMicrosoft Exchange gateways and clients.When placed on an
incoming TCP/IP channel which has SASL enabled (via a maysaslserver or mustsaslserver
keyword), it causes theMTA’s SMTP server to advertiseAUTHusing an “incorrect” format (based
upon the original ESMTPAUTH specification, which was actually incompatible with correct
ESMTPusage, rather than the newer, correctedAUTH specification). SomeMicrosoft Exchange
clients, for instance, does not recognize the correctAUTH format and only recognizes the incorrect
AUTH format.
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The msexchange channel keyword also causes advertisement (and recognition) of broken TLS
commands.

nomsexchange is the default.

Transport Layer Security
Keywords: maytls, maytlsclient, maytlsserver, musttls, musttlsclient, musttlsserver,
notls, notlsclient, notlsserver, tlsswitchchannel

The maytls, maytlsclient, maytlsserver, musttls, musttlsclient, musttlsserver, notls,
notlsclient, notlsserver, and tlsswitchchannel channel keywords are used to configure TLS
use during the SMTPprotocol by SMTPbased channels such as TCP/IP channels.

The default is notls, andmeans that TLS will not be permitted or attempted. It subsumes the
notlsclient keyword, whichmeans that TLS use will not be attempted by theMTASMTP client on
outgoing connections (the STARTTLS commandwill not be issued during outgoing connections) and
the notlsserver keyword, whichmeans that TLS use will not be permitted by theMTASMTP server
on incoming connections (the STARTTLS extension will not be advertised by the SMTP server nor the
command itself accepted).

Specifying maytls causes theMTAto offer TLS to incoming connections and to attempt TLS upon
outgoing connections. It subsumes maytlsclient, whichmeans that theMTASMTP client will
attempt TLS use when sending outgoingmessages, if sending to an SMTP server that supports TLS,
and maytlsserver, whichmeans that theMTASMTP server will advertise support for the STARTTLS
extension and will allow TLS use when receivingmessages.

Note that for TLS to work, the following conditionsmust be in place:

� Protections/ownerships of the certificates have to be set so that the mailsrv account can access
the files.

� The directory where the certificates are stored need to have protections/ownerships set such that
the mailsrv account can access the files within that directory.

Specifying musttlswill cause theMTAto insist upon TLS in both outgoing and incoming
connections; email will not be exchanged with remote systems that fail to successfully negotiate TLS
use. It subsumes musttlsclient, whichmeans that theMTASMTP client will insist on TLS use
when sending outgoingmessages and will not send to SMTP servers that do not successfully
negotiate TLS use (theMTAwill issue the STARTTLS command and that commandmust succeed). It
also subsumes musttlsserver, whichmeans that theMTASMTP server will advertise support for
the STARTTLS extension and will insist upon TLS use when receiving incomingmessages and will not
accept messages from clients that do not successfully negotiate TLS use.

The tlsswitchchannel keyword is used to cause incoming connections to be switched to a specified
channel upon a client’s successful TLS negotiation. It takes a required value, specifying the channel
to which to switch.
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ConfiguringMessageProcessing andDelivery
You can configure when the server attempts to deliver messages based on certain criteria. You can
also specify parameters for job processing, such as processing limits for service jobs, or when to
spawn a new SMTP channel thread. This section describes the following:

� “Setting Channel Directionality” on page 350
� “Implementing Deferred Delivery Dates” on page 350
� “Specifying the Retry Frequency forMessages that Failed Delivery” on page 350
� “Processing Pools for Channel Execution Jobs” on page 351
� “Service Job Limits” on page 352
� “Message Priority Based on Size” on page 354
� “SMTPChannel Threads” on page 354
� “Expansion ofMultipleAddresses” on page 355
� “Enable Service Conversions” on page 356

For conceptual information onmessage processing and delivery, refer to Table 12–24

“ConfiguringMessage Processing andDelivery” on page 348 summarizes the keywords described in
this section.

TABLE 12–24Message Processing andDeliveryKeywords

Keyword Definition

ImmediateDelivery Defines specification for immediate delivery ofmessages.

immnonurgent Starts delivery immediately after submission for urgent, normal, and non-urgentmessages.

Channel Directionality Specifies type of by which program a channel is served

bidirectional Channel is served by amaster and slave programs.

master Channel is served by amaster program (master).

slave Channel is served by a slave program (slave).

DeferredDelivery Defines specification for delivery of deferred jobs.

backoff Specifies the frequency for attempted redelivery of deferredmessages. Can be overridden by
normalbackoff, nonurgentbackoff, urgentbackoff.

deferred Implements recognition and honoring of the Deferred-delivery: header line.

nodeferred Default. Specifies that Deferred-delivery: header line not be honored.

nonurgentbackoff The frequency for attempted redelivery of nonurgentmessages.

normalbackoff The frequency for attempted redelivery of normalmessages.

urgentbackoff The frequency for attempted redelivery of urgentmessages.
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TABLE 12–24Message Processing andDeliveryKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Definition

Message Priority Based on Size Definesmessage priority based onmessage size.

nonurgentblocklimit Forcesmessages above this size to lower than nonurgent priority (second class priority),
meaning that themessages will always wait for the next periodic job for further processing.

normalblocklimit Forcesmessages above this size to nonurgent priority.

urgentblocklimit Forcesmessages above this size to normal priority.

Processing Pools for Channel
Execution Jobs

Specifies the pools for processingmessages of different urgencies and deferral of jobs

pool Specifies the pool in which channels run.

after Specifies a time delay before channels run.

Service Job Limits Specifies the number of service jobs and themaximumnumber ofmessage files to handle
per job

maxjobs Specifies themaximumnumber of jobs that can be running concurrently for the channel.

filesperjob Specifies the number of queue entries to be processed by a single job.

SMTPChannel Threads

threaddepth Number of messages triggering new thread withmultithreaded SMTP client.

Multiple Address Expansion Defines processing formessages withmany recipients

expandlimit Processes an incomingmessage “off-line” when the number of addressees exceeds this limit.

expandchannel Specifies channel in which to perform deferred expansion due to application of expandlimit.

holdlimit Holds an incomingmessage when the number of addresses exceeds this limit.

Transaction Limits Specifies connection transaction limits

transactionlimit Limits the number of messages allowed per connection.

UndeliverableMessageNotifications Specifies when undeliverablemessage notifications are sent.

notices Specifies the amount of time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned.

nonurgentnotices Specifies the amount of time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned
formessages of non-urgent priority.

normalnotices Specifies the amount of time that may elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned
formessages of normal priority.

urgentnotices Specify the amount of time whichmay elapse before notices are sent andmessages returned
formessages of urgent priority.
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SettingChannelDirectionality
Keywords: master, slave, bidirectional

Three keywords are used to specify whether a channel is served by amaster program (master), a
slave program (slave), or both (bidirectional). The default, if none of these keywords are
specified, is bidirectional. These keywords determine whether theMTAinitiates delivery activity
when amessage is queued to the channel.

The use of these keywords reflects certain fundamental characteristics of the corresponding channel
program or programs. The descriptions of the various channels theMTAsupports indicate when and
where these keywords should be used.

ImplementingDeferredDeliveryDates
Keywords: deferred, nodeferred, immnonurgent

The deferred channel keyword implements recognition and honoring of the Deferred-delivery:
header line.Messages with a deferred delivery date in the future are held in the channel queue until
they either expire and are returned or the deferred delivery date is reached. See RFC 1327 for details
on the format and operation of the Deferred-delivery: header line.

The keyword nodeferred is the default. It is important to realize that while support for deferred
message processing is mandated by RFC 1327, actual implementation of it effectively lets people use
themail system as an extension of their disk quota.

The keyword immnonurgent starts delivery immediately after submission for urgent, normal, and
non-urgentmessages.

Specifying theRetry Frequency forMessages that
FailedDelivery
Keywords: backoff, nonurgentbackoff, normalbackoff, urgentbackoff, notices

By default, the frequency of delivery retries formessages that have had delivery failures depends on
themessage’s priority. The default intervals between delivery attempts (inminutes) is shown below.
The first number after the priority indicates the number of minutes after the initial delivery failure
that the first delivery retry is attempted:

urgent: 30, 60, 60, 120, 120, 120, 240

normal: 60, 120, 120, 240, 240, 240, 480

nonurgent: 120, 240, 240, 480, 480, 480, 960

For urgentmessages, a retry is attempted 30minutes after the initial delivery failure, 60minutes after
the first delivery retry, 60minutes after the second retry, 120minutes after the third and so on. Retries
after the last specified attempt repeat at the same interval. Thus, for urgentmessages, retries occur
every 240minutes.
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Delivery attempts continue for a period of time specified by the notices, nonurgentnotices,
normalnotices, or urgentnotices keywords. If a successful delivery cannot bemade, a delivery
failure notification is generated and themessage is returned to sender. (For details on the notices
keyword, see “To Set NotificationMessage Delivery Intervals” on page 255

The backoff keywords allow you to specify customized sets of delivery retry intervals formessages of
varying priorities. nonurgentbackoff specifies the intervals for nonurgentmessages.
normalbackoff specifies the intervals for normalmessages. urgentbackoff specifies the intervals for
urgentmessages. If none of these keywords is specified, backoff specifies the intervals for all
messages regardless of priority.

An example, is shown below:

urgentbackoff "pt30m" "pt1h" "pt2h" "pt3h" "pt4h" "pt5h" "pt8h" "pt16h"

Here, delivery retries of urgentmessages is attempted 30minutes after the initial delivery failure, one
hour after the first delivery attempt (1 hour 30minutes after initial failure), two hours after the
second delivery attempt, three hours after the third, four hours after the fourth, five hours after the
fifth, eight hours after the sixth, 16 hours after the seventh delivery attempt. Subsequent attempts are
made every 16 hours until the period of time specified by the notices keyword. If a successful
delivery cannot bemade, a delivery failure notification is generated and themessage is returned to
sender. Note that the interval syntax is in ISO 8601P and is described in the Sun Java System
Messaging ServerAdministration Reference.

In this next example,

normalbackoff "pt30m" "pt1h" "pt8h" "p1d" "p2d” "p1w"

a delivery retry of normalmessages is attempted 30minutes after the initial delivery failure, one hour
after the first delivery attempt, eight hours after the second attempt, one day after the third, two days
after the fourth, one week after the fifth and repeating each week until the period of time specified by
the notices keyword. If a successful delivery cannot bemade, a delivery failure notification is
generated and themessage is returned to sender.

In this final example,

backoff "pt30m" "pt120m" "pt16h" "pt36h" "p3d"

all failedmessage deliveries, regardless of message priority—unless overridden by
nonurgentbackoff, normalbackoff, or urgentbackoff—will be retried 30minutes after the initial
delivery failure, two hours after the first retry attempt, 16 hours after the second attempt, 36 hours
after the third, three days after the fourth and repeating every three days until the period of time
specified by the notices keyword. If a successful delivery cannot bemade, a delivery failure
notification is generated and themessage is returned to sender.

ProcessingPools for Channel Execution Jobs
Keywords: pool
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You can configure various channels to share resources by running within the same pool. Youmight
want to configure other channels to run in pools dedicated to a particular channel.Within each pool,
messages are automatically sorted into different processing queues according tomessage priority.
Higher priority messages in the pool are processed before lower-priority messages. (See “Message
Priority Based on Size” on page 354

The pools where the jobs are created can be selected on a channel by channel basis by using the pool
keyword. The pool keywordmust be followed by the name of the pool to which delivery jobs for the
current channel should be pooled. The name of the pool should not containmore than twelve
characters.

For further information on Job Controller concepts and configuration, refer to “Job Controller File”
on page 235, “Job Controller File” on page 235, and “Service Job Limits” on page 352.

Service Job Limits
Keywords: maxjobs, filesperjob

Each time amessage is enqueued to a channel, the Job Controller ensures that there is a job running
to deliver themessage. This might involve starting a new job process, adding a thread, or simply
noting that a job is already running.Asingle service jobmay not be sufficient to ensure prompt
delivery of all messages, however. (For further information on Job Controller concepts and
configuration, refer to “Job Controller File” on page 235, “Processing Pools for Channel Execution
Jobs” on page 351 and “The Job Controller” on page 189.

For any given installation, there is a reasonablemaximumnumber of processes and threads to be
started for deliveringmessages. This maximumnumber depends on factors such as the number of
processors, the speed of the disks, and the characteristics of the connections. In theMTA
configuration, it is possible to control the following:

� Themaximumnumber of processes to start running for a given channel (the maxjobs channel
keyword)

� Themaximumnumber of processes to start for a set of channels (the JOB_LIMIT parameter in the
relevant pool section of the Job Controller configuration file)

� The number of queuedmessages received before a new thread or process is started (the
threaddepth channel keyword)

� For some channels, themaximumnumber of threads that will run within a given delivery
program (max_client_threads parameter in the channel option file)

Themaximumnumber of processes to start running for a given channel is theminimum of the
maxjobs set on the channel and the JOB_LIMIT set for the pool that the channel runs in.

Assume amessage needs processing. In general, the Job Controller starts new processes as follows:

� If no process is running for a channel and the pool job limit has not been reached, then the Job
Controller starts a new process.
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� If a channel program is single-threaded or the thread limit has been reached and the backlog
increases past amultiple of threads (specified with threaddepth) and neither the channel nor
pool job limit has been reached, the Job Controller starts a new process

� If a channel program ismultithreaded and the thread limit has not been reached and the backlog
of messages increase past amultiple of threaddepth, a new thread is started.

For SMTP channels in particular, new threads or processes are started asmessages are enqueued for
different hosts. Thus, for SMTP channels, the Job Controller starts new processes as follows.Assume
amessage needs processing:

� If no process is running for an SMTP channel and the pool limit has not been reached, the Job
Controller starts a new process.

� If the thread limit (MAX_CLIENT_THREADS) has been reached, amessage is enqueued for a host not
yet being serviced, and neither the channel (maxjobs) nor pool job limit (JOB_LIMIT) has been
reached then a new process is started.

� If the thread limit has not been reached and amessage is enqueued for a host not yet being
serviced, then a new thread is started.

� If the thread limit has not been reached and amessage is enqueued that takes the backlog of
messages for that host increase past amultiple of threaddepth, a new thread is started.

See also “SMTPChannel Threads” on page 354.

The filesperjob keyword can be used to cause theMTAto create additional service jobs. This
keyword takes a single positive integer parameter which specifies howmany queue entries (that is,
files) must be sent to the associated channel beforemore than one service job is created to handle
them. If a value less than or equal to zero is given it is interpreted as a request to queue only one
service job. Not specifying a keyword is equivalent to specifying a value of zero. The effect of this
keyword is maximized; the larger number computed will be the number of service jobs that are
actually created.

The filesperjob keyword divides the number of actual queue entries or files by the given value.
Note that the number of queue entries resulting from a givenmessage is controlled by a large number
of factors, including but not limited to the use of the single and single_sys keywords and the
specification of header-modifying actions inmailing lists.

The maxjobs keyword places an upper bound on the total number of service jobs that can be running
concurrently. This keywordmust be followed by an integer value; if the computed number of service
jobs is greater than this value only maxjobs jobs will actually be created. The default for this value if
maxjobs is not specified is 100. Normally maxjobs is set to a value that is less than or equal to the total
number of jobs that can run simultaneously in whatever service pool or pools the channel uses.

SettingConnection Transaction Limits
Keywords: transactionlimit

transactionlimit limits the number of messages allowed per connection. This can be used to
thwart attackers in the following way:
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An attacker can connect via SMTP and sendmany RCPT TO commands in an attempt to guess
legitimate email addresses. Such an attack can be thwarted by limiting the number of invalid RCPT
TOs allowed in a transaction. The attackermay respond by usingmultiple transactions, but with
transactionlimit you can limit the number of transaction allowed in an SMTP session. The
attacker can usemultiple sessions, but now his cost is getting prohibitive. Connection throttling can
be used to limit the number of sessions in various waysmaking the cost really prohibitive inmost
cases.

This is not without cost our side, however. Some SMTP clients react badly to recipient limits,
transaction limits, or both. Exceptions need to bemade for these clients. But TCP channel options
apply to the SMTP server unconditionally. The solution is to use channel keywords and
switchchannel to route problematic agents to channels with larger limits.

MessagePriority BasedonSize
Keywords: urgentblocklimit, normalblocklimit, nonurgentblocklimit

The urgentblocklimit, normalblocklimit, and nonurgentblocklimit keywordsmay be used to
instruct theMTAto downgrade the priority of messages based on size. These keywords affect the
priority that the Job Controller applies when processing themessage.

SMTPChannel Threads
Keywords: threaddepth,

Themultithreaded SMTP client sorts outgoingmessages to different destinations to different
threads. The threaddepth keywordmay be used to instruct themultithreaded SMTP client to handle
only the specified number of messages in any one thread, using additional threads even formessages
all to the same destination (hence normally all handled in one thread). The default for this keyword is
10.

Each time the backlog for a channel increases past amultiple of threaddepth, the Job Controller tries
to increase the amount of processing dedicated to processingmessages queued for that channel. For
multithreaded channels, the Job Controller advises any job processingmessages for that channel to
start a new thread, or if all jobs have themaximum threads allowed for the channel
(MAX_CLIENT_THREADS in the option for the tcp_* channels) it will start a new process. For
single-threaded channels it will start new process. Note that the Job Controller will not start a new
job if the job limit for the channel (maxjobs) or the pool (JOB_LIMIT) has been reached.

Essentially, threaddepth controls how aggressive jobs are scheduled. Let’s consider two different
situations:

(1) a normal (outbound) SMTP channel

(2) a forward-to-a-smart-host SMTP channel
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The job controller sorts messages destined for a particular channel by the destination host, and it
schedules the jobs to process messages based on the backlog on these destinations hosts.

In the first instance, there will be a large number of destination hosts and the backlog formost of
themwill be small. There will be lots of threads running and everything should work well, except,
perhaps, for destination hosts like aol, yahoo, hotmail, and so on, where there can be a large amount
of traffic.With a thread depth of 128, you’d only get a second thread delivering to yahoo once the
backlog reached 128. This is not desirable.

In the second instance, there is only the one destination host and havingmany threads delivering to
that host are desirable. If anything, the default value of 10 could be too small.

Use of threaddepthmay be of particular interest for achievingmultithreading on a daemon router
TCP/IP channel—a TCP/IP channel that connects to a single specific SMTP server—when the SMTP
server to which the channel connects can handlemultiple simultaneous connections.

ExpansionofMultipleAddresses
Keywords: expandlimit, expandchannel, holdlimit

Most channels support the specification ofmultiple recipient addresses in the transfer of each
inboundmessage. The specification ofmany recipient addresses in a single messagemay result in
delays inmessage transfer processing (online delays). If the delays are long enough, network
time-outs can occur, which in turn can lead to repeatedmessage submission attempts and other
problems.

TheMTAprovides a special facility to force deferred (offline) processing if more than a given
number of addresses are specified for a single message. Deferral of message processing can decrease
on-line delays enormously. Note, however, that the processing overhead is deferred, not avoided
completely.

This special facility is activated by using a combination of, for instance, the generic reprocessing
channel and the expandlimit keyword. The expandlimit keyword takes an integer argument that
specifies howmany addresses should be accepted inmessages coming from the channel before
deferring processing. The default value is infinite if the expandlimit keyword is not specified.Avalue
of 0 will force deferred processing on all incoming addresses from the channel.

The expandlimit keywordmust not be specified on the local channel or the reprocessing channel
itself; the results of such a specification are unpredictable.

The channel actually used to perform the deferred processingmay be specified using the
expandchannel keyword; the reprocessing channel is used by default, if expandchannel is not
specified, but use of some other reprocessing or processing channel may be useful for special
purposes. If a channel for deferred processing is specified via expandchannel, that channel should be
a reprocessing or processing channel; specification of other sorts of channels may lead to
unpredictable results.
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The reprocessing channel, or whatever channel is used to perform the deferred processing, must be
added to theMTAconfiguration file in order for the expandlimit keyword to have any effect. If your
configuration was built by theMTAconfiguration utility, then you should already have a
reprocessing channel.

Extraordinarily large lists of recipient addresses are often a characteristic of unsolicited bulk email.
The holdlimit keyword tells theMTAthat messages coming in the channel that result inmore than
the specified number of recipients should bemarked as .HELDmessages and enqueued to the
reprocess channel (or to whatever channel is specified via the expandchannel keyword). The files
will sit unprocessed in the reprocess queue awaitingmanual intervention by theMTApostmaster.

Enable Service Conversions
Keywords: service, noservice

The service keyword unconditionally enables service conversions regardless of
CHARSET-CONVERSION entry. If the noservice keyword is set, service conversions formessages
coming into this channel must be enabled via CHARSET-CONVERSION.

ConfiguringAddressHandling
This section describes keywords that deal with address handling. It consists of the following sections:

� “Enable Service Conversions” on page 356
� “Address Types and Conventions” on page 357
� “InterpretingAddresses that Use ! and%” on page 358
� “Adding Routing Information inAddresses” on page 358
� “Disabling Rewriting of Explicit RoutingAddresses” on page 359
� “Address Rewriting UponMessage Dequeue” on page 360
� “Specifying aHost Name to UseWhen Correcting IncompleteAddresses” on page 360
� “LegalizingMessagesWithout Recipient Header Lines” on page 361
� “Stripping Illegal Blank Recipient Headers” on page 361
� “Enabling Channel-Specific Use of the Reverse Database” on page 362
� “Enabling RestrictedMailbox Encoding” on page 362
� “Generating of Return-pathHeader Lines” on page 362
� “Constructing ReceivedHeader Lines from Envelope To and FromAddresses” on page 363
� “Handling Comments inAddress Header Lines” on page 363
� “Handling Personal Names inAddress Header Lines” on page 364
� “SpecifyingAlias File andAlias Database Probes” on page 365
� “Subaddress Handling” on page 365
� “Enabling Channel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks” on page 366
� “Removing Source Routes” on page 366
� “SpecifyingAddressMust be from anAlias” on page 366
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Address Types andConventions
Keywords: 822, 733, uucp, header_822, header_733, header_uucp

This group of keywords control what types of addresses the channel supports.Adistinction is made
between the addresses used in the transport layer (themessage envelope) and those used inmessage
headers.

822 (sourceroute)
Source route envelope addresses. This channel supports full RFC 822 format envelope addressing
conventions including source routes. The keyword sourceroute is also available as a synonym for
822. This is the default if no other envelope address type keyword is specified.

733 (percents)
Percent sign envelope addresses. This channel supports full RFC 822 format envelope addressing
with the exception of source routes; source routes should be rewritten using percent sign
conventions instead. The keyword percents is also available as a synonym for 733.

Note –Use of 733 address conventions on an SMTP channel results in these conventions being
carried over to the transport layer addresses in the SMTP envelope. This may violate RFC 821. Only
use 733 address conventions when you are sure they are necessary.

uucp (bangstyle)
Bang-style envelope addresses. This channel uses addresses that conform to RFC 976 bang-style
address conventions in the envelope (for example, this is a UUCP channel). The keyword bangstyle
is also available as a synonym for uucp.

header_822
Source route header addresses. This channel supports full RFC 822 format header addressing
conventions including source routes. This is the default if no other header address type keyword is
specified.

header_733
Percent sign header addresses. This channel supports RFC 822 format header addressing with the
exception of source routes; source routes should be rewritten using percent sign conventions instead.
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Note –Use of 733 address conventions inmessage headersmay violate RFC 822 and RFC 976. Only
use this keyword if you are sure that the channel connects to a system that cannot deal with source
route addresses.

header_uucp
UUCPor bang-style header addresses. The use of this keyword is not recommended. Such usage
violates RFC 976.

InterpretingAddresses thatUse ! and%
Keywords: bangoverpercent, nobangoverpercent, percentonly

Addresses are always interpreted in accordance with RFC 822 and RFC 976. However, there are
ambiguities in the treatment of certain composite addresses that are not addressed by these
standards. In particular, an address of the form A!B%C can be interpreted as either:

� A as the routing host and C as the final destination host

or

� C as the routing host and A as the final destination host

While RFC 976 implies that mailers can interpret addresses using the latter set of conventions, it does
not say that such an interpretation is required. Some situationsmay be better served by the former
interpretation.

The bangoverpercent keyword forces the former A!(B%C) interpretation. The nobangoverpercent
keyword forces the latter (A!B)%C interpretation. nobangoverpercent is the default.

Note –This keyword does not affect the treatment of addresses of the form A!B@C. These addresses are
always treated as (A!B)@C. Such treatment is mandated by both RFC 822 and RFC 976.

The percentonly keyword ignores bang paths.When this keyword is set, percents are interpreted for
routing.

AddingRouting Information inAddresses
Keywords: exproute, noexproute, improute, noimproute

The addressingmodel that theMTAdeals with assumes that all systems are aware of the addresses of
all other systems and how to get to them. Unfortunately, this ideal is not possible in all cases, such as
when a channel connects to one ormore systems that are not known to the rest of the world (for
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example, internal machines on a private TCP/IP network).Addresses for systems on this channel
may not be legal on remote systems outside of the site. If you want to be able to reply to such
addresses, theymust contain a source route that tells remote systems to routemessages through the
local machine. The local machine can then (automatically) route themessages to thesemachines.

The exproute keyword (short for “explicit routing“) tells theMTAthat the associated channel
requires explicit routing when its addresses are passed on to remote systems. If this keyword is
specified on a channel, theMTAadds routing information containing the name of the local system
(or the current alias for the local system) to all header addresses and all envelope From: addresses that
match the channel. noexproute, the default, specifies that no routing information should be added.

The EXPROUTE_FORWARD option can be used to restrict the action of exproute to backward-pointing
addresses.Another scenario occurs when theMTAconnects to a system through a channel that
cannot perform proper routing for itself. In this case, all addresses associated with other channels
need to have routing indicated when they are used inmail sent to the channel that connects to the
incapable system.

Implicit routing and the improute keyword is used to handle this situation. TheMTAknows that all
addresses matching other channels need routing when they are used inmail sent to a channel
marked improute. The default, noimproute, specifies that no routing information should be added
to addresses inmessages going out on the specified channel. The IMPROUTE_FORWARD option can be
used to restrict the action of improute to backward-pointing addresses.

The exproute and improute keywords should be used sparingly. Theymake addresses longer, more
complex, andmay defeat intelligent routing schemes used by other systems. Explicit and implicit
routing should not be confused with specified routes. Specified routes are used to insert routing
information from rewrite rules into addresses. This is activated by the special A@B@C rewrite rule
template.

Specified routes, when activated, apply to all addresses, both in the header and the envelope.
Specified routes are activated by particular rewrite rules and as such are usually independent of the
channel currently in use. Explicit and implicit routing, on the other hand, are controlled on a
per-channel basis and the route address inserted is always the local system.

DisablingRewritingof Explicit RoutingAddresses
Keywords: routelocal

The routelocal channel keyword causes theMTA, when rewriting an address to the channel, to
attempt to “short circuit” any explicit routing in the address. Explicitly routed addresses (using !, %,
or @ characters) are simplified.

Use of this keyword on “internal” channels, such as internal TCP/IP channels, can allow simpler
configuration of SMTP relay blocking.

Note that this keyword should not be used on channels that may require explicit % or other routing.
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Address RewritingUponMessageDequeue
Keywords: connectalias, connectcanonical

TheMTAnormally rewrites addresses as it enqueuesmessages to its channel queues. No additional
rewriting is performed duringmessage dequeue. This presents a potential problemwhen host names
change while there aremessages in the channel queues still addressed to the old name.

The connectalias keyword tells theMTAto deliver to whatever host is listed in the recipient
address. This is the default. The keyword connectcanonical tells theMTAto connect to the host
alias for the system that to which theMTAwould be connected.

Specifying aHostName toUseWhenCorrecting
IncompleteAddresses
Keywords: remotehost, noremotehost, defaulthost, nodefaulthost

TheMTAoften receives addresses that do not contain domain names frommisconfigured or
incompliant mailers and SMTP clients. TheMTAattempts tomake such addresses legal before
allowing them to pass further. TheMTAdoes this by appending a domain name to the address (for
example, appends @siroe.com to mrochek).

For envelope To: addresses missing a domain name, theMTAalways assumes that the local host
name should be appended. However for other addresses, such as From: addresses, in the case of the
MTASMTP server there are at least two reasonable choices for the domain name: the localMTAhost
name and the remote host name reported by the client SMTP. Or in some cases, theremay be yet a
third reasonable choice—a particular domain name to add tomessages coming in that channel. Now,
either of these two first choices are likely to be correct as bothmay occur operationally with some
frequency. The use of the remote host’s domain name is appropriate when dealing with improperly
configured SMTP clients. The use of the local host’s domain namemay be appropriate when dealing
with a lightweight remotemail client such as a POPor IMAP client that uses SMTP to post messages.
Or if lightweight remotemail clients such as POPor IMAP, clients should have their own specific
domain namewhich is not that of the local host. Then add that specific other domain namemay be
appropriate. The best that theMTAcan do is to allow the choice to bemade on a channel by channel
basis.

The noremotehost channel keyword specifies that the local host’s name should be used. The
keyword noremotehost is the default.

The defaulthost channel keyword is used to specify a particular host name to append to incoming
bare user id’s. It must be followed by the domain name to use in completing addresses (in envelope
From: and in headers) that come into that channel. (In the case of submit channels, the defaulthost
keyword’s first argument also affects bare envelope To: addresses.)An optional second domain name
(that has at least one period in it) may be specified to use in completing envelope To: addresses.
nodefaulthost is the default.
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The switchchannel keyword as described, in the preceding section, “Alternate Channels for
IncomingMail (Switch Channels)” on page 343 associate incoming SMTP connections with a
particular channel. This facility can be used to group remotemail clients on a channel where they can
receive proper treatment.Alternatively, it is simpler to deploy standards-compliant remotemail
clients (even if a multitude of noncompliant clients are in use) rather than attempting to fix the
network-wide problem on yourMTAhosts.

LegalizingMessagesWithout RecipientHeader Lines
Keywords: missingrecipientpolicy

RFC 822 (Internet) messages are required to contain recipient header lines: To:, Cc:, or Bcc: header
lines.Amessage without such header lines is illegal. Nevertheless, some broken user agents and
mailers (for example, many older versions of sendmail) emit illegal messages.

The missingrecipientpolicy keyword takes an integer value specifying the approach to use for
suchmessages; the default value, if the keyword is not explicitly present, is 1 (pass the illegal message
through unchanged).

TABLE 12–25missingrecipientpolicyValues

Value Action

0 Place envelope To: recipients in a To: header line.

1 Pass the illegal message through unchanged.

2 Place envelope To: recipients in a To: header line.

3 Place all envelope To: recipients in a single Bcc: header line.

4 Generate a group construct (for example, “;”) To: header line, “To: Recipients not specified: ;”

5 Generate a blank Bcc: header line.

6 Reject themessage.

Note that the MISSING_RECIPIENT_POLICY option can be used to set anMTAsystem default for this
behavior. The initial Messaging Server configuration sets MISSING_RECIPIENT_POLICY to 1.

Stripping Illegal BlankRecipientHeaders
Keywords: dropblank, nodropblank

In RFC 822 (Internet) messages, any To:, Resent-To:, Cc:, or Resent-Cc: header is required to
contain at least one address—such a headermay not have a blank value. Nevertheless, somemailers
may emit such illegal headers. The dropblank channel keyword, if specified on a source channel,
causes theMTAto strip any such illegal blank headers from incomingmessages.
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EnablingChannel-SpecificUseof theReverse
Database
Keywords: reverse, noreverse

The reverse keyword tells theMTAthat addresses inmessages queued to the channel should be
checked against, and possiblymodified, by the address reversal database or REVERSEmapping, if
either exists. noreverse exempts addresses inmessages queued to the channel from address reversal
processing. The reverse keyword is the default. Refer to “To ConvertAddresses from an Internal
Form to a Public Form” on page 243

EnablingRestrictedMailbox Encoding
Keywords: restricted, unrestricted

Somemail systems have difficulty dealing with the full spectrum of addresses allowed by RFC 822.A
particularly common example of this is sendmail-basedmailers with incorrect configuration files.
Quoted local-parts (ormailbox specifications) are a frequent source of trouble:

"smith, ned"@siroe.com

This is such amajor source of difficulty that amethodology was laid out in RFC 1137 to work around
the problem. The basic approach is to remove quoting from the address, then apply a translation that
maps the characters requiring quoting into characters allowed in an atom (see RFC 822 for a
definition of an atom as it is used here). For example, the preceding address would become:

smith#m#_ned@siroe.com

The restricted channel keyword tells theMTAthat the channel connects tomail systems that
require this encoding. TheMTAthen encodes quoted local-parts in both header and envelope
addresses as messages are written to the channel. Incoming addresses on the channel are decoded
automatically. The unrestricted keyword tells theMTAnot to performRFC 1137 encoding and
decoding. The keyword unrestricted is the default.

Note –The restricted keyword should be applied to the channel that connects to systems unable to
accept quoted local-parts. It should not be applied to the channels that actually generate the quoted
local-parts. (It is assumed that a channel capable of generating such an address is also capable of
handling such an address.)

Generatingof Return-pathHeader Lines
Keywords: addreturnpath, noaddreturnpath
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Normally, adding the Return-path: header line is the responsibility of a channel performing a final
delivery. But for some channels, like the ims-ms channel, it is more efficient for theMTAto add the
Return-path: header rather than allowing the channel to perform add it. The addreturnpath
keyword causes theMTAto add a Return-path: header when enqueuing to this channel.

ConstructingReceivedHeader Lines fromEnvelope To
andFromAddresses
Keywords: receivedfor, noreceivedfor, receivedfrom, noreceivedfrom

The receivedfor keyword instructs theMTAthat if a message is addressed to just one envelope
recipient, to include that envelope To: address in the Received: header line it constructs. The
keyword receivedfor is the default. The noreceivedfor keyword instructs theMTAto construct
Received: header lines without including any envelope addressee information.

The receivedfrom keyword instructs theMTAto include the original envelope From: address when
constructing a Received: header line for an incomingmessage if theMTAhas changed the envelope
From: address due to, for example, certain sorts of mailing list expansions. receivedfrom is the
default. The noreceivedfrom keyword instructs theMTAto construct Received: header lines
without including the original envelope From: address.

HandlingComments inAddressHeader Lines
Keywords: commentinc, commentmap commentomit, commentstrip, commenttotal,
sourcecommentinc, sourcecommentmap, sourcecommentomit, sourcecommentstrip,
sourcecommenttotal

TheMTAinterprets the contents of header lines only when necessary. However, all registered header
lines containing addresses must be parsed to rewrite and eliminate short form addresses and
otherwise convert them to legal addresses. During this process, comments (strings enclosed in
parentheses) are extracted andmay bemodified or excluded when the header line is rebuilt.

This behavior is controlled by the use of the commentinc, commentmap, commentomit, commentstrip,
and commenttotalkeywords. The commentinc keyword tells theMTAto retain comments in header
lines. It is the default. The keyword commentomit tells theMTAto remove any comments from
addressing headers, for example, To:, From:, or Cc: header lines.

The keyword commenttotal tells theMTAto remove any comments from all header lines, except
Received: header lines; this keyword is not normally useful or recommended. commentstrip tells
theMTAto strip any nonatomic characters from all comment fields. The commentmap keyword runs
comment strings through the COMMENT_STRINGSmapping table.

On source channels, this behavior is controlled by the use of the sourcecommentinc,
sourcecommentmap, sourcecommentomit, sourcecommentstrip, and sourcecommenttotal
keywords. The sourcecommentinc keyword indicates to theMTAto retain comments in header
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lines. It is the default. The sourcecommentomit keyword indicates to theMTAto remove any
comments from addressing headers, for example, To:, From:, and Cc: headers. The
sourcecommenttotal keyword indicates to theMTAto remove any comments from all headers,
except Received: headers; as such, this keyword is not normally useful or recommended.And
finally, the sourcecommentstrip keyword indicates to theMTAto strip any nonatomic characters
from all comment fields. The sourcecommentmap keyword runs comment strings through source
channels.

These keywords can be applied to any channel.

The syntax for the COMMENT_STRINGSmapping table is as follows:

(comment_text) | address

If the entry template sets the $Y flag, the original comment is replaced with the specified text (which
should include the enclosing parentheses).

HandlingPersonalNames inAddressHeader Lines
Keywords: personalinc, personalmap, personalomit, personalstrip, sourcepersonalinc,
sourcepersonalmap, sourcepersonalomit, sourcepersonalstrip

During the rewriting process, all header lines containing addresses must be parsed in order to rewrite
and eliminate short form addresses and otherwise convert them to legal addresses. During this
process personal names (strings preceding angle-bracket-delimited addresses) are extracted and can
be optionally modified or excluded when the header line is rebuilt.

This behavior is controlled by the use of the personalinc, personalmap, personalomit, and
personalstrip keywords. The keyword personalinc tells theMTAto retain personal names in the
headers. It is the default. The keyword personalomit tells theMTAto remove all personal names.
The keyword personalstrip tells theMTAto strip any nonatomic characters from all personal
name fields. The personalmap keyword indicates to theMTAto run the personal names through the
PERSONAL_NAMESmapping table.

On source channels, this behavior is controlled by the use of a sourcepersonalinc,
sourcepersonalmap, sourcepersonalomit, or sourcepersonalstrip keyword. The
sourcepersonalinc keyword indicates to theMTAto retain personal names in the headers. It is the
default. The sourcepersonalomit keyword indicates to theMTAto remove all personal names.And
finally, the sourcepersonalstrip indicates to theMTAto strip any nonatomic characters from all
personal name fields. The sourcepersonalmap keyword indicates to theMTAto run the personal
names through source channels.

These keywords can be applied to any channel.

The syntax of the PERSONAL_NAMESmapping table probes is:

personal_name | address

If the template sets the $Y flag, the original personal name is replaced with the specified text.
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SpecifyingAlias File andAliasDatabaseProbes
Keywords: aliaslocal

Normally only addresses rewritten to the local channel (that is, the l channel onUNIX) are looked up
in the alias file and alias database. The aliaslocal keywordmay be placed on a channel to cause
addresses rewritten to that channel to be looked up in the alias file and alias database also. The exact
form of the lookup probes that aremade is then controlled by the ALIAS_DOMAINS option.

SubaddressHandling
Keywords: subaddressexact, subaddressrelaxed, subaddresswild

As background regarding the concept of subaddresses, the native and ims-ms channels interpret a +
character in the local portion of an address (themailbox portion) specially: in an address of the form
name+subaddress@domain theMTAconsiders the portion of themailbox after the plus character a
subaddress. The native channel treats a subaddress as additional cosmetic information and actually
deliver to the account name, without regard to the subaddress; the ims-ms channel interprets the
subaddress as the folder name to which to deliver.

Subaddresses also affect the lookup of aliases by the local channel (that is, the L channel onUNIX)
and the lookup of aliases by any channel marked with the aliaslocal keyword, and the lookup of
mailboxes by the directory channel. The exact handling of subaddresses for suchmatching is
configurable: when comparing an address against an entry, theMTAalways first checks the entire
mailbox including the subaddress for an exact match; whether or not theMTAperforms additional
checks after that is configurable.

The subaddressexact keyword instructs theMTAto perform no special subaddress handling
during entrymatching; the entire mailbox, including the subaddress, must match an entry in order
for the alias to be considered tomatch. No additional comparisons (in particular, no wildcard
comparisons or comparisons with the subaddress removed) are performed. The subaddresswild
keyword instructs theMTAthat after looking for an exact match including the entire subaddress, the
MTAshould next look for an entry of the form name+*. The subaddressrelaxed keyword instructs
theMTAthat after looking for an exact match and then amatch of the form name+*, that theMTA
shouldmake one additional check for amatch on just the name portion.With subaddressrelaxed,
an alias entry of the following formmatches either name or name+subaddress, transforming a plain
name to newname, and transforming name+subaddress to newname+subaddress. The
subaddressrelaxed keyword is the default.

name: newname+*

Thus the subaddresswild keyword or the subaddressrelaxed keywordmay be useful when aliases
or a directory channel are in use yet users wish to receivemail addressed using arbitrary
subaddresses. These keywords obviate the need for a separate entry for every single subaddress
variant on an address.

Note that these keywords onlymake sense for the local channel (that is, the L channel onUNIX) and
the directory channel, or any channel marked with the aliaslocal keyword.
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StandardMessaging Server configurations relay upon the L channel indeed having
subaddressrelaxed behavior (the default, when other keywords have not been explicitly used).

EnablingChannel-specific Rewrite Rules Checks
Keywords: rules, norules

The rules keyword tells theMTAto enforce channel-specific rewrite rule checks for this channel.
This is the default. The norules keyword tells theMTAnot to check for this channel. These two
keywords are usually used for debugging and are rarely used in actual applications.

Removing SourceRoutes
Keywords: dequeue_removeroute

The dequeue_removeroute keyword removes source routes from envelope To: addresses as
messages are dequeued. This keyword is currently only implemented on tcp-* channels. It is useful
for transferringmessages to systems that do not handle source routes correctly.

SpecifyingAddressMust be fromanAlias
Keywords: viaaliasoptional, viaaliasrequired

viaaliasrequired specifies that any final recipient address that matches the channel must be
produced by an alias.Afinal recipient address refers to thematch after alias expansion (if relevant)
has been performed. The address cannot be handed directly to theMTAas a recipient address; that is,
it is not sufficient for an address tomerely rewrite to the channel.After rewriting to the channel, an
address must also expand through an alias to be considered to have trulymatched the channel.

The viaaliasrequired keywordmay be used, for example, on the local channel to prevent delivery
to arbitrary accounts (such as arbitrary native Berkeleymailboxes on a UNIX system).

The default is viaaliasoptional, whichmeans that the final recipient addresses that match the
channel are not required to be produced by an alias.

ConfiguringHeaderHandling
This section describes keywords that deal with header and envelope information. It consists of the
following sections:

� “Rewriting EmbeddedHeaders” on page 367
� “Removing SelectedMessage Header Lines” on page 367
� “Generating/Removing X-Envelope-to Header Lines” on page 368
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� “Converting Date to Two- or Four-Digits” on page 368
� “Specifying Day ofWeek in Date” on page 369
� “Automatic Splitting of LongHeader Lines” on page 369
� “HeaderAlignment and Folding” on page 370
� “SpecifyingMaximumLengthHeader” on page 370
� “Sensitivity Checking” on page 370
� “Setting Default Language inHeaders” on page 371

Rewriting EmbeddedHeaders
Keywords: noinner, inner

The contents of header lines are interpreted only when necessary. However,MIMEmessages can
containmultiple sets of message headers as a result of the ability to imbedmessages withinmessages
(message/RFC822). TheMTAnormally only interprets and rewrites the outermost set of message
headers. TheMTAcan optionally be told to apply header rewriting to inner headers within the
message as well.

This behavior is controlled by the use of the noinner and inner keywords. The keyword noinner
tells theMTAnot to rewrite innermessage header lines. It is the default. The keyword inner tells the
MTAto parsemessages and rewrite inner headers. These keywords can be applied to any channel.

Removing SelectedMessageHeader Lines
Keywords: headertrim, noheadertrim, headerread, noheaderread, innertrim noinnertrim

TheMTAprovides per-channel facilities for trimming or removing selectedmessage header lines
frommessages. This is done through a combination of a channel keyword and an associated header
option file or two. Header option file format is described in “Header Option Files” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

The headertrim keyword instructs theMTAto consult a header option file associated with the
channel and to trim the headers onmessages queued to that destination channel accordingly, after
the original message headers are processed. The noheadertrim keyword bypasses header trimming.
The keyword noheadertrim is the default.

The innertrim keyword instructs theMTAto perform header trimming on innermessage parts, that
is, embeddedMESSAGE/RFC822 parts, as well. The noinnertrim keyword, which is the default, tells
theMTAnot to perform any header trimming on innermessage parts.

The headerread keyword instructs theMTAto consult a header option file associated with the
channel and to trim the headers onmessages enqueued by that source channel accordingly, before the
original message headers are processed. Note that headertrim header trimming, on the other hand, is
applied after themessages have been processed and is the destination channel, rather than the source
channel. The noheaderread keyword bypasses message enqueue header trimming. noheaderread is
the default.
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Unlike the headeromit and headerbottom keywords, the headertrim and headerread keywords
may be applied to any channel whatsoever. Note, however, that stripping away vital header
information frommessagesmay cause improper operation of theMTA. Be extremely careful when
selecting headers to remove or limit. This facility exists because there are occasional situations where
selected header linesmust be removed or otherwise limited.

Caution – Stripping away header information frommessagesmay cause improper operation of the
MTA. Be careful when selecting headers to remove or limit. These keywords are provided for the rare
situations where selected header linesmust be removed or limited. Before trimming or removing any
header line, youmust understand the usage of that header line and have considered the possible
implications of its removal.

Header options files for the headertrim and innertrim keywords have names of the form
channel_headers.optwith channel, the name of the channel with which the header option file is
associated. Similarly, header options files for the headerread keyword have names of the form
channel_read_headers.opt. These files are stored in theMTAconfiguration directory,
instance_root/imta/config/.

Generating/RemovingX-Envelope-toHeader Lines
Keywords: x_env_to, nox_env_to

The x_env_to and nox_env_to keywords control the generation or suppression of X-Envelope-to
header lines on copies of messages queued to a specific channel. On channels that aremarked with
the single keyword, the x_env_to keyword enables generation of these headers while the
nox_env_to removes such headers from enqueuedmessages. The default is nox_env_to.

The x_env_to keyword also requires the single keyword in order to take effect.

ConvertingDate to Two- or Four-Digits
Keywords: datefour, datetwo

The original RFC 822 specification called for two-digit years in the date fields inmessage headers.
This was later changed to four digits by RFC 1123. However, some oldermail systems cannot
accommodate four-digit dates. In addition, some newermail systems can no longer tolerate
two-digit dates.

Note – Systems that cannot handle both formats are in violation of the standards.
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The datefour and datetwo keywords control theMTA’s processing of the year field inmessage
header dates. The keyword datefour, the default, instructs theMTAto expand all year fields to four
digits. Two- digit dates with a value less than 50 have 2000 added, while values greater than 50 have
1900 added.

Caution –The keyword datetwo instructs theMTAto remove the leading two digits from four-digit
dates. This is intended to provide compatibility with incompliant mail systems that require two digit
dates; it should never be used for any other purpose.

SpecifyingDayofWeek inDate
Keywords: dayofweek, nodayofweek

The RFC 822 specification allows for a leading day of the week specification in the date fields in
message headers. However, some systems cannot accommodate day of the week information. This
makes some systems reluctant to include this information, even though it is quite useful information
to have in the headers.

The dayofweek and nodayofweek keywords control theMTA’s processing of day of the week
information. The keyword dayofweek, the default, instructs theMTAto retain any day of the week
information and to add this information to date and time headers if it is missing.

Caution –The keyword nodayofweek instructs theMTAto remove any leading day of the week
information from date and time headers. This is intended to provide compatibility with incompliant
mail systems that cannot process this information properly; it should never be used for any other
purpose.

Automatic Splittingof LongHeader Lines
Keywords: maxheaderaddrs, maxheaderchars

Somemessage transfers, notably some sendmail implementations, cannot process long header lines
properly. This often leads not just to damaged headers but to erroneousmessage rejection.Although
this is a gross violation of standards, it is nevertheless a common problem.

TheMTAprovides per-channel facilities to split (break) long header lines intomultiple, independent
header lines. The maxheaderaddrs keyword controls howmany addresses can appear on a single
line. The maxheaderchars keyword controls howmany characters can appear on a single line. Both
keywords require a single integer parameter that specifies the associated limit. By default, no limit is
imposed on the length of a header line nor on the number of addresses that can appear.
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HeaderAlignment andFolding
Keywords: headerlabelalign, headerlinelength

The headerlabelalign keyword controls the alignment point formessage headers enqueued on this
channel; it takes an integer-valued argument. The alignment point is themargin where the contents
of headers are aligned. For example, sample header lines with an alignment point of 10might look
like this:

To: joe@siroe.com

From: mary@siroe.com

Subject: Alignment test

The default headerlabelalign is 0, which causes headers not to be aligned. The headerlinelength
keyword controls the length of message header lines enqueued on this channel. Lines longer than
this are folded in accordance with RFC 822 folding rules.

These keywords only control the format of the headers of themessage in themessage queue; the
actual display of headers is normally controlled by the user agent. In addition, headers are routinely
reformatted as they are transferred across the Internet, so these keywordsmay have no visible effect
even when used in conjunction with simple user agents that do not reformatmessage headers.

SpecifyingMaximumLengthHeader
Keywords: maxprocchars

Processing of long header lines containing lots of addresses can consume significant system
resources. The maxprocchars keyword is used to specify themaximum length header that theMTA
can process and rewrite. Messages with headers longer than this are still accepted and delivered; the
only difference is that the long header lines are not rewritten in any way.Asingle integer argument is
required. The default is processing headers of any length.

Sensitivity Checking
Keywords: sensitivitynormal, sensitivitypersonal, sensitivityprivate
sensitivitycompanyconfidential

The sensitivity checking keywords set an upper limit on the sensitivity of messages that can be
accepted by a channel. The default is sensitivitycompanyconfidential; messages of any
sensitivity are allowed through.Amessage with no Sensitivity: header is considered to be of normal,
that is, the lowest, sensitivity. Messages with a higher sensitivity than that specified by such a keyword
is rejected when enqueued to the channel with an errormessage:

message too sensitive for one or more paths used
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Note that theMTAdoes this sort of sensitivity checking at a per-message, not per-recipient, level: if a
destination channel for one recipient fails the sensitivity check, then themessage bounces for all
recipients, not just for those recipients associated with the sensitive channel.

SettingDefault Language inHeaders
Keywords: language

Encoded words in headers can have a specific language. The language keyword specifies the default
language.

Attachments andMIMEProcessing
This section describes keywords that deal with attachments andMIME processing. It consists of the
following sections:

� “Ignoring the EncodingHeader Line” on page 371
� “Automatic Defragmentation ofMessage/Partial Messages” on page 371
� “Automatic Fragmentation of LargeMessages” on page 372
� “ImposingMessage Line Length Restrictions” on page 373

Ignoring the EncodingHeader Line
Keywords: ignoreencoding, interpretencoding

TheMTAcan convert various nonstandardmessage formats to MIME using the Yes
CHARSET-CONVERSION. In particular, the RFC 1154 format uses a nonstandard Encoding: header line.
However, some gateways emit incorrect information on this header line, with the result that
sometimes it is desirable to ignore this header line. The ignoreencoding keyword instructs theMTA
to ignore any Encoding: header line.

Note –Unless theMTAhas a CHARSET-CONVERSION enabled, such headers are ignored in any case.
The interpretencoding keyword instructs theMTAto pay attention to any Encoding: header line,
if otherwise configured to do so, and is the default.

AutomaticDefragmentationofMessage/Partial
Messages
Keywords: defragment, nodefragment
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TheMIME standard provides themessage/partial content type for breaking upmessages into
smaller parts. This is useful whenmessages have to traverse networks with size limits, or traverse
unreliable networks wheremessage fragmentation can provide a form of “checkpointing,” allowing
for less subsequent duplication of effort when network failures occur duringmessage transfer.
Information is included in each part so that themessage can be automatically reassembled after it
arrives at its destination.

The defragment channel keyword and the defragmentation channel provide themeans to
reassemblemessages in theMTA.When a channel is marked defragment, any partial messages
queued to the channel are placed in the defragmentation channel queue instead.After all the parts
have arrived, themessage is rebuilt and sent on its way. The nodefragment disables this special
processing. The keyword nodefragment is the default.

DefragmentationChannel Retention Time
Messages are retained in the defragment channel queue only for a limited time.When one half of the
time before the first nondelivery notice is sent has elapsed, the various parts of amessage will be sent
on without being reassembled. This choice of time value eliminates the possibility of a nondelivery
notification being sent about amessage in the defragment channel queue.

The notices channel keyword controls the amount of time that can elapse before nondelivery
notifications are sent, and hence also controls the amount of timemessages are retained before being
sent on in pieces. Set the notices keyword value to twice the amount of time you wish to retain
messages for possible defragmentation. For example, a notices value of 4 would cause retention of
message fragments for two days:

defragment notices 4

DEFRAGMENT-DAEMON

Automatic Fragmentationof LargeMessages
Keywords: maxblocks, maxlines

Some email systems or network transfers cannot handlemessages that exceed certain size limits. The
MTAprovides facilities to impose such limits on a channel-by-channel basis. Messages larger than
the set limits are automatically split (fragmented) intomultiple, smaller messages. The content type
used for such fragments is message/partial, and a unique ID parameter is added so that parts of the
samemessage can be associated with one another and, possibly, be automatically reassembled by the
receivingmailer.

The maxblocks and maxlines keywords are used to impose size limits beyond which automatic
fragmentation are activated. Both of these keywordsmust be followed by a single integer value. The
keyword maxblocks specifies themaximumnumber of blocks allowed in amessage.AnMTAblock
is normally 1024 bytes; this can be changed with the BLOCK_SIZE option in theMTAoption file. The
keyword maxlines specifies themaximumnumber of lines allowed in amessage. These two limits
can be imposed simultaneously if necessary.
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Message headers are, to a certain extent, included in the size of amessage. Becausemessage headers
cannot be split intomultiple messages, and yet they themselves can exceed the specified size limits, a
rather complexmechanism is used to account formessage header sizes. This logic is controlled by
the MAX_HEADER_BLOCK_USE and MAX_HEADER_LINE_USE options in theMTAoption file.

MAX_HEADER_BLOCK_USE is used to specify a real number between 0 and 1. The default value is 0.5.A
message’s header is allowed to occupy this much of the total number of blocks amessage can
consume (specified by the maxblocks keyword). If themessage header is larger, theMTAtakes the
product of MAX_HEADER_BLOCK_USE and maxblocks as the size of the header (the header size is taken
to be the smaller of the actual header size and maxblocks) * MAX_HEADER_BLOCK_USE.

For example, if maxblocks is 10 and MAX_HEADER_BLOCK_USE is the default, 0.5, anymessage header
larger than 5 blocks is treated as a 5-block header, and if themessage is 5 or fewer blocks in size it is
not fragmented.Avalue of 0 causes headers to be effectively ignored insofar as message-size limits
are concerned.

Avalue of 1 allows headers to use up all of the size that’s available. Each fragment always contains at
least onemessage line, regardless of whether or not the limits are exceeded by this.
MAX_HEADER_LINE_USE operates in a similar fashion in conjunction with the maxlines keyword.

ImposingMessage Line LengthRestrictions
Keywords: linelength

The SMTP specification allows for lines of text containing up to 1000 bytes. However, some transfers
may imposemore severe restrictions on line length. The linelength keyword provides amechanism
for limiting themaximumpermissible message line length on a channel-by-channel basis. Messages
queued to a given channel with lines longer than the limit specified for that channel are automatically
encoded.

The various encodings available in theMTAalways result in a reduction of line length to fewer than
80 characters. The original messagemay be recovered after such encoding is done by applying an
appropriating decoding filter.

Note – Encoding can only reduce line lengths to fewer than 80 characters. Specification of line length
values less than 80may not actually produce lines with lengths that comply with the stated
restriction.

The linelength keyword causes encoding of data to perform “soft” line wrapping for transport
purposes. The encoding is normally decoded at the receiving side so that the original “long” lines are
recovered. For “hard” line wrapping, see the “Record, text” in Table 13–7.
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Limits onMessages, Quotas, Recipients, andAuthentication
Attempts

This section describes keywords that set size limits onmessages, user quotas, and privileges. It
consists of the following sections:

� “Limits onUnsuccessfulAuthenticationAttempts” on page 374
� “SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374
� “RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or Recipients” on page 375
� “HandlingMail Delivery to Over Quota Users” on page 377
� “Handling SMTPMail with Lines Exceeding 1000 Characters” on page 377
� “Controlling the Length of General and Filename Content-type and Content-disposition

Parameters” on page 377
� “LimitingMessage Recipients” on page 378
� “LimitingHeader Size” on page 378

Limits onUnsuccessfulAuthenticationAttempts
Keywords: disconnectbadauthlimit

This keyword can be used to place a limit on the number of unsuccessful authentication attempts
that will be allowed in a session before the session is disconnected. The default value for this option is
3.

SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits
Keywords: blocklimit, noblocklimit, linelimit, nolinelimit, sourceblocklimit

Although fragmentation can automatically breakmessages into smaller pieces, it is appropriate in
some cases to reject messages larger than some administratively defined limit, (for example, to avoid
service denial attacks).

The blocklimit, linelimit, and sourceblocklimit keywords are used to impose absolute size
limits. Each of these keywordsmust be followed by a single integer value.

The keyword blocklimit specifies themaximumnumber of blocks allowed in amessage. TheMTA
rejects attempts to queuemessages containingmore blocks than this to the channel.AnMTAblock is
normally 1024 bytes; this can be changed with the BLOCK_SIZE option in theMTAoption file.

The keyword sourceblocklimit specifies themaximumnumber of blocks allowed in an incoming
message. TheMTArejects attempts to submit amessage containingmore blocks than this to the
channel. In other words, blocklimit applies to destination channels; sourceblocklimit applies to
source channels.AnMTAblock is normally 1024 bytes; this can be changed with the BLOCK_SIZE
option in theMTAoption file.
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Source block limits can also be specified on a per sender basis by specifying a user LDAP attribute
with theMTAoption LDAP_SOURCEBLOCKLIMIT, and adding this attribute to the senders LDAP entry.
Source block limits are also supported based on the sender’s domain. Specify a domain LDAP
attribute with theMTAoption LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SOURCEBLOCKLIMIT, and adding this attribute to
the sender’s domain LDAP entry. There are no defaults for either of these values.

The keyword linelimit specifies themaximumnumber of lines allowed in amessage. TheMTA
rejects attempts to queuemessages containingmore than this number of lines to the channel. The
keywords, blocklimit and linelimit, can be imposed simultaneously, if necessary.

TheMTAoptions LINE_LIMIT and BLOCK_LIMIT can be used to impose similar limits on all channels.
These limits have the advantage that they apply across all channels. Therefore, theMTAservers can
make them known tomail clients prior to obtainingmessage recipient information. This simplifies
the process of message rejection in some protocols.

The nolinelimit and noblocklimit channel keywords are the default andmean that no limits are
imposed, other than any global limits imposed via the LINE_LIMIT or BLOCK_LIMITMTAoptions.

RetargetingMessages Exceeding Limit on Size or
Recipients
Keywords: alternatechannel, alternateblocklimit, alternatelinelimit,
alternaterecipientlimit

TheMTAprovides the ability to retarget messages that exceed a specified limit on the number of
recipients, message size, ormessage lines to an alternate destination channel. This is implemented as
a set of the following channel keywords alternatechannel, alternateblocklimit,
alternatelinelimit, and alternaterecipientlimit that can be placed on any destination
channel. The alternatechannel keyword takes a single argument specifying the name of the
alternate channel to use. The other keywords each accept an integer argument specifying a
corresponding threshold.Amessage that exceeds any of these thresholds will be enqueued to the
alternate channel instead of the original destination channel.

In the following channel block example, largemessages over 5,000 blocks, that would have gone out
the tcp_local channel to the Internet, instead go out the tcp_big channel:

tcp_local smtp ...other keywords... alternatechannel tcp_big alternateblocklimit 5

tcp-daemon

tcp_big smtp ...rest of keywords...
tcp-big-daemon

Here are some examples of how the alternate* channel keywords can be used:

� If you want to deliver largemessages at a delayed or an off-hours time, you can control when the
alternatechannel (for example, tcp_big) runs.
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One method is to use the imsimta qm utility’s STOP channel_name and START channel_name

commands, executing these commands periodically via your own custom periodic job that is run
by the Job Controller or via a cron job.

� When you want the Job Controller to process largemessages ormessages withmany recipients in
their own pool, youmight also use the alternatechannel.

You can separate small messages ormessages with few recipients from the largemessages or
messages withmany recipients, since the latter might take longer for remote SMTP servers to
process and accept; youmight not want the largermessages to delay delivery of the smaller
messages.

Note that the Job Controller’s regular scheduling of messages and assigning ofmessages to
threads and processes are acceptable inmost configurations.

� When you want to set special TCP/IP channel time-out values for largemessages or formessages
withmany recipients, you can use the alternatechannel.

In particular, setting special TCP/IP channel time-out values can be helpful if you want to send
messages to remote hosts that take exceptionally long to receive largemessages ormessages with
many recipients.

Note that the default automatic time-out adjustment should be sufficient formost
configurations.Atmost, youmight want to adjust the values from the defaults and not use a
special channel. In particular, see the channel options STATUS_DATA_RECV_PER_ADDR_TIME and
STATUS_DATA_RECV_PER_BLOCK_TIME in the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference.

� When you want specialMIMEmessage fragmentation for especially largemessages, you can use
the alternatechannel and the alternateblocklimit channel keywords along with the
maxblocks channel keyword.

Typically, you would put the desired maxblocks size on your regular outbound TCP/IP channels,
when you want to fragmentmessages over a specified size. The maxblocks channel keyword is
normally both the threshold at which to perform fragmentation and the size tomake the
fragments.

But, if you want to have a larger threshold trigger andmake smaller actual fragments, you can use
the alternatechannel and alternateblocklimit on the outbound TCP/IP channel. You can
then use the maxblock size on your alternate channel to fragmentmessages over a particular size.

� Youmight use the alternatechannel in conjunction with special filtering. For instance, a
message withmany recipients might needmore careful scrutiny of its content in case it is spam.
Youmight want to do different filtering based on the outgoing channel (See the
destinationfilter channel keyword in “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382.

If you are performing relatively resource-intensive scanning (such as virus filtering) via the
conversion channel, very largemessagesmight have a resource issue. Youmight want to use an
alternate conversion channel. Or, youmight want to do special conversion procedures within the
regular conversion channel, based on the outgoing channel.

� You can use the alternatechannelwhen you want large outgoingmessages to go out their own
channel, so that they stand out when you analyze the mail.log* file or in counters displays.
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Furthermore, if you are trying to do careful analysis of delivery statistics, it is useful to process
largemessages in their own channel. This is because largemessages ormessages withmany
recipients that are sent to remote SMTPhosts are likely to take longer to finish processing, thus
creating different delivery statistics for largermessages than for typical messages.

HandlingMail Delivery toOverQuotaUsers
Keywords: holdexquota, noexquota

The noexquota and holdexquota keywords control the handling of messages addressed to Berkeley
mailbox users (UNIX), that is, users delivered to uid the native channel, who have exceeded their
disk quotas.

noexquota tells theMTAto returnmessages addressed to over quota users to themessage’s sender.
holdexquota tells theMTAto holdmessages to over quota users; suchmessages remain in theMTA
queue until they can either be delivered or they time out and are returned to their sender by the
message return job.

Handling SMTPMailwith Lines Exceeding1000
Characters
Keywords: rejectsmtplonglines, wrapsmtplonglines, truncatesmtplonglines

rejectsmtplonglines adds the option of rejectingmessages that contain lines longer than the 1000
characters (including CRLF) that SMTP allows. The other options in this area are
wrapsmtplonglines, which wraps overly long lines, and the default truncatesmtplonglines, which
truncates overly long lines. Both of these keywordsmust be applied to the initial channel used for
submission (such as tcp_local). It will not affect any channel that is switched to subsequently.

Controlling the LengthofGeneral and Filename
Content-type andContent-dispositionParameters
Keywords: parameterlengthlimit and nameparameterlengthlimit

parameterlengthlimit controls the points at which general content-type and content-disposition
parameters are truncated. It defaults to 1024. nameparameterlengthlimit controls the points at
which the name content-type and the filename content-disposition parameters are truncated. It
defaults to 128. Note that only the outermost message header is processed unlessMIME processing is
being performed on themessage.MIME processing can be enabled in a variety of ways including,
but not limited to, the inner keyword or the use of charset conversions.
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LimitingMessageRecipients
Keywords: recipientlimit and recipientcutoff

recipientlimit specifies the total number of recipient addresses that will be accepted for the
message. recipientcutoff compares the total number of recipients that were presented to theMTA
to the specified value. Nomessage will be accepted for delivery if the limit if the value is exceeded.
Both keywords accept a single integer argument. The default for both infinite unless the
corresponding channel keyword is specified.

Recipient limits can also be set on a sender or sender’s domain. This is done by specifying a user or
domain LDAP attribute with the appropriateMTAoption: LDAP_RECIPIENTLIMIT,
LDAP_RECIPIENTCUTOFF, LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_RECIPIENTLIMIT,
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_RECIPIENTCUTOFF, and adding the attribute to the sender’s user entry or
domain entry.

LimitingHeader Size
Keywords: headerlimit

Imposes a limit on themaximum size of the primary (outermost) message header. The primary
message headers are silently truncated when the limit is reached. If the globalMTAoption,
HEADER_LIMIT, is set, it overrides this channel-level limit. Default is no limit.

File Creation in theMTAQueue
This section describes keywords that allow you to control disk resources by specifying file creation in
theMTAqueue. It consists of the following sections:

� “Controlling HowMultipleAddresses on aMessage are Handled” on page 378
� “Spreading a ChannelMessage QueueAcrossMultiple Subdirectories” on page 379

ControllingHowMultipleAddresses onaMessage are
Handled
Keywords: multiple, addrsperfile, single, single_sys

TheMTAallowsmultiple destination addresses to appear in each queuedmessage. Some channel
programsmay only be able to process messages with one recipient, or with a limited number of
recipients, or with a single destination system permessage copy. For example, the SMTP channels
master program establishes a connection only to a single remote host in a given transaction, so only
addresses to that host can be processed (this, despite the fact, that a single channel is typically used
for all SMTP traffic).
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Another example is that some SMTP servers may impose a limit on the number of recipients they
can handle at one time, and theymay not be able to handle this type of error.

The keywords multiple, addrsperfile, single, and single_sys can be used to control how
multiple addresses are handled. The keyword singlemeans that a separate copy of themessage
should be created for each destination address on the channel. Use of single on tcp_* channels is
not recommended because it changes the way the job controller manages traffic and is not
appropriate for normal SMTP scenarios. The keyword single_sys creates a single copy of the
message for each destination system used. The keyword multiple, the default, creates a single copy
of themessage for the entire channel.

Note –At least one copy of eachmessage is created for each channel themessage is queued to,
regardless of the keywords used.

The addrsperfile keyword is used to put a limit on themaximumnumber of recipients that can be
associated with a single message file in a channel queue, thus limiting the number of recipients that
are processed in a single operation. This keyword requires a single-integer argument specifying the
maximumnumber of recipient addresses allowed in amessage file; if this number is reached, the
MTAautomatically creates additional message files to accommodate them. (The default multiple
keyword corresponds in general to imposing no limit on the number of recipients in amessage file,
however the SMTP channel defaults to 99.)

Spreading aChannelMessageQueueAcrossMultiple
Subdirectories
Keywords: subdirs

By default, all messages queued to a channel are stored as files in the
directory/imta/queue/channel-name, where channel-name is the name of the channel. However, a
channel that handles a large number of messages and tends to build up a large store of message files
waiting for processing, for example, a TCP/IP channel, may get better performance out of the file
system if thosemessage files are spread across a number of subdirectories. The subdirs channel
keyword provides this capability: it should be followed by an integer that specifies the number of
subdirectories across which to spreadmessages for the channel, for example:

tcp_local single_sys smtp subdirs 10

Setting Session Limits
Keywords: disconnectbadcommandlimit, disconnectrecipientlimit, disconnectrejectlimit,
disconnecttransactionlimit

Four new channel keywords provide the ability to cause the SMTP server to disconnect from the
client after some number of errors have been detected:
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disconnectrecipientlimit - Limits the number of session recipients.

disconnectrejectlimit - Limits the number of rejected recipients.

disconnecttransactionlimit - Limits the number of transactions.

disconnectbadcommandlimit - Limits the number of bad commands.

These are all session limits.With the exception of disconnectbadcommandlimit, all of these limits are
checked when aMAILFROMor RSET command is issued. If any of them have been exceeded, the
server will issue a 4xy error and disconnect. The bad command limit differs only in being checked
when a bad command is issued.

Configuring Logging andDebugging
This section describe logging and debugging keywords.

� “Logging Keywords” on page 380
� “Debugging Keywords” on page 380
� “Setting Loopcheck” on page 381

LoggingKeywords
Keywords: logging, nologging, logheader

TheMTAprovides facilities for logging eachmessage as it is enqueued and dequeued. The logging
and nologging keywords control logging formessages on a per-channel basis. By default, the initial
configuration turns on logging for all channels. You can disable logging for a particular channel by
substituting the nologging keyword in the channel definition.

logheader overrides the LOG_HEADERMTAoption on a per channel basis.Avalue of 0 (the default)
disables message header logging. See the “Option File” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for more information.

Formore information about logging, see Chapter 21.

DebuggingKeywords
Keywords: master_debug, slave_debug, nomaster_debug, noslave_debug

Some channel programs include optional code to assist in debugging by producing additional
diagnostic output. Two channel keywords are provided to enable generation of this debugging
output on a per-channel basis. The keywords are master_debug, which enables debugging output in
master programs, and slave_debug, which enables debugging output in slave programs. Both types
of debugging output are disabled by default, corresponding to nomaster_debug and noslave_debug.
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When activated, debugging output ends up in the log file associated with the channel program. The
location of the log filemay vary from program to program. Log files are usually kept in the log
directory.Master programs usually have log file names of the form x_master.log, where x is the
name of the channel. Slave programs usually have log file names of the form x_slave.log.

OnUNIX, when master_debug and slave_debug are enabled for the l channel, users then receive
imta_sendmail.log-uniqueid files in their current directory (if they have write access to the
directory; otherwise, the debug output goes to stdout.) containingMTAdebug information.

Setting Loopcheck
Keywords: loopcheck, noloopcheck

The loopcheck keyword places a string into the SMTPEHLO response banner in order for theMTA
to check if it is communicating with itself.When loopcheck is set, the SMTP server advertises an
XLOOP extension.

When it communicates with an SMTP server supporting XLOOP, theMTA’s SMTP client compares
the advertised string with the value of itsMTAand immediately bounce themessage if the client is in
fact communicating with the SMTP server.

MiscellaneousKeywords
This section describesmiscellaneous keywords. It consists of the following sections:

� “Channel Operation Type” on page 382
� “Pipe Channel” on page 382
� “SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location” on page 382
� “Spam Filter Keywords” on page 383
� “RoutingAfterAddress Validation But Before Expansion” on page 383
� “NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support” on page 386
� “Setting Limits on Bad RCPT TOAddresses” on page 386

Process ChannelOverrides
Keywords: notificationchannel, dispositionchannel

These keywords override the process channel as the place to initially queue delivery status
notifications (DSNs) andmessage disposition notifications (MDNs), respectively. If the named
channel does not exist, Messaging Server resumes using the process channel.

notificationchannel overrides the process channel as the place to initially queue delivery status
notifications (DSNs). If the named channel does not exist, Messaging Server resumes using the
process channel.
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dispositionchannel overrides the process channel as the place to initially queuemessage
disposition notifications (MDNs). If the named channel does not exist, Messaging Server resumes
using the process channel.

ChannelOperation Type
Keywords: submit

Messaging Server supports RFC 2476’sMessage Submission protocol. The submit keywordmay be
used tomark a channel as a submit-only channel. This is normally useful mostly on TCP/IP
channels, such as an SMTP server run on a special port used solely for submittingmessages; RFC
2476 establishes port 587 for suchmessage submission use.

PipeChannel
Keywords: user

The user keyword is used on pipe channels to indicate under what user name to run.

Note that the argument to user is normally forced to lowercase, but original case is preserved if the
argument is quoted.

SpecifyingMailbox Filter File Location
Keywords: filter, nofilter, channelfilter, nochannelfilter, destinationfilter

nodestinationfilter, sourcefilter, nosourcefilter, fileinto, nofileinto)

The filter keywordmay be used on the native and ims-ms channels to specify the location of user
filter files for that channel. It takes a required URLargument describing the filter file location.
nofilter is the default andmeans that a usermailbox filters are not enabled for the channel.

The sourcefilter and destinationfilter keywordsmay be used on generalMTAchannels to
specify a channel-level filter to apply to incoming and outgoingmessages, respectively. These
keywords take a required URLargument describing the channel filter file location. nosourcefilter
and nodestinationfilter are the defaults andmean that no channel mailbox filter is enabled for
either direction of the channel.

The obsolete channelfilter and nochannelfilter keywords are synonyms for
destinationfilter and nodestinationfilter, respectively.

The fileinto keyword, currently supported only for the ims-ms and LMTP channels, specifies how
to alter an address when amailbox filter fileinto operator is applied. For ims-ms channels, the
usual usage is:

fileinto $U+$S@$D
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The above specifies that the folder name should be inserted as a sub-address into the original address,
replacing any originally present sub-address.

For LMTP channels, the usual usage is:

fileinto@$4O:$U+$S@$D

where $4O is a 4 and the letter O, not the number zero.

SpamFilter Keywords
Keywords: destinationspamfilterXoptin, sourcespamfilterXoptin

destinationspamfilterXoptin specifies that all messages destined to this channel are run through
filtering software X. (Filtering software X is defined by spamfilterX_library in option.dat.) The
filter parameters follow the keyword and the available parameters depend on the filtering program.

sourcespamfilterXoptin specifies that all messages originating from this channel are run through
filtering software X. (Filtering software X is defined by spamfilterX_library in option.dat.) The
system-wide default parameters follow the keyword and the available parameters depend on the
filtering program. If switchchannel is in effect, this keyword is placed on the switched-to channel.

For complete details on how these keywords are used, see “To Specify Channel-level Filtering”
on page 427.

RoutingAfterAddress ValidationButBefore
Expansion
Keywords: aliasdetourhost

aliasdetourhost allows source-channel-specific overriding of a hosted user’s mailHost attribute
value. In particular, aliasdetourhost is commonly used to achieve a “detour” in the routing of
messages destined for local (hosted on this system) users to a separate host for some kind of
processing.Amessage can be verified (the address is a legitimate local address) on the original host,
detoured to the processing host, and then returned to the original host for expansion and delivery.

aliasdetourhost allows better configuration and use of “intermediate filtering” sorts of channels
and third party filtering hosts. aliasdetourhost is usually used in addition to use of an alternate
conversion channel. aliasdetourhost is used to affect the routing for the local (hosted on this
system) users, while an alternate conversion channel is used to affect the routing for remote
recipients.

The argument for aliasdetourhost is a host or domain name, or a host/domain specification. (Note
that rewrite rules can handle host names, IP literal addresses, and channel tags, which are implicitly
considered to be host names.) If specified on a source channel, the keyword causes alias expansion of
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addresses stored in LDAP to stop just prior to the point wheremailhost information is checked (after
conversion tag information has been processed).At that point themessage will be sent to the
aliasdetourhost value and the address is treated has successfully completed, but before alias
expansion and after address validation.

An example of where aliasdetourhost can be used to circumvent various problems associated with
conversion channel filtering is as follows: assume a system is set up with a front-endMTAand a
back-endmail store. User have their delivery options set to forward and mailbox. TheMTAuses the
alternate conversion channel for anti-virus/spam system.When amessage arrives for this user, the
MTAalias expands and produces two recipients, one local and one remote. The remote recipient’s
copy gets sent directly. The local recipient’s copy, on the other hand, goes to your conversion channel,
is scanned, and returns.Alias expansion is then applied a second time, producing a second copy to
the remote recipient and the local recipient’s copy is delivered normally. Net result: Two copies to the
remote recipient, one to the local recipient.

Instead of using an alternate conversion channel for locally-hosted users (but possibly still using an
alternate conversion channel for other recipients), a channel using aliasdetourhost can do the
following:

� Acceptmessages.
� Routemessages to an external spam/virus filter
� Re-accept messages for address expansion and delivery.

Example 1:

Assume a third-party scanner running on a separate host from theMTA. The following example
allows user entry forwarding to be used without creating spurious duplicates while preserving the
ability to perform recipient address validation prior to accepting themessage.

1. Create a new channel tcp_scanner.
Put the daemon keyword on that channel, pointing to your filtering system.Add the
enqueue_removeroute to this channel, too. The tcp_scanner channel looks like this in
imta.cnf:

tcp_scanner smtp mx single_sys subdirs 20 noreverse maxjobs 7

pool SMTP_POOL daemon my_a-v_filter.siroe.com enqueue_removeroute

tcp_scanner-daemon

2. Add aliasDetourHost tcp_scanner-daemon to tcp_local on all inbound source tcp channels
that you want scanned, which would likely include tcp_local, tcp_submit, tcp_intranet and
tcp_auth. Here we show an example for tcp_local and tcp_submit.

! tcp_local

tcp_local smtp mx single_sys remotehost inner switchchannel

identnonenumeric subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL maytlsserver

maysaslserver saslswitchchannel tcp_auth missingrecipientpolicy 0

aliasdetourhost tcp_scanner-daemon

tcp-daemon

! tcp_submit

tcp_submit submit smtp mx single_sys mustsaslserver maytlsserver
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missingrecipientpolicy 4 aliasdetourhost tcp_scanner-daemon

tcp_submit-daemon

Note that the argument for the aliasdetourhost (tcp_scanner-daemon) is the official hostname
of the new channel tcp_scanner.

3. Create a rewrite rule to receive themessage back from the scanning system via the tcp_scanner
channel.
[1.2.3.4] $E$R$U[1.2.3.4]@tcp_scanner-daemon

where 1.2.3.4 is the ip address of the scanner system.
If you don’t have this rewrite rule, themessage will come in via one of the other tcp* source
channels and themessage will get scanned again because they all have the aliasdetourhost.A loop
will occur.

4. Recompile your configuration, and restart dispatcher.

#imsimta cnbuild

#imsimta restart dispatcher

Example 2:

Assume a third-party scanner running on the same host as theMTAbut listening on a different port.
Assumemail is accepted on port 10024 and relays back on 10025.

1. Create a new channel tcp_scanner.

! tcp_scanner

tcp_scanner smtp nomx single_sys identnonenumeric subdirs 20 maxjobs

7 pool SCAN_POOL daemon 127.0.0.1 port 10024 enqueue_removeroute

tcp_scanner-daemon

2. Add aliasDetourHost tcp_scanner-daemon to tcp_local on all inbound source tcp channels
that you want scanned, which would likely include tcp_local, tcp_submit, tcp_intranet, and
so forth. Here we show an example for tcp_local and tcp_submit.

! tcp_local

tcp_local smtp mx single_sys remotehost inner switchchannel

identnonenumeric subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL maytlsserver

maysaslserversaslswitchchannel tcp_auth missingrecipientpolicy 0

aliasdetourhost tcp_scanner-daemon

tcp-daemon

! tcp_submit

tcp_submit submit smtp mx single_sys mustsaslserver maytlsserver

missingrecipientpolicy 4 aliasdetourhost tcp_scanner-daemon

tcp_submit-daemon

3. Add to themappings file to re-route outboundmail through the tcp_scanner channel.

CONVERSIONS

in-chan=tcp_scanner;out-chan=*;CONVERT No

in-chan=tcp_*;out-chan=tcp_local;CONVERT Yes,Channel=tcp_scanner
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4. In job_controller.cnf, under SMTP_POOL, add a limit to the number of concurrent scans.
Although the scanning software should also have a limit, it’s good to keep this set the same so
messaging server doesn’t try to sendmail to the scanner when it’s not going to accept the
message.

!

[POOL=SCAN_POOL]

job_limit=2

!

5. Add a new service to dispatcher.cnf to accept mail back from the scanner on a special port and
source it from tcp_scan as to not scan it again

!

[SERVICE=SMTP_SCANNING]

INTERFACE_ADDRESS=127.0.0.1

PORT=10025

IMAGE=IMTA_BIN:tcp_smtp_server

LOGFILE=IMTA_LOG:tcp_smtp_server.log

STACKSIZE=2048000

PARAMETER=CHANNEL=tcp_scanner

!

6. Recompile your configuration, and restart dispatcher.

# imsimta cnbuild

# imsimta restart job_controller

# imsimta restart dispatcher

NO-SOLICIT SMTPExtension Support
Keywords: sourcenosolicit and destinationnosolicit

The NO-SOLICIT SMTP extension described in the Internet-Draft
draft-malamud-no-soliciting-07.txt has been implemented inMessaging Server as a proposed
standard. The following channel keywords can be used to control this facility:

sourcenosolicit specifies a comma-separated list of solicitation field values that will be blocked in
mail submitted by this channel. This list of values will appear in the NO-SOLICIT EHLO response.
Glob-style wildcards can be used in the values, however, values containing wildcards will not appear
in the EHLO announcement.

destinationnosolicit specifies a comma-separated list of solicitation field values that will not be
accepted inmail queued to this channel.

Setting Limits on Bad RCPT TO Addresses
Keywords: deferralrejectlimit
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Sets a limit on the number of bad RCPT TO: addresses that are allowed during a single session.After
the specified number of To: addresses have been rejected, all subsequent recipients, good or bad, are
rejected with a 4xx error. Provides same functionality as the ALLOW_REJECTIONS_BEFORE_DEFERRAL
SMTP channel keyword, but on a per-channel basis.
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Using Predefined Channels

When you first install Messaging Server, several channels are already defined (see Table 13–1). This
chapter describes how to use pre-defined channel definitions in theMTA.

If you have not already read Chapter 10 you should do so before reading this chapter. For
information about configuring the rewrite rules in the imta.cnf file, see Chapter 11.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “ToDeliverMessages to ProgramsUsing the Pipe Channel” on page 390
� “To Configure the Native (/var/mail) Channel” on page 392
� “To Temporarily HoldMessages Using the Hold Channel” on page 393
� “The Conversion Channel” on page 393
� “Character Set Conversion andMessage Reformatting” on page 411

The defaultsChannel is described in “Configuring Channel Defaults” on page 290.

PredefinedChannels
The table below lists some of the predefined channels.

TABLE 13–1PredefinedChannels

Channel Definition

defaults Used to specify which keywords are defaults for various channels. See “Configuring Channel
Defaults” on page 290.

l UNIX only. Used tomake routing decisions and for submittingmail using UNIXmail tools.

ims-ms Delivers mail to the local store.

native UNIX only.Delivers mail to /var/mail. (Note thatMessaging Server does not support
/var/mail access. Usermust use UNIX tools to access mail from the /var/mail store.)
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TABLE 13–1PredefinedChannels (Continued)
Channel Definition

pipe Used to perform delivery via a site-supplied program or script. Commands executed by the pipe
channel are controlled by the administrator via the imsimta program interface.

reprocessprocess These channels are used for deferred, offlinemessage processing. The reprocess channel is
normally invisible as a source or destination channel; the process channel is visible like other
MTAchannels.

defragment Provides themeans to reassembleMIME fragmentedmessages.

conversion Performs body-part-by-body-part conversions onmessages flowing through theMTA.

bitbucket Used formessages that need to be discarded.

inactive/deleted Used to process messages for users who have beenmarked as inactive/deleted in the directory.
Typically, bounces themessage and returns custom bouncemessage to the sender of the
message.

hold Used to holdmessages for users. For example, when a user is migrated from onemail server to
another.

sms Provides support for one-way email to an SMS gateway.

tcp_local

tcp_intranet

tcp_auth

tcp_submit

tcp_tas

Implements SMTPover TCP/IP. Themultithreaded TCP SMTP channel includes a
multithreaded SMTP server that runs under the control of the Dispatcher. Outgoing SMTPmail
is processed by the channel program tcp_smtp_client, and runs as needed under the control of
the Job Controller.

tcp_local receives inboundmessages from remote SMTPhosts. Depending on whether you
use a smarthost/firewall configuration, either sends outboundmessages directly to remote
SMTPhosts or sends outboundmessages to the smarthost/firewall system.

tcp_intranet receives and sendsmessages within the intranet.

tcp_auth is used as a switch channel for tcp_local; authenticated users switch to the tcp_auth
channel to avoid relay-blocking restrictions.

tcp_submit accepts message submissions—usually from user agents—on the reserved
submission port 587 (see RFC 2476).

tcp_tas is a special channel used by sites doing UnifiedMessaging.

ToDeliverMessages toProgramsUsing thePipeChannel
Usersmight want incomingmail passed to a program instead of to their mailbox. For example, users
might want their incomingmail sent to amail sorting program. The pipe channel performs delivery
of messages using per-user, site-supplied programs.

To facilitate program delivery, youmust first register programs as able to be invoked by the pipe
channel. Do this by using the imsimta program utility. This utility gives a unique name to each

ToDeliverMessages to ProgramsUsing the Pipe Channel
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command that you register as able to be invoked by the pipe channel. End users can then specify the
method name as a value of their mailprogramdeliveryinfo LDAP attribute.

For example, to add a UNIX command myprocmail as a program that can be invoked by a user, you
would first register the command by using the imsimta program utility as shown in the following
example. This example registers a program called myprocmail that executes the program procmail

with the arguments -d username and executes as the user:

imsimta program -a -m myprocmail -p procmail -g "-d %s" -e user

Make sure the executable exists in the programs directorymsg_svr_base/data/site-programs.
Make sure also that the execute permissions are set to “others.”

To enable a user to access the program, the user’s LDAP entrymust contain the following attributes
and values:

maildeliveryoption: program

mailprogramdeliveryinfo: myprocmail

For more information about the imsimta program utility, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Alternative delivery programsmust conform to the following exit code and command-line argument
restrictions:

Exit Code Restrictions.Delivery programs invoked by the pipe channel must returnmeaningful
error codes so that the channel knows whether to dequeue themessage, deliver for later processing,
or return themessage.

If the subprocess exits with an exit code of 0 (EX_OK), themessage is presumed to have been delivered
successfully and is removed from theMTAqueues. If it exits with an exit code of 71, 74, 75, or 79
(EX_OSERR, EX_IOERR, EX_TEMPFAIL, or EX_DB), a temporary error is presumed to have occurred and
delivery of themessage is deferred. If any other exit code is returned, then themessage will be
returned to its originator as undeliverable. These exit codes are defined in the system header file
sysexits.h.

Command Line Arguments.Delivery programs can have any number of fixed arguments as well as
the variable argument, %s, representing the user name for programs executed by the user or
username+domain for programs executed by the postmaster, “inetmail.” For example, the following
command line delivers a recipient’s mail using the program procmail:

/usr/lib/procmail -d %s

ToDeliverMessages to ProgramsUsing the Pipe Channel
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ToConfigure theNative (/var/mail) Channel
An option filemay be used to control various characteristics of the native channel. This native
channel option filemust be stored in theMTAconfiguration directory and named native_option
(for example,msg_svr_base/config/native_option).

Option files consist of several lines. Each line contains the setting for one option.An option setting
has the form:

option=value

The valuemay be either a string or an integer, depending on the option’s requirements.

TABLE 13–2LocalChannelOptions

Options Descriptions

FORCE_CONTENT_LENGTH

(0 or 1; UNIX only)

If FORCE_CONTENT_LENGTH=1, then theMTAadds a Content-length: header line tomessages
delivered to the native channel, and causes the channel not to use the “>From” syntax when
“From” is at the beginning of the line. This makes local UNIXmail compatible with Sun’s
newermail tools, but potentially incompatible with other UNIXmail tools.

FORWARD_FORMAT (string) Specifies the location of the users’ .forward files. The string %u indicates that it is substituted
in each user id. The string %h indicates that it is substituted in each user’s home directory. The
default behavior, if this option is not explicitly specified, corresponds to:

FORWARD_FORMAT=%h/.forward

REPEAT_COUNT (integer)

SLEEP_TIME (integer)

In case the user’s newmail file is locked by another process when theMTAtries to deliver the
newmail, these options provide a way to control the number and frequency of retries the native
channel program should attempt. If the file can not be opened after the number of retries
specified, themessages remain in the native queue and the next run of the native channel
attempts to deliver the newmessages again.

The REPEAT_COUNT option controls howmany times the channel programs attempt to open the
mail file before giving up. REPEAT_COUNT defaults to 30, (30 attempts).

The SLEEP_TIME option controls howmany seconds the channel programwaits between
attempts. SLEEP_TIME defaults to 2 (two seconds between retries).

SHELL_TIMEOUT (integer) Controls the length of time in seconds the channel waits for a user’s shell command in a
.forward to complete. Upon such time-outs, themessage are returned to the original sender
with an errormessage resembling “Time-out waiting for user’s shell command command to
complete.” The default is 600 (10minutes).

SHELL_TMPDIR (directory-specific) Controls the location where the local channel creates its temporary files when delivering to a
shell command. By default, such temporary files are created in users’ home directories. Using
this option, the administratormay instead choose the temporary files to be created in another
(single) directory. For example:

SHELL_TMPDIR=/tmp

To Configure theNative (/var/mail) Channel
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ToTemporarilyHoldMessagesUsing theHoldChannel
The hold channel is used to hold themessages of a recipient temporarily prevented from receiving
newmessages. Messagesmay be held because a user’s name is being changed or their mailbox is
beingmoved from onemailhost or domain to another. Theremay also be other reasons to
temporarily holdmessages.

Whenmessages are to be held, they are directed to the hold channel, in the
msg_svr_base/queue/hold directory, using the samemechanism used to direct messages to the
reprocess channel. In this way, the envelope To: addresses are unchanged. Themessages are written
to the hold channel queue, in themsg-server/queue/hold directory, as ZZxxx.HELD files. This
prevents them from being seen by the job controller, and thus they are “held.” Use the imsimta qm
dir -held command to view a list of .HELD files. These messages can be selected and released using
the imsimta qm release command. Releasing them changes their name to ZZxxx.00 and informs
the job controller. Themessages are then processed by themaster program associated with the hold
channel, reprocess.exe. Thus themessage (and the To: addresses) are processed using the normal
rewritingmachinery.

For more information on the imsimta qm command, see “imsimta qm” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

TheConversionChannel
The conversion channel allows you to perform arbitrary body part-by-body part processing on
specifiedmessages flowing through theMTA. (Note that a body part is different than amessage in
that amessage can containmultiple body parts as, for instance, in an attachment.Also, body parts
are specified and delineated byMIME headers.) This processing can be done by any site-supplied
programs or command procedures andmay do such things such as convert text or images from one
format to another, virus scanning, language translation and so forth. Variousmessage types of the
MTAtraffic are selected for conversion, and specific processes and programs can be specified for each
type of message body part.

The prerequisite for using this chapter is understanding the concept of channels (see “Channels”
on page 185). For supplemental information on virus scanning using the conversion channel, refer
to the current version ofMessaging Server Technical Notes at the bottom of theMessaging Server
Documentation website at http://docs.sun.com/db/coll/S1_MsgTechNotes
(http://docs.sun.com/db/coll/S1_MsgTechNotes).

Implementing the conversion channel consists ofA) selectingmessage traffic for processing, and B)
specifying how different messages will be processed. These procedures will discussed in further
detail.

The Conversion Channel
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Note –Adefault conversion channel is automatically created in theMTAconfiguration file
(imta.cnf). This channel can be used as is and requires nomodification.

This section consists of the following sections:

� “MIMEOverview” on page 394
� “Selecting Traffic for Conversion Processing” on page 395
� “To Control Conversion Processing” on page 396
� “To Bounce, Delete, or HoldMessages Using the Conversion Channel Output” on page 404
� “Conversion Channel Example” on page 406

MIMEOverview
The conversion channel makes extensive use of theMIME (Multipurpose InternetMail Extensions)
header lines. Knowledge of message construction andMIME header fields is required. For complete
information onMIME, refer to RFCs 1806, 2045 through 2049, and 2183.
(http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/)Ashort overview ofMIME is presented here for convenience.

MessageConstruction
Asimplemessage consists of a header and a body. The header is at the top of themessage and
contains certain control information such as date, subject, sender, and recipient. The body is
everything after the first blank line after the header.MIME specifies a way to construct more complex
messages which can containmultiple body parts, and even body parts nested within body parts.
Messages like these are calledmulti-part messages, and, as mentioned earlier, the conversion channel
performs body part-by-body part processing of messages.

MIMEHeaders
TheMIME specification defines a set of header lines for body parts. These include MIME-Version,
Content-type, Content-Transfer-Encoding, Content-ID, and Content-disposition. The
conversion channel uses the Content-type and Content-disposition headersmost frequently.An
example of someMIME header lines is shown below:

Content-type: APPLICATION/wordperfect5.1;name=Poem.wpc

Content-transfer-encoding: BASE64

Content-disposition: attachment; filename=Poem.wpc

Content-description: "Project documentation Draft1 wordperfect format"

Note –MIMEheader lines are not the same as general, non-MIME header lines such as To:, Subject:
and From:. Basically, for Conversion channel discussion,MIME header lines start with the string
Content-.

The Conversion Channel
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Content-typeHeader
TheMIME Content-Type header describes the content of the body-part. The Content-Type header
format (with an example) is shown below:

Content-type: type/subtype; parameter1=value; parameter2=value...

type describes the type of content of the body part. Examples of type are Text, Multipart, Message,
Application, Image, Audio, and Video.

subtype further describes content type. Each Content-type has its own set of subtypes. For examples:
text/plain, application/octet-stream, and image/jpeg. Content Subtypes forMIMEmail are
assigned and listed by the IANA(InternetAssignedNumbersAuthority).Acopy of the list is at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types.

parameter is specific to Content-type/subtype pairs. For example, the charset and the name
parameters are shown below:

Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-type: application/msword; name=temp.doc

The charset parameter specifies a character set for a textual message. The name parameter gives a
suggested file name to be used if the data were to be written to a file.

Note – Content-Type values, subtypes, and parameter names are case-insensitive.

Content-dispositionHeader
TheMIME Content-disposition header provides presentation information for the body-part. It is
often added to attachments specifying whether the attachment body part should be displayed
(inline) or presented as a file name to be copied (attachment). The Content-disposition header
has the following format:

Content-disposition: disposition_type; parameter1=value;parameter2=value...

disposition_type is usually inline (display the body part) or attachment (present as file to save.)
Attachment usually has the parameter filenamewith a value specifying the suggested name for the
saved file.

For details on the Content-disposition header, refer to RFC2183.

Selecting Traffic for ConversionProcessing
Unlike otherMTAchannels, the conversion channel is not normally specified in an address orMTA
rewrite rule. Instead, messages are sent to the conversion channel using the CONVERSIONSmapping
table (specified by the parameter IMTA_MAPPING_FILE in the imta_tailor file). Entries to the table
have the following format:
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IN-CHAN=source-channel;OUT-CHAN=destination-channel;CONVERT Yes/No

As theMTAprocesses eachmessage it probes the CONVERSIONSmapping table (if one is present). If
the source-channel is the channel fromwhich themessage is coming and destination-channel is the
channel to which themessage is going, then the action following CONVERT is taken (Yesmeans the
MTAdiverts themessage from its destination-channel to the conversion channel; if nomatch is
found, themessage will be queued to the regular destination channel).

Note –An address of the form user@conversion.localhostname or user@conversionwill be routed
through the conversion channel, regardless of the CONVERSIONSmapping table.

The following example routes all non-internal messages—messages originating from, or destined to,
the Internet—to the conversion channel.

CONVERSIONS

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=*;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=tcp_local;CONVERT Yes

The first line specifies that messages coming from the tcp_local channel will be processed. The
second line specifies that messages going to the tcp_local channel will also be processed. The
tcp_local channel handles all messages going to and coming from the Internet. Since the default is
to not go through the conversion channel, any othermessages won’t go through the conversion
channel.

Note that this is a very basic table, and that it might not be sufficient for a site with amore customized
configuration, for example, one usingmultiple outbound-to-the-Internet tcp_* channels, or using
multiple inbound-from-the-Internet tcp_* channels.

ToControl ConversionProcessing
When amessage is sent to the conversion channel, it is processed body part-by-body part. Processing
is controlled by theMTAconversions file, which is specified by the IMTA_CONVERSION_FILE option
in the imta_tailor file (default:msg_svr_base/conversions). The conversions file consists of
line-separated entries that 1) qualify which types of body parts will be processed, and 2) how they will
be processed.

Each entry consists of one ormore lines containing one ormore name=value parameter clauses. The
values in the parameter clauses conform toMIME conventions. Every line except the last must end
with a semicolon (;).Aphysical line in this file is limited to 252 characters. You can split a logical line
intomultiple physical lines using the back slash (\) continuation character. Entries are terminated
either by a line that does not end in a semicolon, one ormore blank lines, or both.

Below is a simple example of a conversion file entry:
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EXAMPLE 13–1 conversionsFile Entry

out-chan=ims-ms; in-type=application; in-subtype=wordperfect5.1;

out-type=application; out-subtype=msword; out-mode=block;

command="/usr/bin/convert -in=wordp -out=msword ’INPUT_FILE’ ’OUTPUT_FILE’"

The clauses out-chan=ims-ms; in-type=application; in-subtype=wordperfect5.1 qualify the
body part. That is, they specify the type of part to be converted. The header of each part is read and its
Content-Type: and other header information is extracted. The entries in the conversion file are
then scanned in order from first to last; any in-* parameters present, and the OUT-CHAN parameter, if
present, are checked. If all of these parameters match the corresponding information for the body
part being processed, then the conversion specified by the command= or delete= clause is performed,
and the out-* parameters are set.

If nomatch occurs, then the part is matched against the next conversions file entry. Once all body
parts have been scanned and processed (assuming there is a qualifyingmatch), then themessage is
sent onwards to the next channel. If there are nomatches, no processing occurs, and themessage is
sent to the next channel.

out-chan=ims-ms specifies that onlymessage parts destined for the ims-ms channel will be
converted. in-type=application and in-subtype=wordperfect5.1 specifies that theMIME
Content-type header for themessage part must be application/wordperfect5.1.

Message parts can be further qualified with additional in-* parameters. (See Table 13–6.) The entry
above will trigger conversion actions on amessage part which has the followingMIME header lines:

Content-type: APPLICATION/wordperfect5.1;name=Draft1.wpc

Content-transfer-encoding: BASE64

Content-disposition: attachment; filename=Draft1.wpc

Content-description: "Project documentation Draft1 wordperfect format"

After the three conversion file qualifying parameters in Example 13–1, the next two parameters,
out-type=application and out-subtype=msword, specify replacementMIME header lines to be
attached to the “processed” body part. out-type=application and out-subtype=msword specify
that theMIME Content-type/subtype of the outgoingmessage be application/msword.

Note that since the in-type and out-type parameters are the same, out-type=application is not
necessary since the conversion channel defaults to the originalMIME labels for outgoing body parts.
AdditionalMIME labels for outgoing body parts can be specified with additional output parameters.

out-mode=block (Example 13–1) specifies the file type that the site-supplied programwill return. In
other words, it specifies how the file will be stored and how the conversion channel should be read
back in the returned file. For example, an html file is stored in text mode, while an .exe program or a
zip file is stored in block/binarymode.Mode is a way of describing that the file being read is in a
certain storage format.

The final parameter in Example 13–1 specifies the action to take on the body part:

command="/usr/bin/convert -in=wordp -out=msword ’INPUT_FILE’ ’OUTPUT_FILE’"
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The command= parameter specifies that a programwill execute on the body part. /usr/bin/convert
is the hypothetical command name; -in=wordp and -out=msword are hypothetical command line
arguments specifying the format of the input text and output text; INPUT_FILE and OUTPUT_FILE are
conversion channel environmental parameters (see “ToUse Conversion Channel Environmental
Variables” on page 398 program should store its converted body part.

Note – Envelope originator and recipient information is now provided as x-envelope-from and
x-envelope-to fields respectively when a file containing the outermessage header is requested by a
regular conversion entry.

Instead of executing a command on the body part, themessage part can simply be deleted by
substituting DELETE=1 in place of the command parameter.

Note –Whenever the conversions file ismodified, youmust recompile the configuration (see
“Compiling theMTAConfiguration” on page 215).).

ConversionChannel Information Flow
The flow of information is as follows: a message containing body parts comes into the conversion
channel. The conversion channel parses themessage, and processes the parts one by one. The
conversion channel then qualifies the body part, that is, it determines if it should be processed or not
by comparing itsMIME header lines to the qualifying parameters. If the body part qualifies, the
conversion processing commences. If MIME or body part information is to be passed to the
conversion script, it is stored in an environmental variable (“ToUse Conversion Channel
Environmental Variables” on page 398) as specified by information passing parameters.

At this point, an action specified by an action parameter, is taken on the body part. Typically the
action is that the body part be deleted or that it be passed to a programwrapped in a script. The script
processes the body part and then sends it back to the conversion channel for reassembling into the
post-processedmessage. The script can also send information to the conversion channel by using the
conversion channel output options. This can be information such as newMIME header lines to add
to the output body part, error text to be returned to themessage sender, or special directives
instructing theMTAto initiate some action such as bounce, delete, or hold amessage.

Finally, the conversion channel replaces the header lines for the output body part as specified by the
output parameters.

ToUseConversionChannel Environmental Variables
When operating onmessage body parts, it is often useful to passMIME header line information, or
entire body parts, to and from the site-supplied program. For example, a programmay require
Content-type and Content-disposition header line information as well as amessage body part.
Typically a site-supplied program’smain input is amessage body part which is read from a file.After
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processing the body part, the programwill need to write it to a file fromwhich the conversion
channel can read it. This type of information passing is done by using conversion channel
environmental variables.

Environmental variables can be created in the conversions file using the parameter-symbol-*
parameter or by using a set of pre-defined conversion channel environmental variables (see “ToUse
Conversion Channel Output Options” on page 401).

The following conversions file entry and incoming header show how to passMIME information to
the site-supplied program using environment variables.

conversions file entry:

in-channel=*; in-type=application; in-subtype=*;

parameter-symbol-0=NAME; parameter-copy-0=*;

dparameter-symbol-0=FILENAME; dparameter-copy-0=*;

message-header-file=2; original-header-file=1;

override-header-file=1; override-option-file=1;

command="/bin/viro-scan500.sh ”INPUT_FILE’ ”OUTPUT_FILE’"

Incoming header:

Content-type: APPLICATION/msword; name=Draft1.doc

Content-transfer-encoding: BASE64

Content-disposition: attachment; filename=Draft1.doc

Content-description: "Project documentation Draft1 msword format"

in-channel=*; in-type=application; in-subtype=* specify that a message body part from any
input channel of type applicationwill be processed.

parameter-symbol-0=NAME specifies that the first Content-type parameter value (Draft1.doc in
our example) be stored in an environment variable called NAME.

parameter-copy-0=* specifies that all Content-type parameters of the input body part be copied to
the output body part.

dparameter-symbol-0=FILENAME specifies that the first Content-disposition parameter value
(Draft1.doc in our example) be stored in an environment variable called FILENAME.

dparameter-copy-0=* specifies that all Content-disposition parameters of the input body part be
copied to the output body part.

message-header-file=2 specifies that the original header of themessage as a whole (the outermost
message header) be written to the file specified by the environment variable MESSAGE_HEADERS.

original-header-file=1 specifies that the original header of the enclosingMESSAGE/RFC822
part are written to the file specified by the environment variable ORIGINAL_HEADERS.

override-header-file=1 specifies thatMIME headers are read from the file specified by
environmental variable OUTPUT_HEADERS, overriding the originalMIME header lines in the enclosing
MIME part. $OUTPUT_HEADERS is an on-the-fly temporary file created at the time conversion runs.A
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site-supplied programwould use this file to storeMIME header lines changed during the conversion
process. The conversion channel would then read theMIME header lines from this file when it
re-assembles the body part. Note that onlyMIME header lines can bemodified. Other general,
non-MIME header lines cannot be cannot be altered by the conversion channel.

override-option-file=1 specifies that the conversion channel read conversion channel options
from the file named by the OUTPUT_OPTIONS environmental variable. See “ToUse Conversion
Channel Output Options” on page 401.

command="msg_svr_base/bin/viro-scan500.sh" specifies the command to execute on themessage
body part.

TABLE 13–3ConversionChannel EnvironmentVariables

Environment Variable Description

ATTACHMENT_NUMBER Attachment number for the current part. This has the same format as the
ATTACHMENT-NUMBER conversionmatch parameter.

CONVERSION_TAG The current list of active conversion tags. This corresponds to the TAG conversion
match parameter.

INPUT_CHANNEL The channel that enqueued themessage to the conversion channel. This
corresponds to the IN-CHANNELconversionmatch parameter.

INPUT_ENCODING Encoding originally present on the body part.

INPUT_FILE Name of the file containing the original body part. The site-supplied program
should read this file.

INPUT_HEADERS Name of the file containing the original header lines for the body part. The
site-supplied program should read this file.

INPUT_TYPE MIME Content-type of the inputmessage part.

INPUT_SUBTYPE MIME content subtype of the inputmessage part.

INPUT_DESCRIPTION MIME content-description of the inputmessage part.

INPUT_DISPOSITION MIME content-disposition of the inputmessage part.

MESSAGE_HEADERS Name of the file containing the original outermost header for an enclosing
message (not just the body part) or the header for the part’s most immediately
enclosingMESSAGE/RFC822 part. The site-supplied program should read this
file.

OUTPUT_CHANNEL The channel themessage is headed for. This corresponds to the OUT-CHANNEL
conversionmatch parameter.

OUTPUT_FILE Name of the file where the site-supplied program should store its output. The
site-supplied program should create and write this file.
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TABLE 13–3ConversionChannel EnvironmentVariables (Continued)
Environment Variable Description

OUTPUT_HEADERS Name of the file where the site-supplied program should storeMIME header lines
for an enclosing part. The site-supplied program should create and write this file.
Note that file should contain actualMIME header lines (not option=value lines)
followed by a blank line as its final line. Note also that onlyMIME header lines can
bemodified. Other general, non-MIME header lines cannot be cannot be altered
by the conversion channel.

OUTPUT_OPTIONS Name of the file fromwhich the site-supplied program should read conversion
channel options. See “ToUse Conversion Channel Output Options” on page 401.

PART_NUMBER The part number for the current part. This has the same format as the
PART-NUMBER conversionmatch parameter.

PART_SIZE The size in bytes of the part being processed.

Mail Conversion Tags

Mail conversion tags are special tags which are associated with a particular recipient or sender.When
amessage is being delivered, the tag is visible to the conversion channel program, whichmaymake
use of it for special processing. Conversion tags are stored in the LDAPdirectory.

Mail conversion tags could be used as follows: the administrator can set up selected users with amail
conversion tag value of harmonica. The administrator then has a conversion channel setup which,
when processing that mail, will detect the presence of the tag and the value of harmonica. When that
happens, the programwill perform some arbitrary function.

Mail conversion tags can be set on a per user or a per domain basis. The recipient LDAP attribute at
the domain level is MailDomainConversionTag (modifiable with theMTAoption
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CONVERSION_TAG).At the user level it is MailConversionTag (modifiable with
theMTAoption LDAP_CONVERSION_TAG). Both of these attributes can bemultivalued with each value
specifying a different tag. The set of tags associated with a given recipient is cumulative, that is, tags
set at the domain level are combined with tags set at the user level.

Sender-based conversion tags can be set with theMTAoptions LDAP_SOURCE_CONVERSION_TAG and
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SOURCE_CONVERSION_TAG,which specify user and domain level LDAP
attributes respectively for conversion tags associated with these source address. There is no default
attribute for either of these options.

ToUseConversionChannelOutputOptions
Conversion channel output options (Table 13–4) are dynamic variables used to pass information and
special directives from the conversion script to the conversion channel. For example, during body
part processing the script may want to send a special directive asking the conversion channel to
bounce themessage and to add some error text to the returnedmessage stating that themessage
contained a virus.
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The output options are initiated by setting OVERRIDE-OPTION-FILE=1 in the desired conversion
entry. Output options are then set by the script as needed and stored in the environmental variable
file, OUTPUT_OPTIONS. When the script is finished processing the body part, the conversion channel
reads the options from the OUTPUT_OPTIONS file.

The OUTPUT_OPTION variable is the name of the file fromwhich the conversion channel reads options.
Typically it is used as an on-the-fly temporary file to pass information. The example below shows a
script that uses output options to return an errormessage to a sender whomailed a virus.

/usr/local/bin/viro_screen2k $INPUT_FILE # run the virus screener

if [ $? -eq 1 ]; then

echo "OUTPUT_DIAGNOSTIC=’Virus found and deleted.’" > $OUTPUT_OPTIONS

echo "STATUS=178029946" >> $OUTPUT_OPTIONS

else

cp $INPUT_FILE $OUTPUT_FILE # Message part is OK

fi

In this example, the system diagnostic message and status code are added to the file defined by
$OUTPUT_OPTIONS. If you read the $OUTPUT_OPTIONS temporary file out you would see something
like:

OUTPUT_DIAGNOSTIC="Virus found and deleted."

STATUS=178029946

The line OUTPUT_DIAGNOSTIC=’Virus found and deleted’ tells the conversion channel to add the
text Virus found and deleted to the message.

178029946 is the PMDF__FORCERETURN status per the pmdf_err.h file which is found in the
msg_svr_base/include/deprecated/pmdf_err.h. This status code directs the conversion channel
to bounce themessage back to the sender. (Formore information on using special directives refer to
“To Bounce, Delete, or HoldMessages Using the Conversion Channel Output” on page 404

Acomplete list of the output options is shown below.

TABLE 13–4ConversionChannelOutputOptions

Option Description

OUTPUT_TYPE MIME content type of the outputmessage part.

OUTPUT_SUBTYPE MIME content subtype of the outputmessage part.

OUTPUT_DESCRIPTION MIME content description of the outputmessage part.

OUTPUT_DIAGNOSTIC Text to include as part of themessage sent to the sender if a message is forcibly bounced by the
conversion channel.
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TABLE 13–4ConversionChannelOutputOptions (Continued)
Option Description

OUTPUT_DISPOSITION MIME content-disposition of the outputmessage part.

OUTPUT_ENCODING MIME content transfer encoding to use on the outputmessage part.

OUTPUT_MODE MIME Modewith which the conversion channel should write the outputmessage part, hence the
mode with which recipients should read the outputmessage part.

STATUS Exit status for the converter. This is typically a special directive initiating some action by the
conversion channel.Acomplete list of directives can be viewed in
msg_svr_base/include/deprecated/pmdf_err.h

Headers in an EnclosingMESSAGE/RFC822Part
When performing conversions on amessage part, the conversion channel has access to the header in
an enclosing MESSAGE/RFC822 part, or to themessage header if there is no enclosing MESSAGE/RFC822
part. Information in the headermay be useful for the site-supplied program.

If an entry is selected that has ORIGINAL-HEADER-FILE=1, then all the original header lines of the
enclosing MESSAGE/RFC822 part are written to the file represented by the ORIGINAL_HEADERS
environment variable. If OVERRIDE-HEADER-FILE=1, then the conversion channel will read and use as
the header on that enclosing part the contents of the file represented by the ORIGINAL_HEADERS
environment variable.

ToCall Out to aMappingTable fromaConversion Entry
out-parameter-* valuesmay be stored and retrieved in an arbitrarily namedmapping table. This
feature is useful for renaming attachments sent by clients that send all attachments with a generic
name like att.dat regardless of whether they are postscript, msword, text or whatever. This is a
generic way to relabel the part so that other clients (Outlook for example) will be able to open the
part by reading the extension.

The syntax for retrieving a parameter value from amapping table is as follows:

”mapping-table-name:mapping-input[$Y, $N]’

$Y returns a parameter value. If there is nomatch found or thematch returns $N, then that
parameter in the conversions file entry is ignored or treated as a blank string. Lack of amatch or a $N
does not cause the conversion entry itself to be aborted.

Consider the followingmapping table:

X-ATT-NAMES

postscript temp.PS$Y

wordperfect5.1 temp.WPC$Y

msword temp.DOC$Y

The following conversion entry for the abovemapping table results in substituting generic file names
in place of specific file names on attachments:
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out-chan=tcp_local; in-type=application; in-subtype=*;

in-parameter-name-0=name; in-parameter-value-0=*;

out-type=application; out-subtype=’INPUT-SUBTYPE’;

out-parameter-name-0=name;

out-parameter-value-0=”’X-ATT-NAMES:\\’INPUT_SUBTYPE\\’’";

command="cp ”INPUT_FILE’ ”OUTPUT_FILE’"

In the example above, out-chan=tcp_local; in-type=application; in-subtype=* specifies that
amessage to be processedmust come from the tcp_local channel with the content-type header of
application/* (* specifies that any subtype would do).

in-parameter-name-0=name; in-parameter-value-0=* additionally specifies that the message
must have a parameter type name=* (again, * specifies that any parameter value would do.)

out-type=application; specifies that theMIME Content-type parameter for the post-processing
message be application.

out-subtype=’INPUT-SUBTYPE’; specifies that theMIME subtype parameter for the
post-processing body part be the INPUT-SUBTYPE environmental variable, which is the original value
of the input subtype. Thus, if you wanted change

Content-type: application/xxxx; name=foo.doc

to

Content-type: application/msword; name=foo.doc

then you would use

out-type=application; out-subtype=msword

out-parameter-name-0=name; specifies that the firstMIMEContent-type parameter of the output
body part be of type name= .

out-parameter-value-0=’X-ATT-NAMES:\\’INPUT_SUBTYPE\\’’; says to take the firstMIME
subtype parameter value and search themapping table X-ATT-NAMES for a subtypematch. If a match
is found, the name parameter receives the new value specified in the X-ATT-NAMESmapping table.
Thus, if the parameter is of type msword, the name parameter will be temp.DOC.

ToBounce, Delete, orHoldMessagesUsing the
ConversionChannelOutput
This section describes how to use the conversion channel options to bounce, delete, or hold
messages. The basic procedure is as follows:

1. Set OVERRIDE-OPTION-FILE=1 in the appropriate conversions file entry. This tells the conversion
channel to read the output options from the OUTPUT_OPTIONS file.

2. Use the conversion script to determine what action is required on a particular message body part.
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3. In the script, specify the special directive for that action by writing the STATUS=directive_code
option in the OUTPUT_OPTIONS file.

Acomplete listing of special directives can be found in
msg_svr_base/include/deprecated/pmdf_err.h. The ones commonly used by the conversion
channel are:

TABLE 13–5 Special Directives CommonlyUsed By the ConversionChannel

NAME HexValue Decimal Value

PMDF__FORCEHOLD 0x0A9C86AA 178030250

PMDF__FORCERETURN 0x0A9C857A 178029946

PMDF__FORCEDELETE 0x0A9C8662 178030178

Wewill explain the functions of these directives using examples.

ToBounceMessages
To bounce amessage using the conversion channel set OVERRIDE-OPTION-FILE=1 in the appropriate
conversions file entry and add the following line to your conversion script:

echo "STATUS=178029946" >> $OUTPUT_OPTIONS

If you wish to add a short text string to the bouncedmessage add the following line to the conversion
script:

echo OUTPUT_DIAGNOSTIC=text-string >> $OUTPUT_OPTIONS

where text string is something like: “The message sent from your machine contained a virus

which has been removed. Be careful about executing email attachments.”

ToConditionallyDeleteMessageParts
It may be useful to delete parts conditionally, depending on what they contain. This can be done
using the output options. By contrast, the DELETE=1 conversion parameter clause unconditionally
deletes amessage part.

To delete amessage part using the output options, set OVERRIDE-OPTION-FILE=1 in the appropriate
conversions file entry and add the following line to your conversion script:

echo "STATUS=178030178" >> $OUTPUT_OPTIONS

ToHold aMessage
It may be useful to holdmessages conditionally, depending on what they contain. To delete amessage
part using the output options, set OVERRIDE-OPTION-FILE=1 in the appropriate conversions file entry
and add the following line to your conversion script:
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echo "STATUS=178030250" >> $OUTPUT_OPTIONS

This requests that the conversion channel hold themessage as a .HELD file in the conversion channel
queue.

ConversionChannel Example
The CONVERSIONSmapping and set of conversion rules seen in examples below cause GIF, JPEG, and
BITMAPfiles sent to the hypothetical channel tcp_docuprint to be converted into PostScript
automatically. Several of these conversions use the hypothetical /usr/bin/ps-converter.sh to
make that transformation.An additional rule that convertsWordPerfect 5.1 files intoMicrosoft
Word files is included.

CONVERSIONS

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=tcp_docuprint;CONVERT Yes

out-chan=ims-ms; in-type=application; in-subtype=wordperfect5.1;

out-type=application; out-subtype=msword; out-mode=block;

command="/bin/doc-convert -in=wp -out=msw ’INPUT_FILE’ ’OUTPUT_FILE’"

out-chan=tcp_docuprint; in-type=image; in-subtype=gif;

out-type=application; out-subtype=postscript; out-mode=text;

command="/bin/ps-convert -in=gif -out=ps ’INPUT_FILE’ ’OUTPUT_FILE’"

out-chan=tcp_docuprint; in-type=image; in-subtype=jpeg;

out-type=application; out-subtype=postscript; out-mode=text;

command="/bin/ps-convert -in=jpeg -out=ps ’INPUT_FILE’ ’OUTPUT_FILE’"

out-chan=tcp_docuprint; in-type=image; in-subtype=bitmap;

out-type=application; out-subtype=postscript; out-mode=text;

command="/bin/ps-convert -in=bmp -out=ps ’INPUT_FILE’ ’OUTPUT_FILE’"

The conversion parameters are shown below:

TABLE 13–6ConversionParameters

Parameter Description

Qualifying Parameters (Specifies the parameters for which themessagemustmatch before it will be converted.)

OUT-CHAN,OUT-CHANNEL Output channel tomatch for conversion (wildcards allowed). The conversion specified
by this entry is performed only if themessage is destined for this specified channel.

IN-CHAN,IN-CHANNEL Input channel tomatch for conversion (wildcards allowed). The conversion specified by
this entry is only performed if themessage is coming from the specified channel.
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TABLE 13–6ConversionParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

IN-TYPE InputMIME type tomatch for conversion (wildcards allowed). The conversion
specified is performed only if this fieldmatches theMIME type of the body part.

IN-SUBTYPE InputMIME subtype tomatch for conversion (wildcards allowed). The conversion
specified by this entry is performed only if this fieldmatches theMIME subtype of the
body part.

IN-PARAMETER-NAME-n InputMIME Content-Type parameter name that must match for conversion; n = 0, 1,
2.... This parameter can be used with IN-PARAMETER-VALUE-n to distinctly identify a
parameter by its name and the value that it holds.

IN-PARAMETER-VALUE-n InputMIME Content-Type parameter value of corresponding IN-PARAMETER-NAME that
must match for conversion. The conversion specified by this entry is performed only if
this fieldmatches the corresponding parameter in the body part’s Content-Type
parameter list.Wildcards allowed.

IN-PARAMETER-DEFAULT-n InputMIME Content-Type parameter value default if parameter is not present. This
value is used as a default for the IN-PARAMETER-VALUE-n test when no such parameter is
specified in the body part.

IN-DISPOSITION InputMIME Content-Disposition tomatch for conversion.

IN-DPARAMETER-NAME-n InputMIME Content-Disposition parameter name that must match for conversion; n
= 0, 1, 2.... This parameter can be used with IN-DPARAMETER-VALUE-n to distinctly
identify a parameter by its name and the value that it holds.

IN-DPARAMETER-VALUE-n InputMIME Content-Disposition parameter value of corresponding
IN-DPARAMETER-NAME that must match for conversion. The conversion specified by this
entry is performed only if this fieldmatches the corresponding parameter in the body
part’s Content-Disposition: parameter list.Wildcards allowed.

IN-DPARAMETER-DEFAULT-n InputMIME Content-Disposition parameter value default if parameter is not present.
This value is used as a default for the IN-DPARAMETER-VALUE-n test when no such
parameter is specified in the body part.

IN-DESCRIPTION InputMIME Content-Description tomatch for conversion.

IN-SUBJECT Input Subject from enclosing MESSAGE/RFC822 part.

TAG Input tag, as set by amail list CONVERSION_TAG parameter.

Output Parameters (Specify the body part’s post-conversion output settings.)

OUT-TYPE OutputMIME type if it is different than the input type.

OUT-SUBTYPE OutputMIME subtype if it is different than the input subtype.

OUT-PARAMETER-NAME-n OutputMIME Content-Type parameter name; n = 0, 1, 2...

OUT-PARAMETER-VALUE-n OutputMIME Content-Type parameter value corresponding to
OUT-PARAMETER-NAME-n.
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TABLE 13–6ConversionParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

PARAMETER-COPY-n Alist of the Content-Type parameters to copy from the input body part’s Content-Type
parameter list to the output body part’s Content-Type: parameter list; n=0, 1, 2... Uses
the same name of theMIME parameter to copy, as matched by an
IN-PARAMETER-NAME-n clause.

OUT-DISPOSITION OutputMIME Content-Disposition if it is different than the inputMIME
Content-Disposition.

OUT-DPARAMETER-NAME-n OutputMIME Content-Disposition parameter name; n=0, 1, 2...

OUT-DPARAMETER-VALUE-n OutputMIME Content-Disposition parameter value corresponding to
OUT-DPARAMETER-NAME-n.

DPARAMETER-COPY-n Alist of the Content-Disposition: parameters to copy from the input body part’s
Content-Disposition: parameter list to the output body part’s
Content-Disposition: parameter list; n = 0, 1, 2,... Takes as argument the name of the
MIME parameter to copy, as matched by an IN-PARAMETER-NAME-n clause.Wildcardsmay
be used in the argument. In particular, an argument of *means to copy all the original
Content-Disposition: parameters.

OUT-DESCRIPTION OutputMIME Content-Description if it is different than the inputMIME
Content-Description.

OUT-MODE Mode in which to read and store the converted file. This should be BLOCK (binaries and
executables) or TEXT.

OUT-ENCODING Encoding to apply to the converted file when themessage is reassembled.

Action Parameters (Specify an action to take on amessage part.)

COMMAND Command to execute to perform conversion. Command to execute to perform
conversion. This parameter is required; if no command is specified, the entry is ignored.
Use / to specify paths, not \. Example: command="D:/tmp/mybat.bat"

DELETE 0 or 1. If this flag is set, themessage part is deleted. (If this is the only part in amessage,
then a single empty text part is substituted.)

RELABEL RELABEL=1will relabel theMIME label to whatever is specified by the Output
parameters. Relabel=0 does nothing. Usually relabelling is done onmislabeled parts
(example: from Content-type: application/octet-stream to Content-type:

application/msword) so users can “doubleclick” to open a part, rather than having to
save the part to a file and open it with a program.
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TABLE 13–6ConversionParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

SERVICE-COMMAND SERVICE-COMMAND=commandwill execute a site-supplied procedure that will operate on
entireMIMEmessage (MIME headers and content body part).Also, unlike other
CHARSET-CONVERSION operations or conversion channel operations, the
service-command are expected to do their ownMIME disassembly, decoding,
re-encoding, and reassembly. Note that this flag causes an entry to be ignored during
conversion channel processing; SERVICE-COMMAND entries are instead performed during
character set conversion processing. Use / to specify paths, not \. Example:
command="D:/tmp/mybat.bat"

Information Passing Parameters (Used to pass information to and from the site-supplied program.)

DPARAMETER-SYMBOL-n Environment variable into which the Content-disposition parameter value, if present,
will be stored; n = 0, 1, 2,... Each DPARAMETER-SYMBOL-n is extracted from the
Content-Disposition: parameter list in order (n=0 is first parameter, n=2 second, etc.)
and placed in the specified environment variable prior to executing the site-supplied
program.

PARAMETER-SYMBOL-n Environment variable into which the Content-Type parameter value, if present, will be
stored; n = 0, 1, 2... Each PARAMETER-SYMBOL-n is extracted from the Content-Type:
parameter list in order (n=0 is first parameter, n=2 second, etc.) and placed in an
environment variable of the same name prior to executing the site-supplied program.
Takes as argument the variable name into which theMIME parameter to convert, as
matched by an IN-PARAMETER-NAME-n clause.

MESSAGE-HEADER-FILE Writes all, part, or none of the original header of amessage to the file specified by the
environmental variable MESSAGE_HEADERS. If set to 1, the original header of the
immediately enclosing body part are written to the file specified by the environmental
variable MESSAGE_HEADERS. If set to 2, the original header of themessage as a whole (the
outermost message header) are written to the file.

ORIGINAL-HEADER-FILE 0 or 1. If set to 1, the original header of the enclosing MESSAGE/RFC822 part (not just the
body part) are written to the file represented by the environmental variable
ORIGINAL_HEADERS.

OVERRIDE-HEADER-FILE 0 or 1. If set to 1, thenMIME header lines are read by the conversion channel from the
environmental variable OUTPUT_HEADERS, overriding the original header lines in the
enclosingMIME part.

OVERRIDE-OPTION-FILE If OVERRIDE-OPTION-FILE=1, the conversion channel reads options from the
OUTPUT_OPTIONS environmental variable.

PART-NUMBER Dotted integers: a. b. c... The part number of theMIME body part.

AutomaticArabic Character SetDetection
Anew auto_ef programwas added to automatically detectArabic character sets.
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You can call the auto_ef program from the conversion channel to automatically detect and label
most unlabeled or incorrectly labeled text messages inArabic character sets. These unlabeled or
mislabeledmessages are usually sent fromYahoo or Hotmail inArabic.

Without the correct character set labeling, manymail clients cannot display themessages correctly.

If a message hasMIME content-type headers, the auto_ef program examines and processes only
those with text/plain content type. If themessage is not labeled with aMIME content-type header,
then auto_ef adds a text/plain content-type unconditionally.

To activate or enable this program, youmust:

� ToAutomaticallyDetectArabic Character Sets

Edit yourmappings file in themsg_svr_base/configdirectory to enable a conversion channel for the
source anddestination channel of your choosing. To enable a conversion channel for allmail coming
in from the Internet to your local users, add a section to yourmappings file similar to the following:
CONVERSIONS

IN-CHAN=tcp*;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;CONVERT YES

Note that the IN and OUT channels depend on your configuration. If you are deploying on a relay
MTA, youmustmodify the channels to fit your configuration. For example,

IN-CHAN=tcp*;OUT-CHAN=tcp*;CONVERT YES

Or, you could turn it on for all channels as follows:

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=*;CONVERT YES

Create a conversions file in themsg_svr_base/configdirectory that is owned and readable by the
current version ofMessaging Server user, and that contains the following:
!

in-channel=*; out-channel=*;

in-type=text; in-subtype=*;

parameter-copy-0=*; dparameter-copy-0=*;

original-header-file=1; override-header-file=1;

command="msg_svr_base
/lib/arabicdetect.sh"

!

Compile yourMTAconfigurationwith the following command:

msg_svr_base/sbin/imsimta cnbuild

Restartwith the command:

msg_svr_base/sbin/imsimta restart

1

2

3

4
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Character Set Conversion andMessageReformatting
This section describes character set, formatting, and labelling conversions performed internally by
theMTA. Note that some of the examples in this section use old or obsolete technology like DEC
VMS, or the d channels.Although these technologies are old or obsolete, this does notmake the
examples DEC- or d channel-specific. The examples are still valid in describing how the conversion
technology works.Wewill update the examples in a later release.

One very basic mapping table inMessaging Server is the character set conversion table. The name of
this table is CHARSET-CONVERSION. It is used to specify what sorts of channel-to-channel character set
conversions andmessage reformatting should be done.

Onmany systems there is no need to do character set conversions ormessage reformatting and
therefore this table is not needed. Situations arise, however, where character conversionsmust be
done. For example, sites running Japanese OpenVMSmay need to convert betweenDECKanji and
the ISO-2022 Kanji currently used on the Internet.Another possible use of conversions arises when
multinational characters are so heavily used that the slight discrepancies between the DEC
Multinational Character Set (DEC-MCS) and the ISO-8859-1 character set specified for use in
MIMEmay become an issue, and actual conversion between the twomay therefore be needed.

The CHARSET-CONVERSIONmapping table can also be used to alter the format of messages. Facilities
are provided to convert a number of non-MIME formats intoMIME. Changes toMIME encodings
and structure are also possible. These options are used whenmessages are being relayed to systems
that only supportMIME or some subset ofMIME.And finally, conversion fromMIME into
non-MIME formats is provided in a small number of cases.

TheMTAwill probe the CHARSET-CONVERSIONmapping table in two different ways. The first probe is
used to determine whether or not theMTAshould reformat themessage and if so, what formatting
options should be used. (If no reformatting is specified, theMTAdoes not bother to check for specific
character set conversions.) The input string for this first probe has the general form:

IN-CHAN=in-channel;OUT-CHAN=out-channel;CONVERT

Here in-channel is the name of the source channel (where themessage comes from) and out-channel
is the name of the destination channel (where themessage is going). If a match occurs the resulting
string should be a comma-separated list of keywords. Table 13–7 lists the keywords.

TABLE 13–7CHARSET-CONVERSIONMappingTableKeywords

Keyword Description

Always Force conversion even themessage is going to be passed through the
conversion channel before going to out-channel.

Appledouble Convert otherMacMIME formats toAppledouble format.

Applesingle Convert otherMacMIME formats toApplesingle format.
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TABLE 13–7CHARSET-CONVERSIONMappingTableKeywords (Continued)
Keyword Description

BASE64 SwitchMIME encodings to BASE64. This keyword only applies tomessage
parts that are already encoded.Messages with Content-transfer-encoding:
7BIT or 8bit do not require any special encoding and therefore this BASE64
option will have no effect on them.

Binhex Convert otherMacMIME formats, or parts includingMacintosh type and
Mac creator information, to Binhex format.

Block Extract just the data fork fromMacMIME format parts.

Bottom “Flatten” anymessage/rfc822 body part (forwardedmessage) into amessage
content part and a header part.

Delete “Flatten” anymessage/rfc822 body part (forwardedmessage) into amessage
content part, deleting the forwarded headers.

Level Remove redundantmultipart levels frommessage.

Macbinary Convert otherMacMIME formats, or parts includingMacintosh type and
Macintosh creator information, toMacbinary format.

No Disable conversion.

QUOTED-PRINTABLE SwitchMIME encodings to QUOTED-PRINTABLE.

Record,Text Line wrap text/plain parts at 80 characters.

Record,Text= n Line wrap text/plain parts at n characters.

RFC1154 Convert message to RFC 1154 format.

Top “Flatten” anymessage/rfc822 body part (forwardedmessage) into a header
part and amessage content part.

UUENCODE SwitchMIME encodings to X-UUENCODE.

Yes Enable conversion.

Character Set Conversion
If theMTAprobes and finds that themessage is to be reformatted, it will proceed to check each part
of themessage.Any text parts are found and their character set parameters are used to generate the
second probe. Only when theMTAhas checked and found that conversionsmay be needed does it
ever perform the second probe. The input string in this second case looks like this:

IN-CHAN=in-channel;OUT-CHAN=out-channel;IN-CHARSET=in-char-set

The in-channel and out-channel are the same as before, and the in-char-set is the name of the
character set associated with the particular part in question. If nomatch occurs for this second probe,
no character set conversion is performed (althoughmessage reformatting, for example, changes to
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MIME structure, may be performed in accordance with the keywordmatched on the first probe). If a
match does occur it should produce a string of the form:

OUT-CHARSET=out-char-set

Here out-char-set specifies the name of the character set to which the in-char-set should be
converted. Note that both of these character sets must be defined in the character set definition table,
charsets.txt, located in theMTAtable directory. No conversion will be done if the character sets
are not properly defined in this file. This is not usually a problem since this file defines several
hundred character sets; most of the character sets in use today are defined in this file. See the
description of the imsimta chbuild (UNIX and NT) utility for further information on the
charsets.txt file.

If all the conditions aremet, theMTAwill proceed to build the character set mapping and do the
conversion. The convertedmessage part will be relabelled with the name of the character set to which
it was converted.

The charset-conversionmapping has been extended to provide several additional capabilities:

� AIN-CHARSET option can be specified in the output template of amapping entry. If present this
overrides the charset specified in the encoded-word.

� ARELABEL-ONLY option that accepts an integer 0 or 1 can be specified. If this option has a value of
1 the OUT-CHARSET simply replaces the IN-CHARSET; no relabelling is done.

� If the IN-CHARSET option is used to set the input charset to * the charset will be “sniffed” to
determine an appropriate label.

EXAMPLE 13–2Converting ISO-8859-1 toUTF-8 and back

Suppose that ISO-8859-1 is used locally, but this needs to be converted to UTF-8 for use on the
Internet. In particular, suppose the connection to the Internet is via the tcp_local and
tcp_internal and ims-ms are where internal messages originate and are delivered. The
CHARSET-CONVERSION table shown below brings such conversions about. Note that each IN-CHAN
entries must be on a single line. The backslash (\) is used to signify this.

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=tcp_internal;OUT-CHAN=tcp_local;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=*;CONVERT No

IN-CHAN=tcp_internal;OUT-CHAN=tcp_local;IN-CHARSET=ISO-8859-1 OUT-CHARSET=UTF-8

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;IN-CHARSET=UTF-8 OUT-CHARSET=ISO-8859-1

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;IN-CHARSET=UTF-8 OUT-CHARSET=ISO-8859-1

EXAMPLE 13–3Converting EUC-JP to ISO-2022-JP andBack

The CHARSET-CONVERSION table shown below specifies a conversion between local usage of EUC-JP
and the ISO 2022 based JP code.
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EXAMPLE 13–3Converting EUC-JP to ISO-2022-JP andBack (Continued)

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=ims-ms;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;CONVERT No

IN-CHAN=tcp_internal;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;CONVERT No

IN-CHAN=tcp_internal;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;CONVERT No

IN-CHAN=tcp_internal;OUT-CHAN=*;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=tcp_internal;OUT-CHAN=*;IN-CHARSET=EUC-JP OUT-CHARSET=ISO-2022-JP

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;IN-CHARSET=ISO-2022-JP OUT-CHARSET=EUC-JP

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;IN-CHARSET=ISO-2022-JP OUT-CHARSET=EUC-JP

MessageReformatting
As described above, the CHARSET-CONVERSIONmapping table is also used to effect the conversion of
attachments betweenMIME and several proprietarymail formats.

The following sections give examples of some of the other sorts of message reformatting which can
be affected with the CHARSET-CONVERSIONmapping table.

Non-MIMEBinaryAttachment Conversion
Mail in certain non-standard (non-MIME) formats; for example, mail in certain proprietary formats
ormail from theMicrosoftMail (MSMAIL) SMTP gateway is automatically converted intoMIME
format if CHARSET-CONVERSION is enabled for any of the channels involved in handling themessage.
If you have a tcp_local channel then it is normally the incoming channel formessages from a
MicrosoftMail SMTP gateway, and the following will enable the conversion ofmessages delivered to
your local users:

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;CONVERT Yes

Youmay also wish to add entries for channels to other local mail systems. For instance, an entry for
the tcp_internal channel:

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=l;CONVERT Yes

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;CONVERT Yes

Alternatively, to cover every channel you can simply specify OUT-CHAN=* instead of
OUT-CHAN=ims-ms.However, this may bring about an increase inmessage processing overhead as all
messages coming in the tcp_local channel will now be scrutinized instead of just those bound to
specific channels.
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More importantly, such indiscriminate conversionsmight place your system in the dubious and
frowned upon position of convertingmessages—not necessarily your own site’s—which aremerely
passing through your system, a situation in which you shouldmerely be acting as a transport and not
necessarily altering anything beyond themessage envelope and related transport information.

To convertMIME into the formatMicrosoftMail SMTP gateway understands, use a separate
channel in yourMTAconfiguration for theMicrosoftMail SMTP gateway; for example, tcp_msmail,
and put the following in themappings. file:

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=tcp_msmail;CONVERT RFC1154

RelabellingMIMEHeaders
Some user agents or gatewaysmay emit messages withMIME headers that are less informative than
theymight be, but that nevertheless contain enough information to construct more preciseMIME
headers.Although the best solution is to properly configure such user agents or gateways, if they are
not under your control, you can instead ask theMTAto try to reconstruct more usefulMIME
headers.

If the first probe of the CHARSET-CONVERSIONmapping table yields a Yes or Always keyword, then the
MTAwill check for the presence of a conversions file. If a conversions file exists, then theMTAwill
look in it for an entry with RELABEL=1 and if it finds such an entry, theMTAwill then perform any
MIME relabelling specified in the entry. See “To Control Conversion Processing” on page 396 for
information on conversions file entries.

For example, the combination of a CHARSET-CONVERSION table such as:

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;CONVERT Yes

andMTAconversion file entries of

out-chan=ims-ms; in-type=application; in-subtype=octet-stream;

in-parameter-name-0=name; in-parameter-value-0=*.ps;

out-type=application; out-subtype=postscript;

parameter-copy-0=*; relabel=1

out-chan=ims-ms; in-type=application; in-subtype=octet-stream;

in-parameter-name-0=name; in-parameter-value-0=*.msw;

out-type=application; out-subtype=msword;

parameter-copy-0=* relabel=1

will result inmessages that arrive on the tcp_local channel and are routed to the ims-ms channel,
and that arrive originally withMIME labelling of application/octet-stream but have a filename
parameter with the extension ps or msw, being relabelled as application/postscript or
application/msword, respectively. (Note that this more precise labelling is what the original user
agent or gateway should have performed itself.) Such a relabelling can be particularly useful in
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conjunction with a MIME-CONTENT-TYPES-TO-MRmapping table, used to convert such resulting
MIME types back into appropriate MRTYPE tags, which needs preciseMIME labelling in order to
function optimally; if all content types were left labelled only as application/octet-stream, the
MIME-CONTENT-TYPES-TO-MRmapping table could only, at best, unconditionally convert all such to
one sort of MRTYPE.

With the above example and MIME-CONTENT-TYPES-TO-MRmapping table entries including

APPLICATION/POSTSCRIPT PS

APPLICATION/MSWORD MW

a labelling coming in as, for example,

Content-type: application/octet-stream; name=stuff.ps

would be relabelled as

Content-type: application/postscript

and then converted into an MRTYPE tag PS to letMessage Router know to expect PostScript.

Sometimes it is useful to do relabelling in the opposite sort of direction, “downgrading” specific
MIME attachment labelling to application/octet-stream, the label for generic binary data. In
particular, “downgrading” specificMIME labelling is often used in conjunction with the
convert_octet_stream channel keyword on the mime_to_x400 channel (PMDF-X400) or
xapi_local channel (PMDF-MB400) to force all binaryMIME attachments to be converted to
X.400 bodypart 14 format.

For instance, the combination of a CHARSET-CONVERSIONmapping table such as

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=mime_to_x400*;CONVERT Yes

and PMDF conversions file entries of

out-chan=mime_to_x400*; in-type=application; in-subtype=*;

out-type=application; out-subtype=octet-stream; relabel=1

out-chan=mime_to_x400*; in-type=audio; in-subtype=*;

out-type=application; out-subtype=octet-stream; relabel=1

out-chan=mime_to_x400*; in-type=image; in-subtype=*;

out-type=application; out-subtype=octet-stream; relabel=1

out-chan=mime_to_x400*; in-type=video; in-subtype=*;

out-type=application; out-subtype=octet-stream; relabel=1

will result in downgrading various specificMIME attachment labelling to the generic
application/octet-stream labelling (so that convert_octet_streamwill apply) for all messages going
to mime_to_x400* channels.
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MacMIMEFormat Conversions
Macintosh files have two parts, a resource fork that containsMacintosh specific information, and a
data fork that contains data usable on other platforms. This introduces an additional complexity
when transportingMacintosh files, as there are four different formats in common use for
transporting theMacintosh file parts. Three of the formats,Applesingle, Binhex, andMacbinary,
consist of theMacintosh resource fork andMacintosh data fork encoded together in one piece. The
fourth format,Appledouble, is a multipart format with the resource fork and data fork in separate
parts.Appledouble is hence the formatmost likely to be useful on non-Macintosh platforms, as in
this case the resource fork part may be ignored and the data fork part is available for use by
non-Macintosh applications. But the other formats may be useful when sending specifically to
Macintoshes.

TheMTAcan convert between these variousMacintosh formats. The CHARSET-CONVERSION
keywords Appledouble, Applesingle, Binhex, or Macbinary tell theMTAto convert other
MacMIME structured parts to aMIME structure of multipart/appledouble, application/applefile,
application/mac-binhex40, or application/macbinary, respectively. Further, the Binhex or Macbinary
keywords also request conversion to the specified format of non-MacMIME format parts that do
nevertheless contain X-MAC-TYPE and X-MAC-CREATOR parameters on theMIMEContent-type:
header. The CHARSET-CONVERSION keyword Block tells theMTAto extract just the data fork from
MacMIME format parts, discarding the resource fork; (since this loses information, use of
Appledouble instead is generally preferable).

For example, the following CHARSET-CONVERSION table would tell theMTAto convert to
Appledouble format when delivering to the VMSMAILmailbox or a GroupWise postoffice, and to
convert toMacbinary format when delivering to theMessage Router channel:

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=l;CONVERT Appledouble

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=wpo_local;CONVERT Appledouble

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=tcp_internal;CONVERT Macbinary

The conversion toAppledouble format would only be applied to parts already in one of the
MacMIME formats. The conversion toMacbinary format would only be applied to parts already in
one of theMacMIME formats, or non-MacMIME parts which included X-MAC-TYPE and
X-MAC-CREATOR parameters on theMIMEContent-type: header.

When doing conversion toAppledouble or Block format, the MAC-TO-MIME-CONTENT-TYPES
mapping tablemay be used to indicate what specificMIME label to put on the data fork of the
Appledouble part, or the Block part, depending on what theMacintosh creator andMacintosh type
information in the originalMacintosh file were. Probes for this table have the form
format|type|creator|filenamewhere format is one of SINGLE, BINHEX orMACBINARY, where type
and creator are theMacintosh type andMacintosh creator information in hex, respectively, and
where filename is the filename.

For example, to convert toAppledouble when sending to the ims-ms channel and when doing so to
use specificMIME labels for anyMSWord or PostScript documents converted fromMACBINARY
or BINHEX parts, appropriate tables might be:
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CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=*;OUT-CHAN=ims-ms;CONVERT Appledouble

MAC-TO-MIME-CONTENT-TYPES

! PostScript

MACBINARY|45505346|76677264|* APPLICATION/POSTSCRIPT$Y

BINHEX|45505346|76677264|* APPLICATION/POSTSCRIPT$Y

! Microsoft Word

MACBINARY|5744424E|4D535744|* APPLICATION/MSWORD$Y

BINHEX|5744424E|4D535744|* APPLICATION/MSWORD$Y

Note that the template (right hand side) of themapping entrymust have the $Y flag set in order for
the specified labelling to be performed. Sample entries for additional types of attachmentsmay be
found in the file mac_mappings.sample in theMTAtable directory.

If you wish to convert non-MacMIME format parts to Binhex orMacbinary format, such parts need
to have X-MAC-TYPE and X-MAC-CREATORMIMEContent-type: parameter values provided.
Note thatMIME relabelling can be used to force such parameters onto parts that would not
otherwise have them.

Service Conversions
TheMTA’s conversion service facility may be used to process with site-supplied procedures a
message so as to produce a new form of themessage. Unlike either the sorts of CHARSET-CONVERSION
operations discussed above or the conversion channel, which operate on the content of individual
MIMEmessage parts, conversion services operate on entireMIMEmessage parts (MIME headers
and content) as well as entireMIMEmessages.Also, unlike other CHARSET-CONVERSION operations
or conversion channel operations, conversion services are expected to do their ownMIME
disassembly, decoding, re-encoding, and reassembly.

Like other CHARSET-CONVERSION operations, conversion services are enabled through the
CHARSET-CONVERSIONmapping table. If the first probe of the CHARSET-CONVESIONmapping table
yields a Yes or Always keyword, then theMTAwill check for the presence of anMTAconversions

file. If a conversions file exists, then theMTAwill look in it for an entry specifying a
SERVICE-COMMAND, and if it finds such an entry, execute it. The conversions file entries should have
the form:

in-chan=channel-pattern;

in-type=type-pattern; in-subtype=subtype-pattern;

service-command=command

Of key interest is the command string. This is the command that should be executed to perform a
service conversion (for example, invoke a document converter). The commandmust process an
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input file containing themessage text to be serviced and produce as output a file containing the new
message text. OnUNIX, the commandmust exit with a 0 if successful and a non-zero value
otherwise.

For instance, the combination of a CHARSET-CONVERSION table such as

CHARSET-CONVERSION

IN-CHAN=bsout_*;OUT-CHAN=*;CONVERT Yes

and anMTAconversions file entry onUNIX of

in-chan=bsout_*; in-type=*; in-subtype=*;

service-command="/pmdf/bin/compress.sh compress $INPUT_FILE $OUTPUT_FILE"

will result in all messages coming from a BSOUT channel being compressed.

Environment variables are used to pass the names of the input and output files as well as the name of
a file containing the list of themessage’s envelope recipient addresses. The names of these
environment variables are:

� INPUT_FILE - Name of the input file to process
� OUTPUT_FILE - Name of the output file to produce
� INFO_FILE - Name of the file containing envelope recipient addresses

The values of these three environment variables may be substituted into the command line by using
standard command line substitution: that is, preceding the variable’s namewith a dollar character on
UNIX. For example, when INPUT_FILE and OUTPUT_FILE have the values a.in and a.out, then the
following declaration onUNIX:

in-chan=bsout_*; in-type=*; in-subtype=*;

service-command="/pmdf/bin/convert.sh $INPUT_FILE $OUTPUT_FILE"

executes the command

/pmdf/bin/convert.sh a.in a.out
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Integrating Spamand Virus Filtering Programs
IntoMessaging Server

This chapter describes how to integrate and configure spam and virus filtering software with
Messaging Server. The spam/virus filtering technology described in this chapter is more powerful
than the technology provided by the conversion channel (see “The Conversion Channel” on page
393).Messaging Server supports Symantec BrightmailAntiSpam, SpamAssassin, and
anti-spam/anti-virus programs which support Internet ContentAdaptation Protocol (ICAP, RFC
3507), specifically SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine.

Note – In this chapter, references to anti-spam or spam filtering features alsomean, when applicable,
anti-virus or virus filtering features. Some products offer both (Brightmail), while others may offer
only spam filtering (SpamAssassin) or only virus filtering (SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine). Note
also that spam is used generically in configuration parameters.

This chapter is divided into the following sections:

� “Integrating Spam Filtering Programs IntoMessaging Server—Theory of Operations” on page
421

� “Deploying and Configuring Third Party Spam Filtering Programs” on page 422
� “Using Symantec BrightmailAnti-Spam” on page 433
� “Using SpamAssassin” on page 438
� “Using SymantecAnti-Virus Scanning Engine (SAVSE)” on page 449
� “Support for Sieve Extensions” on page 454

Integrating SpamFilteringPrograms IntoMessaging
Server—Theory ofOperations

From the perspective ofMessaging Server, anti-spam solutions operate inmuch the same way:

1. Messaging Server sends a copy of amessage to the spam filtering software.
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2. The spam filtering software analyzes themessage and returns a verdict of spam or not spam.
Some programs, like SpamAssassinmay also return a spam score,which is a numerical rating of
the probability of themessage being spam.

3. Messaging Server reads the verdict and takes a Sieve action on themessage (see “Specifying
Actions to Perform on SpamMessages” on page 429).

Spam filtering programs interact with theMTAthrough a protocol. The protocol may be a standard
as in ICAP-based programs such as SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine, proprietary as in Brightmail,
or simply non-standard as in SpamAssassin. Each protocol requires software hooks to interface with
theMTA. Brightmail and SpamAssassin were the first two spam filtering programs that could be
integrated withmessaging server. TheMTAnow supports the programs that use ICAP.

Deploying andConfiguring Third Party SpamFiltering
Programs

There are five actions required to deploy third-party filtering software onMessaging Server:

� Determinewhich spamfiltering programs youwish to deploy, and howmany servers on
which to deploy them.Messaging Server allows you to filter incomingmessages with up to four
different spam/virus programs. These programs can be run on separate systems, on the same
system asMessaging Server in a single system deployment, or on the same system as theMTAin a
two-tier deployment. The number of servers required depends on themessage load, the hardware
performance, and other factors. Refer to your spam filtering software documentation or
representative for guidelines on determining the hardware requirements at your site.

� Install and configure the spamfiltering software. Refer to your spam filtering software
documentation or representative for this information.

� Load and configure the filtering client library.This involves specifying the client library and
configuration file in theMTAoption.dat file, and also setting the desired options in the filtering
software’s configuration file. “Loading and Configuring the Spam Filtering Software Client
Library” on page 423

� Specify whatmessages get filtered.Messages can be filtered by user, domain, or channel.
“Specifying theMessages to Be Filtered” on page 423.

� Specify what happens to Spam. Spam can be discarded, filed into a folder, tagged on the subject
line, and so on. “SpecifyingActions to Perform on SpamMessages” on page 429

Note – Previous versions ofMessaging Server only supported the Brightmail filtering technology and
so keywords and options had names, such as sourcebrightmail or Brightmail_config_file.
These keywords and options have been changed tomore generic names such as sourcespamfilter
or spamfilter_config_file. The previous Brightmail names are retained for compatibility.
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Loading andConfiguring the SpamFiltering Software
Client Library
Each spam filtering program is expected to provide a client library file and configuration file for
Messaging Server. Loading and configuring the client library involves two things:

� Specifying the spam filtering software library paths (spamfilterX_library) and configuration
files (spamfilterX_config_file) in the option.dat file. In addition to these options, there are a
number of others used to specify spam filtering LDAP attributes, as well as the Sieve actions to
use on spammessages.

� Specifying the desired options in the spam filtering software configuration files. Each spam
filtering program has a different configuration file and configuration options. These are
described in the spam filtering software sections, as well as in the filtering software
documentation. See “Using Symantec BrightmailAnti-Spam” on page 433 and “Using Symantec
Anti-Virus Scanning Engine (SAVSE)” on page 449

Specifying the SpamFiltering Software Library Paths
Messaging Server can call up to four different filtering systems for yourmessages. For example, you
can run yourmessages through both the SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine and SpamAssassin. Each
filtering software is identified by a number from 1 to 4. These numbers appear as part of the various
spam filter options, LDAP attributes, and channel keywords; anX is used as a filter identification
number. For example, sourcespamfilterXoptin or spamfilterX_config_file. If the identifying
number is omitted from the keyword or option name it defaults to 1.

The following option.dat settings specifyMessaging Server to filter messages through both
SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine and SpamAssassin:

spamfilter1_library=Symantec_Library_File
spamfilter1_config_file=Symantec_Config_File
spamfilter2_library=SpamAssassin_Library_File
spamfilter2_config_file=SpamAssassin_Config_File

When using other options or keywords to configure the system, use the corresponding number at the
end of the option or keyword. For example, sourcespamfilter2optinwould refer to SpamAssassin.
sourcespamfilter1optinwould refer to SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine. It is not necessary to use
numbers sequentially. For example, if you want to temporarily disable the SymantecAntiVirus Scan
Engine, you can just comment out the spamfilter1_library configuration file.

Specifying theMessages toBe Filtered
Once the spam filtering software is installed and ready to run withMessaging Server, you need to
specify whatmessages to filter. Messaging Server can be configured to filter messages by user,
domain, or channel. Each of these scenarios is described in the following sections:

� “Specifying theMessages to Be Filtered” on page 423
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� “User-level Filtering Example” on page 424
� “Domain-level Filtering Example” on page 426

Note –The expression optinmeans that a user, domain or channel is selected to receivemail filtering.

� ToSpecifyUser-level Filtering
It may be desirable to specify filtering on a per-user basis. For example, if spam or virus filtering is
offered as a premium service to ISP customers, you can specify which users receive this and which
don’t. The general steps for user filtering are as follows:

Specify the user LDAP attributes that activate the spamfiltering software.
Set the LDAP_OPTINX options in option.dat. Example:
LDAP_OPTIN1=SymantecAV

LDAP_OPTIN2=SpamAssassin

Set filter attributes in the user entries that receive spamfiltering.
The values for the filter attributes aremulti-valued and depend on the server. Using the example
shown in Step 1, the entries are:
SymantecAV: virus

SpamAssassin: spam

For a program like Brightmail, which can filter both viruses and spam, the valid values are spam and
virus. When used as amulti-valued attribute, each value requires a separate attribute entry. For
example, if the filter attribute for Brightmail was set to Brightmail, the entries are:

Brightmail: spam

Brightmail: virus

User-level Filtering Example
This example assumes that Brightmail is used. It also assumes that LDAP_OPTIN1was set to
Brightmail in the option.dat file. The user, Otis Fanning, has the Brightmail attribute set to spam
and virus in his user entry. His mail is filtered by Brightmail for spam and viruses. “User-level
Filtering Example” on page 424 shows the Brightmail user entry for Otis Fanning.

EXAMPLE 14–1Example LDAPUser Entry for Brightmail

dn: uid=fanning,ou=people,o=sesta.com,o=ISP

objectClass: person

objectClass: organizationalPerson

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

objectClass: inetUser

objectClass: ipUser

objectClass: inetMailUser

objectClass: inetLocalMailRecipient

1

2
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EXAMPLE 14–1Example LDAPUser Entry for Brightmail (Continued)

objectClass: nsManagedPerson

objectClass: userPresenceProfile

cn: Otis Fanning

sn: fanning

initials: OTF

givenName: Otis

pabURI: ldap://ldap.siroe.com:389/ou=fanning,ou=people,o=sesta.com,o=isp,o=pab

mail: Otis.Fanning@sesta.com

mailAlternateAddress: ofanning@sesta.com

mailDeliveryOption: mailbox

mailHost: manatee.siroe.com

uid: fanning

dataSource: iMS 5.0 @(#)ims50users.sh 1.5a 02/3/00

userPassword: password

inetUserStatus: active

mailUserStatus: active

mailQuota: -1

mailMsgQuota: 100

Brightmail: virus

Brightmail: spam

If SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine and SpamAssassin were used, the entry would look like this:

SymantecAV: virus

SpamAssassin: spam

See “Using Symantec BrightmailAnti-Spam” on page 433, “Using SpamAssassin” on page 438 or
“Using SymantecAnti-Virus Scanning Engine (SAVSE)” on page 449

� ToSpecifyDomain-level Filtering
You can specify which domains receive filtering.An example of this feature would be if anti-spam or
anti-virus filtering were offered as a premium service to ISP domain customers. The general steps for
specifying domain filtering is as follows:

Specify the domain LDAP attributes that activates the filtering software.
Set the LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTINX options in option.dat. Example:
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTIN1=SymantecAV

LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTIN2=SpamAssassin

Set filter attributes in the domain entries that receive spamfiltering.
The values for the filter attributes aremulti-valued and depend on the server. Using the example
shown in Step 1, the entries would be as follows:
SymantecAV: virus

SpamAssassin: spam

1

2
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For a program like Brightmail which can filter both viruses and spam, the valid values are spam and
virus. When used as amulti-valued attribute, each value requires a separate attribute value entry.
For example, if LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTIN1was set to Brightmail, the entries would be:

Brightmail: spam

Brightmail: virus

Domain-level Filtering Example

This example assumes that Brightmail is used. It also assumes that LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTIN1was
set to Brightmail in the option.dat file. The Brightmail attribute is set to spam and virus in the
sesta.com domain entry in the DC tree for Sun LDAP Schema 1. For Sun LDAP Schema 2 you also
set Brightmail in the domain entries that receive spam filtering.

All mail sent to sesta.com is filtered for spam and viruses by Brightmail.A“Domain-level Filtering
Example” on page 426 is shown below.

EXAMPLE 14–2Example LDAPDomain Entry for Brightmail

dn: dc=sesta,dc=com,o=internet

objectClass: domain

objectClass: inetDomain

objectClass: mailDomain

objectClass: nsManagedDomain

objectClass: icsCalendarDomain

description: DC node for sesta.com hosted domain

dc: sesta

inetDomainBaseDN: o=sesta.com,o=isp

inetDomainStatus: active

mailDomainStatus: active

mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess: +imap, pop3, http:*

mailRoutingHosts: manatee.siroe.com

preferredMailHost: manatee.siroe.com

mailDomainDiskQuota: 100000000

mailDomainMsgQuota: -1

mailClientAttachmentQuota: 5

Brightmail: spam

Brightmail: virus

If SymantecAntiVirus Scan Engine and SpamAssassin were used, the entry would look similar to like
this:

SymantecAV: virus

SpamAssassin: spam

See “Using Symantec BrightmailAnti-Spam” on page 433, “Using SpamAssassin” on page 438 or
“Using SymantecAnti-Virus Scanning Engine (SAVSE)” on page 449 formore examples and details.
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� ToSpecify Channel-level Filtering
Filtering by source or destination channel provides greater flexibility and granularity for spam
filtering. For example, youmay wish to filter in these ways:

� Onlymessages from a specificMTArelay to a backendmessage store
� All incomingmail from a specificMTA.
� All outgoingmail from a specificMTA.
� Incoming and outgoingmail from a specificMTA.

Messaging Server allows you to specify filtering by source or destination channel. Themechanism
for doing this are the channel keywords described in Table 14–1. The following example
demonstrates how to set up channel-level filtering.

Add a rewrite rule in the imta.cnffile for all inbound SMTP servers that sendmessages to a backend
message store host. Example:

msg_store1.siroe.com $U@msg_store1.siroe.com

Add a channel corresponding to the rewrite rulewith the destinationspamfilterXoptin keyword.
Example:

tcp_msg_store1 smtp subdirs 20 backoff "pt5m" "pt10" "pt30" \

"pt1h" “pt2h” “pt4h” maxjobs 1 pool IMS_POOL \

fileinto $U+$S@$D destinationspamfilter1optin spam

msg_store1.siroe.com

Channel-level Filtering Examples

These examples assume a filtering program specified by the number 1. They use the keywords in the
table below.

TABLE 14–1MTAChannel Keywords for SpamFilters

Channel Keyword Description

destinationspamfilterXoptin Specifies that all messages destined to this channel are filtered by
anti-spam softwareX even if those services are not specified by
user or domain with the LDAP_OPTIN LDAP attribute. (Filtering
software X is defined by spamfilterX_library in option.dat.)
The filter parameters depend on the filtering program and follow
the keyword. For example, Brightmail parameters are normally
spam or virus or spam,virus. The SpamAssassin parameter is
spam.

In this example, all mail destined for themessage store is scanned
for spam:

ims-ms destinationspamfilter1optin spam,virus. . .

1

2
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TABLE 14–1MTAChannel Keywords for SpamFilters (Continued)
Channel Keyword Description

sourcespamfilterXoptin Specifies that all messages originating from this channel are
filtered by anti-spam softwareX even if those services are not
specified by user or domain with the LDAP_OPTIN LDAP attribute.
The system-wide default parameters follow the keyword, and the
available parameters depend on the filtering program. For
example, for Brightmail parameters are spam or virus or
spam,virus. For SpamAssassin, the parameter is spam. If
switchchannel is in effect, this keyword is placed on the
switched-to channel.

Example 1. Filter all mail for spam and viruses from anMTArelay to a backendmessage store called
msg_store1.siroe.com

� To Filter fromanMTARelay to aBackendMessage Store

Add a rewrite rule in the imta.cnffile that sendsmessages to a backendmessage store host.
Example:

msg_store1.siroe.com $U@msg_store1.siroe.com

Add a channel corresponding to that rewrite rulewith the destinationspamfilterXoptin
keyword. Example:

tcp_msg_store1 smtp subdirs 20 backoff “pt5m” “pt10” “pt30” “pt1h” \

“pt2h” “pt4h” maxjobs 1 pool IMS_POOL fileinto $U+$S@$D \

destinationspamfilter 1optin spam,virus
msg_store1.siroe.com

Example 2. Filter for spam all incomingmail passing through yourMTA(Typically, all incoming
messages pass through the tcp_local channel):

tcp_local smtp mx single_sys remotehost inner switchchannel \

identnonelimited subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL \

maytlsserver maysaslserver saslswitchchannel tcp_auth \

sourcespamfilter1optin spam
tcp-daemon

Example 3. Filter all outgoingmail to the Internet passing through yourMTA. (Typically, all
messages going out to the Internet pass through the tcp_local channel.)

tcp_local smtp mx single_sys remotehost inner switchchannel \

identnonelimited subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL \

maytlsserver maysaslserver saslswitchchannel tcp_auth \

destinationspamfilter1optin spam tcp-daemon

1

2
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Example 4. Filter all incoming and outgoingmail passing through yourMTA:

tcp_local smtp mx single_sys remotehost inner switchchannel \

identnonelimited subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL \

maytlsserver maysaslserver saslswitchchannel tcp_auth \

sourcespamfilter1optin spam destinationspamfilter1optin spam
tcp-daemon

Example 5. Filter all mail destined to the local message store in a two-tiered systemwithout using
user optin:

ims-ms smtp mx single_sys remotehost inner switchchannel \

identnonelimited subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL \

maytlsserver maysaslserver saslswitchchannel tcp_auth \

destinationspamfilter1optin spam
tcp-daemon

Example 6. Filter all incoming and outgoingmail for spam and viruses (this presumes that your
software filters both spam and viruses):

tcp_local smtp mx single_sys remotehost inner switchchannel \

identnonelimited subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL \

maytlsserver maysaslserver saslswitchchannel tcp_auth \

destinationspamfilter1optin spam,virus sourcespamfilter1optin \
spam,virus
tcp-daemon

SpecifyingActions toPerformonSpamMessages
Spam filtering programs analyzemessages and return a verdict of spam or not spam to current
version ofMessaging Server. Messaging Server then takes action on themessage.Actions are
specified using the Sievemail filtering language. Possible actions are to discard themessage, file it
into a folder, add a header, add a tag to the subject line, and so on. Complex Sieve scripts with
if-then-else statements are also possible.

Note –Refer to the Sieve specification 3028 for the complete Sieve syntax.Also see
http//www.cyrusoft.com/sievettp://www.cyrusoft.com/sieve/ (http://www.cyrusoft.com/sieve/)

Sieve scripts are specified with theMTAspam filter options (option.dat) described in Table 14–2.
The primary spam filter action options are SpamfilterX_null_action, which specifies the Sieve
rule to execute when a null value is returned as the spam verdict value, and
SpamfilterX_string_action, which specifies the Sieve rule to execute when a string is returned as
the spam verdict.

Spam filtering programs typically return a string or a null value to theMTAto indicate that message
is spam. Some programs also return a spam score—a number rating the probability of themessage
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being spam or not. This score can be used as part of the action sequence. The following examples
show how to specify actions on filteredmessages. Each example assumes a filtering program
specified by the number 1.

Example 1: File spammessages with a null verdict value to the file SPAM_CAN.

spamfilter1_null_action=data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "SPAM_CAN”;

The same action can be performed on a spammessage that returns a string:

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "SPAM_CAN”;

Example 2: File spammessages with a returned verdict string into a file named after the returned
verdict string (this is what $U does). That is, if the verdict string returned is spam, themessage is
stored in a file called spam.

spamfilter1_null_action=data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "$U”;

Example 3: Discard spammessages with a string verdict value.

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,discard

The same action can be performed on a spammessage that returns a null value:

spamfilter1_null_action=data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "SPAM_CAN”;

Example 4. This line adds the header Spam-test: FAIL to eachmessage determined to be spam by a
string verdict value:

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require ["addheader"];addheader "Spam-test: FAIL”;

Example 5. This line adds the string [PROBABLE SPAM] to the subject line of the spammessages
returning a string:

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,addtag “[PROBABLE SPAM]”;

Example 6.This line assumes a string verdict value and files a spammessage in themailbox
testspam if the header contains resent-from and User-1. If themessage does not have that header,
it files themessage into spam.

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require "fileinto"; \

if header :contains ["resent-from"] ["User-1"] { \

fileinto "testspam"; \

} else { \

fileinto "spam";};

Because verdict strings are configurable withmost spam filter software, you can specify different
actions depending on the returned string. This can be done with thematched pairs
spamfilterX_verdict_n and spamfilterX_action_n options.

Example 7. Thesematched pair options discard spammessages with the returned verdict string of
remove.
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spamfilter1_verdict_0=remove

spamfilter1_action_0=data:,discard

Refer to the specific spam filtering software sections for instructions on how to specify the spam
verdict string.

TABLE 14–2MTASpamFilterOptions (option.dat)

MTAOptions for SpamAssassin Description

SpamfilterX_config_file Specifies the full file path and name of the filtering software X configuration file. Default: none

SpamfilterX_library Specifies the full file path and name of the filtering software X shared library. Default: none

SpamfilterX_optional Controls whether certain failures reported by the filtering library X are treated as a temporary
processing failure or ignored. The default value of 0 specifies that spam filtering problems
cause a temporary processing failure. Changing the value to 1 causes spam filter processing to
be skipped in the event of some, but possibly not all, filtering library failures. In particular, if
the system gets stuck without a return in the library code, some portion of theMTAmay also
get stuck. -2 and 2 can also be set. The are the same as 0 and 1 respectively except that they
also cause a syslogmessage to be sent in the event of a problem reported by the spam filter
plugin.

Default: 0

LDAP_optinX Specifies the name of the LDAP attribute used to activate filtering software X on a user basis.
This should be an attribute in the inetMailUser objectclass.

The attribute itself can takemultiple values and is case-sensitive. For SpamAssassin, its value
should be spam in lowercase.

Default: none

LDAP_domain_attr_optinX Specifies the name of the LDAP attribute used to activate filtering software X on a domain
basis. It applies to the destination domain. It is just like LDAP_optin, except it should be in the
objectclass mailDomain.

Default: none

SpamfilterX_null_optin Specifies a string which, if found, as a value of the attribute defined by LDAP_optinX or
LDAP_domain_attr_optinX, causes theMTAto act as if the attribute wasn’t there. That is, it
disables filtering for that entry. See “Specifying theMessages to Be Filtered” on page 423

Default: The empty string. Empty optin attributes are ignored by default. (This is a change
from iPlanetMessaging Server 5.2, where empty optin attributes triggered filtering with an
empty optin list. The 5.2 behavior can be restored by setting spamfilterX_null_optin to a
string that never occurs in practice.)

SpamfilterX_null_action Defines a Sieve rule specifying what to do with themessage when the filtering software X
verdict returns as null. Sieve expressions can be stored externally using a file URL. For
example: file:///var/opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/null_action.sieve. Also, do not reject
spam using the Sieve reject action, as it tends to deliver a nondelivery notification to the
innocent party whose address was used to send the spam. Default: data:,discard;
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TABLE 14–2MTASpamFilterOptions (option.dat) (Continued)
MTAOptions for SpamAssassin Description

SpamfilterX_string_action Defines Sieve rule specifying what to do with themessage if the verdict is a string. Sieve
expressions can be stored externally using a file URL. For example:
file:///var/opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/null_action.sieve. Also, do not reject spam using
the Sieve reject action, as it tends to deliver a nondelivery notification to the innocent party
whose server was used to send the spam.

Default: data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "$U;

where $U is the string that verdict returned.

spamfilterX_verdict_n The options spamfilterX_verdict_n and spamfilterX_action_n arematched pairs,
where n is a number from 0 to 9. These options allow you to specify Sieve filters for arbitrary
verdict strings. This is done by setting spamfilterX_verdict_n and
spamfilterX_action_n to the verdict string and sieve filter, respectively, where n is an
integer from 0 to 9. For example, a site could have the “reject” verdict cause a sieve reject
action by specifying:

spamfilter1_verdict_0=reject
spamfilter1_action_0=data:,require "reject";

reject "Rejected by spam filter";

The default values for all the spamfilterX_verdict_n options and the corresponding action
options are empty strings.

Default: none

spamfilterX_action_n See spamfilterX_verdict_n. Default: none

spamfilterX_final Some filtering libraries have the ability to perform a set of actions based on recipient
addresses. spamfilterX_final specifies the sort of recipient address passed to the filtering
library.Avalue of 0 results in an intermediate address being used; 1 sends the final form of the
recipient address.

Default: 0
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TABLE 14–2MTASpamFilterOptions (option.dat) (Continued)
MTAOptions for SpamAssassin Description

optin_user_carryover Forwarding is a challenge for spam filter processing. Consider a user entry that specifies the
forward delivery option and specifies the forwarding address of another user.Additionally,
the user entry is set to opt in to some specific sort of filtering. Should the filtering be applied to
the forwardedmessage or not? On the one hand, the correct filtering choice for one particular
usermay not be the correct choice for another. On the other hand, eliminating a filtering
operationmight be used asmeans of violating a site’s security policy.

No single answer is correct in all cases so OPTIN_USER_CARRYOVER controls how the spam
filtering optin list is carried from one user or alias entry to another when forwarding occurs.
This is a bit-encoded value. The various bit values have the followingmeanings:

bit 0 (value 1). Each LDAPuser entry overrides any previously active user/domain optins
unconditionally.

bit 1 (value 2). If a user’s domain has an optin attribute, it overrides any previous
user/domain/alias optins that were active.

bit 2 (value 4). If a user has an optin attribute, it overrides any previous user/domain/alias
optins that were active.

bit 3 (value 8).An optin specified by an [optin] non-positional parameter overrides any
previous user/domain/alias optins that were active.

Default: 0 (optins accumulate if one user has a delivery option that forwards to another. The
default insures that site security policies are effective when forwarding; other settingsmay
not.)

Using SymantecBrightmailAnti-Spam
The Brightmail solution consists of the Brightmail server along with realtime anti-spam and
anti-virus rule updates downloaded to email servers. In addition to the sections below, refer to .

� “How BrightmailWorks” on page 433
� “Brightmail Requirements and Performance Considerations” on page 436
� “Deploying Brightmail” on page 436
� “Brightmail ConfigurationOptions” on page 436

HowBrightmailWorks
The Brightmail server is deployed at a customer site. Brightmail has email probes set around the
Internet for detection of new spam. Brightmail technicians create custom rules to block this spam in
realtime. These rules are downloaded to Brightmail servers, also in realtime. The Brightmail database
is updated and Brightmail server runs this database filter against the email for the specified users or
domains.
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BrightmailArchitecture
Figure 14–1 depicts the Brightmail architecture.
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When the Brightmail Logistics andOperations Center (BLOC) receives spam from email probes,
operators immediately create appropriate spam filtering rules, which are downloaded to Brightmail
customermachines. Similarly, the Symantec Security Response realtime virus rules are also sent from
Brightmail. These rules are used by customer’s Brightmail servers to catch spam and viruses.

TheMTAuses the Brightmail SDK to communicate with the Brightmail Server. TheMTAdispatches
messages based on the response fromBrightmail.After themail (1a) or (1b) is received by theMTA,
theMTAsends themessage to the Brightmail server (2). The Brightmail server uses its rules and data
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to determine if themessage is a spam or virus (3), and returns a verdict to theMTA. Based on the
verdict, theMTAeither (4a) discards themessage or files themessage into a folder, or (4b) delivers it
normally to the destination.

Since the Brightmail SDK is third party software, we do not include it in our installation kit. The
Brightmail SDK and server softwaremust be obtained fromBrightmail Inc. TheMTAhas
configuration settings to tell it whether and where to load the Brightmail SDK to enable Brightmail
integration.

Once the SDK is loaded, Brightmail message processing is determined by several factors and levels of
granularity (the term used by Brightmail to specify active processing is optin). This is specified by the
following criteria:

� Whether the source or destination channel is enabled for Brightmail (imta.cnf)
� Whether there is a channel default for the services opted in (imta.cnf)
� Whether there is a per domain optin (LDAP)
� Whether there is per-user optin (LDAP)

For any particular message recipient, the optins and defaults above are combined, whichmeans, if
the channel default is already specified for both spam and virus, then there is no reason to bother
with per-user optin. That is, if the system administrator decides to do spam and virus filtering for
everyone, then there is no reason to expose to the user the ability to optin for spam or virus. There is
no way to opt out of processing, that is, you can not say you do not want the service if a user is already
optin via a system or domain optin. This alsomeans that if you are optin for a service, and you have
forwarded yourmail to another address, that address would get themail after the filtering has been
performed on your behalf.

There are only two services offered, virus or spam detection. Brightmail also provides
“content-filtering” service, but this functionality is provided using Sieve, so there is no added value to
have Brightmail do the Sieve filtering.

When amessage is determined to contain a virus, the Brightmail server can be configured to clean
the virus and resubmit the cleanedmessage back to theMTA. (Due to some undesirable side effects
caused by loss of information about the original message in a resubmitted cleanedmessage, we
recommend you do not configure Brightmail to resubmit the cleanedmessage back to theMTA.)
When themessage is spam, the verdict back from the Brightmail along with the configuration in
Brightmail allows theMTAto determine what happens to themessage. Themessage can be
discarded, filed into a folder, tagged as spam or virus on the subject line, passed to a Sieve rule,
delivered normally in the INBOX, and so on.

The Brightmail servers can be located on the same system as theMTA, or it can be on a separate
system. In fact, you can have a farm of Brightmail servers serving one ormoreMTAs. The Brightmail
SDK uses the Brightmail configuration file to determine which Brightmail servers to use.
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Brightmail Requirements andPerformance
Considerations
� Brightmail servers must run on the Solaris Operating System.
� If Brightmail does spam and virus checking,MTAmessage throughput can be reduced by as

much 50%. To keep up withMTAthroughput, youmay need two Brightmail servers for each
MTA.

� While SpamAssassin has the ability to perform different sorts of filtering on a user basis, it is
unable to apply two different sets of filtering criteria to the samemessage at the same time. Thus,
SpamAssassin only allows system-wide filtering. Customized filtering for individual users is not
possible.

DeployingBrightmail
Perform the following steps to deploy Brightmail.

� Install and Configure Brightmail. Refer to the Brightmail software documentation or
representative for installation and configuration information. Selected Brightmail configuration
options are shown in “Brightmail ConfigurationOptions” on page 436, however themost
complete and up-to-date information is in the Brightmail documentation.

� Load andConfigure the Brightmail Client Library.This involves specifying the Brightmail
client library, libbmiclient.so, and configuration, config, file to theMTA. See “Loading and
Configuring the Spam Filtering Software Client Library” on page 423

� Specify whatmessages to filter for spam. Messages can be filtered by user, domain, or channel.
See “Specifying theMessages to Be Filtered” on page 423

� Specify what actions to take on spammessages. Spam can be discarded, filed into a folder,
tagged on the subject line, and so on. See “SpecifyingActions to Perform on SpamMessages”
on page 429

� SetmiscellaneousMTAfilter configuration parameters as desired. See Table 14–2.

Brightmail ConfigurationOptions
Selected Brightmail configuration file options are shown in Table 14–3. Themost complete listing of
Brightmail configuration file options can be obtained fromBrightmail. Options and values are not
case-sensitive.
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TABLE 14–3 Selected Brightmail Configuration FileOptions

Brightmail Option Description

blSWPrecedence Agivenmessage can havemultiple verdicts. This specifies the precedence order. So if
a message is processed for virus first, then for spam if you specified this option as
virus-spam the verdicts are separated by hyphens (-). This is the recommended
setting when using Brightmail with Sun Java SystemMessaging Server.

blSWClientDestinationDefault Specifies how to deliver normalmessages, that is, not a spam or virus, and thus have
no verdict. Usually you want to deliver this message normally, so you would specify
inbox as the value. There is no default.

blSWLocalDomain This attribute specifies what domain(s) are considered to be local. There can be
multiple lines of this attribute specifying several domains which are all considered
local. Local versus foreign domain is used to specify two different handling for a
verdict.

See below blSWClientDestinationLocal and blSWClientDestinationForeign. For
example, you can specify

blSWLocalDomain=siroe.com

blSWClientDestinationLocal This specifies the verdict and action pair for the local domain. You would normally
have two lines for this, one for spam and one for virus. The value is of the form
verdict|action, For example,

blSWClientDestinationLocal=spam|spambox

blSWClientDestinationLocal=virus|

The default Brightmail interpretation for the “null” action, meaning nothing to the
right of the |, is to discard themessage. So the example above discards themessage if it
has a verdict of virus. And if the verdict is spam, the above example files themessage
into the folder called spambox. If themessage is not spam or virus, then the verdicts
do notmatch, and themail is delivered normally based on what’s set in the
blSWClientDestinationDefault setting above.

When using a separate Brightmail server or servers from theMTA, you can customize
the actions taken by eachMTAby using the Brightmail_verdict_n,
Brightmail_action_n, Brightmail_null_action, and
Brightmail_string_actionMTAoptions to override the actions and verdicts
returned by the Brightmail server. In this example, you can use different
Brightmail_null_action on theMTAto override the Virus action (which would be
to discard it) or to use Brightmail_verdict_0=spambox, and
Brightmail_action_0=data:,require "fileinto";fileinto "Junk"; to file into
a folder called Junk instead of spambox.

blSWClientDesintationForeign Same format and interpretation as blSWClientDestinationLocal above, except this
applies to users in the domain which are NOT local.

blSWUseClientOptin Always set this to TRUEwhen used with Sun Java SystemMessaging Server.
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TABLE 14–3 Selected Brightmail Configuration FileOptions (Continued)
Brightmail Option Description

blswcServerAddress Is of the form ip:port[,ip:port,...] to specify one ormore Brightmail server’s IP
address and port numbers

Using SpamAssassin
This section consists of the following subsections:

� “SpamAssassin Overview” on page 438
� “SpamAssassin/Messaging Server Theory of Operations” on page 439
� “SpamAssassin Requirements andUsage Considerations” on page 439
� “Deploying SpamAssassin” on page 440
� “SpamAssassin Configuration Examples” on page 440
� “Testing SpamAssassin” on page 445
� “SpamAssassin Options” on page 446

SpamAssassinOverview
Messaging Server supports the use of SpamAssassin, a freewaremail filter used to identify spam.
SpamAssassin consists of a library written in Perl and a set of applications and utilities that can be
used to integrate SpamAssassin intomessaging systems.

SpamAssassin calculates a score for everymessage by performing a series of tests on themessage
header and body information. Each test succeeds or fails, and a verdict of true (spam) or false (not
spam) is rendered. Scores are real numbers that can be positive or negative. Scores that exceed a
specified threshold, typically 5.0, are considered to be spam.An example of a SpamAssassin result
string is:

True ; 18.3 / 5.0

True indicates themessage is spam. 18.3 is the SpamAssassin score. 5.0 is the threshold.

SpamAssassin is highly configurable. Tests may be added or removed at any time, and the scores of
existing tests can be adjusted. This is all done through various configuration files. Further
information on SpamAssassin can be found on the SpamAssassin web site.

The samemechanism used for calling out to the Brightmail spam and virus scanning library can be
used to connect to the SpamAssassin spamd server. Themodule provided inMessaging Server is
called libspamass.so.
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SpamAssassin/Messaging Server Theory of
Operations
spamd is the daemon version of SpamAssassin and can be invoked from theMTA. spamd listens on a
socket for requests and spawns a child process to test themessage. The child process dies after
processing themessage and sending back a result. In theory, the forking should be an efficient process
because the code itself is shared among the children processes.

The client portion, spamc from the SpamAssassin installation, is not used. Instead, its function is
done by a shared library called libspamass.so, which is part of theMessaging Server.
libspamass.so is loaded the same way that the Brightmail SDK is loaded.

From theMTA’s point of view, you can almost transparently switch between SpamAssassin and
Brightmail for spam filtering. It’s not completely transparent, because they do not have same
functions. For example, Brightmail can also filter for viruses, but SpamAssassin is only used to filter
for spam. The result, or verdict, returned by the two software packages are also different.
SpamAssassin provides a score, while Brightmail provides just the verdict name, so the configuration
would also have some differences.

When using SpamAssassin with theMTA, only a score and verdict is returned from SpamAssassin.
Themessage itself is not modified. That is, options such as adding headers andmodifying subject
linesmust be done by Sieve scripts. In addition, the mode option allows you to specify the string that
is returned to indicate the verdict. The string choices are null, default, SpamAssassin result string, or
a verdict string. See “SpamAssassin Options” on page 446 for details.

SpamAssassin Requirements andUsage
Considerations
� SpamAssassin is free. Go to http//www.spamassassin.org for software and documentation.
� SpamAssassin can be tuned and configured to provide very accurate detection of spam. The

tuning is up to you and the SpamAssassin community.Messaging Server does not provide or
enhance what SpamAssassin can do.

� While no specific numbers are available, SpamAssassin seems to reduce throughputmore than
Brightmail.

� SpamAssassin integrated with theMTAcan be enabled for a user, a domain, or a channel.
� SpamAssassin can be configured to use other online databases such as Vipul Razor or Distributed

checksum clearinghouse (DCC).
� Messaging Server does not supply an Secure Socket Layer (SSL) version of libspamass.so,

however, it is possible to build SpamAssassin to use openSSL.
� Perl 5.6 or later is required.
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Where ShouldYouRunSpamAssassin?
SpamAssassin can run on a separate system of its own, on the same system as theMessaging Server
in a single system deployment, or on the same system as theMTAin a two-tier deployment. If Local
Mail Transfer Protocol (LMTP) is used between theMTAand themessage store, the filteringmust be
invoked from theMTA. It cannot be invoked from themessage store.When SMTP is used between
theMTAand themessage store, it can be invoked from either one, and it can run on either system or
a separate third system.

If you want to use a farm of servers running SpamAssassin, you would have to use a load balancer in
front of them. TheMTAis configured with only one address for the SpamAssassin server.

Deploying SpamAssassin
Perform the following steps to deploy SpamAssassin:

� Install and configure SpamAssassin. Refer to the SpamAssassin software documentation for
installation and configuration information. See also “SpamAssassin Options” on page 446.

� Load and configure the SpamAssassin client library.This involves specifying the client library,
libspamass.so, and configuration file to theMTA(youmust create this file). See “Loading and
Configuring the Spam Filtering Software Client Library” on page 423

� Specify whatmessages to filter for spam. Messages can be filtered by user, domain, or channel.
See “Specifying theMessages to Be Filtered” on page 423

� Specify what actions to take on spammessages. Spam can be discarded, filed into a folder,
tagged on the subject line, and so on. See “SpecifyingActions to Perform on SpamMessages”
on page 429

� Setmiscellaneous filter configuration parameters as desired. See Table 14–2

SpamAssassin Configuration Examples
This section describes some common SpamAssassin configuration examples:

� “To File Spam to a Separate Folder” on page 440
� “ToAdd aHeader Containing SpamAssassin Score to SpamMessages” on page 442
� “ToAdd the SpamAssassin Result String to the Subject Line” on page 443

Note –These examples use a number of options and keywords. Refer to Table 14–1 and Table 14–2.

� To File Spam toa Separate Folder
This example tests messages arriving at the local message store and files spam into a folder called
spam. The first three steps can be done in any order.
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Create the SpamAssassin configuration file.

The name and location of this file is specified in Step 2.Agood name is spamassassin.opt. This file
contains the following lines:
host=127.0.0.1

port=2000

mode=0

verdict=spam

debug=1

host and port specify the name of the systemwhere spamd is running and the port on which spamd
listens for incoming requests. mode=0 specifies that a string, specified by verdict, is returned if the
message is perceived as spam. debug=1 turns on debugging in the SpamAssassin library. See Table
14–4

Add the following lines to the option.datfile:

! for Spamassassin

spamfilter1_config_file=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/spamassassin.opt

spamfilter1_library=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/libspamass.so

spamfilter1_optional=1

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "$U";

spamfilter1_config_file specifies the SpamAssassin configuration file.

spamfilter1_library specifies the SpamAssassin shared library.

spamfilter1_optional=1 specifies that theMTAcontinue operation if there is a failure by spamd.

spamfilter1_string_action specifies the Sieve action to take for a spammessages.

In this example, spamfilter1_string_action is not necessary because the default value already is
data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "$U";. This line specifies that spam messages are sent to a
folder. The name of the folder is the spam verdict value returned by SpamAssassin. The value
returned by SpamAssassin is specified by the verdict option in spamassassin.opt. (See Step 1.) In
this case, the folder name is spam.

Specify themessages to be filtered.

To filter all messages coming into the local message store, change the imta.cnf file by adding the
destinationspamfilterXoptin spam keywords on the ims-ms channel:
!

! ims-ms

ims-ms defragment subdirs 20 notices 1 7 14 21 28 backoff "pt5m" "pt10m"

"pt30m" "pt1h" "pt2h" "pt4h" maxjobs 4 pool IMS_POOL fileinto

$U+$S@$D destinationspamfilter1optin spam
ims-ms-daemon

1

2

3
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Recompile the configuration and restart the server. Only theMTAneeds to be restarted. Youdonot
need to execute stop-msg.
# imsimta cnbuild

# imsimta restart

Start the spamddaemon. This is normally donewith a commandof the form:
spamd -d

spamd defaults to only accepting connections from the local system. If SpamAssassin andMessaging
Server are running on different systems, this syntax is required:

spamd -d -i listen_ip_address -A allowed_hosts

where listen_ip_address is the address on which to listen and allowed_hosts is a list of authorized
hosts or networks (using IP addresses) which can connect to this spamd instance.

Note – 0.0.0.0 can be used with -i listen_ip_address to have spamd listen on all addresses. Listening on
all addresses is preferable because it spamfilterX_verdict_n avoids having to change command
scripts when changing a system’s IP address.

� ToAddaHeader Containing SpamAssassin Score to SpamMessages
This example adds the header Spam-test: result string tomessages determined to be spam by
SpamAssassin.An example headermight be:

Spam-test: True ; 7.3 / 5.0

where Spam-test: is a literal and everything after that is the result string. Truemeans that it is spam
(falsewould be not spam). 7.3 is the SpamAssassin score. 5.0 is the threshold. This result is useful
for setting up a Sieve filter that can file or discardmail above or between a certain score.

In addition, setting USE_CHECK to 0 returns the list of SpamAssassin tests that matched along with the
verdict string. See USE_CHECK in Table 14–4.

Specify themessages to be filtered. This is described in Step 3 in “To File Spam to a Separate Folder”
onpage 440

Create the SpamAssassin configuration file.

The name and location of this file is specified with spamfilter_configX_file (see next step). It
consists of the following lines:
host=127.0.0.1

port=2000

mode=1
field=
debug=1

4

5

1

2
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host and port specify the name of the systemwhere spamd is running and the port on which spamd
listens for incoming requests. mode=1 specifies that the SpamAssassin result string is returned if the
message is found to be spam. field= specifies a string prefix for the SpamAssassin result string. In
this example, a prefix is not desired because we are specifying it in the Sieve script. debug=1 turns on
debugging in the SpamAssassin library.

Add the following lines to the option.datfile:
!for Spamassassin

spamfilte1r_config_file=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/spamassassin.opt

spamfilter1_library=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/libspamass.so

spamfilter1_optional=1

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require
["addheader"];addheader "Spam-test: $U";

As in previous examples, the first three options specify the SpamAssassin configuration file, shared
library, and to continueMTAoperation if there is a failure by the shared library. The following line:

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require ["addheader"];addheader "Spam-test: $U";

specifies that a header is added to spammessages. The header has the literal prefix Spam-text:
followed by the string returned by SpamAssassin. Becausemode=1 was specified in the previous
step, the SpamAssassin result string is returned. For example: True; 7.3/5.0

Recompile the configuration, restart the server and start the spamddaemon.
See “SpamAssassin Configuration Examples” on page 440.

� ToAdd the SpamAssassin Result String to the Subject Line
By adding the SpamAssassin result string to the Subject line, users can determine whether they wish
to read amessage with a SpamAssassin score. For example:

Subject: [SPAMTrue ; 99.3 / 5.0] FreeMoneyAtHomewith Prescription Xanirex!

Note that setting USE_CHECK to 0 returns the list of SpamAssassin tests that matched along with the
verdict string (see “SpamAssassin Options” on page 446 in “SpamAssassin Options” on page 446).
This list can be very long, so it is best to set USE_CHECK to 1.

Specify themessages to be filtered.
See Step 3 in “To File Spam to a Separate Folder” on page 440

Create the SpamAssassin configuration file.
This step is described in “To File Spam to a Separate Folder” on page 440. mode=1 specifies that the
SpamAssassin result string is returned if themessage is found to be spam.
host=127.0.0.1

port=2000

mode=1

3

4

1

2
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debug=1

host and port specify the name of the systemwhere spamd is running and the port on which spamd
listens for incoming requests. mode=1 specifies that the SpamAssassin result string is returned if the
message is spam. debug=1 turns on debugging in the SpamAssassin library.

Add the following lines to the option.datfile:

!for Spamassassin

spamfilter1_config_file=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/spamassassin.opt

spamfilter1_library=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/libspamass.so

spamfilter1_optional=1

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,addtag “[SPAM detected: $U]”;

As in previous examples, the first three options specify the SpamAssassin configuration file, shared
library, and to continueMTAoperation if there is a failure by the shared library. The following line

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,addtag “[SPAM detected $U]”;

specifies that a tag be added to the Subject: line. It has the literal prefix SPAM detected followed by
the field string (default: Spam-Test) followed by “[result string]” returned by SpamAssassin. Because
mode=1was specified in “SpamAssassin Configuration Examples” on page 440, the SpamAssassin
result string is returned. Thus, a subject line looks something like this:

Subject: [SPAM detected Spam-Test: True ; 11.3 / 5.0] Make Money!

You can also use addheader and addtag together:

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require ["addheader"];addtag "[SPAM detected

$U]";addheader "Spamscore: $U";

to get amessage like this:

Subject: [SPAM detected Spam-Test: True ; 12.3 / 5.0] Vigaro Now!Spamscore:

Spam-Test: True ; 12.3 / 5.0

Set field= in spamassassin.opt to remove the default value of Spam-Test. Acleanermessage is
returned:

Subject: [SPAM True ; 91.3 / 5.0] Vigaro Now!Spamscore: True ; 91.3 / 5.0

Recompile the configuration, restart the server and start the spamddaemon.

See “To File Spam to a Separate Folder” on page 440.

3

4
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Testing SpamAssassin
To test SpamAssassin, first set debug=1 in the spamassassion.opt file. You do not have to turn on
the channel-specific master_debug or slave_debug in the imta.cnf. Then send a test message to a
test user. Themsg_svr_base/data/log/tcp_local_slave.log* file should have lines similar to
these:

15:15:45.44: SpamAssassin callout debugging enabled; config

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/spamassassin.opt

15:15:45.44: IP address 127.0.0.1 specified

15:15:45.44: Port 2000 selected

15:15:45.44: Mode 0 selected

15:15:45.44: Field "Spam-Test: " selected

15:15:45.44: Verdict "spam" selected

15:15:45.44: Using CHECK rather than SYMBOLS

15:15:45.44: Initializing SpamAssassin message context

...

15:15:51.42: Creating socket to connect to SpamAssassin

15:15:51.42: Binding SpamAssassin socket

15:15:51.42: Connecting to SpamAssassin

15:15:51.42: Sending SpamAssassin announcement

15:15:51.42: Sending SpamAssassin the message

15:15:51.42: Performing SpamAssassin half close

15:15:51.42: Reading SpamAssassin status

15:15:51.67: Status line: SPAMD/1.1 0 EX_OK

15:15:51.67: Reading SpamAssassin result

15:15:51.67: Result line: Spam: False ; 1.3 / 5.0
15:15:51.67: Verdict line: Spam-Test: False ; 1.3 / 5.0
15:15:51.67: Closing connection to SpamAssassin

15:15:51.73: Freeing SpamAssassin message context

If your log file does not contain lines similar to these, or if spamd is not running, the following error
message is returned in your SMTPdialog after the last period (.) is sent to the SMTP server.

452 4.4.5 Error writing message temporaries - Temporary scan failure: End message

status = -1

In addition, if spamfilter1_optional=1 (highly recommended) is set in option.dat, themessage is
accepted, but not filtered. It is as if spam filtering was not enabled, and the following lines appear in
tcp_local_slave.log*:

15:35:15.69: Creating socket to connect to SpamAssassin

15:35:15.69: Binding SpamAssassin socket

15:35:15.69: Connecting to SpamAssassin

15:35:15.69: Error connecting socket: Connection refused

15:35:15.72: Freeing SpamAssassin message context
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The call to SpamAssassin happens after the SMTP server received the entire message (that is, after
the last “.” is sent to the SMTP server), but before the SMTP server acknowledges to the sender that it
accepted themessage.

Another test is to send a sample spammessage using sample-spam.txt from, for example, the
Mail-SpamAssassin-2.60 directory. This message has the following special text string in it:

XJS*C4JDBQADN1.NSBN3*2IDNEN*GTUBE-STANDARD-ANTI-UBE-TEST-EMAIL*C.34X

The corresponding tcp_local_slave.log* contains something like this:

16:00:08.15: Creating socket to connect to SpamAssassin

16:00:08.15: Binding SpamAssassin socket

16:00:08.15: Connecting to SpamAssassin

16:00:08.15: Sending SpamAssassin announcement

16:00:08.15: Sending SpamAssassin the message

16:00:08.15: Performing SpamAssassin half close

16:00:08.15: Reading SpamAssassin status

16:00:08.43: Status line: SPAMD/1.1 0 EX_OK

16:00:08.43: Reading SpamAssassin result

16:00:08.43: Result line: Spam: True ; 1002.9 / 5.0
16:00:08.43: Verdict line: Spam-Test: True ; 1002.9 / 5.0
16:00:08.43: Closing connection to SpamAssassin

16:00:08.43: Mode 0 verdict of spam

16:00:08.43: Mode 0 verdict of spam
16:00:08.47: Freeing SpamAssassin message context

Acorresponding entry in themail.log_current file would look as follows. Note the +spam part of the
destination address, whichmeans themessage is filed in the folder called spam:

15-Dec-2003 15:32:17.44 tcp_intranet ims-ms E 1 morchia@siroe.com rfc822;

morchia morchia+spam@ims-ms-daemon 15-Dec-2003 15:32:18.53

ims-ms D 1 morchia@siroe.com rfc822;morchia morchia+spam@ims-ms-daemon

SpamAssassinOptions
This section contains the SpamAssassin option table.

TABLE 14–4 SpamAssassinOptions (spamassassin.opt )

Options Description Default

debug Specifies whether to turn on debugging in the libspamass.so. Debugging of spamd itself
is controlled by the command line invoking spamd. Set to 0 or 1.

0
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TABLE 14–4 SpamAssassinOptions (spamassassin.opt ) (Continued)
Options Description Default

field Specifies the string prefix for the SpamAssassin result. SpamAssassin results look like this:

Spam-Test: False ; 0.0 / 5.0 Spam-Test: True ; 27.7 / 5.0

The field option provides themeans for changing the Spam-Test: part of the result.
Note that the “: “ is removed if an empty field value is specified.

IfUSE_CHECK is set to 0, the result string will look similar to this:

Spam-test: False ; 0.3 / 4.5 ; HTML_MESSAGE,NO_REAL_NAME

Spam-test: True ; 8.8 / 4.5 ; NIGERIAN_BODY,
NO_REAL_NAME,PLING_PLING,RCVD_IN_SBL,SUBJ_ALL_CAPS

“Spam-test”

host The name of the systemwhere spamd is running. localhost

mode Controls the translation of SpamAssassin filter results to verdict information. That is, it
specifies what verdict information is returned after amessage is processed. Fourmodes
are available. See “The SpamAssassinmodeOption” on page 448 for further explanation.

0 - Return a verdict string (specified by the verdict option), if themessage is spam. The
MTAoption spamfilterX_string_action can be used to specify what to do if a verdict
string is returned. If the verdict option (defined below) is empty or unspecified, and
message is spam, a null verdict is returned. TheMTAoption spamfilterX_null_action
can be used to specify what to do if a null verdict is returned.

Returns a SpamAssassin default result string if it is not spam. (Adefault verdict always
means to take no action and deliver as normal.)

1 - Returns the SpamAssassin result string if themessage is found to be spam. Returns a
SpamAssassin default result string if it is not spam. (Again, a default verdict alwaysmeans
to take no action and deliver as normal.)ASpamAssassin result string looks something
like this: True; 6.5 / 7.3

2 - Same asmode 1 except that the SpamAssassin result string is returned regardless of
whether themessage is spam or not spam. No default or null verdict is ever returned and
the verdict option is never used.

3 - Return the SpamAssassin result string if themessage is found to be spam; return the
verdict string specified by the verdict option if it is not. You can control the action for
the SpamAssassin result string by using the spamfilterX_verdict_n and
spamfilterX_action_nmatched pair. You can control the action for the verdict string
by using spamfilterX_string_action.

0

port Specifies the port number where spamd listens for incoming requests. 783

USE_CHECK 1 - The spamd CHECK command is used to return the SpamAssassin score.

0 - Enables use of the SYMBOLS commandwhich returns a score and a list of the
SpamAssassin tests that matched. The systemmay hang or have other problems with this
option in pre-2.55 versions of SpamAssassin. See field above.
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TABLE 14–4 SpamAssassinOptions (spamassassin.opt ) (Continued)
Options Description Default

SOCKS_HOST String. Specifies the name of an intermediate SOCKS server. If this option is specified the
ICAP connection is made through the specified SOCKS server and not directly.

""

SOCKS_PORT Specifies the port that the intermediate SOCKS server is running on. 1080

SOCKS_PASSWORD Specifies a password (string) use in establishing the connection through the SOCKS
server.Whether a username/password is required depends on the SOCKS server
configuration.

""

SOCKS_USERNAME Specifies a username (string) to use in establishing the connection through the SOCKS
server.

""

verdict Specifies the verdict string used forMODE 0. “”

The SpamAssassinmodeOption
After processing amessage, SpamAssassin determines whether amessage is spam or not. mode allows
you to specify the string that is returned to indicate the verdict. The string choices are null, default,
SpamAssassin result string, or a verdict string specified with the verdict option. (Note that default
is neither null, the SpamAssassin result string, nor the string specified by verdict, but some other
non-configurable result string.) The mode operations are outlined in the table below.

TABLE 14–5Returned String for the SpamAssassinmodeOption

verdict\ Setting Spam? mode=0 mode=1 mode=2 mode=3

verdict="" (not set) yes null SpamAssassin
result

SpamAssassin
result

SpamAssassin
result

no default default SpamAssassin
result

default

verdict=string yes verdict string SpamAssassin
result

SpamAssassin
result

SpamAssassin
result

no default default SpamAssassin
result

verdict string

The first column indicates whether the verdict option is set or not set. The second column indicates
whether themessage is spam or not. Themode columns indicate the string returned for the various
modes. For example, if verdict is not set and mode is set to 0 and amessage is not spam, a default
string is returned. If the verdict is set to YO SPAM! and mode is set to 0 and amessage is spam, the
string YO SPAM! is returned.
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Using SymantecAnti-Virus Scanning Engine (SAVSE)
In addition to describing how to deploy SAVSE this section can also be useful in deploying other
ICAP-supported anti-spam/anti-virus programs. This section consists of the following subsections:

� “SAVSEOverview” on page 449
� “SAVSE Requirements andUsage Considerations” on page 449
� “Deploying SAVSE” on page 449
� “SAVSEConfiguration Example” on page 450
� “SAVSEOptions” on page 452

SAVSEOverview
SAVSE is a TCP/IP server application and communicationApplication Programming Interface
(API) that provides virus scanning services. Designed specifically to protect traffic served through, or
stored on, network infrastructure devices, it detects and protects against viruses, worms, and Trojan
horses in all major file types, includingmobile code and compressed file formats. Refer to the
Symantec website for detailed information

Note –The current version ofMessaging Server only supports the SAVSE scan function. It does not
support the repair or delete functions.

SAVSERequirements andUsageConsiderations
This is a separately licensed product from Symantec.

Only the scanmode is supported, not the scan and repair or scan and delete mode in the SAVSE
configuration.

Where ShouldYouRunSAVSE?
SAVSE or another server that supports ICAP can run on a separate system of its own, on the same
system as theMessaging Server in a single system deployment, or in a two-tier deployment on the
same system as theMTA. If LocalMail Transfer Protocol (LMTP) is used between theMTAand the
message store, the filteringmust be invoked from theMTA. It cannot be invoked from themessage
store.When SMTP is used between theMTAand themessage store, it can be invoked from either
one, and it can run on either system or a separate third system.

If you want to use a farm of servers running SAVSE, you would have to use a load balancer in front of
them. TheMTAis configured with only one address for the SpamAssassin server.

Deploying SAVSE
Perform the following steps to deploy SAVSE.
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� Install and configure the SAVSE. Refer to the Symantec software documentation for installation
and configuration information. See also “SAVSEOptions” on page 452.

� Load and configure the SAVSE client library.This involves specifying the client library
libicap.so and configuration file to theMTA(youmust to create this file). See “Loading and
Configuring the Spam Filtering Software Client Library” on page 423

� Specify whatmessages to filter for viruses. Messages can be filtered by user, domain, or channel.
See “Specifying theMessages to Be Filtered” on page 423

� Specify what actions to take on virusmessages. Viruses can be discarded, filed into a folder,
tagged on the subject line, and so on. See “SpecifyingActions to Perform on SpamMessages”
on page 429

� Setmiscellaneous filter configuration parameters as desired. See Table 14–2“Specifying
Actions to Perform on SpamMessages” on page 429

SAVSEConfiguration Example
The following example tests messages arriving at the local message store and discardsmessages with
attached viruses. The first three steps can be done in any order.

� ToConfigure SAVSE

Create the SAVSE configuration file.
The name and location of this file is specified in the next step. The name used here is SAVSE.opt. An
example of this file is shown below:
host=127.0.0.1

port=1344

mode=0

verdict=virus

debug=1

host and port specify the name of the systemwhere the SAVSE program is running and the port
(1344 is the default for SAVSE) on which it listens for incoming requests. mode=0 specifies that a
string, specified by verdict (in this case the word virus), will be returned if themessage is perceived
to contain a virus. debug=1 turns on debugging. See “SAVSEOptions” on page 452 for a description
of the ICAP configuration parameters.

Create an option.datfile. Example:
! for Symantex Anti-virus Scan Engine

spamfilter1_config_file=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/SAVSE.opt

spamfilter1_library=/opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/libicap.so

spamfilter1_optional=1

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,discard

1

2
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spamfilter1_config_files specifies the SAVSE configuration file.

spamfilter1_library specifies the location of the SAVSE shared library.

spamfilter1_optional=1 specifies that theMTAcontinue operation if there is a failure by the
SAVSE program.

spamfilter1_string_action specifies the Sieve action to take for a spammessages. This value
specifies that messages with viruses are discarded. Since this is the default value, you don’t have to
specify it unless you are changing the value.

Specify themessages to be filtered.
To filter all messages coming into the local message store, change the imta.cnf file by adding the
destinationspamfilter1optin spam keywords on the ims-ms channel:
!

! ims-ms

ims-ms defragment subdirs 20 notices 1 7 14 21 28 backoff "pt5m" "pt10m"

"pt30m" "pt1h" "pt2h" "pt4h" maxjobs 4 pool IMS_POOL fileinto

$U+$S@$D destinationspamfilter1optin virus
ims-ms-daemon

Recompile the configuration and restart the server. Only theMTAneeds to be restarted. Youdonot
need to execute stop-msg.
# imsimta cnbuild

# imsimta restart

Make sure SAVSE is started.
It should have started automatically, but if not, the start commandmight looks something like this:
/etc/init.d/symcscna start

Other Possible Configurations
Setting mode to 0 can be used with a spamfilterX_null_option to take some other action, such as
filingmessages in a particular folder when they are determined to be spam. For example:

spamfilter1_null_option=data:,require "fileinto"; fileinto "VIRUS";

Note that filing infectedmessages into a folder is not a good idea inmost cases.

Setting mode to 1 can be used to start an action. For example, the spam result could be included in the
reject message by setting mode to 1 and the spamfilterX_string_action option in theMTAto
something like:

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,require "reject"; reject "Message contained a virus

[$U]";

Like fileinto, using the reject action to deal with viruses is rarely a good idea because it sends the
virus back to the sender.

3

4

5
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You could also add a tag to the spammessage header by adding a line to the option.dat file.
Example:

spamfilter1_string_action=data:,addtag “[SPAM detected!]”;

Setting mode to 2 can be used where an action needs to be taken regardless of whether or not the
message was determined to contain a virus. The addition of a header field that can subsequently be
tested is an obvious application formode 2:

spamfilterX_string_action=data:,require ["addheader"];addheader "$U"

SAVSEOptions
The SAVSE option file is really amore generic ICAPoption file. Its name and location is set by
spamfilterX_config_file in option.dat. It consists of lines of the form option=value. The one
required option is HOST. It must be set to the name of systemwhere the ICAPfiltering server is
running. This optionmust be set even if the ICAP server is running on the local host. The option file
is shown below.

TABLE 14–6 ICAPOptions

Options Description Default

debug Enables or disables debug output from the ICAP interfacemodule. 0 or 1. 0

field Specifies the prefix for the ICAP result. SAVSE result strings look like this:

Virus-Test: False Virus-Test: True; W32.Mydoom.A@mm.enc

This option provides a way to change the Virus-Test: part of the result. Note that the “: “
is removed if an empty field value is specified.

Virus-test

host The name of the systemwhere the ICAPfiltering server is running localhost
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TABLE 14–6 ICAPOptions (Continued)
Options Description Default

mode Controls the translation of ICAPfilter results to verdict information. That is, it specifies the
string information returned after amessage is processed. Fourmodes are available. See
“The ICAPmodeOption” on page 454 for further explanation

0 - Returns a verdict string (specified by the verdict option), if themessage contains a
virus. TheMTAoption spamfilterX_string_action can be used to specify what to do if a
verdict string is returned. If the verdict option is empty or not set, a null verdict is
returned. TheMTAoption spamfilterX_null_action can be used to specify what to do if
a null verdict is returned and if you want to override the default action, which is to discard
themessage.

If themessage does not contain a virus, a default string is returned.Adefault string is
unconfigurable and alwaysmeans to take no action and deliver as normal.

1 - Return the ICAP result string if themessage is found to contain a virus. If themessage
does not contain a virus, a default string is returned.Adefault string alwaysmeans to take
no action and deliver as normal. Below are two examples of a ICAP result string:

VIRUS TEST: FALSEVIRUS-TEST: TRUE; W32.Mydoom.A@mm.enc

2 - Return an ICAP result string unconditionally; no default or null verdict is ever returned
and the verdict option is never used. This setting is intended for cases in which an action
needs to be taken regardless of whether or not themessage was determined to contain a
virus. The addition of a header field that can subsequently be tested is an obvious
application formode 2:

spamfilterX_string_action=data:,require ["addheader"];addheader "$U"

3 - Return the ICAP result string if themessage is found to contain a virus; return the
verdict string specified by the verdict option if it does not. This setting is intended for
cases in which one action needs to be taken if a virus is found and another taken if one is
not. You can control the action for the ICAP result string by using the
spamfilterX_verdict_n and spamfilterX_action_nmatched pair. You can control the
action for the verdict string by using spamfilterX_string_action.

0

port Specifies the port number on which the ICAP server is running. 1344

SOCKS_HOST String. Specifies the name of an intermediate SOCKS server. If this option is specified, the
ICAP connection is made through the specified SOCKS server and not directly.

""

SOCKS_PORT Integer. Specifies the port on which the intermediate SOCKS server is running. 1080

SOCKS_PASSWORD String. Specifies a password to use in establishing the connection through the SOCKS
server.Whether or not a username/password is required depends on the SOCKS server
configuration.

""

SOCKS_USERNAME String. Specifies a username to use in establishing the connection through the SOCKS
server.

""

verdict Specifies the verdict string used forMODE 0 and 3. ""
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The ICAPmodeOption
After processing amessage, ICAP anti-virus programs like SASVE determines whether amessage
has a virus or not. mode allows you to specify the string returned by the ICAPprogram indicating this
verdict. The string choices are null, default, ICAP result string, or a verdict string (specified with the
verdict option). Note that default is not null, the ICAP result string, nor the string specified by
verdict, but some other non-configurable string returned by the program. The mode operations are
outlined in the table below.

TABLE 14–7ReturnedVerdict String for the ICAPmodeOption

verdict\Setting Virus? mode=0 mode=1 mode=2 mode=3

verdict="" (not set) yes null ICAP result ICAP result ICAP result

no default default ICAP result default

verdict=string yes verdict string ICAP result ICAP result ICAP result

no default default ICAP result verdict string

The first column indicates whether the verdict option is set or not set. The second column indicates
whether themessage contains a virus or not. Themode columns indicate the string returned for the
variousmodes. For example, if verdict is not set and mode is set to 0 and amessage does not have a
virus, the ICAP program returns a default. If the verdict is set to WARNING VIRUS! and mode is set to
0 and a message does have a virus, the ICAP program returns the string WARNING VIRUS!

Support for Sieve Extensions
In addition to the standard Sieve functions,Messaging Server provides support for a number
extensions including addheader, addtag, spamtest and spamadjust. addheader and addtag are
described in “ToAdd aHeader Containing SpamAssassin Score to SpamMessages” on page 442 and
“ToAdd the SpamAssassin Result String to the Subject Line” on page 443.

These extensions gives administrators the ability to set different threshold values as well as the ability
to set up white lists that override SpamAssassin verdicts. The two can even be combined to have
different thresholds depending on who sent a particular message. spamadjust is a non-standard
action. spamtest is described in ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc3685.txt
(ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc3685.txt).

spamtest can be used to compare SpamAssassin scores to specific values using the Sieve
[RELATIONAL] extension with the "i;ascii-numeric" comparator. The SpamAssassin score is
typically a real number, but spamtest forces the score into an integer value between 0 an 10 by first
rounding the score to the nearest integer. Values below 0 are forced up to 0 while values above 10 are
forced down to 10. Finally, the text stringmaintained byMessaging Server is appended to produce
the test string that the spamtest test sees.
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spamadjust is used to adjust the current spam score. This action takes a single string argument
which is scanned for a real numeric value. This value is used to adjust the current spam score. The
entire string is also appended to the current score text string. In the example shown below, the string
would be “undisclosed recipients.”

Multiple spamadjust actions are allowed; each one is added to the current score.Again, the score
value always starts at 0. Signed numeric values are allowed, making it possible to lower the current
score as well as raise it. There is no require clause for spamadjust; the spamtest extension should be
listed instead.

For example, a possible use of spamadjustwith a SpamAssassin MODE setting of 2might be:

spamfilterX_string_action=data:,require ["spamtest"];spamadjust "$U";

Asystem-level Sieve filter could thenmodify the SpamAssassin score by checking for a particular
type of header and, if found, adding 5 to the SpamAssassin score:

spamfilter1_string_action=require "spamtest"; \

if header :contains ["to", "cc", "bcc", "resent-to", "resent-cc", \

"resent-bcc"] ["<undisclosed recipients>", "undisclosed.recipients"] \

{spamadjust "+5 undisclosed recipients";}

Finally, a user-level Sieve script could test the resulting value, discardmessages certain to be spam,
filemessages likely to be spam, and allowmessages from addresses in the local domain to pass
through:

spamfilter1_string_action=require ["spamtest", "relational", \

"comparator-i;ascii-numeric", "fileinto"]; \

if anyof (address :matches "from" ["*@siroe.com", \

"*@*.siroe.com"]) \

{keep;} \

elsif spamtest :value "ge" :comparator "i;ascii-numeric" "8" \

{discard;} \

elsif spamtest :value "ge" :comparator "i;ascii-numeric" "5" \

{fileinfo "spam-likely";} \

else \

{keep;}
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LMTPDelivery

The Sun Java SystemMessaging ServerMTAcan use LMTP (LocalMail Transfer Protocol, defined in
RFC 2033) for delivery to themessage store in situations where amulti-tier messaging server
deployment is used. In these scenarios, where you are using inbound relays and back endmessage
stores, the relays become responsible for address expansion and deliverymethods such as autoreply
and forwarding and also formailing list expansion. Delivery to the back end stores historically has
been over SMTPwhich requires the back end system to look up the recipient addresses in the LDAP
directory again, thereby engaging the full machinery of theMTA. For speed and efficiency, theMTA
can use LMTP rather than SMTP to deliver messages to the back end store. The Sun Java System
Messaging Server’s LMTP server is not intended as a general purpose LMTP server, but rather as a
private protocol between the relays and the back endmessage stores. For simplicity of discussion,
examples involving two-tier deployments are used.

Note – By design, LMTP is intended for use inmulti-tier deployments. It is not possible to use LMTP
with single-system deployments.Also, theMessaging Server’s LMTP service as implemented is not
designed to work with other LMTP servers or other LMTP clients.

This chapter consists of the following sections:

� “LMTPDelivery Features” on page 458
� “Messaging Processing in a Two-Tier DeploymentWithout LMTP” on page 458
� “LMTPOverview” on page 461
� “LMTPProtocol as Implemented” on page 466
� “To Configure LMTPDelivery” on page 461
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LMTPDelivery Features
TheMTA’s LMTP server is more efficient for delivering to the back endmessage store because it:

� Reduces the load on the back end stores.

Because relays are horizontally scalable and back end stores are not, it is good practice to push as
much processing to the relays as possible

� Reduces the load on the LDAP servers.

The LDAP infrastructure is often a limiting factor in largemessaging deployments.
� Reduces the number of message queues.

Having queues on both the relay and the back end storemakes finding a lost message that much
harder for the administrator of amessaging deployment.

MessagingProcessing in a Two-TierDeploymentWithout
LMTP

Figure 15–1 presents in pictorial form the following discussion ofmessage processing in a two-tier
deployment scenario without LMTP.
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FIGURE 15–1TwoTierDeploymentWithout LMTP

Without LMTP, in a two level deployment with relays in front of the store systems, the processing of
an inboundmessage begins with a connection on the SMTPport picked up by the dispatcher on the
relaymachine and handed off to a tcp_smtp_server process. This process does a number of things
with the inboundmessage including:

� Looking up the user in the directory
� Determining if the user is within a domain hosted by this email deployment
� Determining if the user is a valid user in the domain
� Rewriting the envelope address as @mailhost:user@domain
� Enqueuing themessage for delivery to themailhost

The smtp_client process then picks up themail message from the queue and sends it to the
mailhost. On themailhost, some very similar processing takes place.Aconnection on the SMTPport
is picked up by the dispatcher and handed off to a tcp_smtp_server process. This process does a
number of things to themessage, including:

� Looking up the user in the directory
� Determining if the user is within a domain hosted by this email deployment
� Determining if the user is a valid user in the domain
� Rewriting the envelope address to direct themessage to the ims_ms channel
� Enqueuing themessage for delivery to the store

Messaging Processing in a Two-Tier DeploymentWithout LMTP
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Then the ims_ms process picks up themail message and attempts to deliver it to the store. In this
scenario, the enqueuing processing is performed twice, and theMTAs each perform an LDAP
lookup.

MessagingProcessing in a Two-TierDeploymentWith LMTP
“Messaging Processing in a Two-Tier DeploymentWith LMTP” on page 460 presents in pictorial
form the following discussion ofmessage processing in a two-tier deployment scenario with LMTP.

LDAP
Directory

Relay Machine Back-end Store Machine

LMTP Client

Dispatcher

LMTP Server Message
Store

Message
Queue

Dispatcher

tcp_smtp_server

FIGURE 15–2TwoTierDeploymentWith LMTP

With LMTP in place, a connection on the SMTPport of the relaymachine is picked up by the
dispatcher and handed off to a tcp_smtp_server process. This process does a number of things with
the inboundmessage including:

� Looking up the user in the directory
� Determining if the user is within a domain hosted by this email deployment
� Determining if the user is a valid user in the domain
� Determining which back endmessage storemachine hosts themailbox for the user
� Enqueuing themessage for delivery to themailhost

On the storemachine, a connection to the LMTPport is received by the dispatcher and handed off to
the lmtp_server process. The LMTP server then inserts themessage into the user’s mailbox or into
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the UNIX nativemailbox. If message delivery is successful, themessage is dequeued on the relay
machine. If unsuccessful, themessage remains on the relaymachine. Note that the LMTPprocess on
themessage store does not engage anyMTAmachinery for processing addresses ormessages.

LMTPOverview
For themost part, theMTAitself can be basically absent from the back end server. The only necessary
MTAcomponents are:

� The dispatcher
� libimta

� The LMTP server
� The imta.cnf file
� The mappings file
� The imta.tailor file

While the dispatcher requiresMTAconfiguration files, these files can be very short. The dispatcher
must run on the back end server so that it can start the LMTP servers which run under it. Because the
dispatcher and the LMTP server use various functions of libimta, this needs to be present on the
back end server as well.

The LMTP server does not perform any of the usualMTAenqueuing or dequeuing functions, header
processing, or address translations. The relay system performs all themanipulation of the content of
themessages and addresses which then presents to the LMTP server themessage in exactly the form
to be delivered to themessage store and with the delivery address already in the form required by the
store.Additional recipient information that is usually available as amessage is delivered to the store,
such as the user’s quota, is presented along with the recipient address as LMTPparameters. Should a
delivery attempt fail, themessage is left enqueued in the LMTPqueue on the relay system.

ToConfigure LMTPDelivery
Configuring the LMTPdeliverymechanism requires configuration on both the relaymachines and
on the back end stores. On the relays, the DELIVERY_OPTIONSMTAoption (in option.dat) has to be
changed so that messages being delivered to the stores are passed to the LMTP channel. The back end
storemust be configured with the dispatcher, but does not need the job controller. The dispatcher
must be configured to run the LMTP server.

In a typical multi-tier deployment, users are provisioned on different backendmessage store
machines. One ormore of these backendmachinesmay not have LMTP turned on and therefore the
front-end relays need to be aware of which storemachines are LMTP aware. This is achieved by using
the General Database facility to explicitly name thosemessage stores which are configured to accept
LMTPdelivery.

To Configure LMTPDelivery
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� ToConfigure the InboundMTARelayswith LMTP
To configure inboundMTArelays to use LMTP, do the following:

Modify your imta.cnf file and change the LMTP rewrite rules to read:
! lmtp

.lmtp $E$F$U%$H.lmtp@lmtpcs-daemon

.lmtp $B$F$U%$H@$H@lmtpcs-daemon

!

! lmtp native

.lmtpn $E$F$U%$H.lmtpn@lmtpcn-daemon

.lmtpn $B$F$U%$H@$H@lmtpcn-daemon

!

Set themailbox DELIVERY_OPTIONS to:
#*mailbox=@$X.LMTP:$M%$\$2I$_+$2S@lmtpcs-daemon

Set the native DELIVERY_OPTIONS clause to:
#*native=@$X.LMTPN:$M+$2S@native-daemon

Add the channel keywords multigate connectcanonical to each of the tcp_lmtp* channel blocks.

Add the following channel keywords to the tcp_lmtpcs channel:
fileinto @$4O:$U+$S@$D

Note that the ’O’ in the keyword above is a capital letter O, not a zero.

The incomingMTA relay configuration settings should look like this:
The option.dat entry for DELIVERY_OPTIONS should look like this:
!------------------------------------------

! Modified DELIVERY_OPTIONS to activate LMTP

! delivery from a frontend to the backend store

!--------------------------------------------

!

DELIVERY_OPTIONS=\

#*mailbox=@$X.LMTP:$M%$\$2I$_+$2S@lmtpcs-daemon,\

#&members=*,\

#*native=@$X.LMTPN:$M+$2S@native-daemon,\

#*unix=@$X.LMTPN:$M,\

#*file=@$X.LMTPN:+$F,\

#&@members_offline=*,\

#/hold=@hold-daemon:$A,\

#program=$M%$P@pipe-daemon,\

#forward=**,\

#*^!autoreply=$M+$D@bitbucket

!

1

2

3

4

5

6
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After your changes themodified imta.cnf rewrite rules should look like this:

! lmtp

.lmtp $E$F$U%$H.lmtp@lmtpcs-daemon

.lmtp $B$F$U%$H@$H@lmtpcs-daemon

!

! lmtp native

.lmtpn $E$F$U%$H.lmtpn@lmtpcn-daemon

.lmtpn $B$F$U%$H@$H@lmtpcn-daemon

!

The changed channel blocks should look like this:

!

! tcp_lmtpcs (LMTP client - store)

tcp_lmtpcs defragment lmtp multigate connectcanonical \
fileinto @$4O:$U+$S@$D port 225 nodns single_sys \

subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL dequeue_removeroute

lmtpcs-daemon

!

! tcp_lmtpcn (LMTP client - native)

tcp_lmtpcn defragment lmtp multigate connectcanonical port 226 \

nodns single_sys subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_POOL

dequeue_removeroute

lmtpcn-daemon

ToConfigureBack EndStoreswith LMTPandNoMTA
The back end stores need noMTAif they are receivingmessages over LMTP. This means that they
have no job controller, and none of the address rewritingmachinery associated with theMTA. They
do however still require a dispatcher and a simpleMTAconfiguration. In particular they need a
dispatcher.cnf file and a mappings file which comprise the only significant part of theMTA
configuration.

The dispatcher.cnf filemust contain the following:

! rfc 2033 LMTP server - store

!

[SERVICE=LMTPSS]

PORT=225

IMAGE=IMTA_BIN:tcp_lmtp_server

LOGFILE=IMTA_LOG:tcp_lmtpss_server.log

PARAMETER=CHANNEL=tcp_lmtpss

STACKSIZE=2048000

! Uncomment the following line and set INTERFACE_ADDRESS to an

! appropriate host IP (dotted quad) if the dispatcher needs to

! listen on a specific interface (e.g. in a HA environment).

! INTERFACE_ADDRESS=!
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! rfc 2033 LMTP server - native

!

[SERVICE=LMTPSN]

PORT=226

IMAGE=IMTA_BIN:tcp_lmtpn_server

LOGFILE=IMTA_LOG:tcp_lmtpsn_server.log

PARAMETER=CHANNEL=tcp_lmtpsn

STACKSIZE=2048000

! Uncomment the following line and set INTERFACE_ADDRESS to an

! appropriate host IP (dotted quad) if the dispatcher needs to

!listen on a specific interface (e.g. in a HA environment).

!INTERFACE_ADDRESS=

Note that by default, the LMTP services in the dispatcher.cnf file are commented out. Youmust
uncomment them to get LMTP to work.

The normal dispatcher options of MAX_CONNS, MAX_PROCS, MAX_LIFE_CONNS, and MAX_LIFE_TIME can
also be set, but need to be set appropriately for your hardware.

The PORT_ACCESSmapping is important. The LMTP implementation for the back end servers is
intended as a private protocol between Sun Java SystemMessaging Server relays and back end stores.
Youmust use the PORT_ACCESSmapping tomake sure that only such relays can connect to these
services. Yourmapping file should look like this:

PORT_ACCESS

TCP|*|225|1.2.3.4|* $Y

TCP|*|226|1.2.3.4|* $Y

TCP|*|225|1.2.3.5|* $Y

TCP|*|226|1.2.3.5|* $Y

TCP|*|*|*|* $N500$ Do$ not$ connect$ to$ this$ machine

You should replace the sample IP addresses specified in the PORT_ACCESSmapping table here with
the IP addresses of your relays on the network that connect to the back end stores.

There has to be an imta.cnf file, but it is theremerely tomake the configuration complete.A
minimal imta.cnf file consists of the following channel definitions:

! tcp_lmtpss (LMTP server - store)

tcp_lmtpss lmtp

tcp_lmtpss-daemon

!

! tcp_lmtpsn (LMTP server - native)

tcp_lmtpsn lmtp

tcp_lmtpsn-daemon

Note that by default, the LMTP channel definitions are commented out. Youmust uncomment them
if you want LMTP to work.
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ConfiguringRelays for SendingMessagesVia LMTPto
Back EndSystemswithMessage Stores andFullMTAs
There are situations where youmight want the back end stores to have the full capabilities of the
MTAbut still to have the load savings of using LMTP. For example, youmight want program delivery
on the back end store. In this case the relays should be configured as described above in “To
Configure the InboundMTARelays with LMTP” on page 462

Configuring LMTPonBack EndMessage Store Systems
Having FullMTAs
The only changes from the configuration of a back end storemessaging system to one with LMTP
direct delivery to the store are that the following lines need to be added to the end of the
dispatcher.cnf file:

! rfc 2033 LMTP server - store

![SERVICE=LMTPSS]

PORT=225

IMAGE=IMTA_BIN:tcp_lmtp_server

LOGFILE=IMTA_LOG:tcp_lmtpss_server.log

PARAMETER=CHANNEL=tcp_lmtpss

STACKSIZE=2048000

! Uncomment the following line and set INTERFACE_ADDRESS to an

! appropriate host IP (dotted quad) if the dispatcher needs to

! listen on a specific interface (e.g. in a HA environment).

!INTERFACE_ADDRESS=

!

! rfc 2033 LMTP server - native

!

[SERVICE=LMTPSN]

PORT=226

IMAGE=IMTA_BIN:tcp_lmtpn_server

LOGFILE=IMTA_LOG:tcp_lmtpsn_server.log

PARAMETER=CHANNEL=tcp_lmtpsn

STACKSIZE=2048000

! Uncomment the following line and set INTERFACE_ADDRESS to an

! appropriate host IP (dotted quad) if the dispatcher needs to

! listen on a specific! interface (e.g. in a HA environment).

!INTERFACE_ADDRESS=

!

Note that by default, the LMTP services in the dispatcher.cnf file are commented out. Youmust
uncomment them to get LMTP to work.Also, the LMTPport numbers are just examples, and can be
anything you choose.
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This is the same as the whole dispatcher.cnf file described above for when the back end store is
configured only for LMTP. Themappings file also requires the PORT_ACCESSmappings as described
for LMTPonly back end stores.

LMTPProtocol as Implemented
This section provides a sample LMTPdialogue with an explanation of what is seen in that dialogue.
The LMTP client on the relay uses standard LMTPprotocol to talk to the LMTP server on the back
end store. However the protocol is used in specific ways. For example:

---> LHLO

<--- 250 OK

No action is taken on the LHLOmessage. The reply is always 250 OK.

---> MAIL FROM: address size=messageSizeInBytes

<--- 250 OK

No checks or conversions aremade on the originator address. The size= parameter gives a size in
bytes for themessage that is to be delivered. This is the size of themessage exactly as it appears in the
protocol. It is not necessarily the exact size of themessage, but the actual message size will not exceed
this size. The LMTP server allocates amemory buffer of this size to receive themessage.

---> RCPT TO: uid+folder@domain xquota=size,number xdflg=xxx

<--- 250 OK

No checks aremade on the recipient addresses at the time they are received, but a list of recipients is
built for later use. Note that the @domain part of the address is omitted for uids in the primary
domain, and that the +folder part is optional. This is the same address format used by themessage
store channel in theMTA.

The xquota= parameter gives the user’s message quotas which consist of themaximum total size and
themaximumnumber of messages. TheMTAprovides this information which it retrieves while
performing an LDAP lookup on the user to do the address translation. This information is used to
keep the quota information in themessage store synchronized with the directory. Getting the quota
information does not result in an additional performance hit.

The xdflg= parameter specifies a number which is interpreted as a bit field. These bits control how
themessage is delivered. For example, the bit whose value is 2, if set, guarantees delivery of the
message even if the user is over quota. (Note that xdflg is an internal parameter and the bits in it are
subject to change or addition without notice.We do not support other clients using this extension
with our server, nor do we support using our client with some other server and this parameter.)

This interactionmay be repeatedmany times, once for each recipient.

--->DATA

---> <the message text>

--->.
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The LMTP client then sends the entire message, dot-stuffed, just as SMTPdoes. Themessage finishes
with a dot (.) alone on a line. If themessage size is exceeded the LMTP server sends:

<--- 500 message too big

and ends the connection.

Assuming that themessage is received correctly, the LMTP server then sends back to the LMTP client
the status for each recipient given in the RCPT TO: lines. For instance, if the message is delivered
successfully, the response is:

<--- 250 2.5.0 address OK

where address is exactly as it appeared on the RCPT TO: line.

The conversation can either repeat with another MAIL FROM: line or end with the following
interaction:

---> quit

<--- 221 OK

Table 15–1 shows the possible status codes for each recipient. This three-column table shows the
short code in the first column, its long-code equivalent in the second column and the status text in
the third column. 2.x.x status codes are success codes, 4.x.x codes are retryable errors, 5.x.x codes are
non retryable errors.

TABLE 15–1 LMTPStatusCodes for Recipients

Short Code LongCode Status Text

250 2.5.0 OK

420 4.2.0 Mailbox Locked

422 4.2.2 Quota Exceeded

420 4.2.0 Mailbox Bad Formats

420 4.2.0 Mailbox not supported

430 4.3.0 IMAP IOERROR

522 5.2.2 Persistent Quota Exceeded

523 5.2.3 Message too large

511 5.1.1 mailbox nonexistent

560 5.6.0 message contains null

560 5.6.0 message contains nl

560 5.6.0 message has bad header

LMTPProtocol as Implemented
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TABLE 15–1 LMTPStatusCodes for Recipients (Continued)
Short Code LongCode Status Text

560 5.6.0 message has no blank line

Otherwise, there are changes to the delivery options formailbox, native (and, therefore, UNIX), and
file. The object of these rules is to generate addresses that will cause themessages to be sent through
the appropriate LMTP channel to the back end servers. The addresses generated are source routed
addresses of the form:

@sourceroute:localpart@domain

LMTPProtocol as Implemented
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VacationAutomaticMessage Reply

For automatically generated responses to email (autoreply), specifically vacationmessages, theMTA
usesMessage DispositionNotifications (MDNs) and the Sieve scripting language.MDNs are email
messages sent by theMTAto a sender and/or postmaster reporting on amessage’s delivery
disposition.MDNs are also known as read receipts, acknowledgements, receipt notifications, or
delivery receipts. The Sieve is a simple scripting language used to createmail filters. Unlike the
Messaging Server 5.x, the character set used is UTF-8 instead of ISO-2022-JP.

This section describes the vacation autoreplymechanism. Inmost cases, modification to the default
configuration is unnecessary, but there is a case where youmay wish to configure your system such
that vacation processing is done onMTArelaymachines rather than on back-endmessage stores.

This chapter consists of the following sections:

� “VacationAutoreply Overview” on page 469
� “ConfiguringAutoreply” on page 470
� “VacationAutoreply Theory of Operation” on page 472
� “VacationAutoreplyAttributes” on page 473

VacationAutoreplyOverview
Vacation Sieve scripts are generated automatically from the various LDAP vacation attributes (see
“VacationAutoreplyAttributes” on page 473). They can also be specified explicitly for additional
flexibility. The underlyingmechanism for tracking vacations is a set of files, one per intended
recipient, that keep track of when replies were sent to the various senders.

Note – charset of vacationmessage has changed toUTF-8.

By default, theMTAevaluates vacation on the back-end store systems. However, sinceMTArelays do
not do asmuch work as back-end stores, for performance reasons, you can have theMTAevaluate
vacation on themail relaymachines instead of on the back-end store. Use of this feature, however,
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can result in vacation responses being sent outmore often than intended because different relays
handle different messages. If you do not want vacationmessages to be sent outmore often than you
intend, youmay share the tracking of files between the relays. If this is also unacceptable to you, you
can always have vacation evaluated on the back-end store systems.

ConfiguringAutoreply
Delivery addresses are generated through a set of patterns. The patterns used depend upon the values
defined for the mailDeliveryOption attribute.Adelivery address is generated for each valid
mailDeliveryOption. The patterns are defined by theMTAoption DELIVERY_OPTIONS, which are
defined in the option.dat file. The default autoreply rule in DELIVERY_OPTIONS in the option.dat
file is:

*^!autoreply=$M+$D@bitbucket

TheMTAnotes the “^” on the autoreply DELIVERY_OPTIONMTAoption. This causes theMTAto
check the vacation dates. If the current date is within the vacation dates, processing continues and
theMTAnotes the “!” on the autoreply DELIVERY_OPTION. TheMTAthen creates a vacation Sieve
script based on the various autoreply LDAP attributes on the user’s entry. The autoreply rule can
have the prefix characters ”!’, ”#’, ”^’, and ”*’.

You could have the ”!’ flag on themailbox delivery option. This would enable the generation of the
vacation script unconditionally. It makes sense, however, to have the autoreplymachinery enabled by
a separate delivery option so that it can be further gated by the ”^’ flag. Checking the dates at this
stage is more efficient than engaging the Sieve logic.

Table 16–1 shows the prefix characters used for the autoreply rule in the first column and their
definitions in the second column.

TABLE 16–1PrefixCharacters for theAutoreply Rule inDELIVERY_OPTIONS

Prefix Character Definition

! Enable the generation of the autoreply Sieve script.

# Allows the processing to take place on relays.

^ Option is only evaluated if the vacation dates indicate that it should be evaluated.

* Rule is only applicable to users.

The autoreply rule itself specifies an address destined for the bitbucket channel. Themail is
considered delivered by this method once the autoreply is generated, but theMTAmachinery
requires a delivery address.Anything delivered to the bitbucket channel is discarded.

ConfiguringAutoreply
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ConfiguringAutoreply on theBack-endStore System
The default autoreply rule in DELIVERY_OPTIONS causes the autoreply to take place on themail server
that serves the user. If you want vacationmessages to be evaluated on the back-end store system, you
do not have to configure anything. This is the default behavior.

� ToConfigureAutoreply onaRelay
If you want to evaluate vacation on the relay rather than on the back-end store system to enhance
performance, edit the option.dat file and prepend the character # to the autoreply rule in
DELIVERY_OPTIONS.

Use an editor to open the option.datfile.

Addor change the DELIVERY_OPTIONS option so the autoreply rule now looks like:

#*^!autoreply=$M+$D@bitbucket

The default DELIVERY_OPTIONS option looks like:
DELIVERY_OPTIONS=*mailbox=$M%$\$2I$_+$2S@ims-ms-daemon, \

&members=*, \

*native=$M@native-daemon, \

/hold=@hold-daemon:$A, \

*unix=$M@native-daemon, \

&file=+$F@native-daemon, \

&@members_offline=* \

,program=$M%$P@pipe-daemon, \

#forward=**, \

*^!autoreply=$M+$D@bitbucket

This allows the processing to take place on relays. If you have theMTAperform autoreplies on the
relays, then either each relay can keep track independently of whether a particular correspondent has
sent an awaymessage recently, or this information can be shared between the relays. The former case
is simpler, especially if having awaymessages sent out toomany times does notmatter. If you want
strict application of the awaymessage frequency rules, then the informationmust be shared between
relays. To share the information among the relays, the files should be NFSmounted

The location of these files is controlled by the option VACATION_TEMPLATE. This option (in
option.dat) should be set to /<path>/%Awhere <path> is the path to a directory that is shared
between the various relaymachines. The template needs to be a file:URL and you use $U to
substitute the name of the user. The default setting is:

VACATION_TEMPLATE=file:///opt/SUNWmsgsr/data/vacation/$3I/$1U/$2U/$U.vac

See Table 9–6 formetacharacter descriptions.

1

2
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Note –Vacation file templates now have access to the UID, allowing paths to vacation files to be built
based on the user’s UID.Additionally, the address used in determining the vacation file path is now
the one stored in the user’s mail attribute; previously the current recipient address was used.

VacationAutoreply Theory ofOperation
The vacation action, when invoked, works as follows:

1. The Sun Java SystemMessaging Server checks tomake sure that the vacation action was
performed by a user level rather than a system level Sieve script.An error results if vacation is
used in a system level script.

2. The “no vacation notice” internalMTAflag is checked. If it is set, processing terminates and no
vacation notice is sent.

3. The return address for themessage is now checked. If it is blank processing terminates and no
vacation notice is sent.

4. TheMTAchecks to see if the user’s address or any of the additional addresses specified in the
:addresses tagged argument appear in a To:, Cc:, Resent-to:, or Resent-cc: header field for
the currentmessage. Processing terminates and no vacation notice is sent if none of the addresses
is found in any of the header fields.

5. TheMessaging Server constructs a hash of the :subject argument and the reason string. This
string, along with the return address of the currentmessage, is checked against a per-user record
of previous vacation responses. Processing terminates and no response is sent if a response has
already been sent within the time allowed by the :days argument.

6. TheMessaging Server constructs a vacation notice from the :subject argument, reason string,
and :mime argument. Two basic forms for this responsemessage are possible:

� Amessage disposition notification of the form specified in RFC 2298, with the first part
containing the reason text.

� Asingle part text reply. (This form is only used to support the “reply” autoreplymode
attribute setting.)

Note that mailautoreplymode is automatically set to replywhen vacationmessages are configured
throughMessenger Express.

The “no vacation notice”MTAflag is clear by default. It can be set by a system level Sieve script
through the use of the nonstandard novacation action. The novacation Sieve action is only allowed
in a system level Sieve script. It will generate an error if it is used in a user level script. You can use this
action to implement site-wide restrictions on vacation replies such as blocking replies to addresses
containing the substring “MAILER-DAEMON”.

Per-user per-response information is stored in a set of flat text files, one per local user. The location
and naming scheme for these files is specified by the setting of the VACATION_TEMPLATE MTA option.
This option should be set to a file: URL.

VacationAutoreply Theory of Operation
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Maintenance of these files is automatic and controlled by the VACATION_CLEANUP integerMTA
option setting. Each time one of these files is opened, the value of the current time in secondsmodulo
this value is computed. If the result is zero the file is scanned and all expired entries are removed. The
default value for the option is 200, whichmeans that there is 1-in-200 chance that a cleanup pass will
be performed.

Themachinery used to read and write these flat text files is designed in such a way that it should be
able to operate correctly over NFS. This allowsmultipleMTAs to share a single set of files on a
common file system.

VacationAutoreplyAttributes
The set of user LDAPdirectory attributes that the vacation action uses are:

� Attribute defined by LDAP_PERSONAL_NAME
Alias processing keeps track of personal name information specified in this attribute and will use
this information to construct From: fields for anyMDNs or vacation replies that are generated.
Use with caution to avoid exposing personal information.

� vacationStartDate

Vacation start date and time. The value is in the format YYYYMMDDHHMMSSZ. This value is
normalized to GMT.An autoreply should only be generated if the current time is after the time
specified by this attribute. No start date is enforced if this attribute is missing. TheMTAcan be
instructed to look at a different attribute for this information by setting the LDAP_START_DATE
MTAoption to a different attribute name.
This attribute will be read and checked by the code that generated the Sieve script. Vacation
processing will be aborted if the current date is before the vacation start date. This attribute
cannot be handled by the script itself because at present Sieve lacks date/time testing and
comparison facilities.

� vacationEndDate

Vacation end date and time. The value is in the format YYYYMMDDHHMMSSZ. This value is
normalized to GMT.An autoreply should only be generated if the current time is before the time
specified by this attribute. No end date is enforced if this attribute is missing. TheMTAcan be
instructed to look at a different attribute for this information by setting the LDAP_END_DATEMTA
option to a different attribute name.
This attribute will be read and checked by the code that generated the Sieve script. Vacation
processing will be aborted if the current date is after the vacation end date. This attribute cannot
be handled in the script itself because at present Sieve lacks date/time testing and comparison
facilities.

� mailAutoReplyMode

Specifies autoreplymode for the usermail account. Valid values of this attribute are:

� echo - Create amultipart that echoes the original message text in addition to the added
mailAutoReplyText or mailAutoReplyTextInternal text.

VacationAutoreplyAttributes
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� reply - Send a single part reply as specified by either mailAutoReplyText or
mailAutoReplyTextInternal to the original sender.
Thesemodes will appear in the Sieve script as nonstandard :echo and :reply arguments to
the vacation action. echowill produce a “processed”message disposition notification (MDN)
that contains the original message as returned content. replywill produce a pure reply
containing only the reply text.An illegal value will not manifest as any argument to the
vacation action and this will produce anMDN containing only the headers of the original
message. Note also that selecting an autoreplymode of echo causes an automatic reply to be
sent to everymessage regardless of how recently a previous reply was sent.
TheMTAcan be instructed to use a different attribute for this information by setting the
LDAP_AUTOREPLY_MODEMTAoption to a different attribute name.

� mailAutoReplySubject

Specifies the contents of the subject field to use in the autoreply response. This must be a UTF-8
string. This value gets passed as the :subject argument to the vacation action. TheMTAcan be
instructed to use a different attribute for this information by setting the
LDAP_AUTOREPLY_SUBJECTMTAoption to a different attribute name.
Note that because Sieve currently lacks the ability to perform certain substitutions at present, use
of $SUBJECT to insert the original message into the header cannot be implemented.

� mailAutoReplyText

Autoreply text sent to all senders except users in the recipient’s domain. If not specified, external
users receive no vacationmessage. TheMTAcan be instructed to use a different attribute for this
information by setting the LDAP_AUTOREPLY_TEXTMTAoption to a different attribute name.

� mailAutoReplyTextInternal

Auto-reply text sent to senders from the recipients domain. If not specified, then internal users
get themail autoreply text message. TheMTAcan be instructed to use a different attribute for this
information by setting the LDAP_AUTOREPLY_TEXT_INTMTAoption to a different attribute name.
TheMTAwill pass either the mailAutoReplyText or mailAutoReplyTextInternal attribute
value as the reason string to the vacation action.

� mailAutoReplyTimeOut

Duration, in hours, for successive autoreply responses to any givenmail sender. Used only when
mailAutoReplyMode=reply. If value is 0 then a response is sent back every time amessage is
received. This value will be converted to the nonstandard :hours argument to the vacation
action. (Normally the Sieve vacation action only supports the :days argument for this purpose
and does not allow a value of 0.)
If this attribute doesn’t appear on a user entry, a default time-out will be obtained from the
AUTOREPLY_TIMEOUT_DEFAULTMTAoption. TheMTAcan be instructed to use a different
attribute for this information by setting the LDAP_AUTOREPLY_TIMEOUTMTAoption.

VacationAutoreplyAttributes
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Mail Filtering andAccess Control

This chapter discusses how to filter mail based on its source (sender, IP address and so on) or header
strings. Twomail filteringmechanisms are used, controlling access to theMTAusingmapping tables
and Sieve server-side rules (SSR).

Limiting access to theMTAusing themapping tables allowsmessages to be filtered based on From:
and To: addresses, IP address, port numbers and source or destination channels. Mapping tables
allow SMTP relaying to be enabled or disabled. Sieve is amail filtering script that allowsmessages to
be filtered based on strings found in headers. (It doesn’t work on themessage body.)

If envelope-level controls are desired, usemapping tables to filter mail. If header-based controls are
desired, use Sieve server-side rules.

This chapter is divided into two parts:

“PART 1.MAPPINGTABLES” on page 475.Allows the administrator to control access toMTA
services by configuring certainmapping tables. The administrator can control who can or cannot
sendmail, receivemail throughMessaging Server.

“PART 2.MAILBOX FILTERS” on page 498.Allows users and administrators to filter messages and
specify actions on those filteredmessages based on a string found in themessage header. Uses the
Sieve filter language and can filter at the channel, MTAor user level.

PART1.MAPPINGTABLES
Part 1 contains the following sections:

� “ControllingAccess withMapping Tables” on page 476
� “WhenAccess ControlsAreApplied” on page 487
� “To TestAccess ControlMappings” on page 488
� “ToAdd SMTPRelaying” on page 488
� “Configuring SMTPRelay Blocking” on page 491
� “Handling Large Numbers ofAccess Entries” on page 496
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� “Access ControlMapping Table Flags” on page 477

ControllingAccesswithMappingTables
You can control access to yourmail services by configuring certainmapping tables. Thesemapping
tables allow you to control who can or cannot sendmail, receivemail, or both. Table 17–1 lists the
mapping tables described in this section. The application information string supplied to the
FROM_ACCESS, MAIL_ACCESS, and ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmappings includes the system name claimed in
the HELO/EHLO SMTP command. This name appears at the end of the string and is separated from the
rest of the string (normally “SMTP”) by a slash. The claimed system name can be useful in blocking
someworms and viruses.

Access ControlMappingTables—Operation
Like all mapping tables, access control mapping tables have the same general format (see “Mappings
File” on page 219). They consist of amapping table name, followed by a line break, followed by one
ormoremapping entries. Mapping entries consist of a search pattern on the left side and a template
on the right side. The search pattern filters specificmessages and the template specifies actions to
take on themessage. For example:

SEND_ACCESS

*|Elvis1@sesta.com|*|* $Y

*|Nelson7@sesta.com|*|* $Y

*|AkiraK@sesta.com|*|* $Y

*|*@sesta.com|*|* $NMail$ Blocked

In this example all email from the domain sesta.com except those of Elvis1, Nelson, AkiraK are
blocked.

The search pattern for access control mapping entries consist of a number of search criteria
separated by vertical bars (|). The order of the search criteria depends on the access mapping table
and is described in subsequent sections. But as an example, the SEND_ACCESSmapping table has the
following search form:

src-channel|from-address|dst-channel|to-address

where src-channel is the channel queueing themessage; from-address is the address of themessage’s
originator; dst-channel is the channel to which themessage will be queued; and to-address is the
address to which themessage is addressed. Use of an asterisk in any of these four fields causes that
field tomatch any channel or address, as appropriate.

ControllingAccesswithMapping Tables
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Note –Whenever the mappings file ismodified, youmust recompile the configuration (see
“Compiling theMTAConfiguration” on page 215).

TABLE 17–1AccessControlMappingTables

Mapping Table Description

SEND_ACCESS(See “SEND_ACCESS and
ORIG_SEND_ACCESS Tables”
on page 480.)

Used to block incoming connections based on envelope From address, envelope To address,
source and destination channels. The To address is checked after rewriting, alias expansion,
and so on, have been performed.

ORIG_SEND_ACCESS(See
“SEND_ACCESS and
ORIG_SEND_ACCESS Tables”
on page 480.)

Used to block incoming connections based on envelope From address, envelope To address,
source and destination channels. The To address is checked after rewriting but before alias
expansion.

MAIL_ACCESS(See “MAIL_ACCESS and
ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSMapping
Tables” on page 481.)

Used to block incoming connections based on combined information found in
SEND_ACCESS and PORT_ACCESS tables: that is, the channel and address information found in
SEND_ACCESS combined with the IP address and port number information found in
PORT_ACCESS.

ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS(See
“MAIL_ACCESS and
ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSMapping
Tables” on page 481.)

Used to block incoming connections based on combined information found in
ORIG_SEND_ACCESS and PORT_ACCESS tables: that is, the channel and address information
found in ORIG_SEND_ACCESS combined with the IP address and port number information
found in PORT_ACCESS.

FROM_ACCESS(See “FROM_ACCESS
Mapping Table” on page 483.)

Used to filter mail based on envelope From addresses. Use this table if the To address is
irrelevant.

PORT_ACCESS(See “PORT_ACCESS
Mapping Table” on page 485.)

Used to block incoming connections based on IP number.

The MAIL_ACCESS and ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmappings are themost general, having available not only
the address and channel information available to SEND_ACCESS and ORIG_SEND_ACCESS, but also any
information that would be available via the PORT_ACCESSmapping table, including IP address and
port number information.

Access ControlMappingTable Flags
Table 17–2 shows the access mapping flags relevant for the SEND_ACCESS, ORIG_SEND_ACCESS,
MAIL_ACCESS, ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS, and FROM_ACCESSmapping tables. Note that the PORT_ACCESS
mapping table, supports a somewhat different set of flags (see Table 17–3).

Flags with argumentsmust have those arguments arranged in the reading order shown in the table.
For example:

Access ControlMapping Table Flags
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ORIG_SEND_ACCESS

tcp_local|*|tcp_local|* $N$D30|Relaying$ not$ allowed

In this case, the proper order is the delay period followed by the rejection string. Note that the flags
themselves can be in any order. So the following entries have identical results:

30|Relaying$ not$ allowed$D$N

$N30|Relaying$ not$ allowed$D

30|$N$DRelaying$ not$ allowed

TABLE 17–2AccessMapping Flags

Flag Description

$A Set if SASLhas been used. See “Check for Special Flags” on page 228

$B Redirect themessage to the bitbucket.

$D Set if delay delivery receipts requests (not available in FROM_ACCESS). See “Check for
Special Flags” on page 228.

$F Set if failure delivery receipts requested (not available in FROM_ACCESS. See “Check for
Special Flags” on page 228.

$H Hold themessage as a .HELD file.

$S Set if success delivery receipts requested (not available in FROM_ACCESS). See “Check for
Special Flags” on page 228.

$T Set if TLS has been used. See “Check for Special Flags” on page 228

$U If used in ORIG_SEND_ACCESS, SEND_ACCESS, ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS, and MAIL_ACCESS, takes a
single integer argument from the beginning of themapping and sets the value of MM_DEBUG
accordingly.Additionally, channel-level debugging is also enabled if possible. The result is
that you enable debugging based on items such as source IP address, original address,
recipient address, and so on.

$Y Allow access.

$V Causes a forced discard to be performed for all recipient(s).

$Z Causes a forced jettison to be performed for all recipient(s).

Flags withArguments, in Argument ReadingOrder+ (DONOTALPHABETIZETHIS LIST!)

$Uinteger Takes a single integer argument from the beginning of themapping and setsMM_DEBUG
accordingly.Additionally, channel-level debugging is also enabled if possible. The result is
that debugging can now be enabled based on things like source IP address, original address,
recipient address, and so on.

$Jaddress * Replace original envelope From: address with specified address.

$Kaddress * ++ Replace original Sender: address with specified address.

Access ControlMapping Table Flags
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TABLE 17–2AccessMapping Flags (Continued)
Flag Description

$Iuser|identifier Check specified user for group ID.

$<string +++ Send string to syslog (UNIX, user.notice facility and severity) or to the event log (NT)
if probematches.

$>string +++ Send string to syslog (UNIX, user.notice facility and severity) or to the event log (NT)
if access is rejected.

$Ddelay Delay response for an interval of delay hundredths of seconds; a positive value causes the
delay to be imposed on each command in the transaction; a negative value causes the delay
to be imposed only on the address handover (SMTPMAILFROM: command for the
FROM_ACCESS table; SMTPRCPTTO: command for the other tables).

$Ttag Prefix with tag.

$Aheader Add the header line header to themessage.

$Gconversion_tag If used in ORIG_SEND_ACCESS, SEND_ACCESS, ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS, and MAIL_ACCESS, it reads
a value from themapping result and treats it as a set of conversion tags to be applied to the
current recipient. If used with FROM_ACCESS, conversion tags are applied to all recipients. $G
is positioned after $A (header address) in the sequence of arguments read from the
mappings. See “Mail Conversion Tags” on page 401

$Sx,y,z * Causes an additional | separated argument to be read from themapping result. This
argument consists of one to three integer values separated by commas. The first value
establishes a newminimum blocklimit for the transaction, the second establishes a new
minimum recipientlimit, and the third a newminimum recipientcutoff. The
argument is read from themapping result after any capture argument has been read. See
“SpecifyingAbsoluteMessage Size Limits” on page 374

$Xerror-code Issue the specified error-code extended SMTP error code if rejecting themessage.

$,spamadjust_arg Allows you to perform a sieve spamadjust operation from the access mapping tables.
Argument takes the same form as a spamadjust argument. Note also that some of these
mappings are applied on a per-recipient basis.Any spamadjust operation that is done
applies to all recipients.

$Nstring Reject access with the optional error text string.

$Fstring Synonym for $N string; that is, reject access with the optional error text string.

*Available for FROM_ACCESS table only.

+ To usemultiple flags with arguments, separate the arguments with the vertical bar character, |, placing the arguments in the order
listed in this table.

++ For the $K flag to take effect in the FROM_ACCESSmapping table, the source channel must include the authrewrite keyword.

+++ It is a good idea to use the $D flag when dealing with problem senders, to prevent a denial of service attack. In particular, it is a
good idea to use $D in any $> entry or $< entry rejecting access.
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SEND_ACCESS andORIG_SEND_ACCESS Tables
You can use the SEND_ACCESS and ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping tables to control who can or cannot
sendmail, receivemail, or both. The access checks have available amessage’s envelope From: address
and envelope To: addresses, and knowledge of what channel themessage came in, and what channel
it would attempt to go out.

If a SEND_ACCESS or ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table exists, then for each recipient of every
message passing through theMTA, theMTAwill scan the table with a string of the following form
(note the use of the vertical bar character, |):

src-channel|from-address|dst-channel|to-address

The src-channel is the channel queueing themessage; from-address is the address of themessage’s
originator; dst-channel is the channel to which themessage will be queued; and to-address is the
address to which themessage is addressed. Use of an asterisk in any of these four fields causes that
field tomatch any channel or address, as appropriate.

The addresses here are envelope addresses; that is, envelope From: address and envelope To: address.
In the case of SEND_ACCESS, the envelope To: address is checked after rewriting, alias expansion, etc.,
have been performed; in the case of ORIG_SEND_ACCESS the originally specified envelope To: address
is checked after rewriting, but before alias expansion.

If the search stringmatches a pattern (that is, the left-hand side of an entry in the table), then the
resulting output of themapping is checked. If the output contains the flags $Y or $y, then the
enqueue for that particular To: address is permitted. If the output contains any of the flags $N, $n,
$F, or $f, then the enqueue to that particular address is rejected. In the case of a rejection, optional
rejection text may be supplied in themapping output. This string will be included in the rejection
error theMTAissues. If no string is output (other than the $N, $n, $F, or $f flag), then default
rejection text will be used. For descriptions of additional flags, see “Access ControlMapping Table
Flags” on page 477.

Setting theMTAoption ACCESS_ORCPT to 1 adds an additional vertical bar delimited field to the
probe value passed to the SEND_ACCESS, ORIG_SEND_ACCESS, MAIL_ACCESS, and ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS
mapping tables that contains the original recipient (ORCPT) address. If themessage doesn’t have an
ORCPT address, the original unmodified RCPTTO: address is used instead. The default is 0, and the
probe value is at the end:

src-channel|from-address|dst-channel|to-address|ORCPT_address

In the following example, mail sent fromUNIX user agents such asmail, Pine, and so on, originates
from the local, l, channel andmessages to the Internet go out a TCP/IP channel of some sort.
Suppose that local users, with the exception of the postmaster, are not allowed to sendmail to the
Internet but can receivemail from there. Then the SEND_ACCESSmapping table shown in the
example below is one possible way to enforce this restriction. In themapping table, the local host
name is assumed to be sesta.com. In the channel name “tcp_*”, a wild card is used so as tomatch
any possible TCP/IP channel name (for example, tcp_local).
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EXAMPLE 17–1 SEND_ACCESSMappingTable

SEND_ACCESS

*|postmaster@sesta.com|*|* $Y

*|*|*|postmaster@sesta.com $Y

l|*@sesta.com|tcp_*|* $NInternet$ postings$ are$ not$ permitted

In the rejectionmessage, dollar signs are used to quote spaces in themessage.Without those dollar
signs, the rejection would be ended prematurely and only read “Internet” instead of “Internet
postings are not permitted.” Note that this example ignores other possible sources of “local” postings
such as from PC-basedmail systems or from POPor IMAP clients.

Note –The client attempting to send themessage determines whether theMTArejection error text is
actually presented to the user who attempted to send themessage. If SEND_ACCESS is used to reject an
incoming SMTPmessage, theMTAmerely issues an SMTP rejection code including the optional
rejection text; it is up to the sending SMTP client to use that information to construct a bounce
message to send back to the original sender.

MAIL_ACCESS andORIG_MAIL_ACCESSMapping
Tables
The MAIL_ACCESSmapping table is a superset of the SEND_ACCESS and PORT_ACCESSmapping tables.
It combines both the channel and address information of SEND_ACCESSwith the IP address and port
number information of PORT_ACCESS. Similarly, the ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmapping table is a superset
of the ORIG_SEND_ACCESS and PORT_ACCESSmapping tables. The format for the probe string for
MAIL_ACCESS is:

port-access-probe-info|app-info|submit-type|send_access-probe-info

Similarly, the format for the probe string for ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS is:

port-access-probe-info|app-info|submit-type|orig_send_access-probe-info

Here port-access-probe-info consists of all the information usually included in a PORT_ACCESS
mapping table probe in the case of incoming SMTPmessages; otherwise, it is blank. app-info
includes the system name claimed in the HELO/EHLO SMTP command. This name appears at the end
of the string and is separated from the rest of the string (normally “SMTP”) by a slash. The claimed
system name can be useful in blocking someworms and viruses. submit-typemay be one ofMAIL,
SEND, SAML, or SOML, corresponding to how themessage was submitted intoMessaging Server.
Normally the value isMAIL, meaning it was submitted as amessage; SEND, SAML, or SOMLcan
occur in the case of broadcast requests (or combined broadcast/message requests) submitted to the
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SMTP server.And for the MAIL_ACCESSmapping, send-access-probe-info consists of all the
information usually included in a SEND_ACCESSmapping table probe. Similarly for the
ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmapping, orig-send-access-probe-info consists of all the information usually
included in an ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table probe.

Setting theMTAoption ACCESS_ORCPT to 1 adds an additional vertical bar delimited field to the
probe value passed to the SEND_ACCESS, ORIG_SEND_ACCESS, MAIL_ACCESS, and ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS
mapping tables that contains the original recipient (ORCPT) address. If themessage doesn’t have an
ORCPT address, the original unmodified RCPT TO: address is used instead. The default is 0, and the
probe value is at the end. Example:

port-access-probe-info|app-info|submit-type|send_access-probe-info|ORCPT_address

Having the incoming TCP/IP connection information available in the samemapping table as the
channel and address informationmakes it more convenient to impose certain sorts of controls, such
as enforcing what envelope From: addresses are allowed to appear inmessages from particular IP
addresses. This can be desirable to limit cases of email forgery, or to encourage users to configure
their POP and IMAP clients’ From: address appropriately. For example, a site that wishes to allow the
envelope From: address vip@siroe.com to appear only onmessages coming from the IP address
1.2.3.1 and 1.2.3.2, and to ensure that the envelope From: addresses onmessages from any systems in
the 1.2.0.0 subnet are from siroe.com, might use a MAIL_ACCESSmapping table as shown in the
example below.

EXAMPLE 17–2MAIL_ACCESSMappingTable

MAIL_ACCESS

! Entries for vip’s two systems

!

TCP|*|25|1.2.3.1|*|SMTP|MAIL|tcp_*|vip@siroe.com|*|* $Y

TCP|*|25|1.2.3.2|*|SMTP|MAIL|tcp_*|vip@siroe.com|*|* $Y

!

! Disallow attempts to use vip’s From: address from other

! systems

!

TCP|*|25|*|*|SMTP|MAIL|tcp_*|vip@siroe.com|*|* \

$N500$ Not$ authorized$ to$ use$ this$ From:$ address

!

! Allow sending from within our subnet with siroe.com From:

! addresses

!

TCP|*|25|1.2.*.*|*|SMTP|MAIL|tcp_*|*@siroe.com|*|* $Y

!

! Allow notifications through

!

TCP|*|25|1.2.*.*|*|SMTP|MAIL|tcp_*||*|* $Y

!

! Block sending from within our subnet with non-siroe.com

! addresses
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EXAMPLE 17–2MAIL_ACCESSMappingTable (Continued)

!

TCP|*|25|1.2.*.*|*|SMTP|MAIL|tcp_*|*|*|* \

$NOnly$ siroe.com$ From:$ addresses$ authorized

FROM_ACCESSMappingTable
The FROM_ACCESSmapping tablemay be used to control who can sendmail, or to override purported
From: addresses with authenticated addresses, or both.

The input probe string to the FROM_ACCESSmapping table is similar to that for a MAIL_ACCESS
mapping table, minus the destination channel and address, and with the addition of authenticated
sender information, if available. Thus, if a FROM_ACCESSmapping table exists, then for each
attemptedmessage submission,Messaging Server will search the table with a string of the form (note
the use of the vertical bar character, |):

port-access-probe-info|app-info|submit-type|src-channel|from-address|auth-from

Here port-access-probe-info consists of all the information usually included in a PORT_ACCESS
mapping table probe in the case of incoming SMTPmessages; otherwise, it is blank. app-info
includes the system name claimed in the HELO/EHLO SMTP command. This name appears at the end
of the string and is separated from the rest of the string (normally “SMTP”) by a slash. The claimed
system name can be useful in blocking someworms and viruses. submit-typemay be one ofMAIL,
SEND, SAML, or SOML, corresponding to how themessage was submitted into theMTA. Normally
the value isMAIL, meaning it was submitted as amessage; SEND, SAML, or SOMLcan occur in the
case of broadcast requests (or combined broadcast/message requests) submitted to the SMTP server.
src-channel is the channel originating themessage (that is, queueing themessage); from-address is
the address of themessage’s purported originator; and auth-from is the authenticated originator
address, if such information is available, or blank if no authenticated information is available.

If the probe stringmatches a pattern (that is, the left-hand side of an entry in the table), the resulting
output of themapping is checked. If the output contains the flags $Y or $y, then the enqueue for that
particular To: address is permitted. If the output contains any of the flags $N, $n, $F, or $f, then the
enqueue to that particular address is rejected. In the case of a rejection, optional rejection text may be
supplied in themapping output. This string will be included in the rejection errorMessaging Server
issues. If no string is output (other than the $N, $n, $F, or $f flag), then default rejection text will be
used. For descriptions of additional flags, see “Access ControlMapping Table Flags” on page 477.

Besides determining whether to allow amessage to be submitted based on the originator,
FROM_ACCESS can also be used to alter the envelope From: address via the $J flag, or tomodify the
effect of the authrewrite channel keyword (adding a Sender: header address on an accepted
message) via the $K flag. For instance, this mapping table can be used to cause the original envelope
From: address to simply be replaced by the authenticated address.
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EXAMPLE 17–3FROM_ACCESSMappingTable

FROM_ACCESS

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*| $Y

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*|* $Y$J$3

When using the FROM_ACCESSmapping table tomodify the effect on having authrewrite set to a
nonzero value on some source channel, it is not necessary to use FROM_ACCESS if the authenticated
address is going to be used verbatim.

For example, with authrewrite 2 set on the tcp_local channel, the following FROM_ACCESS
mapping table would not be necessary because authrewrite alone is sufficient to get this effect
(adding the authenticated address verbatim):

FROM_ACCESS

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*| $Y

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*|* $Y$K$3

However, the real purpose of FROM_ACCESS is to permit more complex and subtle alterations, as
shown in the example below. The authrewrite keyword alone is appropriate if you want to add a
Sender: header line (showing the SMTPAUTH authenticated submitter address) to incoming
messages. However, suppose you want to force the addition of such a Sender: header line to
incomingmessages only if the SMTPAUTH authenticated submitter address differs from the
envelope From: address (that is, not bother to add a Sender: header line if the addresses match), and
suppose further that you wish the SMTPAUTH and envelope From: addresses will not be considered
to differ merely because the envelope From: includes optional subaddress information.

FROM_ACCESS

! If no authenticated address is available, do nothing

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*| $Y

! If authenticated address matches envelope From:, do nothing

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*|$2* $Y

! If authenticated address matches envelope From: sans

! subaddress, do nothing

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*+*@*|$2*@$4* $Y

! Fall though to...

! ...authenticated address present, but didn’t match, so force

! Sender: header

*|SMTP|*|tcp_auth|*|* $Y$K$3
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PORT_ACCESSMappingTable
TheDispatcher is able to selectively accept or reject incoming connections based on IP address and
port number.At Dispatcher startup time, the Dispatcher will look for amapping table named
PORT_ACCESS. If present, the Dispatcher will format connection information in the following form:

TCP|server-address|server-port|client-address|client-port

TheDispatcher tries tomatch against all PORT_ACCESSmapping entries. If the result of themapping
contains $N or $F, the connection will be immediately closed.Any other result of themapping
indicates that the connection is to be accepted. $N or $Fmay optionally be followed by a rejection
message. If present, themessage will be sent back down the connection just prior to closure. Note
that a CRLF terminator will be appended to the string before it is sent back down the connection.

Note –TheMMPdoes notmake use of the PORT_ACCESSmapping table. If you wish to reject SMTP
connections from certain IP addresses and you are using theMMP, youmust use the TCPAccess
option. See “To ConfigureMailAccess withMMP” on page 168 control SMTP connections using
mapping tables, use the INTERNAL_IPmapping table (see “Allowing SMTPRelaying for External
Sites” on page 490

The flag $< followed by an optional string causesMessaging Server to send the string to syslog
(UNIX) or to the event log (NT) if themapping probematches. The flag $> followed by an optional
string causesMessaging Server to send the string as to syslog (UNIX) or to the event log (NT) if
access is rejected. If bit 1 of the LOG_CONNECTIONMTAoption is set and the $N flag is set so that the
connection is rejected, then also specifying the $T flag will cause a “T” entry to be written to the
connection log. If bit 4 of the LOG_CONNECTIONMTAoption is set, then site-supplied text may be
provided in the PORT_ACCESS entry to include in the “C” connection log entries. To specify such text,
include two vertical bar characters in the right-hand side of the entry, followed by the desired text.
Table 17–3 lists the available flags.

TABLE 17–3PORT_ACCESSMapping Flags

Flag Description

$Y Allow access.

Flags with arguments, in argument reading order+

$< string Send string to syslog (UNIX) or to the event log (NT) if probematches.

$> string Send string to syslog (UNIX) or to the event log (NT) if access is rejected.

$N string Reject access with the optional error text string

$F string Synonym for $N string; that is, reject access with the optional error text string
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TABLE 17–3PORT_ACCESSMapping Flags (Continued)
Flag Description

$T text If bit 1 (value 2) of the LOG_CONNECTIONMTAoption is set and the $N flag is set so that
the connection is rejected, then $T causes a “T” entry to be written to the connection
log. The T log entry will include the entire mapping result string ($N and its string).

+To usemultiple flags with arguments, separate the arguments with the vertical bar character, |, placing the
arguments in the order listed in this table.

For example, the followingmapping will only accept SMTP connections (to port 25, the normal
SMTPport) from a single network, except for a particular host singled out for rejection without
explanatory text:

PORT_ACCESS

TCP|*|25|192.123.10.70|* $N500

TCP|*|25|192.123.10.*|* $Y

TCP|*|25|*|* $N500$ Bzzzt$ thank$ you$ for$ playing.

Note that you will need to restart the Dispatcher after making any changes to the PORT_ACCESS
mapping table so that the Dispatcher will see the changes. (If you are using a compiledMTA
configuration, you will first need to recompile your configuration to get the change incorporated into
the compiled configuration.)

The PORT_ACCESSmapping table is specifically intended for performing IP-based rejections. For
more general control at the email address level, the SEND_ACCESS or MAIL_ACCESSmapping table,
might bemore appropriate.

To Limit Specified IPAddress Connections to theMTA
Aparticular IP address can be limited to how often it connects to theMTAby using the shared
library, conn_throttle.so in the PortAccess mapping table. Limiting connections by particular IP
addresses may be useful for preventing excessive connections used in denial-of-service attacks.

conn_throttle.so is a shared library used in a PORT_ACCESSmapping table to limitMTA
connectionsmade too frequently from particular IP addresses.All configuration options are
specified as parameters to the connection throttle shared library as follows:

$[msg_svr_base/lib/conn_throttle.so,throttle,IP-address,max-rate]

IP-address is the dotted-decimal address of the remote system.max-rate is the connections per
minute that shall be the enforcedmaximum rate for this IP-address.

The routine name throttle_pmay be used instead of throttle for a penalizing version of the
routine. throttle_pwill deny connections in the future if they’ve connected toomany times in the
past. If themaximum rate is 100, and 250 connections have been attempted in the past minute, not
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only will the remote site be blocked after the first 100 connections in that minute, but they’ll also be
blocked during the secondminute. In other words, after eachminute, max-rate is deducted from the
total number of connections attempted and the remote system is blocked as long as the total number
of connections is greater than themaximum rate.

If the IP-address specified has not exceeded themaximum connections perminute rate, the shared
library callout will fail.

If the rate has been exceeded, the callout will succeed, but will return nothing. This is done in a $C/$E
combination as in the example:

PORT_ACCESS

TCP|*|25|*|* \

$C$[msg_svr_base/lib/conn_throttle.so,throttle,$1,10] \

$N421$ Connection$ not$ accepted$ at$ this$ time$E

Where,

$C continues themapping process starting with the next table entry; uses the output string of this
entry as the new input string for themapping process.

$[msg_svr_base/lib/conn_throttle.so,throttle,$1,10] is the library call with throttle as the
library routine, $1 as the server IPAddress, and 10 the connections perminute threshold.

$N421$ Connection$ not$ accepted$ at$ this$ time rejects access and returns the 421 SMTP
code (transient negative completion) along with themessage “Connection not accepted at this time.”

$E ends themapping process now. It uses the output string from this entry as the final result of the
mapping process.

WhenAccess ControlsAreApplied
Messaging Server checks access control mappings as early as possible. Exactly when this happens
depends upon the email protocol in use—when the information that must be checked becomes
available.

For the SMTPprotocol, a FROM_ACCESS rejection occurs in response to theMAILFROM: command,
before the sending side can send the recipient information or themessage data.ASEND_ACCESS or
MAIL_ACCESS rejection occurs in response to the RCPTTO: command, before the sending side gets
to send themessage data. If an SMTPmessage is rejected,Messaging Server never accepts or sees the
message data, thusminimizing the overhead of performing such rejections.

If multiple access control mapping tables exist, Messaging Server checks them all. That is, a
FROM_ACCESS, a SEND_ACCESS, an ORIG_SEND_ACCESS, a MAIL_ACCESS, and ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS
mapping tables may all be in effect.
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ToTestAccess ControlMappings
The imsimta test -rewrite utility—particularly with the -from, -source_channel, -sender and
-destination_channel options—can be useful in testing access control mappings. See“imsimta
test” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for details. The
example below shows a sample SEND_ACCESSmapping table and the resulting probe.

MAPPING TABLE:

SEND_ACCESS

tcp_local|friendly@siroe.com|l|User@sesta.com $Y

tcp_local|unwelcome@varrius.com|l|User@sesta.com $NGo$ away!

PROBE:

$ TEST/REWRITE/FROM="friendly@siroe.com" -

_$ /SOURCE=tcp_local/DESTINATION=l User@sesta.com

...

Submitted address list:

l

User (SESTA.COM) *NOTIFY FAILURES* *NOTIFY DELAYS* Submitted

notifications list:

$ TEST/REWRITE/FROM="unwelcome@varrius.com" -

_$ /SOURCE=tcp_local/DESTINATION=l User@sesta.com

...

Submitted address list:

Address list error -- 5.7.1 Go away! User@sesta.com

Submitted notifications list:

ToAddSMTPRelaying
Messaging Serveris, by default, configured to block attempted SMTP relays; that is, it rejects
attemptedmessage submissions to external addresses from unauthenticated external sources
(external systems are any other system than the host on which the server itself resides). This default
configuration is quite aggressive in blocking SMTP relaying in that it considers all other systems to
be external systems.

IMAP and POP clients that attempt to submit messages via theMessaging Server system’s SMTP
server destined for external addresses, and who do not authenticate using SMTPAUTH (SASL), will
find their submission attempts rejected. Thus, you will likely want tomodify your configuration so
that it recognizes your own internal systems and subnets fromwhich relaying should always be
accepted.
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Which systems and subnets are recognized as internal is normally controlled by the INTERNAL_IP
mapping table, whichmay be found inmsg_svr_base/config/mappings

For instance, on aMessaging Server whose IP address is 123.45.67.89, the default INTERNAL_IP
mapping table would appear as follows:

INTERNAL_IP

$(123.45.67.89/32) $Y

127.0.0.1 $Y

* $N

Here the initial entry, using the $(IP-pattern/signicant-prefix-bits) syntax, is specifying that
any IP address that matches all 32 bits of 123.45.67.89 shouldmatch and be considered internal. The
second entry recognizes the loopback IP address 127.0.0.1 as internal. The final entry specifies that all
other IP addresses should not be considered internal. Note that all entries must be preceded by at
least one space.

Youmay add additional entries by specifying additional IP addresses or subnets before the final $N
entry. These entries must specify an IP address or subnet (using the $(.../...) syntax to specify a
subnet) on the left side and $Y on the right side. Or youmaymodify the existing $(.../...) entry to
accept amore general subnet.

For instance, if this same sample site has a class-C network, that is, it owns all of the 123.45.67.0
subnet, then the site would want tomodify the initial entry by changing the number of bits used in
matching the address. In themapping table below, we change from 32 bits to 24 bits. This allows all
clients on the class-C network to relaymail through this SMTP relay server.

INTERNAL_IP

$(123.45.67.89/24) $Y

127.0.0.1 $Y

* $N

Or if the site owns only those IP addresses in the range 123.45.67.80-123.45.67.99, then the site would
want to use:

INTERNAL_IP

! Match IP addresses in the range 123.45.67.80-123.45.67.95

$(123.45.67.80/28) $Y

! Match IP addresses in the range 123.45.67.96-123.45.67.99

$(123.45.67.96/30) $Y

127.0.0.1 $Y

* $N
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Note that the imsimta test -match utility can be useful for checking whether an IP address matches
a particular $(.../...) test condition. The imsimta test -mapping utility can be more generally useful
in checking that your INTERNAL_IPmapping table returns the desired results for various IP address
inputs.

After modifying your INTERNAL_IPmapping table, be sure to issue the imsimta restart command
(if you are not running with a compiled configuration) or an imsimta cnbuild followed by an
imsimta restart smtp (if you are running with a compiled configuration) so that the changes take
effect.

Further information on themapping file and general mapping table format, as well as information
on imsimta command line utilities, can be found in theMessaging Server ReferenceManual.

AllowingSMTPRelaying for External Sites
All internal IP addresses should be added to the INTERNAL_IPmapping table as discussed above. If
you have friendly or companion systems/sites fromwhich you wish to allow SMTP relaying, the
simplest approach is to include them along with your true internal IP addresses in your INTERNAL_IP
mapping table.

If you don’t wish to consider these as true internal systems/sites, (for instance, if for logging or other
control purposes you wish to distinguish between true internal systems versus the friendly
non-internal systems with relay privileges), there are other ways to configure the system.

One approach is to set up a special channel for receivingmessages from such friendly systems. Do
this by creating a tcp_friendly channel akin to your existing tcp_internal channel with official host
name tcp_friendly-daemon, and a FRIENDLY_IPmapping table akin to your INTERNAL_IPmapping
table that lists the friendly system IP addresses. Then right after the current rewrite rule:

! Do mapping lookup for internal IP addresses

[] $E$R${INTERNAL_IP,$L}$U%[$L]@tcp_intranet-daemon

add a new rewrite rule:

! Do mapping lookup for "friendly", non-internal IP addresses

[] $E$R${FRIENDLY_IP,$L}$U%[$L]@tcp_friendly-daemon

An alternate approach is to add to your ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table above the final $N entry,
new entries of the form

tcp_local|*@siroe.com|tcp_local|* $Y

where siroe.com is the name of a friendly domain, and to add an ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmapping table
of the form:

ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS

TCP|*|25|$(match-siroe.com-IP-addresses)|*|SMTP|MAIL| \

tcp_local|*@siroe.com|tcp_local|* $Y

TCP|*|*|*|*|SMTP|MAIL|tcp_local|*|tcp_local|* $N
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where the $(...) IP address syntax is the same syntax described in the previous section. The
ORIG_SEND_ACCESS check will succeed as long as the address is ok, so we can go ahead and also do the
ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS check which is more stringent and will only succeed if the IP address also
corresponds to an siroe.com IP address.

Configuring SMTPRelayBlocking
You can use access control mappings to prevent people from relaying SMTPmail through your
Messaging Server system. For example, you can prevent people from using yourmail system to relay
junkmail to hundreds or thousands of Internet mailboxes.

By default, Messaging Server prevents all SMTP relaying activity, including relaying by local POP and
IMAPusers.

Blocking unauthorized relaying while allowing it for legitimate local users requires configuring
Messaging Server to know how to distinguish between the two classes of users. For example, local
users using POPor IMAPdepend uponMessaging Server to act as an SMTP relay.

To prevent SMTP relay, youmust be able to:

� Differentiate Between Internal and ExternalMail
� “DifferentiateAuthenticated Users’ Mail” on page 493
� “PreventMail Relay” on page 493

To enable SMTP relay by internal hosts and clients, youmust add your “internal” IP addresses or
subnets to the INTERNAL_IPmapping table.

How theMTADifferentiates Between Internal and
ExternalMail
In order to blockmail relaying activities, theMTAmust first be able to differentiate between internal
mail originated at your site and external mail originated out on the Internet and passing through
your system back out to the Internet. The former class of mail you want to permit; the latter class you
want to block. This differentiation is achieved using the switchchannel keyword on your inbound
SMTP channel, usually the tcp_local channel, and is set by default.

The switchchannel keyword works by causing the SMTP server to look at the actual IP address
associated with the incoming SMTP connection.Messaging Server uses that IP address, in
conjunction with your rewrite rules, to differentiate between an SMTP connection originated within
your domain and a connection from outside of your domain. This information can then be used to
segregate themessage traffic between internal and external traffic.

TheMTAconfiguration described below is setup by default so that the server can differentiate
between your internal and external message traffic.

� In the configuration file, immediately before the local channel, is a defaults channel with the
noswitchchannel keyword:

Configuring SMTPRelay Blocking
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! final rewrite rules

defaults noswitchchannel

! Local store

ims-ms ...

� The incoming TCP/IP channel specifies the switchchannel and remotehost keywords; for
example:

tcp_local smtp single_sys mx switchchannel remotehost

TCP-DAEMON

� After the incoming TCP/IP channel definition, is a similar channel with a different name; for
example:

tcp_intranet smtp single_sys mx allowswitchchannel routelocal

tcp_intranet-daemon

The routelocal channel keyword causes theMTA, when rewriting an address to the channel, to
attempt to “short circuit” any explicit routing in the address through this channel, thereby
blocking possible attempts to relay bymeans of looping through internal SMTPhosts via
explicitly source routed addresses.

With the above configuration settings, SMTPmail generated within your domain will come in via
the tcp_intranet channel.All other SMTPmail will come in via the tcp_local channel. Mail is
distinguished between internal and external based uponwhich channel it comes in on.

How does this work? The key is the switchchannel keyword. The keyword is applied to the
tcp_local channel.When amessage comes in your SMTP server, that keyword causes the server to
look at the source IP address associated with the incoming connection. The server attempts a
reverse-pointing envelope rewrite of the literal IP address of the incoming connection, looking for an
associated channel. If the source IP address matches an IP address or subnet in your INTERNAL_IP
mapping table, the rewrite rule which calls out to that mapping table causes the address to rewrite to
the tcp_intranet channel.

Since the tcp_intranet channel is marked with the allowswitchchannel keyword, themessage is
switched to the tcp_intranet channel and comes in on that channel. If themessage comes in from a
systemwhose IP address is not in the INTERNAL_IPmapping table, the reverse-pointing envelope
rewrite will either rewrite to the tcp_local or, perhaps to some other channel. However, it will not
rewrite to the tcp_intranet channel and since all other channels aremarked noswitchchannel by
default, themessage will not switch to another channel and will remain with the tcp_local channel.

Note –Note that anymapping table or conversion file entries which use the string “tcp_local”may
need to be changed to either “tcp_*” or “tcp_intranet” depending upon the usage.
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DifferentiateAuthenticatedUsers’Mail
Your site might have “local” client users who are not part of your physical network.When these users
submit mail, themessage submissions come in from an external IP address—for instance, arbitrary
Internet Service Providers. If your users usemail clients that can perform SASLauthentication, then
their authenticated connections can be distinguished from arbitrary other external connections. The
authenticated submissions you can then permit, while denying non-authenticated relay submission
attempts. Differentiating between authenticated and non-authenticated connections is achieved
using the saslswitchchannel keyword on your inbound SMTP channel, usually the tcp_local
channel.

The saslswitchchannel keyword takes an argument specifying the channel to switch to; if an SMTP
sender succeeds in authenticating, then their submittedmessages are considered to come in the
specified switched to channel.

� ToAddDistinguishingAuthenticated Submissions

In your configuration file, add a newTCP/IP channel definitionwith a distinct name; for example:

tcp_auth smtp single_sys mx mustsaslserver noswitchchannel TCP-INTERNAL

This channel should not allow regular channel switching (that is, it should have noswitchchannel
on it either explicitly or implied by a prior defaults line). This channel should have mustsaslserver
on it.

Modify your tcp_local channel by adding maysaslserver and saslswitchchannel tcp_auth, as
shown in the following example:
tcp_local smtp mx single_sys maysaslserver saslswitchchannel \

tcp_auth switchchannel

|TCP-DAEMON

With this configuration, SMTPmail sent by users who can authenticate with a local password will
now come in the tcp_auth channel. Unauthenticated SMTPmail sent from internal hosts will still
come in tcp_internal. All other SMTPmail will come in tcp_local.

PreventMail Relay
Now to the point of this example: preventing unauthorized people from relaying SMTPmail through
your system. First, keep inmind that you want to allow local users to relay SMTPmail. For instance,
POP and IMAPusers rely upon usingMessaging Server to send their mail. Note that local users may
either be physically local, in which case their messages come in from an internal IP address, or may
be physically remote but able to authenticate themselves as local users.

You want to prevent random people out on the Internet from using your server as a relay.With the
configuration described in the following sections, you can differentiate between these classes of users
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and block the correct class. Specifically, you want to blockmail from coming in your tcp_local
channel and going back out that same channel. To that end, an ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table is
used.

An ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping tablemay be used to block traffic based upon the source and
destination channel. In this case, traffic from and back to the tcp_local channel is to be blocked.
This is realized with the following ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table:

ORIG_SEND_ACCESS

tcp_local|*|tcp_local|* $NRelaying$ not$ permitted

In this example, the entry states that messages cannot come in the tcp_local channel and go right
back out it. That is, this entry disallows external mail from coming in your SMTP server and being
relayed right back out to the Internet.

An ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table is used rather than a SEND_ACCESSmapping table so that the
blocking will not apply to addresses that originally match the ims-ms channel (but whichmay
expand via an alias ormailing list definition back to an external address).With a SEND_ACCESS
mapping table one would have to go to extra lengths to allow outsiders to send tomailing lists that
expand back out to external users, or to send to users who forward their messages back out to
external addresses.

ToUseDNSLookups IncludingRBLChecking for SMTP
RelayBlocking
In theMessaging Server, there are a number of different ways to ensure that all mail accepted for
delivery or forwarding comes from an address with a valid DNS name. The simplest way is to put the
mailfromdnsverify channel keyword on the tcp_local channel.

Messaging Server also provides the dns_verify programwhich allows you to ensure that all mail
accepted for delivery or forwarding comes from an address with a valid DNS name using the
following rule in ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS:

ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS

TCP|*|*|*|*|SMTP|MAIL|*|*@*|*|* \

$[msg_svr_base/lib/dns_verify.so, \

dns_verify,$6|$$y|$$NInvalid$ host:$ $$6$ -$ %e]

The line breaks in the above example are syntactically significant in suchmapping entries. The
backslash character is a way of legally continuing on to the next line.

The dns_verify image can also be used to check incoming connections against things like the RBL
(Realtime Blackhole List), MAPS (MailAbuse Prevention System, DUL (Dial-upUser List), or ORBS
(Open Relay Behavior-modification System) lists as another attempt to protect against UBE.As with
the new mailfromdnsverify keyword, there’s also a separate “simpler to configure” approach one
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can use for such checks rather than doing the dns_verify callout. The simpler approach is to use the
DNS_VERIFY_DOMAIN option in the dispatcher.cnf file. For example, in the [SERVICE=SMTP]
section, set instances of the option to the various lists you want to check against:

[SERVICE=SMTP]

PORT=25

! ...rest of normal options...

DNS_VERIFY_DOMAIN=rbl.maps.vix.com

DNS_VERIFY_DOMAIN=dul.maps.vix.com!

...etc...

In this case, messages are rejected at the SMTP level, that is, themessages are rejected during the
SMTPdialogue and thus never sent to theMTA. The disadvantage of this simpler approach is that it
does the checks for all normal incoming SMTPmessages including those from internal users. This is
less efficient and potentially problematic if your Internet connectivity goes down.An alternative is to
call out to dns_verify from a PORT_ACCESSmapping table or ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmapping table. In
the PORT_ACCESSmapping table, you can have an initial entry or entries that don’t check for local
internal IP addresses ormessage submitters and a later entry that does the desired check for everyone
else. Or, in an ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmapping table, if you only apply the check onmessages coming in
the tcp_local channel then you’re skipping it formessages coming from your internal
systems/clients. Examples using the entry points to dns_verify are shown below.

PORT_ACCESS

! Allow internal connections in unconditionally

*|*|*|*|* $C$|INTERNAL_IP;$3|$Y$E

! Check other connections against RBL list

TCP|*|25|*|* \

$C$[msg_svr_base/lib/dns_verify.so,\
dns_verify_domain_port,$1,rbl.maps.vix.com.]EXTERNAL$E

ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS

TCP|*|25|*|*|SMTP|*|tcp_local|*@*|*|* \

$C$[msg_svr_base/lib/dns_verify.so,\
dns_verify_domain,$1,rbl.maps.vix.com.]$E

Support forDNS-basedDatabases
The dns_verify program supports DNS-based databases used to determine incoming SMTP
connections that might send unsolicited bulkmail. Some of the publicly available DNS databases do
not contain TXT records that are typically used for this purpose. Instead, they only contain A records.

In a typical setup, the TXT record found in the DNS for a particular IP address contains an error
message suitable to return to the SMTP client when refusing amessage. But, if a TXT record is not
found and an A record is found, then versions of dns_verify prior toMessaging Server 5.2 returned
themessage “No error text available.”
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dns_verify now supports an option that specifies a default text that is used in the event that no TXT
record is available. For example, the following PORT_ACCESSmapping table shows how to enable this
option:

PORT_ACCESS

*|*|*|*|* $C$|INTERNAL_IP;$3|$Y$E \

TCP|*|25|*|* \

$C$[<msg_svr_base/lib/dns_verify.so \

,dns_verify_domain_port,$1,dnsblock.siroe.com,Your$ host$ ($1)$ \

found$ on$ dnsblock$ list]$E

* $YEXTERNAL

In this example, if the remote system is found in a query in the domain dnsblock.siroe.com, but no
TXT record is available, then the followingmessage is returned, “Your host a.b.c.d found on dnsblock
list.”

Handling LargeNumbers ofAccess Entries
Sites that use very large numbers of entries inmapping tables should consider organizing their
mapping tables to have a few general wildcarded entries that call out to the general database for the
specific lookups. It is muchmore efficient to have a fewmapping table entries calling out to the
general database for specific lookups than to have huge numbers of entries directly in themapping
table.

One case in particular is that some sites like to have per user controls on who can send and receive
Internet email. Such controls are conveniently implemented using an access mapping table such as
ORIG_SEND_ACCESS. For such uses, efficiency and performance can be greatly improved by storing
the bulk of the specific information (e.g., specific addresses) in the general database withmapping
table entries structured to call out appropriately to the general database.

For example, consider the ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table shown below.

ORIG_SEND_ACCESS

! Users allowed to send to Internet

!

*|adam@siroe.com|tcp_local|* $Y

*|betty@siroe.com|tcp_local|* $Y

! ...etc...

!

! Users not allowed to send to Internet

!

*|norman@siroe.com|tcp_local|* $NInternet$ access$ not$ permitted

*|opal@siroe.com|tcp_local|* $NInternet$ access$ not$ permitted

! ...etc...

!
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! Users allowed to receive from the Internet

!

tcp_*|*|*|adam@siroe.com $Y

tcp_*|*|*|betty@siroe.com $Y

! ...etc...

!

! Users not allowed to receive from the Internet

!

tcp_*|*|*|norman@siroe.com $NInternet$ e-mail$ not$ accepted

tcp_*|*|*|opal@siroe.com $NInternet$ e-mail$ not$ accepted

! ...etc...

Rather than using such amapping table with each user individually entered into the table, a more
efficient setup (muchmore efficient if hundreds or thousands of user entries are involved) is shown
in the example below, which shows sample source text file for a general database and a sample
ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table. To compile this source file into database format run the imsimta
crdb command:

% imsimta crdb input-file-spec output-database-spec

for detailed information about the imsimta crdb utility, refer to the “imsimta crdb” in Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

DATABASE ENTRIES

SEND|adam@domain.com $Y

SEND|betty@domain.com $Y

! ...etc...

SEND|norman@domain.com $NInternet$ access$ not$ permitted

SEND|opal@domain.com $NInternet$ access$ not$ permitted

! ...etc...

RECV|adam@domain.com $Y

RECV|betty@domain.com $Y

! ...etc...

RECV|norman@domain.com $NInternet$ e-mail$ not$ accepted

RECV|opal@domain.com $NInternet$ e-mail$ not$ accepted

MAPPING TABLE

ORIG_SEND_ACCESS

! Check if may send to Internet

!

*|*|*|tcp_local $C${SEND|$1}$E

!

! Check if may receive from Internet

!
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tcp_*|*|*|* $C${RECV|$3}$E

In this example, the use of the arbitrary strings SEND| and RECV| in the general database left-hand
sides (and hence in the general database probes generated by themapping table) provides a way to
distinguish between the two sorts of probes beingmade. The wrapping of the general database
probes with the $C and $E flags, as shown, is typical of mapping table callouts to the general
database.

The above example showed a case of simplemapping table probes getting checked against general
database entries. Mapping tables withmuchmore complex probes can also benefit from use of the
general database.

PART2.MAILBOXFILTERS
Mailbox filters, also called Sieve filters, filter messages containing specified strings found in the
message headers and apply specified actions to thesemail message.Administrators can filter mail
streams going to a user, through a channel, or through anMTA.Messaging Server filters are stored
on the server and evaluated by the server, hence, they are sometimes called server-side rules (SSR).

This part contains the following sections:

� “PART 2.MAILBOX FILTERS” on page 498
� “Sieve Filtering Overview” on page 499
� “To Create User-level Filters” on page 499
� “To Create Channel-level Filters” on page 500
� “To CreateMTA-Wide Filters” on page 502
� “ToDebugUser-level Filters” on page 503

Sieve Filter Support
Messaging Server filters are based on the Sieve filtering language, Draft 9 of the Sieve Internet Draft.
See RFC3028 formore information about Sieve syntax and semantics. In addition,Messaging Server
also supports the following Sieve extensions:

� jettison. Similar to discard in that it causesmessages to be silently discarded, but unlike
discard, which does nothing but cancel the implicit keep, jettison forces a discard to be
performed. The behavioral difference is only relevant whenmultiple Sieve filters are involved.
For example, a system level discard can be overridden by a user Sieve filter explicitly specifying
keep, whereas a system level jettisonwill override anything done by a user Sieve.

� Head-of-household Sieve filters. Provides ameans by which one user can specify a Sieve filter
for another user. Uses two LDAP attributes in a user entry controlled by theseMTAoptions:

� LDAP_PARENTAL_CONTROLS - Specifies an attribute containing a string value of either Yes or
No. Yesmeans a head of household Sieve is to be applied to this entry, Nomeans no such Sieve
is to be applied. No default.
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� LDAP_FILTER_REFERENCE - Specifies an attribute containing a DN pointing to a directory
entry where the head of household Sieve can be found. No default.

The entry containing the head of household Sievemust contain two attributes specified by
the followingMTAoptions:

� LDAP_HOH_FILTER - Specifies an attribute containing the head of household Sieve. The value
of this option defaults to mailSieveRuleSource.

� LDAP_HOH_OWNER - Specifies an attribute containing the email address of the owner of the
head of household. The value of this option defaults to mail.

Both of these attributes must be present for the head of household Sieve to work.

Sieve FilteringOverview
ASieve filter consists of one ormore conditional actions to apply to amail message depending upon
a string found in themessage header.As an administrator, you can create channel-level filters and
MTA-wide filters to prevent delivery of unwantedmail. Users can create per-user filters for their own
mailboxes usingMessenger Express. Specific instructions for this are described in theMessenger
Express on-line help.

The server applies filters in the following priority:

1. User-level filters

If a personal mailbox filter explicitly accepts or rejects amessage, then filter processing for that
message finishes. But if the recipient user had nomailbox filter—or if the user’s mailbox filter did
not explicitly apply to themessage in question—Messaging Server next applies the channel-level
filter. Per-user filters are set

2. Channel-level filter

If the channel-level filter explicitly accepts or rejects amessage, then filter processing for that
message finishes. Otherwise, Messaging Server next applies theMTA-wide filter, if there is one.

3. MTA-wide filter

By default, each user has nomailbox filter.When a user uses theMessenger Express interface to
create one ormore filters, then their filters are stored in the Directory and retrieved by theMTA
during the directory synchronization process.

ToCreateUser-level Filters
Per-usermail filters apply tomessages destined for a particular user’s mailbox. Per-usermail filters
can only be created usingMessenger Express.
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ToCreate Channel-level Filters
Channel-level filters apply to eachmessage enqueued to a channel.A typical use for this type of filter
is to blockmessages going through a specific channel.

TABLE 17–4 filterChannel KeywordURL-pattern Substitution Tags (Case-insensitive)

Tag Meaning

* Perform group expansion.

** Expand the attribute mailForwardingAddress. This
can be amultivalued attribute resulting in several
delivery addresses being produced.

$$ Substitute in the $ character

$\ Force subsequent text to lower case

$^ Force subsequent text to upper case

$_ Perform no case conversion on subsequent text

$~ Substitute in the file path for the home directory
associated with the local part of the address

$1S As $S, but if no subaddress is available just insert
nothing

$2S As $S, but if no subaddress is available insert nothing
and delete the preceding character

$3S As $S, but if no subaddress is available insert nothing
and ignore the following character

$A Substitute in the address, local-part@ host.domain

$D Substitute in host.domain

$E Insert the value of the second spare attribute,
LDAP_SPARE_1

$F Insert the name of the delivery file
(mailDeliveryFileURL attribute)

$G Insert the value of the second spare attribute,
LDAP_SPARE_2

$H Substitute in host

$I Insert the hosted domain (part of UID to the right of
the separator specified by domainUidSeparator). Fail
if no hosted domain is available
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TABLE 17–4 filterChannel KeywordURL-pattern Substitution Tags (Case-insensitive) (Continued)
Tag Meaning

$1I As $I, but if no hosted domain is available just insert
nothing

$2I As $I, but if no hosted domain is available insert
nothing and delete the preceding character

$3I As $I, but if no hosted domain is available insert
nothing and ignore the following character

$L Substitute in local-part

$M Insert the UID, stripped of any hosted domain

$P Insert themethod name (mailProgramDeliveryInfo
attribute)

$S Insert the subaddress associated with the current
address. The subaddress is that part of the user part of
the original address after the subaddress separator,
usually +, but can be specified by theMTAoption
SUBADDRESS_CHAR. Fail if no subaddress is given

$U Insert themailbox part of the current address. This is
either the whole of the address to the left of the @ sign,
or that part of the left hand side of the address before
the subaddress separator, +.

� ToCreate aChannel-level Filter
Write the filter using Sieve.

Store the filter in a file in the followingdirectory:

../config/file.filter

The filemust be world readable and owned by theMTA’s uid.

Include the following in the channel configuration:

destinationfilter file:IMTA_TABLE:file.filter

Recompile the configuration and restart theDispatcher.

Note that changes to the filter file do not require a recompile or restart of the Dispatcher.

The destinationfilter channel keyword enables message filtering onmessages enqueued to the
channel to which it is applied. The sourcefilter channel keyword enables message filtering on
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messages enqueued by (from) the channel to which it is applied. These keywords each have one
required parameter which specifies the path to the corresponding channel filter file associated with
the channel.

The syntax for the destinationfilter channel keyword is:
destinationfilter URL-patternThe syntax for the sourcefilter channel keyword is:

sourcefilter URL-patternwhere URL-pattern is a URL specifying the path to the filter file

for the channel in question. In the following example, channel-name is the name of the

channel.

destinationfilter file:///usr/tmp/filters/channel-name.filter

The filter channel keyword enables message filtering on the channels to which it is applied. The
keyword has one required parameter which specifies the path to the filter files associated with each
envelope recipient who receivesmail via the channel.

The syntax for the filter channel keyword is

filter URL-pattern

URL-pattern is a URL that, after processing special substitution sequences, yields the path to the filter
file for a given recipient address.URL-pattern can contain special substitution sequences that, when
encountered, are replaced with strings derived from the recipient address, local-part@host.domain
in question. These substitution sequences are shown in Table 17–4.

The fileinto keyword specifies how to alter an address when amailbox filter fileinto operator is
applied. The following example specifies that the folder name should be inserted as a subaddress into
the original address, replacing any originally present subaddress:

fileinto $U+$S@$D

ToCreateMTA-Wide Filters
MTA-wide filters apply to all messages enqueued to theMTA.Atypical use for this type of filter is to
block unsolicited bulk email or other unwantedmessages regardless of themessages’ destinations. To
create anMTA-wide filter:

� ToCreateMTA-Wide Filters
Write the filter using Sieve

Store the filter in the followingfile:

../imta/config/imta.filter

This filter file must be world readable. It is used automatically, if it exists.
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Recompile the configuration and restart theDispatcher

When using a compiled configuration, theMTA-wide filter file is incorporated into the compiled
configuration.

RoutingDiscardedMessagesOut the FILTER_DISCARD
Channel
By default, messages discarded via amailbox filter are immediately discarded (deleted) from the
system. However, when users are first setting upmailbox filters (and perhapsmakingmistakes), or
for debugging purposes, it can be useful to have the deletion operation delayed for a period.

To havemailbox filter discardedmessages temporarily retained on the system for later deletion, first
add a filter_discard channel to yourMTAconfiguration with the notices channel keyword
specifying the length of time (normally number of days) to retain themessages before deleting them,
as shown in the following example:

filter_discard notices 7

FILTER-DISCARD

Then set the option FILTER_DISCARD=2 in theMTAoption file. Messages in the filter_discard
queue area should be considered to be in an extension of users’ personal wastebasket folders.As such,
note that warningmessages are never sent formessages in the filter_discard queue area, nor are
suchmessages returned to their senders when a bounce or return is requested. Rather, the only action
taken for suchmessages is to eventually silently delete them, either when the final notices value
expires, or if a manual bounce is requested using a utility such as imsimta return.

Prior toMessaging Server 6 2004Q2, the use of the filter_discard channel by the jettison Sieve
action was controlled by the FILTER_DISCARDMTAoption. This is now controlled by the option
FILTER_JETTISON, which takes its default from the FILTER_DISCARD setting. FILTER_DISCARD in
turn defaults to 1 (discards go to the bitbucket channel).

ToDebugUser-level Filters
If a user complains that a Sieve filter is not behaving as expected, there are a number of steps you can
take to debug the filters. These are described here.

� ToDebugUser-level Filters
For fileintofiltering towork, check that in the imta.cnffile that the ims-ms channel ismarked as
follows:

fileinto $u+$s@$d
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Get the user level filters from the user’s LDAP entry.

User level filters are stored in their LDAP entry under the MailSieveRuleSource attribute(s). To
retrieve this with a ldapsearch command, remember they are base64 encoded so you will need to
decode the output by using the -Bo switch.
./ldapsearch -D "cn=directory manager" -w password -b

"o=alcatraz.sesta.com,o=isp" -Bo uid=test

The imsimta test -rewrite command, described below, will also automatically decode them.

Verify that the user’s filters are being seenby theMTA.

Issue the command:

# imsimta test -rewrite -filter -debug user@sesta.com

This should output the user’s Sieve filters that you retrieve in the previous step. If you do not see the
filters, then you need to figure out why the LDAP entry isn’t returning them. If the imsimta test
-rewrite output shows the filters, then you know that the user’s filters are being seen by theMTA.
The next step is to test the interpretation of the filters by using the imsimta test -expression
command.

Use imsimta test -exp to debug the user’s filter. The following information is required:

a. The user’s Sieve language statements from their mailSieveRuleSource attribute. See the steps
above.

b. The rfc2822message thatwas supposed to trigger the filter.

c. Description ofwhat they expected the filter to do to themessage.

Create a text file (example: temp.filter) containing the Sieve language statements based on the
user’s mailSieveRuleSource: values. Example:

require "fileinto";

if anyof(header :contains

["To","Cc","Bcc","Resent-to","Resent-cc",

"Resent-bcc"] "commsqa"){

fileinto "QMSG";

}

Expected result: if commsqa is a recipient for this message, then file themessage into a folder called
QMSG.

Create a text file called test.msg that contains the contents of the rfc2822message file supplied by
user.

You can either use a .msg file from the user’s message store area, or create a text file called
test_rfc2822.msg that contains the contents of the rfc2822message file supplied by user.
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Use the imsimta test -exp command:
# imsimta test -exp -mm -block -input=temp.filter -message=test_rfc2822.msg

Examine the output.
The last lines of the imsimta test -exp command will show the result of the Sieve interpretation.
They will look like this:
Sieve Result: []

or this:

Sieve Result: [action]

where action is the action that would be done as a result of applying the Sieve filter on this message.

If the criteria of the filter matched, you will have some action displayed as the result. If nothing
matched, then the Sieve result will be blank, and there is either a logic error in the Sieve filter or the
.msg file doesn’t containmatching information. If you get any other error, then there is a syntax error
in the Sieve script file, and you need to debug it.

Formore details on the output, see “imsimta test -expOutput” on page 505.

If the filter is syntactically valid and results are correct, then the next step is to examine a
tcp_local_slave.log debug log file.
It may be that themessage file you’re testing and the one being sent aren’t identical. The only way to
see what’s being received is to examine a tcp_local_slave.log file. This log will show you the exact
message being sent to theMTAand how the filter is being applied to that message.

Formore information on getting a tcp_local_slave.log debug file, see the slave_debug keyword
in “Debugging Keywords” on page 380.

imsimta test -expOutput
The full command imsimta test -exp for is as follows:

# imsimta test -exp -mm -block -input=temp.filter -message=rfc2822.msg

An example of the output is as follows:

EXAMPLE 17–4 imsimta test -exp Output

# imsimta test -exp -mm -block -input tmp.filter -message=rfc2822.msg

Expression: if header :contains ["to"] ["pamw"] (1)
Expression: {

Expression: redirect "usr3@sesta.com";

Expression: keep;

Expression: }

Expression:

Expression: Dump: header:2000114;0 3 1 :contains 1 "to" 1

"pamw" if 8 ;

Dump: redirect:2000121;0 1 1 "usr3@sesta.com" ; keep:2000117;0 (2)
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EXAMPLE 17–4 imsimta test -exp Output (Continued)

Dump: 0

Result: 0

Filter result: [ redirect "usr3@sesta.com" keep ] (3)

1)The Expression: output lines show the filter being read and parsed from tmp.filter text file.
These are not particularly useful in debugging the script.

2)The Dump: output lines are the result of the computer interpreting the Sieve statements. You
should not see any errors and the output should seem tomatch your input. For example the dump
shows the word redirect, usr3@sesta.comwhich is like the line in the filter file redirect
"usr3@sesta.com";

If it didn’t show this matching text, then you’d be concerned, otherwise, these also are not
particularly useful in debugging the script.

3)At the bottom of the output you will get the Filter result: statement. As stated earlier there are
two possible results:

Sieve Result: [] or this: Sieve Result: [action]

where action is the action taken by the Sieve script. Note that sometimes the results are expected to be
empty. For example, for a discard filter, you should test that it doesn’t always discard every .msg file
you test it against. If there is some action between the brackets, for example:

Filter result: [ fileinto "QMSG" keep]

Thismeans the text in the rfc2822.msg filematched the filter criteria. In this particular example, the
filter will file themail into folder QMSG and keep a copy in the inbox. The resulting actions in this case
are fileinto and keep.

When testing filters you should test various .msg files for both results. You should always test that
messages that match your filter are filtered, andmessages that you do not want tomatch are not
filtered.

Keep inmind that if for wildcardmatches, youmust use the :matches test and not :contains. For
example, if you wish from=*@sesta.com tomatch, youmust use :matches or the test will fail as it
will not ever satisfy the test condition.

imsimta test -exp Syntax
imsimta test -exp tests Sieve language statements against a specified RFC2822 message and sends
the results of the filter to standard output.

The syntax is as follows:

ToDebugUser-level Filters
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imsimta test -exp -mm -block -input=Sieve_language_scriptfile -message=rfc2822_message_file

where,

-block treats the entire input as a single Sieve script. The default is to treat each line as a separate
script and to evaluate it separately. The Sieve will only be evaluated once the end of file is reached.

-input=Sieve_file is a file containing the Sieve script. The default is to read the test script lines or
script block from stdin.

-message=message_file is a text file containing the RFC 2822message you want to test your Sieve
script against. This has to be an RFC 2822message only. It cannot be a queue file (not a zz*.00 file).

Once activated, this command reads script information, evaluates it in the context of the test
message, and writes out the result. The result shows what actions would be taken as well as the result
of evaluating the final statement in the script.

Additional useful qualifiers are:

-from=address specifies the envelope from: address to be used in envelope tests. The default is to use
the value specified by the RETURN_ADDRESSMTAoption.

-output=filewrites results to file. The default is to write the results of script evaluation to stdout.

ToDebugUser-level Filters
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Managing theMessage Store

This chapter describes themessage store and its administration interface. This chapter contains the
following sections:

� “Overview” on page 509
� “Message Store Directory Layout” on page 511
� “How theMessage Store RemovesMessages” on page 514
� “SpecifyingAdministratorAccess to the Store” on page 515
� “About Shared Folders” on page 517
� “Shared Folder Tasks” on page 519
� “AboutMessage Store Quotas” on page 526
� “ConfiguringMessage Store Quotas” on page 529
� “To Set theAutomaticMessage Removal (Expire and Purge) Feature” on page 536
� “ConfiguringMessage Store Partitions” on page 547
� “PerformingMessage StoreMaintenance Procedures” on page 550
� “Backing Up and Restoring theMessage Store” on page 562
� “Monitoring UserAccess” on page 573
� “Troubleshooting theMessage Store” on page 575
� “Migrating orMovingMailboxes to a New System” on page 586

Overview
Themessage store contains the usermailboxes for a particularMessaging Server instance. The size of
themessage store increases as the number of mailboxes, folders, and log files increase. You can
control the size of the store by specifying limits on the size of mailboxes (disk quotas), by specifying
limits on the total number of messages allowed, and by setting aging policies formessages in the
store.

As you addmore users to your system, your disk storage requirements increase. Depending on the
number of users your server supports, themessage storemight require one physical disk ormultiple
physical disks. There are two ways to integrate this additional disk space into your system. The
easiest way is to add additional message store partitions (see “ConfiguringMessage Store Partitions”
on page 547)
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Likewise, if you are supportingmultiple hosted domains, youmight want to dedicate a server
instance to a single, large domain.With this configuration, you can designate a store administrator
for a particular domain. You can also expand themessage store by addingmore partitions.

Tomanage themessage store,Messaging Server provides a set of command-line utilities in addition
to the Sun Java SystemConsole interface. Table 18–1 describes these command-line utilities. For
information about using these utilities, see “PerformingMessage StoreMaintenance Procedures”
on page 550 and the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

TABLE 18–1Message StoreCommand-lineUtilities

Utility Description

configutil Sets andmodifies configuration parameters for the store.

deliver Delivers mail directly to themessage store accessible by IMAPor POPmail
clients.

hashdir Identifies the directory that contains themessage store for a particular user.

imsconnutil Monitors user access of themessage store.

imexpire Automatically removesmessages from themessage store based on
administrator-specified criteria like age.

iminitquota Reinitializes the quota limit from the LDAPdirectory and recalculates the
disk space being used.

imsasm Handles the saving and recovering of usermailboxes.

imsbackup Backs up storedmessages.

imsexport ExportsMessaging Servermailboxes into UNIX /var/mail format folders.

imsrestore Restoresmessages that have been backed up.

imscripter The IMAP server protocol scripting tool. Executes a command or sequence
of commands.

mboxutil Lists, creates, deletes, renames, ormovesmailboxes; reports quota usage.

mkbackupdir Creates and synchronizes the backup directory with the information in the
message store.

MoveUser Moves a user’s account from onemessaging server to another.

imquotacheck Calculates the total mailbox size for each user in themessage store and
compares the size with their assigned quota. Localized versions of
imquotacheck notification incorrectly convert the % and the $ signs. To
correct the encoding, replace every $ with \24 and replace every %with \25
in themessage file.

readership Collects readership information on shared IMAP folders.

Overview
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TABLE 18–1Message StoreCommand-lineUtilities (Continued)
Utility Description

reconstruct Reconstructs mailboxes that have been damaged or corrupted.

stored Performs background and daily tasks, expunges, and erases messages stored
on disk.

Message StoreDirectory Layout
Figure 18–1 shows themessage store directory layout for a server instance. Themessage store is
designed to provide fast access tomailbox contents. The store directories are described in Table 18–2.

Message Store Directory Layout
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store_root msg_svr_base/data/store//data/store/

store.expirerulestore.expirerule1

dbdata/snapshotsdbdata/snapshots
session/session/
mboxlist/mboxlist/
 folder.db folder.db
 quota.db quota.db
 lright.db lright.db
 peruser.db peruser.db
 subscr.db subscr.db
user/user/
partition/partition/
 primary/ primary/
  store.expirerule  store.expirerule1

  =user  =user/hashdir/hashdir/
   userID-1/
    store.expirerule    store.expirerule1

    store.idx    store.idx
    store.usr    store.usr
    store.sub    store.sub
    store.exp    store.exp
    00/    00/
     1.msg     1.msg
     2.msg     2.msg
      :      :
        folder/
      store.expirerule      store.expirerule1

      store.idx      store.idx
      store.usr      store.usr
      store.sub      store.sub
      store.exp      store.exp
      00/      00/
       1.msg       1.msg
       2.msg       2.msg
        :        :
   userID-2/
    .    .
    .    .
 Other Message Store partitions
 . .
 . .
   1Optional

Default
Message

Store
Partition

Message
Store

Partition

Mailbox
Database

User
Mailboxes

FIGURE 18–1Message StoreDirectory Layout

Themessage store consists of a number of mailbox databases and the usermailboxes. Themailbox
databases consists of information about users, mailboxes, partitions, quotas and othermessage store
related data. The usermailboxes contain the user’s messages and folders. Mailboxes are stored in a
message store partition, an area on a disk partition specifically devoted to storing themessage store.

Message Store Directory Layout
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See “ConfiguringMessage Store Partitions” on page 547 for details. Message store partitions are not
the same as disk partitions, though for ease of maintenance, we recommend having one disk
partition for eachmessage store partition.

Mailboxes such as INBOX are located in the store_root. For example, a sample directory pathmight
be:

store_root/partition/primary/=user/53/53/=mack1

The table below describe themessage store directory.

TABLE 18–2Message StoreDirectoryDescription

Location Content/Description

msg_svr_base Default: /opt/SUNWmsgsr

The directory on theMessaging Servermachine that holds the server program,
configuration, maintenance, and information files.

store_root msg_svr_base/data/store

Top-level directory of themessage store. Contains the mboxlist, user, and
partition subdirectories.

./store.expirerule Contains the automatic message removal rules (expire rules). This optional file
can be at different locations. See “To Set theAutomaticMessage Removal
(Expire and Purge) Feature” on page 536

store_root/dbdata/snapshots Message store database backup snapshots.

store_root/mboxlist/ Containsmailbox database, database (Berkeley DB) that stores information
about themailboxes and quota information.

folder.db contains information aboutmailboxes, including the name of the
partition where themailbox is stored, theACL, and a copy of some of the
information in store.idx. There is one entry in folder.db permailbox

quota.db contains information about quotas and quota usage. There is one
entry in quota.db per user.

lright.db - an index for the folders by acl lookup rights.

peruser.db contains information about per-user flags. The flags indicate
whether a particular user has seen or deleted amessage.

subscr.db contains information about user subscriptions.

store_root/session/ Contains activemessage store process information.

store_root/user/ Not used.

store_root/partition/ Contains themessage store partitions.Adefault primary partition is created.
Place any other partitions you define in this directory.

Message Store Directory Layout
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TABLE 18–2Message StoreDirectoryDescription (Continued)
Location Content/Description

store_root/partition/primary/=user/ Contains all the usermailboxes in the subdirectory of the partition. The
mailboxes are stored in a hash structure for fast searching. To find the directory
that contains a particular user’s mailbox, use the hashdir utility.

.../=user/hashdir/hashdir/userid/ The top-level mail folder for the user whose ID is userid. This is the user’s
INBOX. For the default domain, userid is uid. For hosted domains, userid is
uid@domain. Incomingmessages are delivered to this mail folder.

.../userid/folder Auser-definedmailbox on themessaging server.

.../userid/store.idx An index that provides the following information aboutmail stored in the
/userid/ directory: number of messages, disk quota used by this mailbox, the
time themailbox was last appended, message flags, variable-length information
for eachmessage including the headers and theMIME structure, and the size of
eachmessage. The index also includes a backup copy of mboxlist information
for each user and a backup copy of quota information for each user.

.../userid/store.usr Contains a list of users who have accessed the folder. For each user listed,
contains information about the last time the user accessed the folder, the list of
messages the user has seen, and the list of messages the user has deleted.

.../userid/store.sub Contains information about user subscriptions.

.../userid/store.exp Contains a list of message files that have been expunged, but not removed from
disk. This file appears only if there are expungedmessages.

.../userid/nn/
or

.../userid/folder/nn/

nn is a hash directory that containsmessages in the formatmessage_id.msg; nn
can be a number from 00 to 99.message_id is also a number. Example: messages
1 through 99 are stored in the .../00 directory. The first message is 1.msg, the
second is 2.msg, third 3.msg, and so on.Messages 100 through 199 are stored in
the 01 directory; messages 9990 through 9999 are stored in the 99 directory;
messages 10000 through 10099 are in the 00 directory, and so on.

How theMessage StoreRemovesMessages
Messages are removed from themessage store in three stages:

1. Delete. Aclient sets amessage flag to delete. At this point, themessage is marked for removal, but
client can still restore themessage by removing the delete flag. If there is a second client, the
deleted flagmay not be recognized immediately by that second client. You can set the
configutil parameter local.imap.immediateflagupdate to enable immediate flag update.

2. Expunge. Messages are removed from themailbox. Technically, they are removed from the
message store index file, store.idx. Themessage itself is still on disk, but oncemessages are
expunged, clients can no longer restore them.
Expire is a special case of expunge.Messages that conform to a set of administrator-defined
removal criteria such asmessage size, age and so forth, are expunged. See “To Set theAutomatic
Message Removal (Expire and Purge) Feature” on page 536

How theMessage Store RemovesMessages
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3. Purge. The imexpire utility purges from the disk anymessages that have been expunged at 11PM
everyday by default. This can be configured with local.schedule.expire, which controls the
message expire schedule, and store.cleanupage, which controls the purge grace period (period
of time before which themessage will not be purged). Note that this is different from the imsimta
purge commandwhich purges older versions of theMTAlog files.

SpecifyingAdministratorAccess to the Store
Message store administrators can view andmonitor usermailboxes and specify access control for the
message store. Store administrators have proxy authentication privileges to any service (POP, IMAP,
HTTP, or SMTP), whichmeans they can authenticate to any service using the privileges of any user.
These privileges allow store administrators to run certain utilities formanaging the store. For
example, using MoveUser, store administrators canmove user accounts andmailboxes from one
system to another.

This section discusses how to grant store privileges to themessage store for yourMessaging Server
installation.

Note –Other usersmight also have administrator privileges to the store. For example, some
administrators may have these privileges.

You can perform administrator tasks as described in the following subsections:

� “ToAdd anAdministrator Entry” on page 515
� “ToModify anAdministrator Entry” on page 516
� “ToDelete anAdministrator Entry” on page 516
� “To ProtectMailboxes fromDeletion or Renaming Except by anAdministrator” on page 517

� ToAddanAdministrator Entry
Administrators can be added at the Console or by command line.

FromConsole, open theMessaging Server youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab and selectMessage Store in the left pane.

Click theAdministrator tab.
The tab contains a list of existing administrator IDs.

Click theAddbuttonbeside theAdministrator UIDwindow.

In theAdministrator UIDfield, type the user ID of the administrator youwant to add.
The user ID you typemust be known to the Sun Java SystemDirectory Server.
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ClickOK to add the administrator ID to the list displayed in theAdministrator tab.

Click Save in theAdministrator tab to save the newlymodifiedAdministrator list.

Command Line:To add an administrator entry at the command line:

configutil -o store.admins -v "adminlist"

where adminlist is a space-separated list of administrator IDs. If you specifymore than one
administrator, youmust enclose the list in quotes. In addition, the administratormust be amember
of the ServiceAdministrator Group (in the LDAP user entry: memberOf: cn=Service
Administrators,ou=Groups,o=usergroup).

� ToModify anAdministrator Entry
This section explains how tomodify an existing entry in themessage storeAdministrator UID list at
the Console.

Click theAdministrator tab.

Click the Edit buttonbeside theAdministrator UIDwindow.

Enter your changes to theAdministrator UIDfield.

ClickOK to submit your changes anddismiss the Edit Administratorwindow.

Click Save in theAdministrator tab to submit andpreserve themodifiedAdministrator list.

Command Line

Tomodify an existing entry in themessage storeAdministrator UID list at the command line:
configutil -o store.admins -v "adminlist"

� ToDelete anAdministrator Entry
Administrators can be deleted at the Console or by command line.

Click theAdministrator tab.

Select an item in theAdministrator UID list.

ClickDelete to delete the item.
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Click Save to submit andpreserve your changes to theAdministrator list.

Command Line.To delete store administrators at the command line, you can edit the administrator
list as follows:
configutil -o store.admins -v "adminlist"

ToProtectMailboxes fromDeletionor Renaming
Except by anAdministrator
Youmay wish to protect somemailboxes from deletion ormodification except by theAdministrator.
The following procedures describes how to do this. If someone other than anAdministrator attempts
to delete, modify or rename a protected mailbox, the error message mailbox is pinned is displayed.

Set the local.store.pin configutil variable. using the following format:

configutil -o local.store.pin -v "mailbox1"%"mailbox2"%"mailbox 3"

wheremailbox1,mailbox2, andmailbox 3 are themailboxes to be protected (note that spaces can be
used inmailbox names), and % is the separator between eachmailbox.

About Shared Folders
A group or shared folder is like any othermail folder except that other users and groups can read,
delete, or addmessages to it depending on the permissions given.Messages can be added to shared
folders by normal drag and drop, by Sieve filters, or by sendingmessages directly using the form:
uid+folder@domain. For example:

carol.fanning+crafts_club@siroe.com

Shared folders are useful for starting, sharing, and archiving an ongoing email conversation on a
particular topic. For example, a group of software developers can create a shared folder for discussing
development of a particular project called mosaic_voices. When amessage is sent or dropped into
the folder mosaic_voices, anyone who has permissions to the shared folder (permissions can added
by individual addresses or by group addresses) can open this mailbox and read themessage.

User’s shared folders are stored in their mail folder called Shared Folders/Users. Users create and
access shared folders in this mail folder.An example is shown in “About Shared Folders” on page
517.

4
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Inbox

Sent

Draft

Trash

Personal

Shared Folders

Shared Folders/User

Han

golf

Ian

hurling

public

press_releases

Announcements

FIGURE 18–2Mail Client Example of Ed’s SharedMail Folder List

There are two kinds of shared folders:

� Private Shared Folder–Ashared folder created and owned by a specific user using
Communications Express or some othermail client that support shared folder creation. See the
Communications Express help screens for details.

� Public Shared Folder–Apublic shared folder is created by themail administrator, but does not
have an owner. The email address of a public folder looks like this:

public+foldername@domain

About Shared Folders
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For example, youmight want a folder, such as public+software_dev@siroe.com for posting
information about a special interest group inside the company. Interested employees would be
granted access to this public folder.

Normally shared folders are only available to users on a particular message store.Messaging Server,
however, allows you to create special shared folders that can be accessed across multiple message
stores. These are called distributed shared folders. See “To Set UpDistributed Shared Folders”
on page 523 for details.

Shared Folder Tasks
This section describes the shared folder administrator tasks:

� “To Create a Public Folder” on page 519
� “To Set or Change a Shared Folder’sAccess Control Rights” on page 521
� “To Enable or Disable Listing of Shared Folders” on page 523
� “To Set UpDistributed Shared Folders” on page 523
� “ToMonitor andMaintain Shared Folder Data” on page 525

� ToCreate aPublic Folder
Public folders must be created by system administrators because they require access to the LDAP
database as well as the readership command.

Create an LDAPuser entry called public thatwill act as a container for all public folders (see “About
Shared Folders” onpage 517).

Example:
dn: cn=public,ou=people,o=sesta.com,o=ISP

objectClass: person

objectClass: organizationalPerson

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

objectClass: inetUser

objectClass: ipUser

objectClass: inetMailUser

objectClass: inetLocalMailRecipient

objectClass: nsManagedPerson

objectClass: userPresenceProfile

cn: public

mail: public@sesta.com

mailDeliveryOption: mailbox

mailHost: manatee.siroe.com

uid: public

inetUserStatus: active

mailUserStatus: active

1
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mailQuota: -1

mailMsgQuota: 100

Create folderswithin the public account by using the mboxutil command line utility.

For example, create a public folder called gardening:
mboxutil -c user/public/gardening

Specify the users and their access rights to the shared folder.

Use the readership command to specify users and their access rights. For example the following
command gives everyone at sesta.com lookup, read, and posting access to the public folder
gardening:

readership -s user/public/gardening anyone@sesta.com lrp

For detailed instructions on how to user readership, see “To Set or Change a Shared Folder’sAccess
Control Rights” on page 521

ToAddShared Folderswith an Email Group
Shared folders are typically created by adding users to a shared folder list with Communications
Express, or by creating public shared folders as described earlier. Sometimes, however, users may
wish to add an email group (mail distribution list) to a shared folder list so that everyone in the group
will have access to the shared folder. For example, a group called tennis@sesta.com has 25members
and themembers have decided that they would like to create a shared folder to store all email going
to this group address.

� ToAdding anEmail Group to a Shared Folder
Adding an email group to a shared folder requires SystemAdministrator privileges.

Create a folder. (If this has already beendone, then skip this step. )

Typically this should be done by one of themembers of the group. If it’s not, you can create it for
them using the following command:

mboxutil -c user/gregk/gardening

gregk is the uid of the shared folder owner. gardening is the name of the shared folder.

Add the attribute-value pair aclGroupAddr group_name@domain to the user entry of everymember
whowill have access to the group shared folder.

Using the example above, add the following attribute-value pair to each user entry receiving access to
the shared folder:

aclGroupAddr: tennis@sesta.com
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Note that members will already have this attribute if the group was created dynamically using the
memberURL attribute in the group entry. URLvalue for this attribute would look like this:
memberURL: ldap:///o=sesta.com??sub?(&(aclGroupAddr=tennis@sesta.com)

(objectclass=inetmailuser))

(The sample entry line has been wrapped for typographic reasons. The actual entry should appear on
one physical line.)

Specify the group and the access rights to the shared folder.

Use the readership command to do this. Using the example above the following command gives
members of tennis@sesta.com lookup, read, and posting access to the public folder gardening:

readership -s user/gregk/tennis tennis@sesta.com lrp

For detailed instructions on how to user readership, see “To Set or Change a Shared Folder’sAccess
Control Rights” on page 521

ToSet or Changea Shared Folder’sAccess Control
Rights
Users can set or change the access control for a shared folder using the Communications Express
interface.Administrators can set or change the access control for a shared folder using the
readership command line utility. The command has the following form:

readership -s foldername identifier rights_chars

where foldername is the name of the public folder for which you are setting rights, identifier is the
person or group to whom you are assigning the rights, and rights_chars are the rights you are
assigning. For themeaning of each character, see Table 18–3.

Note – anyone is a special identifier. The access rights for anyone apply to all users. Similarly, the
access rights for anyone@domain apply to all users in the same domain.

TABLE 18–3ACLRightsCharacters

Character Description

l lookup–User can see and subscribe to the shared folder. (IMAP commands allowed: LIST
and LSUB)

r read–Users can read the shared folder. (IMAP commands allowed: SELECT, CHECK, FETCH,
PARTIAL, SEARCH, COPY from the folder)

s seen–Directs the system to keep seen information across sessions. (Set IMAP STORE SEEN

flag)

3
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TABLE 18–3ACLRightsCharacters (Continued)
Character Description

w write– Users canmark as read, and delete messages. (Set IMAP STORE flags, other than SEEN

and DELETED)

i insert– Users can copy andmove email from one folder to another. (IMAP commands
allowed: APPEND, COPY into folder)

p post– Users can sendmail to the shared folder email address. (No IMAP command needed)

c create– Users can create new sub-folders. (IMAP command allowed: CREATE)

d delete– Users can delete entries from the shared folder. (IMAP commands allowed:
EXPUNGE, set STORE DELETED flag)

a administer– Users have administrative privileges. (IMAP command allowed: SETACL)

Examples
If you wish everyone at the sesta domain to have lookup, read and email marking (but not posting)
access to the public folder called golftournament, issue the command as follows:

readership -s User/public/golftournament anyone@sesta lwr

To assign the same access to everyone on themessage store issue the following:

readership -s User/public/golftournament anyone lwr

To assign lookup, read, email marking and posting rights to a group, issue the command as follows:

readership -s User/public/golftournament group=golf@sesta.com lwrp

If you want to assign administrator and posting rights for this folder to an individual, jdoe, issue the
command as follows:

readership -s User/public/golftournament jdoe@sesta.com lwrpa

To deny an individual or group access to a public folder, prefix the useridwith a dash. For example,
to deny lookup, read and write rights to jsmith, issue the command as follows:

readership -s User/public/golftournament -jsmith@sesta.com lwr

To deny an individual or group an access right, prefix theACL rights character with a dash. For
example, to deny posting rights to jsmith, issue the command as follows:

readership -s User/public/golftournament jsmith@sesta.com -p

Shared Folder Tasks
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Note – Postingmessages to a shared folder using the uid+folder@domain address requires that the p
(post) access right be used with the readership command. See “To Set or Change a Shared Folder’s
Access Control Rights” on page 521

ToEnable orDisable Listingof Shared Folders
The server will or will not return shared folders when responding to a LIST command depending on
the setting in the configuration option local.store.sharedfolders. Setting the option to off
disables it. The setting is enabled by default (set to on).

SELECT and LSUB commands are not affected by this option. The LSUB command returns every
subscribed folder, including shared folders. Users can SELECT the shared folders they own or are
subscribed to.

ToSetUpDistributed Shared Folders
Normally shared folders are only available to users on a particular message store.Messaging Server,
however, allows you to create distributed shared folders that can be accessed across multiple message
stores. That is, access rights to distributed shared folders can be granted to any users within the group
ofmessage stores. Note, however, that webmail clients (HTTP access clients likeMessenger Express)
do not support remote shared folders access. Users can list and subscribe to the folders, but they can’t
view or alter the contents.

Distributed shared folders require the following:

� Themessage store userids must be unique across the group ofmessage stores.
� The directory data across the deploymentmust be identical.

The remotemessage stores (that is themessage stores that do not hold the shared folder) must be
configured as proxy servers by setting the configuration variables listed in Table 18–4.

TABLE 18–4Variables for ConfiguringDistributed Shared Folders

Name Value Data Format

local.service.proxy.serverlist message store server list space-separated
strings

local.service.proxy.admin default store admin login name string

local.service.proxy.adminpass default store admin password string

local.service.proxy.admin.hostname store admin login name for a specific host string

Shared Folder Tasks
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TABLE 18–4Variables for ConfiguringDistributed Shared Folders (Continued)
Name Value Data Format

local.service.proxy.adminpass.hostname store admin password for a specific host string

SettingUpDistributed Shared Folders—Example
Figure 18–3 shows a disturbed folder example of threemessage store servers called StoreServer1,
StoreServer2, and StoreServer3.

Proxy Server List: Server1, Server3
UserIDs: Ann, Tuck, Kat, Bea
Private Shared Folder: tennis (owned by Kat)

StoreServer2
Proxy Server List: Server1, Server2
UserIDs: Jon, Jan, Ian, Jac, Luke
Private Shared Folder: hurling (owned by Ian)
Public Shared Folder: Announcements

StoreServer3

Proxy Server List: Server2, Server3
UserIDs: Ed, Han, Bill,
Private Shared Folder: golf (owned by Han)
Public Shared Folder: press_releases

StoreServer1

FIGURE 18–3Distributed SharedFolders—Example

These servers are connected to each other as peer proxymessage stores by setting the variables shown
in Table 18–4. Each server has a private shared folder—golf (owned byHan), tennis (owned by Kat),
and hurling (owned by Luke). In addition there are two public shared folders called press_releases
andAnnouncements. Users on any of the three servers can access any of these three shared folders.
Figure 18–2shows Ed’s shared folder list. Below is an example of theACLs for each server in this
configuration.

$ StoreServer1 :> readership -l

Ed: user/Han/golf

Ian: user/Han/golf

anyone: user/public/press_releases

$ StoreServer2 :> readership -l

Jan: user/Kat/tennis

Ann: user/Kat/tennis

anyone: user/public+Announcements user/public+press_releases
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$ StoreServer3 :> readership -l

Tuck: user/Ian/hurling

Ed: user/Ian/hurling

Jac: user/Ian/hurling

anyone: user/public/Announcements

ToMonitor andMaintain Shared FolderData
The readership command line utility allows you tomonitor andmaintain shared folder data which
is held in the folder.db, peruser.db, and lright.db files. folder.db has a record for each folder
that holds a copy of theACLs. The peruser.db has an entry per user andmailbox that lists the
various flags settings and the last date the user accessed any folders. The lright.db has a list of all the
users and the shared folders for which they have lookup rights.

The readership command line utility takes the following options:

TABLE 18–5readershipOptions

Options Description

-d days Returns a report, per shared folder, of the number of users who have
selected the folder within the specified days.

-p months Removes data from the peruser.db for those users who have not selected
their shared folders within the specifiedmonths.

-l List the data in lright.db.

-s folder_identifier_rights Set access rights for the specified folder. This updates the lright.db as well
as the folder.db.

Using the various options, you can perform the following functions:

� “ToMonitor Shared Folder Usage” on page 525
� “To List Users and Their Shared Folders” on page 526
� “To Remove Inactive Users” on page 526
� “To SetAccess Rights” on page 526

ToMonitor Shared FolderUsage
To find out howmany users are actively accessing shared folders, issue the command:

readership -d days

where days is the number of days to check. Note that this option returns the number of active users,
not a list of the active users.
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Example: To find out the number of users who have selected shared folders within the last 30 days,
issue the following command:

readership -d 30

To List Users andTheir Shared Folders
To list users and the shared folders to which they have access, issue the command:

readership -l

Example output:

$ readership -l

group=lee-staff@siroe.com: user/user2/lee-staff

richb: user/golf user/user10/Drafts user/user2/lee-staff user/user10/Trash

han1: user/public+hurling@siroe.com user/golf

gregk: user/public+hurling@siroe.com user/heaving user/tennis

ToRemove InactiveUsers
If you want to remove inactive users (those who have not accessed shared folders in a specified time
period) issue the command:

readership -p months

wheremonths is the number of months to check for.

Example: Remove users who have not accessed shared folders for the past sixmonths:

readership -p 6

ToSetAccess Rights
You can assign access rights to a new public folder, or change access rights on a current public folder.

For an example of how to set access rights with this command, see “To Set or Change a Shared
Folder’sAccess Control Rights” on page 521

AboutMessage StoreQuotas
Amessage store quota is a way of setting a limit or quota for howmuch disk space or howmany
messages can be used by users or domains. This section contains information about the following:

� “User Quotas” on page 527
� “DomainQuotas” on page 527
� “Exceptions for TelephonyApplication Servers” on page 527

For further information, see “ToMonitor Quota Limits” on page 556
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UserQuotas
You can specify user quotas by disk space or by number of messages. Disk space quotas specify, in
bytes, the amount of disk space for each user. Disk quotas apply to the total size of all the user’s
messages, regardless of howmanymail folders the user has or the total number of usermessages.
Message quotas allow you to limit the number of messages stored in a user’s mailbox.

Quota information is stored in user LDAP attributes (Table 18–6) and configutil variables (Table
18–7). (See the Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4 Schema Reference for latest and
complete information.) In addition to setting the quota itself, Messaging Server allows you to control
the following features:

� Quota notification sends users a warningmessage when they have reached a disk quota threshold.
� Quota enforcement halts delivery of messages into themessage store once the quota is exceeded,

or it allowsmessage delivery even if the quota is exceeded.

If message delivery is halted due to over quota, incomingmessages remain in theMTAqueue
until one of the following occurs:

� The size or number of the user’s messages no longer exceeds the quota, at which time the
MTAdelivers themessages.

� The undeliveredmessage remains in theMTAqueue longer than the specified grace period, at
which timemessages are returned to sender. (See “To Set a Grace Period” on page 534).

Disk space becomes available when a user deletes and expungesmessages or when the server
deletes messages according to the aging policies you have established.

� QuotaDefault sets default quotas for all users or different quotas for specific users. To determine
if a user is over quota,Messaging Server first checks to see if a quota has been set for the
individual user. If no quota has been set, Messaging Server looks at the default quota set for all
users.

DomainQuotas
As for users, quotas can also be set for domains by either number of bytes or number of messages.
This quota is for all the cumulative bytes ormessages of all the users in a particular domain.

Exceptions for TelephonyApplication Servers
To support unifiedmessaging requirements, Messaging Server provides the ability to override quota
limitations imposed by themessage store. This guarantees the delivery of messages that have been
accepted by certain agents, namely telephony application servers (TAS).Messages accepted by a TAS
can be routed through a specialMTAchannel that ensures themessage is delivered to the store
regardless of quota limits. Formore information about configuring the TAS channel, see Chapter 12.
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Message StoreQuotaAttributes andParameters
This section contains themessage store quota attributes and parameters. For detailed information on
these attributes and parameters, refer to the Sun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4
Schema Reference.

TABLE 18–6Message StoreQuotaAttributes

Attribute Description

mailQuota Bytes of disk space allowed for the user’s mailbox. Special values:

0 - No space allowed for user’s mailbox.

–1 - No limit on space usage allowed.

-2 - Use system default quota. (configutilparameter store.defaultmailboxquota)

mailMsgQuota Maximumnumber of messages permitted for a user. This is a cumulative count for all folders in the
store. Special values:

0 - Nomessage allowed for user’s mailbox.

-1 - No limit on number of messages allowed.

-2 - Use system default quota. (configutil parameter store.defaultmessage.quota.)

mailUserStatus Status of themail user. Can be one of the following values:

active - mail is processed as normal. Default is active.

inactive - user’s mail account is inactive.A transient failure is returned.

deleted -Accountmarked deleted and ready for purge. Permanent failure returned.Access tomailbox
blocked.

hold -Mail sent to the hold queue and access to themailbox is disallowed

overquota - TheMTAwill not deliver mail to amailbox with this status. This is the status set when the
configutil parameter, store.overquotastatus is on.

mailDomainDiskQuota Bytes of disk space allowed for the cumulative count of all themailboxes in a domain.Avalue of -1
means no limit on space usage. (Default) To enforce the domain disk quota run the command:
imquotacheck -f -d domain

mailDomainMsgQuota Maximumnumber of messages permitted for a domain, that is, the total count for all mailboxes in the
store.Avalue of -1means no limit. (Default). To enforce the domainmessage quota run the command:
imquotacheck -f -d domain

mailDomainStatus Status of themail domain. Values and default are the same as mailUserStatus.
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TABLE 18–7Message Store configutil parameters

Parameter Description

store.quotaenforcement Enable quota enforcementWhen off, the quota database is still updated, butmessages are
always delivered. Default: On

store.quotanotification Enable quota notification. Default: On

store.defaultmailboxquota Store default quota by number of bytes. Default: -1 (unlimited)

store.defaultmessagequota Store default quota by number of messages. Numeric. Default: -1 (unlimited)

store.quotaexceededmsg Quota warningmessage. If none, notification is not sent. Default: None.

store.quotaexceededmsginterval Interval, in days, for sending overquota notification. Default: 7

store.quotagraceperiod Time, in hours, a mailbox has been overquota beforemessages to themailbox will bounce
back to the sender. Number of hours. Default: 120

store.quotawarn Quota warning threshold. Percentage of quota exceeded before clients are sent an over quota
warning. Default: 90

local.store.quotaoverdraft Used to provide compatibility with systems that migrated from the NetscapeMessaging
Server.WhenON, allow delivery of onemessage that puts disk usage over quota.After the
user is over quota, messages are deferred or bounced, the quota warningmessage is sent, and
the quota grace period timer starts. (The default is that the quota warningmessages are sent
when themessage store reaches the threshold.) Default: Off, but is treated as on if
store.overquotastatus is set, otherwise the user can never go over quota and the
overquotastatus is never used.

local.store.overquotastatus Enable quota enforcement beforemessages are enqueued in theMTA. This prevents the
MTAqueues from filling up.When set, and a user is not yet over quota, but an incoming
message pushes the user over quota, then themessage is delivered, but themailuserstatus
LDAP attribute is set to overquota so nomoremessages will be accepted by theMTA.
Default: off

ConfiguringMessage StoreQuotas
This section describes the following tasks:

� “To Specify a Default User Quota” on page 530
� “To Specify Individual User Quotas” on page 530
� “To Specify DomainQuotas” on page 531
� “ToDeploy Quota Notification” on page 531
� “To Enable or Disable Quota Enforcement” on page 533
� “To Set a Grace Period” on page 534
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� ToSpecify aDefault UserQuota
Adefault quota that applies to users who do not have individual quotas set can be done by Console or
command line.

Click the Configuration tab and selectMessage Store in the left pane.

Click theQuota tab.

To specify a default user disk quota for the “Default user disk quota” field, select one of the following
options:

Unlimited. Select this option if you do not want to set a default disk quota.

Size specification. Select this option if you want to restrict the default user disk quota to a specific
size. In the field beside the button, type a number, and from the drop-down list, choose Kbytes or
Mbytes.

To specify amessage number quota, in the “Default usermessage quota” box, type a number.

Click Save.

Set the Mbytes attribute to -1 in the user entries that use the defaultmessage store quota.

Command Line

To specify a default user quota at the command line:

To specify a default user disk quota for total message size:

configutil -o store.defaultmailboxquota -v [ -1 | number ]

where -1 indicates no quota and number indicates a number of bytes.

To specify a default user quota for total number of messages:

configutil -o store.defaultmessagequota -v [ -1 | number ]

where -1 indicates no quota and number indicates the number of messages.

Set the mailQuota attribute to -2 in the user entries that use the default message store quota. See
Table 18–6.

ToSpecify Individual UserQuotas
Each user can have individualized quotas. To set user-specific quotas, set the mailQuota or
mailmsgquota attributes in the user’s LDAP entry. (See Table 18–6.) To enforce the quota, set the
configutil store.quotaenforcement to on.
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ToSpecifyDomainQuotas
You can set disk space quotas ormessage quotas for particular domains. These quotas are for the
cumulative bytes ormessages of all users in a particular domain. To set domain quotas, set the
mailDomainDiskQuota or mailDomainMsgQuota attributes in the user’s LDAP entry (see Table 18–6)
and run imquotacheck -f.

ToDeployQuotaNotification
Quota notification is the process of sending users a warningmessage when they are getting close to
their quota. Using this feature requires three procedures:

� “To Enable Quota Notification” on page 531
� “ToDefine a QuotaWarningMessage” on page 531
� “To Specify a Quota Threshold” on page 532

� ToEnableQuotaNotification
Quota notification can be enabled by Console or command line.

Click theQuota tab.

Check the “Enable quota notification” box. To disable quota notification, uncheck this box.

Define the quotawarningmessages. See “ToDefine aQuotaWarningMessage” onpage 531.

Click Save.

Command Line

To enable or disable quota notification at the command line:

configutil -o store.quotanotification -v [ yes | no ]

If themessage is not set, no quota warningmessage is sent to the user. See the next section for an
example of quota warningmessage format.

� ToDefineaQuotaWarningMessage
Define themessage that will be sent to users who are close to exceeding their disk quota as follows.
Messages are sent to the user’s mailbox.

Click theQuota tab.

From thedrop-down list, choose the language youwant to use.

Type themessage youwant to send in themessage text field below the drop-down list.
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Click Save.
Command Line

To define a quota warningmessage at the command line:

configutil -o store.quotaexceededmsg -v ’message’

Themessagemust be in RFC 822 format. It must contain a header with at least a subject line, follow
by $$, then themessage body. ’$’ represents a new line. Depending on the shell that you are using, it
might be necessary to append a \ before $ to escape the special meaning of $. ($ is often the escape
character for the shell.) Example:

configutil -o store.quotaexceededmsg -v ”Subject: WARNING: User quota exceeded$$User

quota threshold exceeded - reduce space used.’

In addition, there is support for the following variables:

[ID] - userid

[DISKUSAGE] - disk usage

[NUMMSG] - number of messages

[PERCENT] - store.quotawarn percentage

[QUOTA] - mailquota attribute

[MSGQUOTA] - mailmsgquota attribute

Here’s an example, using these variables:

configutil -o store.quotaexceededmsg -v ”Subject: Overquota Warning$$[ID],$$Your

mailbox size has exceeded [PERCENT] of its alloted quota.$Disk Usage:

[DISKUSAGE]$Number of Messages: [NUMMSG]$Mailquota: [QUOTA]$Message Quota:

[MSGQUOTA]$$-Postmaster’

To define how often the warningmessage is sent:

configutil -o store.quotaexceededmsginterval -v number

where number indicates a number of days. For example, 3 wouldmean themessage is sent every 3
days.

� ToSpecify aQuota Threshold
Aquota threshold is a percentage of a quota that is exceeded before clients are sent a warning.When
a user’s disk usage exceeds the specified threshold, the server sends a warningmessage to the user.

Note –When local.store.quotaoverdraft=on email notifications are not triggered until the user’s
disk usage exceeds 100% of the quota regardless of the threshold set with store.quotawarn.

For IMAPusers whose clients support the IMAPALERTmechanism, themessage is displayed on the
user’s screen each time the user selects amailbox and amessage is also written to the IMAP log.

4
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Click theQuota tab.

In the “Quotawarning threshold” field, enter a number for thewarning threshold.

This number represents a percentage of the allowed quota. For example, if you specify 90%, the user
is warned after using 90% of the allowed disk quota. The default is 90%. To turn off this feature, enter
100%.

Click Save.

Command Line

To specify a quota threshold at the command line:

configutil -o store.quotawarn -v number

where number indicates a percentage of the allowed quota.

ToEnable orDisableQuota Enforcement
By default, users or domains can exceed their quotas with no effect except for receiving an over quota
notification (if set). Quota enforcement locks themailboxes from receiving furthermessages until
the disk usage is reduced below the quota level.

� ToEnableQuota Enforcement
Quota enforcement can be enabled at the Console or by command line.

Click theQuota tab.

Check the “Enable quota enforcement” box. To disable quota enforcement, uncheck this box.

Click Save.

Command Line

To enable or disable quota enforcement:
configutil -o store.quotaenforcement -v [ on | off]

Note that over quotamessages are saved in theMTAqueues and a notification is sent to the sender
stating that their messages was not delivered but that a redelivery attempt will bemade later. Delivery
retries will continue until the grace period expires and all messages are sent back to the senders, or
the disk usage falls below the quota andmessages can be dequeued from theMTAand delivered to
themessage store. If you want to returnmessages that are over quota before they get to themessage
queues, use the following command line:

configutil -o store.overquotastatus -v on
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EnablingQuota Enforcement at theDomain Level
To enforce quotas for a particular domain, use the command:

imquotacheck -f -d domain

To enable for all domains exclude the -d option.When a domain exceeds its quota, the
maildomainstatus attribute is set to overquota,which halts all delivery to this domain. If a domain
is not overquota, the value is set to active.

DisablingQuota Enforcement
If it appears that user quotas are being enforced, even when you have disabled them, check the
following parameters:

These configutil parameters should be off or not set:

� store.quotaenforcement

� local.store.overquotastatus

� local.store.quotaoverdraft

Note that when store.overquotastatus is on, it always treats store.quotaoverdraft as on,
otherwise the user will never go over quota to trigger the rejection.Also, when
store.quotaoverdraft is on, the user is allowed onemessage which is smaller than the quota only.
That is, it will never accept amessage that is greater than the user’s quota.

After making changes to these parameters, be sure to restart yourmessaging services.

TheseMessage Store attributes should be active:

� maildomainstatus

� mailuserstatus

Note that messages will bounce if they are larger than themailbox quota, regardless of quota
enforcement configuration.

ToSet aGracePeriod
The grace period specifies how long themailbox can be over the quota (disk space or number of
messages) beforemessages are bounced back to sender.Messages are accepted by theMTA, but
remain in theMTAqueue and are not delivered to themessage store until one of the following
occurs:

� Themailbox no longer exceeds the quota, at which timemessages are delivered to themailbox.
� The user has remained over quota longer than the specified grace period, at which time the server

bounces all messages including those in the queue. This time limit is controlled by the
quotagraceperiod configutil parameter.

� Themessage has remained in themessage queue longer than themaximummessage queue time.
This is controlled by the noticesMTAchannel keyword (see “To Set NotificationMessage
Delivery Intervals” on page 255).
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For example, if your grace period is set for two days, and you exceed quota for one day, newmessages
continue to be received and held in themessage queue, and delivery attempts continue.After the
second day, themessages bounce back to the sender.

Note –The grace period is not how long themessage is held in themessage queue, it’s how long the
mailbox is over quota before all incomingmessages, including those in themessage queue, are
bounced. The grace period starts when the user has reached the quota threshold. See “To Specify a
Quota Threshold” on page 532 and been warned.

� ToSet aGracePeriod forMessagesHeld in theQueue

Click theQuota tab.

In the “Over quota grace period” field, enter a number.

From thedrop-down list, specify Day(s) or Hour(s).

Click Save.

Command Line

To specify a quota grace period at the command line:

configutil -o store.quotagraceperiod -v number

where number indicates number of hours.

NetscapeMessaging ServerQuota Compatibility
Mode
After disk usage exceeded the quota in the NetscapeMessaging Server, the server deferred or
bouncedmessage delivery, sent an over quota notification, and started the grace period.Messaging
Server provides a parameter, local.store.quotaoverdraft, which retains this behavior.

When set to ON, messages are delivered until disk usage is over quota.At that time, messages are
deferred (messages stay in theMTAmessage queue but are not delivered to themessage store), an
over quota warningmessage is sent to the user, and a grace period starts. The grace period
determines how long amailbox is overquota before the overquotamessages bounce. (The default is
that the quota warningmessages are sent when themessage store reaches the threshold.) The default
for this parameter is Off.
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ToSet theAutomaticMessageRemoval (Expire andPurge)
Feature

The automatic message removal feature (also known as expire and purge) automatically removes
messages from themessage store based on a set of administrator-defined criteria. This feature can
automatically remove old or overly largemessages, seen/deletedmessages, messages with certain
Subject: lines and so on. This feature allows the following removal criteria:

� By folder (mailboxes), users, domains, the entire message store, or specific partitions
� Number of messages in themailbox
� Total size of themailbox
� Age, in days, that amessage has been in themailbox
� Size of message and grace period (days that an oversizedmessage will remain in themessage

store before purging)
� Whether amessage has been flagged as seen or deleted
� Header strings

This feature is performed by the imexpire utility, which expunges and purgesmessages. See “How
theMessage Store RemovesMessages” on page 514 for details on themessage removal process.

Note –The server removesmessages without warning, so it is important to inform users about
automatic message removal policies. Unexpectedmessage removal can be a source of consternation
for users and administrators.

imexpire Theory ofOperation
imexpire can be invoked from the command line or scheduled to run automatically by the imsched
daemon. The administrator specifies a set of expiration rules in a file called store.expirerule. This
file specifies the criteria by whichmessages are removed. There can bemultiple files with each put in
the directory that pertains to the scope of the rules. That is, rules that apply globally to the entire
message store are put in one directory, rules that apply to a partition in another, rules that apply to
users in yet another, and so on.

Note –Although global expiration rules can be specified with either the Console or the configutil
command, using store.expirerule is the preferredmethod. If toomany rules are created using the
Console or configutil, performance problems can result.

imexpire loads all of the expire rules at start up. By default, imexpire creates one thread per
partition. Each thread goes through the list of user folders under its assigned partition and loads the
local expire rule files as it goes. The expire function checks each folder against the expire rules
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applicable to this folder and expungesmessages as needed. If there is a store.exp file that exists
under themailbox directory, and there aremessages that have been expunged/expired for longer
than the time specified by the store.cleanupage configuration parameter, the purge function will
permanently remove themessage files under themessage hash directories and remove the UID
records from the store.exp files.

It is also possible to exclude specified users from the expire rules by adding their user ID, one per line,
in a file called expire_exclude_list inmsg_svr_base/config/.

ToDeploy theAutomaticMessageRemoval Feature
Automatic message removal requires three steps:

1. Define automatic message removal policy:Whichmessages will be automatically removed?
What users, folders, domains and partitions will havemessages automatically removed?What
size, message age, headers will define the removal criteria. Define the scope of messages to be
removed. See “ToDefineAutomaticMessage Removal Policy” on page 537

2. Specify theimexpire rules to implement this policy. See “To Set Rules ImplementingAutomatic
Message Removal Policy” on page 538

3. Specify the imexpire scheduling. See “To ScheduleAutomaticMessage Removal and Logging
Level” on page 545

ToDefineAutomaticMessageRemoval Policy
Define your automatic message removal policy by specifying the criteria for removal. imexpire
allows for removal using the following criteria:

Age ofMessage. Automatically removemessages older thanX days.Attribute: messagedays.

Message Count. Automatically removemessages in a folder exceeding Xmessages.Attribute:
messagecount.

Age of OversizedMessage. Automatically removemessages that exceed X bytes after Y days grace
period.Attributes: messagesize and messagesizedays.

Seen andDeletedMessage Flag. Automatically removemessages with the Seen orDeleted flag set.
These criteria can be set to “and” or “or.” If set to or, themessage’s Seen/Delete flag will cause
automatic deletion regardless of other criteria. If set to and, themessage’s Seen/Delete flagmust be
set along with passing all other specified criteria.Attributes: seen and deleted.

Header Field ofMessage. Allows you specify a header and string as criteria for removing amessage.
For example, removing all messages with the header “Subject:Work fromHome!”

Folder ofMessages. Allows you to specify the folder on which to removemessages.Attribute:
folderpattern
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Note – imexpire does not allow you to delete or preservemessages based on how long it has been
since that message was read. For example, you cannot specify that messages that have not been read
for 200 days will be removed.

Examples ofAutomaticMessage Removal Policy

Example 1: Remove all messages 365 days old in a folder exceeding 1,000messages.

Example 2: Removemessages in domain siroe.com that are older than 180 days.

Example 3: Remove all messages that have beenmarked as deleted.

Example 4: Removemessages in sesta.com that have beenmarked as seen, are older than 30 days, are
larger than 100 kilobytes, from folders exceeding 1,000messages, with the header X-spam.

ToSet Rules ImplementingAutomaticMessageRemoval Policy
To implement the automatic message removal policy defined in the previous section, youmust set
the imexpire rules. Rules are set by putting them into a store.expirerule file.An example of two
global store.expirerule rules is shown below:

Rule1.regexp: 1

Rule1.folderpattern: user/.*/trash

Rule1.messagedays: 2

Rule2:regexp: 1

Rule2.folderpattern: user/.*

Rule2.messagedays: 14

In this example, Rule 1 specifies that all messages in the trash folder will be remove after two days.
Rule 2 specifies that all messages in themessage store will be removed after 14 days.

This section consists of the following subsections:

� “Expiration Rules Guidelines” on page 538
� “Setting imexpire Rules Textually” on page 540
� “Setting imexpire Folder Patterns” on page 541
� “To Set GlobalAutomaticMessage Removal Rules with the Console” on page 542

Expiration Rules Guidelines

This section sets the guidelines for the store.expirerule file rules.
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Note – In earlierMessaging Server releases, expiration rules could be set with configutil parameters
store.expirerule.attribute (see “configutil Parameters” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.) This is still true, but expire rules using header
constraints (example: expiring amessage with a specific subject line) are not supported. In any case,
it is best to use store.expirerule to specify all expiration rules.

� Rules are specified in a file called store.expirerule.
� Multiple expiration criteria can be specified with the same rule. (Example above.)
� Rules can apply to the entire message store (global rules), a partition, a user, or a folder.

� The global rules are stored inmsg_svr_base/config/store.expirerule

Note – Each global rule will be checked against everymailbox, which can cause some
processing overhead depending on the number of global rules you specify. For this reason,
you should not specify partition, mailbox or user rules in the global rules file. In general, you
should try not to put anymore expiration rules than necessary in this file.

� Partition rules are stored in store_root/partition/partition_name/store.expirerule.
� User rules are specified in store_root/partition/partition_name/userid/store.expirerule

or by specifying the folderpattern rule to be user/userid/.*
� Folder rules are specified in
store_root/partition/partition_name/userid/folder/store.expirerule or by specifying the
folderpattern rule to be user/userid/folder

� Note that multiple non-global rules (user, folder, partition) using rule_namewas only
implemented in theMessaging Server 6.2p4 release and later.

� Multiple expire rules can be applied to amailbox at the same time.An expire policy for amailbox
consists of global rules and local rules. Local rules apply to themailbox under the same directory
and all of its sub-folders.

� imexpire unifies all of the expiration rules applying to amailbox, unless there is an exclusive rule
specified for this mailbox (see Table 18–8). The resulting rule set represents themost restrictive
expiration policy based on all applicable rules. For example, if rule X expires messages such that
themaximummessage life is 10 days, and rule Y specifies 5 days, the union will be 5 days.
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TABLE 18–8imexpireAttributes

Attribute Description (Attribute Value)

exclusive Specifies whether or not this is an exclusive rule. If specified as exclusive, only this rule applies to the
specifiedmailbox(s) and all other rules are ignored. If more than one exclusive rule exists, the last
exclusive rule loaded will be used. For example, if a global and a local exclusive rule are specified, the
local rule will be used. If there is more than one global exclusive rule, the last global rule listed by
configutil is used. (1/0)

folderpattern Specifies the folders affected by this rule. The formatmust start with a user/, which represents the
directory store_root/partition/*/ See Figure 18–4 and Table 18–9. (POSIX regular expression)

messagecount Maximumnumber of messages in a folder. Oldest messages are expunged as additional messages are
delivered. (integer)

foldersize Maximum size of folder before the oldest messages are expunged when additional messages are
delivered. (integer in bytes)

messagedays Age ofmessage in days before being expunged. (integer)

messagesize Maximum size of message in bytes before it is marked to be expunged. (integer)

messagesizedays Grace period. Days an over-sizedmessage should remain in a folder. (integer)

message header field Specifies a header field and string that marks amessage for removal. Values are not case-sensitive and
regular expressions are not recognized.Example: Rule1.Subject: Get Rich Now!

For the header Expires and Expiry-Date, imexpirewill remove themessage if the date value specified
with these header fields is older than the messagedays attribute. If multiple expiration header fields are
specified, the earliest expiration date will be used. (string).

regexp Enable UNIX regular expressions in rules creation. (1 or 0). If not specified, IMAP expressions will be
used.

seen seen is a message status flag set by the systemwhen the user opens amessage. If the attribute seen is set
to and, then themessagemust be seen and other criteria must bemet before the rule is fulfilled. If the
attribute seen is set to or, then themessage only needs to be seen or another criteria bemet before the
rule is fulfilled. (and/or).

deleted deleted is a message status flag set by the systemwhen the user deletes amessage. If the attribute
deleted is set to and, then themessagemust be deleted and another criteria must bemet before the
rule is fulfilled. If the attribute deleted is set to or, then themessage only needs to be seen or another
criteria bemet before the rule is fulfilled. (and/or)

Setting imexpire Rules Textually
Automatic message removal rules are set by specifying rules in a store.expirerule file. The
store.expirerule file contains one expire criteria per line.An expire criteria of the global rule
configuration file (msg_svr_base/data/store/store.expirerule) has the following format:

rule_name.attribute: value

An expiration rule for a user ormailbox rule configuration file has this format:
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attribute: value

Example 18–1 shows a set of global expiration rules inmsg_svr_base/config/store.expirerule.

Rule 1 sets the global expiration policy (that is, policy that applies to all messages), as follows:

� Enable UNIX regular expressions in rules creation.
� Removesmessages larger than 100,000 bytes after 3 days.
� Removesmessages deleted by the user.
� Removes anymessage with the strings “Vigara Now!” or “XXX Porn!” in the Subject: header.
� Limits all folders to 1,000messages.After 1,000messages, the system removes the oldest

messages on a folder to keep the total to 1,000.
� Removes all messages older than 365 days.

Rule 2 sets the automatic message removal policy for users at the hosted domain siroe.com. It limits
mailbox sizes to 1megabyte, removesmessages that have been deleted, and removesmessages older
than 14 days.

Rule 3 sets the automatic message removal policy formessages in the inbox folder of user
f.dostoevski. It removesmessages with a subject line having the expression “On-line Casino.”

EXAMPLE 18–1Example imexpireRules

Rule1.regexp: 1

Rule1.folderpattern: user/.*

Rule1.messagesize: 100000

Rule1.messagesizedays: 3

Rule1.deleted: or

Rule1.Subject: Vigara Now!

Rule1.Subject: XXX Porn!

Rule1.messagecount: 1000

Rule1.messagedays: 365

Rule2.regexp: 1

Rule2.folderpattern: user/.*@siroe.com/.*Rule2.exclusive: 1

Rule2.deleted: or

Rule2.messagedays: 14

Rule2.messagecount: 1000

Rule3.folderpattern: user/f.dostoevski/inboxRule3.Subject: *On-line Casino*

Setting imexpire Folder Patterns

Folder patterns can be specified using POSIX regular expressions by setting the imexpire attribute
regex to 1. If not specified, IMAP expressions will be used. The formatmust start with a user/
followed by a pattern. Table 18–9 shows the folder pattern for various folders.)
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TABLE 18–9 imexpire Folder PatternsUsing Regular Expressions

Folder Pattern Scope

user/userid/.* Apply rule to all messages in all folders of userid.

user/userid/Sent Apply rule tomessages of userid in folder Sent:

user/.* Apply rule to entire message store.

user/.*/trash Apply rule to the trash folder of all users.

user/.*@siroe.com/.* Apply rule to folders in hosted domain siroe.com:

user/[^@]*/.* Apply rule to folders in default domain.

� ToSetGlobalAutomaticMessageRemoval Ruleswith theConsole
Note that while it is possible to set global expiration rules using the Console, using the using
store.expirerule is the preferredmethod. If toomany rules are created using the Console or
configutil, performance problems can result.

Bring up the automaticmessage removal GUI as follows:

Main Console > Server Group >Messaging Server (Open) >Messaging Server Console >
Configuration Tab >Message Store > Expire/Purge >Add

Avery rough drawing of the GUI is shown on Figure 18–4.

1
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OK

Cancel

Help

Name:

Apply to folders matching the following pattern:

NewRule

Message count: 200

Folder Size: 1000 MByte(s)

Make this the exclusive rule for the folders matching the specified pattern

Exclusive

Remove the oldest message until the following conditions are true:

Folder size constraint

Seen:

Deleted: and any constraints

and any constraints

Remove messages based on the values of the following flags:

Message flags constraint

Message size limit: 1

Grace period: Day(s)7

MByte(s)

Remove messages that are larger than the specified size and have been 
in the folder longer than the grace period:

Message size constraint

Number of days: Day(s)30

Remove the oldest message until the following conditions are true:

Message age constraint

Enter custom header value(s) separated by commas.

Header constraint

user/.*/Trash

FIGURE 18–4AutomaticMessage Removal (Expire/Purge)GUI—RoughDrawing

Enter a name for the new rule.2
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Enter the folders fromwhichmessageswill be automatically removed.

See “Setting imexpire Folder Patterns” on page 541 above.

If this rule is the exclusive rule for foldersmatching the specified criteria, then check theExclusive
box.

If this box is checked, then this rule takes precedence over all other rules matching the specified
pattern. See Table 18–8 for details on the exclusive checkbox.

To create a rule based on folder size, do the following:

� Check the Folder Size constraint checkbox. In theMessage count field, specify themaximum
number of messages that will be retained in a folder before the oldest messages are removed. In
the Folder size field, specify themaximum folder size, in bytes, before the oldest messages are
removed.

To create a rule based onmessage age, check theMessage age constraint checkbox:

In the Number of days field, specify the age, in days, of how longmessages should remain in the
folder.

To create a rule based onmessage size:

� Check theMessage size limit constraint checkbox. In theMessage size limit field, enter the
maximum size of amessage allowed in the folder. In the “Grace period” field, enter the how long
over-sizedmessages will remain in the folder before being removed.

To create a rule based onwhether the SeenorDeletedmessage flags are set:

� Check theMessage flags constraint checkbox.
� For the Seen: field, select “and” to specify that themessagemust be seen and another criteria

must bemet before the rule is fulfilled. Select “or” to specify that themessage need only be seen or
another criteria bemet before the rule is fulfilled.

� For the Deleted: field, select “and” to specify that themessagemust be deleted and another
criteria must bemet before the rule is fulfilled. Select “or” to specify that themessage need only be
deleted or another criteria bemet before the rule is fulfilled.

To create a rule based on aheader fields and their values:

� Check theHeader constraint checkbox.
� Enter a comma separated list of headers and values in the following format:

header1: value1, header2: value2

Example: Subject: Work at Home!,From: virus@sesta.com

For the header Expires and Expiry-Date, the systemwill remove themessage if their date value is
older than theMessage age constraint. If multiple expiration header fields are specified, the
earliest expiration date will be used. (string).
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ClickOK to add the new rule to theAutomaticMessage Removal list.

ToScheduleAutomaticMessageRemoval and Logging Level
Automatic message removal is activated by the imsched scheduling daemon. By default, imsched
invokes imexpire at 23:00 every day, andmessages are both expunged and purged. This schedule can
be customized by setting the configutil parameters local.schedule.expire,
local.schedule.purge, and store.cleanupage described in Table 18–10.

Expire and purge can take a long time to complete on a largemessage store, so youmay wish to
experiment and decide how often to run these processes. For example, if an expire/purge cycle takes
10 hours, youmay not want the default schedule of running expire and purge once a day. Schedule
expire and purge by using local.schedule.purge to specify a separate schedule for purge. If
local.schedule.purge is not set, imexpirewill perform purge after an expire.

TABLE 18–10Expire and Purge configutil Log and Scheduling Parameters

Parameter Description

local.schedule.expire Interval for running imexpire. Uses UNIX crontab format:minute hour day-of-month
month-of-year day-of-week

The values are separated by a space or tab and can be 0-59, 0-23, 1-31, 1-12 or 0-6 (with
0=Sunday) respectively. Each time field can be either an asterisk (meaning all legal
values), a list of comma-separated values, or a range of two values separated by a
hyphen. Note that days can be specified by both day of themonth and day of the week,
however, it is not typical to use them both since the number of such occurrences are very
small. If they are both specified, then both will be required. For example, setting the 17th
day of themonth and Tuesday will require both values to be true.

Interval Examples:

1) Run imexpire at 12:30am, 8:30am, and 4:30pm: 30 0,8,16 * * *

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/imexpire

2) Run imexpire at weekday morning at 3:15 am: 15 3 * * 1-5

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/imexpire

3) Run imexpire only on Mondays: 0 0 * * 1 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/imexpire

Default: 0 23 * * * /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/imexpire

local.schedule.purge Interval for running purge. Uses UNIX crontab format:minute hour day-of-month
month-of-year day-of-week.

Default: 0 0,4,8,12,16,20 * * * /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/purge -num=5 (Every four hours.)

store.cleanupage Age (in hours) of expired or expungedmessage before purgewill permanently remove
it.

Default: None

10
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TABLE 18–10Expire and Purge configutil Log and Scheduling Parameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

local.store.expire.loglevel Specify a log level:

1 = log summary for the entire expire session.

2 = log onemessage permailbox expired.

3 = log onemessage permessage expired.

Default: 1

imexpire SchedulingUsing the Console

Bring up the automatic message removal GUI as follows:

Main Console > Server Group >Messaging Server (Open) >Messaging Server Console >
Configuration Tab >Message Store > Expire/Purge

This Console page lists the expire rules on the top and the expire and purge schedule on the bottom.
To schedule expire and purge, use the pull downmenus in the Expire/Purge Schedule to set the
month, day of month, day of week (with 0=Sunday), hours of day andminute of hours for both
expire and purge.

Note –The day valuemay be set by both day of themonth and day of the week. Both are adhered to if
both are set. If you set the 3rd day of the week (Wednesday) and the 17th day of themonth, then a
purge/expire will only occur on the 17th day of eachmonth that falls on aWednesday).

Setting imexpire Logging Levels

imexpirewill log a summary to the default log file upon completion. If expire is invoked from the
command line, the -v (verbose) and -d (debug) option can be used to instruct imexpire to log detail
status/debugmessages to stderr. If imexpire is invoked by imsched, the configutil parameter
local.store.expire.loglevel can be set to 1,2 or 3 for different levels of logging. Loglevel 1 is the
default, it will log a summary for the entire expire session. Loglevel 2 will log onemessage per
mailbox expired. Loglevel 3 will log onemessage permessage expired.

Excluding SpecifiedUsers fromAutomaticMessage Remove

Exclude specified users from the expire rules by adding their user ID, one per line, in a file called
expire_exclude_list inmsg_svr_base/config/.
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ConfiguringMessage Store Partitions
Mailboxes are stored inmessage store partitions, an area on a disk partition specifically devoted to
storing themessage store.Message store partitions are not the same as disk partitions, though for
ease of maintenance, it is recommended that you have one disk partition and one file system for each
message store partition.Message store partitions are directories specifically designated as amessage
store.

Usermailboxes are stored by default in the store_root/partition/ directory (see “Message Store
Directory Layout” on page 511). The partition directory is a logical directory that might contain a
single partition ormultiple partitions.At start-up time, the partition directory contains one
subpartition called the primary partition.

You can add partitions to the partition directory as necessary. For example, youmight want to
partition a single disk to organize your users as follows:

store_root/partition/mkting/
store_root/partition/eng/
store_root/partition/sales/

As disk storage requirements increase, youmight want tomap these partitions to different physical
disk drives.

You should limit the number of mailboxes on any one disk. Distributingmailboxes across disks
improvesmessage delivery time (although it does not necessarily change the SMTP accept rate). The
number of mailboxes you allocate per disk depends on the disk capacity and the amount of disk
space allocated to each user. For example, you can allocatemoremailboxes per disk if you allocate
less disk space per user.

If yourmessage store requires multiple disks, you can use RAID (RedundantArray of Inexpensive
Disks) technology to easemanagement of multiple disks.With RAID technology, you can spread
data across a series of disks but the disks appear as one logical volume so diskmanagement is
simplified. Youmight also want to use RAID technology for redundancy purposes; that is, to
duplicate the store for failure recovery purposes.

Note –To improve disk access, themessage store and themessage queue should reside on separate
disks.

ToAddaPartition
When adding a partition, you specify both an absolute physical path where the partition is stored on
disk and a logical name, called the partition nickname.

The partition nickname allows you tomap users to a logical partition name regardless of the physical
path.When setting up user accounts and specifying themessage store for a user, you can use the
partition nickname. The name you entermust be an alphanumeric name andmust use lowercase
letters.
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To create andmanage the partition, the user ID used to run the servermust have permission to write
to the location specified in the physical path.

Note –After adding a partition, youmust stop then restart the server to refresh the configuration
information.

Console

To add a partition to the store by using the Console:

� ToAddaMessage Store Partition

FromConsole, open theMessaging Server youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab and selectMessage Store in the left pane.

Click the Partition tab in the right pane.

Click theAddbutton.

Enter the Partition nickname.
This is the logical name for the specified partition.

Enter the Partition path.
This is the absolute path name for the specified partition.

To specify this as the defaultmessage store partition, click the selection box labeledMake This the
Default Partition.

Note –The default partition is the partition used when a user is created and the mailMessageStore
LDAP attribute is not specified in the user entry. The mailMessageStore LDAP attribute should be
specified in all user entries so that a default partition is not necessary.

ClickOK to submit this partition configuration entry anddismiss thewindow.

Click Save to submit andpreserve the current Partition list.
Command Line

To add a partition to the store at the command line:

configutil -o store.partition.nickname.path -v path

where nickname is the logical name of the partition and path indicates the absolute path namewhere
the partition is stored.
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To specify the path of the default primary partition:
configutil -o store.partition.primary.path -v path

ToMoveMailboxes to aDifferentDisk Partition
By default, mailboxes are created in the primary partition. If the partition gets full, additional
messages cannot be stored. There are several ways to address the problem:

� Reduce the size of usermailboxes
� If you are using volumemanagement software, add additional disks
� Create additional partitions (“ToAdd a Partition” on page 547) andmovemailboxes to the new

partitions

If possible, we recommend adding additional disk space to a system using volumemanagement
software since this procedure is themost transparent for the user. However, youmay alsomove
mailboxes to a different partition.

� ToMoveMailboxes to aDifferentDisk Partition

Make sure user is disconnected from theirmailbox during themigration process. This can bedoneby
informing the user to log off and stay off duringmailboxmove, or, by setting the
mailAllowedServiceAccess attribute so that POP, IMAP andHTTP services are disallowed after they
are logged off. (See “mailAllowedServiceAccess” in Sun Java SystemCommunications
Services 6 2005Q4 Schema Reference.

Note – Setting mailAllowedServiceAccess to disallow POP, IMAP,HTTP access does not
disconnect any open connections to themailbox. Youmustmake sure that all connections are closed
prior to themovingmailboxes.

Move the usermailboxwith the following command:

mboxutil -r user/<userid>/INBOX user/<userid>/INBOX <partition_name>

Example:

mboxutil -r user/ofanning/INBOX user/ofanning/INBOX secondary

Set the mailMessageStore attribute in themoveduser’s LDAP entry to the nameof the new
partition.

Example: mailMessageStore: secondary

Inform the user thatmessage store connection is nowallowed. If applicable, change the
mailAllowedServiceAccess attribute to allowPOP, IMAP andHTTP services.
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Changing theDefaultMessage Store Partition
Definition
The default partition is the partition used when a user is created and the mailMessageStore LDAP
attribute is not specified in the user entry. The mailMessageStore LDAP attribute, which specifies a
user’s message store partition, should be specified in all user entries so that a default partition is not
necessary. In addition, the default partition should not be changed for load balancing or any other
reason. It is invalid and dangerous to change the default partition while there are still users
depending on the default partition definition.

If it is absolutely necessary to change the default partition, make sure that all users on the old default
partition (the one being left behind) have their mailMessageStore attribute set to their current
partition (which will no longer be the default), before changing the definition of default with the
configutil parameter store.defaultpartition.

PerformingMessage StoreMaintenanceProcedures
This section provides information about the utilities you use to performmaintenance and recovery
tasks for themessage store. You should always read your postmaster mail for warnings and alerts that
the servermight send. You should alsomonitor the log files for information about how the server is
performing. Formore information about log files, see Chapter 21

This section contains the following:

� “ToManageMailboxes” on page 551
� “ToMonitor Quota Limits” on page 556
� “ToMonitor Disk Space” on page 557
� “Using the stored Utility” on page 557
� “ReducingMessage Store Size Due to Duplicate Storage of IdenticalMessages” on page 558

AddingMorePhysical Disks to theMessage Store
TheMessaging Servermessage store contains the usermailboxes for a particularMessaging Server
instance. The size of themessage store increases as the number of mailboxes, folders, and log files
increase.

As you addmore users to your system, your disk storage requirements increase. Depending on the
number of users your server supports, themessage storemight require one physical disk ormultiple
physical disks. Messaging Server enables you an addmore stores as needed. One approach to adding
more stores is by using storage appliances. See for information on how to configure Network
Appliance storage appliances withMessaging Server.
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ToManageMailboxes
This section describes the following utilities formanaging andmonitoringmailboxes: mboxutil,
hashdir, readership.

Themboxutil Utility
Use the mboxutil command to perform typical maintenance tasks onmailboxes. mboxutil tasks
include the following:

� List mailboxes
� List and remove orphaned and inactivemailboxes
� Createmailboxes
� Renamemailboxes
� Movemailboxes from one partition to another
� Delete orphaned or inactivemailboxes
� You can also use the mboxutil command to view information about quotas. Formore

information, see “ToMonitor Quota Limits” on page 556.

Note –Note that you should not to kill the mboxutil process in themiddle of execution. If it is killed
with SIGKILL (kill -9), it may potentially require that every server get restarted and a recovery be
done.

Table 18–11 lists the mboxutil commands. For detailed syntax and usage requirements, see the Sun
Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

TABLE 18–11mboxutilOptions

Option Description

-a Obsolete. Used to list all user quota information. Use. imquotacheck

-cmailbox Creates the specifiedmailbox. Can be used with -f.

Amailboxmust exist before creating a secondarymailbox.
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TABLE 18–11mboxutilOptions (Continued)
Option Description

-dmailbox Delete the specifiedmailbox.

To delete a user from themessage store, use the following value for -dmailbox:

user/userid/INBOX

For example, to delete the user john from the message store, use -d user/john/INBOX. To
delete the mm folder in the user john’s mailbox, use -d user/john/mm.

The recommendedmethod to delete a user is tomark the user status as deleted in the LDAP
directory (by using the Delegated Administrator utility commadmin user delete command
or the Delegated Administrator console.) Next, use the commadmin user purge command to
purge the users that have beenmarked as deleted for a period longer than the specified
number of days.

If you use the DelegatedAdministrator utility as described in the preceding paragraph, you
do not have to use the mboxutil -d command to delete a mailbox.

-e Expunges all deletedmessages in themessage store. This option also can be used with the -p
pattern option to expunge all deletedmailboxes with names that match pattern.

-f file Specifies a file that stores mailbox names. The -f option can be used with the -c, -d, or -r
options.

The file contains a list of mailboxes on which the mboxutil command is executed. The
following is an example of entries in a data file:

user/daphne/INBOXuser/daphne/projxuser/daphne/mm

-kmailbox cmd Obsolete. Locks the specifiedmailbox at the folder level; runs the specified command; after
command completes, unlocks themailbox.

-l Lists all of themailboxes on a server.

If you createmulti-byte folders for different language locales, you should edit:
msg_svr_base/sbin/bundles/encbylang.properties to associate the appropriate character
set with the LANG environment variable.

-o Checks for orphaned accounts. This option searches for inboxes in the currentmessaging
server host which do not have corresponding entries in LDAP. For example, the -o option
finds inboxes of owners who have been deleted from LDAPormoved to a different server
host. For each orphaned account it finds, mboxutilwrites the following command to the
standard output:

mboxutil-d user/userid/INBOX

unless -w is specified
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TABLE 18–11mboxutilOptions (Continued)
Option Description

-pMUTF7_IMAP_pattern When used with the -l option, lists only thosemailboxes with names that match
MUTF7_IMAP_pattern.

Can also be used with the -d or -e option to delete or expungemailboxes with names that
matchMUTF7_IMAP_pattern.

You can use IMAPwildcards. This option expects a pattern in IMAPM-UTF-7 format. This
is not the recommended way to search for non ascii mailboxes. To search for non ascii
mailboxes, use the -P option.

-P regexp Lists only thosemailboxes with names that match the specified POSIX regular expression.
This option expects the regexp in the local language

-q domain Obsolete. Use imquotacheck -d domain

-r oldname newname[partition] Renames themailbox from oldname to newname. Tomove a folder from one partition to
another, specify the new partition with the partition option. Can be used with the -f flag to use
a file.

This option can be used to rename a user. For example, mboxutil -r user/user1/INBOX
user/user2/INBOXmoves all mail andmailboxes from user1 to user2, and newmessages will
appear in the new INBOX. (If user2 already exists, this operation will fail.)

-Rmailbox Restores deletedmessages that have not yet been purged.

When amailbox is expunged or expired, the uids of the deletedmessages are stored in a
store.exp file. Themessages are physically removed by imexpire after the cleanup page has
passed.When expunge or expire is issued bymistake, this option can by used to restore the
deletedmessages that have not been purged by imexpire into the original mailbox.

-s When used with the -l option, displays only themailbox name. No other data is displayed.

-t num Lists themailboxes that have not been accessed in a specified number of days (num). The -t
optionmust be used with the -o option, which identifies orphanedmailboxes.

Thus, the -t option identifies inactivemailboxes (based on last-accessed date) together with
orphanedmailboxes (mailboxes that do not have corresponding user entries in the LDAP
directory).

To identify (list) the orphaned and inactive mailboxes, use mboxutil -o -w file -t num.

To mark these orphaned and inactive mailboxes for deletion, use mboxutil -d -f file, where
file is the same file as the one used in the preceding -w file.

To use this feature, the config variable local.enablelastaccessmust be enabled for at least
the number of days specified with the -t option.

-u user Obsolete. Used to list user information. Use imquotacheck -u user

-w file Used with the -o option.Writes to a file themailbox names generated by the -o option (which
identifies orphaned accounts).
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TABLE 18–11mboxutilOptions (Continued)
Option Description

-x When used with the -l option, shows the path and access control for amailbox.

Note – POSIX regular expressions can be used in the mboxutil command.

MailboxNamingConventions
Youmust specify mailbox names in the following format: user/userid/mailbox, where userid is the
user that owns themailbox andmailbox is the name of themailbox. For hosted domains, userid is
uid@domain.

For example, the following command creates themailbox named INBOX for the user whose user ID is
crowe. INBOX is the default mailbox formail delivered to the user crowe.

mboxutil -c user/crowe/INBOX

Important:The name INBOX is reserved for each user’s default mailbox. INBOX is the only folder
name that is case-insensitive.All other folder names are case-sensitive.

Examples
To list all mailboxes for all users:

mboxutil -l

To list all mailboxes and also include path andACL information:

mboxutil -l -x

To create the default mailbox named INBOX for the user daphne:

mboxutil -c user/daphne/INBOX

To delete amail folder named projx for the user delilah:

mboxutil -d user/delilah/projx

To delete the default mailbox named INBOX and all mail folders for the user druscilla:

mboxutil -d user/druscilla/INBOX

To rename themail folder memos to memos-april for the user desdemona:

mboxutil -r user/desdemona/memos user/desdemona/memos-april

Tomove themail account for the user dimitria to a new partition:

mboxutil -r user/dimitria/INBOX user/dimitria/INBOX partition
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where partition specifies the name of the new partition.

Tomove themail folder named personal for the user dimitria to a new partition:

mboxutil -r user/dimitria/personal user/dimitria/personal partition

ToRemoveOrphanAccounts
To search for orphaned accounts (orphaned accounts aremailboxes that do not have corresponding
entries in LDAP) use the following command:

mboxutil -o

Command output follows:

mboxutil: Start checking for orphaned mailboxes

user/annie/INBOX

user/oliver/INBOX

mboxutil: Found 2 orphaned mailbox(es)

mboxutil: Done checking for orphaned mailboxes

Use the following command to create a file listing orphanedmailboxes that can be turned into a
script file that deletes the orphanedmailboxes (example filename is orphans.cmd):

mboxutil -o -w orphans.cmd

The command output is as follows:

mboxutil: Start checking for orphaned mailboxes

mboxutil: Found 2 orphaned mailbox(es)

mboxutil: Done checking for orphaned mailboxes

Delete the orphan files with the following command:

mboxutil -d -f orphans.cmd

Thehashdir Utility
Themailboxes in themessage store are stored in a hash structure for fast searching. Consequently, to
find the directory that contains a particular user’s mailbox, use the hashdir utility.

This utility identifies the directory that contains themessage store for a particular account. This
utility reports the relative path to themessage store, such as d1/a7/. The path is relative to the
directory level just before the one based on the user ID. The utility sends the path information to the
standard output.

For example, to find the relative path to themailbox for user crowe:

hashdir crowe
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The readershipUtility
The readership utility reports on howmany users other than themailbox owner have readmessages
in a shared IMAP folder.

An owner of a IMAP foldermay grant permission for others to readmail in the folder.A folder that
others are allowed to access is called a shared folder. Administrators can use the readership utility to
see howmany users other than the owner are accessing a shared folder.

This utility scans all mailboxes and produces one line of output per shared folder, reporting the
number of readers followed by a space and the name of themailbox.

Each reader is a distinct authentication identity that has selected the shared folder within the past
specified number of days. Users are not counted as reading their own personal mailboxes. Personal
mailboxes are not reported unless there is at least one reader other than the folder’s owner.

For example, the following command counts as a reader any identity that has selected the shared
IMAP folder within the last 15 days:

readership -d 15

ToMonitorQuota Limits
Monitor quota usage and limits by using imqutoacheck, which generates a report listing defined
quotas and limits, and provides information on quota usage. Quotas and usage figures are reported
in kilobytes. This utility can also comparemailbox size with a user’s assigned quota.As an option,
you can email a notification to users who have exceeded a set percentage of their assigned quota.

Note –Certain functions have changed in imquotacheck. (InMessaging Server 6.x, imquotacheck
utility has superseded the quotacheck utility.) InMessaging Server 5.x, when you used the
quotacheck utility to retrieve a list of users, quotacheck searched the local mboxlist database. This
function duplicated the search function in the mboxutil utility.

InMessaging Server 6.x, this duplicate function was removed from the imquotacheck utility. If you
perform a user search with imquotacheck, the search is performed against the LDAPdirectory, not
the local mboxlist database. To retrieve a list of users from the local mboxlist database, use the
mboxutil utility.

To list the usage of all users whose quota exceeds the least threshold in the rule file:

imquotacheck

List quota information for a the domain siroe.com:

imquotacheck -d siroe.com

To send a notification to all users in accordance to the default rule file:
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imquotacheck -n

To send a notification to all users in accordance to a specified rulefile,myrulefile, and to a specified
mail template file,mytemplate.file (formore information, refer to “imquotacheck” in Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference):

imquotacheck -n -r myrulefile -t mytemplate.file

To list the usage of all users and (will ignore the rule file):

imquotacheck -i

To list per folder usages for users user1 (will ignore the rule file):

imquotacheck -u user1 -e

ToMonitorDisk Space
You can specify how often the system shouldmonitor disk space and partition usage, and under what
circumstances the system should send a warning. See “Monitoring Disk Space” on page 729 for
details.

Using the storedUtility
The stored utility performs the followingmonitoring andmaintenance tasks for the server:

� Background and daily messaging tasks.
� Deadlock detection and rollback of deadlocked database transactions.
� Cleanup of temporary files on startup.
� Implementation of aging policies.
� Periodicmonitoring of server state, disk space, service response times, and so on (see “stored”

on page 739).
� Issuing of alarms if necessary.
� Database recovery as necessary (see “Message Store Startup and Recovery” on page 577

The stored utility automatically performs cleanup and expiration operations once a day at 11 PM.
You can choose to run additional cleanup and expiration operations.

Table 18–12 lists some of the stored options. Some common usage examples follow the table. For
detailed syntax and usage requirements, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference.
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TABLE 18–12storedOptions

Option Description

-d OBSOLETE. Use start-msg store to start up stored which will run as daemon,
performing system checks and activating alarms, deadlock detection, and database repair.

-t Checks the status of stored.The return code of this command indicates the status.

-v Verbose output.

-v -v More verbose output.

To print the status, enter:

stored -t -v

If you want to change the time of the automatic cleanup and expiration operations, use the
configutil utility as follows:

configutil -o store.expirestart -v 21

Occasionally, youmight need to restart the stored utility; for example, if themailbox list database
becomes corrupted. To restart stored onUNIX, use the following commands at the command line:

msg_svr_base/sbin/stop-msg store

msg_svr_base/sbin/start-msg store

If any server daemon crashes, youmust stop all daemons and restart all daemons including stored.

ReducingMessage Store SizeDue toDuplicate
Storageof IdenticalMessages
When amessage is sent tomultiple recipients, that message is placed in each recipient’s mailbox.
Somemessaging systems store separate copies of the samemessage in each recipient’s mailbox. By
contrast, the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server strives to retain a single copy of amessage regardless
of the number of mailboxes in which that message resides. It does this by creating hard links to that
message in themailboxes containing that message.

When othermessaging systems aremigrated to the Sun JavaMessaging Server, thesemultiple
message copies may be copied over with themigration process.With a largemessage store, this mean
that a lot of messages are duplicated unnecessarily. In addition, multiple copies of the samemessage
can be accumulated in normal server operation, for example, from IMAP append operations or other
sources.

Messaging Server provides a new command called relinker that removes the excess message copies
and replaces themwith hard links to a single copy.
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Relinker Theory ofOperations
The relinking function can be run in the command or realtimemode.When the relinker command is
run, it scans through themessage store partitions, creates or updates theMD5message digest
repository (as hard links), deletes excess message files, and creates the necessary hard links.

The digest repository consists of hard links to themessages in themessage store. It is stored in the
directory hierarchy partition_path/=md5. This directory is parallel to the usermailbox hierarchy
partition_path/=user (see Figure 18–1).Messages in the digest repository are uniquely identified by
theirMD5 digest. For example, if the digest for fredb/00/1.msg is
4F92E5673E091B43415FFFA05D2E47, then partition/=user/hashdir/hashdir/=fredb/00/1.msg is
linked to partition/=md5/hashdir/hashdir/4F92E5673E091B43415FFFA05D2E47EA.msg. If another
mailbox has this samemessage, for example,
partition_path/=user/hashdir/hashdir/gregk/00/17.msg, that message will also be hard linked to
partition_path/=md5/4F/92/4F92E5673E091B43415FFFA05D2E47EA.msg. This is shown in Figure
18–5.

partition_path/=user/75/e6/=fredb/00/1.msg/=user/75/e6/=fredb/00/1.msg

partition_path/=md5/4F/92/4F92E5673E091B43415FFFA05D2E47EA.msg/=md5/4F/92/4F92E5673E091B43415FFFA05D2E47EA.msg

partition_path/=user/75/e6/=gregk/00/2.msg/=user/75/e6/=gregk/00/2.msg

Hard
Link

Hard
Link

FIGURE 18–5Message StoreDigest Repository

For this message, the link count will be three. If bothmessages are deleted from themailboxes of
fredb and gregk, then the link count will be one and themessage can be purged.

The relinker process can also be run in the realtimemode for similar functionality. See “Using
Relinker in the RealtimeMode” on page 561 for details.

UsingRelinker in theCommandLineMode
relinker scans through amessage store partition, creates or updates theMD5message repository (as
hard links) and deletes excess message files.After relinker scans a store partition, it outputs statistics
on the number of uniquemessages and size of the partition before and after relinking. To runmore
quickly on an already hashed store, relinker only computes the digest of themessages not yet present
in =md5. It also has an option to erase the entire digest repository (which doesn’t affect the user
mailboxes).

The syntax for the command is as follows:
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relinker [-p partitionname] [-d]

where partitionname specifies the partition to be processed (default: all partitions) and -d specifies
that the digest repository be deleted. Sample output is shown below:

# relinker

Processing partition: primary

Scanning digest repository...

Processing user directories..............................

---------------------------------------------------------

Partition statistics Before After

---------------------------------------------------------

Total messages 4531898 4531898

Unique messages 4327531 3847029

Message digests in repository 0 3847029

Space used 99210Mb 90481Mb

Space savings from single-copy 3911Mb 12640Mb

---------------------------------------------------------

# relinker -d

Processing partition: primary

Purging digest repository...

---------------------------------------------------------

Partition statistics Before After

---------------------------------------------------------

Message digests in repository 3847029 0

---------------------------------------------------------

Relinker can take a long time to run, especially for the first time if there are nomessages are in the
repository. This is because it has to calculate the digest for everymessage (if the relinker criteria is
configured include all messages—see “Configuring Relinker” on page 561 for information on
configuring relinker criteria.) For example, it could take six hours to process a 100 Gigabytemessage
store. However, if run-time relinking is enabled (see “Using Relinker in the RealtimeMode” on page
561

If the relinker command linemode is used exclusively, and not the run-time option, it is necessary
to purge the digest repository (=md5), otherwisemessages purged in the store (=user) will not
become available disk space since they still have a link in the digest repository (they become
orphaned). If you are just performing a one-time optimization of the store—for example after a
migration—you can run relinker once, then delete the entire repository with relinker -d. For
repeated purging—duringmigration—it is sufficient to just run the relinker command repeatedly,
since each time it runs it also purges the expired or orphanedmessages from the repository.

It is safe to runmultiple instances of relinker in parallel with each processing a different partition
(using the -p option).Messages are only relinked inside the same partition.
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UsingRelinker in theRealtimeMode
The relinker function can be enabled in the realtimemode by setting the configutil parameter
local.store.relinker.enabled to yes. Using relinker in the realtimemode will compute the
digest of everymessage delivered (or restored, IMAP appended, and so forth) whichmatches the
configured relinker criteria (“Configuring Relinker” on page 561), then look in the repository to see if
that digest is already present. If the digest is present, it creates a link to it in the destinationmailbox
instead of a creating new copy of themessage. If there is no digest, it creates themessage and adds a
link to it in the repository afterwards.

stored scans the digest repositories of each partition and purges themessages having a link count of
1, or which don’t match the relinker criteria. The scan is done one directory at a time over a
configurable time period. This is so that the I/O load is evenly distributed and doesn’t noticeably
impact other server operations. By default the purge cycle is 24 hours, whichmeansmessages can
still be present on the disk for up to 24 hours after they’ve been deleted from the store or have
exceeded the configuredmaximum age. This task is enabled when the relinker realtimemode is
enabled.

ConfiguringRelinker
Table 18–13 shows the parameters used to set relinker criteria.

TABLE 18–13 relinker configutilParameters

Parameter Description

local.store.relinker.enabled Enables real-time relinking of messages in the append code and stored purge. The
relinker command-line tool may be run even if this option is off, however since stored
will not purge the repository, relinker -dmust be used for this task. Turning this option on
affects message delivery performance in exchange for the disk space savings.

Default: no

local.store.relinker.maxage Maximum age in hours formessages to be kept in the repository, or considered by the
relinker command-line. -1means no age limit, that is, only purge orphanedmessages from
the repository. For relinker it means process existingmessages regardless of age. Shorter
values keep the repository smaller thus allow relinker or stored purge to run faster and
reclaim disk space faster, while longer values allow duplicate message relinking over a longer
period of time, for example, when users copy the samemessage to the store several days
apart, or when running amigration over several days or weeks.

Default: 24

local.store.relinker.minsize Minimum size in kilobytes formessages to be considered by run-time or command-line
relinker. Setting a non-zero value gives up the relinker benefits for smaller messages in
exchange for a smaller repository.

Default: 0
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TABLE 18–13 relinker configutilParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

local.store.relinker.purgecycle Approximate duration in hours of an entire stored purge cycle. The actual duration
depends on the time it takes to scan each directory in the repository. Smaller values will use
more I/O and larger values will not reclaim disk space as fast. 0 means run purge
continuously without any pause between directories. -1means don’t run purge in stored

(then purge must be performed using the relinker -d command).

Default: 24

BackingUpandRestoring theMessage Store
Message store backup and restore is one of themost common and important administrative tasks. It
consists of backing up all themessages and folders on amessage store. Youmust implement a backup
and restore policy for yourmessage store to ensure that data is not lost if problems such as the
following occur:

� System crashes
� Hardware failure
� Accidental deletion ofmessages ormailboxes
� Problems when reinstalling or upgrading a system
� Natural disasters (for example, earthquakes, fire, hurricanes)
� Migrating users

You can domessage store back up and restore using command-line utilities imsbackup and
imsrestore, or the integrated solution that uses Legato Networker™.

Messaging Server provides a single-copy backup procedure. Regardless of howmany user folders
contain a particular message, during backup, themessage file is backed up only once using the first
message file found. The secondmessage copy is backed up as a link to the name of the first message
file, and so on. imsbackupmaintains a hash table of all messages using the device and inode of the
message files as the index. This method does have implications when restoring data, however. For
more information, see “Considerations for Partial Restore” on page 566

Note – It is also possible to domessage store backup and restore by backing up all themessage files
and directories. Refer to “Message Store Disaster Backup and Recovery” on page 573.

This section contains the following subsections:

� “Creating aMailbox Backup Policy” on page 563
� “To Create BackupGroups” on page 563
� “Messaging Server Backup and Restore Utilities” on page 564
� “Considerations for Partial Restore” on page 566
� “Considerations for Partial Restore” on page 566
� “ToUse Legato Networker” on page 569
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� “ToUse a Third Party Backup Software (Besides Legato)” on page 571
� “Message Store Disaster Backup and Recovery” on page 573
� “Troubleshooting Backup and Restore Problems” on page 572
� “Message Store Disaster Backup and Recovery” on page 573

Creating aMailboxBackupPolicy
Your backup policy will depend on several factors, such as:

� “Peak Business Loads” on page 563
� “Full and Incremental Backups” on page 563
� “Parallel or Serial Backups” on page 563

PeakBusiness Loads
You need to take into account peak business loads when scheduling backups for your system as this
can reduce system load during peak hours. For example, backups are probably best scheduled for
earlymorning hours such as 2:00AM.

Full and Incremental Backups
Incremental backups (see “Incremental Backup” on page 565) will scan the store for changed data
and back up only what has changed. Full backups will back up the entire message store. You need to
determine how often the system should perform full as opposed to incremental backups. You’ll
probably want to perform incremental backups as a daily maintenance procedure and full backups
once a week.

Parallel or Serial Backups
When user data is stored onmultiple disks, you can back up user groups in parallel if you wish.
Depending on system resources, parallel backups can speed up the overall backup procedure.
However, youmight want to use serial backups if you want to reduce backup impact on the server’s
performance.Whether to use parallel or serial backups can depend onmany factors, including
system load, hardware configuration, howmany tape drives are available, and so on.

ToCreateBackupGroups
Abackup group is an arbitrary set of usermailboxes defined by regular expressions. By organizing
usermailboxes into backup groups, you can definemore flexible backupmanagement.

For example, you could create three backup groups, the first containing user IDs starting with the
lettersA through L, the second with users whose user IDs begin withM-Z, and the third with users
whose user IDs begin with a number.Administrators could use these backup groups to backup
mailboxes in parallel, or perhaps only certain groups on one day and other groups on another.

There are several things to remember about backup groups:
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1. These are arbitrary virtual groups of mail users. They do not precisely map to themessage store
directory (Figure 18–1), although it may look like it.

2. They are defined by the administrator using UNIX regular expressions.
3. The regular expressions are defined in the configuration

filemsg_svr_base/config/backup-groups.conf
4. When backup groups are referenced in imsbackup and imsrestore, they use the path format:

/partition_name/backup_group

The format of backup-groups.conf is as follows:

group_name=definition
group_name=definition
.

.

.

Using the example described in the paragraph above, the following definitions would be used to
create the three backup groups:

groupA=[a-l].*

groupB=[m,-z].*

groupC=[0-9].*

You can now scope imsbackup and imsrestore at several levels. You can backup/restore the whole
message store using the backup command:

imsbackup -f device /

To backup all mailboxes for all users in groupA use the following:

imsbackup -f device /partition/groupA

The default partition is called primary.

Pre-definedBackupGroup
Messaging Server includes one predefined backup group that is available without creating the
backup-groups configuration file. This group is called user; it includes all users. For example, the
following will backup all users on the primary partition:

imsbackup -f backupfile /primary/user

Messaging Server BackupandRestoreUtilities
To back up and restore your data,Messaging Server provides the imsbackup and imsrestore
utilities. Note that the imsbackup and imsrestore utilities do not have the advanced features found
in general purpose tools like Legato Networker. For example, the utilities have only very limited
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support for tape auto-changers, and they cannot write a single store tomultiple concurrent devices.
Comprehensive backup will be achieved via plug-ins to generalized tools like Legato Networker. For
more information about using Legato Networker, see “ToUse Legato Networker” on page 569

The imsbackupUtility
With imsbackup, you can write selected contents of themessage store to any serial device, including
magnetic tape, a UNIX pipe, or a plain file. The backup or selected parts of the backupmay later be
recovered by using the imsrestore utility. The output of imsbackup can be piped to imsrestore.

The following example backs up the entire message store to /dev/rmt/0:

imsbackup -f /dev/rmt/0 /

This backs up themailboxes of user ID joe to /dev/rmt/0:

imsbackup -f /dev/rmt/0 /primary/user/joe

This example backs up all themailboxes of all the users defined in the backup group groupA to
backupfile (see “To Create BackupGroups” on page 563):

imsbackup -f- /primary/groupA > backupfile

Incremental Backup

The following example will back upmessages stored fromMay 1, 2004 at 1:10 pm to the present. The
default is to backup all themessages regardless of their dates:

imsbackup -d 20040501:13100

This command uses the default blocking factor of 20. For a complete syntax description of the
imsbackup command, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

The imsrestoreUtility
To restoremessages from the backup device, use the imsrestore command. For example, the
following command restores messages for user1 from the file backupfile.

imsrestore -f backupfile /primary/user1

For a complete syntax description of the imsbackup command, see the Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.
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ExcludingBulkMailWhenYouPerformBackups
When you perform a backup operation, you can specifymailboxes that will be excluded from being
backed up. By excluding bulk or trashmailboxes that can accrue large numbers of unimportant
messages, you can streamline the backup session, reduce the time to complete the operation, and
minimize the disk space required to store the backup data.

To excludemailboxes, specify a value for the configutil parameter local.store.backup.exclude.

You can specify a single mailbox or a list of mailboxes separated by the ”%’ character. (”%’ is an illegal
character in amailbox name.) For example, you could specify the following values:

Trash

Trash%Bulk Mail%Third Class Mail

In the first example, the folder Trash is excluded. In the second example, the folders Trash, Bulk
Mail, and Third Class Mail are excluded.

The backup utility backs up all folders in a usermailbox except those folders specified in the
local.store.backup.exclude parameter.

This feature works with theMessaging Server backup utility, Legato Networker, and third-party
backup software.

You can override the local.store.backup.exclude setting and back up an excludedmailbox by
specifying its full logical name during the operation. Suppose the Trash folder has been excluded.
You can still back up Trash by specifying, for example:

/primary/user/user1/trash

However, if you specify

/primary/user/user1

the Trash folder is excluded.

Considerations for Partial Restore
Apartial restore is when only a part of themessage store is restored.A full restore is when the entire
message store is restore. Themessage store uses a single-copymessage system. That is, only a single
copy of anymessage is saved in the store as a single file.Any other instances of that message (like
when amessage is sent tomultiple mailboxes) are stored as links to that copy. Because of this, there
are implications when restoringmessages. For example:

� Full Restore.During a full restore, linkedmessages will still point to the same inode as the
message file to which they are linked.

� Partial Backup/Restore.During a partial backup and partial restore, however, the single-copy
characteristic of themessage storemight not be preserved.
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The following examples demonstrate what happens to amessage used bymultiple users when a
partial restore is performed.Assume there are threemessages, all the same, belonging to three users
A, B, and C, as follows:

A/INBOX/1

B/INBOX/1

C/INBOX/1

Example 1. In the first example, the system performs a partial backup and full restore procedure as
follows:

1. Back upmailboxes for users B and C.
2. Delete mailboxes of users B and C.
3. Restore the backup data from step 1.

In this example, B/INBOX/1 and C/INBOX/1 are assigned a new inode number and themessage data is
written to a new place on the disk. Only onemessage is restored; the secondmessage is a hard link to
the first message.

Example 2. In this example, the system performs a full backup and a partial restore as follows:

1. Perform full backup.
2. Delete mailboxes for userA.
3. Restoremailboxes for userA.

A/INBOX/1 is assigned a new inode number.

Example 3. In this example, partial restoremight requiremore than one attempt:

1. Perform full backup.

B/INBOX/1 and C/INBOX/1 are backed up as links to A/INBOX/1.

2. Delete mailboxes for usersAand B.

3. Restoremailboxes for user B.

The restore utilities ask the administrator to restore A/INBOX first.

4. Restoremailboxes for usersAand B.

5. Delete mailboxes for userA(optional).
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Note – If you want to ensure that all messages are restored for a partial restore, you can run the
imsbackup commandwith the -i option. The -i option backs up everymessagemultiple times if
necessary.

If the backup device is seekable (example: a drive or tape), imsrestore seeks to the position
containing A/INBOX/1 and restore it as B/INBOX/1. If the backup device is non-seekable example:
a UNIX pipe), imsrestore logs the object ID and the ID of the depending (linked) object to a file,
and the administratormust invoke imsrestore again with the -r option to restore themissing
message references.

ToRestoreMessages fromaMailbox that hasBeen Incrementally
Backed-up
If you are restoringmessages from amailbox that has been incrementally backed-up, and if that
mailbox exists on the server on which you wish to restore themessages, then restoring themessages
requires a straightforward imesrestore. However, if you wish to restoremessages from amailbox
that has been incrementally backed-up, and if that mailbox no longer exists, youmust follow
different restore procedures.

Use one of the following procedures to restoremessages to amailbox that does not exist on the
message store server:

� During the restore operation, disable delivery of messages to the user. Do this by setting the
LDAP attribute mailDeliveryOption to hold.

� Before you use imesrestore, create the mailbox with the mboxutil -c command.

The reason why these instructionsmust be followed for restoring an incremental backup is as
follows:When amailbox has been deleted or is beingmigrated, the imsrestore utility recreates the
mailbox with themailbox unique identification validity andmessage unique identifications (UIDs)
stored in the backup archive.

In the past, when imsrestorewould recreate a deleted ormigratedmailbox, it would assign a new
UID validity to themailbox and newUIDs to themessages. In that situation, a client with cached
messages would have to resynchronize themailbox UID validity andmessage UIDs. The client
would have to download the new data again, increasing the workload on the server.

With the new imsrestore behavior, the client cache remains synchronized, and the restore process
operates transparently with no negative impact on performance.

If a mailbox exists, imsrestore assigns newUIDs to the restoredmessages so that the newUIDs
remain consistent with the UIDs already assigned to existingmessages. To ensure UID consistency,
imsrestore locks themailbox during the restore operation. However, because imsrestore now uses
themailbox UID validity andmessage UIDs from the backup archive instead of assigning newUID
values, UIDs could become inconsistent if you perform incremental backups and restores.
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If you perform incremental backups with the -d date option of the imsbackup utility, youmight have
to invoke imsrestoremultiple times to complete the restore operation. If incremental backups were
performed, youmust restore the latest full backup and all subsequent incremental backups.

Newmessages can be delivered to themailbox between the restore operations, but in this case, the
message UIDs can become inconsistent. To prevent inconsistency in the UIDs, you need to take one
of the actions describe above.

ToUse LegatoNetworker
Messaging Server includes a backupAPI that provides an interface with third-party backup tools,
such as Legato Networker. The physical message store structure and data format are encapsulated
within the backupAPI. The backupAPI interacts directly with themessage store. It presents a logical
view of themessage store to the backup service. The backup service uses the conceptual
representation of themessage store to store and retrieve the backup objects.

Messaging Server provides anApplication SpecificModule (ASM) that can be invoked by the Legato
Networker’s save and recover commands to back up and restore themessage store data. TheASM
then invokes theMessaging Server imsbackup and imsrestore utilities.

Note –This section provides information about how to use LegatoNetworker with theMessaging
Servermessage store. To understand the Legato Networker interface, see your Legato
documentation.

� ToBackUpDataUsing LegatoNetworker

Create a symbolic link from /usr/lib/nsr/imsasm to msg_srv_base/lib/msg/imsasm

FromSunor Legato, obtain a copy of the nsrfilebinary and copy it to the followingdirectory:
/usr/bin/nsr

Note that this is required only if you are using an older version of Networker (5.x).With Networker
6.0 and above, nsrfile is automatically installed under /usr/bin/nsr.

If youwant to back upusers by groups, perform the following steps:

a. Create a backupgroupfile as described in “To Create BackupGroups” onpage 563

b. To verify your configuration, run mkbackupdir.sh.
Look at the directory structure created by mkbackupdir.sh.The structure should look similar to
that shown in Table 18–4.

Note that if you do not specify a backup-groups.conf file, the backup process will use the default
backup group ALL for all users.

1
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In the directory /nsr/res/, create a resfile for your save group to invoke the mkbackupdir.sh script
before the backup. See Table 18–4 for an example.

Note – Earlier versions of LegatoNetworker have a limitation of 64 characters for the save set name. If
the name of this directory plus the logical name of themailbox (for example,
/primary/groupA/fred) is greater than 64 characters, then you must run mkbackupdir.sh -p.
Therefore, you should use a short path name for the -p option of mkbackupdir.sh. For example the
following commandwill create the backup image under the directory /backup:

mkbackupdir.sh -p /backup

Important: The backup directorymust be writable by themessage store owner (example: inetuser).

Table 18–6 shows a sample backup groups directory structure.

/backup/primary/groupA/amy

/bob

/carly

/groupB/mary

/nancy

/zelda

/groupC/123go

/1bill

/354hut

The example below shows a sample res file named IMS.res in the /nsr/res directory:

type: savepnpc;

precmd: "echo mkbackupdir started",

"/usr/siroe/server5/msg-siroe/bin/mkbackupdir.sh -p /backup";

pstcmd: "echo imsbackup Completed";

timeout: "12:00 pm";

You are now ready to run the Legato Networker interface as follows:

Create theMessaging Server save group if necessary.

a. Run nwadmin.

b. Select Customize | Group | Create.

Create a backup client using savepnpc as the backup command:

a. Set the save set to the directory createdby mkbackupdir.
For a single session backup, use /backup

For parallel backups, use /backup/server/group
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Be sure you’ve already created group as defined in “To Create BackupGroups” on page 563

Youmust also set the parallelism to the number of backup sessions.

See “To BackUpData Using Legato Networker” on page 569.

Select GroupControl | Start to test your backup configuration.
Example. CreatingABackup Client in Networker:

To create a backup client in Networker. From nwadmin, select Client | Client Setup | Create
Name: siroe

Group: IMS

Savesets:/backup/primary/groupA

/backup/secondary/groupB

/backup/tertiary/groupC

.

.

Backup Command:savepnpc

Parallelism: 4

RestoringDataUsing LegatoNetworker
To recover data, you can use the Legato Networker nwrecover interface or the recover
command-line utility. The following example recovers user a1’s INBOX:

recover -a -f -s siroe /backup/siroe/groupA/a1/INBOX

The next example recovers the entire message store:

recover -a -f -s siroe /backup/siroe

ToUse a Third Party BackupSoftware (Besides Legato)
Messaging Server provides twomessage store backup solutions, the command line imsbackup and
the Solstice Backup (Legato Networker).A largemessage store running a single imbackup to backup
the entire message store can take a significant amount of time. The Legato solution supports
concurrent backup sessions onmultiple backup devices. Concurrent backup can shorten backup
time dramatically (backups of 25GB of data per hour have been achieved).

If you are using another third party concurrent backup software (for example, Netbackup), youmay
use the followingmethod to integrate your backup software with theMessaging Server.

� ToUse a Third Party BackupSoftware (Besides Legato)

Divide your users into groups (see “To Create BackupGroups” onpage 563) and create a
backup-groups.conf file under the directorymsg_svr_base/config/.

7
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Note –This backup solution requires additional disk space. To backup all the groups concurrently, the
disk space requirement is 2 times themessage store size. If you do not have that much disk space,
divide your users into smaller groups, and then backup a set of groups at a time. For example group1
- group5, group6 - group10. Remove the group data files after backup.

Run imsbackup to backup each group into files under a staging area.

The command is imsbackup -f <device> /<instance>/<group>

You can runmultiple imsbackup processes simultaneously. For example:
# imsbackup -f- /primary/groupA > /bkdata/groupA &

# imsbackup -f- /primary/groupB > /bkdata/groupB &

. . .

imsbackup does not support large files, if the backup data is larger than 2 GB, you need to use the -f-
option to write the data to stdout and then pipe the output to a file.

Use your third party backup software to backup the groupdata files in the staging area (in our
example that is /bkdata).

To restore a user, identify the groupfilenameof the user, restore that file from tape, and thenuse
imsrestore to restore the user from thedata file.

Note that imsrestore does not support large files. If the data file is larger than 2GB. Use the
following command:

# cat /bkdata/groupA | imsrestore -f- /primary/groupA/andy

TroubleshootingBackupandRestore Problems
This section describes common backup and restore problems and their solutions.

� Problem: When I do an restore of a folder or INBOX using imsrestore or imsasm, it appends all
themessages in that folder onto the current folder. This results inmultiple copies of themessages
in that folder.

Solution: Make sure the -i flag of imsrestore is not set in the imsasm script.
� Problem: I want to do an incremental backup of just newmessages added in amail folder, but

when I try, the entire folder gets backed up. How do I just back up the newmessages?

Solution: Set the -d datetime flag on imsbackup. This will backupmessages stored from the
specified date and time to the present. The default is to backup all messages regardless of their
dates.
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Message StoreDisaster BackupandRecovery
Adisaster refers to a catastrophic failure of the entire message store. That is, a situation where all data
on themessage store servers are lost.Acompletemessage store disaster restore will consist of
restoring the following lost data:

� All message store data. These can be backed up using the procedures described in “Backing Up
and Restoring theMessage Store” on page 562. If file system backupmethod is used, be sure to
backup the following data:

� All message store partitions
� Themessage store database files at msg_svr_base/data/store/mboxlist.

Themessage store database snapshots at msg_svr_base/data/store/dbdata/snapshots (note
that the location ofmessage store database snapshot files can be configured with the configutil
parameter local.store.snapshotpath) (If file system backup is used, run reconstruct -m after these
data are restored.)

� All configuration data. Including:

� local configuration file at msg_svr_base/data/config
� TheMessaging Server configuration data in the LDAPDirectory Server

MonitoringUserAccess
Messaging Server provides the command, imsconnutil, which allows you tomonitor user’s message
store access via IMAP, POP and http. You can also determine the last log in and log out of users. This
commandworks on a permessage store basis and will not work across message stores.

Note –Use of this function or otherMessaging Server functions tomonitor, read or otherwise access
user’s email may constitute a potential source of liability if used in violation of applicable laws or
regulations or if used in violation of the customer’s own policies or agreements.

This command requires root access by the system user (default: inetuser), and youmust set the
configuration variables local.imap.enableuserlist, local.http.enableuserlist,
local.enablelastaccess to 1.

To list users currently logged on via IMAPor any webmail client, use the following command:

# imsconnutil -c

To list the last IMAP, POP, orMessenger Express access (log in and log out) of every user on the
message store use:

# imsconnutil -a
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The following command does two things: 1) it determines whether the specified user is currently
logged on via IMAPorMessenger Express or any client that connects via mshttp (note that this does
not work for POPbecause POPusers generally do not stay connected), and 2) it lists the last time the
users have logged on and off:

# imsconnutil -c -a -u user_ID

Note that a list of users can be input from a file, one user per line, using the following command:

# imsconnutil -c -a -f filename

You can also specify a particular service (imap or http) using the -s flag. For example, to list whether
a particular user ID is logged onto IMAPor not, use the following command:

# imsconnutil -c -s imap -u user_ID

For a complete description of the imsconnutil syntax, refer to “imsconnutil” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Here is some example output:

$ ./imsconnutil -a -u soroork

UID IMAP last access HTTP last access POP last access

=========================================================================

ed 08/Jul/2003:10:49:05 10/Jul/2003:14:55:52 ---NOT-RECORDED---

$ ./imsconnutil -c

IMAP

UID TIME AUTH TO FROM

===========================================================================

ed 17/Jun/2003:11:24:03 plain 172.58.73.45:193 129.157.12.73:2631

bil 17/Jun/2003:04:28:43 plain 172.58.73.45:193 129.158.16.34:2340

mia 17/Jun/2003:09:36:54 plain 172.58.73.45:193 192.18.184.103:3744

jay 17/Jun/2003:05:38:46 plain 172.58.73.45:193 129.159.18.123:3687

pau 17/Jun/2003:12:23:28 plaintext 172.58.73.45:193 192.18.194.83:2943

ton 17/Jun/2003:05:38:46 plain 172.58.73.45:193 129.152.18.123:3688

ani 17/Jun/2003:12:26:40 plaintext 172.58.73.45:193 192.18.164.17:1767

ani 17/Jun/2003:12:25:17 plaintext 172.58.73.45:193 129.150.17.34:3117

jac 17/Jun/2003:12:26:32 plaintext 172.58.73.45:193 129.150.17.34:3119

ton 17/Jun/2003:12:25:32 plaintext 172.58.73.45:193 192.18.148.17:1764

===========================================================================

10 users were logged in to imap.

Feature is not enabled for http.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Troubleshooting theMessage Store
This section provides guidelines for activelymaintaining yourmessage store. In addition, this
section describes othermessage store recovery procedures you can use if themessage store becomes
corrupted or unexpectedly shuts down. Note that the section on these additional message store
recovery procedures is an extension of “RepairingMailboxes and theMailboxes Database” on page
580.

Prior to reading this section, it is strongly recommended that you review this chapter as well as the
command-line utility and configutil chapters in the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server
Administration Reference. Topics covered in this section include:

� “StandardMessage StoreMonitoring Procedures” on page 575
� “Common Problems and Solutions” on page 584
� “Message Store Startup and Recovery” on page 577
� “RepairingMailboxes and theMailboxes Database” on page 580

StandardMessage StoreMonitoringProcedures
This section outlines standardmonitoring procedures for themessage store. These procedures are
helpful for general message store checks, testing, and standardmaintenance.

For additional information, see “Monitoring theMessage Store” on page 737.

CheckHardware Space
Amessage store should have enough additional disk space and hardware resources.When the
message store is near themaximum limit of disk space and hardware space, problemsmight occur
within themessage store.

Inadequate disk space is one of themost common causes of themail server problems and failure.
Without space to write to themessage store, themail server will fail. In addition, when the available
disk space goes below a certain threshold, there will be problems related tomessage delivery, logging,
and so forth. Disk space can be rapidly depleted when the clean up function of the stored process
fails and deletedmessages are not expunged from themessage store.

For information onmonitoring disk space, see “ToMonitor Disk Space” on page 557 and
“Monitoring theMessage Store” on page 737.

Check LogFiles
Check the log files tomake sure themessage store processes are running as configured.Messaging
Server creates a separate set of log files for each of themajor protocols, or services, it supports: SMTP,
IMAP, POP, andHTTP. You can look at the log files through the Console or in directory
msg_svr_base/log/. You shouldmonitor the log files on a routine basis.
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Be aware that logging can impact server performance. Themore verbose the logging you specify, the
more disk space your log files will occupy for a given amount of time. You should define effective but
realistic log rotation, expiration, and backup policies for your server. For information about defining
logging policies for your server, see Chapter 21.

CheckUser IMAP/POPSessionbyUsing Telemetry
Messaging Server provides a feature called telemetry that can capture a user’s entire IMAP, POPor
webmail session into a file. This feature is useful for debugging client problems. For example, if a user
complains that their message access client is not working as expected, this feature can be used to
trace the interaction between the access client andMessaging Server.

To capture a session, simply create the following directory:

msg_svr_base/data/telemetry/pop_or_imap/userid

Messaging Server will create one file per session in that directory. Example output is shown below.

LOGIN redb 2003/11/26 13:03:21

>0.017>1 OK User logged in

<0.047<2 XSERVERINFO MANAGEACCOUNTURL MANAGELISTSURL MANAGEFILTERSURL

>0.003>* XSERVERINFO MANAGEACCOUNTURL {67}

http://redb@cuisine.blue.planet.com:800/bin/user/admin/bin/enduser

MANAGELISTSURL NIL MANAGEFILTERSURL NIL

2 OK Completed

<0.046<3 select "INBOX"

>0.236>* FLAGS (\Answered flagged draft deleted \Seen $MDNSent Junk)

* OK [PERMANENTFLAGS (\Answered flag draft deleted \Seen $MDNSent Junk \*)]

* 1538 EXISTS

* 0 RECENT

* OK [UNSEEN 23]

* OK [UIDVALIDITY 1046219200]

* OK [UIDNEXT 1968]

3 OK [READ-WRITE] Completed

<0.045<4 UID fetch 1:* (FLAGS)

>0.117>* 1 FETCH (FLAGS (\Seen) UID 330)

* 2 FETCH (FLAGS (\Seen) UID 331)

* 3 FETCH (FLAGS (\Seen) UID 332)

* 4 FETCH (FLAGS (\Seen) UID 333)

* 5 FETCH (FLAGS (\Seen) UID 334)

<etc>

Check storedProcesses
The stored function performs a variety of important tasks such as deadlock and transaction
operations of themessage database, enforcing aging policies, and expunging and erasingmessages
stored on disk. If stored stops running,Messaging Server will eventually run into problems. If
stored doesn’t start when start-msg is run, no other processes will start.

� Check that the stored process is running. Run stored -t -v
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� Check for the log file build up in store_root/mboxlist.
� Check for storedmessages in the default log filemsg_svr_base/log/default/default
� Check that the time stamps of the following files (in directorymsg_svr_base/config/) are

updated whenever one of the following functions are attempted by the stored process:

TABLE 18–14storedOperations

storedOperation Function

stored.ckp Touched when a database checkpoint was initiated. Stamped approximately
every 1minute.

stored.lcu Touched at every database log cleanup. Time stamped approximately every
5minutes.

stored.per Touched at every spawn of peruser db write out. Time stamped once an
hour.

Formore information on the stored process, see “Using the stored Utility” on page 557 chapter of
the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

For additional information onmonitoring the stored function, see “Monitoring theMessage Store”
on page 737

CheckDatabase LogFiles
Database log files refer to sleepycat transaction checkpointing log files (in directory
store_root/mboxlist). If log files accumulate, then database checkpointing is not occurring. In
general, there are two or three database log files during a single period of time. If there aremore files,
it could be a sign of a problem.

CheckUser Folders
If you want to check the user folders, you might run the command reconstruct -r -n (recursive no
fix) which will review any user folder and report errors. Formore information on the reconstruct
command, see “RepairingMailboxes and theMailboxes Database” on page 580

Check for Core Files
Core files only exist when processes have unexpectedly terminated. It is important to review these
files, particularly when you see a problem in themessage store. On Solaris, use coreadm to configure
core file location.

Message Store Startup andRecovery
Message store data consists of themessages, index data, and themessage store database.While this
data is fairly robust, on rare occasions theremay bemessage store data problems in the system. These
problems will be indicated in the default log file, and almost always will be fixed transparently. In rare
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cases an errormessage in the log filemay indicate that you need to run the reconstruct utility. In
addition, as a last resort, messages are protected by the backup and restore processes described in
“Backing Up and Restoring theMessage Store” on page 562. This section will focus on the automatic
startup and recovery process of stored.

Themessage store automatesmany recovery operations which were previously the responsibility of
the administrator. These operations are performed bymessage store daemon stored during startup
and include database snapshots and automatic fast recovery as necessary. stored thoroughly checks
themessage store’s database and automatically initiates repairs if it detects a problem.

stored also provides a comprehensive analysis of the state of the database via statusmessages to the
default log, reporting on repairs done to themessage store and automatic attempts to bring it into
operation.

Automatic Startup andRecovery—Theory ofOperations
The stored daemon starts before the othermessage store processes. It initializes and, if necessary,
recovers themessage store database. Themessage store database keeps folder, quota, subscription,
andmessage flag information. The database is logging and transactional, so recovery is already built
in. In addition, some database information is copied redundantly in themessage index area for each
folder.

Although the database is fairly robust, on the rare occasions that it breaks, inmost cases stored
recovers and repairs it transparently. However, whenever stored is restarted, you should check the
default log files tomake sure that additional administrative intervention is not required. Status
messages in the log file will tell you to run reconstruct if the database requires further rebuilding.

Before opening themessage store database, stored analyzes its integrity and sends statusmessages to
the default log under the category ofwarning. Somemessages will be useful to administrators and
somemessages will consists of coded data to be used for internal analysis. If stored detects any
problems, it will attempt to fix the database and try starting it again.

When the database is opened, storedwill signal that the rest of the services may start. If the
automatic fixes failed, messages in the default log will specify what actions to take. See “Error
Messages Signifying that reconstruct -m is Needed” on page 579

In previous releases, stored could start a recovery process which would take a very long time leaving
the administrator wondering if storedwas “stuck.” This type of long recovery has been removed and
stored should determine a final state in less than aminute. However, if stored needs to employ
recovery techniques such as recovering from a snapshot, the process may take a fewminutes.

After most recoveries, the database will usually be up-to-date and nothing else will be required.
However, some recoveries will require a reconstruct -m in order to synchronize redundant data in
themessage store.Again, this will be stated in the default log, so it is important tomonitor the default
log after a startup. Even though themessage store will seem to be up and running normally, it is
important to run any requested operations such as reconstruct.
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Another reason for reading the log file is to determine what caused damage to the database in the first
place.Although stored is designed to bring up themessage store regardless of any problem on the
system, you will still want to try to ascertain cause of the database damage as this may be a sign of a
larger hidden problem.

Error Messages Signifying that reconstruct -m is Needed

This section describes the type of error messages that require reconstruct -m to be run.

When the error message indicates mailbox error, run reconstruct <mailbox>. Example:

"Invalid cache data for msg 102 in mailbox user/joe/INBOX. Needs reconstruct"

"Mailbox corrupted, missing fixed headers: user/joe/INBOX"

"Mailbox corrupted, start_offset beyond EOF: user/joe/INBOX"

When the error message indicates a database error, run reconstruct -m. Example:

"Removing extra database logs. Run reconstruct -m soon after startup to resync

redundant data"

"Recovering database from snapshot. Run reconstruct -m soon after startup to resync

redundant data"

Database Snapshots

Asnapshot is a hot backup of the database and is used by stored to restore a broken database
transparently in coupleminutes. This is much quicker than using reconstruct, which relies on the
redundant information stored in other areas.

Message StoreDatabase Snapshot—Theory ofOperations

Snapshots of the database, located in the mboxlist directory, are taken automatically, by default, once
every 24 hours. Snapshots are copied by default into a subdirectory of the store directory. By default,
there are five snapshots kept at any given time: one live database, three snapshots, and one
database/removed copy. The database/removed copy is newer and is an emergency copy of the
database which is thrown into a subdirectory removed of the mboxlist database directory.

If the recovery process decides to remove the current database because it is determined to be bad,
storedwill move it into the removed directory if it can. This allows the database to be analyzed if
desired.

The datamove will only happen once a week. If there is already a copy of the database there, stored
will not replace it every time the store comes up. It will only replace it if the data in the removed
directory is older than a week. This is to prevent the original database which had the problem of
being replaced too soon by successive startups.
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To SpecifyMessage StoreDatabase Snapshot Interval and Location

There should be five times asmuch space for the database and snapshots combined. It is highly
recommended that the administrator reconfigure snapshots to run on a separate disk, and that it is
tuned to the system’s needs.

If stored detects a problemwith the database on startup, the best snapshot will automatically be
recovered. Three snapshot variables can set the following parameters: the location of the snapshot
file, the interval for taking snapshots, number of snapshots saved. These configutil parameters are
shown in Table 18–15.

Having a snapshot interval which is too small will result in a frequent burden to the system and a
greater chance that a problem in the database will be copied as a snapshot. Having a snapshot interval
too large can create a situation where the database will hold the state it had back when the snapshot
was taken.

Asnapshot interval of a day is recommended and a week ormore of snapshots can be useful if a
problem remains on the system for a number of days and you wish to go back to a period prior to
point at which the problem existed.

storedmonitors the database and is intelligent enough to refuse the latest snapshot if it suspects the
database is not perfect. It will instead retrieve the latest most reliable snapshot. Despite the fact that a
snapshotmay be retrieved from a day ago, the systemwill usemore up to date redundant data and
override the older snapshot data, if available.

Thus, the ultimate role the snapshot plays is to get the system as close to up-to-date and ease the
burden of the rest of the system trying to rebuild the data on the fly.

TABLE 18–15Message StoreDatabase Snapshot Parameters

Parameter Description

local.store.snapshotpath Location ofmessage store database snapshot files. Either existing absolute path or
path relative to the store directory.

Default: dbdata/snapshots

local.store.snapshotinterval Minutes between snapshots. Valid values: 1 - 46080

Default: 1440 (1440minutes = 1 day)

local.store.snapshotdirs Number of different snapshots kept. Valid values: 2 -367

Default: 3

RepairingMailboxes and theMailboxesDatabase
If one ormoremailboxes become corrupt, you can use the reconstruct utility to rebuild the
mailboxes or themailbox database and repair any inconsistencies.
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The reconstruct utility rebuilds one ormoremailboxes, or themaster mailbox file, and repairs any
inconsistencies. You can use this utility to recover from almost any form of data corruption in the
mail store. See “Error Messages Signifying that reconstruct -m is Needed” on page 579

Table 18–16 lists the reconstruct options. For detailed syntax and usage requirements, see the
“reconstruct” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

TABLE 18–16reconstructOptions

Option Description

-e Removes the store.exp file before reconstructing. This eliminates any internal store record of removed
messages which have not been cleaned out by the store process. It would also be useful to use the -f option when
using -i or -e, because these options only work if the folder is actually reconstructed. Similarly, if you use the -n
option (which performs a check, not a reconstruction), the -i and -e options do not work.

Running a reconstruct -ewill not recover removedmessages if reconstruct does not detect damage. An -f

will force the reconstruct.

-i Sets the store.idx file length to zero before reconstructing. It would also be useful to use the -f option when using
-i or -e, because these options only work if the folder is actually reconstructed. Similarly, if you use the -n
option (which performs a check, not a reconstruction), the -i and -e options do not work.

-f Forces reconstruct to perform a fix on themailbox ormailboxes.

-l Reconstruct lright.db.

-m Performs a consistency check and, if needed, repairs themailboxes database. This option examines every
mailbox it finds in the spool area, adding or removing entries from themailbox’s database as appropriate. The
utility prints amessage to the standard output file whenever it adds or removes an entry from the database.
Specifically it fixes folder.db, quota.db, and lright.db

-n Checks themessage store only, without performing a fix on themailbox ormailboxes. The -n option cannot be
used by itself unless amailbox name is provided.When amailbox name is not provided, the -n optionmust be
used with the -r option. The -r optionmay be combined with the -p option. For example, any of the following
commands are valid:

reconstruct -n user/dulcinea/INBOX

reconstruct -n -r

reconstruct -n -r -p primary

reconstruct -n -r user/dulcinea/

-o Obsolete, see mboxutil -o

-o -d filename Obsolete, see mboxutil -o
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TABLE 18–16reconstructOptions (Continued)
Option Description

-p partition The -p option is used with the -m option and limits the scope of the reconstruction to the specified partition. If
the -p option is not specified, reconstruct defaults to all partitions. Specifically it fixes folder.db and,
quota.db, but not lright.db. This is because fixing the lright.db requires scanning the acls for every user in
themessage store. Performing this for every partition is not very efficient. To fix lright.db run reconstruct

-l.

Specify a partition name; do not use a full path name.

-q Fixes any inconsistencies in the quota subsystem, such asmailboxes with the wrong quota root or quota roots
with the wrong quota usage reported. The -q option can be run while other server processes are running.

-r [mailbox] Repairs and performs a consistency check of the partition area of the specifiedmailbox ormailboxes. The -r
option also repairs all sub-mailboxes within the specifiedmailbox. If you specify -rwith nomailbox argument,
the utility repairs the spool areas of all mailboxes within the user partition directory.

-u user The -u option is used with the -m option and limits the scope of the reconstruction to the specified user. The -u
optionmust be used with the -p option. If the -u option is not specified, reconstruct defaults to all partitions or
to the partition specified with the -p option.

Specify a user name; do not use a full path name.

ToRebuildMailboxes
To rebuildmailboxes, use the -r option. You should use this option when:

� Accessing amailbox returns one of the following errors: “System I/O error” or “Mailbox has an
invalid format”.

� Accessing amailbox causes the server to crash.
� Files have been added to or removed from the spool directory.

reconstruct -r first runs a consistency check. It reports any consistencies and rebuilds only if it
detects any problems. Consequently, performance of the reconstruct utility is improved with this
release.

You can use reconstruct as described in the following examples:

To rebuild the spool area for themailboxes belonging to the user daphne, use the following
command:

reconstruct -r user/daphne

To rebuild the spool area for all mailboxes listed in themailbox database:

reconstruct -r

Youmust use this option with caution, however, because rebuilding the spool area for all mailboxes
listed in themailbox database can take a very long time for largemessage stores. (See “reconstruct
Performance” on page 584.)Abetter method for failure recoverymight be to usemultiple disks for
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the store. If one disk goes down, the entire store does not. If a disk becomes corrupt, you need only
rebuild a portion of the store by using the -p option as follows:

reconstruct -r -p subpartition

To rebuildmailboxes listed in the command-line argument only if they are in the primary partition:

reconstruct -p primary mbox1 mbox2 mbox3

If you do need to rebuild all mailboxes in the primary partition:

reconstruct -r -p primary

If you want to force reconstruct to rebuild a folder without performing a consistency check, use the
-f option. For example, the following command forces a reconstruct of the user folder daphne:

reconstruct -f -r user/daphne

To check all mailboxes without fixing them, use the -n option as follows:

reconstruct -r -n

Checking andRepairingMailboxes
To perform a high-level consistency check and repair of themailboxes database:

reconstruct -m

To perform a consistency check and repair of the primary partition:

reconstruct -p primary -m

Note –Running reconstruct with the -p and -m flags together will not fix lright.db. This is because
fixing the lright.db requires scanning theACLs for every user in themessage store. Performing this
for every partition is not very efficient. To fix the lright.db run reconstruct -l

To perform a consistency check and repair of an individual user’s mailbox named john:

reconstruct -p primary -u john -m

You should use the -m option when:

� One ormore directories were removed from the store spool area, so themailbox database entries
also need to be removed.

� One ormore directories were restored to the store spool area, so themailbox database entries also
need to be added.

� The stored -d option is unable to make the database consistent.
If the stored -d option is unable to make the database consistent, you should perform the
following steps in the order indicated:

� Shut down all servers.
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� Remove all files in store_root/mboxlist.
� Restart the server processes.
� Run reconstruct -m to build a newmailboxes database from the contents of the spool area.

reconstruct Performance
The time it takes reconstruct to perform an operation depends on the following factors:

� The kind of operation being performed and the options chosen
� Disk performance
� The number of folders when running reconstruct -m
� The number of messages when running reconstruct -r
� The overall size of themessage store
� What other processes the system is running and how busy the system is
� Whether or not there is ongoing POP, IMAP, HTTP, or SMTP activity

The reconstruct -r option performs an initial consistency check; this check improves
reconstruct performance depending on howmany folders must be rebuilt.

The following performance was found with a systemwith approximately 2400 users, a message store
of 85GB, and concurrent POP, IMAP, or SMTP activity on the server:

� reconstruct -m took about 1 hour
� reconstruct -r -f took about 18 hours

Note –Areconstruct operationmay take significantly less time if the server is not performing
ongoing POP, IMAP, HTTP, or SMTP activity.

CommonProblemsandSolutions
This section lists commonmessage store problems and solutions:

� “Messenger Express or Communications Express Not LoadingMail Page” on page 584
� “CommandUsingWildcard Pattern Doesn’tWork” on page 585
� “Unknown/invalid Partition” on page 585
� “UserMailbox Directory Problems” on page 585

Messenger Express or Communications ExpressNot LoadingMail Page
If the user cannot load anyMessenger Express pages or the Communications Express mail page, the
problemmay be that the data is getting corrupted after compression. This can sometimes happen if
the system has deployed a outdated proxy server. To solve this problem, try setting
local.service.http.gzip.static and local.service.http.gzip.dynamic to 0 to disable data
compression. If this solves the problem, youmay want to update the proxy server.
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CommandUsingWildcardPatternDoesn’tWork
SomeUNIX shells may require quotes around wildcard parameters and somewill not. For example,
the C shell tries to expand arguments containing wild cards (*, ?) as files and will fail if nomatch is
found. These patternmatching argumentsmay need to be enclosed in quotes to be passed to
commands like mboxutil.

For example:

mboxutil -l -p user/usr44*

will work in the Bourne shell, but will fail with tsch and the C shell. These shells would require the
following:

mboxutil -l -p "user/usr44*"

If a command using a wildcard pattern doesn’t work, verify whether or not you need to use quotes
around wildcards for that shell.

Unknown/invalid Partition
Auser can get themessage “Unknown/invalid partition” inMessenger Express if their mailbox was
moved to a new partition which was just created andMessaging Server was not refreshed or
restarted. This problem only occurs on new partitions. If you now add additional usermailboxes to
this new partition, you will not have to do a refresh/restart ofMessaging Server.

UserMailboxDirectory Problems
Ausermailbox problem exists when the damage to themessage store is limited to a small number of
users and there is no global damage to the system. The following guidelines suggest a process for
identifying, analyzing, and resolving a usermailbox directory problem:

1. Review the log files, the errormessages, or any unusual behavior that the user observes.
2. To keep debugging information and history, copy the entire store_root/mboxlist/ user directory

to another location outside themessage store.
3. To find the user folder that might be causing the problem, run the command reconstruct -r

-n. If you are unable to find the folder using reconstruct, the foldermight not exist in the
folder.db.
If you are unable to find the folder using the reconstruct -r -n command, use the hashdir
command to determine the location. Formore information on hashdir, see “The hashdir
Utility” on page 555 and the hashdir utility in theMessaging Server Command-line Utilities
chapter of the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

4. Once you find the folder, examine the files, check permissions, and verify the proper file sizes.
5. Use reconstruct -r (without the -n option) to rebuild the mailbox.
6. If reconstruct does not detect a problem that you observe, you can force the reconstruction of

your mail folders by using the reconstruct -r -f command.
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7. If the folder does not exist in the mboxlist directory (store_root/mboxlist), but exists in the
partition directory store_root/partition), theremight be a global inconsistency. In this case,
you should run the reconstruct -m command.

8. If the previous steps do not work, you can remove the store.idx file and run the reconstruct
command again.

Caution –You should only remove the store.idx file if you are sure there is a problem in the file
that the reconstruct command is unable to find.

9. If the issue is limited to a problematic message, you should copy themessage file to another
location outside of the message store and run the command reconstruct -r on the mailbox/
directory.

10. If you determine the folder exists on the disk (store_root/partition/ directory), but is
apparently not in the database (store_root/mboxlist/ directory), run the command
reconstruct -m to ensure message store consistency.

Formore information on the reconstruct command, see “RepairingMailboxes and theMailboxes
Database” on page 580

StoreDaemonNot Starting
If storedwon’t start and returns the following errormessage:

# msg_svr_base/sbin/start-msg

msg_svr_base: Starting STORE daemon ...Fatal error: Cannot

find group in name service

This indicates that the UNIX group configured in local.servergid cannot be found. Stored and
others need to set their gid to that group. Sometimes the group defined by local.servergid gets
inadvertently deleted. In this case, create the deleted group, add inetuser to the group, change
ownership of the instance_root and its files to inetuser and the group.

MigratingorMovingMailboxes to aNewSystem
It is sometimes necessary tomove existingmailboxes from onemessaging server system to a another
messaging server system. This commonly occurs in the following circumstances:

� Migrating from a non-SunMessaging Server to the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server
� Movingmailboxes from one physical server to a different physical server

Messaging Server provides several ways tomovemailboxes from one system to another. Each
method has its advantages and disadvantages. Thesemethods are described in “Migrating User
Mailboxes” on page 79.
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Configuring Security andAccess Control

Messaging Server supports a full range of flexible security features that allow you to keepmessages
from being intercepted, prevent intruders from impersonating your users or administrators, and
permit only specific people access to specific parts of yourmessaging system.

TheMessaging Server security architecture is part of the security architecture of Sun Java System
servers as a whole. It is built on industry standards and public protocols formaximum
interoperability and consistency. To implementMessaging Server security policies, therefore, you
will need not only this chapter but several other documents as well. In particular, information in Sun
ONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide is required for setting upMessaging Server
security.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “About Server Security” on page 587
� “About HTTP Security” on page 588
� “ConfiguringAuthenticationMechanisms” on page 589
� “User Password Login” on page 593
� “Configuring Encryption and Certificate-BasedAuthentication” on page 594
� “ConfiguringAdministratorAccess toMessaging Server” on page 605
� “Configuring ClientAccess to POP, IMAP, andHTTP Services” on page 607
� “Enabling POPBefore SMTP” on page 616
� “Configuring ClientAccess to SMTP Services” on page 619

About Server Security
Server security encompasses a broad set of topics. Inmost enterprises, ensuring that only authorized
people have access to the servers, that passwords or identities are not compromised, that people do
notmisrepresent themselves as others when communicating, and that communications can be held
confidential when necessary are all important requirements for amessaging system.
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Perhaps because the security of server communication can be compromised inmany ways, there are
many approaches to enhancing it. This chapter focuses on setting up encryption, authentication, and
access control. It discusses the following security-relatedMessaging Server topics:

� User ID and password login: requiring users to enter their user IDs and passwords to log in to
IMAP, POP, HTTP, or SMTP, and the use of SMTPpassword login to transmit sender
authentication tomessage recipients.

� Encryption and authentication: setting up your server to use the TLS and SSLprotocols to
encrypt communication and authenticate clients.

� Administrator access control: using the access-control facilities of the Console to delegate
access to aMessaging Server and some of its individual tasks.

� TCP client access control: using filtering techniques to control which clients can connect to your
server’s POP, IMAP, HTTP, and authenticated SMTP services.

Not all security and access issues related toMessaging Server are treated in this chapter. Security
topics that are discussed elsewhere include the following:

� Physical security:Without provisions for keeping servermachines physically secure, software
security can bemeaningless.

� Message-store access:You can define a set of message-store administrators for theMessaging
Server. These administrators can view andmonitormailboxes and can control access to them.
For details, see Chapter 18

� End-user account configuration: End-user account information can be primarilymaintained by
using the DelegatedAdministrator product (valid only for Sun LDAP Schema 1). You can also
manage end-user accounts by using the Console interface.

� Filtering unsolicited bulk email (UBE): See Chapter 17
� SecureMultipurpose InternetMail Extensions (S/MIME) is described in Chapter 20.

There are a large number of documents that cover a variety of security topics. For additional
background on the topics mentioned here and for other security-related information, see
documentation web site at http://docs.sun.com.

AboutHTTPSecurity
Messaging Server supports user ID/password authentication, client certificate authentication, and
AccessManager. There are some differences, however, in how the protocols handle network
connections between client and server.

When a POP, IMAP, or SMTP client logs in toMessaging Server, a connection is made and a session
is established. The connection lasts for the duration of the session; that is, from login to logout.
When establishing a new connection, the client must reauthenticate to the server.

When anHTTP client logs in toMessaging Server, the server provides a unique session ID to the
client. The client uses the session ID to establishmultiple connections during a session. TheHTTP
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client need not reauthenticate for each connection; the client need only reauthenticate if the session
is dropped and the client wants to establish a new session. (If anHTTP session remains idle for a
specified time period, the server will automatically drop theHTTP session and the client is logged
out; the default time period is 2 hours.)

The following techniques are used to improve the security of HTTP sessions:

� The session IDs are bound to a specific IP address.
� Each session ID has a timeout value associated with it; if the session ID is not used for a specified

time period, the session ID becomes invalid.
� The server keeps a database of all open session IDs, so a client cannot forge an ID.
� The session ID is stored in the URL, but not in any cookie files.

For information about specifying configuration parameters for improved connection performance,
see Chapter 5

For information onAccessManager see Chapter 6

ConfiguringAuthenticationMechanisms
An authenticationmechanism is a particular method for a client to prove its identity to a server.
Messaging Server supports authenticationmethods defined by the SimpleAuthentication and
Security Layer (SASL) protocol and it supports certificate-based authentication. The SASL
mechanisms are described in this section. Formore information about certificate-based
authentication, see “Configuring Encryption and Certificate-BasedAuthentication” on page 594.

Messaging Server supports the following SASLauthenticationmethods for password-based
authentication.

� PLAIN - This mechanism passes the user’s plaintext password over the network, where it is
susceptible to eavesdropping.
Note that SSL can be used to alleviate the eavesdropping problem. Formore information, see
“Configuring Encryption and Certificate-BasedAuthentication” on page 594

� DIGEST-MD5 -Achallenge/response authenticationmechanism defined in RFC 2831.
(DIGEST-MD5 is not yet supported byMessagingMultiplexor.)

Note –This feature is deprecated andwill be removed in a future release.

� CRAM-MD5 -Achallenge/response authenticationmechanism similar toAPOP, but suitable for
use with other protocols as well. Defined in RFC 2195.

� APOP -Achallenge/response authenticationmechanism that can be used only with the POP3
protocol. Defined in RFC 1939.
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� LOGIN - This is equivalent to PLAIN and exists only for compatibility with pre-standard
implementations of SMTP authentication. By default themechanism is only enabled for use by
SMTP.

With a challenge/response authenticationmechanism, the server sends a challenge string to the
client. The client responds with a hash of that challenge and the user’s password. If the client’s
responsematches the server’s own hash, the user is authenticated. The hash isn’t reversible, so the
user’s password isn’t exposed when sent over the network.

Note –The POP, IMAP, and SMTP services support all SASLmechanisms. TheHTTP service
supports only the plaintext passwordmechanism.

Table 19–1 shows some SASLand SASL-related configutil parameters. For the latest andmost
complete listing of configutil parameters, see the “configutil Parameters” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

TABLE 19–1 Some SASLand SASL-related configutilParameters

Parameter Description

sasl.default.ldap.has_plai

n_passwords

Boolean to indicate that directory stores plaintext passwords which enablesAPOP,
CRAM-MD5 andDIGEST-MD5.

Default: False

sasl.default.transition_
criteria

No longer supported or used. See sasl.default.auto_transition.

sasl.default.auto_
transition

Boolean.When set and a user provides a plain text password, the password storage format
will be transitioned to the default password storagemethod for the directory server. This can
be used tomigrate from plaintext passwords toAPOP, CRAM-MD5 or DIGEST-MD5.

Default: False

service.imap.allowanonym
ouslogin

This enables the SASLANONYMOUSmechanism for use by IMAP.

Default: False

service.{imap|pop|http}.p
laintextmincipher

If this is > 0, then disable use of plaintext passwords unless a security layer (SSLor TLS) is
activated. This forces users to enable SSLor TLS on their client to login which prevents
exposure of their passwords on the network. TheMMPhas an equivalent option
"RestrictPlainPasswords".

NOTE: the 5.2 release of messaging server would actually check the value against the
strength of the cipher negotiated by SSLor TLS. That feature has been eliminated to simplify
this option and better reflect common-case usage.

Default: 0
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TABLE 19–1 Some SASLand SASL-related configutilParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

sasl.default.mech_list Aspace-separated list of SASLmechanisms to enable. If non-empty, this overrides the
sasl.default.ldap.has_plain_passwords option as well as the
service.imap.allowanonymouslogin option. This option applies to all protocols (imap,
pop, smtp).

Default: False

sasl.default.ldap.search
filter

This is the default search filter used to look up users when one is not specified in the
inetDomainSearchFilter for the domain. The syntax is the same as
inetDomainSearchFilter (see schema guide).

Default: (&(uid=%U)(objectclass=inetmailuser))

sasl.default.ldap.searc
hfordomain

By default, the authentication system looks up the domain in LDAP following the rules for
domain lookup (ref. needed) then looks up the user. However, if this option is set to "0"
rather than the default value of "1", then the domain lookup does not happen and a search
for the user (using the sasl.default.ldap.searchfilter) occurs directly under the LDAP
tree specified by local.ugldapbasedn. This is provided for compatibility with legacy
single-domain schemas, but use is not recommended for new deployments as even a small
companymay go through amerger or name change which requires support formultiple
domains.

ToConfigureAccess to Plaintext Passwords
Towork, the CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, or APOP SASLauthenticationmethods require access to
the users’ plaintext passwords. You need to perform the following steps:

1. Configure Directory Server to store passwords in cleartext.
2. ConfigureMessaging Server so that it knowsDirectory Server is using cleartext passwords.

� ToConfigureDirectory Server to Store Cleartext Passwords
To enable CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, orAPOPmechanisms, youmust configure the Directory
Server to store passwords in cleartext as follows:

In Console, open theDirectory Server youwant to configure.

Click the Configuration tab.

OpenData in the left pane.

Click Passwords in the right pane.

From the Password encryption drop-down list, choose “cleartext”.
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Note –This change only impacts users created in the future. Existing users will have to transition or
have their password reset after this change.

ToConfigureMessaging Server for Cleartext Passwords
You can now configureMessaging Server so that it knows the Directory Server is able to retrieve
cleartext passwords. This makes it safe forMessaging Server to advertiseAPOP, CRAM-MD5, and
DIGEST-MD5:

configutil -o sasl.default.ldap.has_plain_passwords -v 1

You can disable these challenge/response SASLmechanisms by setting the value to 0.

Note – Existing users cannot useAPOP, CRAM-MD5, or DIGEST-MD5 until their password is reset
ormigrated (see to TransitionUsers).

Note thatMMPhas an equivalent option: CRAMs.

ToTransitionUsers
You can use configutil to specify information about transitioning users.An example would be if a
user password changes or if a client attempts to authenticate with amechanism for which they do not
have a proper entry.

configutil -o sasl.default.auto_transition -v value

For value, you can specify one of the following:

� no or 0 - Don’t transition passwords. This is the default.
� yes or 1 - Do transition passwords.

To successfully transition users, youmust set upACIs in the Directory Server that allowMessaging
Server write access to the user password attribute. To do this, perform the following steps:

� ToTransitionUsers

In Console, open theDirectory Server youwant to configure.

Click theDirectory tab.

Select the base suffix for the user/group tree.

From theObjectmenu, select Access Permissions.
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Select (double click) theACI for “Messaging Server EndUser AdministratorWrite Access Rights”.

Click ACI Attributes.

Add the userpassword attribute to the list of existing attributes.

ClickOK.
sasl.default.mech_list can be used to enable a list of SASLmechanisms. If non-empty, this
overrides the sasl.default.ldap.has_plain_passwords option as well as the
service.imap.allowanonymouslogin option. This option applies to all protocols (imap, pop,
smtp).

User Password Login
Requiring password submission on the part of users logging intoMessaging Server to send or receive
mail is a first line of defense against unauthorized access. Messaging Server supports password-based
login for its IMAP, POP, HTTP, and SMTP services.

IMAP, POP, andHTTPPassword Login
By default, internal users must submit a password to retrieve their messages fromMessaging Server.
You enable or disable password login separately for POP, IMAP, andHTTP services. Formore
information about password login for POP IMAP, andHTTP Services, see “Password-Based Login”
on page 126.

User passwords can be transmitted from the user’s client software to your server as cleartext or in
encrypted form. If both the client and your server are configured to enable SSL and both support
encryption of the required strength (as explained in “To Enable SSL and Selecting Ciphers” on page
601), encryption occurs.

User IDs and passwords are stored in your installation’s LDAPuser directory. Password security
criteria, such asminimum length, are determined by directory policy requirements; they are not part
ofMessaging Server administration.

Certificate-based login is an alternative to password-based login. It is discussed in this chapter along
with the rest of SSL; see “To Set Up Certificate-Based Login” on page 603

Challenge/response SASLmechanisms are another alternative to plaintext password login.

SMTPPassword Login
By default, users need not submit a password when they connect to the SMTP service ofMessaging
Server to send amessage. You can, however, enable password login to SMTP in order to enable
authenticated SMTP.
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Authenticated SMTP is an extension to the SMTPprotocol that allows clients to authenticate to the
server. The authentication accompanies themessage. The primary use of authenticated SMTP is to
allow local users who are travelling (or using their home ISP) to submit mail (relaymail) without
creating an open relay that others can abuse. The “AUTH” command is used by the client to
authenticate to the server.

For instructions on enabling SMTPpassword login (and thusAuthenticated SMTP), see “SMTP
Authentication, SASL, and TLS” on page 344.

You can useAuthenticated SMTPwith or without SSL encryption.

Configuring Encryption andCertificate-BasedAuthentication
This section contains the following subsections:

� “Obtaining Certificates through theAdministration Console” on page 596
� “To Enable SSL and Selecting Ciphers” on page 601
� “To Set Up Certificate-Based Login” on page 603
� “How toOptimize SSLPerformance Using the SMTPProxy” on page 604

Messaging Server uses the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, otherwise known as the Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol, for encrypted communications and for certificate-based
authentication of clients and servers. Messaging Server supports SSL versions 3.0 and 3.1. TLS is fully
compatible with SSL and includes all necessary SSL functionality.

For background information on SSL, see the Introduction to SSL (reproduced as an appendix to
Managing Servers with iPlanet Console). SSL is based on the concepts of public-key cryptography,
described in Introduction to Public-Key Cryptography (also reproduced as an appendix toManaging
Servers with iPlanet Console).

If transmission ofmessages between aMessaging Server and its clients and between the server and
other servers is encrypted, there is little chance for eavesdropping on the communications. If
connecting clients are authenticated, there is little chance for intruders to impersonate (spoof) them.

SSL functions as a protocol layer beneath the application layers of IMAP4, HTTP, POP3, and SMTP.
SMTP and SMTP/SSLuse the same port; HTTP andHTTP/SSL require different ports; IMAP and
IMAP/SSL, and POP and POP/SSL can use the same port or different ports. SSL acts at a specific
stage of message communication, as shown in Figure 19–1, for both outgoing and incoming
messages.
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FIGURE 19–1EncryptedCommunicationswithMessaging Server

SSLprovides hop-to-hop encryption, but themessage is not encrypted on each intermediate server.

Note –To enable encryption for outgoingmessages, youmustmodify the channel definition to
include the tls channel keywords, such as maytls, musttls, and so on. Formore information, see
the “Transport Layer Security” on page 347Manual.

Keep inmind that the extra overhead in setting up an SSL connection can put a performance burden
on the server. In designing yourmessaging installation and in analyzing performance, youmay need
to balance security needs against server capacity.
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Note –Because all Sun Java System servers support SSL, and the interface for enabling and
configuring SSL through Console is nearly identical across many servers, several of the tasks
described in this section are documentedmore completely in the SSL chapter ofManaging Servers
with iPlanet Console. For those tasks, this chapter gives summary information only.

ObtainingCertificates through theAdministration
Console
Whether you use SSL for encryption or for authentication, you need to obtain a server certificate for
yourMessaging Server. The certificate identifies your server to clients and to other servers. If you
want to obtain certificates through theAdministration Console, follow the steps in this section. If
you want to create self-signed certificates in command-linemode, see “To Create Self-signed
Certificates” on page 599

ToManage Internal andExternalModules
Aserver certificate establishes the ownership and validity of a key pair, the numbers used to encrypt
and decrypt data. Your server’s certificate and key pair represent your server’s identity. They are
stored in a certificate database that can be either internal to the server or on an external, removable
hardware card (smartcard).

Sun Java System servers access a key and certificate database using amodule conforming to the
Public-Key Cryptography System (PKCS) #11API. The PKCS #11module for a given hardware
device is usually obtained from its supplier andmust be installed into theMessaging Server before
theMessaging Server can use that device. The pre-installed “Netscape Internal PKCS # 11Module”
supports a single internal software token that uses the certificate database that is internal to the
server.

Setting up the server for a certificate involves creating a database for the certificate and its keys and
installing a PKCS #11module. If you do not use an external hardware token, you create an internal
database on your server, and you use the internal, default module that is part ofMessaging Server. If
you do use an external token, you connect a hardware smartcard reader and install its PKCS #11
module.

You canmanage PKCS #11modules, whether internal or external, through Console. To install a
PKCS #11module:

1. Connect a hardware card reader to theMessaging Server host machine and install drivers.
2. Use the PKCS #11Management interface in Console to install the PKCS #11module for the

installed driver.

(Formore complete instructions, see the chapter on SSL inManaging Servers with iPlanet Console.)
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InstallingHardware EncryptionAccelerators. If you use SSL for encryption, youmay be able to
improve server performance in encrypting and decryptingmessages by installing a hardware
encryption accelerator.An encryption accelerator typically consists of a hardware board, installed
permanently in your servermachine, plus a software driver. Messaging Server supports accelerator
modules that follow the PKCS #11API. (They are essentially hardware tokens that do not store their
own keys; they use the internal database for that.) You install an accelerator by first installing the
hardware and drivers as specified by themanufacturer, and then completing the installation—as with
hardware certificate tokens—by installing the PKCS #11module.

� ToRequest a Server Certificate
You request a server certificate by opening your server in Console and running the Certificate Setup
Wizard. You can access theWizard from the Consolemenu or from theMessaging Server Encryption
tab. Using theWizard, you perform the following tasks:

Generate a certificate request.

Send the request by email to the certificate authority (CA) that is to issue the certificate.

When the email response from the CAarrives, you save it as a text file and install it using the
Certificate SetupWizard.

(Formore complete instructions, see the chapter on SSL inManaging Servers with iPlanet Console.)

� To Install the Certificate
Installing is a separate process from requesting. Once the email response to your request for a
certificate has arrived from the CAand been saved as a text file, run the Certificate SetupWizard once
more to install the file as a certificate:

Specify that you are installing a certificate that youhave already obtained.

Paste the text of your certificate into a fieldwhenprompted to do so.

Change the certificate nickname from server-cert to Server-Cert.

If you do not want to change the certificate nickname, you can change what the systemwants the
certificate nickname to be by setting the configutil parameter
encryption.rsa.nssslpersonalityssl.

(Formore complete instructions, see the chapter on SSL inManaging Servers with iPlanet Console.)

Note –This is also the process you follow to install a CAcertificate (described next), which your server
uses to determine whether to trust the certificates presented by clients.
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To Install Certificates of TrustedCAs
You also use the Certificate SetupWizard to install the certificates of certificate authorities.ACA
certificate validates the identity of the CAitself. Your server uses these CAcertificates in the process
of authenticating clients and other servers.

If, for example, you set up your enterprise for certificate-based client authentication in addition to
password-based authentication (see “Setting UpCertificate-Based Login” on page 157), you need to
install the CAcertificates of all CAs that are trusted to issue the certificates that your clients may
present. These CAsmay be internal to your organization or theymay be external, representing
commercial or governmental authorities or other enterprises. (Formore details on the use of CA
certificates for authentication, see Introduction to Public-Key Cryptography inManaging Servers with
iPlanet Console.)

When installed,Messaging Server initially contains CAcertificates for several commercial CAs. If
you need to add other commercial CAs or if your enterprise is developing its ownCAfor internal use
(using Sun Java SystemCertificate Server), you need to obtain and install additional CAcertificates.

Note –The CAcertificates automatically providedwithMessaging Server are not initiallymarked as
trusted for client certificates. You need to edit the trust settings if you want to trust client certificates
issued by these CAs. For instructions, see “Managing Certificates and Trusted CAs” on page 153.

To request and install a newCAcertificate, you:

� ToRequest and Install aNewCACertificate

Contact the certificate authority (possibly through theWebor by email) anddownload its CA
certificate.

Save the received text of the certificate as a text file.

Use the Certificate SetupWizard, as described in the previous section, to install the certificate.

Formore complete instructions, see the chapter on SSL inManaging Servers with iPlanet Console.

ManagingCertificates andTrustedCAs
Your server can have any number of certificates of trusted CAs that it uses for authentication of
clients.

You can view, edit the trust settings of, or delete any of the certificates installed in yourMessaging
Server by opening your server in Console and choosing the CertificateManagement Command in
the Consolemenu. For instructions, see the chapter on SSL inManaging Servers with iPlanet Console.
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Creating aPassword File
On any Sun Java System server, when you use the Certificate SetupWizard to request a certificate, the
wizard creates a key pair to be stored in either the internal module’s database or in an external
database (on a smartcard). The wizard then prompts you for a password, which it uses to encrypt the
private key. Only that same password can later be used to decrypt the key. The wizard does not retain
the password nor store it anywhere.

Onmost Sun Java System servers for which SSL is enabled, the administrator is prompted at startup
to supply the password required to decrypt the key pair. OnMessaging Server, however, to alleviate
the inconvenience of having to enter the passwordmultiple times (it is needed by at least three server
processes), and to facilitate unattended server restarts, the password is read from a password file.

The password file is named sslpassword.conf and is in the directorymsg_svr_base/config/.
Entries in the file are individual lines with the format

moduleName:password

wheremoduleName is the name of the (internal or external) PKCS #11module to be used, and
password is the password that decrypts that module’s key pair. The password is stored as clear
(unencrypted) text.

Messaging Server provides a default version of the password file, with the following single entry (for
the internal module and default password):

Internal (Software) Token:netscape!

If you specify anything but the default password when you install an internal certificate, you need to
edit the above line of the password file to reflect the password you specified. If you install an external
module, you need to add a new line to the file, containing themodule name and the password you
specified for it.

Caution –Because the administrator is not prompted for themodule password at server startup, it is
especially important that you ensure proper administrator access control to the server and proper
physical security of the server host machine and its backups.

ToCreate Self-signedCertificates
If you want to create self-signed certificates in command-linemode, follow the instructions in this
section. To create certificates with the certificate wizard, see “Obtaining Certificates through the
Administration Console” on page 596.

� ToCreate Self-signedCertificates

Log in as or become superuser (root).1
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Specify the certificate database password for certutil in /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/sslpassword.
For example:

# echo "password" > /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/sslpassword

where password is your specific password.

Move to the sbindirectory andgenerate the certificate database (cert8.db) and key database
(key3.db). For example:

# cd /opt/SUNWmsgsr/sbin

# ./certutil -N -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config -f /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/sslpassword

Generate a default self-signed root Certificate Authority certificate. Example:

# ./certutil -S -n SampleRootCA -x -t "CTu,CTu,CTu"

-s "CN=My Sample Root CA, O=sesta.com" -m 25000

-o /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/SampleRootCA.crt

-d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config

-f /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/sslpassword -z /etc/passwd

Generate a certificate for the host. For example:

../certutil -S -n Server-Cert -c SampleRootCA -t "u,u,u"

-s "CN=hostname.sesta.com, o=sesta.com" -m 25001

-o /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/SampleSSLServer.crt

-d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config -f /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/sslpassword

-z /etc/passwd

where hostname.sesta.com is the server host name.

Validate the certificates. For example:

# ./certutil -V -u V -n SampleRootCA -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config

# ./certutil -V -u V -n Server-Cert -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config

List the certificates. For example:

# ./certutil -L -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config

# ./certutil -L -n Server-Cert -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config

Use modutil to list the available securitymodules (secmod.db). For example:

# ./modutil -list -dbdir /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config

Change the owner of the certificate database files to themail server user andgroup, as shown in the
example.

chown mailsrv:mail /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/cert8.db

chown mailsrv:mail /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config/key3.db

Restart themessaging services to enable the SSL.
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Note – Previously, certificates and key files were always located in theMessaging Server configuration
directory. It is now possible to specify the location of the these files using local.ssldbpath (specifies
the location of the certificate and key files) and local.ssldbprefix (specifies the prefixes of the
certificate and key files.)

ToEnable SSLandSelectingCiphers
You can use Console to enable SSL and to select the set of encryption ciphers thatMessaging Server
can use in its encrypted communications with clients.

About Ciphers
A cipher is the algorithm used to encrypt and decrypt data in the encryption process. Some ciphers
are stronger than others, meaning that amessage they have scrambled is more difficult for an
unauthorized person to unscramble.

Acipher operates on data by applying a key—a long number—to the data. Generally, the longer the
key the cipher uses during encryption, the harder it is to decrypt the data without the proper
decryption key.

When a client initiates an SSL connection with aMessaging Server, the client lets the server know
what ciphers and key lengths it prefers to use for encryption. In any encrypted communication, both
parties must use the same ciphers. Because there are a number of cipher-and-key combinations in
common use, a server should be flexible in its support for encryption.Messaging Server can support
up to 6 combinations of cipher and key length.

Table 19–2 lists the ciphers thatMessaging Server supports for use with SSL3.0. The table
summarizes information that is available inmore detail in the Introduction to SSL section of
Managing Servers with iPlanet Console.

TABLE 19–2 SSLCiphers forMessaging Server

Cipher Description

RC4with 128-bit encryption
andMD5message
authentication

The fastest encryption cipher (by RSA) and a very high-strength
combination of cipher and encryption key.

Triple DES with 168-bit
encryption and SHAmessage
authentication

Aslower encryption cipher (a U.S. government-standard) but the
highest-strength combination of cipher and encryption key.

DES with 56-bit encryption and
SHAmessage authentication

Aslower encryption cipher (a U.S. government-standard) and a
moderate-strength combination of cipher and encryption key.
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TABLE 19–2 SSLCiphers forMessaging Server (Continued)
Cipher Description

RC4with 40-bit encryption and
MD5message authentication

The fastest encryption cipher (by RSA) and a lower-strength combination
of cipher and encryption key.

RC2with 40-bit encryption and
MD5message authentication

Aslower encryption cipher (by RSA) and a lower-strength combination of
cipher and encryption key.

No encryption, onlyMD5
message authentication

No encryption; use of amessage digest for authentication alone.

Unless you have a compelling reason for not using a specific cipher, you should support them all.
However, note that export laws restrict the use of certain encryption ciphers in certain countries.
Also, some client software produced before the relaxation of United States Export Control laws
cannot use the higher strength encryption. Be aware that while the 40-bit ciphers might hinder the
casual eavesdropper, they are not secure and therefore will not stop amotivated attack.

To enable SSL and select encryption ciphers, follow these command line steps:

To enable or disable SSL:

configutil -o nsserversecurity -v [ on | off ]

To enable or disable RSAciphers:

configutil -o encryption.rsa.nssslactivation -v [ on | off ]

To specify a token:

configutil -o encryption.rsa.nsssltoken -v tokenname

To specify a certificate:

configutil -o encryption.rsa.nssslpersonalityssl -v certname

Note that if you enable RSAciphers, youmust also specify a token and a certificate.

To choose a cipher preference:

configutil -o encryption.nsssl3ciphers -v cipherlist

where cipherlist is a comma-separated list of ciphers.

Note –To enable SSL encryption for outgoingmessages, youmustmodify the channel definition to
include the tls channel keywords, such as maytls, musttls, and so on. Formore information, see
the “Transport Layer Security” on page 347Manual.
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ToSetUpCertificate-Based Login
In addition to password-based authentication, Sun Java System servers support authentication of
users through examination of their digital certificates. In certificate-based authentication, the client
establishes an SSL session with the server and submits the user’s certificate to the server. The server
then evaluates whether the submitted certificate is genuine. If the certificate is validated, the user is
considered authenticated.

To set up yourMessaging Server for certificate-based login:

� ToSetUpCertificate-Based Login

Obtain a server certificate for your server. (For details, see “Obtaining Certificates through the
Administration Console” onpage 596

Run the Certificate SetupWizard to install the certificates of any trusted certificate authorities that
will issue certificates to the users your serverwill authenticate. (For details, see “To Install Certificates
of Trusted CAs” onpage 598

Note that as long as there is at least one trusted CAin the server’s database, the server requests a
client certificate from each connecting client.

Turn on SSL. (For details, see “To Enable SSLand Selecting Ciphers” onpage 601

(Optional) Edit your server’s certmap.conf file so that the server appropriately searches the LDAP
user directory based on information in the submitted certificates.

Editing the certmap.conf file is not necessary if the email address in your users’ certificates matches
the email address in your users’ directory entries, and you do not need to optimize searches or
validate the submitted certificate against a certificate in the user entry.

For details of the format of certmap.conf and the changes you canmake, see the SSL chapter of
Managing Servers with iPlanet Console.

Once you have taken these steps, when a client establishes an SSL session so that the user can log in to
IMAPorHTTP, theMessaging Server requests the user’s certificate from the client. If the certificate
submitted by the client has been issued by a CAthat the server has established as trusted, and if the
identity in the certificatematches an entry in the user directory, the user is authenticated and access is
granted (depending on access-control rules governing that user).

There is no need to disallow password-based login to enable certificate-based login. If
password-based login is allowed (which is the default state), and if you have performed the tasks
described in this section, both password-based and certificate-based login are supported. In that case,
if the client establishes an SSL session and supplies a certificate, certificate-based login is used. If the
client does not use SSLor does not supply a certificate, the server requests a password.
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How toOptimize SSLPerformanceUsing the SMTP
Proxy
Most sites should not use the SMTPproxy as it adds additional latency to the SMTPprotocol.
However, a large-scale site whichmakes heavy use of SSL to protect SMTP connectionsmay wish to
maximize their investment in SSL accelerator hardware by performing all SSLoperations for all
protocols on a server which does nothing other than SSL and proxy. The SMTPproxy allows SSL to
be processed by a front end proxy server while themail queues are on a separateMTAmachine. This
way hardware optimized for each task can be separately configured and purchased.

See “Enabling POPBefore SMTP” on page 616 for instructions on how to install the SMTPProxy.

Network Security Services Tools
TheNetwork Security Services are a set of open source libraries and tools used to implement and
deploy applications for Internet security based on open standards. The security tools help to perform
diagnostics, manage certificates, keys and cryptographymodules, and debug SSL- and TLS-based
applications. These tools are found in /usr/sfw/bin.

ManagingCertificates andKeys
The tools described in this section store, retrieve and protect the keys and certificates on which
encryption and identification rely.

certutil
The Certificate Database Tool, certutil, is a command-line utility that can create andmodify the
cert8.db and key3.db database files. The key and certificatemanagement process generally begins
with creating keys in the key database, then generating andmanaging certificates in the certificate
database.More information on certutil can be found at:

http://www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/tools/certutil.html

cmsutil
The cmsutil command-line utility uses the S/MIMEToolkit to perform basic operations, such as
encryption and decryption, on CryptographicMessage Syntax (CMS)messages. It performs basic
certificatemanagement operations such as encrypting, decrypting, and signingmessages. More
information on cmsutil can be found at:

http://www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/tools/cmsutil.html
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modutil
The SecurityModule Database Tool, modutil, is a command-line utility formanaging the database
of PKCS #11modules (secmod.db files). You can use the tool to add and delete PKCS #11modules,
change passwords, set defaults, list module contents, enable or disable slots, enable or disable
FIPS-140-1 compliance, and assign default providers for cryptographic operations.More
information on modutil can be found at:

http://www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/tools/modutil.html

pk12util
The pk12util command-line utility imports and exports both keys and certificates, defined by the
PKCS #12 standard, to and from their respective database and file formats. More information on
pk12util can be found at:

http://www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/tools/pk12util.html

ssltap
The SSLDebugging Tool, ssltap, is an SSL-aware command-line proxy. It can proxy requests for an
SSL server and display the contents of themessages exchanged between the client and server. It
watches TCP connections and displays the data going by. If a connection is SSL, the data display
includes interpreted SSL records and handshaking.More information can be found at:

http://www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/tools/ssltap.html

ConfiguringAdministratorAccess toMessaging Server
This sectionmostly pertains to the Sun Java System LDAPSchema v. 1. This section contains the
following subsections:

� “Hierarchy of DelegatedAdministration” on page 606
� “To ProvideAccess to the Server as aWhole” on page 606
� “To RestrictAccess to Specific Tasks” on page 607

This section describes how to control the ways in which server administrators can gain access to
Messaging Server.Administrative access to a givenMessaging Server and to specificMessaging
Server tasks occurs within the context of delegated server administration.

Delegated server administration is a feature of most Sun Java System servers; it refers to the capability
of an administrator to provide other administrators with selective access to individual servers and
server features. This chapter briefly summarizes delegated server tasks. Formore detailed
information, see the chapter on delegating server administration inManaging Servers with iPlanet
Console.
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HierarchyofDelegatedAdministration
When you install the first Sun Java System server on your network, the installation program
automatically creates a group in the LDAPuser directory called the ConfigurationAdministrators
group. By default, themembers of the ConfigurationAdministrators group have unrestricted access
to all hosts and servers on your network.

The ConfigurationAdministrators group is at the top of an access hierarchy, such as the following,
that you can create to implement delegated administration (if Sun Java System LDAPSchema v. 1 is
used) forMessaging Server:

1. Configuration administrator.The “super user” for the network of Sun Java System servers. Has
complete access to all resources.

2. Server administrator.Adomain administratormight create groups to administer each type of
server. For example, aMessagingAdministrators groupmight be created to administer all
Messaging Servers in an administrative domain or across the whole network.Members of that
group have access to all Messaging Servers (but no other servers) in that administrative domain.

3. Task administrator. Finally, any of the above administrators might create a group, or designate
an individual user, with restricted access to a singleMessaging Server or a set ofMessaging
Servers. Such a task administrator is permitted to perform only specific, limited server tasks
(such as starting or stopping the server only, or accessing logs of a given service).

Console provides convenient interfaces that allow an administrator to perform the following tasks:

� Grant a group or an individual access to a specificMessaging Server, as described in “Providing
Access to the Server as aWhole” (next).

� Restrict that access to specific tasks on a specificMessaging Server, as described in “To Restrict
Access to Specific Tasks” on page 607.

� ToProvideAccess to the Server as aWhole
This section describes to give a user or group permission to access a given instance ofMessaging
Server.

Log in to Console as an administratorwith access to theMessaging Server youwant to provide access
to.

Select that server in the Consolewindow.

From the Consolemenu, choose Object, then choose SetAccess Permissions.

Addor edit the list of users andgroupswith access to the server.

(Formore complete instructions, see the chapter on delegating server administration inManaging
Servers with iPlanet Console.)
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Once you have set up the list of individuals and groups that have access to the particularMessaging
Server, you can then useACIs, as described next, to delegate specific server tasks to specific people or
groups on that list.

ToRestrictAccess to Specific Tasks
An administrator typically connects to a server to perform one ormore administrative tasks.
Common administrative tasks are listed in theMessaging Server Tasks form in Console.

By default, access to a particularMessaging Servermeans access to all of its tasks. However, each task
in the Task form can have an attached set of access-control instructions (ACIs). The server consults
thoseACIs before giving a connected user (whomust already be a user with access permissions to the
server as a whole) access to any of the tasks. In fact, the server displays in the Tasks form only those
tasks to which the user has permission.

If you have access to aMessaging Server, you can create or editACIs on any of the tasks (that is, on
any of the tasks to which you have access), and thus restrict the access that other users or groups can
have to them.

� ToRestrict the TaskAccess of aUser orGroup

Log in to the Console as an administratorwith access to theMessaging Server youwant to provide
restricted access to.

Open the server and select a task in the server’s Tasks formby clicking on the Task text.

From the Editmenu, choose Set Access Permissions, and addor edit the list of access rules to give a
user or group the kind of access youwant them tohave.

Repeat the process for other tasks, as appropriate.

(Formore complete instructions, see the chapter on delegating server administration inManaging
Servers with iPlanet Console.)

ACIs and how to create them are describedmore fully in the chapter on delegating server
administration inManaging Servers with iPlanet Console.

ConfiguringClientAccess to POP, IMAP, andHTTPServices
This section contains the following subsections:

� “HowClientAccess FiltersWork” on page 608
� “Filter Syntax” on page 609
� “Filter Examples” on page 613
� “To CreateAccess Filters for Services” on page 614
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� “To CreateAccess Filters for HTTPProxyAuthentication” on page 615
� “HowClientAccess FiltersWork” on page 608

Messaging Server supports sophisticated access control on a service-by-service basis for its IMAP,
POP, andHTTP services so that you can exercise far-ranging and fine-grained control over which
clients can gain access to your server.

If you aremanagingmessaging services for a large enterprise or an Internet service provider, these
capabilities can help you to exclude spammers andDNS spoofers from your system and improve the
general security of your network. For control of unsolicited bulk email specifically, see also
Chapter 17

Note – If controlling access by IP address is not an important issue for your enterprise, you do not
have to create any of the filters described in this section. If minimal access control is all you need, see
“MostlyAllowing” on page 613 for instructions on setting it up.

HowClientAccess FiltersWork
TheMessaging Server access-control facility is a program that listens at the same port as the TCP
daemon it serves; it uses access filters to verify client identity, and it gives the client access to the
daemon if the client passes the filtering process.

As part of its processing, theMessaging Server TCP client access-control system performs (when
necessary) the following analyses of the socket end-point addresses:

� Reverse DNS lookups of both end points (to perform name-based access control)
� ForwardDNS lookups of both end points (to detect DNS spoofing)
� Identd callback (to check that the user on the client end is known to the client host)

The system compares this information against access-control statements called filters to decide
whether to grant or deny access. For each service, separate sets ofAllow filters andDeny filters
control access.Allow filters explicitly grant access; Deny filters explicitly forbid access.

When a client requests access to a service, the access-control system compares the client’s address or
name information to each of that service’s filters—in order—using these criteria:

� The search stops at the first match. BecauseAllow filters are processed before Deny filters,Allow
filters take precedence.

� Access is granted if the client informationmatches anAllow filter for that service.
� Access is denied if the client informationmatches a Deny filter for that service.
� If nomatch with anyAllow or Deny filter occurs, access is granted—except in the case where

there areAllow filters but noDeny filters, in which case lack of amatchmeans that access is
denied.
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The filter syntax described here is flexible enough that you should be able to implementmany
different kinds of access-control policies in a simple and straightforwardmanner. You can use both
Allow filters andDeny filters in any combination, even though you can probably implementmost
policies by using almost exclusivelyAllows or almost exclusively Denies.

The following sections describe filter syntax in detail and give usage examples. The section “To
CreateAccess Filters for Services” on page 614 gives the procedure for creating access filters.

Filter Syntax
Filter statements contain both service information and client information. The service information
can include the name of the service, names of hosts, and addresses of hosts. The client information
can include host names, host addresses, and user names. Both the server and client information can
include wildcard names or patterns.

The very simplest form of a filter is:

service: hostSpec

where service is the name of the service (such as smtp, pop, imap, or http) and hostSpec is the host
name, IP address, or wildcard name or pattern that represents the client requesting access.When a
filter is processed, if the client seeking access matches client, access is either allowed or denied
(depending on which type of filter this is) to the service specified by service. Here are some examples:

imap: roberts.newyork.siroe.com

pop: ALL

http: ALL

If these areAllow filters, the first one grants the host roberts.newyork.siroe.com access to the
IMAP service, and the second and third grant all clients access to the POP andHTTP services,
respectively. If they are Deny filters, they deny those clients access to those services. (For descriptions
of wildcard names such as ALL, see “Wildcard Names” on page 610.)

Either the server or the client information in a filter can be somewhatmore complex than this, in
which case the filter has themore general form of:

serviceSpec: clientSpec

where serviceSpec can be either service or service@hostSpec, and clientSpec can be either hostSpec or
user@hostSpec. user is the user name (or a wildcard name) associated with the client host seeking
access. Here are two examples:

pop@mailServer1.siroe.com: ALL

imap: srashad@xyz.europe.siroe.com

If these are Deny filters, the first filter denies all clients access to the SMTP service on the host
mailServer1.siroe.com. The second filter denies the user srashad at the host
xyz.europe.siroe.com access to the IMAP service. (Formore information on when to use these
expanded server and client specifications, see “Server-Host Specification” on page 612 and “Client
User-Name Specification” on page 612
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Finally, at its most general, a filter has the form:

serviceList: clientList

where serviceList consists of one ormore serviceSpec entries, and clientList consists of one ormore
clientSpec entries. Individual entries within serviceList and clientList are separated by blanks and/or
commas.

In this case, when a filter is processed, if the client seeking access matches any of the clientSpec entries
in clientList, then access is either allowed or denied (depending on which type of filter this is) to all
the services specified in serviceList. Here is an example:

pop, imap, http: .europe.siroe.com .newyork.siroe.com

If this is anAllow filter, it grants access to POP, IMAP, andHTTP services to all clients in either of the
domains europe.siroe.com and newyork.siroe.com. For information on using a leading dot or
other pattern to specify domains or subnet, see “Wildcard Patterns” on page 611.

You can also use the following syntax:

“+” or “-” serviceList:*$next_rule

+ (allow filter) means the daemon list services are being granted to the client list.

- (deny filter) means the services are being denied to the client list.

* (wildcard filter) allow all clients to used these services.

$ separates rules.

This example enables multiple services on all clients.

+imap,pop,http:*

This example showsmultiple rules, but each rule is simplified to have only one service name and uses
wildcards for the client list. (This is themost commonly usedmethod of specifying access control in
LDIF files.)

+imap:ALL$+pop:ALL$+http:ALL

An example of how to disallow all services for a user is:

-imap:*$-pop:*$-http:*

WildcardNames
You can use the following wildcard names to represent service names, host names or addresses, or
user names:
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TABLE 19–3WildcardNames for Service Filters

WildcardName Explanation

ALL, * The universal wildcard.Matches all names.

LOCAL Matches any local host (one whose name does not contain a dot character). However, if your installation uses
only canonical names, even local host names will contain dots and thus will not match this wildcard.

UNKNOWN Matches any user whose name is unknown, or any host whose name or address is unknown.

Use this wildcard name carefully:

Host namesmay be unavailable due to temporary DNS server problems—in which case all filters that use
UNKNOWNwill match all client hosts.

Anetwork address is unavailable when the software cannot identify the type of network it is communicating
with—in which case all filters that use UNKNOWNwill match all client hosts on that network.

KNOWN Matches any user whose name is known, or any host whose name and address are known.

Use this wildcard name carefully:

Host namesmay be unavailable due to temporary DNS server problems—in which case all filters that use
KNOWNwill fail for all client hosts.

Anetwork address is unavailable when the software cannot identify the type of network it is communicating
with—in which case all filters that use KNOWNwill fail for all client hosts on that network.

DNSSPOOFER Matches any host whose DNS name does notmatch its own IP address.

WildcardPatterns
You can use the following patterns in service or client addresses:

� Astring that begins with a dot character (.).Ahost name is matched if the last components of its
namematch the specified pattern. For example, the wildcard pattern.siroe.commatches all
hosts in the domain siroe.com.

� Astring that ends with a dot character (.).Ahost address is matched if its first numeric fields
match the specified pattern. For example, the wildcard pattern 123.45.matches the address of
any host in the subnet 123.45.0.0.

� Astring of the form n.n.n.n/m.m.m.m. This wildcard pattern is interpreted as a net/mask pair.A
host address is matched if net is equal to the bitwiseAND of the address andmask. For example,
the pattern 123.45.67.0/255.255.255.128matches every address in the range 123.45.67.0
through 123.45.67.127.

EXCEPTOperator
The access-control system supports a single operator. You can use the EXCEPT operator to create
exceptions tomatching names or patterns when you havemultiple entries in either serviceList or
clientList. For example, the expression:

list1 EXCEPT list2

Configuring ClientAccess to POP, IMAP, andHTTPServices
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means that anything that matches list1 is matched, unless it alsomatches list2.

Here is an example:

ALL: ALL EXCEPT isserver.siroe.com

If this were a Deny filter, it would deny access to all services to all clients except those on the host
machine isserver.siroe.com.

EXCEPT clauses can be nested. The expression:

list1 EXCEPT list2 EXCEPT list3

is evaluated as if it were:

list1 EXCEPT (list2 EXCEPT list3)

Server-Host Specification
You can further identify the specific service being requested in a filter by including server host name
or address information in the serviceSpec entry. In that case the entry has the form:

service@hostSpec

Youmight want to use this feature when yourMessaging Server host machine is set up formultiple
internet addresses with different internet host names. If you are a service provider, you can use this
facility to host multiple domains, with different access-control rules, on a single server instance.

ClientUser-NameSpecification
For client host machines that support the identd service as described in RFC 1413, you can further
identify the specific client requesting service by including the client’s user name in the clientSpec
entry in a filter. In that case the entry has the form:

user@hostSpec

where user is the user name as returned by the client’s identd service (or a wildcard name).

Specifying client user names in a filter can be useful, but keep these caveats inmind:

� The identd service is not authentication; the client user name it returns cannot be trusted if the
client system has been compromised. In general, do not use specific user names; use only the
wildcard names ALL, KNOWN, or UNKNOWN.

� identd is not supported bymost modern client machines and thus provides little added value in
modern deployments.We are considering removal of identd support in a future version, so
please inform Sun Java System if this feature is of value to your site.

� User-name lookups take time; performing lookups on all users may slow access by clients that do
not support identd. Selective user-name lookups can alleviate this problem. For example, a rule
like:
serviceList: @xyzcorp.com ALL@ALL
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wouldmatch users in the domain xyzcorp.comwithout doing user-name lookups, but it would
perform user-name lookups with all other systems.

The user-name lookup capability can in some cases help you guard against attack from unauthorized
users on the client’s host. It is possible in some TCP/IP implementations, for example, for intruders
to use rsh (remote shell service) to impersonate trusted client hosts. If the client host supports the
ident service, you can use user-name lookups to detect such attacks.

Filter Examples
The examples in this section show a variety of approaches to controlling access. In studying the
examples, keep inmind thatAllow filters are processed before Deny filters, the search terminates
when amatch is found, and access is granted when nomatch is found at all.

The examples listed here use host and domain names rather than IP addresses. Remember that you
can include address and netmask information in filters, which can improve reliability in the case of
name-service failure.

MostlyDenying
In this case, access is denied by default. Only explicitly authorized hosts are permitted access.

The default policy (no access) is implemented with a single, trivial deny file:

ALL: ALL

This filter denies all service to all clients that have not been explicitly granted access by anAllow filter.
TheAllow filters, then, might be something like these:

ALL: LOCAL @netgroup1

ALL: .siroe.com EXCEPT externalserver.siroe.com

The first rule permits access from all hosts in the local domain (that is, all hosts with no dot in their
host name) and frommembers of the group netgroup1. The second rule uses a leading-dot wildcard
pattern to permit access from all hosts in the siroe.com domain, with the exception of the host
externalserver.siroe.com.

MostlyAllowing
In this case, access is granted by default. Only explicitly specified hosts are denied access.

The default policy (access granted)makesAllow filters unnecessary. The unwanted clients are listed
explicitly in Deny filters such as these:

ALL: externalserver.siroe1.com, .siroe.asia.com

ALL EXCEPT pop: contractor.siroe1.com, .siroe.com

The first filter denies all services to a particular host and to a specific domain. The second filter
permits nothing but POP access from a particular host and from a specific domain.
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DenyingAccess to SpoofedDomains
You can use the DNSSPOOFERwildcard name in a filter to detect host-name spoofing.When you
specify DNSSPOOFER, the access-control system performs forward or reverse DNS lookups to verify
that the client’s presented host namematches its actual IP address. Here is an example for a Deny
filter:

ALL: DNSSPOOFER

This filter denies all services to all remote hosts whose IP addresses don’t match their DNS host
names.

ControllingAccess toVirtual Domains
If yourmessaging installation uses virtual domains, in which a single server instance is associated
withmultiple IP addresses and domain names, you can control access to each virtual domain
through a combination ofAllow andDeny filters. For example, you can useAllow filters like:

ALL@msgServer.siroe1.com: @.siroe1.com

ALL@msgServer.siroe2.com: @.siroe2.com

...

coupled with a Deny filter like:

ALL: ALL

EachAllow filter permits only hosts within domainN to connect to the service whose IP address
corresponds to msgServer.siroeN.com. All other connections are denied.

ToCreateAccess Filters for Services
You can createAllow andDeny filters for the IMAP, POP, or HTTP services. You can also create them
for SMTP services, but they have little value because they only apply to authenticated SMTP sessions.
See Chapter 17

� ToCreate Filters

In Console, open theMessaging Server that youwant to create access filters for.

Click the Configuration tab.

Open the Services folder in the left pane and select IMAP, POP, or HTTPbeneath the Services folder.
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Click theAccess tab in the right pane.
TheAllow andDeny fields in the tab show the existingAllow andDeny filters for that service. Each
line in the field represents one filter. For either of the fields, you can specify the following actions:

a. Click Add to create a newfilter. AnAllowFilterwindoworDeny filterwindowopens; enter the
text of the newfilter into thewindow, and clickOK.

b. Select a filter and click Edit tomodify the filter. AnAllowFilterwindoworDeny filterwindow
opens; edit the text of the filter displayed in thewindow, and clickOK.

c. Select a filter and clickDelete to remove the filter.
Note that if you need to rearrange the order ofAllow or Deny filters, you can do so by performing
a series of Delete andAdd actions.

For a specification of filter syntax and a variety of examples, see “Filter Syntax” on page 609 and
“Filter Examples” on page 613.

Command Line

You can also specify access and deny filters at the command line as follows:

To create or edit access filters for services:
configutil -o service.service.domainallowed -v filterwhere service is pop, imap, or http

and filter follows the syntax rules described in “Filter Syntax” on page 609.

To create or edit deny filters for services:

configutil -o service.service.domainnotallowed -v filter

where service is pop, imap, or http and filter follows the syntax rules described in “Filter Syntax”
on page 609.

ToCreateAccess Filters forHTTPProxyAuthentication
Any store administrator can proxy authenticate to any service. (Formore information about store
administrators, see “SpecifyingAdministratorAccess to the Store” on page 515 authenticate to the
service if their client host is granted access via a proxy authentication access filter.

Proxy authentication allows other services, such as a portal site, to authenticate users and pass the
authentication credentials to the HTTP login service. For example, assume a portal site offers several
services, one of which isMessenger Express web-based email. By using the HTTPproxy
authentication feature, end users need only authenticate once to the portal service; they need not
authenticate again to access their email. The portal site must configure a login server that acts as the
interface between the client and the service. To help configure the login server forMessenger Express
authentication, Sun Java System offers an authentication SDK forMessenger Express.

This section describes how to create allow filters to permit HTTPproxy authentication by IP address.
This section does not describe how to set up your login server or how to use theMessenger Express

4
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authentication SDK. Formore information about setting up your login server forMessenger Express
and using the authentication SDK, contact your Sun Java System representative.

� ToCreateAccess Filters forHTTPProxyAuthentication

In Console, open theMessaging Server that youwant to create access filters for.

Click the Configuration tab.

Open the Services folder in the left pane and select HTTPbeneath the Services folder.

Click the Proxy tab in the right pane.

TheAllow field in the tab shows the existingAllow filters for proxy authentication.

To create a newfilter, click Add.

AnAllow filter window opens. Enter the text of the new filter into the window and click OK.

To edit an existing filter, select the filter and click Edit.

AnAllow filter window opens. Edit the text of the filter display in the window, and click OK.

Todelete an existing filter, select a field from theAllowfield, and clickDelete.

When you are finishedmaking changes to the Proxy tab, click Save.

Formore information about allow filter syntax, see “Filter Syntax” on page 609.

Command Line

You can also specify access filters for proxy authentication to the HTTP service at the command line
as follows:
configutil -o service.service.proxydomainallowed -v filter

where filter follows the syntax rules described in “Filter Syntax” on page 609.

EnablingPOPBefore SMTP
SMTPAuthentication, or SMTPAuth (RFC 2554) is the preferredmethod of providing SMTP relay
server security. SMTPAuth allows only authenticated users to sendmail through theMTA.However,
some legacy clients only provide support for POP before SMTP. If this is the case for your system, you
may enable POPbefore SMTP as described below. If possible, however, encourage your users to
upgrade their POP clients rather than using POPbefore SMTP. Once POPbefore SMTP is deployed
at a site users will become dependent on clients which fail to follow Internet security standards,
putting end users at greater risk of hacking and slowing your site with the unavoidable performance
penalty because of the necessity of having to track and coordinate IP addresses of recent successful
POP sessions.
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TheMessaging Server implementation of POPbefore SMTP is completely different from either SIMS
or NetscapeMessaging Server. POP before SMTP is supported by configuring aMessaging
Multiplexor (MMP) to have both a POP and SMTPproxy.When an SMTP client connects to the
SMTPproxy, the proxy will check an in-memory cache of recent POP authentications. If a POP
authentication from the same client IP address is found, the SMTPproxy will inform the SMTP
server that it should permit messages directed to both local and non-local recipients.

� To Install the SMTPProxy
Install aMessagingMultiplexor (MMP).

See the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4 Installation Guide for instructions.

Enable the SMTPproxy on theMMP.

Add the string:

msg_svr_base/lib/SmtpProxyAService@25|587

to the ServiceList option in themsg_svr_base/config/AService.cfg file. That option is one long
line and can’t contain line breaks.

Note –When theMMP is upgraded, four new files which correspond to the existing four
configuration files for theMMP. The new files are:

AService-def.cfg, ImapProxyAService-def.cfg, PopProxyAService-def.cfg, and
SmtpProxyAService-def.cfg

These files are created by the installer, the four configuration files described in the docs are not
created or affected by the install process.When theMMP starts up, it will look for the normal
configuration file (as currently documented). If it doesn’t find the normal configuration file, it will
attempt to copy the respective *AService-def.cfg file to the corresponding *AService.cfg file
name.

Set the PROXY_PASSWORD option in the SMTP channel option file tcp_local_option at each SMTP
relay server.

When the SMTPproxy connects to the SMTP server, it has to inform the SMTP server of the real
client IP address and other connection information so that the SMTP server can correctly apply relay
blocking and other security policy (including POPbefore SMTP authorization). This is a security
sensitive operation andmust be authenticated. The proxy password configured on both theMMP
SMTPProxy and the SMTP server assures that a third party cannot abuse the facility.

Example: PROXY_PASSWORD=A_Password
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Make sure the IP address that theMMPuses to connect to the SMTP server is not treated as “internal”
by the INTERNAL_IPmapping table.
See the “ToAdd SMTPRelaying” on page 488 of the Chapter 17 for information about the
INTERNAL_IPmapping table.

Configure the SMTPproxy to Support POPbefore SMTP.

a. Edit themsg_svr_base /config/SmtpProxyAService.cfg configuration file.
The following SMTPproxy options operate identically to the same options for the IMAP and
POPproxies (see Chapter 7 these options in the Encryption (SSL) Option section in the
“Encryption (SSL) Option” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration
Reference.

LdapURL, LogDir, LogLevel, BindDN, BindPass, Timeout, Banner, SSLEnable, SSLSecmodFile,
SSLCertFile, SSLKeyFile, SSLKeyPasswdFile, SSLCipherSpecs, SSLCertNicknames,
SSLCacheDir, SSLPorts, CertMapFile, CertmapDN, ConnLimits, TCPAccess

OtherMMPoptions not listed above (including the BacksidePort option) do not currently
apply to the SMTPProxy.

Add the following five options:

SmtpRelays is a space-separated list of SMTP relay server hostnames (with optional port) to use
for round-robin relay. These relaysmust support the XPROXYEHLO extension. This option is
mandatory with no default.

Example: default:SmtpRelays manatee:485 gonzo mothra

SmtpProxyPassword is a password used to authorize source channel changes on the SMTP relay
servers. This option is mandatory with no default andmustmatch the PROXY_PASSWORD option
on the SMTP servers.

Example: default:SmtpProxyPasswordA_Password

EhloKeywords option provides a list of EHLO extension keywords for the proxy to pass through
to the client, in addition to the default set. TheMMPwill remove any unrecognized EHLO
keywords from the EHLO list returned by an SMTP relay. EhloKeywords specifies additional
EHLO keywords which should not be removed from the list. The default is empty, but the SMTP
proxy will support the following keywords, so there is no need to list them in this option:
8BITMIME, PIPELINING, DSN, ENHANCEDSTATUSCODES, EXPN, HELP, XLOOP, ETRN, SIZE, STARTTLS,
AUTH

The following is an example that might be used by a site which uses the rarely used “TURN”
extension:

Example: default:EhloKeywords TURN

PopBeforeSmtpKludgeChannel option is set to the name of anMTAchannel to use for POP
before SMTP authorized connections. The default is empty and the typical setting for users who
want to enable POPbefore SMTP is tcp_intranet. This option is not required for optimizing
SSLperformance (see “How toOptimize SSLPerformance Using the SMTPProxy” on page 604.
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Example: default:PopBeforeSmtpKludgeChannel tcp_intranet

ClientLookup option defaults to no. If set to yes, a DNS reverse lookup on the client IP address
will be performed unconditionally so the SMTP relay server doesn’t have to do that work This
optionmay be set on a per hosted domain basis.

Example: default:ClientLookup yes

b. Set the PreAuth option and the AuthServiceTTL option in PopProxyAService.cfg
configuration file. This option is not required for optimizing SSLperformance. (See “How to
Optimize SSLPerformanceUsing the SMTPProxy” onpage 604

These options specify how long in seconds a user is authorized to submit mail after a POP
authentication. The typical setting is 900 to 1800 (15-30minutes).

Example:
default:PreAuth yes

default:AuthServiceTTL 900

c. Youmayoptionally specify howmany seconds theMMPwill wait for an SMTPRelay to respond
before trying the next one in the list.

The default is 10 (seconds). If a connection to an SMTPRelay fails, theMMPwill avoid trying
that relay for a number of minutes equivalent to the failover time-out (so if the failover time-out
is 10 seconds, and a relay fails, theMMPwon’t try that relay again for 10minutes).

Example: default:FailoverTimeout 10

ConfiguringClientAccess to SMTPServices
For information about configuring client access to SMTP services, see Chapter 17

User/GroupDirectory LookupsOver SSL
It is possible to do user/group directory lookups over SSL forMTA,MMPand IMAP/POP/HTTP
services. The prerequisite is thatMessaging Servermust be configured in SSLmode. Set the following
configutil parameters to enable this feature: local.service.pab.ldapport to 636,
local.ugldapport to 636, local.ugldapusessl to 1.

User/GroupDirectory LookupsOver SSL
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Administering S/MIME for Communications
ExpressMail

Support for Secure/Multipurpose InternetMail Extension (S/MIME) 3.1 is available on Sun Java
SystemCommunications ExpressMail. Communications ExpressMail users who are set up to use
S/MIME can exchange signed or encryptedmessages with other users of Communications Express
Mail, Microsoft Outlook Express, andMozilla mail systems.

Information about using S/MIME in Communications ExpressMail is part of the online help.
Information to administer S/MIME is explained in this chapter. This chapter consists of the
following sections:

� “What is S/MIME?” on page 621
� “Required Software andHardware Components” on page 622
� “Requirements for Using S/MIME” on page 623
� “Getting StartedAfter InstallingMessaging Server” on page 626
� “Parameters of the smime.conf File” on page 633
� “Messaging Server Options” on page 639
� “Securing Internet LinksWith SSL” on page 640
� “KeyAccess Libraries for the ClientMachines” on page 641
� “Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643
� “Granting Permission to Use S/MIME Features” on page 650
� “Managing Certificates” on page 651
� “Communications Express S/MIME EndUser Information” on page 655

What is S/MIME?
S/MIME provides a Communications ExpressMail user with these features:

� Create a digital signature for an outgoingmail message to assure themessage’s recipient that the
message was not tampered with and is from the person who sent it

� Encrypt an outgoingmail message to prevent anyone from viewing, changing or otherwise using
themessage’s content before themessage arrives in the recipient’s mailbox

� Verify the digital signature of an incoming signedmessage with a process involving a certificate
revocation list (CRL)
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� Automatically decrypt an incoming encryptedmessage so the recipient can read themessage’s
contents

� Exchange signed or encryptedmessages with other users of an S/MIME compliant client such as
Communications ExpressMail andMozilla mail systems

ConceptsYouNeed toKnow
To properly administer S/MIME, you need to be familiar with the following concepts:

� Basic administrative procedures for your platform
� Structure and use of a lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) directory
� Addition ormodification of entries in an LDAPdirectory
� Configuration process for the Sun Java SystemDirectory Server
� Concepts and purpose of the following:

� Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for a secured communications line
� Digitally signed email messages
� Encrypted email messages
� Local key store of a browser
� Smart cards and the software and hardware to use them
� Private-public key pairs and their certificates
� Certificate authorities (CA)
� Verifying keys and their certificates
� Certificate revocation list (CRL). (See “When is a Certificate CheckedAgainst a CRL?”

on page 645)

Required Software andHardwareComponents
The required hardware and software for using Communications ExpressMail with S/MIME is
described in this section. Ensure that you install all the correct versions of the software on the server
and client machines before attempting to configure for S/MIME.

Table 20–1 lists the required software and hardware for the client machine where Communications
ExpressMail is accessed.

TABLE 20–1RequiredHardware and Software for ClientMachine

Component Description

Operating system � MicrosoftWindows 98, 2000, or XP

Required Software andHardware Components
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TABLE 20–1RequiredHardware and Software for ClientMachine (Continued)
Component Description

Browser � Microsoft Internet Explorer, Version 6 SP2 onWindows
� Microsoft Internet Explorer, Version 6 SP1 (with current patches as of December 1,

2004) onWindows 2000 andWindows 98

Sun software Sun Java 2 Runtime Environment, Standard Edition, Version 1.4.2_03 or later, but not 1.5

Private-public keys with certificates One ormore private-public key pair with certificates. Certificates are required and theymust
be in standard X.509 v3 format. Obtain keys and certificates from a CAfor each
Communications ExpressMail user who will use the S/MIME features. The keys and their
certificates are stored on the client machine or on a smart card. The public keys and
certificates are also stored in an LDAPdirectory that can be accessed by Directory Server.

Acertificate revocation list (CRL), maintained by the CA,must be part of your system if you
want key certificates checked against it to further ensure that the keys are valid. See “When is
a Certificate CheckedAgainst a CRL?” on page 645

Smart card software (only required
when keys and certificates are stored on
smart cards)

� ActivCard Gold, Version 2.1 or 3.0, or
� NetSign, Version 3.1

Smart card reader Anymodel of smart card reading device supported by the client machine and smart card
software.

Table 20–2 lists the required SunMicrosystems software for the servermachine.

TABLE 20–2Required Software for ServerMachine

SunComponent Description

Mail server Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Release on Solaris, Version 8 or 9, and Sun SPARCmachine

LDAP server Sun Java SystemDirectory Server 5 2004Q2

Java Java 2 Runtime Environment, Standard Edition, Version 1.4.2 and later

AccessManager (If deployment is in Schema 2) - Sun Java SystemAccessManager 6 2005Q1 and Communications Express
- Sun Java SystemCommunications Express 6 2005Q1 or later.

Requirements forUsing S/MIME
The signature and encryption features are not immediately available to Communications Express
Mail users after you install Messaging Server. Before a user can take advantage of S/MIME, the
requirements described in this sectionmust bemet.

Requirements for Using S/MIME
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Private andPublic Keys
At least one private and public key pair, including a certificate in standard X.509 v3 format, must be
issued to each Communications ExpressMail user who will use S/MIME. The certificate, used in a
verification process, assures othermail users that the keys really belong to the person who uses them.
Auser can havemore than one key pair and associated certificate.

Keys and their certificates are issued fromwithin your organization or purchased from a third-party
vendor. Regardless of how the keys and certificates are issued, the issuing organization is referred to
as a certificate authority (CA).

Key pairs and their certificates are stored in two ways:

� On a common access card (CACs), referred to as smart cards
These cards are similar to commercial credit cards and should be used and safeguarded by the
mail user as they do their own credit cards. Smart cards require special card readers attached to
themail user’s computer (client machine) to read the private key information. See “Keys Stored
on Smart Cards” on page 624 formore information.

� In a local key store on themail user’s computer (client machine)
Amail user’s browser provides the key store. The browser also provides commands to download
a key pair and certificate to the key store. See “Keys Stored on the ClientMachine” on page 624
formore information.

Keys StoredonSmart Cards
If the private-public key pair, with its certificate, is stored on a smart card, a card readermust be
properly attached to themail user’s computer. The card reading device also requires software; the
device and its software are supplied by the vendor fromwhom you purchase this equipment.

When properly installed, a mail user inserts their smart card into the reading device when they want
to create a digital signature for an outgoingmessage.After verification of their smart card password,
the private key is accessible by Communications ExpressMail to sign themessage. See “Required
Software andHardware Components” on page 622 for information on supported smart cards and
reading devices.

Libraries from the vendor of the smart card are required on the user’s computer. See “KeyAccess
Libraries for the ClientMachines” on page 641 formore information.

Keys Storedon theClientMachine
If key pairs and certificates are not stored on smart cards, theymust be kept in a local key store on the
mail user’s computer (client machine). Their browser provides the key store and also has commands
to download a key pair and certificate to the key store. The key storemay be password-protected; this
depends on the browser.

Requirements for Using S/MIME
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Libraries from the vendor of the browser are required on the user’s computer to support a local key
store. See “KeyAccess Libraries for the ClientMachines” on page 641 formore information.

Publish Public Keys in LDAPDirectory
All public keys and certificates must also be stored to an LDAPdirectory, accessible by the Sun Java
SystemDirectory Server. This is referred to as publishing the public keys so they are available to other
mail users who are creating S/MIMEmessages.

Public keys of the sender and receiver are used in the encrypting-decrypting process of an encrypted
message. Public key certificates are used to validate private keys that were used for digital signatures.

See “Managing Certificates” on page 651 formore information to use ldapmodify to publish the
public keys and certificates.

GiveMail Users Permission toUse S/MIME
To create a signed or encryptedmessage, a valid Communications ExpressMail usermust have
permission to do so. This involves using the mailAllowedServiceAccess or
mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess LDAP attributes for a user’s LDAP entry. These attributes can
be used to include or excludemail users from S/MIME on an individual or domain basis.

See “Granting Permission to Use S/MIME Features” on page 650 formore information.

Multi-language Support
ACommunications ExpressMail user who only uses English for their mail messagesmight not be
able to read an S/MIMEmessage which contains non-Latin language characters, such as Chinese.
One reason for this situation is that the Java 2 Runtime Environment (JRE) installed on the user’s
machine does not have the charsets.jar file in the /lib directory.

The charsets.jar file is not installed if the English version of JREwas downloaded using the default
JRE installation process. However, charsets.jar is installed for all other language choices of a
default installation.

To ensure that the charsets.jar file is installed in the /lib directory, alert your users to use the
custom installation to install the English version of JRE. During the installation process, the user
must select the “Support forAdditional Languages” option.
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Getting StartedAfter InstallingMessaging Server
This section explains what the S/MIME applet is and provides a basic configuration procedure to set
up S/MIME for Communications ExpressMail. The configuration process involves setting
parameters for the S/MIME applet and options forMessaging Server.

The S/MIMEApplet
The process of signing amessage, encrypting amessage, or decrypting amessage, along with the
various procedures to verify private and public keys, are handled by a special applet, referred to as the
S/MIME applet. The configuration of the S/MIME features is done with parameters in the
smime.conf file and options ofMessaging Server. Figure 20–1 shows the S/MIMEApplet in relation
to other system components.

Internet or
Other systems
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LDAP Directory
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Certificates)
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http server
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FIGURE 20–1S/MIMEApplet
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When a Communications ExpressMail user who has permission to use S/MIME logs in to the
Messaging Server for the first time, a series of special prompts displays about the S/MIME applet.
After answering the prompts with Yes orAlways, the S/MIME applet is downloaded to their
computer. The applet remains on their machine until they log out of Communications ExpressMail.

Refer to “Managing Certificates” on page 651 formore information.

Downloading the S/MIMEApplet
The S/MIME applet is downloaded each time a user logs in to Communications ExpressMail unless
caching is enabled for the Java 2 Runtime Environment (JRE) on the user’s machine.When caching
is enabled, a copy of the S/MIME applet is saved on the user’s machine after the initial download
which prevents downloading the applet every time the user logs in.

Caching can improve performance so youmight direct your users to do the following steps to enable
caching for Java 2 Runtime Environment, Version 1.4.x:

� ToEnable Caching for Java 2RuntimeEnvironment, Version 1.4

Navigate to theWindowsControl Panel.

Double click the Java Plug-in icon (Java 2 Runtime Environment).

Click the Cache tab.

Check the Enable Caching checkbox.

Click Apply.

After downloading, a user is not aware of the S/MIME applet. It appears that signing, encrypting, or
decrypting amessage is done by Communications ExpressMail. Unless an errormessage pops up,
the user also is unaware of the processes to verify a private or public key. Refer to “Verifying Private
and Public Keys” on page 643 formore information.

ABasic S/MIMEConfiguration
The configuration file for S/MIME, smime.conf, contains descriptive comments and an example of
each S/MIME parameter. The smime.conf file is included withMessaging Server, located in the
directorymsg-svr-base/config/, wheremsg-svr-base is the directory whereMessaging Server is
installed.

The following procedure contains theminimum required steps to configure the S/MIME features:

1
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� ToConfigure the S/MIME

Verify that the basic features of Communications ExpressMail areworking after you install
Messaging Server.

If you haven’t already, create or obtain private-public key pairs, with certificates in standard X.509 v3
format, for all yourmail userswhohave permission to use the S/MIME features.

If smart cards are used for keys and certificates:

a. Distribute the smart cards to yourmail users.

b. Ensure that the smart card readingdevices and software are properly installed on each client
machinewhere Communications ExpressMail is accessed.

If local key stores of the browsers are used to store keys and certificates, instruct yourmail users how
todownload their key pairs and certificate to the local key store.

Ensure that the correct libraries are on the clientmachines to support smart cards or local key stores.
See “KeyAccess Libraries for the ClientMachines” onpage 641

Set up your LDAPdirectory to support S/MIME:

a. Store all certificates for the CAs in the LDAPdirectory, accessible byDirectory Server, under the
distinguishedname for certificate authorities. The LDAP attribute for these certificates is
cacertificate;binary.Write down the directory informationwhere you store them. You’ll
need this information for a later step.
See trustedurl in Table 20–3 for an example of specifying LDAPdirectory information and
“Managing Certificates” on page 651 for information to search an LDAPdirectory.

b. Store the public keys and certificates in the LDAPdirectory accessible byDirectory Server. The
LDAP attribute for public keys and certificates is usercertificate;binary.Write down the
directory informationwhere you store them. You’ll need this information for a later step.

See certurl in Table 20–3 for an example of specifying LDAPdirectory information and
“Managing Certificates” on page 651 for information to search an LDAPdirectory.

c. Ensure that all userswho sendor receive S/MIMEmessages are givenpermission to use S/MIME
with an LDAPfilter in their user entries. Afilter is definedwith the mailAllowedServiceAccess or
mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess LDAP attributes.

Note: By default, if you do not use mailAllowedServiceAccess or
mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess, all services including smime, are allowed. If you explicitly
specify services with these attributes, then the services http and smtp, as well as smime, must be
specified to givemail users permission to use the S/MIME features.

See “Granting Permission to Use S/MIME Features” on page 650 formore information.
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Edit the smime.conffilewith any available text editor. See comments at the beginning of the file for
parameter syntax.

All text and example parameters in smime.conf are preceded with a comment character (#). You can
add the parameters you need to smime.conf or copy a parameter example to another part of the file
and change its value. If you copy and edit an example, be sure to remove the # character at the
beginning of its line.

Add these parameters to the file, each on its own line:

a. trustedurl (see Table 20–3)-- set to the LDAPdirectory information to locate the certificates of
the CAs. Use the information you saved fromStep a.

b. certurl (Table 20–3)-- set to the LDAPdirectory information to locate the public keys and
certificates. Use the information you saved fromStepb .

c. usersertfilter (see Table 20–3) -- set to the value of the example in the smime.conffile. The
example value is almost always the filter youwant.Copy the example anddelete the # character
at the beginning of the line.

This parameter specifies a filter definition for the primary, alternate, and equivalent email
addresses of a Communications ExpressMail user to ensure that all of a user’s private-public key
pairs are found when the key pairs are assigned to different mail addresses.

d. sslrootcacertsurl (see Table 20–3)-- if you are using SSL for the communications link between
the S/MIME applet andMessaging Server, set sslrootcacertsurlwith the LDAPdirectory
information to locate the certificates of CAs that are used to verify theMessaging Server’s SSL
certificates. See “Securing Internet LinksWith SSL” onpage 640 formore information.

checkoverssl (see Table 20–3)-- set to 0 if you are not using SSL for the communications link
between the S/MIME applet andMessaging Server.

e. crlenable (see Table 20–3)-- set to 0 to disable CRL checking for nowbecause doing CRL
checkingmight require adding other parameters to the smime.conffile.

f. logindn and loginpw (Table 20–3)-- if the LDAPdirectory that contains the public keys andCA
certificates requires authentication to access it, set these parameters to the distinguishedname
andpassword of the LDAP entry that has readpermission.

Note:The values of logindn and loginpw are used whenever the LDAPdirectory is accessed with
the LDAP information specified by the crlmappingurl, sslrootcacertsurl, or trustedurl
parameters. See “Parameters of the smime.conf File” on page 633 and “Accessing LDAP for
Public Keys, CAcertificates and CRLs Using Credentials” on page 631 formore information.

Do not set logindn and loginpw if authentication is not required to access the LDAPdirectory.

Set theMessaging Server optionswith configutil:

a. local.webmail.smime.enable -- set to 1.

7
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b. local.webmail.cert.enable -- set to 1 if youwant to verify certificates against a CRL.

See “Messaging Server Options” on page 639 formore information.

Communications ExpressMail is now configured for the S/MIME features. Verify that the S/MIME
features areworkingwith the following steps:

a. Restart theMessaging Server.

b. Check theMessaging Server log file,msg-svr-base /log/http, for diagnosticmessages relating to
S/MIME.

c. If any problemswere detected for S/MIME, the diagnosticmessages help youdetermine how to
correct the problemwith the configuration parameters.

d. Correct the necessary configuration parameters.

e. Repeat Steps a. throughd. until there are nomore diagnosticmessages for S/MIME in the
Messaging Server’s log file.

f. Check that the S/MIME features areworkingwith the following steps:

i. Log in toMessaging Server froma clientmachine. Answer the special prompts for the S/MIME
appletwith Yes or Always. See “Managing Certificates” onpage 651

ii. Compose a shortmessage, addressed to yourself.

iii. Encrypt yourmessageby checking the Encrypt checkbox at the bottomof the Compose
window if it is not already checked.

iv. Click Send to send the encryptedmessage to yourself. This should exercisemost of the
mechanisms for keys and certificates.

v. If you findproblemswith the encryptedmessage, themost likely causes are the values you
used for LDAPdirectory information in the smime.conffile and/or theway keys and
certificates are stored in the LDAPdirectory. Check theMessaging Server log formore
diagnosticmessages.

The remaining S/MIME parameters, summarized in the table below, providemany options
youmight want to use to further configure your S/MIME environment. See “Parameters of
the smime.conf File” on page 633 formore information about the parameters.

Required Parameters for S/MIME
Parameters for Smart Cards and Local
Key Stores Parameters for CRLChecking

Parameters for Initial Settings and
Secured Links

certurl* platformwin checkoverssl alwaysencrypt

9
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Required Parameters for S/MIME
Parameters for Smart Cards and Local
Key Stores Parameters for CRLChecking

Parameters for Initial Settings and
Secured Links

logindn crlaccessfail alwayssign

loginpw crldir sslrootcacertsurl

trustedurl* crlenable

usercertfilter* crlmappingurl

crlurllogindn

crlurlloginpw

crlusepastnextupdate

readsigncert

revocationunknown

sendencryptcert

sendencryptcertrevoked

readsigncert

sendsigncertrevoked

timestampdelta

* Youmust specify a value for these parameters because they have no default value.

Accessing LDAP for Public Keys, CAcertificates and
CRLsUsingCredentials
Public keys, CAcertificates, and CRLs required for S/MIMEmay be stored in an LDAPdirectory (see
previous section). The keys, certificates, and CRLsmay be accessible from a single URLormultiple
URLs in LDAP. For example, CRLsmay be stored in one URLand public keys and certificates may be
stored in another. Messaging Server allows you to specify which URLcontains the desired CRLor
certificate information, as well as the DN and password of the entry that has access to these URLs.
These DN/password credentials are optional; if none are specified, LDAP access first tries the HTTP
server credentials, and if that fails, it tries accessing it as anonymous.

Two pairs of smime.conf credential parameters may be set to access the desired URLs: logindn and
loginpw, and crlurllogindn and crlurlloginpw.

logindn and loginpw are the credentials used for all URLs in smime.conf. They specify the DN and
password of the LDAP entry that has read permission for the public keys, their certificates, and the
CAcertificates as specified by the certurl and trustedurl parameters.
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crlurllogindn and crlurlloginpw specifies the DN and password of the LDAP entry that has read
permission for the resulting URL from themapping table (see “Accessing a CRL” on page 645 for
more information). If these credentials are NOT accepted, LDAP access is denied and no retry with
other credentials is attempted. Either both parameters must be specified, or bothmust be empty.
These parameters do not apply to the URLs that come directly from the certificate.

SettingPasswords for SpecificURLs
Messaging Server allows you to specifically define the DN/password pairs for accessing the following
smime.confURLs: certUrl, trustedUrl, crlmappingUrl, sslrootcacertsUrl.

The syntax is as follows:

url_type URL[|URL_DN | URL_password]

Example:

trustedurl==ldap://mail.siroe.com:389/cn=Directory Manager, ou=people,

o=siroe.com,o=ugroot?cacertificate?sub?(objectclass=certificationauthority) |

cn=Directory manager | boomshakalaka

SummaryofUsing LDAPcredentials
This section summarizes the use of LDAP credentials.

� All LDAP credentials are optional; if none are specified, LDAP access first tries the HTTP server
credentials, and if that fails, tries anonymous.
Two pairs of smime.conf parameters are used as credentials for the two sets of URLs that may be
specified:
logindn& loginpw - all URLs in smime.conf

crlurllogindn& crlurlloginpw - all URLs frommapping table
These are known as the default LDAP credential pair.

� AnyURL specified in smime.conf or viamapping CRLURLs can have an optional local LDAP
credential pair specified.

� Credentials are checked in order in which each is specified:
1) Local LDAP credential pair - if specified, only one tried
2) Default LDAPCredential Pair - if specified, and no Local LDAP credential pair, only one tried
3) Server - if neither Local LDAP credential pair nor default LDAP credential pair specified, first
tried
4) anonymous - last tried only if server fails or none specified

� If a URLhas a Local LDAP credential pair specified, it is used first; if the access fails, access is
denied.

� If a URLhas no Local LDAP credential pair specified, the corresponding default LDAP credential
pair is used; if access fails, then access is denied.
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Parameters of the smime.conf File
The smime.conf file is included with theMessaging Server, located in the directory
msg-svr-base/config/, wheremsg-svr-base is the directory whereMessaging Server is installed.All
text and parameter examples in the file are preceded with a comment character (#).

You can add parameters with your values to the smime.conf file or you can edit the parameter
examples. If using an example, copy the example to another part of the file, edit the parameter’s
value, and remove the # character at the beginning of the line.

Edit smime.confwith any available text editor after you install Messaging Server. The parameters,
described in Table 20–3, are not case sensitive and unless otherwise stated, are not required to be set.

TABLE 20–3 S/MIMEConfiguration Parameters in smime.conf File

Parameter Purpose

alwaysencrypt Controls the initial setting for whether all outgoingmessages are automatically encrypted for all
Communications ExpressMail users with permission to use S/MIME. Each Communications
ExpressMail user can override this parameter’s value for their messages by using the checkboxes
described in Table 20–5.

Choose one of these values:

0 - do not encryptmessages. The encryption checkboxes within Communications ExpressMail are
displayed as unchecked. This is the default.

1 - always encryptmessages. The encryption checkboxes within Communications ExpressMail are
displayed as checked.

Example:

alwaysencrypt==1

alwayssign Controls the initial setting for whether all outgoingmessages are automatically signed for all
Communications ExpressMail users with permission to use S/MIME. Each Communications
ExpressMail user can override this parameter’s value for their messages by using the checkboxes
described in Table 20–5.

Choose one of these values:

0 - do not signmessages. The signature checkboxes within Communications ExpressMail are
displayed as unchecked. This is the default.

1 - always signmessages. The signature checkboxes within Communications ExpressMail are
displayed as checked.

Example:

alwaysensign==1
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TABLE 20–3 S/MIMEConfiguration Parameters in smime.conf File (Continued)
Parameter Purpose

certurl Specifies the LDAPdirectory information to locate the public keys and certificates of
Communications ExpressMail users (the LDAP attribute for public keys is
usercertificate;binary). See “Managing Certificates” on page 651 formore information about
certificates.

This parametermust point to the highest node in the user/group of the LDAPdirectory
information tree (DIT) that includes all users that are being served by theMessaging Server. This is
particularly important for sites withmore than one domain; the distinguished namemust be the
root distinguished name of the user/group tree instead of the subtree that contains users for a
single domain.

This is a required parameter that youmust set.

Example:

certurl==ldap://mail.siroe.com:389/ou=people,o=siroe.com,o=ugroot

checkoverssl Controls whether an SSL communications link is used when checking a key’s certificate against a
CRL. See “Securing Internet LinksWith SSL” on page 640 formore information.

Choose one of these values:

0 - do not use an SSL communications link.

1 - use an SSL communications link. This is the default.

Aproblem can occur when a proxy server is used with CRLchecking in effect. See “Proxy Server
and CRLChecking” on page 647

crlaccessfail Specifies how long to wait before theMessaging Server attempts to access a CRLafter it has failed to
do so after multiple attempts. This parameter has no default values.

Syntax:

crlaccessfail==number_of_failures:time_period_for_failures:wait_time_before_retry

where:

number_of_failures is the number of times that theMessaging Server can fail to access a CRL
during the time interval specified by time_period_for_failures.The valuemust be greater than zero.

time_period_for_failures is the number of seconds over which theMessaging Server counts the
failed attempts to access a CRL. The valuemust be greater than zero.

wait_time_before_retry is the number of seconds that theMessaging Server waits, once it detects
the limit on failed attempts over the specified time interval, before trying to access the CRLagain.
The valuemust be greater than zero.

Example:

crlaccessfail==10:60:300

In this example,Messaging Server fails 10 times within aminute to access the CRL. It then waits 5
minutes before attempting to access the CRLagain. See “TroubleAccessing a CRL” on page 649
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TABLE 20–3 S/MIMEConfiguration Parameters in smime.conf File (Continued)
Parameter Purpose

crldir Specifies the directory information where theMessaging Server downloads a CRL to disk. The
default ismsg-svr-base/data/store/mboxlist, wheremsg-svr-base is the directory where
Messaging Server is installed. See “Using a Stale CRL” on page 647 formore information.

crlenable Controls whether a certificate is checked against a CRL. If there is amatch, the certificate is
considered revoked. The values of the send*revoked parameters in the smime.conf file determine
whether a key with a revoked certificate is rejected or used by Communications ExpressMail. See
“Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643 formore information.

Choose one of these values:

0- each certificate is not checked against a CRL.

1- each certificate is checked against a CRL. This is the default. Ensure that the
local.webmail.cert.enable option of theMessaging Server is set to 1, otherwise CRLchecking is
not done even if crlenable is set to 1.

crlmappingurl Specifies the LDAPdirectory information to locate the CRLmapping definitions. This parameter is
only required when you havemapping definitions. See “Accessing a CRL” on page 645 optionally
add the DN and password that has access to the URL.

Syntax:

crlmappingurlURL[|URL_DN | URL_password]

Example:

crlmappingurl==ldap://mail.siroe.com:389/cn=XYZ Messaging,

ou=people, o=mail.siroe.com,o=isp?msgCRLMappingRecord?sub?(

objectclass=msgCRLMappingTable) | cn=Directory Manager | pAsSwOrD

crlurllogindn Specifies the distinguished name of the LDAP entry that has read permission for the CRLmapping
definitions (not if the entry is directly from the certificate, see “Accessing a CRL” on page 904. for
more information).

If values for crllogindn and crlloginpw are not specified, theMessaging Server uses the log in
values for the HTTP server to gain entry to the LDAPdirectory. If that fails, Messaging Server
attempts to access the LDAPdirectory anonymously.

Example:

crllogindn==cn=Directory Manager

crlurlloginpw Specifies the password, inASCII text, for the distinguished name of the crllogindn parameter.

If values for crllogindn and crlloginpw are not specified,Messaging Server uses the log in values
for the HTTP server to gain entry to the LDAPdirectory. If that fails, Messaging Server attempts to
access the LDAPdirectory anonymously.

Example:

crlloginpw==zippy
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TABLE 20–3 S/MIMEConfiguration Parameters in smime.conf File (Continued)
Parameter Purpose

crlusepastnextupdate Controls whether a CRL is used when the current date is past the date specified in the CRL’s
next-update field. See “Using a Stale CRL” on page 647 formore information.

Choose one of these values:

0 - do not use the stale CRL.

1 - use the stale CRL. This is the default.

logindn Specifies the distinguished name of the LDAP entry that has read permission for the public keys
and their certificates, and the CAcertificates located in the LDAPdirectory specified by the
certurl and trustedurl parameters.

If values for logindn and loginpw are not specified, theMessaging Server uses the log in values for
the HTTP server to gain entry to the LDAPdirectory. If that fails, Messaging Server attempts to
access the LDAPdirectory anonymously.

Example:

logindn==cn=Directory Manager

loginpw Specifies the password, inASCII text, for the distinguished name of the logindn parameter.

If values for logindn and loginpw are not specified,Messaging Server uses the log in values for the
HTTP server to gain entry to the LDAPdirectory. If that fails, Messaging Server attempts to access
the LDAPdirectory anonymously.

Example:

loginpw==SkyKing

platformwin Specifies one ormore library names that are necessary when using smart cards or a local key store
on aWindows platform. Change this parameter only if the default value does not work for your
client machines. The default is:

platformwin==CAPI:library=capibridge.dll;

See “KeyAccess Libraries for the ClientMachines” on page 641 formore information.

readsigncert Controls whether a public key’s certificate is checked against a CRL to verify an S/MIME digital
signature when themessage is read. (Aprivate key is used to create a digital signature for amessage
but it cannot be checked against a CRL, so the certificate of the public key associated with the
private key is checked against the CRL.) See “Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643

Choose one of these values:

0 - do not check the certificate against a CRL.

1 - check the certificate against a CRL. This is the default.
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TABLE 20–3 S/MIMEConfiguration Parameters in smime.conf File (Continued)
Parameter Purpose

revocationunknown Determines the action to take when an ambiguous status is returned when checking a certificate
against a CRL. In this case, it is not certain whether the certificate is valid or has a revoked status.
See “Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643 formore information.

Choose one of these values:

ok - treat the certificate as valid.

revoked - treat the certificate as revoked. This is the default.

sendencryptcert Controls whether the certificate of a public key that is used to encrypt an outgoingmessage is
checked against a CRLbefore using it. See “Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643

Choose one of these values:

0 - do not check the certificate against a CRL.

1 - check the certificate against a CRL.This is the default.

sendencryptcertrevoked Determines the action to take if the certificate of a public key that is used to encrypt an outgoing
message is revoked. See “Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643 formore information.

Choose one of these values:

allow - use the public key.

disallow - do not use the public key.This is the default.

sendsigncert Controls whether a public key’s certificate is checked against a CRL to determine if a private key
can be used to create a digital signature for an outgoingmessage. (Aprivate key is used for a digital
signature but it cannot be checked against a CRL, so the certificate of the public key associated with
the private key is checked against the CRL.) See “Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643
formore information.

Choose one of these values:

0 - do not check the certificate against a CRL.

1 - check the certificate against a CRL. This is the default.

sendsigncertrevoked Determines the action to take when it is determined that a private key has a revoked status. (A
private key is used to create a digital signature for amessage but it cannot be checked against a
CRL, so the certificate of the public key associated with the private key is checked against the CRL.
If the public key certificate is revoked, then it’s corresponding private key is also revoked.) See
“Verifying Private and Public Keys” on page 643 formore information.

Choose one of these values:

allow - use the private key with a revoked status.

disallow - do not use the private key with a revoked status. This is the default.
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TABLE 20–3 S/MIMEConfiguration Parameters in smime.conf File (Continued)
Parameter Purpose

sslrootcacertsurl Specifies the distinguished name and the LDAPdirectory information to locate the certificates of
valid CAs which are used to verify theMessaging Server’s SSL certificates. This is a required
parameter when SSL is enabled in theMessaging Server. See “Securing Internet LinksWith SSL”
on page 640 formore information.

If you have SSL certificates for a proxy server that receives all requests from client application, the
CAcertificates for those SSL certificates must also be located in the LDAPdirectory pointed to by
this parameter.

You can also optionally add the DN and password that has access to the URL.

Syntax:

crlmappingurlURL[|URL_DN | URL_password]

Example:

sslrootcacertsurl==ldap://mail.siroe.com:389/cn=SSL Root CA

Certs,ou=people,o=siroe.com,o=isp? cacertificate;binary?base?

(objectclass=certificationauthority)|cn=Directory Manager |

pAsSwOrD

timestampdelta Specifies a time interval, in seconds, that is used to determine whether amessage’s sent time or
received time is used when checking a public key’s certificate against a CRL.

The parameter’s default value of zero directs Communications ExpressMail to always use the
received time. See “DeterminingWhichMessage Time to Use” on page 648 formore information.

Example:

timestampdelta==360

trustedurl Specifies the distinguished name and LDAPdirectory information to locate the certificates of valid
CAs. This is a required parameter.

You can also optionally add the DN and password that has access to the URL.

Syntax:

crlmappingurlURL[|URL_DN | URL_password]

Example:

trustedurl==ldap://mail.siroe.com:389/cn=Directory Manager,

ou=people, o=siroe.com,o=ugroot?cacertificate?sub?

(objectclass=certificationauthority)|cn=Directory Manager

| pAsSwOrD
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TABLE 20–3 S/MIMEConfiguration Parameters in smime.conf File (Continued)
Parameter Purpose

usercertfilter Specifies a filter definition for the primary, alternate, and equivalent email addresses of a
Communications ExpressMail user to ensure that all of a user’s private-public key pairs are found
when they are assigned to different mail addresses.

This parameter is required and has no default values.

Messaging ServerOptions
To set the threeMessaging Server options that apply to S/MIME, do the following on themachine
where theMessaging Server is installed.

� ToSetMessaging ServerOptions thatApply to S/MIME
Log in as root. Then enter:

# cd msg-svr-base/sbin

wheremsg-svr-base is the directory whereMessaging Server is installed.

Set theMessaging Server options, described in the following table, as desired for your system.Use
the configutil utility to set them.Unless stated otherwise, an option is not required to be set.

Parameter Purpose

local.webmail.cert.enable Controls whether the process that handles CRLchecking should
do CRLchecking.

0 - the process does not check a certificate against a CRL. This is
the default.

1 - the process checks a certificate against a CRL.When set to 1,
ensure that the crlenable parameter in the smime.conf file is set
to 1.

local.webmail.cert.port Specifies a port number on themachine where theMessaging
Server runs to use for CRLcommunication. This port is used
locally for that machine only. The valuemust be greater than 1024.
The default is 55443.

This is a required option if the default port number is already in
use.

1

2
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Parameter Purpose

local.webmail.smime.enable Controls whether the S/MIME features are available to
Communications ExpressMail users. Choose one of these values:

0 - the S/MIME features are unavailable for Communications
ExpressMail users even though the system is configured with the
correct software and hardware components. This is the default.

1 - the S/MIME features are available to Communications Express
Mail users who have permission to use them.

Example:

configutil -o local.webmail.smime.enable -v 1

Securing Internet LinksWith SSL
TheMessaging Server supports the use of the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for Internet links affecting
Communications ExpressMail, as summarized in the following table.

Link Between: Description

Messaging Server and
Communications ExpressMail

Securing this link with SSL requires administrative work for theMessaging Server. The
Communications ExpressMail usermust use the HTTPS protocol, rather thanHTTP, when
entering the URL information for theMessaging Server in their browser.

See “Securing the Link BetweenMessaging Server and Communications ExpressMail” on page
640

Messaging Server and S/MIME
applet

When checking public keys certificates against a CRL, the S/MIME applet must communicate
directly with theMessaging Server. Securing this link with SSL requires administrative work for
theMessaging Server in addition to setting sslrootcacertsurl and checkoverssl in the
smime.conf file.

See “Securing the Link Between theMessaging Server and S/MIMEApplet” on page 641

Securing the LinkBetweenMessaging Server and
Communications ExpressMail
TheMessaging Server supports the use of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for the Internet link between it
and Communications ExpressMail. Once you have set upMessaging Server for SSL, configure
Communications Express for SSLSee Sun Java SystemCommunications Express 6 2005Q4
Administration Guide. ACommunications ExpressMail user specifies the Communications Express
URL in their browser with the HTTPS protocol:

HTTPS://hostname.domain:secured_port
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instead of the HTTPprotocol (HTTP://hostname.domain:unsecure_port).When the
Communications Express login window displays, the user sees a lock icon in a locked position at the
bottom of their window to indicate they have a secure link.

See “Configuring Encryption and Certificate-BasedAuthentication” on page 594 for SSL
configuration information forMessaging Server.

Securing the LinkBetween theMessaging Server and
S/MIMEApplet
When checking the certificate of a public key against a CRL, the S/MIME applet must communicate
directly with theMessaging Server.

� ToSecure theCommunications Linkwith SSL

Do the administrative tasks to configure theMessaging Server for SSL. See “Configuring Encryption
andCertificate-BasedAuthentication” onpage 594.

Set the sslrootcacertsurl parameter in the smime.conffile to specify the information to locate the
root SSLCAcertificates. These CAcertificates are used to verify theMessaging Server’s SSL
certificateswhen the SSL link is establishedbetween theMessaging Server and the S/MIME applet.

Set the checkoversslparameter in the smime.conffile to 1. ThisMessaging Server option
determineswhether SSL is used for the link between theMessaging Server and the S/MIME applet.
Regardless of howaCommunications ExpressMail user specifies theURL for theMessenger Server
(HTTPor HTTPS), the link between theMessaging Server and the S/MIME applet is securedwith SSL
when checkoverssl is set to 1.

Note –Aproxy server can be used between theMessaging Server and client applications such as
Communications ExpressMail. See “Proxy Server and CRLChecking” on page 647 using a proxy
server with and without a secured communications link.

KeyAccess Libraries for theClientMachines
Whether yourmail users keep their private-public key pairs and certificates on a smart card or in a
local key store of their browsers, key access libraries must be present on the client machines to
support the storagemethods.

The libraries are supplied by vendors of the smart cards and browsers. Youmust ensure that the
correct libraries are on the client machines and specify the library name or names with the
appropriate platform parameter in the smime.conf file. The parameters choices are:

1

2

3
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� platformwin forMicrosoftWindows running on a PC.

You can specify only the libraries you know are installed on the client machines or you can specify all
the library names for a given platform and vendor if you are not sure what is installed. If the S/MIME
applet does not find the library it needs among the names you specify, the S/MIME features do not
work.

The syntax to specify one ormore library filenames is:

platform_parameter==vendor:library=library_name;...

where:

platorm_parameter is the parameter name for the platform of the client machine where
Communications ExpressMail is accessed. Choose one of these names: platformwin

vendor specifies the vendor of the smart card or browser. Choose one of these literals:

cac (for anActivCard or NetSign smart card)

capi (for Internet Explorer with CAPI)

mozilla (forMozilla with Network Security Services)

library_name specifies the library filename. See Table 20–4 for the library name for your vendor and
operating system.

TABLE 20–4 Special Libraries for theClientMachines

Smart Card or Browser Vendor Operating System Library Filename

Windows acpkcs211.dll

Internet Explorer with Cryptographic
Application Programming Interface (CAPI)

Windows capibridge.dll

Windows softokn3.dll

Windows core32.dll

Example
The following example specifies one smart card library and one Internet Explorer library, and one
Mozilla library for aWindows platform:

platformwin==CAC:library=acpkcs211.dll;CAPI:library=capibridge.dll;

MOZILLA:library=softokn3.dll;
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VerifyingPrivate andPublic Keys
Before Communications ExpressMail uses a private or public key, it must pass the verification tests
shown in Figure 20–2. The remainder of this section describes the details of checking a public key’s
certificate against a CRL.
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No

Use the private or public key.

No

YesTEST 2
Has the public key
certificate expired?

TEST 3
Is the public key’s
certificate revoked
because it matches

a certificate
on a CRL?

Do not use the private or
public key and do not

perform Test 3.

Yes

NoTEST 1
Does the private

or public key exist?

Tests 2 and 3 are not
performed. The message

cannot be signed
or encrypted.

Yes
The private or public key may
or may not be used depending
on how you set the *revoked

options in smime.conf

Perform Test 3 if crlenable in
smime.conf is set to 1, or use
the key and do not perform

Test 3 if crlenable is set to 0.

FIGURE 20–2Verifying Private and Public Keys.

Finding aUser’s Private or Public Key
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When a Communications ExpressMail user hasmultiple private-public key pairs andmultiple email
addresses (primary, alternate, or alias addresses), it is possible that their keys are associated among
their addresses. In this case, it is important that the S/MIME applet finds all the keys for verification
purposes. Use the usercertfilter parameter in the smime.conf file to define a filter that creates a
list of mail addresses for a key’s owner at the time the public key’s certificate is checked against a
CRL. See usercerfilter in “Parameters of the smime.conf File” on page 633 formore information.

When is a Certificate CheckedAgainst a CRL?
Acertificate revocation list, or CRL, is a list of revoked certificates maintained by the CAwho issues
the key pairs and certificates.When CRLchecking is enabled, it causes the system to check the CRL
whenever a certificate request has beenmade to see whether or not that certificate has been revoked.

When crlenable is set to 1 in the smime.conf file, a CRL test is performed after an unexpired key is
found. The public key’s certificate is checked against a CRL. There can only be one CRL for each CA,
however the same CRLcan be located in different places.

Checking a certificate against a CRL is done by theMessaging Server after the S/MIME applet sends
it a request to do so.Apublic key certificate is used to validate a public key. Because a private key is
kept secret, only used by the person who owns it, a private key cannot be checked directly against a
CRL. To determine if a private key is good, the public key certificate of the key pair is used.When the
public key’s certificate passes the CRL test, the associated private key passes the test too.

Revocation of a certificate can happen for a variety of reasons, such as its owner has left your
organization or lost the smart card.

There are three situations for checking a certificate against a CRL:

� When an outgoingmessage is signed
The S/MIME applet always does this check unless you set sendsigncert to 0 or crlenable to 0.

� When an incoming signedmessage is read
The S/MIME applet always does this check unless you set readsigncert to 0 or crlenable to 0.

� When an outgoingmessage is encrypted
The S/MIME applet always does this check unless you set sendencryptcert to 0 or crlenable to
0.

Accessing aCRL
Acertificate contains zero ormore URLs, known as distribution points, that are used byMessaging
Server to locate a CRL. If the certificate does not have a CRLURL, it cannot be checked against a CRL
and the private or public key is used to sign or encrypt amessage without knowing its true status.

If Messaging Server fails to locate or gain access to a CRLafter trying all the URLs available to it, the
status of the certificate is treated as unknown.Whether a private or public key with an unknown
status is used is determined by the setting of revocationunknown.
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While only one CRL for each CAis supported, there can bemultiple copies of the same CRL in
different locations, reflected in different URLs among a user’s public key certificates. Messaging
Server tries all the URL locations for a certificate until it gains access to the CRL.

You canmanagemultiple copies of a CRL for optimum access by periodically downloading the
current CRL from the CAto a place where you want it.While you cannot change the URLs
embedded in the certificates, you can redirectMessaging Server to use newCRL locations by
mapping the URLs in a certificate to a newURLcontaining the CRL information. Create a list of one
ormoremapping definitions in the LDAPdirectory (see crlmappingurl in Table 20–3) with this
syntax:

msgCRLMappingRecord=url_in_certificate==new_url[|url_login_DN|url_login_password]

url_in_certificate is the URL in the certificate containing the old information to locate the CRL.
new_url is the newURLcontaining the newCRL information. url_login_DN and
url_login_password are the DN and password of the entry allowed access to new_url. Both are
optional, and if specified, will be used for the newURLaccess only.

If the DN and password fails, LDAP access is denied and no retry with other credentials is attempted.
These login credentials are only valid for LDAPURLs. If you use crlurllogindn and
crlurlloginpw in smmime.conf, then you don’t need to specify the login DN and password in the
mapping record. See “Accessing LDAP for Public Keys, CAcertificates and CRLs Using Credentials”
on page 631

Only one layer of mapping is allowed. Different URLs in the certificates can bemapped to the same
newURL, but you cannot assign a certificate URL tomultiple newURLs. For example, the following
mapping list is not valid:

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL12==URL45

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL12==URL66

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL12==URL88

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL20==URL90

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL20==URL93

The next example is a correct mapping list:

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL12==URL45

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL14==URL66

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL88==URL66

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL201==URL90

msgCRLMappingRecord=URL202==URL93

Once you have created themapping definitions in your LDAPdirectory, use crlmappingurl in the
smime.conf file to specify the directory information to locate them. See “Parameters of the
smime.conf File” on page 633.
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Proxy Server andCRLChecking
If your system uses a proxy server between client applications and theMessaging Server, CRL
checking can be blocked despite the fact that you correctly configured the S/MIME applet to perform
CRLchecking.When this problem occurs, users of Communications ExpressMail receive error
messages alerting them to revoked or unknown status for valid key certificates.

The following conditions cause the problem:

� CRLchecking is requested with these configuration values:

� crlenable parameter in the smime.conf file is set to 1
� local.webmail.cert.enable option ofMessaging Server is set to 1

� The communications link between the S/MIME applet and the proxy server is not secured with
SSL, but the S/MIME applet is expecting a secured link because the checkoverssl parameter in
the smime.conf file is set to 1

To solve this problem, you can:

1. Set up the communications link between the client machines and proxy server as a secured link
with SSL and leave all the configuration values as they are. Or,

2. Leave the communications link unsecured and set checkoverssl to 0.

Formore information see “Securing Internet LinksWith SSL” on page 640.

Using a Stale CRL
Checking a certificate against a CRL is done by theMessaging Server after the S/MIME applet sends
it a request to do so. Rather than download a CRL tomemory each time a certificate is checked,
Messaging Server downloads a copy of the CRL to disk and uses that copy for certificate checking.
Every CRLhas a next-update field which specifies the date after which a newer CRLversion should
be used. The next-update date can be viewed as an expiration date or time limit for using the CRL.A
CRL that is past it’s next-update date is considered old or stale and triggersMessaging Server to
download the latest version of the CRL the next time a certificate is checked.

Every time the S/MIME applet requests that a certificate be checked against a CRL, theMessaging
Server does the following:

1. Compares the current date to the next-update date of the CRL.
2. If the CRL is stale, theMessaging Server downloads the latest version of the CRL to replace the

stale CRLon disk and checking proceeds. However, if a newer CRLcannot be found or cannot be
downloaded, the value of crlusepastnextupdate in the smime.conf file is used to determine
what to do.

3. If crlusepastnextupdate is set to 0, the stale CRL is not used and the certificate in question has
an ambiguous status. The S/MIME applet uses the value of revocationunknown in smime.conf

to determine what to do next:
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a. If revocationunknown is set to ok, the certificate is treated as valid and the private or public
key is used to sign or encrypt amessage.

b. If revocationunknown is set to revoked, the certificate is treated as invalid, the private or
public key is not used to sign or encrypt amessage, and a pop-up errormessage alerts themail
user that the key cannot be used.

If crlusepastnextupdate is set to 1, the S/MIME applet continues to use the stale CRLwhich
causes no interruption of processing within Communications ExpressMail, however amessage
is written to theMessaging Server log file to alert you to the situation.

This sequence of events continues to occur as certificates are checked against the CRL.As long as the
Messaging Server can download a newer version of the CRL in a timelymanner, and depending on
the settings in the smime.conf file, mail processing proceeds without interruption. Check the
Messaging Server log periodically for repeatedmessages that indicate a stale CRL is in use. If a newer
CRLcannot be downloaded, you need to investigate why it is inaccessible.

DeterminingWhichMessage Time toUse
The timestampdelta parameter is used primarily for these purposes:

1. To handle the situation of amessage that takes a long time to arrive at its destination. For this
case, the sender’s keymight be treated as an invalid key despite the fact that the key was valid
when themessage was sent.

2. To limit the trust in amessage’s sent time because sent times can be faked.

There are two times associated with everymessage:

� The time when themessage was sent, as found in the Date line of themessage header detail
� The time when themessage arrives at its destination, as found in the last Received line of the

message header detail

Note –View themessage header detail by clicking the triangle icon at the right hand side of a
message’s From field.

Acertificate that was valid when amessage was sent can be revoked or expired by the time the
message reaches its destination.When this happens, which time should be used when checking the
validity of the certificate, the sent time or the received time? Using the sent time would verify that the
certificate was valid when themessage was sent. But always using the sent time does not take into
account the fact that it might take a long time for amessage to arrive at its destination, in which case
it would be better to use the received time.

You can influence which time to use for CRLchecking by using the timestampdelta parameter in
the smime.conf file. Set this parameter to a positive integer, representing seconds. If the received
timeminus the value of timestampdelta is a time before the sent time, the sent time is used.
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Otherwise, the received time is used. The smaller the value of timestampdelta, themore often the
received time is used.When timestampdelta is not set, the received time is always used. See
timestampdelta in Table 20–3.

TroubleAccessing aCRL
For a variety of reasons, such as network or server problems, a CRLmight be unavailable when
Messaging Server attempts to check a certificate against it. Rather than let theMessaging Server
spend its time constantly trying to gain access to the CRL, you can use the crlaccessfail parameter
in the smime.conf file tomanage how often it attempts to access the CRL, freeing up theMessaging
Server for other tasks.

Define the following with crlaccessfail:

� Howmany failed attempts are counted (an errormessage is written to theMessaging Server log
after each failed attempt)

� Over what period of time the failed attempts are counted
� How long to wait before attempting a new cycle of accessing the CRL

See crlaccessfail in Table 20–3 for the parameter’s syntax and an example.

WhenaCertificate is Revoked
When a public key’s certificate does notmatch any entry on the CRL, the private or public key is used
to sign or encrypt an outgoingmessage.When a certificatematches an entry on the CRLor the
certificate’s status is unknown, a private or public key is considered revoked. By default
Communications ExpressMail does not use a key with a revoked certificate to sign or encrypt an
outgoingmessage. If the private key of a signedmessage is revoked by the time the recipient reads the
message, the recipient receives a warningmessage indicating that the signature should not be trusted.

If desired, you can change the various default policies for all revoked certificates with the following
parameters in the smime.conf file:

� Set sendsigncertrevoked to allow to sign an outgoingmessage with a private key that is
considered revoked because its public key’s certificate is revoked

� Set sendencryptcertrevoked to allow to encrypt an outgoingmessage with a public key that
has a revoked certificate

� Set revocationunknown to ok to treat a certificate as valid whose status is unknown; the private or
public key is used to sign or encrypt an outgoingmessage
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GrantingPermission toUse S/MIMEFeatures
Permission to use the variousmail services available through Communications ExpressMail can be
given or denied with LDAPfilters.Afilter is defined with the mailAllowedServiceAccess or
mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess LDAP attributes. Generally speaking, a filter works in one of
three ways:

� Permission to given to all users for all services when no filter is used
� Permission is explicitly given to a list of users for specified service names (a plus sign (+) precedes

the service name list)
� Permission is explicitly denied to a list of users for specified service names (aminus sign (-)

precedes the service name list)

The requiredmail service names for S/MIME are http, smime, and smtp. If you need to restrict the
use of S/MIME among Communications ExpressMail users, use the appropriate LDAP attribute
syntax and service names to create a filter. The attributes are created ormodified with LDAP
commands.

S/MIMEPermission Examples
1. The following examples block access to the S/MIME features for one Communications Express
Mail user:

mailAllowedServiceAccess: -smime:*$+imap,pop,http,smtp:*

or

mailAllowedServiceAccess: +imap,pop,http,smtp:*

2. The following examples block access to the S/MIME features for all Communications ExpressMail
users in a domain:

mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess: -smime:*$+imap:*$+pop:*$+smtp:*$+http:*

or

mailDomainAllowedServiceAccess: +imap:*$+pop:*$+smtp:*$+http:*

See “Filter Syntax” on page 609 formore information.
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ManagingCertificates
Most of the following examples use the ldapsearch and ldapmodify commands to search an LDAP
directory for user keys and certificates. These commands are provided with Directory Server. See the
SunONEDirectory Server Resource Kit Tools Reference, Release 5.2, for more information about the
commands.

CACertificates in an LDAPDirectory
This example adds a certificate for a certificate authority to an LDAPdirectory. The directory
structure for these certificates already exists. The certificate and the LDAP entries where it belongs
are entered into an .ldif file named add-root-CA-cert.ldif. All text is entered into the file in
ASCII text except for the certificate information, whichmust be entered as Base64 encoded text:

dn: cn=SMIME Admin,ou=people,o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo

objectClass: top

objectClass: person

objectClass: organizationalPerson

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

objectClass: certificationAuthority

cn: RootCACerts

sn: CA

authorityRevocationList: novalue

certificateRevocationList: novalue

cacertificate;binary:: MFU01JTUUEjAQBgNVBAsTCU1zZ1NlcnZlcjcMBoGA1UEAxMTydG

QGEwJVUzEOMAwGA1UEMFUJTUUxEjAQBgNVBAsTCU1zZ1NlcnZlcjEMBoGA1UEAxMTQ2VydG

aFw0wNjAxMwODAwMDBaM267hgbX9FExCzAJByrjgNVBAk9STklBMQwCgYDVQQVHR8EgaQwg

YTAlVMRMQYDVQQIEwpDQUxJRk9STklBMQwwCgYDVQQKEwww3ltgYz11lzAdBgNVBpYSE9Vc

5yZWQaddWlm899XBsYW5ldC5jb20wgZ8wDQYJoGBAK1mUTy8vvnOFg4mlHjkghytQUR1k8l

5mvWRf77ntm5mGXRD3XMU4OciUq6zUfIg3ngvxlLyERTIqjUS8HQU4R5pvj+rrVgsAGjggE

+FNAJmtOV2A3wMyghqkVPNDP3Aqq2fkcn4va3C5nRNAYxNNVE84JJ0H3jyPDXhMBlQU6vQn

weMBAAjggEXMIIBEzARBglghkgBhCAQEEBApqlSai4mfuvjh02SQkoPMNDAgTwMB8GA1UdI

QYMBaAEd38IK05AHreiU9OYc6vNMOwZMIGsBgNVHR8EgaQwgaEwb6BtoGuGaWxkYXA6Lyht

bmcucmVkLmlbGFuZXQuY29tL1VJD1DXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBNYW5hZ2VyLE9VPVBlb3BsZSxPPW

aWxxYT9jZXJ0aZpY2jdu2medXRllkghytQURYFNrkuoCygKoYoaHR0cDovL3Bla2kghytQU

Zy5yZWQuaXBsYW5lC5jb20vcGVranLmNybDAeBgNVHREEFzAVgRNwb3J0aWEuc2hhb0BzdW

4uY29tMA0GCxLm78freCxS3Pp078jyTaDci1AudBL8+RrRUQvxsMJfZeFED+Uuf10Ilt6kw

Tc6W5UekbirfEZGAVQIzlt6DQJfgpifGLvtQ60Kw==

The CA’s certificate is added to the LDAPdirectory with an ldapmodify command:

# ldapmodify -a -h demo.siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w mypasswd -v

-f add-root-CA-cert.ldif

The value of the trustedurl parameter in smime.conf specifies the location of the CAcertificates in
the LDAPdirectory. For Example 1, trustedurl is set to:
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trustedurl==ldap://demo.siroe.com:389/cn=SMIME Admin, ou=people,

o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo?cacertificate;binary?sub?

(objectclass=certificationAuthority)

Public Keys andCertificates in an LDAPDirectory
This example demonstrates adding amail user’s public key and certificate to the LDAPdirectory. It
assumes themail user already exists in the LDAPdirectory. The key and certificate, and the LDAP
entries where it belongs, are entered into an .ldif file named add-public-cert.ldif. All text is
entered into the file asASCII text except for the key and certificate information, whichmust be
entered as Base64 encoded text.

dn: uid=JohnDoe,ou=People, o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo

changetype: modify

replace: usercertificate

usercertificate;binary:: MFU01JTUUxEjAQBgNVBAsT1zZ1NlcnZlcjMBoGA1UEAxMTydG

QGEwJVUzEAwGA1hMFU01JTUUxEjAQBgNVBAsTCU1zZ1NlcnZlcjEcMBoGA1UEAxMTQ2VydG

aFw0wNjAxMTODAwaM267hgbX9FExCzAJBgwyrjgNVBAk9STklBMQwwCgYDVQQVHR8EgaQwg

AlVzMRMwEQYDVQQIDQUxJRk9STklBMQwwCgYDVQQKEwww3ltgoOYz11lzAdBgNVBpYSE9Vc

5yZWaddiiWlm899XBsYW5ldb20wgZ8wDQYJoGBAK1mUTy8vvO2nOFg4mlHjkghytQUR1k8l

5mvgcWL77ntm5mGXRD3XMU4OcizUfIg3ngvxlLKLyERTIqjUS8HQU4R5pvj+rrVgsAGjggE

+FG9NAqtOV2A3wMyghqkVPNDP3Aqq2BYfkcn4va3RNAYxNNVE84JJ0H3jyPDXhMBlQU6vQn

1NAgMBGjggEXMIIBEzARBglghkgBhvhCAQEEBApqlSai4mfuvjh02SQMNDAgTwMB8GA1UdI

QYMBaEd38IK05AHreiU9OYc6v+ENMOwZMIGsBgNVHR8EgaQwgaEwb6BuGaWxkYXA6Lyht74

tpbmcmVkLmlwbGFuZXQuY29tL1VJRD1DZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBNYW5hZ2V9VPVBlb3BsZSxPPW

1haWxT9jZXJ0aWZpY2jdu2medXRllHjkghytQURYFNrkuoCygKoYoaHDovL3Bla2kghytQU

luZy5WQuaXBsYW5ldC5jb20vcGVraW5nLmNybDAeBgNVHREEFzAVgRNw0aWEuc2hhb0BzdW

4uY29A0GCxLm78UfreCxS3Pp078jyTaDv2ci1AudBL8+RrRUQvxsMJfZD+Uuf10Ilt6kwhm

Tc6W5UekbirfEZGAVQIzlt6DQJfgpifGLvtQ60Kw==

The ldapmodify command is used to add the public key and certificate to the LDAPdirectory:

# ldapmodify -a -h demo.siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w mypasswd -v

-f add-public-cert.ldif

The value of the certurl parameter in smime.conf specifies the location of the public keys and their
certificates in the LDAPdirectory. For Example 2, certurl is set to:

certurl==ldap://demo.siroe.com:389/ou=people, o=demo.siroe.com,

o=demo?userCertificate;binary?sub?

Verifying That Keys andCertificates Exist in the LDAP
Directory
The following examples demonstrate searching an LDAPdirectory for CAcertificates and public
keys and their certificates.
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Searching forOneCACertificate
In the following example, the base DN defined by the -b option, cn=SMIME admin,
ou=people,o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo objectclass=*, describes one CAcertificate in the LDAP
directory. If found in the directory, ldapsearch returns information about the certificate to the
ca-cert.lidf file.

# ldapsearch -L -h demo.siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w mypasswd -b

"cn=SMIME admin, ou=people,o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo" "objectclass=*"

> ca-cert.ldif

The example below shows the search results in the ca-cert.ldif file. The format of the file’s
contents is a result of using the -L option of ldapsearch.

# more ca-cert.ldif

dn: cn=SMIME admin,ou=people,o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo

objectClass: top

objectClass: person

objectClass: organizationalPerson

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

objectClass: certificationAuthority

cn: RootCACerts

cn: SMIME admin

sn: CA

authorityRevocationList: novalue

certificateRevocationList: novalue

cacertificate;binary:: MFU01JTUUxEjAQBgNVBAsTCU1zZNlcnZlcjcMBoGA1UEAxMTydG

QGEwJVEOMAwGA1UEChMFU0UUxEjAQBgNVBAsTCU1zZ1NlcnZlcjEcMBoGA1UEAxMTQ2VydG

aFw0jAxMTIwODAwMDBaM267X9FExCzAJBgwyrjgNVBAk9STklBMQwwCgYDVQQVHR8EgaQwg

YlVzMRMwEQYDVQQIEwpDQUx9STklBMQwwCgYDVQQKEwww3ltgoOYz11lzAdBgNVBpYSE9Vc

5yQuaddiiWlm899XBsYW5ljb20wgZ8wDQYJoGBAK1mUTy8vvO2nOFg4mlHjkghytQUR1k8l

5mcWRfL77ntm5mGXRD3XMciUq6zUfIg3ngvxlLKLyERTIqjUS8HQU4R5pvj+rrVgsAGjggE

+FNAJmqtOV2A3wMyghqkDP3Aqq2BYfkcn4va3C5nRNAYxNNVE84JJ0H3jyPDXhMBlQU6vQn

1NABAAGjggEXMIIBEzglghkgBhvhCAQEEBApqlSai4mfuvjh02SQkoPMNDAgTwMB8GA1UdI

QYMAFEd38IK05AHreOYc6v+ENMOwZMIGsBgNVHR8EgaQwgaEwb6BtoGuGaWxkYXA6Lyht74

tpbucmVkLmlwbGFuZY29tL1VJRD1DZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBNYW5hZ2VyLE9VPVBlb3BsZSxPPW

1haWYT9jZXJ0aWZpdu2medXRllHjkghytQURYFNrkuoCygKoYoaHR0cDovL3Bla2kghytQU

luZyZWQuaXBsYW5ldb20vcGVraW5nLmNybDAeBgNVHREEFzAVgRNwb3J0aWEuc2hhb0BzdW

4uYtMA0GCxLm78Ufre3Pp078jyTaDv2ci1AudBL8+RrRUQvxsMJfZeFED+Uuf10Ilt6kwhm

Tc6W5UekbirfEZGAVQIzlt6DQJfgpifGLvtQ60Kw==

Searching for a Several Public Keys

In the following example, the base DN defined by the -b option, o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo
objectclass=*, is such that all public keys and certificates found at and below the base DN in the
LDAPdirectory are returned to the file usergroup.ldif:

# ldapsearch -L -h demo.siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w mypasswd

-b "o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo" "objectclass=*" > usergroup.ldif
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Searching forOne Public Key

In the following example, the base DN defined by the -b option, uid=JohnDoe,
ou=people,o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo objectclass=*, describes one public key and its certificate
in the LDAPdirectory:

# ldapsearch -L -h demo.siroe.com -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w mypasswd -b

"uid=JohnDoe, ou=people,o=demo.siroe.com,o=demo" "objectclass=*" > public-key.ldif

The example below shows the search results in the public-key.ldif file. The format of the file’s
contents is the result of using the -L option of ldapsearch.

# more public-key.ldif

dn: uid=sdemo1, ou=people, o=demo.siroe.com, o=demo

objectClass: top

objectClass: person

objectClass: organizationalPerson

objectClass: siroe-am-managed-person

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

objectClass: inetUser

objectClass: ipUser

objectClass: userPresenceProfile

objectClass: inetMailUser

objectClass: inetLocalMailRecipient

objectClass: icsCalendarUser

objectClass: sunUCPreferences

mail: JohnDoe@demo.siroe.com

mailHost: demo.siroe.com

.

.

uid: JohnDoe

.

.

mailUserStatus: active

inetUserStatus: active

.

.

usercertificate;binary:: MFU01JTUUxEjAQBgNBAsTCU1zZ1NlcnZjcMBoGA1UEAxMTydG

QGEwJEOwGA1UEChMFU01JTUUxEjAQBgNVBAsTCU1zZ1NlcnZlcjEcMBoGA1UEAxMTQ2VydG

aFw0MTIwODAwMDBaM267hgbX9FExCzAJBgwyrjgNVBAk9STklBMQwwCgYDVQQVHR8EgaQwg

YTAlVEQYDVQQIEwpDQUxJRk9STklBMQwwCgYDVQQKEwww3ltgoOYz11lzAdBgNVBpYSE9Vc

5yZWQdWlm899XBsYW5ldC5jb20wgZ8wDQYJoGBAK1mUTy8vvO2nOFg4mlHjkghytQUR1k8l

5mvgc7ntm5mGXRD3XMU4OciUq6zUfIg3ngvxlLKLyERTIqjUS8HQU4R5pvj+rrVgsAGjggE

+FG9NmV2A3wMyghqkVPNDP3Aqq2BYfkcn4va3C5nRNAYxNNVE84JJ0H3jyPDXhMBlQU6vQn

1NAgMAgEXMIIBEzARBglghkgBhvhCAQEEBApqlSai4mfuvjh02SQkoPMNDAgTwMB8GA1UdI

QYMBaEdK05AHreiU9OYc6v+ENMOwZMIGsBgNVHR8EgaQwgaEwb6BtoGuGaWxkYXA6Lyht74

tpbucmVkwbGFuZXQuY29tL1VJRD1DZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBNYW5hZ2VyLE9VPVBlb3BsZSxPPW

1haxYT9jZaWZpY2jdu2medXRllHjkghytQURYFNrkuoCygKoYoaHR0cDovL3Bla2kghytQU

luZyZWQuaYW5ldC5jb20vcGVraW5nLmNybDAeBgNVHREEFzAVgRNwb3J0aWEuc2hhb0BzdW
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4u9tMA0GC78UfreCxS3Pp078jyTaDv2ci1AudBL8+RrRUQvxsMJfZeFED+Uuf10Ilt6kwhm

Tc6W5UekbirfEZGAVQIzlt6DQJfgpifGLvtQ60Kw==

.

.

Network Security Services Certificates
Various certificates used for Network Security Services (NSS) are stored in their own database, which
is not an LDAPdatabase. Two utilities, certutil and crlutil, are provided withMessaging Server
to store the certificates and associated CRLs in the database. You can also use these utilities to search
the database.

See the Sun Java SystemDirectory Server Administration Guide (http://docs.sun.com/doc/817-7613)
formore information about certutil. Use the help text that comes with crlutil for more
information about that utility (view the online help of both utilities by executing themwithout
arguments).

Communications Express S/MIMEEndUser Information
This section consists of information intended for the end user. It contains the following subsections:

� “Logging In for the First Time” on page 655
� “Signature and Encryption Settings” on page 656
� “Enabling the Java Console” on page 658

Logging In for the First Time
Whenmail users log in to Communications ExpressMail for the first time, they encounter special
prompts relating to the S/MIME applet.

Prompts forWindows
When logging in to Communications ExpressMail for the first time onWindows 98, 2000 or XP, the
following prompts display:

1. If the Java 2 Runtime Environment (JRE) is not installed on your computer (client machine), you
receive a prompt looking something like this:
Do you want to install and run “Java Plug-in 1.4.2_03 signed on 11/20/03 and

distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.”?Publisher authenticity verified by:

VeriSign Class 3 Code Signing 2001 CA

Click Yes and follow the subsequent prompts to install JRE.
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Note – If you desire English language support and also want to read incoming S/MIMEmessages
that contain non-Latin characters, such as Chinese, the charsets.jar filemust be in the /lib
directory on your computer.

To ensure that the charsets.jar file is installed in the /lib directory, use the custom installation
to install the English version of JRE. During the installation process, select the “Support for
Additional Languages” option.

See “Multi-language Support” on page 625 formore information.

Click Finish at the last installation prompt. Restart your computer and log in to Communications
ExpressMail again.

2. Aprompt asking you:
Do you want to trust the signed applet distributed by “Sun Microsystems,

Inc.”?Publisher authenticity verified by: Thawte Consulting cc

Click one of the following responses:

� Yes, to accept the S/MIME applet for this Communications ExpressMail session. The prompt
displays each time you log in.

� No, to reject the S/MIME applet. You cannot use the S/MIME features.
� Always, to accept the S/MIME applet for this and all subsequent Communications

ExpressMail sessions. You will not see the prompt again.
3. Aprompt asking you:

Do you want to trust the signed applet distributed by “sun microsystems,

inc.”?Publisher authenticity verified by: VeriSign, Inc.

Click one of the following responses:

� Yes, to accept the S/MIME applet for this Communications ExpressMail session. The prompt
displays each time you log in.

� No, to reject the S/MIME applet. You cannot use the S/MIME features.
� Always, to accept the S/MIME applet for this and all subsequent Communications Express

Mail sessions. You will not see the prompt again.

Signature andEncryption Settings
There are initial signature and encryption settings that you can set to control whether all users’
outgoingmessages are:

� automatically signed, or
� automatically encrypted, or
� automatically signed and encrypted
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The initial settings also control whether the signature and encryption checkboxes located at the
bottom of a Communications ExpressMail window and in the Options - Settings window are
displayed as checked (feature turned on) or unchecked (feature turned off). Use the alwaysencrypt
and alwayssign parameters in the smime.conf file to specify the initial settings.

Let yourmail users know that they can change the initial settings for their mail messages.After they
log in to Communications ExpressMail, a user can temporarily override a setting for onemessage, or
for all their messages on an on-going basis.

Table 20–5 summarizes the use of the checkboxes.

TABLE 20–5 Signature and EncryptionCheckboxes of Communications ExpressMail

Text for Checkbox Location
What Communications ExpressMail User
Does

SignMessage At the bottom of the Communications
ExpressMail window used for
composing, forwarding, or replying to
amessage.

� Check the box to sign the
currentmessage.

� Uncheck the box not to sign the
currentmessage.

EncryptMessage At the bottom of the Communications
ExpressMail window used for
composing, forwarding, or replying to
amessage.

� Check the box to encrypt the
currentmessage.

� Uncheck the box not to encrypt
the currentmessage.

Sign all outgoingMessages In the Communications ExpressMail
Options - Settings window, under the
SecureMessaging option.

� Check the box to sign all your
messages automatically.

� Uncheck the box not to sign all
yourmessages automatically.
Note: You can override the
setting of “Sign all outgoing
messages” on a
message-by-message basis with
the “SignMessage” checkbox.

Encrypt all outgoingMessages In the Communications ExpressMail
Options - Settings window, under the
SecureMessaging option.

� Check the box to encrypt all
yourmessages automatically

� Uncheck the box not to encrypt
all yourmessages automatically.
Note: You can override the
setting of “Encrypt all outgoing
messages” on a
message-by-message basis with
the “EncryptMessage”
checkbox.
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Enabling the JavaConsole
Avariety of operatingmessages can be written to the Java Console by the S/MIME applet as a
Communications ExpressMail user processes signed and encryptedmessages. The Java Console
messages can be helpful when troubleshooting a problem reported by amail user. However,
operatingmessages are only generated when the Java Console is enabled for the user by adding a
nswmExtendedUserPrefs attribute to the inetMailUser object class of their LDAP entry. For
example:

nswmExtendedUserPrefs: meSMIMEDebug=on

Do not enable the Java Console for all mail users all the time because this significantly decreases the
performance of Communications ExpressMail.
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Managing Logging

This chapter provides overview information on the logging facilities for theMessaging ServerMTA,
theMessage Store, and services. This chapter also provides procedures for how tomanage these
logging facilities.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “Overview of Logging” on page 659
� “Tools forManaging Logging” on page 663
� “ManagingMTAMessage and Connection Logs” on page 664
� “ManagingMessage Store,Admin, andDefault Service Logs” on page 684

Overviewof Logging
Logging is themeans by which a system provides you with time-stamped and labeled information
about the system’s services. Logging provides both a current snapshot of the system as well as a
historical view.

By understanding and usingMessaging Server log files, you can:

� Gathermessage statistics, such asmessage size, rate of message delivery, and howmanymessages
are passing through theMTA

� Perform trend determination
� Correlate capacity planning
� Troubleshoot problems

For example, if your site needs to addmore disk storage due to an increase in the number of users,
you can use theMessaging Server log files to see what percentage your system demand has increased
by and plan for the amount of new disk storage you need.

You can also useMessaging Server logs to understand what yourmessaging pattern looks like across
one day. Understanding when your daily peak loads occur helps you conduct capacity planning.
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Logging is also helpful for troubleshooting user problems. For example, if a user isn’t receiving
expectedmail messages, you can use theMessaging Server logging facilities to trace the user’s mail
messages. In so doing, youmight find out that themessages didn’t arrive because they were
automatically filtered and sent to a SPAM folder.

Types of LoggingData
In general, logging provides you with two types of information:

� Operational data
� Error conditions, also known as event logging

For themost part, Messaging Server logging provides operational data. This operational data
contains information such as: the date and time amessage entered the system; the sender and
recipient of themessage; when themessage was written to disk; and at a later point in time, when the
message was removed from disk and inserted into user’s mailbox.

However,Messaging Server logging does also provide some event logging data. To obtain event
logging data, you need to pull togethermultiple items from different log files. You could then use a
unique constant, such asmessage ID, to search and correlate the lifecycle of amessage as it passed
from point to point through the system.

Types ofMessaging Server Log Files
Messaging Server logging consists of three types of log files:

1. MTA logs.These logs provide operational data previously described for theMessage Transfer
Agent.

2. Error logs.These are theMTAdebug logs, and theMTAsubcomponent logs (that is, job
controller, dispatcher and so on).

3. Message Store and Service logs.These logs providemessages from the http server, mshttpd,
imap, and pop services, as well as theAdmin service. The format of these logs differs from that of
the first two types of logs.

The following table lists the different types of log files. By default, log files are located in the
msg_svr_base/data/log directory. You can customize and view each type of log file individually.
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TABLE 21–1Messaging Server Log Files

Type of Log File Log File description Default Name

Message TransferAgent Show information aboutmessage traffic
through theMTAincluding date and time
information, enqueue and dequeue
information, and so on.

mail.log, mail.log_current,
mail.log_yesterday

Connections Contains remotemachines (MTAs) that
connect to this system to send email.

connection.log

Counters Containsmessage trends in terms of
messages sent and received on a per
channel basis.

counters

Job Controller Contains data on themaster, job controller,
sender, and dequeue channel programs.

job_controller.log

Dispatcher Contains errors pertaining to the
dispatcher. Turning on dispatcher
debugging will increase the information.

dispatcher.log

Channel Records errors pertaining to the channel.
Keywordsmaster_debug and slave_debug
turns on channel debugging, which
increases the verbosity of the channel log
files. Level and type of information is
controlled with the various *_DEBUG
MTAoptions in option.dat.

channelname_master.log* (example:
tcp_local_master.log*)

channelname_slave.log* (example,
tcp_local_slave.log*)

Admin Contains logged events related to
communication between Console and
Messaging Server (mostly through several
CGI processes), by way of its
Administration Server

admin, admin.sequenceNum.timeStamp

IMAP Contains logged events related to IMAP4
activity of this server

imap, imap.sequenceNum.timeStamp

POP Contains logged events related to POP3
activity of this server

pop, pop.sequenceNum.timeStamp

HTTP Contains logged events related toHTTP
activity of this server

http, http.sequenceNum.timeStamp

Default Contains logged events related to other
activity of this server, such as
command-line utilities and other processes

default, default.sequenceNum.timeStamp

msgtrace Contains trace information for the
Message Store. File can grow very large
very quickly. Monitor accordingly.

msgtrace
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TABLE 21–1Messaging Server Log Files (Continued)
Type of Log File Log File description Default Name

watcher monitor process failures and unresponsive
services (see Table 4–4) and will log error
messages indicating specific failures.

watcher

where:

sequenceNum - specifies an integer that specifies the order of creation of this log file compared to
others in the log-file directory. Log files with higher sequence numbers aremore recent than those
with lower numbers. Sequence numbers do not roll over; they increasemonotonically for the life of
the server (beginning at server installation).

timeStamp - Specifies a large integer that specifies the date and time of file creation. (Its value is
expressed in standardUNIX time: the number of seconds sincemidnight January 1, 1970.)

For example, a log file named imap.63.915107696would be the 63rd log file created in the directory
of IMAP log files, created at 12:34:56 PM onDecember 31, 1998.

The combination of open-ended sequence numbering with a timestamp gives youmore flexibility in
rotating, expiring, and selecting files for analyzing. Formore specific suggestions, see “Defining and
Setting Service LoggingOptions” on page 687

Tracking aMessageAcross theVarious Log Files
The following describes how amessage flows through the system, and at what point information gets
written to the various log files. This description is meant to aid you in your understanding of how to
useMessage Server’s log files to troubleshoot and resolve problems. See Figure 8–2 to follow along.

1. Aremote host makes a connection to the TCP socket on yourmessaging host, requesting SMTP
service.

2. TheMTAdispatcher responds to the request, and hands off the connection to yourmessaging
host’s SMTP service.
As theMTAismodular in design, it consists of a set of processes, including the job controller and
the SMTP service dispatcher. The dispatcher takes the incoming TCP connection and sends it to
the SMTP service. The SMTP service writes themessage to disk to a channel area. The SMTP
service understands themessage’s envelope parameters, such as sender and recipient.
Configuration entries in the system tell what destination channel it belongs to.

3. The dispatcher writes to the dispatcher.log file that it forked a thread andmade the thread
available to incoming connection from a certain IP address.

4. The SMTP server writes to its tcp_smtp_server.log file, recording the dialog of what happens
when the remote host connected to it and sent amessage. This log file gets created when
dispatcher hands off to SMTP server on the host’s IP.

5. The SMTP server writes themessage to a queue area on disk for a channel program such as
tcp_intranet, and informs the job controller.
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6. The job controller contacts the channel program.
7. The channel program delivers themessage.

Each channel has its own log file. However, these logs usually show the starting and stopping of
the channel. To get more information, you need to enable debug level for the channel. However,
as this can slow down your system and actually make problemsmore obscure if left on, you
should only enable debug level when an actual problem is occurring.

Note – For efficiency, if a channel is already running for an existing process, and a newmessage
comes in, the system does not spawn a new channel process. The currently running process picks
up the newmessage.

8. Themessage is delivered to its next hop, which could be another host, another TCP connection,
and so forth. This information is written in the connection.log file.
At the same time that the SMTP server writes themessage to a queue area on disk, the channel
responsible for themessage writes a record in the mail.log_current, or mail.log file. The
record shows such information as the date and time themessage was enqueued, the sender, the
recipient, so forth. See “MTAMessage Logging Examples” on page 670 formore information.
Themost useful file for tracing themessage is the mail.log_current file.

Tools forManaging Logging
You can customize the policies for creating andmanagingMessaging Server log files by using
Console and the configutil command.

ForMessage Store logs, you can use Console to specify log settings and to view logs. The settings you
specify affect which and howmany events are logged. You can use those settings and other
characteristics to refine searches for logged events when you are analyzing log files.

Because theMTAuses a separate logging facility, you cannot use Console to configureMTAlogging
services and view logs. Instead, you configureMTAlogging by specifying information in
configuration files.

For log analyses and report generation beyond the capabilities ofMessaging Server, you need to use
other tools. You canmanipulate log files on your ownwith text editors or standard system tools.

With a scriptable text editor supporting regular-expression parsing, you can potentially search for
and extract log entries based on any of the criteria discussed in this chapter, and possibly sort the
results or even generate sums or other statistics.

In UNIX environments youmight also be able tomodify and use existing report-generation tools
that were developed tomanipulate UNIX syslog files. If you wish to use a public-domain syslog

manipulation tool, remember that youmight need tomodify it to account for the different date/time
format and for the two extra components (facility and logLevel) that appear inMessaging Server log
entries but not in syslog entries.
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ManagingMTAMessage andConnection Logs
TheMTAprovides facilities for logging eachmessage as it is enqueued and dequeued. It also
provides dispatcher error and debugging output.

You can control logging on a per-channel basis or you can specify that message activity on all
channels be logged. In the initial configuration, logging is disabled on all channels.

See “EnablingMTALogging” on page 667 formore information.

Enabling logging causes theMTAto write an entry to themsg_svr_base/data/log/mail* file each
time amessage passes through anMTAchannel. Such log entries can be useful for gathering statistics
on howmanymessages are passing through theMTA(or through particular channels). You can also
use these log entries to investigate other issues, such as whether and when amessage was sent or
delivered.

Themessage return job, which runs every night aroundmidnight, appends any existing
mail.log_yesterday to the cumulative log file, mail.log, renames the current mail.log_current
file to mail.log_yesterday, and then begins a new mail.log_current file. Themessage return job
also performs the analogous operations for any connection.log* files.

While theMTAperforms automatic rollovers tomaintain the current file, youmustmanage the
cumulative mail.log file by determining policies for tasks such as backing up the file, truncating the
file, deleting the file, and so on.

When considering how tomanage the log files, note that theMTAperiodic return job will execute a
site-suppliedmsg_svr_base/bin/daily_cleanup procedure, if one exists. Thus some sites might
choose to supply their own cleanup procedure that, for instance, renames the old mail.log file once
a week (or once amonth), and so on.

Note –With logging is enabled, the mail.log file steadily grows and, if left unchecked, consumes all
available disk space.Monitor the size of this file and periodically delete unnecessary contents. You
can also delete the entire file as another version will be created as needed.

Understanding theMTALogEntry Format
TheMTAlog file is written asASCII text. By default, each log file entry contains eight or nine fields as
shown in the example below.

19-Jan-1998 19:16:57.64 l tcp_local E 1 adam@sesta.com rfc822;marlowe@siroe.com

marlowe@siroe.com

The log entry shows:

1. The date and time the entry was made (in the example, 19-Jan-1998 19:16:57.64).
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2. The channel name for the source channel (in the example, l).

3. The channel name for the destination channel (in the example, tcp_local). (For SMTP
channels, when LOG_CONNECTION is enabled, a plus (+) indicates inbound to the SMTP server; a
minus (-) indicates outbound via the SMTP client.)

4. The type of entry (in the example, E); see Table 21–2.

5. The size of themessage (in the example, 1). This is expressed in kilobytes by default, although this
default can be changed by using the BLOCK_SIZE keyword in theMTAoption file.

6. The envelope From: address (in the example, adam@sesta.com). Note that formessages with an
empty envelope From: address, such as notificationmessages, this field is blank.

7. The original form of the envelope To: address (in the example, marlowe@siroe.com).

8. The active (current) form of the envelope To: address (in the example, marlowe@siroe.com).

9. The delivery status (SMTP channels only).

The following table describes the logging entry codes.

TABLE 21–2LoggingEntryCodes

Entry Description

B Bad command sent to the SMTP server. The recipient address field will contain the command that was rejected while
the diagnostic field will contain the response the SMTP server gave.MTAchannel option,MAX_B_ENTRIES, controls
howmany bad commands will be logged in a given session. Default is 10.

BA Bad command after authentication successfully performed earlier in transaction.

BS Bad command after TLS successfully started up.

BSA Bad commandwith TLS andAUTH.

D Successful dequeue

DA Successful dequeue with SASL (authentication)

DS Successful dequeue with TLS (security)

DSA Successful dequeue with TLS and SASL (security and authentication)

E Enqueue

EA Successful enqueue with SASL (authentication)

ES Successful enqueue with TLS (security)

ESA Successful enqueue with TLS and SASL (security and authentication)

J Rejection of attempted enqueue (rejection by slave channel program)
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TABLE 21–2LoggingEntryCodes (Continued)
Entry Description

K Recipient message rejected. If the sender requests NOTIFY=NEVERDSN flag set or if themessage times out or if the
message is manually returned (for example: imsimta qm “delete” command always generates a “K” record for each
recipient, while a qm “return” commandwill generate a “K” record rather than an “R” record). This indicates that there
was no notification sent to the sender per the sender’s own request.

This can be compared with “R” records, which are the same sort of rejection/time-out, but where a new notification
message (back to the original sender) is also generated regarding this failedmessage.

Q Temporary failure to dequeue

R Recipient address rejected on attempted dequeue (rejection bymaster channel program), or generation of a
failure/bouncemessage

V Warningmessage that will appear whenever a transaction is abnormally aborted. There will be one "V" record per
enqueued recipient address.

W Warningmessage sent to notify original sender that themessage has not been delivered yet, but it is still in the queue
being retried.

Z Some successful recipients, but this recipient was temporarily unsuccessful; the original message file of all recipients
was dequeued, and in its place a newmessage file for this and other unsuccessful recipients will be immediately
enqueued

SMTP channels’ LOG_CONNECTION+ or - entries

C Connection closed.Adiagnostic field will follow.Written to connection.log_current (ormail.log_current if a single log
file is being used). Used to record the reason why the connection was closed. In particular, if the connection was closed
due to some session disconnect limit being reached, that fact will show up in the diagnostics field.

O Connection opened

U Logs SMTP authentication successes and failures. Format is the same as other O and C entries. In particular, the same
application and transport information fields appear in same order. The usernamewill be logged in the username field if
it is known. Bit 7 (value 128) of the LOG_CONNECTIONMTAoption controls this.

X Connection rejected

Y Connection attempt failed before being established

I ETRN command received

With LOG_CONNECTION, LOG_FILENAME, LOG_MESSAGE_ID, LOG_NOTARY, LOG_PROCESS, and
LOG_USERNAME all enabled in theMTAOption file, the format becomes as shown in the example
below. (The sample log entry line has been wrapped for typographic reasons; the actual log entry
would appear on one physical line.)

19-Jan-1998 13:13:27.10 HOSTA 2e2d.2.1 tcp_local l

E 1 service@siroe.com rfc822;adam@sesta.com

adam 276 /imta/queue/l/ZZ01IWFY9ELGWM00094D.00

<01IWFVYLGTS499EC9Y@siroe.com> inetmail
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siroe.com (siroe.com [192.160.253.66])

Where the additional fields, beyond those already discussed above, are:

1. The name of the node on which the channel process is running (in the example, HOSTA).
2. The process ID (expressed in hexadecimal), followed by a period (dot) character and a count. If

this had been amultithreaded channel entry (that is, a tcp_* channel entry), there would also be a
thread ID present between the process ID and the count. In the example, the process ID is
2e2d.2.1.

3. The NOTARY (delivery receipt request) flags for themessage, expressed as an integer (in the
example, 276).

4. The file name in theMTAqueue area (in the example,
/imta/queue/l/ZZ01IWFY9ELGWM00094D.00).

5. Themessage ID (in the example, <01IWFVYLGTS499EC9Y@siroe.com>).
6. The name of the executing process (in the example, inetmail). OnUNIX, for dispatcher

processes such as the SMTP server, this will usually be inetmail (unless SASLwas used).
7. The connection information (in the example, siroe.com (siroe.com [192.160.253.66]). The

connection information consists of the sending system or channel name, such as the name
presented by the sending system on theHELO/EHLO line (for incoming SMTPmessages), or the
enqueuing channel’s official host name (for other sorts of channels). In the case of TCP/IP
channels, the sending system’s “real” name, that is, the symbolic name as reported by a DNS
reverse lookup and/or the IP address, can also be reported within parentheses as controlled by the
ident* channel keywords; see “IDENT Lookups” on page 341 instance us of the default
identnone keyword, that selects display of both the name found from the DNS and IP address.

EnablingMTALogging
To gather statistics for just a few particularMTAchannels, enable the logging channel keyword on
just thoseMTAchannels of interest. Many sites prefer to enable logging on all MTAchannels. In
particular, if you are trying to track down problems, the first step in diagnosing some problems is to
notice that messages are not going to the channel you expected or intended, and having logging
enabled for all channels can help you investigate such problems.

� ToEnableMTALoggingonaSpecific Channel

Edit the imta.cnffile.

The file is located in the /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config directory.

To enable logging for a particular channel, add the logging keyword to the channel definition. For
example:
channel-name keyword1 keyword2 logging

1

2
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In addition, you can also set a number of configuration parameters such as directory path for log
files, log levels, an so on. See “ManagingMessage Store,Admin, andDefault Service Logs” on page
684

� ToEnableMTALoggingonAll Channels

Edit the imta.cnffile.

The file is located in the /opt/SUNWmsgsr/config directory.

Add the logging keyword to your defaults channel (see “Configuring Channel Defaults” onpage
290 configuration file. For example:
defaults logging notices 1 2 4 7 copywarnpost copysendpost postheadonly

noswitchchannel immnonurgent maxjobs 7 defaulthost siroe.com

l defragment charset7 us-ascii charset8 iso-8859-01

siroe.com

SpecifyingAdditionalMTALoggingOptions
In addition to the basic information always provided when logging is enabled, you can specify that
additional, optional information fields be included by setting various LOG_*MTAoptions in the
MTAOption file. The file specified with the IMTA_OPTION_FILE option in the IMTAtailor file
(msg_svr_base/config/imta_tailor) specifies theMTAOption file. By default, this is the
msg_svr_base/config/option.dat file.

For complete details about theMTAOption file, see the “Option File” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

� ToSendMTALogs to syslog

Edit theMTAOption file.

Set the LOG_MESSAGES_SYSLOG option to 1.

Avalue of 0 is the default and indicates that syslog (event log) logging is not performed.

� ToCorrelate LogMessage Entries

Edit theMTAOption file.

Set the LOG_MESSAGE_ID option to 1.

Avalue of 0 is the default and indicates that message IDs are not saved in the mail.log file.

1

2

1

2

1

2
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� To IdentifyMessageDelivery Retries

Edit theMTAOption file.

Set the LOG_FILENAME option to 1.

This optionmakes it easier to immediately spot howmany times the delivery of a particular message
file has been retried. This option can also be useful in understanding when theMTAdoes or does not
split a message tomultiple recipients into separatemessage file copies on disk.

� To LogTCP/IPConnections

Edit theMTAOption file.

Set the LOG_CONNECTION option.

This option causes theMTAto log TCP/IP connections, as well as message traffic. The connection
log entries are written to the mail.log* files by default. Optionally, the connection log entries can be
written to connection.log* files. See the SEPARATE_CONNECTION_LOG option formore information.

� ToWrite Entries to the connection.log File

Edit theMTAOption file.

Set the SEPARATE_CONNECTION_LOG option to 1.

Use this option to specify that connection log entries instead be written to connection.log files. The
default value of 0 causes the connection logging to be stored in theMTAlog files.

� ToCorrelate LogMessages byProcess ID

Edit theMTAOption file.

Set the LOG_PROCESS option.

When used in conjunction with LOG_CONNECTION, this option enables correlation by process ID of
which connection entries correspond to whichmessage entries.

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
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� ToSaveUserNamesAssociatedwith aProcess That EnqueuesMail to
themail.log File

Edit theMTAOption file.

Set the LOG_USERNAME option.
This option controls whether or not the user name associated with a process that enqueuesmail is
saved in the mail.log file. For SMTP submissions where SASL (SMTPAUTH) is used, the user
name field will be the authenticated user name (prefixed with an asterisk character).

MTAMessage Logging Examples
The exact field format and list of fields logged in theMTAmessage files vary according to the logging
options set. This section shows a few examples of interpreting typical sorts of log entries. For a
description of additional, optional fields, see “SpecifyingAdditionalMTALoggingOptions” on page
668.

Note – For typographic reasons, log file entries will be shown folded ontomultiple lines—actual log
file entries are one line per entry.

When reviewing a log file, keep inmind that on a typical systemmanymessages are being handled at
once. Typically, the entries relating to a particular message will be interspersed among entries relating
to othermessages being processed during that same time. The basic logging information is suitable
for gathering a sense of the overall numbers of messagesmoving through theMTA.

If you wish to correlate particular entries relating to the samemessage to the same recipient(s),
enable LOG_MESSAGE_ID. To correlate particular messages with particular files in theMTAqueue
area, or to see from the entries howmany times a particular not-yet-successfully-dequeuedmessage
has had delivery attempted, enable LOG_FILENAME. For SMTPmessages (handled via a TCP/IP
channel), if you want to correlate TCP connections to and from remote systems with themessages
sent, enable LOG_PROCESS and some level of LOG_CONNECTION.

MTALogging Example: User Sends anOutgoingMessage
The example below shows a fairly basic example of the sorts of log entries onemight see if a local user
sends amessage out an outgoing TCP/IP channel, for example, to the Internet. In this example,
LOG_CONNECTION is enabled. The linesmarked with (1) and (2) are one entry—they would appear on
one physical line in an actual log file. Similarly, the linesmarked with (3) - (7) are one entry and
would appear on one physical line.

EXAMPLE 21–1MTALogging:ALocal User SendsAnOutgoingMessage

19-Jan-1998 19:16:57.64 l tcp_local E 1 (1)
adam@sesta.com rfc822;marlowe@siroe.com marlowe@siroe.com (2)

1

2
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EXAMPLE 21–1MTALogging:ALocal User SendsAnOutgoingMessage (Continued)

19-Jan-1998 19:17:01.16 tcp_local D 1 (3)
adam@sesta.com rfc822;marlowe@siroe.com marlowe@siroe.com (4)
dns;thor.siroe.com

(TCP|206.184.139.12|2788|192.160.253.66|25) (5)
(THOR.SIROE.COM -- Server ESMTP [iMS V5.0 #8694]) (6)
smtp;250 2.1.5 marlowe@siroe.com and options OK. (7)

1. This line shows the date and time of an enqueue (E) from the l channel to the tcp_local channel
of a one (1) blockmessage.

2. This is part of the same physical line of the log file as (1), presented here as a separate line for
typographical convenience. It shows the envelope From: address, in this case adam@sesta.com,
and the original version and current version of the envelope To: address, in this case
marlowe@siroe.com.

3. This shows the date and time of a dequeue (D) from the tcp_local channel of a one (1) block
message—that is, a successful send by the tcp_local channel to some remote SMTP server.

4. This shows the envelope From: address, the original envelope To: address, and the current form
of the envelope To: address.

5. This shows that the actual system to which the connection wasmade is named thor.siroe.com
in the DNS, that the local sending system has IP address 206.184.139.12 and is sending from port
2788, that the remote destination system has IP address 192.160.253.66 and the connection port
on the remote destination system is port 25.

6. This shows the SMTPbanner line of the remote SMTP server.
7. This shows the SMTP status code returned for this address; 250 is the basic SMTP success code

and in addition, this remote SMTP server responds with extended SMTP status codes and some
additional text.

MTALogging Example: IncludingOptional Logging Fields
This example shows a logging entry similar to that shown in Example 21–3 and LOG_MESSAGE_ID=1
showing the file name andmessage ID; see (1) and (2). Themessage ID in particular can be used to
correlate which entries relate to whichmessage.

EXAMPLE 21–2MTALogging – IncludingOptional Logging Fields

19-Jan-1998 19:16:57.64 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;marlowe@siroe.com marlowe@siroe.com

/imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISKLSKLZLI90N15M.00

<01ISKLSKC2QC90N15M@sesta.com> (1)

19-Jan-1998 19:17:01.16 tcp_local D 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;marlowe@siroe.com marlowe@siroe.com

/imta/queue/tcp_local/Z01ISKLSKLZLI90N15M.00

<01ISKLSKC2QC90N15M@sesta.com> (2)
dns;thor.siroe.com (TCP|206.184.139.12|2788|192.160.253.66|25)
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EXAMPLE 21–2MTALogging – IncludingOptional Logging Fields (Continued)

(THOR.SIROE.COM -- Server ESMTP [iMS V5.0 #8694])

smtp;250 2.1.5 marlowe@siroe.com and options OK.

MTALogging Example – Sending to a List
This example illustrates sending tomultiple recipients with LOG_FILENAME=1, LOG_MESSAGE_ID=1,
and LOG_CONNECTION=1 enabled. Here user adam@sesta.com has sent to theMTAmailing list
test-list@sesta.com, which expanded to bob@sesta.com, carol@varrius.com, and
david@varrius.com. Note that the original envelope To: address is test-list@sesta.com for each
recipient, though the current envelope To: address is each respective address. Note how themessage
ID is the same throughout, though two separate files (one for the l channel and one going out the
tcp_local channel) are involved.

EXAMPLE 21–3MTALogging – Sending to a List

19-Jan-1998 20:01:44.10 l l E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;test-list@sesta.com bob

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISKND3DE1K90N15M.00

<01ISKND2H8MS90N15M@sesta.com>

19-Jan-1998 20:01:44.81 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;test-list@sesta.com carol@varrius.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISKND2WS1I90N15M.00

<01ISKND2H8MS90N15M@sesta.com>

19-Jan-1998 20:01:44.81 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;test-list@sesta.com david@varrius.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISKND2WS1I90N15M.00

<01ISKND2H8MS90N15M@sesta.com>

19-Jan-1998 20:01:50.69 l D 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;test-list@sesta.com bob

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISKND3DE1K90N15M.00

<01ISKND2H8MS90N15M@sesta.com>

19-Jan-1998 20:01:57.36 tcp_local D 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;test-list@sesta.com carol@varrius.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISKND2WS1I90N15M.00

<01ISKND2H8MS90N15M@sesta.com>

dns;gw.varrius.com (TCP|206.184.139.12|2788|192.160.253.66|25)

(gw.varrius.com -- SMTP Sendmail)

smtp;250 OK.

19-Jan-1998 20:02:06.14 tcp_local D 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;test-list@sesta.com david@varrius.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISKND2WS1I90N15M.00
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EXAMPLE 21–3MTALogging – Sending to a List (Continued)

<01ISKND2H8MS90N15M@sesta.com>

dns;gw.varrius.com (TCP|206.184.139.12|2788|192.160.253.66|25)

(gw.varrius.com -- SMTP Sendmail)

smtp;250 OK.

MTALogging– Sending to aNonexistentDomain
This example illustrates an attempt to send to a nonexistent domain (here very.bogus.com); that is,
sending to a domain name that is not noticed as nonexistent by theMTA’s rewrite rules and that the
MTAmatches to an outgoing TCP/IP channel. This example assumes theMTAoption settings of
LOG_FILENAME=1 and LOG_MESSAGE_ID=1.

When the TCP/IP channel runs and checks for the domain name in the DNS, the DNS returns an
error that no such name exists. Note the “rejection” entry (R), as seen in (5), with the DNS returning
an error that this is not a legal domain name, as seen in (6).

Because the address is rejected after themessage has been submitted, theMTAgenerates a bounce
message to the original sender. TheMTAenqueues the new rejectionmessage to the original sender
(1), and sends a copy to the postmaster (4) before deleting the original outboundmessage (the R
entry shown in (5)).

Notificationmessages, such as bouncemessages, have an empty envelope From: address—as seen,
for instance, in (2) and (8)—in which the envelope From: field is shown as an empty space. The initial
enqueue of a bouncemessage generated by theMTAshows themessage ID for the new notification
message followed by themessage ID for the original message (3). (Such information is not always
available to theMTA, but when it is available to be logged, it allows correlation of the log entries
corresponding to the outbound failedmessage with the log entries corresponding to the resulting
notificationmessage.) Such notificationmessages are enqueued to the process channel, which in turn
enqueues them to an appropriate destination channel (7).

EXAMPLE 21–4MTALogging – Sending to aNonexistentDomain

19-JAN-1998 20:49:04 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;user@very.bogus.com user@very.bogus.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISKP0S0LVQ94DU0K.00

<01ISKP0RYMAS94DU0K@SESTA.COM>

19-JAN-1998 20:49:33 tcp_local process E 1 (1)
rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam@sesta.com (2)
imta/queue/process/ZZ01ISKP0S0LVQ94DTZB.00

<01ISKP22MW8894DTAS@SESTA.COM>,<01ISKP0RYMAS94DU0K@SESTA.COM> (3)

19-JAN-1998 20:49:33 tcp_local process E 1 (4)
rfc822;postmaster@sesta.com postmaster@sesta.com

imta/queue/process/ZZ01ISKP0S0LVQ94DTZB.00

<01ISKP22MW8894DTAS@SESTA.COM>,<01ISKP0RYMAS94DU0K@SESTA.COM>
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EXAMPLE 21–4MTALogging – Sending to aNonexistentDomain (Continued)

19-JAN-1998 20:50:07 tcp_local R 1 (5)
adam@sesta.com rfc822;user@very.bogus.com user@very.bogus.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISKP0S0LVQ94DU0K.00

<01ISKP0RYMAS94DU0K@SESTA.COM>

Illegal host/domain name found (6)

19-JAN-1998 20:50:08 process l E 3 (7)
rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam (8)
imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISKP23BUQS94DTYL.00

<01ISKP22MW8894DTAS@SESTA.COM>

19-JAN-1998 20:50:08 process l E 3

rfc822;postmaster@sesta.com postmaster

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISKP23BUQS94DTYL.00

<01ISKP22MW8894DTAS@SESTA.COM>

19-JAN-1998 20:50:12 l D 3

rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISKP23BUQS94DTYL.00

<01ISKP22MW8894DTAS@SESTA.COM>

19-JAN-1998 20:50:12 l D 3

rfc822;postmaster@sesta.com postmaster

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISKP23BUQS94DTYL.00

<01ISKP22MW8894DTAS@SIROE.COM>

MTALogging Example – Sending to aNonexistent RemoteUser
This example illustrates an attempt to send to a bad address on a remote system. This example
assumesMTAoption settings of LOG_FILENAME=1 and LOG_MESSAGE_ID=1, and channel option
settings of LOG_BANNER=1 and LOG_TRANSPORTINFO=1. Note the rejection entry (R), seen in (1). But in
contrast to the rejection entry in Example 21–4, note that the rejection entry here shows that a
connection to a remote systemwasmade, and shows the SMTP error code issued by the remote
SMTP server, (2) and (3). The inclusion of the information shown in (2) is due to setting the channel
options LOG_BANNER=1 and LOG_TRANSPORTINFO=1.

EXAMPLE 21–5MTALogging – Sending to aNonexistent RemoteUser

20-JAN-1998 13:11:05 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;nonesuch@siroe.com nonesuch@siroe.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISLNBB1JOE94DUWH.00

<01ISLNBAWV3094DUWH@sesta.com>

20-JAN-1998 13:11:08 tcp_local process E 1

rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam@sesta.com
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EXAMPLE 21–5MTALogging – Sending to aNonexistent RemoteUser (Continued)

imta/queue/process/ZZ01ISLNBB1JOE94DSGB.00

<01ISLNBFKIDS94DUJ8@sesta.com>,<01ISLNBAWV3094DUWH@sesta.com>

20-JAN-1998 13:11:08 tcp_local process E 1

rfc822;postmaster@sesta.com postmaster@sesta.com

imta/queue/process/ZZ01ISLNBB1JOE94DSGB.00

<01ISLNBFKIDS94DUJ8@sesta.com>,<01ISLNBAWV3094DUWH@sesta.com>

20-JAN-1998 13:11:11 tcp_local R 1 (1)
adam@sesta.com rfc822;nonesuch@siroe.com nonesuch@siroe.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ISLNBB1JOE94DUWH.00

<01ISLNBAWV3094DUWH@sesta.com>

dns;thor.siroe.com

(TCP|206.184.139.12|2788|192.160.253.66|25) (2)
(THOR.SIROE.COM -- Server ESMTP [iMS V5.0 #8694])

smtp; 553 unknown or illegal user: nonesuch@siroe.com (3)

20-JAN-1998 13:11:12 process l E 3

rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISLNBGND1094DQDP.00

<01ISLNBFKIDS94DUJ8@sesta.com>

20-JAN-1998 13:11:12 process l E 3

rfc822;postmaster@sesta.com postmaster

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISLNBGND1094DQDP.00

<01ISLNBFKIDS94DUJ8@sesta.com>

20-JAN-1998 13:11:13 l D 3

rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam@sesta.com

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISLNBGND1094DQDP.00

<01ISLNBFKIDS94DUJ8@sesta.com>

20-JAN-1998 13:11:13 l D 3

rfc822;postmaster@sesta.com postmaster@sesta.com

imta/queue/l/ZZ01ISLNBGND1094DQDP.00

<01ISLNBFKIDS94DUJ8@sesta.com>

MTALogging Example –Rejecting aRemote Side’sAttempt to Submit a
Message
This example illustrates the sort of log file entry resulting when theMTArejects a remote side’s
attempt to submit amessage. (This example assumes that no optional LOG_* options are enabled, so
only the basic fields are logged in the entry. Note that enabling the LOG_CONNECTION option, in
particular, would result in additional informative fields in such J entries.) In this case, the example is
for anMTAthat has set up SMTP relay blocking (see “Configuring SMTPRelay Blocking” on page
491) with an ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping, including:
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ORIG_SEND_ACCESS

! ...numerous entries omitted...

!

tcp_local|*|tcp_local|* $NRelaying$ not$ permitted

and where alan@very.bogus.com is not an internal address. Hence the attempt of the remote user
harold@varrius.com to relay through theMTAsystem to the remote user alan@very.bogus.com is
rejected.

EXAMPLE 21–6MTALogging – Rejecting a Remote Side’sAttempt to Submit aMessage

28-May-1998 12:02:23 tcp_local J 0 (1)
harold@varrius.com rfc822; alan@very.bogus.com (2)
550 5.7.1 Relaying not permitted: alan@very.bogus.com (3)

1. This log shows the date and time theMTArejects a remote side’s attempt to submit amessage.
The rejection is indicated by a J record. (Cases where anMTAchannel is attempting to send a
message which is rejected is indicated by R records, as shown in Example 21–4 and Example
21–5).

Note –The last J record written to the log will have an indication stating that it is the last for a
given session.Also, the current version ofMessaging Server does not place a limit on the number
of J records.

2. The attempted envelope From: and To: addresses are shown. In this case, no original envelope To:
information was available so that field is empty.

3. The entry includes the SMTP errormessage theMTAissued to the remote (attempted sender)
side.

MTALogging Example –MultipleDeliveryAttempts
This example illustrates the sort of log file entries resulting when amessage cannot be delivered upon
the first attempt, so theMTAattempts to send themessage several times. This example assumes
option settings of LOG_FILENAME=1 and LOG_MESSAGE_ID=1.

EXAMPLE 21–7MTALogging –MultipleDeliveryAttempts

15-Jan-1998 10:31:05.18 tcp_internal tcp_local E 3 (1)
adam@hosta.sesta.com rfc822;user@some.org user@some.org

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01IS3D2ZP7FQ9UN54R.00

<01IRUD7SVA3Q9UN2D4@sesta.com>

15-Jan-1998 10:31:10.37 tcp_local Q 3 (2)
adam@hosta.sesta.com rfc822;user@some.org user@some.org

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01IS3D2ZP7FQ9UN54R.00 (3)
<01IRUD7SVA3Q9UN2D4@sesta.com>

TCP active open: Failed connect() Error: no route to host (4)
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EXAMPLE 21–7MTALogging –MultipleDeliveryAttempts (Continued)

...several hours worth of entries...

15-Jan-1998 12:45:39.48 tcp_local Q 3 (5)
adam@hosta.sesta.com rfc822;user@some.org user@some.org

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZY01IS3D2ZP7FQ9UN54R.00 (6)
<01IRUD7SVA3Q9UN2D4@sesta.com>

TCP active open: Failed connect() Error: no route to host

...several hours worth of entries...

15-Jan-1998 16:45:24.72 tcp_local Q 3

adam@hosta.sesta.com rfc822;user@some.org user@some.org

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZX01IS67NY4RRK9UN7GP.00 (7)
<01IRUD7SVA3Q9UN2D4@sesta.com>

TCP active open: Failed connect() Error: connection refused (8)

...several hours worth of entries...

15-Jan-1998 20:45:51.55 tcp_local D 3 (9)
adam@hosta.sesta.com rfc822;user@some.org user@some.org

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZX01IS67NY4RRK9UN7GP.00

<01IRUD7SVA3Q9UN2D4@sesta.com>

dns;host.some.org (TCP|206.184.139.12|2788|192.1.1.1|25)

(All set, fire away)

smtp; 250 Ok

1. Themessage comes in the tcp_internal channel—perhaps from a POPor IMAP client, or
perhaps from another host within the organization using theMTAas an SMTP relay; theMTA
enqueues it to the outgoing tcp_local channel.

2. The first delivery attempt fails, as indicated by the Q entry.

3. That this is a first delivery attempt can be seen from the ZZ* filename.

4. This delivery attempt failed when the TCP/IP package could not find a route to the remote side.
As opposed to Example 21–4, the DNS did not object to the destination domain name, some.org;
rather, the “no route to host” error indicates that there is some network problem between the
sending and receiving side.

5. The next time theMTAperiodic job runs it reattempts delivery, again unsuccessfully.

6. The file name is now ZY*, indicating that this is a second attempt.

7. The file name is ZX* for this third unsuccessful attempt.

8. The next time the periodic job reattempts delivery the delivery fails, though this time the TCP/IP
package is not complaining that it cannot get through to the remote SMTP server, but rather the
remote SMTP server is not accepting connections. (Perhaps the remote side fixed their network
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EXAMPLE 21–7MTALogging –MultipleDeliveryAttempts (Continued)

problem, but has not yet brought their SMTP server back up—or their SMTP server is swamped
handling othermessages and hence was not accepting connections at themoment theMTAtried
to connect.)

9. Finally themessage is dequeued.

MTALogging– IncomingSMTPMessageRoutedThrough the
ConversionChannel
This example illustrates the case of amessage routed through the conversion channel. The site is
assumed to have a CONVERSIONSmapping table such as:

CONVERSIONS

IN-CHAN=tcp_local;OUT-CHAN=l;CONVERT Yes

This example assumes option settings of LOG_FILENAME=1 and LOG_MESSAGE_ID=1.

EXAMPLE 21–8MTALogging – Incoming SMTPMessage Routed Through the ConversionChannel

04-Feb-1998 00:06:26.72 tcp_local conversion E 9 (1)
amy@siroe.edu rfc822;bert@sesta.com bert@sesta.com

imta/queue/conversion/ZZ01IT5UAMZ4QW98518O.00

<01IT5UALL14498518O@siroe.edu>

04-Feb-1998 00:06:29.06 conversion l E 9 (2)
amy@siroe.edu rfc822;bert@sesta.com bert

imta/queue/l/ZZ01IT5UAOXLDW98509E.00 <01IT5STUMUFO984Z8L@siroe.edu>

04-Feb-1998 00:06:29.31 conversion D 9 (3)
amy@siroe.edu rfc822;bert@sesta.com bert

imta/queue/conversion/ZZ01IT5UAMZ4QW98518O.00

<01IT5UALL14498518O@siroe.edu>

04-Feb-1998 00:06:32.62 l D 9 (4)
amy@siroe.edu rfc822;bert@siroe.com bert

imta/queue/l/ZZ01IT5UAOXLDW98509E.00

<01IT5STUMUFO984Z8L@siroe.edu>

1. Themessage from external user amy@siroe.edu comes in addressed to the l channel recipient
bert@sesta.com. The CONVERSIONSmapping entry, however, causes themessage to be initially
enqueued to the conversion channel (rather than directly to the l channel).

2. The conversion channel runs and enqueues themessage to the l channel.
3. Then the conversion channel can dequeue themessage (delete the oldmessage file).
4. And finally the l channel dequeues (delivers) themessage.
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MTALogging Example: OutboundConnection Logging
This example illustrates log output for an outgoingmessage when connection logging is enabled, via
LOG_CONNECTION=3. LOG_PROCESS=1, LOG_MESSAGE_ID=1 and LOG_FILENAME=1 are also assumed in
this example. The example shows the case of user adam@sesta.com sending the samemessage (note
that themessage ID is the same for eachmessage copy) to three recipients, bobby@hosta.sesta.com,
carl@hosta.sesta.com, and dave@hostb.sesta.com. This example assumes that themessage is
going out a tcp_local channel marked (as such channels usually are) with the single_sys channel
keyword. Therefore, a separatemessage file on disk will be created for each set of recipients to a
separate host name, as seen in (1), (2), and (3), where the bobby@hosta.sesta.com and
carl@hosta.sesta.com recipients are stored in the samemessage file, but the
dave@hostb.sesta.com recipient is stored in a different message file.

EXAMPLE 21–9MTALogging:OutboundConnection Logging

19-Feb-1998 10:52:05.41 1e488.0 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;bobby@hosta.sesta.com bobby@hosta.sesta.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ITRF7BO388000FCN.00 (1)
<01ITRF7BDHS6000FCN@SESTA.COM>

19-Feb-1998 10:52:05.41 1e488.0 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;carl@hosta.sesta.com carl@hosta.sesta.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ITRF7BO388000FCN.00 (2)
<01ITRF7BDHS6000FCN@SESTA.COM>

19-Feb-1998 10:52:05.74 1e488.1 l tcp_local E 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;dave@hostb.sesta.com dave@hostb.sesta.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ITRF7C11FU000FCN.00 (3)
<01ITRF7BDHS6000FCN@SESTA.COM>

19-Feb-1998 10:52:10.79 1f625.2.0 tcp_local - O (4)
TCP|206.184.139.12|5900|206.184.139.66|25

SMTP/hostb.sesta.com/mailhub.sesta.com (5)

19-Feb-1998 10:52:10.87 1f625.3.0 tcp_local - O (6)
TCP|206.184.139.12|5901|206.184.139.70|25

SMTP/hosta.sesta.com/hosta.sesta.com (7)

19-Feb-1998 10:52:12.28 1f625.3.1 tcp_local D 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;bobby@hosta.sesta.com bobby@hosta.sesta.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ITRF7BO388000FCN.00

<01ITRF7BDHS6000FCN@SESTA.COM>

hosta.sesta.com dns;hosta.sesta.com (8)
(TCP|206.184.139.12|5901|206.184.139.70|25)

(hosta.sesta.com -- Server ESMTP [iMS V5.0 #8790])

(TCP|206.184.139.12|5901|206.184.139.70|25)

smtp;250 2.1.5 bobby@hosta.sesta.com and options OK.

19-Feb-1998 10:52:12.28 1f625.3.1 tcp_local D 1
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EXAMPLE 21–9MTALogging:OutboundConnection Logging (Continued)

adam@sesta.com rfc822;carl@hosta.sesta.com carl@hosta.sesta.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ITRF7BO388000FCN.00

<01ITRF7BDHS6000FCN@SESTA.COM>

hosta.sesta.com dns;hosta.sesta.com

(TCP|206.184.139.12|5901|206.184.139.70|25)

(hosta.sesta.com -- Server ESMTP [iMS V5.0 #8790])

(TCP|206.184.139.12|5901|206.184.139.70|25)

smtp;250 2.1.5 carl@hosta.sesta.com and options OK.

19-Feb-1998 10:52:12.40 1f625.3.2 tcp_local - C (9)
TCP|206.184.139.12|5901|206.184.139.70|25

SMTP/hosta.sesta.com/hosta.sesta.com

19-Feb-1998 10:52:13.01 1f625.2.1 tcp_local D 1

adam@sesta.com rfc822;dave@hostb.sesta.com dave@hostb.sesta.com

imta/queue/tcp_local/ZZ01ITRF7C11FU000FCN.00

<01ITRF7BDHS6000FCN@SESTA.COM>

mailhub.sesta.com dns;mailhub.sesta.com

(TCP|206.184.139.12|5900|206.184.139.66|25)

(MAILHUB.SESTA.COM -- Server ESMTP [iMS V5.0 #8694])

(TCP|206.184.139.12|5900|206.184.139.66|25)

smtp;250 2.1.5 dave@hostb.sesta.com and options OK.

19-Feb-1998 10:52:13.05 1f625.2.2 tcp_local - C (10)

TCP|206.184.139.12|5900|206.184.139.66|25

SMTP/hostb.sesta.com/mailhub.sesta.com

1. Themessage is enqueued to the first recipient...
2. ....and to the second recipient...
3. ....and to the third recipient.
4. Having LOG_CONNECTION=3 set causes theMTAto write this entry. Theminus, -, indicates that

this entry refers to an outgoing connection. The Omeans that this entry corresponds to the
opening of the connection.Also note that the process ID here is the same, 1f625, since the same
process is used for themultithreaded TCP/IP channel for these separate connection opens,
though this open is being performed by thread 2 vs. thread 3.

5. As there are two separate remote systems to which to connect, themultithreaded SMTP client in
separate threads opens up a connection to each—the first in this entry, and the second shown in
7. This part of the entry shows the sending and destination IP numbers and port numbers, and
shows both the initial host name, and the host name found by doing a DNS lookup. In the
SMTP/initial-host/dns-host clauses, note the display of both the initial host name, and that used
after performing a DNSMX record lookup on the initial host name: mailhub.sesta.com is
apparently anMX server for hostb.sesta.com.
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EXAMPLE 21–9MTALogging:OutboundConnection Logging (Continued)

6. Themultithreaded SMTP client opens up a connection to the second system in a separate thread
(though the same process).

7. As there are two separate remote systems to which to connect, themultithreaded SMTP client in
separate threads opens up a connection to each—the second in this entry, and the first shown
above in 5. This part of the entry shows the sending and destination IP numbers and port
numbers, and shows both the initial host name, and the host name found by doing a DNS
lookup. In this example, the system hosta.sesta.com apparently receives mail directly itself.

8. Besides resulting in specific connection entries, LOG_CONNECTION=3 also causes inclusion of
connection related information in the regular message entries, as seen here for instance.

9. Having LOG_CONNECTION=3 causes theMTAto write this entry.After anymessages are dequeued,
(the bobby and carl messages in this example), the connection is closed, as indicated by the C in
this entry.

MTALogging Example: InboundConnection Logging
This example illustrates log output for an incoming SMTPmessage when connection logging is
enabled, via LOG_CONNECTION=3.

EXAMPLE 21–10MTALogging – InboundConnection Logging

19-Feb-1998 17:02:08.70 tcp_local + O (1)
TCP|206.184.139.12|25|192.160.253.66|1244 SMTP (2)

19-Feb-1998 17:02:26.65 tcp_local l E 1

service@siroe.com rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam

THOR.SIROE.COM (THOR.SIROE.COM [192.160.253.66]) (3)

19-Feb-1998 17:02:27.05 tcp_local + C (4)
TCP|206.184.139.12|25|192.160.253.66|1244 SMTP

19-Feb-1998 17:02:31.73 l D 1

service@siroe.com rfc822;adam@sesta.com adam

1. The remote system opens a connection. The O character indicates that this entry regards the
opening of a connection; the + character indicates that this entry regards an incoming
connection.

2. The IP numbers and ports for the connection are shown. In this entry, the receiving system (the
systemmaking the log file entry) has IP address 206.184.139.12 and the connection is beingmade
to port 25; the sending system has IP address 192.160.253.66 and is sending from port 1244.

3. In the entry for the enqueue of themessage from the incoming TCP/IP channel (tcp_local) to
the l channel recipient, note that information beyond the default is included since
LOG_CONNECTION=3 is enabled. Specifically, the name that the sending system claimed on its
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EXAMPLE 21–10MTALogging – InboundConnection Logging (Continued)

HELO or EHLO line, the sending system’s name as found by a DNS reverse lookup on the
connection IP number, and the sending system’s IP address are all logged; see Chapter 12
behavior.

4. The inbound connection is closed. The C character indicates that this entry regards the closing of
a connection; the + character indicates that this entry regards an incoming connection.

EnablingDispatcherDebugging
Dispatcher error and debugging output (if enabled) are written to the file dispatcher.log in the
MTAlog directory. The dispatcher configuration information is specified in the
msg_svr_base/imta/dispatcher.cnf file.Adefault configuration file is created at installation time
and can be used without any changesmade. However, if you want tomodify the default
configuration file for security or performance reasons, you can do so by editing the dispatcher.cnf
file.

TABLE 21–3DispatcherDebuggingBits

Bit

Hexadecimal value Decimal value

Usage

0 x 00001 1 Basic Service Dispatchermainmodule debugging.

1 x 00002 2 Extra Service Dispatchermainmodule debugging.

2 x 00004 4 Service Dispatcher configuration file logging.

3 x 00008 8 Basic Service Dispatchermiscellaneous debugging.

4 x 00010 16 Basic service debugging.

5 x 00020 32 Extra service debugging.

6 x 00040 64 Process related service debugging.

7 x 00080 128 Not used.

8 x 00100 256 Basic Service Dispatcher and process communication debugging.

9 x 00200 512 Extra Service Dispatcher and process communication debugging.

10 x 00400 1024 Packet level communication debugging.

11 x 00800 2048 Not used.

12 x 01000 4096 BasicWorker Process debugging.

13 x 02000 8192 ExtraWorker Process debugging.
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TABLE 21–3DispatcherDebuggingBits (Continued)
Bit

Hexadecimal value Decimal value

Usage

14 x 04000 16384 AdditionalWorker Process debugging, particularly connection hand-offs.

15 x 08000 32768 Not used.

16 x 10000 65536 BasicWorker Process to Service Dispatcher I/O debugging.

17 x 20000 131072 ExtraWorker Process to Service Dispatcher I/O debugging.

20 x 100000 1048576 Basic statistics debugging.

21 x 200000 2097152 Extra statistics debugging.

24 x 1000000 16777216 Log PORT_ACCESS denials to the dispatcher.log file.

� ToEnableDispatcher ErrorDebuggingOutput

Edit the dispatcher.cnf file.

Set the DEBUG option to -1.

You can also set the logical or environmental variable IMTA_DISPATCHER_DEBUG (UNIX), which
defines a 32-bit debugmask in hexadecimal, to the value FFFFFFFF. The table above describes the
meaning of each bit.

� ToSetDispatcher Parameters (Solaris)
The dispatcher services offered in the dispatcher configuration file affects requirements for various
system parameters. The system’s heap size (datasize) must be enough to accommodate the
dispatcher’s thread stack usage.

Todisplay the heap size (that is, default datasize), use one of the following:

The csh command:
# limit

The ksh command

# ulimit -a

The Solaris utility

# sysdef

For each dispatcher service compute STACKSIZE*MAX_CONNS, and then addup the values computed
for each service. The system’s heap size needs to be at least twice this number.

1

2

1

2
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ManagingMessage Store,Admin, andDefault Service Logs
This section describes logging for theMessage Store (POP, IMAP, andHTTP),Admin, andDefault
services. (see Table 21–1).

For these services, you can use Console to specify log settings and to view logs. The settings you
specify affect which and howmany events are logged. You can use those settings and other
characteristics to refine searches for logged events when you are analyzing log files.

This section contains the following subsections:

� “Understanding Service Log Characteristics” on page 684
� “Understanding Service Log File Format” on page 686
� “Defining and Setting Service LoggingOptions” on page 687
� “Searching andViewing Service Logs” on page 689
� “UsingMessage Tracing forMessage Store Logging” on page 693
� “Message Store Logging Examples” on page 695

Understanding Service LogCharacteristics
This section describes the following log characteristics for themessage store and administration
services: logging levels, categories of logged events, filename conventions for logs, and log-file
directories.

Logging Levels
The level, or priority, of logging defines how detailed, or verbose, the logging activity is to be.A
higher priority level means less detail; it means that only events of high priority (high severity) are
logged.A lower level means greater detail; it means that more events are recorded in the log file.

You can set the logging level separately for each service—POP, IMAP, HTTP,Admin, andDefault by
setting the logfile.service.loglevel configuration parameter (see “Defining and Setting Service
LoggingOptions” on page 687). You can also use logging levels to filter searches for log events. Table
21–4 describes the available levels. These logging levels are a subset of those defined by the UNIX
syslog facility.

TABLE 21–4 Logging Levels for Store andAdministration Services

Level Description

Critical Theminimum logging detail. An event is written to the log whenever a severe problem or critical condition
occurs—such as when the server cannot access amailbox or a library needed for it to run.

Error An event is written to the log whenever an error condition occurs—such as when a connection attempt to a
client or another server fails.
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TABLE 21–4 Logging Levels for Store andAdministration Services (Continued)
Level Description

Warning An event is written to the log whenever a warning condition occurs—such as when the server cannot
understand a communication sent to it by a client.

Notice An event is written to the log whenever a notice (a normal but significant condition) occurs—such as when a
user login fails or when a session closes. This is the default log level.

Information An event is written to the log with every significant action that takes place—such as when a user successfully
logs on or off or creates or renames amailbox.

Debug Themost verbose logging. Useful only for debugging purposes. Events are written to the log at individual
steps within each process or task, to pinpoint problems.

When you select a particular logging level, events corresponding to that level and to all higher (less
verbose) levels are logged. The default level of logging is Notice.

Note –Themore verbose the logging you specify, themore disk space your log files will occupy; for
guidelines, see “Defining and Setting Service LoggingOptions” on page 687

Categories of LoggedEvents
Within each supported service or protocol, Messaging Server further categorizes logged events by the
facility, or functional area, in which they occur. Every logged event contains the name of the facility
that generated it. These categories aid in filtering events during searches. Table 21–5 lists the
categories thatMessaging Server recognizes for logging purposes.

TABLE 21–5Categories inWhich Log EventsOccur

Facility Description

General Undifferentiated actions related to this protocol or service

LDAP Actions related toMessaging Server accessing the LDAPdirectory database

Network Actions related to network connections (socket errors fall into this category)

Account Actions related to user accounts (user logins fall into this category)

Protocol Protocol-level actions related to protocol-specific commands (errors returned by POP, IMAP,
or HTTP functions fall into this category)

Stats Actions related to the gathering of server statistics

Store Low-level actions related to accessing themessage store (read/write errors fall into this
category)

For examples of using categories as filters in log searches, see “Searching andViewing Service Logs”
on page 689
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Service Log FileDirectories
Every logged service is assigned a single directory, in which its log files are stored.All IMAP log files
are stored together, as are all POP log files, and log files of any other service. You define the location of
each directory, and you also define howmany log files of whatmaximum size are permitted to exist in
the directory.

Make sure that your storage capacity is sufficient for all your log files. Log data can be voluminous,
especially at lower (more verbose) logging levels.

It is important also to define your logging level, log rotation, log expiration, and server-backup
policies appropriately so that all of your log-file directories are backed up and none of them become
overloaded; otherwise, youmay lose information. See “Defining and Setting Service Logging
Options” on page 687.

Understanding Service Log File Format
All message store and administration service log files created byMessaging Server have identical
content formats. Log files aremultiline text files, in which each line describes one logged event.All
event descriptions, for each of the supported services, have the general format:

dateTime hostName processName[pid]: category logLevel: eventMessage

Table 21–6 lists the log file components. Note that this format of event descriptions is identical to
that defined by the UNIX syslog facility, except that the date/time format is different and the format
includes two additional components (category and logLevel).

TABLE 21–6 Store andAdministration Log File Components

Component Definition

dateTime The date and time at which the event was logged, expressed in dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss format, with a
time-zone field expressed as +/-hhmm from GMT. For example:02/Jan/1999:13:08:21 -0700

hostName The name of the host machine on which the server is running: for example, showshoe.

Note: If there is more than one instance ofMessaging Server on the host, you can use the process ID
(pid) to separate logged events of one instance from another.

processName The name of the process that generated the event: for example, cgi_store.

pid The process ID of the process that generated the event: for example, 18753.

category The category that the event belongs to: for example, General (see Example 21–5).

logLevel The level of logging that the event represents: for example, Notice (see Example 21–4).

eventMessage An event-specific explanatory message that may be of any length: for example, Log created
(894305624).

Here are three examples of logged events as viewed using Console:
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02/May/1998:17:37:32 -0700 showshoe cgi_store[18753]:

General Notice:

Log created (894155852)

04/May/1998:11:07:44 -0400 xyzmail cgi_service[343]: General Error:

function=getserverhello|port=2500|error=failed to connect

03/Dec/1998:06:54:32 +0200 SiroePost imapd[232]: Account Notice:

close [127.0.0.1] [unauthenticated] 1998/12/3 6:54:32

0:00:00 0 115 0

IMAP and POP event entries may end with three numbers. The example above has 0 115 0. The first
number is bytes sent by client, the second number is the bytes sent by the server, and third number is
mailboxes selected (always 1 for POP).

When viewing a log file in the Log Viewer window, you can limit the events displayed by searching for
any specific component in an event, such as a specific logging level or category, or a specific process
ID. Formore information, see “Searching andViewing Service Logs” on page 689.

The eventmessage of each log entry is in a format specific to the type of event being logged, that is,
each service defines what content appears in any of its eventmessages. Many eventmessages are
simple and self-evident; others aremore complex.

Defining andSetting Service LoggingOptions
You can define themessage store and administration service logging configurations that best serve
your administration needs. This section discusses issues that may help you decide on the best
configurations and policies, and it explains how to implement them.

Flexible LoggingArchitecture
The naming scheme for log files (service.sequenceNum.timeStamp) helps you to design a flexible
log-rotation and backup policy. The fact that events for different services are written to different files
makes it easier for you to isolate problems quickly.Also, because the sequence number in a filename
is ever-increasing and the timestamp is always unique, later log files do not simply overwrite earlier
ones after a limited set of sequence numbers is exhausted. Instead, older log files are overwritten or
deleted only when themore flexible limits of age, number of files, or total storage are reached.

Messaging Server supports automatic rotation of log files, which simplifies administration and
facilitates backups. You are not required tomanually retire the current log file and create a new one to
hold subsequent logged events. You can back up all but the current log file in a directory at any time,
without stopping the server ormanually notifying the server to start a new log file.

In setting up your logging policies, you can set options (for each service) that control limits on total
log storage, maximumnumber of log files, individual file size, maximumfile age, and rate of log-file
rotation.
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Planning theOptionsYouWant
Keep inmind that youmust set several limits, more than one of whichmight cause the rotation or
deletion of a log file.Whichever limit is reached first is the controlling one. For example, if your
maximum log-file size is 3.5MB, and you specify that a new log be created every day, youmay
actually get log files created faster than one per day if log data builds up faster than 3.5MB every 24
hours. Then, if yourmaximumnumber of log files is 10 and yourmaximum age is 8 days, youmay
never reach the age limit on log files because the faster log rotationmaymean that 10 files will have
been created in less than 8 days.

The following default values, provided forMessaging Server administration logs, may be a
reasonable starting point for planning:

Maximumnumber of log files in a directory: 10

Maximum log-file size: 2MB

Total maximum size permitted for all log files: 20MB

Minimum free disk space permitted: 5MB

Log rollover time: 1 day

Maximum age before expiration: 7 days

Level of logging: Notice

You can see that this configuration assumes that server-administration log data is predicted to
accumulate at about 2MB per day, backups are weekly, and the total space allotted for storage of
admin logs is at least 25MB. (These settingsmay be insufficient if the logging level is more verbose.)

For POP, IMAPorHTTP logs, the same valuesmight be a reasonable start. If all services have
approximately the same log-storage requirements as the defaults shown here, youmight expect to
initially plan for about 150MB of total log-storage capacity. (Note that this is meant only as a general
indication of storage requirements; your actual requirementsmay be significantly different.)

Understanding LoggingOptions
You can set options that control themessage store logging configuration by using Console or the
command line.

The optimal settings for these options depend on the rate at which log data accumulates. It may take
between 4,000 and 10,000 log entries to occupy 1MB of storage.At themore verbose levels of logging
(such as Notice), a moderately busy servermay generate hundreds of megabytes of log data per week.
Here is one approach you can follow:

� Set a level of logging that is consistent with your storage limits—that is, a level that you estimate
will cause log-data accumulation at approximately the rate you used to estimate the storage limit.
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� Define the log file size so that searching performance is not impacted.Also, coordinate it with
your rotation schedule and your total storage limit. Given the rate at which log entries
accumulate, youmight set amaximum that is slightly larger than what you expect to accumulate
by the time a rotation automatically occurs.And yourmaximumfile size times yourmaximum
number of files might be roughly equivalent to your total storage limit.
For example, if your IMAP log rotation is daily, your expected accumulation of IMAP log data is
3MB per day, and your total storage limit for IMAP logs is 25MB, youmight set amaximum
IMAP log-file size of 3.5MB. (In this example, you could still lose some log data if it accumulated
so rapidly that all log files hit maximum size and themaximumnumber of log files were reached.)

� If server backups are weekly and you rotate IMAP log files daily, youmight specify amaximum
number of IMAP log files of about 10 (to account for faster rotation if the individual log-size limit
is exceeded), and amaximum age of 7 or 8 days.

� Pick a total storage limit that is within your hardware capacity and that coordinates with the
backup schedule you have planned for the server. Estimate the rate at which you anticipate that
log data will accumulate, add a factor of safety, and define your total storage limit so that it is not
exceeded over the period between server backups.
For example, if you expect to accumulate an average of 3MB of IMAP log-file data per day, and
server backups are weekly, youmight specify on the order of 25 - 30MB as the storage limit for
IMAP logs (assuming that your disk storage capacity is sufficient).

� For safety, pick aminimum amount of free disk space that you will permit on the volume that
holds the log files. That way, if factors other than log-file size cause the volume to fill up, old log
files will be deleted before a failure occurs from attempting to write log data to a full disk.

Searching andViewingService Logs
Console provides a basic interface for viewingmessage store and administration log data. It allows
for selecting individual log files and for performing flexible filtered searches of log entries within
those files.

For a given service, log files are listed in chronological order. Once you have chosen a log file to
search, you can narrow the search for individual events by specifying search parameters.

SearchParameters
These are the search parameters you can specify for viewing log data:

� A time period. You can specify the beginning and end of a specific time period to retrieve events
from, or you can specify a number of days (before the present) to search. Youmight typically
specify a range to look at logged events leading up to a server crash or other occurrence whose
time you know of.Alternatively, youmight specify a day range to look at only today’s events in
the current log file.

� A level of logging. You can specify the logging level (see “Logging Levels” on page 684 example,
Critical to see why the server went down, or Error to locate failed protocol calls.
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� A facility.You can specify the facility (see “Categories of Logged Events” on page 685 that
contains the problem; for example, Store if you believe a server crash involved a disk error, or
Protocol if the problem lies in an IMAPprotocol command error.

� A text search pattern.You can provide a text search pattern to further narrow the search. You
can include any component of the event (see “Understanding Service Log File Format” on page
686 search, such as event time, process name, process ID, and any part of the eventmessage (such
as remote host name, function name, error number, and so on) that you know defines the event
or events you want to retrieve.
Your search pattern can include the following special and wildcard characters:

*Any set of characters (example: *.com)

?Any single character (example: 199?)

[nnn]Any character in the set nnn (example: [aeiou])

[^nnn]Any character not in the set nnn (example: [^aeiou])

[n-m]Any character in the range n-m (example: [A-Z])

[^n-m]Any character not in the range n-m (example: [^0-9])

\ Escape character: place before *, ?, [, or ] to use them as literals

Note: Searches are case-sensitive.

Examples of combining logging level and facility in viewing logsmight include the following:

� SpecifyingAccount facility (andNotice level) to display failed logins, whichmay be useful when
investigating potential security breaches

� Specifying Network facility (and all logging levels) to investigate connection problems
� Specifying all facilities (and Critical logging level) to look for basic problems in the functioning of

the server

WorkingWith Service Logs
This section describes how to work with service logs by using the configutil command, and
Console for searching and viewing logs.

� ToSendService Logs to syslog

Run the configutil commandwith the syslogfacility option:

configutil -o logfile.service.syslogfacility -v value

where service is admin, pop, imap, imta, or http and value is user, mail, daemon, local0 to local7, or
none.

◗
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Once the value is set, messages are logged to the syslog facility corresponding to the set value and all
the other log file service options are ignored.When the option is not set or the value is none, logging
uses theMessaging Server log files.

� ToSet LoggingOptionsUsingConsole

Open theMessaging Serverwhose log file options youwant to set.

Click the Configuration tab, open the Log Files folder in the left pane, and select the log files of a
service (such as IMAP, HTTP, or Admin).

From the “Levels of detail” drop-down list, choose a logging level.

In the “Directory path for log files” field, enter the nameof the directory to hold your log files.

In the “File size for each log” field, enter yourmaximum log-file size.

In the “Create new log every” field, enter a number for the log-rotation schedule.

In the “Number of logs per directory” and the “When a log is older than” fields, enter themaximum
number of log files and amaximumage to coordinatewith your backup schedule.

In the “When total log size exceeds” field, enter the total storage limit youwant.

In the “When free disk space is less than” field, enter theminimumamount of free disk space you
want to reserve.

ToDisableHTTPLogging
If your system does not support HTTPmessage access, that is,Webmail, you can disable HTTP
logging by setting the following variables. Do not set these variables if your system requiresWebmail
support (for example,Messenger Express).

� Run the following configutil commands:

configutil -o service.http.enable -v no

configutil -o service.http.enablesslport -v no

� ToSet the Server Log Level

Run the following configutil command:

configutil -o logfile.service.loglevel -v level

where service is admin, pop, imap, imta, or http and loglevel is Nolog, Critical, Error, Warning,
Notice, Information, or Debug.
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� ToSpecify aDirectory Path for Server Log Files

Run the following configutil command:
configutil -o logfile.service.logdir -v dirpath

� ToSpecify aMaximumFile Size for Each Service Log

Run the following configutil command:
configutil -o logfile.service.maxlogfilesize -v size

where size specifies a number of bytes.

� ToSpecify a Service LogRotation Schedule

Run the following configutil command:
configutil -o logfile.service.rollovertime -v number

where number specifies a number of seconds.

� ToSpecify aMaximumNumber of Service Log Files PerDirectory

Run the following configutil command:
configutil -o logfile.service.maxlogfiles -v number

where number specifies themaximumnumber of log files.

� ToSpecify a Storage Limit

Run the following configutil command:
configutil -o logfile.service.maxlogsize -v number

where number specifies a number in bytes.

� ToSpecify theMinimumAmount of FreeDisk Space toReserve

Run the following configutil command:
configutil -o logfile.service.minfreediskspace -v number

where number specifies a number in bytes.

ToSpecify anAge for Logs atWhich They Expire
configutil -o logfile.service.expirytime -v number

where number specifies a number in seconds.

◗

◗
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� ToSpecify a Search andViewResults
Follow these steps to search for logged events with specific characteristics belonging to a given
service:

In Console, open theMessaging Serverwhose log files youwant to inspect.

Followeither of these steps to display the Log Files Content tab for a given logged service:

� Click the Tasks tab, then click “View service logs”, where service is the name of the logged service
(such as “IMAP service” or “administration”).

� Click the Configuration tab, then open the Log Files folder in the left pane and select the log files
of a service (such as IMAPorAdmin). Then click the Content tab in the right pane.

The Content tab for that logged service is displayed.

In the Logfilenamefield, select the log file youwant to examine.

Click the View selected logbutton to open the LogViewerwindow.

In the LogViewerwindow, specify your desired search parameters (described in the previous section,
“Search Parameters” onpage 689).

Click Update to perform the search anddisplay the results in the Log entry field.

UsingMessage Tracing forMessage Store Logging
You can useMessage Store logging to tracemessages bymessage ID in a way similar to how theMTA
tracesmessages. Tracingmessages in this fashion enables you to track the critical events of a
message’s life cycle.

To tracemessages in theMessage Store logs, you need to configuremessage tracing in addition to the
normal logging configuration. By default, message tracing is not enabled.

Note –Message tracing will fill up a large amount of disk space. Do not enable this feature unless you
have adequate disk space.

Message Store logging can track the following operations:

� append - The primary way theMessage Store library adds amessage to a folder. Tracing append
showsmessages entering theMessage Store.

� fetch - The IMAP command that retrieves amessage or part of amessage for the end user. For
message tracing, its meaning is extended to when any service retrieves amessage for the end user
to read.
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Inmessage tracing, youmight sometimes like to avoid tracking when the header of amessage is
read, so a body fetch is in reference to when some part of the body of amessage is retrieved.

� Expunge:An IMAP term that is extended in this case to reference when any service removes a
message from a user’s folder.

� ToEnableMessage Tracing

Run the following configutil command:
configutil -o local.msgrace.active -v “yes”

Message trace information is written to the default log for each process. The IMAP fetches appear in
the imap log file. The ims_master appends appear in the ims_master channel log file.

� ToRedirectMessage Tracing to a Single Log File

To redirectmessage trace logging to a single “msgtrace” log file, youmust use the configutil
command to configure the log file parameters. Themsgtrace log file, unlike the other log files, is
configured locally. For example:
configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.buffersize" -v "0"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.expirytime" -v "604800"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.flushinterval" -v "60"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.logdir" -v "/opt/SUNWmsgsr/data/log"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.loglevel" -v "Information"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.logtype" -v "NscpLog"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.maxlogfiles" -v "10"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.maxlogfilesize" -v "2097152"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.maxlogsize" -v "20971520"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.minfreediskspace" -v "5242880"

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.rollovertime" -v "86400"

� ToUnconfigureMessage Trace Logging

Tounconfigure themsgtrace log file, use the configutil command to remove all references to its
configuration. For example:
configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.buffersize" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.expirytime" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.flushinterval" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.logdir" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.loglevel" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.logtype" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.maxlogfiles" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.maxlogfilesize" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.maxlogsize" -v ""

configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.minfreediskspace" -v ""

◗
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configutil -o "local.logfile.msgtrace.rollovertime" -v ""

� ToConfigure LMTPLogging

If you are using LMTP, andnot using a single “msgtrace” log file, then youmust also locally configure
the tcp_lmtp_server log file. If you are not using LMTP, or are not usingmessage trace, or are using
message trace in the “msgtrace” log file, youdonot need to initialize the LMTPMessage Store side
log. (LMTP already logsMTA information separately.) For example:
configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.buffersize" -v "0"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.expirytime" -v "604800"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.flushinterval" -v "60"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.logdir" -v \

"/opt/SUNWmsgsr/data/log"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.loglevel" -v "Information"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.logtype" -v "NscpLog"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.maxlogfiles" -v "10"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.maxlogfilesize" -v "2097152"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.maxlogsize" -v "20971520"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.minfreediskspace" \

-v "5242880"

configutil -o "local.logfile.tcp_lmtp_server.rollovertime" -v "86400"

OtherMessage Store Logging Features
Messaging Server provides a feature called telemetry that can capture a user’s entire IMAPor POP
session into a file. This feature is useful for debugging client problems. For example, if a user
complains that their message access client is not working as expected, this feature can be used to
trace the interaction between the access client andMessaging Server. See “Check User IMAP/POP
Session byUsing Telemetry” on page 576

Message Store Logging Examples
The exact field format and list of fields logged in theMessage Store log files vary according to the
logging options set. This section shows a few examples of interpreting typical sorts of log entries.

Message Store Logging Example: BadPassword
When a user types an invalid password, “authentication” failure is logged, as opposed to a “user not
found”message. Themessage “user not found” is the text passed to the client for security reasons,
but the real reason (invalid password) is logged.

◗
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EXAMPLE 21–11Message Store Logging – Invalid Password

[30/Aug/2004:16:53:05 -0700] vadar imapd[13027]: Account Notice: badlogin:

[192.18.126.64:40718] plaintext user1 authentication failure

Message Store Logging–AccountDisabled
The following example shows why a user cannot log in due to a disabled account. Furthermore, the
disabled account is clarified as “(inactive)” or “(hold).”

EXAMPLE 21–12Message Store Logging –AccountDisabled

[30/Aug/2004:16:53:31 -0700] vadar imapd[13027]: Account Notice: badlogin:

[192.18.126.64:40720] plaintext user3 account disabled (hold)

Message Store Logging Example:MessageAppended
The following example shows an appendmessage, which occurs when whenever amessage is
appended to a folder. TheMessage Store log records all messages entering theMessage Store through
the ims_master and lmtp channels. Records the “append” of user ID, folder, message size, and
message ID.

EXAMPLE 21–13Message Store Logging –Append

[31/Aug/2004:16:33:14 -0700] vadar ims_master[13822]: Store Information:append:

user1:user/user1:659:<Roam.SIMC.2.0.6.1093995286.11265.user1@vadar.siroe.com>

Message Store Logging Example:MessageRetrievedby aClient
TheMessage Store log writes a “fetch”message when a client retrieves amessage. TheMessage Store
log records all client fetches of at least one body part. Records the “fetch” of user ID, folder, and
message-ID.

EXAMPLE 21–14Message Store Logging –Message Retrieved by a Client

[31/Aug/2004:15:55:26 -0700] vadar imapd[13729]: Store Information:

fetch:user1:user/user1:<Roam.SIMC.2.0.6.1093051161.3655.user1@vad.siroe.com>

Message Store Logging Example:MessageRemoved fromaFolder
EXAMPLE 21–15Message Store Logging Example:Message Removed from a Folder

TheMessage Store writes an “expunge”message when an IMAPor POPmessage is removed from a
folder (but not removed from the system). It is logged whether it is expunged by the user or a utility.
Records the “expunge” of folder andmessage ID.

31/Aug/2004:16:57:36 -0700] vadar imexpire[13923]: Store Information:

expunge:user/user1:<Roam.SIMC.2.0.6.1090458838.2929.user1@vadar.siroe.com>
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Message Store Logging Example: Duplicate LoginMessages
If you configuremessage trace for onemsgtrace log file, the normal “login”messages, which appear
in the imap and pop log files, are duplicated in themsgtrace file. The following is a normal login
message:

EXAMPLE 21–16Message Store Logging – Login

[30/Aug/2004:16:53:13 -0700] vadar imapd[13027]: Account Information: login

[192.18.126.64:40718] user1 plaintext
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Troubleshooting theMTA

This chapter describes common tools, methods, and procedures for troubleshooting theMessage
TransferAgent (MTA). It consists of the following sections:

� “StandardMTATroubleshooting Procedures” on page 700“Troubleshooting Overview” on page
699

� “StandardMTATroubleshooting Procedures” on page 700“StandardMTATroubleshooting
Procedures” on page 700

� “CommonMTAProblems and Solutions” on page 709
� “General ErrorMessages” on page 720
� “RepairingMailboxes and theMailboxes Database” on page 580 (different chapter)

Arelated topic, monitoring procedures can be found in Chapter 23

Note – Prior to reading this chapter, you should reviewChapters 5 through 10 in this guide and the
MTAconfiguration and command-line utility chapters in the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server
Administration Reference.

TroubleshootingOverview
One of the first steps in troubleshooting theMTAis to determine where to begin the diagnosis.
Depending on the problem, youmight look for errormessages in log files. In other situations, you
might check all of the standardMTAprocesses, review theMTAconfiguration, or start and stop
individual channels.Whatever approach you use, consider the following questions when
troubleshooting theMTA:

� Did configuration or environmental problems preventmessages from being accepted (for
example, disk space or quota problems)?

� WereMTAservices such as the Dispatcher and the Job Controller present at the time themessage
entered themessage queue?
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� Did network connectivity or routing problems causemessages to be stuck ormisrouted on a
remote system?

� Did the problem occur before or after amessage entered into themessage queue?

This chapter will address these questions in the subsequent sections.

StandardMTATroubleshootingProcedures
This section outlines standard troubleshooting procedures for theMTA. Follow these procedures if a
problem does not generate an errormessage, if an errormessage does not provide enough diagnostic
information, or if you want to perform general wellness checks, testing, and standardmaintenance of
theMTA.

� “Check theMTAConfiguration” on page 700
� “Check theMessage Queue Directories” on page 700
� “Check the Ownership of Critical Files” on page 701
� “Check that the Job Controller andDispatcher are Running” on page 701
� “Check the Log Files” on page 702
� “Run a Channel ProgramManually” on page 703
� “Starting and Stopping Individual Channels” on page 704
� “AnMTATroubleshooting Example” on page 705

Check theMTAConfiguration
Test your address configuration by using the imsimta test -rewrite utility. With this utility, you
can test theMTA’s address rewriting and channel mapping without actually having to send a
message. Refer to theMTACommand-line Utilities chapter in theChapter 2, “Message Transfer
Agent Command-line Utilities,” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration
Reference for more information.

The utility will normally show address rewriting that will be applied as well as the channel to which
messages will be queued. However, syntax errors in theMTAconfiguration will cause the utility to
issue an errormessage. If the output is not what you expect, youmay need to correct your
configuration.

Check theMessageQueueDirectories
Check if messages are present in theMTAmessage queue directory, typically
msg_svr_base/data/queue/. Use command-line utilities like imsimta qm to check for the presence
of expectedmessage files under theMTAmessage queue directory. Formore information on
imsimta qm, refer to theMTAcommand-line utilities chapter in the“imsimta qm” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference and “imsimta qm counters” on page 745
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If the imsimta test -rewrite output looks correct, check that messages are actually being placed in
theMTAmessage queue subdirectories. To do so, enablemessage logging (Formore information on
MTAlogging, see “ManagingMTAMessage and Connection Logs” on page 664 in the directory
/msg_svr_base/log/. You can track a specificmessage by its message ID to ensure that it is being
placed in theMTAmessage queue subdirectories. If you are unable to find themessage, youmay have
a problemwith file disk space or directory permissions.

Check theOwnership of Critical Files
You should have selected amail server user account (nobody by default) when you installed
Messaging Server. The following directories, subdirectories, and files should be owned by this
account:

/msg_svr_base/data/queue/
/msg_svr_base/log
/tmp

Commands, like the ones in the following UNIX system example, may be used to check the
protection and ownership of these directories:

ls -l -p -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/data/queue

drwx------ 6 inetuser bin 512 Feb 7 09:32 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/data/queue

ls -l -p -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/log/imta

drwx------ 2 inetuser bin 1536 Mar 10 09:00 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/log/imta

ls -l -p -d /opt/SUNWmsgsr/imta/tmp

drwx------ 2 inetuser bin 512 Feb 7 10:00 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/imta/tmp

Check that the files in /msg_svr_base/data/queue are owned by theMTAaccount by using
commands like in the following UNIX system example:

ls -l -p -R /opt/SUNWmsgsr/data/queue

Check that the JobController andDispatcher are
Running
TheMTAJob Controller handles the execution of theMTAprocessing jobs, includingmost outgoing
(master) channel jobs.

SomeMTAchannels, such as theMTA’smulti-threaded SMTP channels, include resident server
processes that process incomingmessages. These servers handle the slave (incoming) direction for
the channel. TheMTADispatcher handles the creation of suchMTAservers. Dispatcher
configuration options control the availability of the servers, the number of created servers, and how
many connections each server can handle.
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To check that the Job Controller andDispatcher are present, and to see if there areMTAservers and
processing jobs running, use the command imsimta process. Under idle conditions the command
should result in job_controller and dispatcher processes. For example:

# imsimta process

USER PID S VSZ RSS STIME TIME COMMAND

inetuser 9567 S 18416 9368 02:00:02 0:00 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/tcp_smtp_server

inetuser 6573 S 18112 5720 Jul_13 0:00 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/job_controller

inetuser 9568 S 18416 9432 02:00:02 0:00 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/tcp_smtp_server

inetuser 6574 S 17848 5328 Jul_13 0:00 /opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/dispatcher

If the Job Controller is not present, the files in the /msg_svr_base/data/queue directory will get
backed up andmessages will not be delivered. If you do not have a Dispatcher, then you will be
unable to receive any SMTP connections.

For more information on imsimta process, refer to the “imsimta process” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

If neither the Job Controller nor the Dispatcher is present, you should review the dispatcher.log-*
or job_controller.log-* file in /msg_svr_base/data/log

If the log files do not exist or do not indicate an error, start the processes by using the start-msg
command. Formore information, refer to theMTAcommand-line utilities chapter in the
“start-msg” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Note –You should not seemultiple instances of the Dispatcher or Job Controller when you run
imsimta process, unless the system is in the process of forking (fork()) child processes before it
executes (exec()) the program that needs to run. However, the time frame during such duplication
is very small.

Check the LogFiles
If MTAprocessing jobs run properly butmessages stay in themessage queue directory, you can
examine the log files to see what is happening.AllMTAlog files are created in the directory
/msg_svr_base/log. Log file name formats for variousMTAprocessing jobs are shown in Table 22–1.

TABLE 22–1MTALogFiles

File Name Log File Contents

channel_master.log-uniqueid Output of master program (usually client) for channel.

channel_slave.log-uniqueid Output of slave program (usually server) for channel.
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TABLE 22–1MTALogFiles (Continued)
File Name Log File Contents

dispatcher.log-uniqueid Dispatcher debugging. This log is created regardless if the Dispatcher DEBUG
option is set. However, to get detailed debugging information, you should set the
DEBUG option to a non-zero value.

imta ims-ms channel errormessages when there is a problem in delivery.

job_controller.log-uniqueid Job controller logging. This log is created regardless if the Job Controller DEBUG
option is set. However, to get detailed debugging information, you should set the
DEBUG option to a non-zero value.

tcp_smtp_server.log-uniqueid Debugging for the tcp_smtp_server. The information in this log is specific to
the server, not tomessages.

return.log-uniqueid Debug output for the periodicMTAmessage bouncer job; this log file is created if
the return_debug option is used in the option.dat

Note – Each log file is created with a unique ID (uniqueid) to avoid overwriting an earlier log created
by the same channel. To find a specific log file, you can use the imsimta view utility. You can also
purge older log files by using the imsimta purge command. For more information, see theMTA
command-line utilities chapter in the“imsimta purge” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference.

The channel_master.log-uniqueid and channel_slave.log-uniqueid log files will be created in any
of the following situations:

� There are errors in your current configuration.
� The master_debug or slave_debug keywords are set on the channel in the imta.cnf file.
� If mm_debug is set to a non-zero value (mm_debug > 0) in your option.dat file (in the directory:

/msg_svr_base/config/).

Formore information on debugging channel master and slave programs, see the Sun Java System
Messaging Server Administration Reference.

RunaChannel ProgramManually
When diagnosing anMTAdelivery problem it is helpful tomanually run anMTAdelivery job,
particularly after you enable debugging for one ormore channels.

The command imsimta submitwill notify theMTAJob Controller to run the channel. If debugging
is enabled for the channel in question, imsimta submitwill create a log file in directory
/msg_svr_base/log as shown in Table 22–1.
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The command imsimta runwill perform outbound delivery for the channel under the currently
active process, with output directed to your terminal. This may bemore convenient than submitting
a job, particularly if you suspect problems with job submission itself.

Note – In order tomanually run channels, the Job Controllermust be running.

For information on syntax, options, parameters, examples of imsimta submit and imsimta run

commands, refer to “CommandDescriptions” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference.

Starting andStopping Individual Channels
In some cases, stopping and starting individual channels maymakemessage queue problems easier
to diagnose and debug. Stopping amessage queue allows you to examine queuedmessages to
determine the existence of loops or spam attacks.

� ToStopOutboundProcessing (dequeueing) for a Specific Channel

Use the imsimta qm stop command to stop a specific channel. Doing so prevents you from having to
stop the JobController andhaving to recompile the configuration. In the following example, the
conversion channel is stopped:

imsimta qm stop conversion

To resume processing, use the imsimta qm start command to restart the channel. In the following
example, the conversion channel is started:

imsimta qm start conversion

For more information on the imsimta qm start and imsimta qm stop commands, see “imsimta
qm” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

ToStop InboundProcessing fromaSpecificDomainor IPAddress
(enqueuing to a channel)
You can run one of the following processes if you want to stop inboundmessage processing for a
specific domain or IP address, while returning temporary SMTP errors to client hosts. By doing so,
messages will not be held on your system. Refer to the “PART 1.MAPPINGTABLES” on page 475.

� To stop inbound processing for a specific host or domain name, add the following access rule to
the ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table in theMTAmappings file (typically
/msg_svr_base/config/mappings):

ORIG_SEND_ACCESS

*|*@sesta.com|*|* $X4.2.1|$NHost$ blocked

1

2
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By using this process, the sender’s remoteMTAwill holdmessages on their systems, continuing to
resend them periodically until you restart inbound processing.

� To stop inbound processing for a specific IP address, add the following access rule to the
PORT_ACCESSmapping table in theMTAmappings file (typically
/msg_svr_base/config/mappings):

PORT_ACCESS

TCP|*|25|IP_address_to_block|* $N500$ can’t$ connect$ now

When you want to restart inbound processing from the domain or IP address, be sure to remove
these rules from themapping tables and recompile your configuration. In addition, youmay want to
create unique errormessages for eachmapping table. Doing so will enable you to determine which
mapping table is being used.

AnMTATroubleshooting Example
This section explains how to troubleshoot a particularMTAproblem step-by-step. In this example, a
mail recipient did not receive an attachment to an email message. Note: In keeping withMIME
protocol terminology, the “attachment” is referred to as a “message part” in this section. The
aforementioned troubleshooting techniques are used to identify where and why themessage part
disappeared (See “StandardMTATroubleshooting Procedures” on page 700). By using the following
steps, you can determine the path themessage took through theMTA. In addition, you can
determine if themessage part disappeared before or after themessage entered themessage queue. To
do so, you will need tomanually stop and run channels, capturing the relevant files.

Note –The Job Controllermust be running when youmanually runmessages through the channels.

Identify theChannels in theMessagePath
By identifying which channels are in themessage path, you can apply the master_debug and
slave_debug keywords to the appropriate channels. These keywords generate debugging output in
the channels’ master and slave log files; in turn, themaster and slave debugging information will
assist in identifying the point where themessage part disappeared.

1. Add log_message_id=1 in the option.dat file in directory /msg_svr_base/config.With this
parameter, you will seemessage ID: header lines in the mail.log_current file.

2. Run imsimta cnbuild to recompile the configuration.
3. Run imsimta restart dispatcher to restart the SMTP server.
4. Have the end user resend themessage with themessage part.
5. Determine the channels that themessage passes through.

While there are different approaches to identifying the channels, the following approach is
recommended:
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a. OnUNIX platforms, use the grep command to search formessage ID: header lines in the
mail.log_current file in directory /msg_svr_base /log.

b. Once you find themessage ID: header lines, look for the E (enqueue) andD (dequeue)
records to determine the path of themessage. Refer to “Understanding theMTALog Entry
Format” on page 664 formore information on logging entry codes. See the following E andD
records for this example:

29-Aug-2001 10:39:46.44 tcp_local conversion E 2 ...

29-Aug-2001 10:39:46.44 conversion tcp_intranet E 2 ...

29-Aug-2001 10:39:46.44 tcp_intranet D 2 ...

The channel on the left is the source channel, and the channel on the right is the destination channel.
In this example, the E andD records indicate that themessage’s path went from the tcp_local
channel to the conversion channel and finally to the tcp_intranet channel.

Manually Start andStopChannels toGatherData
This section describes how tomanually start and stop channels. See “Starting and Stopping
Individual Channels” on page 704 starting and stopping the channels in themessage’s path, you are
able to save themessage and log files at different stages in theMTAprocess. These files are later used
to “To Identify the Point ofMessage Breakdown” on page 708.

� ToManually Start andStopChannels

Set the mm_debug=5 in the option.datfile in directory /msg_svr_base/config in order to provide
substantial debugging information.

Add the slave_debug and master_debug keywords to the appropriate channels in the imta.cnffile
in directory /msg_svr_base/config.

a. Use the slave_debug keyword on the inbound channel (or any channelwhere themessage is
switched to during the initial dialog) from the remote system that is sending themessagewith
themessagepart. In this example, the slave_debug keyword is added to the tcp_local channel.

b. Add the master_debug keyword to the other channels that themessagepassed through and
were identified in “Identify the Channels in theMessage Path” onpage 705would be added to
the conversion and tcp_intranet channels.

c. Run the command imsimta restart dispatcher to restart the SMTP server.

Use the imsimta qm stop and imsimta qm start commands to manually start and stop specific
channels. Formore on information by using these keywords, see “Starting and Stopping Individual
Channels” onpage 704.

To start the process of capturing themessage files, have the enduser resend themessagewith the
messagepart.
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When themessage enters a channel, themessagewill stop in the channel if it has been stoppedwith
the imsimta qm stop command. For more information, see Step Step 3.

a. Copy and rename themessage file before youmanually run the next channel in themessage’s
path. See the followingUNIX platformexample:

# cp ZZ01K7LXW76T7O9TD0TB.00 ZZ01K7LXW76T7O9TD0TB.KEEP1

Themessage file typically resides in directory similar to
/msg_svr_base/data/queue/destination_channel/001.The destination_channel is the next
channel that themessage passes through (such as: tcp_intranet). If you want to create
subdirectories (like 001, 002, and so on) in the destination_channel directory, add the subdirs
keyword to the channels.

b. It is recommended that younumber the extensions of themessage each time you trap and copy
themessage in order to identify the order inwhich themessage is processed.

Resumemessageprocessing in the channel and enqueue to the next destination channel in the
message’s path. To do so, use the imsimta qm start command.

Copy and save the corresponding channel log file (for example: tcp_intranet_master.log-*)
located in directory /msg_svr_base/log.Choose the appropriate log file that has the data for the
message you are tracking.Make sure that the file you copymatches the timestampand the subject
header for themessage as it comes into the channel. In the example of the
tcp_intranet_master.log-*, youmight save the file as tcp_intranet_master.keep so the file is
not deleted.

Repeat steps 5 - 7 until themessage has reached its final destination.

The log files you copied in Step Step 7 should correlate to themessage files that you copied in Step
Step 5. If, for example, you stopped all of the channels in themissingmessage part scenario, you
would save the conversion_master.log-* and the tcp_intranet_master.log-* files. You would
also save the source channel log file tcp_local_slave.log-*. In addition, you would save a copy of
the correspondingmessage file from each destination channel: ZZ01K7LXW76T7O9TD0TB.KEEP1 from
the conversion channel and ZZ01K7LXW76T7O9TD0TB.KEEP2 from the tcp_intranet channel.

Removedebugging options once themessage and log files have been copied.

a. Remove the slave_debug and the master_debug keywords from the appropriate channels in the
imta.cnffile in directory /msg_svr_base /config.

b. Reset the mm_debug=0, and remove log_message_id=1 in the option.datfile in directory /
msg_svr_base /config.

c. Recompile the configuration by using imsimta cnbuild.

d. Run the command imsimta restart dispatcher to restart the SMTP server.
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� To Identify thePoint ofMessageBreakdown

By the time youhave finished starting and stopping the channel programs, you should have the
followingfileswithwhich you canuse to troubleshoot the problem:

a. All copies of themessage file (for example: ZZ01K7LXW76T7O9TD0TB.KEEP1) fromeach channel
program

b. Atcp_local_slave.log-* file

c. A set of channel _master.log-* files for each destination channel

d. A set of mail.log_current records that show thepath of themessage

All files should have timestamps andmessage ID values that match themessage ID: header lines
in the mail.log_current records. Note that the exception is whenmessages are bounced back to
the sender; these bouncedmessages will have a different message ID value than the original
message.

Examine the tcp_local_slave.log-* file to determine if themessage had themessagepartwhen it
entered themessage queue.

Look at the SMTPdialog and data to see what was sent from the client machine.

If themessage part did not appear in the tcp_local_slave.log-* file, then the problem occurred
before themessage entered theMTA.As a result, themessage was enqueued without themessage
part. If this the case, the problem could have occurred on the sender’s remote SMTP server or in the
sender’s client machine.

Investigate the copies of themessage files to seewhere themessagepartwas altered ormissing.

If anymessage file showed that themessage part was altered ormissing, examine the previous
channel’s log file. For example, you should look at the conversion_master.log-* file if themessage
part in themessage entering the tcp_intranet channel was altered ormissing.

Look at the final destination of themessage.

If themessage part looks unaltered in the tcp_local_slave.log, themessage files (for example:
ZZ01K7LXW76T7O9TD0TB.KEEP1), and the channel_master.log-* files, then theMTAdid not alter
themessage and themessage part is disappearing at the next step in the path to its final destination.

If the final destination is the ims-ms channel (theMessage Store), then youmight download the
message from the server to a client machine to determine if themessage part is being dropped during
or after this transfer. If the destination channel is a tcp_* channel, then you need to go to theMTAin
themessage’s path.Assuming it is anMessaging ServerMTA, you will need to repeat the entire
troubleshooting process (See “Identify the Channels in theMessage Path” on page 705, “Manually
Start and Stop Channels to Gather Data” on page 706, and this section). If the otherMTAis not
under your administration, then the user who reported the problem should contact that particular
site.
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CommonMTAProblemsandSolutions
This sections lists common problems and solutions forMTAconfiguration and operation.

� “TLS Problems” on page 709
� “Changes to Configuration Files orMTADatabases DoNot Take Effect” on page 709
� “TheMTASends OutgoingMail but Does Not Receive IncomingMail” on page 710
� “Dispatcher (SMTP Server)Won’t Start Up” on page 710
� “Timeouts on Incoming SMTP connections” on page 710
� “Messages are Not Dequeued” on page 712
� “MTAMessages are Not Delivered” on page 715
� “Messages are Looping” on page 716
� “ReceivedMessage is Encoded” on page 717
� “Server-Side Rules (SSR)Are NotWorking” on page 718
� “Slow ResponseAfter Users Press Send Email Button” on page 719
� “Asterisks in the Local Parts ofAddresses or Received Fields” on page 719

TLSProblems
If, during SMTPdialog, the STARTTLS command returns the following error:

454 4.7.1 TLS library initialization failure

and if you have certificates installed and working for pop/imap access, check the following:

� Protections/ownerships of the certificates have to be set so mailsrv account can access the files
� The directory where the certificates are stored need to have protections/ownerships set such that

the mailsrv account can access the files within that directory.

After changing protections and installing certificates, youmust run:

stop-msg dispatcher

start-msg dispatcher

Restarting should work, but it is better to shut it down completely, install the certificates, and then
start things back up.

Changes to Configuration Files orMTADatabasesDo
Not Take Effect
If changes to your configuration, mapping, conversion, security, option, or alias files are not taking
effect, check to see if you have performed the following steps:

1. Recompile the configuration (by running imsimta cnbuild).
2. Restart the appropriate processes (like imsimta restart dispatcher).
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3. Re-establish any client connections.

TheMTASendsOutgoingMail butDoesNot Receive
IncomingMail
MostMTAchannels depend upon a slave or channel program to receive incomingmessages. For
some transport protocols that are supported by theMTA(like TCP/IP andUUCP), you need tomake
sure that the transport protocol activates theMTAslave program rather than its standard server.
Replacing the native sendmail SMTP server with theMTASMTP server is performed as a part of the
Messaging Server installation. Refer to the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4 Installation Guide for
more information.

For themulti-threaded SMTP server, the startup of the SMTP server is controlled by the Dispatcher.
If the Dispatcher is configured to use a MIN_PROCS value greater than or equal to one for the SMTP
service, then there should always be at least one SMTP server process running (and potentially more,
according to the MAX_PROCS value for the SMTP service). The imsimta process commandmay be
used to check for the presence of SMTP server processes. See “imsimta process” in Sun Java System
Messaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for more information.

Dispatcher (SMTPServer)Won’t Start Up
If the dispatcher won’t start up, first check the dispatcher.log-* for relevant errormessages. If the
log indicates problems creating or accessing the /tmp/.SUNWmsgsr.dispatcher.socket file, then
verify that the /tmp protections are set to 1777. This would show up in the permissions as follows:

drwxrwxrwt 8 root sys 734 Sep 17 12:14 tmp/

.

Also do an ls -l of the .SUNWmsgsr.dispatcher.socket file and confirm the proper ownership.
For example, if this is created by root, then it is inaccessible by inetmail.

Do not remove the .SUNWmsgsr.dispatcher.file and do not create it if it’s missing. The dispatcher
will create the file. If protections are not set to 1777, the dispatcher will not start or restart because it
won’t be able to create/access the socket file. In addition, theremay be other problems occurring not
related to theMessaging Server.

Timeouts on IncomingSMTPconnections
Timeouts on incoming SMTP connections aremost often related to system resources and their
allocation. The following techniques can be used to identify the causes of timeouts on incoming
SMTP connections:
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� To Identify theCauses of Timeouts on IncomingSMTPConnections

Check howmany simultaneous incoming SMTP connections you allow. This is controlled by the
MAX_PROCS and MAX_CONNSDispatcher settings for the SMTP service; the number of simultaneous
connections allowed is MAX_PROCS*MAX_CONNS. If you can afford the system resources, consider
raising this number if it is too low for your usage.

Another technique you canuse is to open a TELNET session.

In the following example, the user connects to 127.0.0.1 port 25. Once connected, 220 banner is
returned. For example:
telnet 127.0.0.1 25

Trying 127.0.0.1...

Connected to 127.0.0.1.

Escape character is ’^]’.

220 budgie.sesta.com --Server ESMTP (Sun Java System Messaging Server 6.1

(built May 7 2001))

If you are connected and receive a 220 banner, but additional commands (like ehlo and mail from)
do not illicit a response, then you should run imsimta test -rewrite to ensure that the
configuration is correct.

If the response timeof the 220banner is slow, and if running the pstack commandon the SMTP
server shows the following iii_res* functions (these functions indicate that a name resolution
lookup is beingperformed):

febe2c04 iii_res_send (fb7f4564, 28, fb7f4de0, 400, fb7f458c, fb7f4564) +

42c febdfdcc iii_res_query (0, fb7f4564, c, fb7f4de0, 400, 7f) + 254

then it is likely that the host has to do reverse name resolution lookups, even on a common pair like
localhost/127.0.0.1. To prevent such a performance slowdown, you should reorder your host’s
lookups in the /etc/nsswitch.conf file. To do so, change the following line in the
/etc/nsswitch.conf file from:

hosts: dns nis [NOTFOUND=return] files

to:

hosts: files dns nis [NOTFOUND=return]

Making this change in the /etc/nsswitch.conf file can improve performance as fewer SMTP
servers have to handlemessages instead ofmultiple SMTP servers having to perform unnecessary
lookups.

You can also put the slave_debug keyword on the channels handling incoming SMTPover TCP/IP
mail, usually tcp_local and tcp_intranet. After doing so, review themost recent
tcp_local_slave.log-uniqueidfiles to identify any particular characteristics of themessages that
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timeout. For example, if incomingmessageswith large numbers of recipients are timing out,
consider using the expandlimit keyword on the channel.

Remember that if your system is overloaded and overextended, timeouts will be difficult to avoid
entirely.

Messages areNotDequeued
Errors encountered during TCP/IP delivery are often transient; theMTAwill generally retain
messages when problems are encountered and retry them periodically. It is normal on large networks
to experience periodic outages on certain hosts while other host connections work fine. To verify the
problem, examine the log files for errors relating to delivery attempts. Youmay see errormessages
such as, “Fatal error from smtp_open.” Such errors are not uncommon and are usually associated
with a transient network problem. To debug TCP/IP network problems, use utilities like PING,
TRACEROUTE, andNSLOOKUP.

The following example shows the steps youmight use to see why amessage is sitting in the queue
awaiting delivery to xtel.co.uk. To determine why themessage is not being dequeued, you can
recreate the steps theMTAuses to deliver SMTPmail on TCP/IP.

% nslookup -query=mx xtel.co.uk (Step 1)

Server: LOCALHOST

Address: 127.0.0.1

Non-authoritative answer:

XTEL.CO.UK preference = 10, mail exchanger = nsfnet-relay.ac.uk (Step 2)

% telnet nsfnet-relay.ac.uk 25 (Step 3)
Trying... [128.86.8.6]

telnet: Unable to connect to remote host: Connection refused

1. Use the NSLOOKUPutility to see whatMX records, if any, exist for this host. If noMX records
exist, then you should try connecting directly to the host. If MX records do exist, then youmust
connect to the designatedMX relays. TheMTAhonorsMX information preferentially, unless
explicitly configured not to do so. See also “TCP/IPMXRecord Support” on page 342.

2. In this example, the DNS (DomainName Service) returned the name of the designatedMX relay
for xtel.co.uk. This is the host to which theMTAwill actually connect. If more than oneMX
relay is listed, theMTAwill try eachMX record in succession, with the lowest preference value
tried first.

3. If you do have connectivity to the remote host, you should check if it is accepting inbound SMTP
connections by using TELNET to the SMTP server port 25.
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Note – If you use TELNETwithout specifying the port, youwill discover that the remote host
accepts normal TELNET connections. This does not indicate that it accepts SMTP connections;
many systems accept regular TELNET connections but refuse SMTP connections and vice versa.
Consequently, you should always do your testing against the SMTPport.

In the previous example, the remote host is refusing connections to the SMTPport. This is why
theMTAfails to deliver themessage. The connectionmay be refused due to amisconfiguration of
the remote host or some sort of resource exhaustion on the remote host. In this case, nothing can
be done to locally to resolve the problem. Typically, you should let theMTAcontinue to retry the
message.

If you are runningMessaging Server on a TCP/IP network that does not use DNS, you can skip the
first two steps. Instead, you can use TELNET to directly access the host in question. Be careful to use
the same host name that theMTAwould use. Look at the relevant log file from theMTA’s last attempt
to determine the host name. If you are using host files, you shouldmake sure that the host name
information is correct. It is strongly recommended that you use DNS instead of host names.

Note that if you test connectivity to a TCP/IP host and encounter no problems using interactive tests,
it is quite likely that the problem has simply been resolved since theMTAlast tried to deliver the
message. You can re-run the imsimta submit tcp_channel on the appropriate channel to see if
messages are being dequeued.

ToCreate aNewChannel
In certain circumstances, a remote domain can break down and the volume ofmail addressed to this
server can be so great that the outgoing channel queue will fill up withmessages that cannot be
delivered. TheMTAtries to redeliver thesemessages periodically (the frequency and number of the
retries is configurable using the backoff keywords) and under normal circumstances, no action is
needed. However, if toomanymessages get stuck in the queue, othermessagesmay not get delivered
in a timelymanner because all the channel jobs are working to process the backlog of messages that
cannot be delivered.

In this situation, you can reroute thesemessages to a new channel running in its own job controller
pool. This will avoid contention for processing and allow the other channels to deliver their
messages. This procedure is described below.We assume a domain called siroe.com

� ToCreate aNewChannel

Create a new channel called tcp_siroe-daemon and add anewvalue for the pool keyword.

Channels are created in the channel block section of /msg_svr_base/config/imta.cnf. The channel
should have the same channel keywords on your regular outgoing tcp_* channel. Typically, this is
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the tcp_local channel, which handles all outbound (internet) traffic. Since siroe.com is out on the
internet, this is the channel to emulate. The new channel may look something like this:
tcp_siroe smtp nomx single_sys remotehost inner allowswitchchannel \

dentnonenumeric subdirs 20 maxjobs 7 pool SMTP_SIROE maytlsserver \

maysaslserver saslswitchchannel tcp_auth missingrecipientpolicy 0 \

tcp_siroe-daemon

Note the new keyword-value pair pool SMTP_SIROE. This specifies that messages to this channel
will only use computer resources from the SMTP_SIROE pool. Note also that a blank line is required
before and after the new channel.

Add two rewrite rules to the rewrite rule section of the imta.cnf file to direct email destined for
siroe.com to the new channel.
The new rewrite rules look like this:
siroe.com $U%$D@tcp_siroe-daemon

.siroe.com $U%$H$D@tcp_siroe-daemon

These rewrite rules will direct messages to siroe.com (including addresses like host1.siroe.com or
hostA.host1.siroe.com) to the new channel whose official host name is tcp_siroe-daemon. The
rewriting part of these rules, $U%$D and $U%$H$D, retain the original addresses of themessages.
$U copies the user name from original address. % is the separator—the@ between the username and
domain. $H copies the unmatched portion of host/domain specification at the left of dot in pattern.
$D copies the portion of domain specification that matched.

Define a new job controller pool called SMTP_SIROE.
In /msg_svr_base/config/job_controller.cnf add the following:
[POOL=SMTP_SIROE]

job_limit=10

This creates amessage resource pool called SMTP_SIROE that allows up to 10 jobs to be
simultaneously run. Be sure not to leave any blank lines between this pool definition and the others.
See “The Job Controller” on page 189 for details on jobs and pools.

Restart theMTA.
Issue the command: imsimta refresh

This recompiles the configuration and restarts the job controller and dispatcher.

In this example, a large quantity of email from your internal users is destined for a particular remote
site called siroe.com. For some reason, siroe.com, is temporarily unable to accept incoming SMTP
connections and thus cannot deliver email. (This type of situation is not a rare occurence.)

As email destined for siroe.com comes in, the outgoing channel queue, typically tcp_local, will fill
up withmessages that cannot be delivered. TheMTAtries to redeliver thesemessages periodically
(the frequency and number of the retries is configurable using the backoff keywords) and under
normal circumstances, no action is needed.
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However, if toomanymessages get stuck in the queue, othermessagesmay not get delivered in a
timelymanner because all the channel jobs are working to process the backlog of siroe.com
messages. In this situation, youmay wish reroute siroe.commessages to a new channel running in
its own job controller pool (see “The Job Controller” on page 189). This will allow the other channels
to deliver their messages without having to contend for processing resources used by siroe.com
messages. Creating a new channel to address this situation is described below.

MTAMessages areNotDelivered
In addition tomessage transport problems, there are two common problems which can result in
unprocessedmessages in themessage queues:

1. The queue cache is not synchronized with themessages in the queue directories. Message files in
theMTAqueue subdirectories that are awaiting delivery are entered into an in-memory queue
cache.When channel programs run, they consult this queue cache to determine whichmessages
to deliver in their queues. There are circumstances where there aremessage files in the queue, but
there is no corresponding queue cache entry.

a. To check if a particular file is in the queue cache, you can use the imsimta cache -view
utility; if the file is not in the queue cache, then the queue cache needs to be synchronized.
The queue cache is normally synchronized every four hours. If required, you canmanually
resynchronize the cache by using the command imsimta cache -sync. Once synchronized,
the channel programs will process the originally unprocessedmessages after newmessages
are processed. If you want to change the default (4 hours), you shouldmodify the
job_controller.cnf file in directory /msg_svr_base/config by adding
sync_time=timeperiodwhere timeperiod reflects how often the queue cache is synchronized.
Note that the timeperiodmust be greater than 30minutes. In the following example, the
queue cache synchronization is modified to 2 hours by adding the sync_time=02:00 to the
global defaults section of the job_controller.cnf:

! VERSION=5.0

!IMTA job controller configuration file

!

!Global defaults

tcp_port=27442

secret=N1Y9[HzQKW

slave_command=NULL

sync_time=02:00

You can run imsimta submit channel to clear out the backlog of messages after running
imsimta cache -sync. It is important to note that clearing out the channel may take a long
time if the backlog of messages is large (greater than 1000).

For summarized queue cache information, run imsimta qm -maint dir -database -total.
b. If after synchronizing the queue cache, messages are still not being delivered, you should

restart the Job Controller. To do so, use the imsimta restart job_controller command.
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Restarting the Job Controller will cause themessage data structure to be rebuilt from the
message queues on disk.

Caution –Restarting the Job Controller is a drastic step and should only be performed after all
other avenues have been thoroughly exhausted.

Refer “The Job Controller” on page 189 formore information on the Job Controller.
2. Channel processing programs fail to run because they cannot create their processing log file.

Check the access permissions, disk space and quotas.

Messages are Looping
If theMTAdetects that amessage is looping, that message will be sidelined as a .HELD file. See
“Diagnosing and Cleaning up .HELDMessages” on page 717. Certain cases can lead tomessage
loops which theMTAcan not detect.

The first step is to determine why themessages are looping. You should look at a copy of the problem
message file while it is in theMTAqueue area,MTAmail log entries (if you have the logging channel
keyword enabled in yourMTAconfiguration file for the channels in question) relating to the
problemmessage, andMTAchannel debug log files for the channels in question. Determining the
From: and To: addresses for the problemmessage, seeing the Received: header lines, and seeing the
message structure (type of encapsulation of themessage contents), can all help pinpoint which sort
of message loop case you are encountering.

Some of themore common cases include:

1. Apostmaster address is broken.
TheMTArequires that the postmaster address be a functioning address that can receive email. If
a message to the postmaster is looping, check that your configuration has a proper postmaster
address pointing to an account that can receivemessages.

2. Stripping of Received: header lines is preventing theMTAfrom detecting themessage loop.
Normal detection ofmessage loops is based on Received: header lines. If Received: header lines
are being stripped (either explicitly on theMTAsystem itself, or on another system like a
firewall), it can interfere with proper detection ofmessage loops. In these scenarios, check that no
undesired stripping of Received: header lines is occurring.Also, check for the underlying reason
why themessages are looping. Possible reasons include: a problem in the assignment of system
names or a system not configured to recognize a variant of its own name, a DNS problem, a lack
of authoritative addressing information on the system in question, or a user address forwarding
error.

3. Incorrect handling of notificationmessages by othermessaging systems are generating
reencapsulatedmessages in response to notificationmessages.
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Internet standards require that notificationmessages (reports of messages being delivered, or
messages bouncing) have an empty envelope From: address to preventmessage loops. However,
somemessaging systems do not correctly handle such notificationmessages.When forwarding
or bouncing notificationmessages, thesemessaging systemsmay insert a new envelope From:
address. This can then lead tomessage loops. The solution is to fix themessaging system that is
incorrectly handling the notificationmessages.

Diagnosing andCleaningup .HELDMessages
If theMTAdetects that messages are bouncing between servers or channels, delivery is halted and the
messages are stored in a file with the suffix .HELD in /msg_svr_base/data/queue/channel. Typically,
a message loop occurs because each server or channel thinks the other is responsible for delivery of
themessage.

For example, an end usermay set an option to forwardmessages on two separatemail hosts to one
another. On his sesta.com account, the end-user enables mail forwarding to his varrius.com
account.And, forgetting that he has enabled this setting, he sets mail forwarding on his varrius.com
account to his sesta.com account.

A loop can also occur with a faultyMTAconfiguration. For example,MTAHost X thinks that
messages for mail.sesta.com go toHost Y. However, Host Y thinks that Host X should handle
messages for mail.sesta.com; as a result, Host Y returns themail to Host X.

In these cases, themessage is ignored by theMTAand no further delivery is attempted.When such a
problem occurs, look at the header lines in themessage to determine which server or channel is
bouncing themessage. Fix the entry as needed.

You can also retry the .HELDmessage by running imsimta qm release or following these steps:

1. Rename the .HELD extension to any 2 digit number other than 00. For example, .HELD to .06.

Note –Before renaming the .HELDfile, be sure that themessage has stopped looping.

2. Run imsimta cache -sync. Running this command will update the cache.
3. Run imsimta submit channel or imsimta run channel.

It may be necessary to perform these stepsmultiple times, since themessagemay again bemarked as
.HELD, because the Received: header lines accumulate.

ReceivedMessage is Encoded
Messages sent by theMTAare received in an encoded format. For example:

Date: Wed, 04 Jul 2001 11:59:56 -0700 (PDT)

From: "Desdemona Vilalobos" <Desdemona@sesta.com>

To: santosh@varrius.com
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Subject: test message with 8bit data

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=ISO-8859-1

Content-transfer-encoding: QUOTED-PRINTABLE

2=00So are the Bo=F6tes Void and the Coal Sack the same?=

These messages appear unencoded when read with theMTAdecoder command imsimta decode.
Refer to the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server Administration Reference for more information.

The SMTPprotocol only allows the transmission ofASCII characters (a seven-bit character set) as
set forth by RFC 821. In fact, the unnegotiated transmission of eight-bit characters is illegal via
SMTP, and it is known to cause a variety of problems with some SMTP servers. For example, SMTP
servers can go into compute bound loops.Messages are sent over and over again. Eight-bit
characters can crash SMTP servers. Finally, eight-bit character sets can wreak havoc with browsers
andmailboxes that cannot handle eight-bit data.

An SMTP client used to only have three options when handling amessage containing eight-bit data:
return themessage to the sender as undeliverable, encode themessage, or send it in direct violation
of RFC 821. But with the advent ofMIME and the SMTP extensions, there are now standard
encodings whichmay be used to encode eight-bit data by using theASCII character set.

In the previous example, the recipient received an encodedmessage with aMIME content type of
TEXT/PLAIN. The remote SMTP server (to which theMTASMTP client transferred themessage)
did not support the transfer of eight-bit data. Since the original message contained eight-bit
characters, theMTAhad to encode themessage.

Server-SideRules (SSR)AreNotWorking
Afilter consists of one ormore conditional actions to apply to amail message. Since the filters are
stored and evaluated on the server, they are often referred to as server-side rules (SSR).

This section includes information on the following SSR topics:

� “Testing Your SSR Rules” on page 718
� “Common Syntax Problems” on page 719

See also “ToDebugUser-level Filters” on page 503.

TestingYour SSRRules
� To check theMTA’s user filters, use the command:

# imsimta test -rewrite -debug -filter user@domain

In the output, look for the following information:
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mmc_open_url called to open ssrf:user@ims-ms
URL with quotes stripped: ssrd: user@ims-ms

Determined to be a SSRD URL.

Identifier: user@ims-ms-daemon
Filter successfully obtained.

� In addition, you can add the slave_debug keyword to the tcp_local channel to see how a filter is
applied. The results are displayed in the tcp_local_slave.log file. Be sure to add mm_debug=5 in
the option.dat file in directory /msg_svr_base/config in order to get sufficient debugging
information.

CommonSyntaxProblems
� If there is a syntax problemwith the filter, then look for the followingmessage in the

tcp_local_slave.log-* file:
Error parsing filter expression:...

� If the filter is good, then filter information will be at the end of the output.
� If the filter is bad, then the following error will be at the end of the output:Address list

error -- 4.7.1 Filter syntax error: desdaemona@sesta.com

Also, if the filter is bad, then the SMTPRCPTTO commandwill return a temporary error
response code:

RCPT TO: user@domain
452 4.7.1 Filter syntax error

SlowResponseAfterUsers Press SendEmail Button
If users are experiencing delays when they sendmessages, it may be because disk input/output is
reduced due to insufficiently sizedmessage queue disks.When users press the SEND button on their
email client, theMTAwill not fully accept receipt of themessage until themessage has been
committed to themessage queue. Information onmessage queue sizing can be found at

Asterisks in the Local Parts ofAddresses or Received
Fields
TheMTAnow checks for 8-bit characters (instead of just ASCII characters) in the local parts of
addresses as well as the received fields it constructs and replaces themwith asterisks.
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General ErrorMessages
When theMTAfails to start, general errormessages appear at the command line. In this section,
common general errormessages will be described and diagnosed.

Note – To diagnose your ownMTAconfiguration, use the imsimta test -rewrite -debug utility to
examine yourMTA’s address rewriting and channel mapping process. By using this utility allows you
to check the configuration without actually sending amessage. See “Check theMTAConfiguration”
on page 700.

MTAsubcomponents might also issue other errormessages that are not described in this chapter.
You should refer to the chapters onMTAcommand-line utilities and configuration in the Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server Administration Reference and chapters 5 through 10 formore information
on each subcomponent. This section includes the following types of errors:

� “Errors inmm_init” on page 720
� “Compiled Configuration VersionMismatch” on page 723
� “Swap Space Errors” on page 723
� “File open or create errors” on page 724
� “Illegal Host/Domain Errors” on page 724
� “Errors in SMTP channels, os_smtp_* errors” on page 725

Errors inmm_init
An error inmm_init generally indicates anMTAconfiguration problem. If you run the imsimta
test -rewrite utility, these errors will be displayed. Other utilities like imsimta cnbuild, a channel,
a server, or a browsermight also return such an error.

Commonly encounteredmm_init errors include:

� “bad equivalence for alias. . .” on page 720
� “cannot open alias include file. . .” on page 721
� “duplicate aliases found. . .” on page 721
� “duplicate host in channel table. . .” on page 721
� “duplicate mapping name found. . .” on page 721
� “mapping name is too long. . .” on page 721
� “error initializing ch_ facility compiled character set versionmismatch” on page 722
� “error initializing ch_ facility no room in. . .” on page 722
� “local host alias or proper name too long for system. . .” on page 722
� “no equivalence addresses for alias. . .” on page 722
� “no official host name for channel. . .” on page 722
� “official host name is too long” on page 722

badequivalence for alias. . .
The right hand side of an alias file entry is improperly formatted.
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cannot openalias includefile. . .
Afile included into the alias file cannot be opened.

duplicate aliases found. . .
Two alias file entries have the same left hand side. You will need to find and eliminate the duplication.
Look for an error message that says error line #XXX where XXX is a line number. You can fix the
duplicated alias on the line.

duplicate host in channel table. . .
This errormessage indicates that you have two channel definitions in theMTAconfiguration that
both have the same official host name.

Note that an extraneous blank line in the rewrite rules (upper portion) of yourMTAconfiguration
file (imta.cnf) causes theMTAto interpret the remainder of the configuration file as channel
definitions.Make sure that the very first line of the file is not a blank. Since there are oftenmultiple
rewrite rules with the same pattern (left-hand side), this then causesMTAto interpret them as
channel definitions with non-unique official host names. Check yourMTAconfiguration for any
channel definitions with duplicate official host names and for any improper blank lines in the upper
(rewrite rules) portion of the file.

duplicatemappingname found. . .
Thismessage indicates that twomapping tables have the same name, and one of the duplicate
mapping tables needs to be removed. However, formatting errors in themapping filemay cause the
MTAto wrongly interpret something as amapping table name. For example, failure to properly
indent amapping table entry will cause theMTAto think that the left hand side of the entry is
actually amapping table name. Check yourmapping file for general form and check themapping
table names.

Note –Ablank line should precede and follow any line with amapping table name. However, no
blank lines should be interspersed among the entries of amapping table.

mappingname is too long. . .
This errormeans that amapping table name is too long and needs to be shortened. Formatting errors
in themapping filemay cause theMTAto wrongly interpret something as amapping table name. For
example, failure to properly indent amapping table entry will cause theMTAto think that the left
hand side of the entry is actually amapping table name. Check yourmapping file andmapping table
names.
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error initializing ch_ facility compiled character set versionmismatch
If you see this message, you need to recompile and reinstall your compiled character set tables
through the command imsimta chbuild. See the “imsimta chbuild” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for more information.

error initializing ch_ facility no room in. . .
This errormessage generally means that you need to resize yourMTAcharacter set internal tables
and then rebuild the compiled character set tables with the following commands:

imsimta chbuild -noimage -maximum -option

imsimta chbuild

Verify that nothing else needs to be recompiled or restarted beforemaking this change. Refer to
“imsimta chbuild” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference for more
information on imsimta chbuild.

local host alias or proper name too long for system. . .
This error indicates that a local host alias or proper name is too long (the optional right hand side in
the second or subsequent names in a channel block). However, certain syntax errors earlier in the
MTAconfiguration file (an extraneous blank line in the rewrite rules, for instance)may causeMTA
to wrongly interpret something as a channel definition.Aside from checking the indicated line of the
configuration file, also check above that line for other syntax errors. In particular, if the line in which
MTAissues this error is intended as a rewrite rule, then be sure to check for extraneous blank lines
above it.

noequivalence addresses for alias. . .
An entry in the alias file is missing a right hand side (translation value).

noofficial host name for channel. . .
This error indicates that a channel definition block is missing the required second line (the official
host name line). See the chapters onMTAconfiguration and command-line utilities in the Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server Administration Reference and Chapter 12 formore information on channel
definition blocks.Ablank line is required before and after each channel definition block, but a blank
linemust not be present between the channel name and official host name lines of the channel
definition.Also note that blank lines are not permitted in the rewrite rules portion of theMTA
configuration file.

official host name is too long
The official host name for a channel (second line of the channel definition block) is limited to 128
octets in length. If you are trying to use a longer official host name on a channel, shorten it to a place
holder name, and then use a rewrite rule tomatch the longer name to the short official host name.
Youmay see this scenario if you work with the l (local) channel host name. For example:
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Original l Channel:
!delivery channel to local /var/mail store

l subdirs 20 viaaliasrequired maxjobs 7 pool LOCAL_POOL

walleroo.pocofronitas.thisnameismuchtoolongandreallymakesnosensebutitisan

example.monkey.gorilla.orangutan.antidisestablismentarianism.newt.salaman

der.lizard.gecko.komododragon.com

Create Place Holder:
!delivery channel to local /var/mail store

l subdirs 20 viaaliasrequired maxjobs 7 pool LOCAL_POOL

newt

Create Rewrite Rule:
newt.salamander.lizard.gecko.komododragon.com $U%$D@newt

Note that when using the l (local) channel, you will need to use a REVERSEmapping table. Refer to
theMTAconfiguration chapter in the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server Administration Reference
for information on usage and syntax.

Certain syntax errors earlier in theMTAconfiguration file (for example, an extraneous blank line in
the rewrite rules) may cause theMTAto wrongly interpret something as a channel definition. This
could result in an intended rewrite rule being interpreted as an official host name. Besides checking
the indicated line of the configuration file, also check above that line for other syntax errors. In
particular, if the line on which theMTAissues this error is intended as a rewrite rule, be sure to check
for extraneous blank lines above it.

CompiledConfigurationVersionMismatch
One of the functions of the imsimta cnbuild utility is to compile MTAconfiguration information
into an image that can be quickly loaded. The compiled format is quite rigidly defined and often
changes substantially between different versions of theMTA.Minor changesmight occur as part of
patch releases.

When such changes occur, an internal version field is also changed so that incompatible formats can
be detected. TheMTAcomponents will halt with the above error when an incompatible format is
detected. The solution to this problem is to generate a new, compiled configuration with the
command imsimta cnbuild.

It is also a good idea to use the imsimta restart command to restart any resident MTAserver
processes, so they can obtain updated configuration information.

SwapSpace Errors
To ensure proper operation, it is important to configure enough swap space on yourmessaging
system. The amount of required swap space will vary depending on your configuration.Ageneral
tuning recommendation is that the amount of swap space should be at least three times the amount
of mainmemory.
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An errormessage such as the following indicates a lack of swap space:

jbc_channels: chan_execute [1]: fork failed: Not enough space

Youmight see this error in the Job Controller log file. Other swap space errors will vary depending on
your configuration.

Use the following commands to determine howmuch swap space you have left and determine how
much you have used:

� Solaris systems: swap -s (at the time MTAprocesses are busy), ps -elf, or tail
/var/adm/messages

� HP-UX systems: swapinfo or tail /var/adm/syslog/syslog.log

File openor create errors
In order to send amessage, theMTAreads configuration files and creates message files in theMTA
message queue directories. Configuration files must be readable by theMTAor any programwritten
against theMTA’s SDKs. During installation, proper permissions are assigned to these files. The
MTAutilities and procedures which create configuration files also assign permissions. If the files are
protected by the systemmanager, other privileged user, or through some site-specific procedure, the
MTAmay not be able to read configuration information. This will result in “File open” errors or
unpredictable behavior. The imsimta test -rewrite utility reports additional information when it
encounters problems reading configuration files. See “imsimta test” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

If theMTAappears to function from privileged accounts but not from unprivileged accounts, then
file permissions in theMTAtable directory are likely the cause of the problem. Check the
permissions on configuration files and their directories. See “Check the Ownership of Critical Files”
on page 701.

“File create” errors usually indicate a problemwhile creating amessage file in anMTAmessage queue
directory. See “Check theMessage Queue Directories” on page 700 to diagnose file creation
problems.

Illegal Host/Domain Errors
Youmay see this error when an address is provided to theMTAthrough a browser. Or, the errormay
be deferred and returned as part of an error returnmail message. In both cases, this errormessage
indicates that theMTAis not able to deliver mail to the specified host. To determine why themail is
not being sent to the specified host, you should follow these troubleshooting procedures:

� Verify that the address in question is notmisspelled, is not transcribed incorrectly, or does not use
the name of a host or domain that no longer exists.
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� Run the address in question through the imsimta test -rewrite utility. If this utility also
returns an “illegal host/domain” error on the address, thenMTAhas no rules in the imta.cnf file
and related files to handle the address. Verify that you have configuredMTAcorrectly, that you
answered all configuration questions appropriately, and that you have kept your configuration
information up to date.

� If imsimta test -rewrite does not encounter an error on the address, then MTA is able to
determine how to handle the address, but the network transport will not accept it. You can
examine the appropriate log files from the delivery attempt for additional details. Transient
network routing or name service errors should not result in returned errormessages, though it is
possible for badlymisconfigured domain name servers to cause these problems.

� If you are on the Internet, check that you have properly configured your TCP/IP channel to
supportMX record lookups.Many domain addresses are not directly accessible on the Internet
and require that yourmail system correctly resolveMX entries. If you are on the Internet and
your TCP/IP is configured to supportMX records, you should have configured theMTAto
enableMX support; see TCP/IPConnection andDNS Lookup Support “TCP/IPConnection and
DNS Lookup Support” on page 337 formore information. If your TCP/IP package is not
configured to supportMX record lookups, then you will not be able to reachMX-only domains.

Errors in SMTPchannels, os_smtp_* errors
Errors such as the following are not necessarilyMTAerrors: os_smtp_* errors like os_smtp_open,
os_smtp_read, and os_smtp_write errors. These errors are generated when theMTAreports a
problem encountered at the network layer. For example, an os_smtp_open errormeans that the
network connection to the remote side could not be opened. TheMTAmay be configured to connect
to an invalid system because of addressing errors or channel configuration errors. The os_smtp_*
errors are commonly due to DNS or network connectivity problems, particularly if this was a
previously working channel or address. os_smtp_read or os_smtp_write errors are usually an
indication that the connection was aborted by the other side or due to network problems.

Network andDNS problems are often transient in nature. The occasional os_smtp_* error is usually
nothing to be concerned about. However, if you are consistently seeing these errors, it may be an
indication of an underlying network problem.

To obtainmore information about a particular os_smtp_* error, enable debugging on the channel in
question. Investigate the debug channel log file that will show details of the attempted SMTP
dialogue. In particular, look at the timing of when a network problem occurred during the SMTP
dialogue. The timingmay suggest the type of network or remote side issue. In some cases, youmay
also want to perform network level debugging (for example, TCP/IP packet tracing) to determine
what was sent or received.
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MonitoringMessaging Server

Inmost cases, a well-planned, well-configured server will performwithout extensive intervention
from an administrator.As an administrator, however, it is your job tomonitor the server for signs of
problems. This chapter describes themonitoring of theMessaging Server. It consists of the following
sections:

� “DailyMonitoring Tasks” on page 728
� “Monitoring System Performance” on page 729
� “Monitoring theMTA” on page 732
� “MonitoringMessageAccess” on page 735
� “Monitoring LDAPDirectory Server” on page 734
� “Monitoring theMessage Store” on page 737
� “Utilities and Tools forMonitoring” on page 738

Troubleshooting procedures can be found in Chapter 22

AutomaticMonitoring andRestart
Messaging Server provides a way to transparentlymonitor services and automatically restart them if
they crash or become unresponsive (the services hangs or freeze up). It canmonitor all message
store,MTA, andMMP services including the IMAP, POP, HTTP, job controller, dispatcher, and
MMP servers. It does notmonitor other services such as SMS or TCP/SNMP servers. (TCP/SNMP is
monitored by the job controller.) Refer to “Automatic Restart of Failed or Unresponsive Services”
on page 111 and “Monitoring Usingmsprobe and watcher Functions” on page 746.
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DailyMonitoring Tasks
Themost important tasks you should perform on a daily basis are checking postmaster mail,
monitoring the log files, and setting up the stored utility. These tasks are described below.

CheckingpostmasterMail
Messaging Server has a predefined administrativemailing list set up for postmaster email.Any users
who are part of this mailing list will automatically receivemail addressed to postmaster.

The rules for postmaster mail are defined in RFC822, which requires every email site to accept mail
addressed to a user ormailing list named postmaster and that mail sent to this address be delivered to
a real person.All messages sent to postmaster@host.domain are sent to a postmaster account or
mailing list.

Typically, the postmaster address is where users should send email about their mail service.As
postmaster, youmight receivemail from local users about server response time, from other server
administrators who are encountering problems sendingmail to your server, and so on. You should
check postmaster mail daily.

You can also configure the server to send certain errormessages to the postmaster address. For
example, when theMTAcannot route or deliver amessage, you can be notified via email sent to the
postmaster address. You can also send exception condition warnings (low disk space, poor server
response) to postmaster.

Monitoring andMaintaining the LogFiles
Messaging Server creates a separate set of log files for each of themajor protocols or services it
supports including SMTP, IMAP, POP, andHTTP. These are located inmsg_svr_base/data/log. You
shouldmonitor the log files on a routine basis--especially if you are having problems with the server.

Be aware that logging can impact server performance. Themore verbose the logging you specify, the
more disk space your log files will occupy for a given amount of time. You should define effective but
realistic log rotation, expiration, and backup policies for your server. For information about defining
logging policies for your server, see Chapter 21.

SettingUp themsprobeUtility
The msprobe utility automatically performsmonitoring and restart functions. For further
information see “Monitoring Usingmsprobe and watcher Functions” on page 746
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Monitoring SystemPerformance
This chapter focuses onMessaging Servermonitoring, however, you will also need tomonitor the
system onwhich the server resides.Awell-configured server cannot performwell on a poorly-tuned
system, and symptoms of server failuremay be an indication that the hardware is not powerful
enough to serve the email load. This chapter does not provide all the details formonitoring system
performance asmany of these procedures are platform specific andmay require that you refer to the
platform specific system documentation. The following procedures are described here for
performancemonitoring:

� “Monitoring End-to-endMessage Delivery Times” on page 729
� “Monitoring Disk Space” on page 729
� “Monitoring CPUUsage” on page 732

Monitoring End-to-endMessageDelivery Times
Email needs to be delivered on time. This may be a service agreement requirement, but also it is good
policy to havemail delivered as quickly as possible. Slow end-to-end times could indicate a number
of things. It may be that the server is not working properly, or that certain times of the day experience
overwhelmingmessage loads, or that the existing hardware resources are being pushed beyond their
capacity.

Symptomsof Poor End-to-endMessageDelivery Times
Mail takes a longer period of time to be delivered than normal.

ToMonitor End-to-endMessageDelivery Times
� Use any facility that sends amessage and receives it. Compare the headers times between server

hops, and times between point of origin and retrieval. See “immonitor-access” on page 738.

MonitoringDisk Space
Inadequate disk space is one of themost common causes of themail server problems and failure.
Without space to write to theMTAqueues or to themessage store, themail server will fail. In
addition, unless log files aremonitored and cleaned up, they can grow uncontrollably filling up all
disk space.

Message store partitions grow as newmessages are delivered to themailboxes; for example, if
message store quotas are not enforced, themessage store can outgrow the disk space available for a
partition.Another cause of running out of disk space are theMTAmessage queues growing too large.
A third area of concern is if a problem occurs with the log filemonitoring facilities and the log files
growing uncontrollably. (Note that there are a number of log files such as LDAP,MTA, andMessage
Access, and that each of these log files can be stored on different disks.)
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SymptomsofDisk SpaceProblems
Different symptoms can occur depending on which disk or partition is running out of space.MTA
queues can overflow and reject SMTP connections, messagesmight remain in the ims_master queue
and not be not delivered to themessage store, and log files can overflow.

If a message store partition fills up, message access daemons can fail, andmessage store data can be
corrupted.Message storemaintenance utilities such as imexpire and reconstruct can repair the
damage and reduce disk usage. However, these utilities require additional disk space, and repairing a
partition that has filled an entire disk can potentially cause down time.

ToMonitorDisk Space
Depending upon the system configuration youmay need tomonitor various disks and partitions.
For example,MTAqueuesmay reside on one disk/partition, message stores may reside on another,
and log files may reside on yet another. Each of these spaces will requiremonitoring and themethods
tomonitor these spacesmay differ.

Messaging Server provides specificmethods formonitoringmessage store disk usage and preventing
partitions from filling up all available disk space.

You can take the following steps tomonitor themessage store’s use of disk space:

� Set parameters tomonitormessage store disk usage
� Lockmessage store partitions when a disk-usage threshold is reached

For details, see the sections that follow: “Monitoring theMessage Store” on page 730 and
“MonitoringMessage Store Partitions” on page 731.

Monitoring theMessage Store

It is recommended that message store disk usage not exceed 75% capacity. You canmonitormessage
store disk usage by configuring the following alarm attributes using the configutil utility:

� alarm.diskavail.msgalarmstatinterval

� alarm.diskavail.msgalarmthreshold

� alarm.diskavail.msgalarmwarninginterval

� alarm.diskavail.msgalarmdescription

By setting these parameters, you can specify how often the system shouldmonitor disk space and
under what circumstances the system should send a warning. For example, if you want the system to
monitor disk space every 600 seconds, specify the following command:

configutil -o alarm.diskavail.msgalarmstatinterval -v 600

If you want to receive a warning whenever available disk space falls below 20%, specify the following
command:

configutil -o alarm.diskavail.msgalarmthreshold -v 20
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Refer to Table 23–6 formore information on these parameters.

MonitoringMessage Store Partitions

You can halt messages from being delivered to amessage store partition when the partition fills more
than a specified percentage of available disk space. This is done by setting two configutil
parameters to enable the feature and specify the disk-usage threshold.

With this feature, themessage store daemonmonitors the partition’s disk usage.As disk usage
increases, the store daemon dynamically checks the partitionmore frequently (ranging from once
every 100minutes to once aminute).

If disk usage goes higher than the specified threshold, the store daemon:

� Locks the partition. Incomingmessages are held in theMTAmessage queue, but not delivered to
themailboxes in themessage store partition.

� Logs amessage to the default log file.
� Sends an email notification to the postmaster. (You can change the recipient of the email by

setting the configutil parameter alarm.msgalarmnoticercpt.)

When disk usage falls below the threshold, the partition is unlocked, andmessages are again
delivered to the store.

The configutil parameters are as follows:

� local.store.checkdiskusage enables the partition-monitoring feature.
Allowable values: yes, no
Default value: yes

� local.store.diskusagethreshold specifies the disk-usage threshold. The value of
local.store.diskusagethreshold is a percentage from 1 to 99.
Default value: 99

You should set the disk-usage threshold to a percentage low enough to give you time to repartition or
assignmore disk space to the local message store.

For example, suppose a partition fills up disk space at a rate of 2 percent per hour, and it takes an
hour to allocate additional disk space for the local message store. In this case, you should set the
disk-usage threshold to a value lower than 98 percent.

Monitoring theMTAQueues and Logging Space

Youwill need tomonitorMTAqueue disk and logging space disk usage.

For information onmanaging logging space, see Chapter 21 For example, to learn how tomonitor
the mail.log file, see “ManagingMTAMessage and Connection Logs” on page 664
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MonitoringCPUUsage
High CPU usage is either a sign that there is not enough CPU capacity for the level of usage or some
process is using upmore CPU cycles than is appropriate.

Symptomsof CPUUsageProblems
Poor system response time. Slow logging in of users. Slow rate of delivery.

ToMonitor CPUUsage
Monitoring CPU usage is a platform specific task. Refer to the relevant platform documentation.

Monitoring theMTA
This section consists of the following subsections:

� “Monitoring the Size of theMessage Queues” on page 732
� “Monitoring Rate of Delivery Failure” on page 733
� “Monitoring Inbound SMTPConnections” on page 733
� “Monitoring the Dispatcher and Job Controller Processes” on page 734

Monitoring the Size of theMessageQueues
Excessivemessage queue growthmay indicate that messages are not being delivered, are being
delayed in their delivery, or are coming in faster than the system can deliver them. This may be
caused by a number of reasons such as a denial of service attack caused by huge numbers of messages
flooding your system, or the Job Controller not running.

See “ChannelMessage Queues” on page 186, “Messages are Not Dequeued” on page 712 and “MTA
Messages are Not Delivered” on page 715 formore information onmessage queues.

SymptomsofMessageQueueProblems
� Disk space usage grows.
� User not receivingmessages in a reasonable time.
� Message queue sizes are abnormally high.

ToMonitor the Size of theMessageQueues
Probably the best way to monitor the message queues is to use imsimta qm. Refer to “imsimta qm
counters” on page 745.

You can alsomonitor the number of files in the queue directories (msg_svr_base/data/queue/). The
number of files will be site-specific, and you’ll need to build a baseline history to find out what is “too
many.” This can be done by recording the size of the queue files over a two week period to get an
approximate average.
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MonitoringRate ofDelivery Failure
Adelivery failure is a failed attempt to deliver amessage to an external site.A large increase in rate of
delivery failure can be a sign of a network problem such as a deadDNS server or a remote server
timing out on responding to connections.

Symptomsof Rate ofDelivery Failure
There are no outward symptoms. Lots of Q records will appear in to mail.log_current.

ToMonitor theRate ofDelivery Failure
Delivery failures are recorded in theMTAlogs with the logging entry code Q. Look at the record in the
filemsg_svr_base/data/log/mail.log_current. Example:

mail.log:06-Oct-2003 00:24:03.66 501d.0b.9 ims-ms Q 5 durai.balusamy@Sun.COM

rfc822;durai.balusamy@Sun.COM durai@ims-ms-daemon

<00ce01c38bda$c7e2b240$6501a8c0@guindy> Mailbox is busy

Monitoring InboundSMTPConnections
An unusual increase in the number of inbound SMTP connections from a given IP address may
indicate:

� An external user is trying to relaymail.
� An external user is trying to do a service denial attack.

SymptomsofUnauthorized SMTPConnections
� External user relayingmail: No outward symptoms.
� Service denial attack: External attempt to overload the SMTP servers withmessage requests.

ToMonitor InboundSMTPConnections
� External user relayingmail: Look inmsg_svr_base/log/mail.log_current for records with the

logging entry code J (rejected relays). To turn on logging of remote IP addresses add the
following line to the option.dat file:
log_connection=1

Note that there is a slight performance trade-off when this feature is enabled.
� Service denial attack: To find out who and howmany users are connecting to the SMTP servers,

you can run the command netstat and check for connections at the SMTPport (default: 25).
Example:
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Local address Remote address State

192.18.79.44.25 192.18.78.44.56035 32768 0 32768 0 CLOSE_WAIT

192.18.79.44.25 192.18.136.54.57390 8760 0 24820 0 ESTABLISHED

192.18.79.44.25 192.18.26.165.48508 33580 0 24820 0 TIME_WAIT

Note that you will first need to determine the appropriate number of SMTP connections and their
states (ESTABLISHED, CLOSE_WAIT, etc.) for your system to determine if a particular reading is out of
the ordinary.

If you findmany connections staying in the SYN_RECEIVED state this might be caused by a broken
network or a denial of service attack. In addition, the lifetime of an SMTP server process is limited.
This is controlled by theMTAconfiguration variable MAX_LIFE_TIME in the dispatcher.cnf file.
The default is 86,400 seconds (one day). Similarly, MAX_LIFE_CONNS specifies themaximumnumber
of connections a server process can handle in its lifetime. If you find a particular SMTP server that
has around for a long time youmay wish to investigate.

Monitoring theDispatcher and JobController
Processes
TheDispatcher and Job Controller Processes must be operating forMTAto work. You should have
one process of each kind.

SymptomsofDispatcher and JobController ProcessesDown
If the Dispatcher is down or does not have enough resources, SMTP connections are refused.

If the Job Controller is down, queue size will grow.

ToMonitorDispatcher and JobController Processes
Check to see that the processes called dispatcher and job_controller exist. See “Check that the
Job Controller andDispatcher are Running” on page 701.

Monitoring LDAPDirectory Server
This section consists of the following subsection:

� “Monitoring slapd” on page 734

Monitoring slapd
The LDAPdirectory server (slapd) provides directory information for themessaging system. If
slapd is down, the systemwill not work properly. If slapd response time is too slow, this will affect
login speed and any other transaction that requires LDAP lookups.
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Symptomsof slapdProblems
� Client POP, IMAP, orWebmailAuthentication fails or slower than expected.
� MTAnot working properly

ToMonitor slapd
� Check that ns-slapd process is running.
� Check slapd log files access and errors in slapd-instance/logs/
� Check the ns-slapd response time while searching for a user.
� View the Console tomonitor slapd.
� See also “immonitor-access” on page 738

MonitoringMessageAccess
This section consists of the following subsections:

� “Monitoring imapd, popd and httpd” on page 735
� “Monitoring stored” on page 736

Monitoring imapd, popdandhttpd
These processes provide access to IMAP, POP andWebmail services. If any of these is not running or
not responding, the service will not function appropriately. If the service is running, but is over
loaded, monitoring will allow you to detect this and configure it more appropriately.

Symptomsof imapd, popdandhttpdProblems
Connections are refused or system is too slow to connect. For example, if IMAP is not running and
you try to connect to IMAPdirectly you will see something like this:

telnet 0 143 Trying 0.0.0.0... telnet: Unable to connect to remote host: Connection

refused

If you try to connect with a client, you will get amessage such as:

Client is unable to connect to the server at the location you have specified. The

server may be down or busy.

ToMonitor imapd, popdandhttpd
� Can bemonitored with watcher and msprobe. See “Automatic Restart of Failed or Unresponsive

Services” on page 111 and “Monitoring Usingmsprobe and watcher Functions” on page 746
� Can bemonitored with SNMP.
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If you have the SNMP set up, this is a very good way tomonitor these processes. See AppendixA.
The server information is in the Network ServicesMonitoringMIB.

� Check log files.
Look in the directorymsg_svr_base/log/servicewhere service can be http or IMAPor POP. In that
directory you will find a number of log files. One filename is the name of the service (imap, pop,
http) and the others are the name of the service plus a sequence number and a date concatenated
to the service name. For example:
imap imap.29.1010221593 imap.31.1010394412 imap.33.1010567224

The file with just the service name is the latest log. The other ones are ordered by the sequence
number (here 29, 31, 33) and the one with the highest sequence number is the next newest one.
(See Chapter 21.”)
If a server was shut down youmight see something like this:
imap.12.1065431243:[07/Oct/2003:01:15:43 -0700] gotmail-2 imapd[20525]: GeneralWarning:
Sun Java SystemMessaging Server IMAP4 6.1 (built Sep 24 2003) shutting down

� Can be checked with counterutil. See “counterutil” on page 739 and “counterutil” in Sun Java
SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

� Run the platform-specific command to verify that the imapd, popd and httpd processes are
running. For example, in Solaris you can use the ps command and look for imapd, popd and
mshttpd.

� You can set alarms for specified server performance thresholds by setting the server response
configuration parameters described in “AlarmMessages” on page 747

� See “immonitor-access” on page 738.

Monitoring stored
stored performs a variety of important tasks such as deadlock and transaction operations of the
message database, enforcing aging policies, and expunging and erasingmessages stored on disk. If
stored stops running, themessaging server will eventually run into problems. If stored doesn’t start
when start-msg is run, no other processes will start. Formore information about stored see
“stored” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

Symptomsof storedProblems
There are no outward symptoms.

ToMonitor stored
� Check that the stored process is running. stored creates and updates a pid file in
msg_svr_base/config called pidfile.store. The pid file shows an init state when recovering
and a ready state when ready. For example:
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231: cat pidfile.store

28250

ready

The number on the first line is the process ID of stored.

232: ps -eaf | grep stored

inetuser 28250 1 0 Jan 05 ? 8:44

/opt/SUNWmsgsr/lib/stored -d

� Check for log file build up inmsg_svr_base/store/mboxlist. Note that not every log file build
up is caused by direct stored problems. Log files may also build up if imapd dies or there is a
database problem.

� Check the timestamp on the following files inmsg_svr_base/config:
stored.ckp - Touched when attempt at checkpointing is made. Should get time stamped every 1
minute
stored.lcu - Touched at every db log cleanup. Should get time stamped every 5minutes
stored.per - Touched at every spawn of peruser db writeout. Should get time stamped every 60
minutes

� Check for storedmessages in the default log filemsg_svr_base/log/default/default
� Can bemonitored with watcher and msprobe. See “Automatic Restart of Failed or Unresponsive

Services” on page 111 and “Monitoring Usingmsprobe and watcher Functions” on page 746.

Monitoring theMessage Store
Messages are stored in a database. The distribution of users on disks, the size of their mailbox, and
disk requirements affect the store performance. These are described in the following subsections:

� “ToMonitor Disk Space” on page 730
� “Monitoring the State ofMessage Store Database Locks” on page 737
� “Monitoring the Number of Database Log Files in themboxlist Directory” on page 738
� “ToMonitor Quota Limits” on page 556

Monitoring the State ofMessage StoreDatabase
Locks
The state of database-locks is held by different server processes. These database locks can affect the
performance of themessage store. In case of deadlocks, messages will not be getting inserted into the
store at reasonable speeds and the ims-ms channel queue will grow larger as a result. There are
legitimate reasons for a queue to back up, so it is useful to have a history of the queue length in order
to diagnose problems.

SymptomsofMessage StoreDatabase LockProblems
Number of transactions are accumulating and not resolving.
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ToMonitorMessage StoreDatabase Locks
Use the command counterutil -o db_lock

Monitoring theNumber ofDatabase LogFiles in the
mboxlist Directory
Database log files refer to sleepycat transaction checkpointing log files
(msg_svr_base/store/mboxlist). Log file build up is a symptom of database checkpointing not
happening. Log file build up can also be due to stored problems.

SymptomsofDatabase LogFile Problems
There should be 2 or 3 log files. If there aremore, it is a sign of a potentially serious problem. The
message store uses a few databases formessages and quotas, and a problemwith those can lead to
problems for all of themail server.

ToMonitorDatabase LogFiles
Look in themsg_svr_base/store/mboxlist directory andmake sure there are only 2 or 3 files.

Utilities andTools forMonitoring
The following tools are available in formonitoring:

� “immonitor-access” on page 738
� “stored” on page 739
� “counterutil” on page 739
� “Log Files” on page 742
� “imsimta counters” on page 742
� “imsimta qm counters” on page 745
� “MTAMonitoring Using SNMP” on page 745
� “imquotacheck forMailboxQuota Checking” on page 745
� “Monitoring Usingmsprobe and watcher Functions” on page 746

immonitor-access
immonitor-accessmonitors the status of the followingMessaging Server components/processes:
Mail Delivery (SMTP server), MessageAccess and Store (POP and IMAP servers), Directory Service
(LDAP server) andHTTP server. This utility measures the response times of the various services and
the total round trip time taken to send and retrieve amessage. The Directory Service is monitored by
looking up a specified user in the directory andmeasuring the response time.Mail Delivery is
monitored by sending amessage (SMTP) and theMessageAccess and Store is monitored by
retrieving it. Monitoring the HTTP server is limited to finding out weather or not it is up and
running.
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For complete instructions, refer to “immonitor-access” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

stored
The stored utility performsmaintenance tasks on the server and also can domonitoring. However,
themonitoring tasks are now better handled by msprobe. See “Monitoring Usingmsprobe and
watcher Functions” on page 746.

counterutil
This utility provides statistics acquired from different system counters. Here is a current list of
available counter objects:

# /opt/SUNWmsgsr/sbin/counterutil -l

Listing registry (/opt/SUNWmsgsr/data/counter/counter)

numobjects = 11

refcount = 1

created = 25/Sep/2003:02:04:55 -0700

modified = 02/Oct/2003:22:48:55 -0700

entry = alarm

entry = diskusage

entry = serverresponse

entry = db_lock

entry = db_log

entry = db_mpool

entry = db_txn

entry = imapstat

entry = httpstat

entry = popstat

entry = cgimsg

Each entry represents a counter object and supplies a variety of useful counts for this object. In this
section we will only be discussing the alarm, diskusage, serverresponse, db_lock, popstat,
imapstat, and httpstat counter objects. For details on counterutil command usage, refer to
“counterutil” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

counterutil Output
counterutil has a variety of flags.Acommand format for this utility may be as follows:

counterutil -o CounterObject -i 5 -n 10

where,

-oCounterObject represents the counter object alarm, diskusage, serverresponse, db_lock,
popstat, imapstat, and httpstat.
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-i 5 specifies a 5 second interval.

-n 10 represents the number of iterations (default: infinity).

An example of counterutil usage is as follows:

# counterutil -o imapstat -i 5 -n 10

Monitor counteroobject (imapstat)

registry /gotmail/iplanet/server5/msg-gotmail/counter/counter opened

counterobject imapstat opened

count = 1 at 972082466 rh = 0xc0990 oh = 0xc0968

global.currentStartTime [4 bytes]: 17/Oct/2000:12:44:23 -0700

global.lastConnectionTime [4 bytes]: 20/Oct/2000:15:53:37 -0700

global.maxConnections [4 bytes]: 69

global.numConnections [4 bytes]: 12480

global.numCurrentConnections [4 bytes]: 48

global.numFailedConnections [4 bytes]: 0

global.numFailedLogins [4 bytes]: 15

global.numGoodLogins [4 bytes]: 10446

...

AlarmStatisticsUsing counterutil
These alarm statistics refer to the alarms sent by stored.The alarm counter provides the following
statistics:

TABLE 23–1 counterutil alarm Statistics

Suffix Description

alarm.countoverthreshold Number of times crossing threshold.

alarm.countwarningsent Number of warnings sent.

alarm.current Currentmonitored valued.

alarm.high Highest ever recorded value.

alarm.low Lowest ever recorded value.

alarm.timelastset The last time current value was set.

alarm.timelastwarning The last time warning was sent.

alarm.timereset The last time reset was performed.

alarm.timestatechanged The last time alarm state changed.

alarm.warningstate Warning state (yes(1) or no(0)).
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IMAP, POP, andHTTPConnection StatisticsUsing counterutil
To get information on the number of current IMAP, POP, andHTTP connections, number of failed
logins, total connections from the start time, and so forth, you can use the command counterutil
-o CounterObject -i 5 -n 10.where CounterObject represents the counter object popstat,
imapstat, or httpstat. Themeaning of the imapstat suffixes is shown in Table 23–2. The popstat
and httpstat objects provide the same information in the same format and structure.

TABLE 23–2 counterutil imapstat Statistics

Suffix Description

currentStartTime Start time of the current IMAP server process.

lastConnectionTime The last time a new client was accepted.

maxConnections Maximumnumber of concurrent connections handled by IMAP server.

numConnections Total number of connections served by the current IMAP server.

numCurrentConnections Current number of active connections.

numFailedConnections Number of failed connections served by the current IMAP server.

numFailedLogins Number of failed logins served by the current IMAP server.

numGoodLogins Number of successful logins served by the current IMAP server.

DiskUsage StatisticsUsing counterutil
The command: counterutil -o diskusage generates following information:

TABLE 23–3 counterutil diskstat Statistics

Suffix Description

diskusage.availSpace Total space available in the disk partition.

diskusage.lastStatTime The last time statistic was taken.

diskusage.mailPartitionPath Mail partition path.

diskusage.percentAvail Disk partition space available percentage.

diskusage.totalSpace Total space in the disk partition.

Server Response Statistics
The command: counterutil -o serverresponse generates following information. This
information is useful for checking if the servers are running, and how quickly they’re responding.
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TABLE 23–4 counterutil serverresponse Statistics

Suffix Description

http.laststattime Last time http server response was checked.

http.responsetime Response time for the http.

imap.laststattime Last time imap server response was checked.

imap.responsetime Response time for the imap.

pop.laststattime Last time pop server response was checked.

pop.responsetime Response time for the pop.

ldap_host1_389.laststattime Last time ldap_host1_389 server response was checked.

ldap_host1_389.responsetime Response time for the ldap_host1_389.

ugldap_host2_389.laststattime Last time ugldap_host2_389 server response was checked.

ugldap_host2_389.responsetime Response time for the ugldap_host2_389.

LogFiles
Messaging server logs event records for SMTP, IMAP, POP, andHTTP. The policies for creating and
managing theMessaging Server log files are customizable.

Since logging can affect the server performance, logging should be considered very carefully before
the burden is put on the server. Refer to Chapter 21 formore information.

imsimta counters
TheMTAaccumulates message traffic counters based upon theMailMonitoringMIB, RFC 1566 for
each of its active channels. The channel counters are intended to help indicate the trend and health of
your e-mail system. Channel counters are not designed to provide an accurate accounting of message
traffic. For precise accounting, instead seeMTAlogging as discussed in Chapter 21.

TheMTAchannel counters are implemented using the lightest weight mechanisms available so that
they cause as little impact as possible on actual operation. Channel counters do not try harder: if an
attempt tomap the section fails, no information is recorded; if one of the locks in the section cannot
be obtained almost immediately, no information is recorded; when a system is shut down, the
information contained in the in-memory section is lost forever.

The imsimta counters -show command provides MTA channel message statistics (see below).
These counters need to be examined over time noting theminimum values seen. Theminimums
may actually be negative for some channels.Anegative valuemeans that there weremessages queued
for a channel at the time that its counters were zeroed (for example, the cluster-wide database of
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counters created).When thosemessages were dequeued, the associated counters for the channel
were decremented and therefore leading to a negativeminimum. For such a counter, the correct
“absolute” value is the current value less theminimum value that counter has ever held since being
initialized.

Channel Messages Recipients Blocks

------- -------- ---------- -------

tcp_local

Received 29379 79714 982252 (1)
Stored 61 113 -2004 (2)
Delivered 29369 79723 983903 (29369 first time) (3)
Submitted 13698 13699 18261 (4)
Attempted 0 0 0 (5)
Rejected 1 10 0 (6)
Failed 104 104 4681 (7)

Queue time/count 16425/29440 = 0.56 (8)
Queue first time/count 16425/29440 = 0.56 (9)

Total In Assocs 297637

Total Out Assocs 28306

1) Received is the number of messages enqueued to the channel named tcp_local. That is, the
messages enqueued (E records in the mail.log* file) to the tcp_local channel by any other channel.

2) Stored is the number of messages stored in the channel queue to be delivered.

3) Delivered is the number of messages which have been processed (dequeued) by the channel
tcp_local. (That is, D records in the mail.log* file.)Adequeue operationmay either correspond to
a successful delivery (that is, an enqueue to another channel), or to a dequeue due to themessage
being returned to the sender. This will generally correspond to the number Receivedminus the
number Stored.

TheMTAalso keeps track of howmany of themessages were dequeued upon first attempt; this
number is shown in parentheses.

4) Submitted is the number of messages enqueued (E records in the mail.log file) by the channel
tcp_local to any other channel.

5) Attempted is the number of messages which have experienced temporary problems in dequeuing,
that is, Q or Z records in the mail.log* file.

6) Rejected is the number of attempted enqueues which have been rejected, that is, J records in the
mail.log* file.

7) Failed is the number of attempted dequeues which have failed, that is, R records in the mail.log*
file.

8) Queue time/count is the average time-spent-in-queue for the delivered messages. This includes
both themessages delivered upon the first attempt, see (9), and themessages that required additional
delivery attempts (hence typically spent noticeable time waiting fallow in the queue).
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9) Queue first time/count is the average time-spent-in-queue for the messages delivered upon the
first attempt.

Note that the number of messages submitted can be greater than the number delivered. This is often
the case, since eachmessage the channel dequeues (delivers) will result in at least one newmessage
enqueued (submitted) but possiblymore than one. For example, if a message has two recipients
reached via different channels, then two enqueues will be required. Or if a message bounces, a copy
will go back to the sender and another copymay be sent to the postmaster. Usually that will be two
submissions (unless both are reached through the same channel).

More generally, the connection between Submitted and Delivered varies according to type of
channel. For example, in the conversion channel, a message would be enqueued by some other
arbitrary channel, and then the conversion channel would process that message and enqueue it to a
third channel andmark themessage as dequeued from its own queue. Each individual message takes
a path:

elsewhere -> conversion E record Received

conversion -> elsewhere E record Submitted

conversion D record Delivered

However, for a channel such as tcp_localwhich is not a “pass through,” but rather has two separate
pieces (slave andmaster), there is no connection between Submitted and Delivered. The Submitted
counter has to do with the SMTP server portion of the tcp_local channel, whereas the Delivered
counter has to do with the SMTP client portion of the tcp_local channel. Those are two completely
separate programs, and themessages travelling through themmay be completely separate.

Messages submitted to the SMTP server:

tcp_local -> elsewhere E record Submitted

Messages sent out to other SMTP hosts via the SMTP client:

elsewhere -> tcp_local E record Received

tcp_local D record Delivered

Channel dequeues (delivers) will result in at least one newmessage enqueued (submitted) but
possiblymore than one. For example, if a message has two recipients reached via different channels,
then two enqueues will be required. Or if a message bounces, a copy will go back to the sender and
another copymay be sent to the postmaster. Usually that will be reached through the same channel.

ImplementationonUNIX andNT
For performance reasons, a node running theMTAkeeps a cache of channel counters inmemory
using a sharedmemory section (UNIX) or shared file-mapping object (NT).As processes on the
node enqueue and dequeuemessages, they update the counters in this in-memory cache. If the
in-memory section does not exist when a channel runs, the section will be created automatically.
(The imta start command also creates the in-memory section, if it does not exist.)

The command imta counters -clear or the imta qm command counters clear may be used to
reset the counters to zero.
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imsimtaqmcounters
The imsimta qm counters utility displays MTAchannel queue message counters. You must be root
or inetuser to run this utility. The output fields are the same as those described in “imsimta
counters” on page 742. See also “imsimta counters” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4
Administration Reference.

Example:

# imsimta counters -create

# imsimta qm counters show

Channel Messages Recipients Blocks

---------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------

tcp_intranet

Received 13077 13859 264616

Stored 92 91 -362

Delivered 12985 13768 264978

Submitted 2594 2594 3641

...

Every time you restart the MTA, you must run: # imsimta counters -create

MTAMonitoringUsing SNMP
Messaging Server supports systemmonitoring through the Simple NetworkManagement Protocol
(SNMP). Using an SNMP client (sometimes called a networkmanager) such as SunNetManager or
HPOpenView (not provided with this product), you canmonitor certain parts of theMessaging
Server. Refer to AppendixAfor details.

imquotacheck forMailboxQuota Checking
You canmonitormailbox quota usage and limits by using the imquotacheck utility. The
imquotacheck utility generates a report that lists defined quotas and limits, and provides
information on quota usage.

For example, the following command lists all user quota information:

% imquotacheck

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Domain red.siroe.com (diskquota = not set msgquota = not set) quota usage

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

diskquota size(K) %use msgquota msgs %use user

# of domains = 1

# of users = 705

no quota 50418 no quota 4392 ajonk
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no quota 5 no quota 2 andrt

no quota 355518 no quota 2500 ansri

...

The following example shows the quota usage for user sorook:

% imquotacheck -u sorook

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

quota usage for user sorook

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

diskquota size(K) %use msgquota msgs %use user

no quota 1487 no quota 305 sorook

MonitoringUsingmsprobe andwatcher Functions
Messaging Server provides two processes, watcher and msprobe tomonitor various system services.
watcherwatches for server crashes and restarts them as necessary. msprobemonitors server hangs
(unresponsiveness). Specifically msprobemonitors the following:

� Server Response Time. msprobe connects to the enabled servers using their protocol commands
andmeasures their response times. If the response time exceeds the alarmwarning threshold, an
alarmmessage is sent (see “AlarmMessages” on page 747 to a server, or the server response time
exceeds a specified timeout period, the server is restarted. Server response times are recorded in a
counter database and is logged to the default log file. counterutil can be used to display the
server response time statistics (“counterutil” on page 739).

The following servers aremonitored by msprobe: imap, pop, http, cert, job_controller, smtp,
lmtp, mmp and ens. When smtp or lmtp are not responding, the dispatcher is restarted. ens cannot
be automatically restarted.

� Disk usage. msprobe checks the disk availability and usage for everymessage store partition.
Specifically it checks themessage store mboxlist database directory and theMTAqueue
directory. If disk usage exceeds a configured threshold, an alarmmessage is sent. The disk sizes
and usages are recorded in a counter database and is logged to the default log file.Administrators
can use the counterutil utility (see “counterutil” on page 739) to display the disk usage
statistics.

� Message Storemboxlist Database Log File Accumulation. Log file accumulation is an
indication of an mboxlist database error. msprobe counts the number of active log files and if the
number of active log files is larger than the threshold, msprobe logs a critical errormessage to the
default log file to inform the admin to restart the server. If the autorestart is enabled
(local.autorestart to yes), the store daemon is restarted.

watcher and msprobe are controlled by the configutil options shown in Table 23–5. Further
information can be found in “Automatic Restart of Failed or Unresponsive Services” on page 111
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TABLE 23–5 msprobe and watcher configutilOptions

Options Description

local.autorestart Enable automatic server restart.Automatically restarts failed or hung services. Default:
no

local.autorestart.timeout Failure retry time-out. If a server fails more than twice in this designated amount of
time, then the system stops trying to restart the server. The value (set in seconds)
should be set to a period value longer than the msprobe interval
(local.schedule.msprobe). Default: 600 seconds

local.probe.service.timeout Timeout for a specific server before restart. service can be imap, pop, http, cert,
job_controller, smtp, lmtp, mmp or ens.

Default: use service.readtimeout

local.probe.service.warningthreshold Number of seconds of a specific server’s non-response before a warningmessage is
logged to default log file. service can be imap, pop, http, cert, job_controller, smtp,
lmtp, mmp or ens.

Default: Use local.probe.warningthreshold

local.probe.warningthreshold Number of seconds of server non-response before a warningmessage is logged to
default log file.

Default: 5 secs

local.queuedir MTAqueue directory to check if queue size exceeded threshold defined by
alarm.diskavail.msgalarmthreshold.

Default: none

service.readtimeout Period of server non-response before restarting that server. See
local.schedule.msprobe.

Default: 10 seconds

local.schedule.msprobe msprobe run schedule.Acrontab style schedule string (see Table 18–10

local.watcher.enable Enable watcher whichmonitors service failures. (IMAP, POP, HTTP, job controller,
dispatcher, message store (stored), imsched, andMMP. (LMTP/SMTP servers are
monitored by the dispatcher and LMTP/SMTP clients aremonitored by the
job_controller.) Logs errormessages to the default log file for specific failures. Default:
on

AlarmMessages
msprobe can issue alarms in the form of email messages to the postmaster (see “ToMonitor imapd,
popd and httpd” on page 735) warning of a specified condition.Asample email alarm sent when a
certain threshold is exceeded is shown below:

Subject: ALARM: server response time in seconds of “ldap_siroe.com_389” is 10

Date: Tue, 17 Jul 2001 16:37:08 -0700 (PDT)

From: postmaster@siroe.com
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To: postmaster@siroe.com

Server instance: /opt/SUNWmsgsr

Alarmid: serverresponse

Instance: ldap_siroe_europa.com_389

Description: server response time in seconds

Current measured value (17/Jul/2001:16:37:08 -0700): 10

Lowest recorded value: 0

Highest recorded value: 10

Monitoring interval: 600 seconds

Alarm condition is when over threshold of 10

Number of times over threshold: 1

You can specify how often msprobemonitors disk and server performance, and under what
circumstances it sends alarms. This is done by using the configutil command to set the alarm
parameters. Table 23–6 shows useful alarm parameters along with their default setting. See
“configutil Parameters” in Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

TABLE 23–6UsefulAlarmMessage configutilParameters

Parameter Description (Default in parenthesis)

alarm.msgalarmnoticehost (localhost)Machine to which you send warningmessages.

alarm.msgalarmnoticeport (25) The SMTPport to which to connect when sending alarmmessage.

alarm.msgalarmnoticercpt (Postmaster@localhost)Whom to send alarm notice.

alarm.msgalarmnoticesender (Postmaster@localhost)Address of sender the alarm.

alarm.diskavail.msgalarmdescription (percentagemail partition diskspace available.) Text for description
field for disk availability alarm.

alarm.diskavail.msgalarmstatinterval (3600) Interval in seconds between disk availability checks. Set to 0 to
disable checking of disk usage.

alarm.diskavail.msgalarmthreshold (10) Percentage of disk space availability belowwhich an alarm is sent.

alarm.diskavail.msgalarmthresholddirection (-1) Specifies whether the alarm is issued when disk space availability
goes below threshold (-1) or above it (1).

alarm.diskavail.msgalarmwarninginterval (24). Interval in hours between subsequent repetition of disk availability
alarms.

alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmdescription (server response time in seconds.) Text for description field for servers
response alarm.

alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmstatinterval (600) Interval in seconds between server response checks. Set to 0 to
disable checking of server response.
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TABLE 23–6UsefulAlarmMessage configutilParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description (Default in parenthesis)

alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmthreshold (10) If server response time in seconds exceeds this value, alarm issued.

alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmthresholddirection (1) Specifies whether alarm is issued when server response time is
greater that (1) or less than (-1) the threshold.

alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmwarninginterval (24) Interval in hours between subsequent repetition of server response
alarm.

Utilities and Tools forMonitoring
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SNMPSupport

TheMessaging Server supports systemmonitoring through the Simple NetworkManagement
Protocol (SNMP). Using an SNMP client (sometimes called a networkmanager) such as SunNet
Manager or HPOpenView (not provided with the this product), you canmonitor certain parts of the
Messaging Server. Formore information onmonitoring theMessaging Server refer to Chapter 23

This chapter describes how to enable SNMP support for theMessaging Server. It also gives an
overview of the type of information provided by SNMP. Note that it does not describe how to view
this information from an SNMP client. Please refer to your SNMP client documentation for details
on how to use it to view SNMP-based information. This document also describes some of the data
available from theMessaging Server SNMP implementation, but completeMIB details are available
fromRFC 2788 (http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2788.html) and RFC 2789
(http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2788.html).

This chapter consists of the following sections:

� “SNMP Implementation” on page 751
� “Configuring SNMPSupport forMessaging Server on Solaris 8” on page 753
� “Monitoring from an SNMPClient” on page 754
� “Co-existence with Other Sun Java System Products onUnix Platforms” on page 755
� “SNMP Information from theMessaging Server” on page 755

SNMP Implementation
Messaging Server implements two standardizedMIBs, the Network ServicesMonitoringMIB (RFC
2788) and theMailMonitoringMIB (RFC 2789). The Network ServicesMonitoringMIB provides
for themonitoring of network services such as POP, IMAP, HTTP, and SMTP servers. TheMail
MonitoringMIB provides for themonitoring ofMTAs. TheMailMonitoringMIB allows for
monitoring both the active and historical state of eachMTAchannel. The active information focuses
on currently queuedmessages and open network connections (for example, counts of queued
messages, source IP addresses of open network connections), while the historical information
provides cumulative totals (for example, total messages processed, total inbound connections).
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Note – For a complete listing ofMessaging Server SNMPmonitoring information, refer to RFC 2788
and RFC 2789.

SNMP is supported on platforms running Solaris 8 and 9 as well as all versions ofMicrosoft
Windows supported by the Java Enterprise System. Support on other platforms will appear in a later
release. The SNMP support on Solaris makes use of the native Solaris SNMP technology, Solstice
EnterpriseAgents (SEA). Customers do not need to install SEAon Solaris 8 systems: the necessary
run-time libraries are already present.

Limitations of theMessaging Server SNMP support are as follows:

� Only one instance ofMessaging Server per host computer can bemonitored via SNMP.
� The SNMP support is formonitoring only. No SNMPmanagement is supported.
� No SNMP traps are implemented. (RFC 2788 provides similar functionality without using traps.)

SNMPOperation in theMessaging Server
On Solaris platforms, theMessaging Server SNMPprocess is an SNMP subagent which, upon
startup, registers itself with the platform’s native SNMPmaster agent. SNMP requests from clients go
to themaster agent. Themaster agent then forwards any requests destined for theMessaging Server
to theMessaging Server subagent process. TheMessaging Server subagent process then processes the
request and relays the response back to the client via themaster agent. This process is shown in
FigureA–1.

SNMP Implementation
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FIGURE A–1 SNMPInformationFlow

Configuring SNMPSupport forMessaging Server on Solaris 8
Although the overhead imposed by SNMPmonitoring is very small, theMessaging Server
nonetheless ships with SNMP support disabled. To enable the SNMP support, run the following
commands:

# su user-id-for-ims

# configutil -o local.snmp.enable -v 1

# start-msg snmp

Once you have enabled SNMP, the start-msg command, without any parameters specified, will
automatically start the SNMP subagent process along with the otherMessaging Server processes.

Note that the Solaris native SNMPmaster agentmust be running in order for theMessaging Server
SNMP subagent to operate. The Solaris native SNMPmaster agent is the snmpdx daemonwhich is
normally started as part of the Solaris boot procedure.

The SNMP subagent will automatically select a UDPport on which to listen. Should you require, you
can assign a fixedUDPport to the subagent with the following command:

Configuring SNMPSupport forMessaging Server on Solaris 8
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# configutil -o local.snmp.port -v port-number

Youmay later undo this setting by specifying a value of zero for the port number.Avalue of zero, the
default setting, tellsMessaging Server to allow the subagent to automatically select any available
UDPport.

Two SNMP subagent configuration files are placed in the /etc/snmp/conf directory: ims.aclwhich
contains SNMPaccess control information, and ims.regwhich contains SNMPMIBOID
registration information.

Normally, there should be no reason to edit either of these files. TheMIBs served out byMessaging
Server are read-only and there’s no need to specify a port number in the ims.reg file. If you do
specify a port number, then it will be honored unless you also set a port number with the configutil
utility. In that case, the port number set with configutil is the port number which will be used by
the subagent. If you do edit the files, then you will need to stop and restart the SNMP subagent in
order for your changes to take effect:

# stop-msg snmp

# start-msg snmp

Note –Any query over SNMPmade on Solaris 10OSwhile SNMP support is enabled inMessaging
Server, must connect to default port 16161. For example, if the open source SNMP tool snmpwalk is
used to query network/mail statistics for Messaging Server, use the option -p 16161.

Monitoring fromanSNMPClient
The base OIDs for RFC 2788 (http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2788.html) and RFC 2789
(http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2788.html) are

mib-2.27 = 1.3.6.1.2.1.27

mib-2.28 = 1.3.6.1.2.1.28

Point your SNMP client at those twoOIDs and access as the “public” SNMP community.

If you wish to load copies of theMIBs into your SNMP client,ASCII copies of theMIBs are located in
themsg_svr_base/lib/config-templates directory under the file names rfc2788.mib and
rfc2789.mib. For directions on loading thoseMIBs into your SNMP client software, consult the
SNMP client software documentation. The SnmpAdminString data type used in thoseMIBsmay not
be recognized by some older SNMP clients. In that case, use the equivalent files rfc2248.mib and
rfc2249.mib also found in the same directory.
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Co-existencewithOther Sun Java SystemProducts onUnix
Platforms

Other Netscape or Sun Java System products which provide SNMP support may do so by displacing
the platform’s native SNMPmaster agent. If you will be running such Sun Java System products on
the same host asMessaging Server and wish tomonitor both via SNMP, then configure the Sun Java
System Proxy SNMPAgent as described in Chapter 11 of (Managing Servers with iPlanet Console
(http://docs.sun.com)). This allows theMessaging Server SNMP subagent—a native SNMP
subagent—to co-exist with the non-native Sun Java System SNMP subagents in the other Sun Java
System products.

SNMP Information from theMessaging Server
This section summarizes theMessaging Server information provided via SNMP. For detailed
information refer to the individualMIB tables in RFC 2788
(http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2788.html) and RFC 2789
(http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2788.html). Note that the RFC/MIB terminology refers to the
messaging services (MTA, HTTP, etc.) as applications (appl), Messaging Server network connections
as associations (assoc), andMTAchannels asMTA groups (mtaGroups).

Note that on platforms wheremore than one instance ofMessaging Servermay be concurrently
monitored, theremay then bemultiple sets ofMTAs and servers in the applTable, andmultiple
MTAs in the other tables.

Note –The cumulative values reported in theMIBs (e.g., total messages delivered, total IMAP
connections, etc.) are reset to zero after a reboot.

Each site will have different thresholds and significantmonitoring values.Agood SNMP client will
allow you to do trend analysis and then send alerts when sudden deviations from historical trends
occur.

applTable
The applTable provides server information. It is a one-dimensional table with one row for theMTA
and an additional row for each of the following servers, if enabled:WebMail HTTP, IMAP, POP,
SMTP, and SMTP Submit. This table provides version information, uptime, current operational
status (up, down, congested), number of current connections, total accumulated connections, and
other related data.

Below is an example of data from applTable (mib-2.27.1.1).

applTable:

applName.1 = mailsrv-1 MTA on mailsrv-1.west.sesta.com (1)
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applVersion.1 = 5.1

applUptime.1 = 7322 (2)
applOperStatus.1 = up (3)
applLastChange.1 = 7422 (2)
applInboundAssociations.1 = (5)
applOutboundAssociations.1 = (2)
applAccumulatedInboundAssociations.1 = 873

applAccumulatedOutboundAssociations.1 = 234

applLastInboundActivity.1 = 1054822 (2)
applLastOutboundActivity.1 = 1054222 (2)
applRejectedInboundAssociations.1 = 0 (4)
applFailedOutboundAssociations.1 = 17

applDescription.1 = Sun Java System Messaging Server 6.1

applName.2 1 = mailsrv-1 HTTP WebMail svr. mailsrv-1.sesta.com (1)
...

applName.3 = mailsrv-1 IMAP server on mailsrv-1.west.sesta.com

...

applName.4 = mailsrv-1 POP server on mailsrv-1.west.sesta.com

...

applName.5 = mailsrv-1 SMTP server on mailsrv-1.west.sesta.com

...

applName.6 = mailsrv-1 SMTP Submit server on mailsrv-1.west.sesta.com

...

Notes:

1. The application (.appl*) suffixes (.1, .2, etc.) are the row numbers, applIndex. applIndex has
the value 1 for theMTA, value 2 for the HTTP server, etc. Thus, in this example, the first row of
the table provides data on theMTA, the second on the POP server, etc.
The name after the equal sign is the name of theMessaging Server instance beingmonitored. In
this example, the instance name is mailsrv-1.

2. These are SNMPTimeStamp values and are the value of sysUpTime at the time of the event.
sysUpTime, in turn, is the count of hundredths of seconds since the SNMPmaster agent was
started.

3. The operational status of the HTTP, IMAP, POP, SMTP, and SMTP Submit servers is determined
by actually connecting to them via their configured TCPports and performing a simple
operation using the appropriate protocol (for example, a HEAD request and response for HTTP,
a HELO command and response for SMTP, and so on). From this connection attempt, the
status—up (1), down (2), or congested (4)—of each server is determined.
Note that these probes appear as normal inbound connections to the servers and contribute to
the value of the applAccumulatedInboundAssociationsMIB variable for each server.
For theMTA, the operational status is taken to be that of the Job Controller. If theMTAis shown
to be up, then the Job Controller is up. If theMTAis shown to be down, then the Job Controller is
down. ThisMTAoperational status is independent of the status of theMTA’s Service Dispatcher.
The operational status for theMTAonly takes on the value of up or down.Although the Job
Controller does have a concept of “congested,” it is not indicated in theMTAstatus.
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4. For the HTTP, IMAP, and POP servers the applRejectedInboundAssociationsMIB variable
indicates the number of failed login attempts and not the number of rejected inbound
connection attempts.

applTableUsage
Monitoring server status (applOperStatus) for each of the listed applications is key tomonitoring
each server.

If it’s been a long time since theMTAlast inbound activity as indicated by
applLastInboundActivity, then somethingmay be broken preventing connections. If
applOperStatus=2 (down), then themonitored service is down. If applOperStatus=1 (up), then the
problemmay be elsewhere.

assocTable
This table provides network connection information to theMTA. It is a two-dimensional table
providing information about each active network connection. Connection information is not
provided for other servers.

Below is an example of data from applTable (mib-2.27.2.1).

assocTable:

assocRemoteApplication.1.1 = 129.146.198.167 (1)
assocApplicationProtocol.1.1 = applTCPProtoID.25 (2)
assocApplicationType.1.1 = peerinitiator(3) (3)
assocDuration.1.1 = 400 (4)

...

Notes:

In the .x.y suffix (1.1), x is the application index, applIndex, and indicates which application in the
applTable is being reported on. In this case, theMTA. The y serves to enumerate each of the
connections for the application being reported on.

1. The source IP address of the remote SMTP client.
2. This is anOID indicating the protocol being used over the network connection. aplTCPProtoID

indicates the TCPprotocol. The .n suffix indicates the TCPport in use and .25 indicates SMTP
which is the protocol spoken over TCPport 25.

3. It is not possible to know if the remote SMTP client is a user agent (UA) or anotherMTA.As
such, the subagent always reports peer-initiator; ua-initiator is never reported.

4. This is an SNMP TimeInterval and has units of hundredths of seconds. In this example, the
connection has been open for 4 seconds.
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assocTableUsage
This table is used to diagnose active problems. For example, if you suddenly have 200,000 inbound
connections, this table can let you knowwhere they are coming from.

mtaTable
This is a one-dimensional table with one row for eachMTAin the applTable. Each row gives totals
across all channels (referred to as groups) in thatMTAfor select variables from the mtaGroupTable.

Below is an example of data from applTable (mib-2.28.1.1).

mtaTable:

mtaReceivedMessages.1 = 172778

mtaStoredMessages.1 = 19

mtaTransmittedMessages.1 = 172815

mtaReceivedVolume.1 = 3817744

mtaStoredVolume.1 = 34

mtaTransmittedVolume.1 = 3791155

mtaReceivedRecipients.1 = 190055

mtaStoredRecipients.1 = 21

mtaTransmittedRecipients.1 = 3791134

mtaSuccessfulConvertedMessages.1 = 0 (1)
mtaFailedConvertedMessages.1 = 0

mtaLoopsDetected.1 = 0 (2)

Notes:

The .x suffix (.1) provides the row number for this application in the applTable. In this example, .1
indicates this data is for the first application in the applTable. Thus, this is data on theMTA.

1. Only takes on non-zero values for the conversion channel.

2. Counts the number of .HELDmessage files currently stored in theMTA’smessage queues.

mtaTableUsage
If mtaLoopsDetected is not zero, then there is a loopingmail problem. Locate and diagnose the
.HELD files in theMTAqueue to resolve the problem.

If the system does virus scanning with a conversion channel and rejects infectedmessages, then
mtaSuccessfulConvertedMessages will give a count of infectedmessages in addition to other
conversion failures.
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mtaGroupTable
This two-dimensional table provides channel information for eachMTAin the applTable. This
information includes such data as counts of stored (that is, queued) and deliveredmail messages.
Monitoring the count of storedmessages, mtaGroupStoredMessages, for each channel is critical:
when the value becomes abnormally large, mail is backing up in your queues.

Below is an example of data from mtaGroupTable (mib-2.28.2.1).

mtaGroupTable:

mtaGroupName.1.1 = tcp_intranet 1
...

mtaGroupName.1.2 = ims-ms

...

mtaGroupName.1.3 = tcp_local

mtaGroupDescription.1.3 = mailsrv-1 MTA tcp_local channel

mtaGroupReceivedMessages.1.3 = 12154

mtaGroupRejectedMessages.1.3 = 0

mtaGroupStoredMessages.1.3 = 2

mtaGroupTransmittedMessages.1.3 = 12148

mtaGroupReceivedVolume.1.3 = 622135

mtaGroupStoredVolume.1.3 = 7

mtaGroupTransmittedVolume.1.3 = 619853

mtaGroupReceivedRecipients.1.3 = 33087

mtaGroupStoredRecipients.1.3 = 2

mtaGroupTransmittedRecipients.1.3 = 32817

mtaGroupOldestMessageStored.1.3 = 1103

mtaGroupInboundAssociations.1.3 = 5

mtaGroupOutboundAssociations.1.3 = 2

mtaGroupAccumulatedInboundAssociations.1.3 = 150262

mtaGroupAccumulatedOutboundAssociations.1.3 = 10970

mtaGroupLastInboundActivity.1.3 = 1054822

mtaGroupLastOutboundActivity.1.3 = 1054222

mtaGroupRejectedInboundAssociations.1.3 = 0

mtaGroupFailedOutboundAssociations.1.3 = 0

mtaGroupInboundRejectionReason.1.3 =

mtaGroupOutboundConnectFailureReason.1.3 =

mtaGroupScheduledRetry.1.3 = 0

mtaGroupMailProtocol.1.3 = applTCPProtoID.25

mtaGroupSuccessfulConvertedMessages.1.3 = 03 2
mtaGroupFailedConvertedMessages.1.3 = 0

mtaGroupCreationTime.1.3 = 0

mtaGroupHierarchy.1.3 = 0

mtaGroupOldestMessageId.1.3 = <01IFBV8AT8HYB4T6UA@red.iplanet.com>

mtaGroupLoopsDetected.1.3 = 0 3
mtaGroupLastOutboundAssociationAttempt.1.3 = 1054222
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Notes:

In the .x.y suffix (example: 1.1, 1.2. 1.3), x is the application index, applIndex, and indicates
which application in the applTable is being reported on. In this case, theMTA. The y serves to
enumerate each of the channels in theMTA. This enumeration index, mtaGroupIndex, is also used in
the mtaGroupAssociationTable and mtaGroupErrorTable tables.

1. The name of the channel being reported on. In this case, the tcp_intranet channel.
2. Only takes on non-zero values for the conversion channel.
3. Counts the number of .HELDmessage files currently stored in this channel’s message queue.

mtaGroupTableUsage
Trend analysis on *Rejected* and *Failed*might be useful in determining potential channel
problems.

Asudden jump in the ratio of mtaGroupStoredVolume tomtaGroupStoredMessages couldmean
that a large junkmail is bouncing around the queues.

A large jump inmtaGroupStoredMessages could indicate unsolicited bulk email is being sent or that
delivery is failing for some reason.

If the value of mtaGroupOldestMessageStored is greater than the value used for the undeliverable
message notification times (notices channel keyword) this may indicate amessage which cannot be
processed even by bounce processing. Note that bounces are done nightly so you will want to use
mtaGroupOldestMessageStored > (maximum age + 24 hours) as the test.

If mtaGroupLoopsDetected is greater than 0, amail loop has been detected.

mtaGroupAssociationTable
This is a three-dimensional table whose entries are indices into the assocTable. For eachMTAin the
applTable, there is a two-dimensional sub-table. This two-dimensional sub-table has a row for each
channel in the correspondingMTA. For each channel, there is an entry for each active network
connection which that channel has currently underway. The value of the entry is the index into the
assocTable (as indexed by the entry’s value and the applIndex index of theMTAbeing looked at).
This indicated entry in the assocTable is a network connection held by the channel.

In simple terms, the mtaGroupAssociationTable table correlates the network connections shown in
the assocTablewith the responsible channels in the mtaGroupTable.

Below is an example of data from mtaGroupAssociationTable (mib-2.28.3.1).

mtaGroupAssociationTable:

mtaGroupAssociationIndex.1.3.1 = 1 1
mtaGroupAssociationIndex.1.3.2 = 2
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mtaGroupAssociationIndex.1.3.3 = 3

mtaGroupAssociationIndex.1.3.4 = 4

mtaGroupAssociationIndex.1.3.5 = 5

mtaGroupAssociationIndex.1.3.6 = 6

mtaGroupAssociationIndex.1.3.7 = 7

Notes:

In the .x.y.z suffix, x is the application index, applIndex, and indicates which application in the
applTable is being reported on. In this case, theMTA. The y indicates which channel of the
mtaGroupTable is being reported on. In this example, 3 indicates the tcp_local channel. The z serves
to enumerate the associations open to or from the channel.

1. The value here is an index into the assocTable. Specifically, x and this value become, respectively,
the values of the applIndex and assocIndex indices into the assocTable. Or, put differently, this
is saying that (ignoring the applIndex) the first row of the assocTable describes a network
connection controlled by the tcp_local channel.

mtaGroupErrorTable
This is another three-dimensional table which gives the counts of temporary and permanent errors
encountered by each channel of eachMTAwhile attempting delivery of messages. Entries with index
values of 4000000 are temporary errors while those with indices of 5000000 are permanent errors.
Temporary errors result in themessage being re-queued for later delivery attempts; permanent
errors result in either themessage being rejected or otherwise returned as undeliverable.

Below is an example of data from mtaGroupErrorTable (mib-2.28.5.1).

mtaGroupErrorTable:

mtaGroupInboundErrorCount.1.1.4000000 1 = 0

mtaGroupInboundErrorCount.1.1.5000000 = 0

mtaGroupInternalErrorCount.1.1.4000000 = 0

mtaGroupInternalErrorCount.1.1.5000000 = 0

mtaGroupOutboundErrorCount.1.1.4000000 = 0

mtaGroupOutboundErrorCount.1.1.5000000 = 0

mtaGroupInboundErrorCount.1.2.4000000 1 = 0

...

mtaGroupInboundErrorCount.1.3.4000000 1 = 0

...

Notes:
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1. In the .x.y.z suffix, x is the application index, applIndex, and indicates which application in the
applTable is being reported on. In this case, theMTA. The y indicates which channel of the
mtaGroupTable is being reported on. In this example, 1 specifies the tcp_intranet channel, 2 the
ims-ms channel, and 3 the tcp_local channel. Finally, the z is either 4000000 or 5000000 and
indicates, respectively, counts of temporary and permanent errors encountered while attempting
message deliveries for that channel.

mtaGroupErrorTableUsage
Alarge jump in error countmay likely indicate an abnormal delivery problem. For instance, a large
jump for a tcp_ channel may indicate a DNS or network problem.A large jump for the ims_ms
channel may indicate a delivery problem to themessage store (for example, a partition is full, stored
problem, and so on).
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Administering Event Notification Service in
Messaging Server

This appendix describes what you need to do to enable the Event Notification Service Publisher (ENS
Publisher) and administer Event Notification Service (ENS) inMessaging Server.

This chapter/appendix contains these sections:

� “Loading the ENS Publisher inMessaging Server” on page 763
� “Running Sample Event Notification Service Programs” on page 764
� “Administering Event Notification Service” on page 765

Formore information on ENS and ENSAPIs, see the Sun Java SystemCommunications
Services 6 2005Q4 Event Notification Service Guide.

Loading the ENSPublisher inMessaging Server
The Event Notification Service (ENS) is the underlying publish-and-subscribe service. ENS acts as a
dispatcher used by Sun Java System applications as a central point of collection for certain types of
events that are of interest to them. Events are changes to the value of one ormore properties of a
resource.Any application that wants to knowwhen these types of events occur registers with ENS,
which identifies events in order andmatches notifications with subscriptions.

ENS and iBiff (the ENS publisher forMessaging Server) are bundled starting withMessaging Server.
By default ENS is enabled, however, iBIFF is not loaded. (See “Loading the ENS Publisher in
Messaging Server” on page 763.

In order to subscribe to notifications inMessaging Server, you need to load the libibiff file on the
Messaging Server host then stop and restart themessaging server.

� To Load the ENSPublisher onMessaging Server
Perform the following steps from the command line. In these steps, the location of theMessaging
Server installation directory ismsg_svr_base, and theMessaging Server user is inetuser. Typical
values for these variables are /opt/SUNWmsgsr, and inetuser, respectively.
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As inetuser, run the configutil utility to load the libibifffile.
cd msg_svr_base
./configutil -o "local.store.notifyplugin" -v "msg_svr_base/lib/libibiff"

As root, stop then restart themessaging server.

cdmsg_svr_base/sbin

./stop-msg

./start-msg

You are now ready to receive notifications through ENS. See “Running Sample EventNotification
Service Programs” onpage 764

Running Sample EventNotification Service Programs
Messaging Server contains sample programs to help you learn how to receive notifications. These
sample programs are located in themsg_svr_base/examples directory.

� ToRun the Sample ENSPrograms
Change to themsg_svr_base/examplesdirectory.

Using a C compiler, compile the apub and asub examples using the Makefile.sample file. Set your
library search path to include themsg_svr_base/examplesdirectory.

Once the programshave been compiled, you can run themas follows in separatewindows:

apub localhost 7997

asub localhost 7997

Whatever is typed in the apubwindow should appear on the asubwindow.Also, if you use the default
settings, all iBiff notifications should appear in the asubwindow.

To receive notifications publishedby iBiff, write a program similar to asub.c

Formore information on the sample programs, and writing your own programs for ENS, see the Sun
Java System Communications Services 6 2005Q4 Event Notification Service Guide.

Note –Once you set your library search path to include themsg_svr_base/lib directory, you can no
longer stop and start the directory server. The workaround is to remove the entry from the library
search path.
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Administering EventNotification Service
Administering ENS consists of starting and stopping the service, and changing the configuration
parameters to control the behavior of the iBiff publisher for ENS.

Starting andStopping ENS
You use the start-msg ens and stop-message ens commands to start and stop the ENS server. You
must be root to run these commands.

� To start ENS:
msg_svr_base/sbin/start-msg ens

� To stop ENS:
msg_svr_base/sbin/stop-msg ens

� ToStart andStopENS

To start ENS:

msg_svr_base/sbin/start-msg ens

� To stop ENS:
msg_svr_base/sbin/stop-msg ens

EventNotification Service ConfigurationParameters
Several configuration parameters control the behavior of iBiff. Use the configutil utility program
to set these parameters.

TABLE B–1 iBiff ConfigurationParameters

Parameter Description

local.store.notifyplugin.maxHeaderSize Specifies themaximum size (in bytes) of the header that will be
transmitted with the notification. The default is 0 bytes.

local.store.notifyplugin.maxBodySize Specifies themaximum size (in bytes) of the body that will be
transmitted with the notification. The default is 0 bytes.

local.store.notifyplugin.eventType.enable Specifies if the given event type will generate a notification. The
legal values are 1 (to enable) and 0 (to disable). The default value
is 1; that is, setting
local.store.notifyplugin.ReadMsg.enable to 0 will disable
ReadMsg notifications.

◗
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TABLE B–1 iBiff ConfigurationParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description

local.store.notifyplugin.ensHost Specifies the hostname of the ENS server. The default is
127.0.0.1.

local.store.notifyplugin.ensPort Specifies the TCPport of the ENS server. The default is 7997.

local.store.notifyplugin.ensEventKey Specifies the event key to use for ENS notifications. The default is
enp://127.0.0.1/store. The hostname portion of the event key
is not used to determine the ENS host. It is simply a unique
identifier used by ENS.

This key is what the subscriber should subscribe to in order to be
notified of events matching this key.
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ManagingMail Users andMailing Lists with the
Console Interface (NOTRECOMMENDED)

This appendix is for reference purposes only.DONOTuse the Console interface as described in
this appendix for creating andmanaging user andmailing lists.Use another approved
provisioning tool such as the UserManagement Utility.

Caution –Using the Console interface to create users and groups will cause a variety of problems. Use
another approved provisioning tool such as the DelegatedAdministrator. (Refer to the Sun Java
System Communications Services 6 2005Q4Delegated Administrator Guide.

This appendix is for reference purposes only.We recommend that you do not use the Console
interface to create andmanage your users’ mail accounts andmailing lists.

ManagingMail Users

ToAccessMail Users
This section describes how to open themail administration interface for your users. Messaging
Servermail accounts are stored as attributes of user entries in your enterprise’s central LDAPuser
directory. Therefore, tomanagemail accounts, youmodify user entries in that directory.

ToCreate aNewUser
To create a newmail account, you create a new user in the directory. Youmust also install a mail
account for that user; if you do not install themail account, themail-administration portion of
Console is not available for that user.

To create a newmail user:
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� ToCreate aNewUser

In the Consolemainwindow, click theUsers andGroups tab.

From thedrop-down list, chooseNewUser and click Create.

Select an organizational unit for the user and clickOK. The CreateUserwindowopens.

Enter information about the user as described in the chapter onUser andGroupAdministration, of
the SunONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide.

Leave the CreateUserwindowopen and click theAccount tab. A list of installed products for the new
user’s account appears in the right pane.

Click theMail Account Install box. TheMail tab becomes visible in the CreateUserwindow.

Click theMail tab in the CreateUserwindow, then click the tab youwant in the right pane.

Enter your changes, then clickOK at the bottomof the CreateUserwindow.

Note –Make sure you complete all setup procedures in the relevant tabs before clickingOK.

ToAccess an ExistingUser
Tomodify an existingmail account or to addmail capabilities to an existing user, you access the
appropriate user in the user directory and then add ormodify that user’s mail-account attributes.

To access mail information for an existing user:

� ToAccess an ExistingUser

In the Consolemainwindow, click theUsers andGroups tab.

In theUsers andGroupsmainwindow, Click Search or Advanced Search.

Enter your search criteria (such as the user’s last name) in the Searchwindow, andperform the search
of the user directory.

Return to theUsers andGroupsmainwindow, select a user from the search results and click Edit.

If theMail tab is not visible in the Edit Entrywindow, do this:

a. Click theAccount tab. A list of installed accounts appears in the right pane.
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b. Check theMail Account box. TheMail tab displays in the Edit Entrywindow.

Click theMail tab in the Edit Entrywindow, then click the tab youwant in the right pane.

Enter your changes, then clickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow.

ToSpecifyUser EmailAddresses
Beforemail can be delivered successfully to a user, youmust specify themail addressing information
for that user. This consists of theMessaging Server host name, the user’s primary address, and any
alternate addresses. The host name and primary address information is mandatory; alternate address
information is optional.

To specify a user’s mail addressing information:

� ToSpecifyUser EmailAddresses

In Console, access the CreateUser or Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMail Users”
onpage 767

Click theMail tab.

Click the Settings tab, if it is not already active.

(Required) Enter theMessaging Server host name.

This is themachine hosting theMessaging Server that will process this user’s mail. This must be the
fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) known to theMessaging Server on that machine.

(Required) Enter the user’s primary email address.

This is the publicized address to which this user’s mail is sent. There can be only one primary address
for a user, whichmust be a valid, correctly formatted SMTP address conforming to RFC 821
specifications.

If you want to implement host name hiding (the host name in the user’s address is not shown in the
outgoingmail header), do not specify the host name in the Primary email address field. Instead, enter
an alternate address that includes the host name as described in the next step.

(Optional) Add an address to theAlternate Address list.

An alternate address is essentially an alias for the user’s primary address. You can use this feature to:

� Ensure proper delivery of frequentlymisspelled addresses (such as “Smith” as an alias for
“Smythe”).
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� Enable host name hiding in outgoingmail headers. To do so, supply an alternate address that
includes the host name and do not include the host name in the user’s Primary email address. For
example, enter jsmith@siroe.com as a Primary email address and then enter jsmith@sesta.com
as anAlternate address.When this user sendsmail, the outgoing header will show
jsmith@siroe.com, but all mail sent to that address (including replies) are actually routed to
jsmith@sesta.com (assuming that sesta.com is a valid host name).
You can specify any number of alternate addresses for a particular user, as long as each address is
unique.Messages that arrive for any of these aliases are directed to the primary address.

To add an alternate address:

a. Click theAddbuttonbeneath theAlternate Addresses field.

b. In theAlternate Addresseswindow, enter an alternate address. (You can add asmany alternate
addresses as you like, but you can enter only one address each time youopen thiswindow.)

c. ClickOK to add the alternate address and close theAlternate Addresseswindow. (To enter
another alternate address, click Add again to re-open theAlternate Addresseswindow.)

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to this user’s
mail information. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.

ToConfigureDeliveryOptions
Messaging Server supports three principal mail-delivery options that you can enable and configure,
in any combination, for each user. You can provide regular POP/IMAPdelivery, program delivery,
andUNIX delivery (for clients of a UNIXMessaging Server host).

If the iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging is used, it also provides an end-user HTML
interface through which users can themselves enable and configure these options. The Console
interface and the iPlanet DelegatedAdministrator interface bothmanipulate the same directory
attributes; when opened, each shows the current settings, whether they were set by the administrator
or by the user.

Note –TheDelegatedAdministrator forMessaging only supports Sun Java System LDAPSchema v.
1, not v.2

To configure delivery options for a user:

� ToConfigureDeliveryOptions

In Console, access the CreateUser or Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMail Users”
onpage 767
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Click theMail tab.

Click theDelivery tab.

Select the deliverymethodormethods youwant to enable for this user:

� To specify POP/IMAPdelivery, follow the instructions in “Specifying POP/IMAPDelivery”
on page 771

� To specify program delivery, follow the instructions in “Specifying ProgramDelivery” on page
771

� To specify UNIX delivery, follow the instructions in “To Specify UNIXDelivery” on page 772

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to this user’s
mail information. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.

SpecifyingPOP/IMAPDelivery
Specifying this option enables mail delivery to the user’s regular POP3 or IMAP4mailboxes. To
enable POP/IMAPdelivery for this user:

� ToEnable POP/IMAPDelivery

Click theDelivery tab.

Check the POP/IMAPbox, and click the Properties button to open the POP/IMAPDeliverywindow.

(Optional) Enter the nickname (not the path nameor absolute physical path) of themessage-store
partition towhich the user’smessageswill be delivered and stored for processing. If you leave this
field blank, the current primary partition is used. Formore information, see Chapter 18

(Optional) Enter the storage limit, or disk quota, to be allotted to the user. The quota canbe the
default specified (see “ConfiguringMessage StoreQuotas” onpage 529KBorMB).

(Optional) Enter themessage number limit to be allotted to the user. The limit can be the default
specified (see “ConfiguringMessage StoreQuotas” onpage 529numbers).

SpecifyingProgramDelivery
Specifying this option provides amechanism for forwardingmessages to an external application for
processing before delivery to the user.

Note –This section describes only how tomake the program delivery option available to an individual
user. Before you canmake it available to a user, youmust first enable the program deliverymodule as
a whole, which requires performing several other administrative tasks.
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� ToEnable ProgramDelivery for thisUser

Click theDelivery tab.

Check the Programdelivery box, and click the Properties button to open the ProgramDelivery
window.

Enter the external application command(s) to be used for processing this user’smail.

ClickOK.

ToSpecifyUNIXDelivery
Specifying this option selects UNIX delivery for this user. The UNIX delivery feature allowsmessages
to be delivered to the user’s designated UNIXmailbox. UNIX delivery is available only to users
whoseMessaging Server runs on aUNIX host machine.

To enable UNIX delivery for this user:

� ToSpecifyUNIXDelivery

Click theDelivery tab.

Check theUNIX delivery box.

Note –To provideUNIX delivery toMessaging Server users, youmust also perform normal UNIX
mail administrative tasks

ToSpecify ForwardingAddresses
Themail-forwarding feature ofMessaging Server enables a user’s mail to be forwarded to another
address instead of or in addition to the primary address for that user.

DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging provides an end-user HTML interface through which users
can themselves specify forwarding addresses. The Console interface and the Delegated
Administrator interface bothmanipulate the same directory attributes; when opened, each shows
the current settings, whether they were set by the administrator or by the user.

Note –TheDelegatedAdministrator forMessaging only supports Sun Java System LDAPSchema v.
1, not v.2
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� ToSpecify Forwarding-address Information

In Console, access the CreateUser or Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMail Users”
onpage 767

Click theMail tab.

Click the Forwarding tab.
The ForwardingAddress field shows the current set of forwarding addresses, if any, for the user.

To add a forwarding address, Click Add.

In the ForwardingAddresswindow, enter a forwarding address.

ClickOK to add the address to the Forwarding address field in theMail Forwarding tab and close the
ForwardingAddresswindow.

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to this user’s
mail information. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.

Note –Do not set up forwarding address for two users on the sameMessaging Server to point to each
other if both user accounts have no other delivery type enabled. Doing so can causemail delivery
problems.

ToConfigureAuto-Reply Settings
The auto-reply feature ofMessaging Server lets you specify an automatic response to incomingmail
for a user. You can specify two different auto-replymodes: vacationmode and auto-replymode.

The DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging also provides an end-user HTML interface through
which users can themselves enable and configure auto-reply settings. The Console interface and the
DelegatedAdministrator interface bothmanipulate the same directory attributes; when opened,
each shows the current settings, whether they were set by the administrator or by the user.

Note –TheDelegatedAdministrator forMessaging only supports Sun Java System LDAPSchema v.
1, not v.2

� ToEnable anAuto-reply Service

In Console, access the CreateUser or Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMail Users”
onpage 767
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Click theMail tab.

Click theAuto-Reply tab.

Select one of the auto-replymodes:

Off:Disables auto-reply for this user.

Vacation:The first message received by this user from a given sender generates an automatic
response; subsequentmessages from that sender do not generate a response until the automatic reply
time-out is reached.When the time-out is reached, a newmessage is sent, once, until the next
time-out is reached, and so on. If you select this mode, you use the Vacation start/end date options
and enter a replymessage in the Reply text field.

If you selected vacationmode, supply dates and times to determinewhen the auto-replymessage
should start and end:

� Check the Vacation start/end date checkbox.
� Click the Edit buttons for Start and End then use the calendar that displays to specify a date and

time.

Specify an automatic reply time-out value in hours or days.

If you selected vacationmode, type an auto-reply subject line, then type a replymessage to be
returned to the sender.

You can type a replymessage for internal senders and a replymessage for external senders. If you
type a reply only for internal senders, only senders within your domain will receive an automatic
reply.

You can create onemessage in each of several available languages that you select with the drop-down
list located above themessage text area.

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to this user’s
mail information. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.

ToConfigureAuthorized Services
To enable themail services for which this user can access mail:

� ToConfigureAuthorized Services

In Console, access the CreateUser or Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMail Users”
onpage 767

Click theMail tab.
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Click theAuthorized Services tab.

TheAuthorized Services window shows the services that apply to a particular domain.

You canAdd, Edit, or Delete services by clicking the associated button. The “Modify rule for
authorized services”windowappears.

From the service drop-down list, choose the service youwish to create a rule for (IMAP, POP, SMTP,
HTTP, All).

Specify AlloworDeny and specify the domain towhich this rule applies.

ClickOK to submit your changes.

ManagingMailing Lists

ToAccessMailing Lists
This section describes how to get to the administration interface for yourmailing lists. Because
Messaging Servermailing lists are stored as attributes of group entries in an LDAPuser directory,
managingmailing lists means accessing andmodifying directory groups.

ToCreate aNewGroup
To create a newmailing list, you create a new group in the directory. Youmust also install a mail
account for that group; if you do not install themail account, themail-administration portion of
Console is not available for that group. (The full process of creating a directory group and specifying
other kinds of group information is described inmore detail in the chapter onUser andGroup
Administration, of the SunONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide.)

To create a newmailing list:

� ToCreate aNewGroup

In the Consolemainwindow, click theUsers andGroups tab.

From thedrop-down list, chooseNewGroup and click Create.

Select an organizational unit for the group and clickOK.
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In the CreateGroupwindow, enter the information required to create the group entry as described in
the chapter onUser andGroupAdministration, of the SunONE Server Console 5.2 Server
Management Guide.
Note that Formailing-list purposes only, you do not have to addmembers using the Users and
GroupsMembers tab; you can instead add them using theMail account Email-OnlyMembers tab:

� Regular groupmembers have full mailing-list privileges, but they also have any other privileges
that their groupmembership indicates. You add regular members (either static or dynamic)
through theMembers tab.

� Mailing-list members have group privileges limited to those provided by themailing-list
component of the group (whichmay ormay not be the only purpose for the group’s existence).
Mailing-list members are called email-only members, and you add them through theMail tab.

Leave the CreateGroupwindowopen and click theAccount tab.
Alist of installed products for the group account appears in the right pane.

Click theMail Account box.
TheMail tab becomes visible in the Create Group window.

Click theMail tab in the CreateGroupwindow, then click the appropriate tab in the right pane.

Enter your changes, then clickOK at the bottomof the CreateGroupwindow.
This action submits your entries and dismisses the Create Group window.

Note –ClickingOK at the bottom of anymail administration window submits all of the currentmail
configuration information entered in all of themail administration tabs.Make sure you complete all
setup procedures in the relevant windows before clicking OK.

ToAccess an ExistingGroup
Tomodify an existingmailing list, or to addmailing-list capabilities to an existing group, you access
the appropriate group in the user directory and then add ormodify its mail-account attributes.

� ToAccess an ExistingGroup

In the Consolemainwindow, click theUsers andGroups tab.

In theUsers andGroupsmainwindow, Click Search or Advanced Search.

Enter your search criteria (such as the group’s name) in the Searchwindow, andperform the search of
the user directory.

Return to theUsers andGroupsmainwindow, select a group from the search results and click Edit.
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If theMail tab is not visible in the Edit Entrywindow, do this:

� Click theAccount tab.A list of installed accounts appears in the right pane.
� Check theMailAccount box. TheMail tab displays in the Edit Entry window.

In the Edit Entrywindow, click theMail tab, then click the tab youwant in the right pane.

(These tabs are identical to those you access through the Create Group window.)

Enter your changes, then clickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow to submit your
modifications.

ToSpecifyMailing List Settings
Beforemail can be delivered successfully to yourmailing list, youmust specify its mail-addressing
information. This consists of the primary address for the group and any alternate addresses you want
to accept as aliases to the primary address. You can also specify the owner(s) of the list, optional
descriptive information, members, attributes, restrictions, and actions (email responses) of the
mailing list.

To specifymailing-list information:

� ToSpecifyMailing List Settings

In Console, access the CreateGroupor Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMailing Lists”
onpage 775

Click theMail tab.

Click the Settings tab, if it is not already the active tab.

(Required) Enter themailing list’s primary email address.

This is the publicized address to which this list’s mail will be delivered. There can be only one
primary address for a list. It must be a correctly formatted SMTP address that conforms to RFC 821
specifications.

(Optional) Specify an alternate address for themailing list.

An alternate address is an alias for the group’s primary address. You can use this feature to:

� Ensure proper delivery of a frequentlymisspelled address.
� Enable host name hiding in outgoingmail headers. To do so, supply an alternate address that

includes the host name and do not include the host name in the group’s Primary email address.
You can specify any number of alternate addresses for a group, as long as each address is unique.
Messages that arrive for any of these aliases are directed to the primary address.
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To add an alternate email address:

a. Click theAddbuttonbeneath theAlternative email addresses field.

b. In theAlternative Email Addresseswindow, enter an alternate address. (You can add asmany
alternate addresses as you like, but you can enter only one address each time youopen this
window.)

c. ClickOK to add the alternate address and close theAlternative Email Addresseswindow. (To enter
another alternate address, click Add again to re-open theAlternative Email Addresseswindow.)

(Optional) In the “Errors to” field, enter the email address of a person towhomerrors delivering
messages posted to the list should be sent.

(Optional) In the “Messaging Server hostname” field, enter the host nameof themachine hosting
thismailing list.

If the “Primary email address” field for this mailing list includes a host name, you can leave this field
blank. If you implement host-name hiding by having no host name in the primary email address,
specify the host name in this field.

Unlike a usermail account, if you do not specify a host name for amailing list, any host that has
access to the list’s LDAP entry will be able to process the list (which, inmost cases, is what you want).
If you want to restrict processing of the list to one ormore specific hosts, you should specify one or
more host names. For example, youmay want to force a large group to be processed on an
under-utilized server to reduce stress on a server that is more heavily used.

Note that this window lets you enter only one host name at a time. To entermultiple host names, use
the ldapmodify command line utility.

(Optional) Enter amailing list owner.

Alist owner has administrative privileges for adding or removing users, modifying configuration
settings, or deleting the list.

To specify a newmailing list owner, click the Owners tab and then either:

� ClickAdd, then enter the distinguished name (DN) of a newmailing list owner (such as
uid=jsmith, ou=people, o=siroe.com) in the Enter List Owner’s DN window and click OK.

� Click Search to open the SearchUsers andGroup window to locate an owner.
Note that selecting an owner from the SearchUsers andGroup window automatically adds the
correct syntax of the DN for you. Formore details on the SearchUsers andGroups window, see
the chapter onUser andGroupAdministration, of the SunONE Server Console 5.2 Server
Management Guide.

(Optional) Adddescriptive information.

To add text or a URL for information purposes (not for use byMessaging Server), click the
Descriptions tab, then use one or both of the following options:
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� Enter a description of the purpose or nature of themailing list.
� Enter a URL to anHTMLpage providing additional information about themailing list. This is

for informational purposes only; the URL is not used byMessaging Server.

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to thismailing
list. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.

ToSpecify ListMembers
To add email-onlymembers to yourmailing list, use one or both of the followingmethods:

� Explicitly add eachmember to themailing list.
� Define dynamic criteria to be applied to the user directory as a filter for determining group

membership.

Themailing-list members described here are called email-only members in the Users andGroups
interface of Console because they have group privileges limited to those provided by themailing-list
component of the group. “Regular” groupmembers, which you add using a different part of the
interface (described in the chapter onUser andGroupAdministration of the SunONE Server
Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide), might have additional privileges or responsibilities beyond
those of mailing-list members. Formore information on groups, see the chapter onUser andGroup
Administration of the SunONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide.

ToDefineDynamicMembership Criteria
Dynamic criteria consist of LDAP searchURLs that are used as filters in searching the user directory
for determiningmembership. This mechanism is dynamic in that, when amessage arrives for the
group, the individuals that receive it are determined by a directory search rather than by consulting a
static list of names. You can thus create andmaintain very large or complex groups without having to
track eachmember explicitly.

LDAP search filters must be formatted in LDAPURL syntax. Formore detailed information on
constructing LDAPfilters, see the chapter onUser andGroupAdministration of the SunONE Server
Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide. See also the Sun Java SystemDirectory Server documentation
and RFC 1959.

An LDAPURLhas the following syntax:

ldap://hostname:port/base_dn?attributes?scope?filter

where the options of the URLhave the followingmeanings:
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TABLE C–1LDAPURLOptions

option Description

hostname Host name of the Directory Server (Defaults to the Directory server host
name used byMessaging Server).

port Port number for the LDAP server. If no port is specified, it defaults to the
standard LDAPport used byMessaging Server.

base_dn Distinguished name of an entry in the directory, to be used as the search
base. This component is required.

attributes The attributes to be returned. These attributes are supplied byMessaging
Server.

scope Scope of search:

Ascope of base retrieves information only on the search base (base_dn)
itself.

Ascope of one retrieves information one level below the search base (the
search-base level is not included).

Ascope of sub retrieves information on the search base and all entries below
the search base.

filter Search filter to apply to entries within the specified scope of the search. If no
filter is specified, (objectclass=*) is used.

The following is an example of an LDAP searchURL that filters for users who have Sunnyvale as
their mail host:

ldap:///o=Siroe Corp,c=US??sub?(&(mailHost=sunnyvale.siroe.com)

(objectClass=inetLocalMailRecipient))

The above URLfilters for users who aremembers of the organization of Siroe (o=Siroe), in the
United States (c=US), and have amail host of Sunnyvale (mailHost=sunnyvale). The objectClass
attribute defines the type of entry for which to search, in this case inetLocalMailRecipient
(objectClass=inetLocalMailRecipient).

Note that when you create a search filter using Console, all group names are ignored; that is, only user
names are included in the search results whereas groupmembers are not. The purpose of this setting
is to avoid duplicating users that are also groupmembers in the search results. This setting can be
overridden using the command line configuration utility (configutil), but it is not recommended.

As noted in the next section, Console provides a template window (the Construct LDAP SearchURL
window) that you can use as an aid in building a search URL.

ToAddMailing-ListMembers
To add (email-only) members to amailing list:

ManagingMailing Lists
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� ToAddMailing-ListMembers

In Console, access the CreateGroupor Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMailing Lists”
onpage 775

Click theMail tab.

Click the Email-onlyMembers tab.

� (Optional) To specify an LDAP SearchURL for determiningmembership, click theAdd button
beneath the “Dynamic criteria for email-onlymembership” field, then in theAddDynamic
Criterion window:

� Enter an LDAP SearchURL in the field or click the Construct button to open the Construct
LDAP SearchURLwindow, a template that aids construction of the search URL.

� Click OK to add your entry to the “Dynamic criteria for email-onlymembership” field and
dismiss theAddDynamic Criterion window.

For instructions on creating an LDAP SearchURL, see “ToDefineDynamicMembership
Criteria” on page 779

(Optional) To add an individualmember to themailing list, click theAddbuttonbeneath the
“Memberswith email onlymembership” field, then in theAdd Email-OnlyMemberwindow:

� Enter the primary address for the newmember in the field. The primary address must be a
correctly-formatted SMTP address that conforms to RFC 821 specifications. You should not
enter an alternate address—especially if you specify restrictions for the group. You can add only
one newmember each time you open this window; the field cannot holdmore than one address.

� Click OK to add the user to themembers list and dismiss theAdd Email-OnlyMember window.
To enter another address, clickAdd again to re-open theAdd Email-OnlyMember window.

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to thismailing
list. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.

ToDefineMessage-PostingRestrictions
You can impose various kinds of restrictions onmessages sent to amailing list. You can define the set
of people allowed to post messages, you can require authentication of senders, you can restrict where
postedmessages can come from, and you can limit the size of a postedmessage.Messages that violate
the restrictions are rejected.

Note –Although these restrictions are useful for controlling several aspects of the incomingmessages
for a group, they are not intended to provide high-security access control.
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� ToDefineMessage-PostingRestrictions

In Console, access the CreateGroupor Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMailing Lists”
onpage 775

Click theMail tab.

Click the Restrictions tab.

(Optional) Define the allowed senders by choosing one of the following options:

� Anyone:No restrictions on senders. (This is the default.) Note that if you choose this option, you
cannot select SMTP authentication described in the next step.

� Anyone in themailing list:Onlymailing-list members (including groupmembers that are not
email-onlymembers) can post messages.

� Anyone in the following list:Only those users explicitly listed in the following field can post
messages.
If you choose “Anyone in the following list”, to add a sender clickAdd below theAllowed
Senders field—or you can click Search to open the SearchUsers andGroups window. If you click
Add, theAddAllowed Sender window opens. Enter the email address or distinguished name
(DN) of the allowed sender into the field. Click OK to add the sender to theAllowed Senders field
and dismiss theAddAllowed Sender window. Repeat this step for all other allowed senders you
want to add.
For a description of the SearchUsers andGroups window, see the chapter onUser andGroup
Administration, of the SunONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide.

(Optional) Define the allowed sender domains to restrictwhere senders canpostmessages from:

� Click theAdd button beneath theAllowed sender domains field.
� In theAddAllowed Sender Domain window, enter a domain name, then click OK to add the

domain to the list.
Note that a domain automatically includes any of its subdomains. For example, siroe.com
includes sales.siroe.com.

(Optional) Define themaximumpermittedmessage size.
Enter the size (in bytes).

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to thismailing
list. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.

ToDefineModerators
You can add one ormoremoderators for amailing list.
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When amoderator receives the forwardedmessage, that person decides how to process themessage.
(In the case of multiple moderators, processing of themessage is determined by the action taken by
the first moderator.) Processingmight include approving themessage and forwarding it back to the
list (perhaps with a password) or deleting it.

� ToDefineModerators

In Console, access the CreateGroupor Edit Entrywindow, as described in “ToAccessMailing Lists”
onpage 775

Click theMail tab.

Click theModerators tab.

Click theAddbuttonbeneath the Listmoderators field.

In theAddModeratorwindow, enter amoderator’s primary email address or distinguishedname
(DN) in the field. You can enter the address explicitly or you can click Search to use the SearchUsers
andGroupswindow to locate an address. Note that you can addonly onemoderator each time you
open theAddModeratorwindow.

For a description of the SearchUsers andGroups window, see the chapter onUser andGroup
Administration, of the SunONE Server Console 5.2 ServerManagement Guide.

ClickOK to add themoderator to the ListModerators list anddismiss theAddModeratorwindow. (To
enter another address, click Add again to re-open theAddModeratorwindow.)

ClickOK at the bottomof the Edit Entrywindow if youhave finishedmaking changes to thismailing
list. Otherwise, click other tabs to continuemaking changes.
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ShortMessage Service (SMS)

This chapter describes how to implement the ShortMessage Service (SMS) on the Sun™ONE
Messaging Server. It covers the following topics:

� “Introduction” on page 785
� “SMSChannel Theory of Operation” on page 787
� “SMSChannel Configuration” on page 803
� “SMSGateway Server Theory of Operation” on page 830
� “SMSGateway Server Configuration” on page 834
� “SMSGateway Server Storage Requirements” on page 855

Introduction
Sun Java SystemMessaging Server implements email-to-mobile andmobile-to-email messaging
using a ShortMessage Service (SMS). SMS can be configured to be either one-way (email-to-mobile
only) or two-way (both email-to-mobile andmobile-to-email). To enable one-way service only, you
must add and configure the SMS channel. To enable two-way service, youmust add and configure
the SMS channel, and in addition, configure the SMSGateway Server.

For both one- and two-way SMS, the generated SMSmessages are submitted to a ShortMessage
Service Center (SMSC) using the ShortMessage Peer to Peer (SMPP) protocol. Specifically, the
SMSCmust provide a V3.4 or later SMPP server that supports TCP/IP.

Figure D–1 illustrates the logical flow ofmessages for both one-way and two-way SMS.
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FIGURE D–1 Logical Flow ForOne-Way andTwo-Way SMS

One-WaySMS
To enable one-way service, theMessaging Server implements an SMPP client (theMTASMS
channel) that communicates with remote SMSCs. The SMS channel converts enqueued email
messages to SMSmessages as described in “The Email to SMSConversion Process” on page 789 of
multipartMIMEmessages as well as character set translation issues.

Operating in this capacity, the SMS channel functions as an (SMPP) External ShortMessage Entity
(ESME).

Two-WaySMS
Two-Way SMS enables themail server not only to send email to remote devices, but allows for
receiving replies from the remote devices and for remote device email origination.

Introduction
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Enabling two-way SMS service requires both theMTASMS channel (SMPP client), as explained in
the previous topic, and the SMSGateway Server. Sun Java SystemMessaging Server installs an SMS
Gateway Server as part of its general installation process, which youmust then configure. The SMS
Gateway Server performs two functions:

� SMPP relay
The SMSGateway Server acts as a transparent SMPP client between theMTASMS channel and
SMSCs. However, in addition, while acting as a relay, the SMSGateway Server generates unique
SMS source addresses for relayedmessages, and saves themessage IDs returned by the remote
SMSCs for later correlation with SMS notificationmessages.

� SMPP server
The SMSGateway Server acts as an SMPP server to receivemobile originated SMSmessages,
replies to prior email messages, and SMS notifications. The SMSGateway Server extracts
destination email addresses from the SMSmessages using profiles that define the conversion
process. Profiles also describe how to handle notificationmessages returned by remote SMSCs in
response to previously sent email-to-mobile messages.

Note – Sun Java SystemMessaging Server does not support the two-way SMS on theWindows
platform.

Requirements
Thismanual assumes that you have read LogicaCMG’s SMPP specification, and the SMPP
documentation for your SMSC.

In order to implement SMS, youmust have the following:

� Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6 or greater. (One-way SMS is also implemented in iPlanet
Messaging Server 5.2.)

� The SMSCmust support SMPPV3.4, or later, over TCP/IP and theremust be TCP/IP
connectivity between the host runningMessaging Server and the SMSC.

For storage planning information for the SMSGateway Server, see “SMSGateway Server Storage
Requirements” on page 855

SMSChannel Theory ofOperation
The SMS channel is a multi-threaded channel which converts queued email messages to SMS
messages and then submits them for delivery to an SMSC.

The following channel operation topics are covered in this section:

� “Directing Email to the Channel” on page 788.

SMS Channel Theory of Operation
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� “The Email to SMSConversion Process” on page 789.
� “The SMSMessage Submission Process” on page 794.
� “Site-definedAddress Validity Checks and Translations” on page 798
� “Site-defined Text Conversions” on page 799

Directing Email to theChannel
When the SMS channel is configured as per “SMSChannel Configuration” on page 803 purposes of
discussion, let us assume that the host name sms.siroe.com is a host name associated with the
channel. In that case, email is directed to the channel with an address of the form:

local-part@sms.siroe.com

in which local-part is either the SMS destination address (for example, a wireless phone number,
pager ID, etc.) or an attribute-value pair list in the format:

/attribute1=value1/attribute2=value2/.../@sms.siroe.com

The recognized attribute names and their usages are given in Table D–1. These attributes allow for
per-recipient control over some channel options.

TABLE D–1SMSAttributes

AttributeName Attribute Value andUsage

ID SMS destination address (for example, wireless phone number, pager ID, etc.) to direct the SMSmessage to. This
attribute and associated valuemust be present.

FROM SMS source address. Ignored when option USE_HEADER_FROM=0.

FROM_NPI Use the specified NPI value. Ignored when option USE_HEADER_FROM=0.

FROM_TON Use the specified TON value. Ignored when option USE_HEADER_FROM=0.

MAXLEN Themaximum, total bytes (that is, eight bit bytes) to place into the generated SMSmessage ormessages for this
recipient. The lower value of either MAXLEN and the value specified by the “MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE” on page 810
channel option is used.

MAXPAGES Themaximumnumber of SMSmessages to split the email message into for this recipient. The lower value of either
MAXPAGES and the value specified by the “MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE” on page 811 channel option is used.

NPI Specify a Numeric Plan Indicator (NPI) value for the destination SMS address specified with the ID attribute. See the
description of the “DEFAULT_DESTINATION_NPI” on page 814 channel option for information on the accepted
values for this attribute.When this attribute is used, its value overrides the value given by the
DEFAULT_DESTINATION_NPI channel option.

PAGELEN Maximumnumber of bytes to place into a single SMSmessage for this recipient. Theminimum of this value and that
specified with the “MAX_PAGE_SIZE” on page 811 channel option is used.

TO Synonym for ID.

SMS Channel Theory of Operation
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TABLE D–1SMSAttributes (Continued)
AttributeName Attribute Value andUsage

TO_NPI Synonym for NPI.

TO_TON Synonym for TON.

TON Specify a Type of Number (TON) value for the destination SMS address given with the ID attribute. See the
description of the “DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON” on page 814 channel option for information on the accepted
values for this attribute.When this attribute is used, its value overrides the value given by the
DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON channel option.

Some example addresses:

123456@sms.siroe.com

/id=123456/@sms.siroe.com

/id=123456/maxlen=100/@sms.siroe.com

/id=123456/maxpages=1/@sms.siroe.com

For information on performing translations, validity checks, and other operations on the SMS
destination address portion of the email address, see “Site-definedAddress Validity Checks and
Translations” on page 798

The Email to SMSConversionProcess
In order for email to be sent to a remote site, email must be converted to SMSmessages that can be
understood by the remote SMSCs. This section describes the process of converting an email message
queued to the SMS channel to one ormore SMSmessages.As described below, options allow control
over themaximumnumber of SMSmessages generated, themaximum total length of those SMS
messages, and themaximum size of any single SMSmessage. Only text parts (that is, MIME text
content types) from the email message are used and themaximumnumber of parts convertedmay
also be controlled.

Character sets used in the email message’s header lines and text parts are all converted to Unicode
and then converted to an appropriate SMS character set.

When there is no SMS_TEXTmapping table (see “Site-defined Text Conversions” on page 799) an
email message queued to the SMS channel receives the processing illustrated in Figure D–2.
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FIGURE D–2 SMSChannel Email Processing
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FIGURE D–3 SMSChannel Email Processing (continued)

The following steps correspond to the numbered boxes in Figure D–2:

1. An empty output buffer is started. The character set used for the buffer is Unicode.
2. The email message’s originator address is taken from one of the following five sources, shown in

decreasing order of preference:

1. Resent-from:

2. From:

3. Resent-sender:

4. Sender:

5. Envelope From:

If the originator address is an empty string, then the value of the “FROM_NONE” on page 823
channel option is instead appended to the buffer.

If, however, the originator address is a non-empty string, then the result of processing the
“FROM_FORMAT” on page 823 channel option, and the value of the LINE_STOP channel option
are appended to the output buffer.

Note that the Resent-from: and Resent-sender: header lines are only considered if the
“USE_HEADER_RESENT” on page 813 option has the value 1. Otherwise, Resent- header lines
are ignored.

3. If a Subject: header line is not present or is empty, then the value of the “SUBJECT_NONE”
on page 824 option is appended to the output buffer.
Otherwise, the result of processing the “SUBJECT_FORMAT” on page 824 option, and the value
of the “LINE_STOP” on page 823 channel option are appended to the output buffer.

4. If there are no text message parts, then the value of the “NO_MESSAGE” on page 824 channel
option is appended to the output buffer.
If there are text message parts, then the value of the “CONTENT_PREFIX” on page 822 channel
option is appended to the output buffer.
Non-text message parts are discarded.

5. For each text part, while the MAX_MESSAGE_PARTS limit has not been reached, the text part is
decoded to Unicode and appended to the buffer, along with the value of the LINE_STOP channel
option.

6. The resulting output buffer is then converted fromUnicode to either the SMSC’s default
character set or UCS2 (UTF-16). The SMSC’s default character set is specified with the
“SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET” on page 811 option.

7. After being converted, it is then truncated to not exceed “MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE” on page 810
bytes.

8. The converted string from “The Email to SMSConversion Process” on page 789 is then broken
into one ormore SMSmessages, no single SMSmessage longer than MAX_PAGE_SIZE bytes.At
most, “MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE” on page 811 SMSmessages will be generated.
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Note –As an email messagemay havemultiple recipients, Step 6 through Step 8may need to be
done for each recipient address whichmakes use of the MAXLEN, MAXPAGES, or PAGELEN attributes
described in “Directing Email to the Channel,” on page 4.

Sample EmailMessageProcessing
For example, with the channel’s default settings, the email message:

From: John Doe

To: 1234567@sms.siroe.com

Subject: Today’s meeting

Date: Fri, 26 March 2001 08:17

The staff meeting is at 14:30 today in the big conference room.

Would be converted to the SMSmessage:

jdoe@siroe.com (Today’s meeting) The staff meeting is at 14:30 today in the big

conference room.

Adifferent set of option settings, that follows:

CONTENT_PREFIX=Msg:

FROM_FORMAT=From:${pa}

SUBJECT_FORMAT=Subj:$s

would instead produce:

From:John Doe Subj:Today’s meeting Msg:The staff meeting is at 14:30 today in the big

conference room.

The SMSMessage SubmissionProcess
Once an email message has been converted to one ormore SMSmessages, with possibly different sets
for each recipient, the SMSmessages are then submitted to the destination SMSC. The submissions
are effected using SMPPV3.4 over TCP/IP. The hostname (SMPP_SERVER) of the SMPP server is
taken to be the official host name associated with the SMS channel; the TCPport (SMPP_PORT) to use
is specified with the port channel keyword.

When there aremessages to process, the channel is started. The channel binds to the SMPP server as
a transmitter, presenting the credentials specified with the ESME_ channel options described in
“SMPPOptions” on page 819. Table D–2 lists the fields set in a BIND_TRANSMITTER PDU (Protocol
Data Unit), and gives their values:

SMS Channel Theory of Operation
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TABLE D–2 Fields inGenerated in a BIND_TRANSMITTER PDU

Field Value

system_id “ESME_SYSTEM_ID” on page 820 channel option; default value is an empty
string

password “ESME_PASSWORD” on page 820 channel option; default value is an empty
string

system_type “ESME_SYSTEM_TYPE” on page 820 channel option; default value is an
empty string

interface_version 0x34 indicating SMPPV3.4

addr_ton “ESME_ADDRESS_TON” on page 820; default value is 0x00 indicating an
unknown TON

addr_npi “ESME_ADDRESS_NPI” on page 819; default value is 0x00 indicating an
unknownNPI

addr_range “ESME_IP_ADDRESS” on page 820 channel option; default value is an empty
string

Note that the channel is multithreaded. Depending on howmuchmail there is to send, the channel
may havemultiple dequeue thread running. (There can even bemultiple channel processes
running.) Each thread does a BIND_TRANSMITTER and then on that TCP/IP connection, sends all of
the SMSmessages it has to send, and then sends an UNBIND, and then closes the connection. No
attempt is made to hold a connection open for a period of idle time for potential reuse. If the remote
SMPP server sends back a throttle error, then an UNBIND is issued, the TCP/IP connection is closed,
and a new connection and BIND established. It behaves similarly if the remote SMPP server sends an
UNBIND before it is finished sending its SMSmessages.

The SMSmessages are then submitted using SMPP SUBMIT_SM PDUs. If a permanent error is
returned (for example, ESME_RINVDSTADR), then the email message is returned as undeliverable. If a
temporary error is returned, then the email message is re-enqueued for a later delivery attempt. To
clarify, a permanent error is one for which the condition is likely to exist indefinitely and for which
repeated delivery attempts will have no positive effect, such as invalid SMS destination addresses.
Whereas, a temporary error is one for which the condition is likely to not exist in the near future,
such as a server down or server congested condition.

If the USE_HEADER_FROM option has the value 1, then the source address for the submitted SMS
message is set. The value used is derived from the originating email message and is chosen to be the
most likely (email) address to which any replies should be directed.Accordingly, the source address
taken from one of the following seven sources, shown in decreasing order of preference:

1. Resent-reply-to:

2. Resent-from:

3. Reply-to:

4. From:

SMS Channel Theory of Operation
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5. Resent-sender:

6. Sender:

7. Envelope From:

Note that the Resent-reply-to: and Reply-to: header lines are only considered if the
“USE_HEADER_REPLY_TO” on page 812 option has the value 1.Moreover, the
Resent-reply-to:, Resent-from:, and Resent-sender: header lines are only considered if the
“USE_HEADER_RESENT” on page 813 option has the value 1. (Note that this means that both of
those optionsmust have the value 1 for the Resent-reply-to: header line to be considered.) The
default value for both of these options is the value 0.As such, only items 4, 6, and 7 are considered by
the default configuration. Finally, since the source address in an SMSmessage is limited to 20 bytes,
the source address chosen will be truncated if it exceeds that limit.

Table D–3 shows themandatory fields set in a SUBMIT_SM PDU:

TABLE D–3Mandatory Fields inGenerated SUBMIT_SMPDUs

Field Value

service_type “DEFAULT_SERVICE_TYPE” on page 817 channel option; default
value is an empty string.

source_addr_ton “DEFAULT_SOURCE_TON” on page 818 channel option; if
USE_HEADER_FROM=1, then this field is usually forced to the value 0x05
indicating an alphanumeric TON; otherwise, the default value is 0x01
indicating an international TON.

source_addr_npi “DEFAULT_SOURCE_NPI” on page 818 channel option; default
value is 0x00.

source_addr “DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS” on page 817 channel option if
USE_HEADER_FROM=0; otherwise, an alphanumeric string representing
the originator of the email message.

dest_addr_ton TON addressing attribute or “DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON”
on page 814 channel option; default value is 0x01 indicating an
international TON.

dest_addr_npi NPI addressing attribute or “DEFAULT_SOURCE_NPI” on page 818
channel option; default value is 0x00 indicating an unknownNPI.

dest_addr Destination SMS address derived from the local part of the email
envelope To: address; see “Directing Email to the Channel” on page
788.

esm_class For one-way SMS, set to 0x03, indicating store and forwardmode,
default SMSCmessage type, and do not set reply path. For a two-way
MSMmessage, set to 0x83.

protocol_id 0x00; unused for CDMAand TDMA; for GSM, 0x00 indicates no
Internet, but SME-to-SME protocol.

SMS Channel Theory of Operation
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TABLE D–3Mandatory Fields inGenerated SUBMIT_SMPDUs (Continued)
Field Value

priority_flag 0x00 for GSM&CDMAand 0x01 for TDMA, all indicating normal
priority; See the description of the “DEFAULT_PRIORITY” on page
815 channel option.

schedule_delivery_time Empty string indicating immediate delivery.

validity_period “DEFAULT_VALIDITY_PERIOD” on page 818 channel option;
default value is an empty string indicating that the SMSC’s default
should be used.

registered_delivery 0x00 indicating no registered delivery.

replace_if_present_flag 0x00 indicating that any previous SMSmessages should not be
replaced.

data_coding 0x00 for the SMSC’s default character set; 0x08 for the UCS2 character
set.

sm_default_msg_id 0x00 indicating not to use a pre-definedmessage.

sm_length Length and content of the SMSmessage; see “The Email to SMS
Conversion Process” on page 789

short_message Length and content of the SMSmessage; see “The Email to SMS
Conversion Process” on page 789

Table D–4 shows the optional fields in a SUBMIT_SM PDU:

TABLE D–4Optional Fields inGenerated SUBMIT_SMPDUs

Field Value

privacy See the description of the “DEFAULT_PRIVACY” on page 816 channel keyword;
default is to not provide this field unless the email message has a Sensitivity:
header line

sar_refnum See the description of the “USE_SAR” on page 819 channel keyword; default is to
not provide these fields

sar_total See sar_refnum above.

sar_seqnum See sar_refnum above.

The channel remains bound to the SMPP server until either it has nomore SMSmessages to submit
(themessage queue is empty), or “MAX_PAGES_PER_BIND” on page 820 has been exceeded. In the
latter case, a new connection is made and bind operation performed if there remain further SMS
messages to send.
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Note that the SMS channel is multithreaded. Each processing thread in the channel maintains its own
TCP connection with the SMPP server. For example, if there are three processing threads each with
SMSmessages to submit, then the channel will have three open TCP connections to the SMPP server.
Each connection will bind to the SMPP server as a transmitter. Moreover, any given processing
thread will only have one outstanding SMS submission at a time. That is, a given thread will submit
an SMSmessage, then wait for the submission response (that is, SUBMIT_SM_RESP PDU) before
submitting another SMSmessage.

Site-definedAddress Validity Checks andTranslations
Sites may wish to apply validity checks or translations to SMS destination addresses encoded in the
recipient email addresses described in “Directing Email to the Channel” on page 788

� Strip non-numeric characters (for example, translating 800.555.1212 to 8005551212)
� Prepend a prefix (for example, translating 8005551212 to +18005551212)
� Validate for correctness (for example, 123 is too short)

The first two tasks can be done specifically with the “DESTINATION_ADDRESS_NUMERIC”
on page 818 and “DESTINATION_ADDRESS_PREFIX” on page 819 channel options. In general, all
three of these tasks, and others can be implemented usingmapping tables: eithermapping table
callouts in the rewrite rules or bymeans of a FORWARDmapping table. Using amapping table callout
in the rewrite rules will afford themost flexibility, including the ability to reject the address with a
site-defined error response. The remainder of this section will focus on just such an approach --
using amapping table callout from the rewrite rules.

Let us suppose that destination addresses need to be numeric only, be 10 or 11 digits long, and be
prefixed with the string “+1”. This can be accomplished with the following rewrite rule

sms.siroe.com ${X-REWRITE-SMS-ADDRESS,$U}@sms.siroe.com

sms.siroe.com $?Invalid SMS address

The first rewrite rule above calls out to the site-definemapping table named
X-REWRITE-SMS-ADDRESS. That mapping table is passed the local part of the email address for
inspection. If themapping process decides that the local part is acceptable, then the address is
accepted and rewritten to the SMS channel. If themapping process does not accept the local part,
then the next rewrite rule is applied. Since it is a $? rewrite rule, the address is rejected with the error
text “Invalid SMS address”.

The X-REWRITE-SMS-ADDRESSmapping table is shown below. It performs the necessary validation
steps for local parts in either attribute-value pair list format or just a raw SMS destination address.

X-VALIDATE-SMS-ADDRESS

! Iteratively strip any non-numeric characters

$_*$[$ -/:-~]%* $0$2$R

! Accept the address if it is of the form 1nnnnnnnnnn or nnnnnnnnnn

! In accepting it, ensure that we output +1nnnnnnnnnn

SMS Channel Theory of Operation
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1%%%%%%%%%% +1$0$1$2$3$4$5$6$7$8$9$Y

%%%%%%%%%% +1$0$1$2$3$4$5$6$7$8$9$Y

! We didn’t accept it and consequently it’s invalid

* $N

X-REWRITE-SMS-ADDRESS

*/id=$_*/* $C$0/id=$|X-VALIDATE-SMS-ADDRESS;$1|/$2$Y$E

*/id=$_*/* $N

* $C$|X-VALIDATE-SMS-ADDRESS;$0|$Y$E

* $N

With the above set up, be sure that “DESTINATION_ADDRESS_NUMERIC” on page 818 option
has the value 0 (the default). Otherwise, the “+” will be stripped from the SMS destination address.

Site-definedText Conversions
Sites may customize Steps 1 - 6 described in “The Email to SMSConversion Process” on page 789 a
mapping table in theMTA’smapping file.

The name of themapping table should be SMS_Channel_TEXTwhere SMS_Channel is the name of
the SMS channel; for example, SMS_TEXT if the channel is named sms or SMS_MWAY_TEXT if the
channel is named sms_mway.

Two types of entries may bemade in this mapping table. However, before explaining the format of
those entries, let it bemade clear that an understanding of how to use themapping file is essential in
order to understand how to construct and use these entries.An examplemapping table is given after
the description of these two types of entries.

Now, the two types of entries are:

� “Message Header Entries” on page 799
� “Message Body Entries” on page 800

MessageHeader Entries
These entries specify whichmessage header lines should be included in an SMSmessage and how
they should be abbreviated or otherwise converted. Only if a header line is successfully mapped to a
string of non-zero length by one of these entries will it be included in the SMSmessage being
generated. Each entry has the format

H|pattern replacement-text

If a message header linematches the pattern then it will be replaced with the replacement text
replacement-text using themapping file’s patternmatching and string substitution facilities. The
final result of mapping the header line will then be included in the SMSmessage provided that the
metacharacter $Ywas specified in the replacement text. If a header line does notmatch any pattern
string, if it maps to a string of length zero, or if the $Ymetacharacter is not specified in the
replacement text, then the header line will be omitted from the SMSmessage. The two entries
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H|From:* F:$0$Y

H|Subject:* S:$0$Y

cause the From: and Subject: header lines to be included in SMSmessages with From: and
Subject: abbreviated as F: and S:. The entries:

H|Date:* H|D:$0$R$Y

H|D:*,*%19%%*:*:* H|D:$0$ $5:$6$R$Y

cause the Date: header line to be accepted andmapped such that, for instance, the header line

Date: Wed, 16 Dec 1992 16:13:27 -0700 (PDT)

will be converted to

D: Wed 16:13

Very complicated, iterativemappingsmay be built. Sites wishing to set up custom filters will first
need to understand how themapping file works. TheH| in the right-hand-side of the entrymay be
omitted, if desired. TheH| is allowed in that side so as to cut down on the number of table entries
required by sets of iterativemappings.

MessageBody Entries
These entries establishmappings to be applied to each line of themessage body. Each line of the
message body will be passed through thesemappings before being incorporated into the SMS
message being built. These entries take the form:

B|pattern B|replacement-text

If a line of themessage bodymatches a pattern pattern then it will be replaced with the replacement
text replacement-text. Again, very complicated, iterativemappingsmay be constructed using this
facility. The B| in the right-hand-side of the entrymay be omitted, if desired.

Example SMSMappingTable
An example SMS_TEXTmapping table is shown in Example D–1. The numbers inside parentheses at
the end of each line correspond to the item numbers in the section titled “Explanatory Text” on page
801 that follows this table.

EXAMPLE D–1Example SMS_TEXTMappingTable.

SMS_TEXT

H|From:* H|F:$0$R$Y (1)

H|Subject:* H|S:$0$R$Y (1)

H|F:*<*>* H|F:$1$R$Y ()

H|F:*(*)* H|F:$0$2$R$Y (2)

H|F:*"*"* H|F:$0$2$R$Y (3)

H|F:*@* H|F:$0$R$Y (4)
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EXAMPLE D–1Example SMS_TEXTMappingTable. (Continued)

H|%:$ * H|$0:$1$R$Y (5)

H|%:*$ H|$0:$1$R$Y (5)

H|%:*$ $ * H|$0:$1$ $2$R$Y (6)

B|*--* B|$0-$1$R (7)

B|*..* B|$0.$1$R (7)

B|*!!* B|$0!$1$R (7)

B|*??* B|$0?$1$R (7)

B|*$ $ * B|$0$ $1$R (6)

B|$ * B|$0$R (5)

B|*$ B|$0$R (5)

Explanatory Text

The entries in the example SMS_TEXTmapping table above are explained below:

In the example above, themetacharacter $R is used to implement and control iterative application of
themappings. By iterating on thesemappings, powerful filtering is achieved. For instance, the simple
mappings to remove a single leading or trailing space (6) or reduce two spaces to a single space (7)
become, when taken as a whole, a filter which strips all leading and trailing spaces and reduces all
consecutivemultiple spaces to a single space. Such filtering helps reduce the size of each SMS
message.

1. These two entries cause From: and Subject: header lines to be included in an SMSmessage.
From: and Subject: are abbreviated as, respectively, F: and S:. Some of the other entries may
have further effects on From: and Subject: header lines.
This entry will reduce a From: header line containing a <...> pattern to only the text within the
angle brackets. For example:
F: "John C. Doe" <jdoe@siroe.com> (Hello)

will be replaced with:
F: jdoe@siroe.com

2. This entry will remove, inclusively, everything inside of a (...) pattern in a From: header line. For
example:
F: "John C. Doe" <jdoe@siroe.com> (Hello)

will be replaced with:
F: "John C. Doe" <jdoe@siroe.com>

3. This entry will remove, inclusively, everything inside of a “...” pattern in a From: header line. For
example:
F: "John C. Doe" <jdoe@siroe.com> (Hello)

will be replaced with:
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F: <jdoe@siroe.com> (Hello)

4. This entry will remove, inclusively, everything to the right of an at-sign, @, in a From: header line.
For example:
F: "John C. Doe" <jdoe@siroe.com> (Hello)

will be replaced with:
F: "John C. Doe" <jdoe@

5. These four entries remove leading and trailing spaces from lines in themessage header and body.
6. These two entries reduce two spaces to a single space in lines of themessage header and body.
7. These four entries reduce double dashes, periods, exclamation and questionmarks to single

occurrences of thematching character.Again, this helps save bytes in an SMSmessage.

The order of the entries is very important. For instance, with the given ordering, the body of the
message From: header line:

From: "John C. Doe" (Hello)

will be reduced to:

jdoe

The steps taken to arrive at this are as follows:

1. We begin with the From: header line:
From: "John C. Doe" (Hello)

The pattern in the first mapping entrymatches this and produces the result:
F: "John C. Doe" (Hello)

The $Rmetacharacter in the result string causes the result string to be remapped.
2. Themapping is applied to the result string of the last step. This produces:

F: jdoe@siroe.com

The $R in themapping causes the entire set of mappings to be re-applied to the result of this step.
3. Next, themapping is applied producing:

F: jdoe

The $R in themapping causes the entire set of mappings to be re-applied to the result of this step.
4. Next, themapping is applied producing:

F:jdoe

The $R in themapping causes the entire set of mappings to be re-applied to the result of this step.
5. Since no other entries match, the final result string:

F:jdoe

is incorporated into the SMSmessage.
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Note –The imsimta test-mapping utilitymay be used to test amapping table. For instance,

# imsimta test -mapping -noimage_file -mapping_file=test.txt

Enter table name: SMS_TEXT

Input string: H|From: "John C. Doe" (Hello)

Output string: H|F:jdoe

Output flags: [0,1,2,89]

Input string: ^D

#

For further details on the imsimta test utility, see “imsimta test” in Sun Java SystemMessaging
Server 6 2005Q4 Administration Reference.

SMSChannel Configuration
This section gives directions on how to set up the SMS channel for both one-way (email-to-mobile)
and two-way (email-to-mobile andmobile-to-email) functionality. The SMS channel is set up the
same for both one-way and two-way functionality, with the exceptions noted in the topic
“Configuring the SMSChannel for Two-Way SMS” on page 829

This section includes the following topics:

� “Adding an SMSChannel” on page 803
� “Creating an SMSChannel Option File” on page 806
� “Available Options” on page 806
� “AddingAdditional SMSChannels” on page 826
� “Adjusting the Frequency of Delivery Retries” on page 827
� “Sample One-Way Configuration (MobileWay)” on page 827
� “Configuring the SMSChannel for Two-Way SMS” on page 829

Adding anSMSChannel
Two steps are required to add an SMS channel to aMessaging Server configuration:

1. “Adding the Channel Definition and Rewrite Rules” on page 804.
2. “Creating an SMSChannel Option File” on page 806.

While there are no channel options whichmust be set in all situations, it is likely that one ormore of
the following optionsmay need to be set: “ESME_PASSWORD” on page 820, “ESME_SYSTEM_ID”
on page 820, “MAX_PAGE_SIZE” on page 811, “DEFAULT_SOURCE_TON” on page 818, and
“DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON” on page 814.And, as described, the SMPP server’s hostname or
IP address and TCPport must be set either through the channel definition in the imta.cnf file or the
channel option file.
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Youmay configuremore than one SMS channel, giving different characteristics to different SMS
channels. See “AddingAdditional SMSChannels” on page 826 for further information on the use of
multiple SMS channels.

Note for the instructions that follow: if you change the imta.cnf file youmust recompile. if you
change just a channel option file, there is no need to recompile.

Note also that the time before a channel change takes effect can differ depending on what the change
is. Many channel option changes take effect in all channels started since the change wasmade, which
may seem almost instantaneous since the Job Controller is often starting new channels. Some of the
changes don’t take effect until you recompile and restart the SMTP server. These options are
processed as amessage is enqueued to the channel and not when the channel itself runs.

Adding theChannelDefinition andRewrite Rules
To add the channel definition and rewrite rules, do the following:

� ToAddChannelDefinition andRewrite Rules

Before adding an SMS channel to theMTA’s configuration, youneed to pick a name for the channel.
The nameof the channelmaybe either smsor sms_xwhere x is any case-insensitive stringwhose
length is betweenone and thirty-six bytes. For example, sms_mway.

To add the channel definition, edit the imta.cnffile located in the
installation-directory/config/ directory. At the bottomof the file add ablank line followedby
the two lines:
channel-name port p threaddepth t \
backoff pt2m pt5m pt10m pt30m notices 1

smpp-host-name

where channel-name is the name you chose for the channel, p is the TCPport the SMPP server listens
on, t is themaximum simultaneous number of SMPP server connections per delivery process, and
smpp-host-name is the host name of the system running the SMPP server.

For example, youmight specify a channel definition as follows:

sms_mway port 55555 threaddepth 20 \

backoff pt2m pt5m pt10m pt30m notices 1

smpp.siroe.com

For instructions on how to calculate threaddepth, see “Controlling the Number of Simultaneous
Connections” on page 805

See “Adjusting the Frequency of Delivery Retries” on page 827 for a discussion of the backoff and
notices channel keywords.

If you wish to specify an IP address rather than a host name, for smpp-host-name, specify a domain
literal. For example, if the IP address is 127.0.0.1, then specify [127.0.0.1] for smpp-host-name.
Alternatively, consider using the “SMPP_SERVER” on page 821 channel option.

1

2
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Note – For Sun Java SystemMessaging Server 6.1, the use of the master channel keyword has been
deprecated. It is ignored if present.

Once the channel definition has been added, go to the tophalf of the file and add a rewrite rule in
this format:

smpp-host-name $u@smpp-host-name

For example,

smpp.siroe.com $u@smpp.siroe.com

Save the imta.cnffile.

Recompile the configuration with the imsimta cnbuild command.

Restart the SMTP server with the imsimta restart dispatcher command.

With the above configuration, emailmessages are directed to the channel by addressing them to
id@smpp-host-name (for example, 123456@smpp.siroe.com). See “The Email to SMSConversion
Process” onpage 789 for further information on addressing.

Optionally, if youwish to hide the SMPP server’s host name fromusers or associate other host names
with the same channel, then add additional rewrite rules. For instance, to associate host-name-1 and
host-name-2with the channel, add the following to rewrite rules:
host-name-1 $U%host-name-1@smpp-host-name

host-name-2 $U%host-name-2@smpp-host-name

For example, if the SMPP server’s host name is smpp.siroe.com but you want users to address email
to id@sms.sesta.com, then add the rewrite rule:

sms.sesta.com $U%sms.sesta.com@smpp.siroe.com

Note that the “SMPP_SERVER” on page 821 and “SMPP_PORT” on page 821 channel options will
override the channel’s official host name and port channel keyword settings.When the SMPP_PORT
option is used, it is not necessary to also use the port keyword. The advantage of using these two
options is that they can be put into effect and subsequently changed without needing to recompile
the configuration.An additional use of the SMPP_SERVER option is described in“AddingAdditional
SMSChannels” on page 826.

Controlling theNumber of Simultaneous Connections
The threaddepth channel keyword controls the number of messages to assign to each delivery
thread within a delivery process. To calculate the total number of concurrent connections allowed,
multiply the values of the two following options: SMPP_MAX_CONNECTIONS and job_limit
(SMPP_MAX_CONNECTIONS * job_limit). The “SMPP_MAX_CONNECTIONS” on page 821 option

3

4

5

6

7

8
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controls themaximumnumber of delivery threads in a delivery process.And, the job_limit option,
for the Job Controller processing pool in which the channel is run, controls themaximumnumber of
simultaneous delivery processes.

To limit the total number of concurrent connections, youmust adjust appropriately either or both of
these options. For instance, if the remote SMPP server allows only a single connection, then both
SMPP_MAX_CONNECTIONS and job_limitmust be set to 1. When adjusting the values, it’s preferable to
allow job_limit to exceed 1.

Creating anSMSChannelOption File
In general, a channel option file contains site-specific parameters required for the operation of the
channel.Achannel option file is not required for SMS. If you determine that one is necessary for your
installation, store it in a text file in the installation-directory/config/ directory.As with other
channel option files, the name of the file takes the form:

channel_name_option

For instance, if the channel is named sms_mway then the channel option file is:

installation-directory/config/sms_mway_option

Each option is placed on a single line in the file using the format:

option_name=option_value

For example,

PROFILE=GSM

SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET=iso-8859-1

USE_UCS2=1

For a list of available SMS channel options and a description of each, see “Available Options”
on page 806

AvailableOptions
The SMS channel contains a number of options which divide into six broad categories:

� Email to SMS conversion: Options which control the email to SMS conversion process.
� SMSGateway Server Option:Gateway profile option.
� SMS fields: Options which control SMS-specific fields in generated SMSmessages.
� SMPP protocol: Options associated with the use of the SMPPprotocol over TCP/IP.
� Localization: Options which allow for localization of text fields inserted into SMSmessages.
� Miscellaneous: Debug option.
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These options are summarized in the table below, and describedmore fully in the sections which
follow.

TABLE D–5 SMSChannelOptions

Email to SMSConversionOptions

Option (Page number) Description Default

“GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS” on page
810

Specify whether or not to convert email notificationmessages to SMS
messages.

0

“MAX_MESSAGE_PARTS” on page 810 Max. number of message parts to extract from an email message 2

“MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE” on page 810 Maximumnumber of bytes to extract from an email message 960

“MAX_PAGE_SIZE” on page 811 Maximumnumber of bytes to put into a single SMSmessage 160

“MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE” on page
811

Max. number of SMSmessages to break an email message into 6

“ROUTE_TO” on page 811 Route SMSmessages to the specified IP host name.

“SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET” on page
811

The default character set used by the SMSC. US-ASCII

“USE_HEADER_FROM” on page 812 Set the SMS source address 0

“USE_HEADER_PRIORITY” on page 812 Control the use of priority information from the email message’s
header

1

“USE_HEADER_REPLY_TO” on page 812 Control the use of Reply-to: header lines when generating SMS
source addresses

0

“USE_HEADER_RESENT” on page 813 Control the use of Resent-*: header lines when generating originator
information

0

“USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY” on page
813

Control the use of privacy information from the email message’s
header

1

“USE_UCS2” on page 813 Use the UCS2 character set in SMSmessages when applicable 1

SMSGateway Server Option

“GATEWAY_PROFILE” on page 813 Match the gateway profile name configured in the SMSGateway
Server’s configuration file, sms_gateway.cnf

N/A

SMS Fields Options
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TABLE D–5 SMSChannelOptions (Continued)

“DEFAULT_DESTINATION_NPI”
on page 814

Default NPI for SMS destination addresses 0x00

“DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON”
on page 814

Default TON for SMS destination addresses 0x01

“DEFAULT_PRIORITY” on page 815 Default priority setting for SMSmessages 0=GSM, CDMA

1=TDMA

“DEFAULT_PRIVACY” on page 816 Default privacy value flag for SMSmessages -1

“DEFAULT_SERVICE_TYPE” on page
817

SMS application service associated with submitted SMSmessages N/A

“DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS”
on page 817

Default SMS source address 0

“DEFAULT_SOURCE_NPI” on page 818 Default NPI for SMS source addresses 0x00

“DEFAULT_SOURCE_TON” on page 818 Default TON for SMS source addresses 0x01

“DEFAULT_VALIDITY_PERIOD”
on page 818

Default validity period for SMSmessages N/A

“DESTINATION_ADDRESS_NUMERIC”
on page 818

Reduce the destination SMS address to only the characters 0 - 9 0

“DESTINATION_ADDRESS_PREFIX”
on page 819

Text string to prefix destination SMS addresses with N/A

“PROFILE” on page 819 SMS profile to use GSM

“USE_SAR” on page 819 Sequencemultiple SMSmessages using the SMS sar_ fields 0

SMPPProtocol Options

“ESME_ADDRESS_NPI” on page 819 ESMENPI to specify when binding to the SMPP server 0x00

“ESME_ADDRESS_TON” on page 820 ESMETON to specify when binding to the SMPP server 0x00

“ESME_IP_ADDRESS” on page 820 IP address of the host running Sun Java SystemMessagingServer N/A

“ESME_PASSWORD” on page 820 Password to present when binding to the SMPP server N/A

“ESME_SYSTEM_ID” on page 820 System identification to present to the SMSCwhen binding N/A

“ESME_SYSTEM_TYPE” on page 820 System type to present to the SMSCwhen binding N/A

“MAX_PAGES_PER_BIND” on page 820 Maximumnumber of SMSmessages to submit during a single session
with an SMPP server

1024
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TABLE D–5 SMSChannelOptions (Continued)

“REVERSE_ORDER” on page 820 Transmission sequence of multi-part SMSmessages 0

“SMPP_MAX_CONNECTIONS” on page
821

Maximumnumber of simultaneous SMPP server connections 20

“SMPP_PORT” on page 821 For one-way SMS, TCPport the SMPP server listens on. For two-way
SMS, same TCPport used for the LISTEN_PORT for the SMPP relay.

N/A

“SMPP_SERVER” on page 821 For one-way SMS, host name of the SMPP server to connect to.

For two-way SMS, set to point to the host name or IP address of the
SMSGateway server. If using the SMPP relay’s
LISTEN_INTERFACE_ADDRESS option, then be sure to use the host
name or IP address associated with the specified network interface
address.

N/A

“TIMEOUT” on page 821 Timeout for completion of reads and writes with the SMPP server 30

LocalizationOptions

“CONTENT_PREFIX” on page 822 Text to introduce the content of the email message Msg:

“DSN_DELAYED_FORMAT” on page 822 Formatting string for delivery delay notifications an empty string

“DSN_FAILED_FORMAT” on page 822 Formatting string for delivery failure notifications see description

“DSN_RELAYED_FORMAT” on page 823 Formatting string for relay notifications. see description

“DSN_SUCCESS_FORMAT” on page 823 Formatting string to successful delivery notifications. see description

“FROM_FORMAT” on page 823 Text to display indicating the originator of the email message $a

“FROM_NONE” on page 823 Text to display when there is no originator N/A

“LANGUAGE” on page 823 (i-default) Language group to select text fields from i-default

“LINE_STOP” on page 823 Text to place at the end of each line extracted from the email message space character

“NO_MESSAGE” on page 824 Text to indicate that themessage had no content ]no message]

“SUBJECT_FORMAT” on page 824 Text to display indicating the subject of the email message $s

“SUBJECT_NONE” on page 824 Text to display when there is no subject for the email message N/A

Miscellaneous Option

“DEBUG” on page 824 Enable verbose debug output -1
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Email to SMSConversionOptions
The following options control the conversion of email messages to SMSmessages. The value range
for the options are in parenthesis. In general, a given email messagemay be converted into one or
more SMSmessages. See “The Email to SMSConversion Process” on page 789

GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS
(0 or 1) Specifies whether or not to convert email notifications to SMS notifications. Email
notificationmessagesmust conform to RFCs 1892, 1893, 1894. The default value is 0.

When GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS=0, such notifications are discarded and are not converted to SMS
notifications.

To enable the notifications to be converted to SMS notifications, set GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS=1.
When the option set to 1, the localization options (DSN_*_FORMAT) control which notification types
(success, failure, delay, relayed) are converted into SMSmessages and sent through the gateway. (If
the notification type has a value of an empty string, then that type notification is not converted into
SMSmessages.)

MAX_MESSAGE_PARTS
(integer)When converting amulti-part email message to an SMSmessage, only the first
MAX_MESSAGE_PARTS number of text parts will be converted. The remaining parts are discarded. By
default, MAX_MESSAGE_PARTS is 2. To allow an unlimited number of message parts, specify a value of
-1.When a value of 0 is specified, then nomessage content will be placed into the SMSmessage. This
has the effect of using only header lines from the email message (for example, Subject:) to generate
the SMSmessage.

Note that an email message containing both text and an attachment will typically consist of two
parts. Note further that only plain text message parts are converted.All otherMIME content types
are discarded.

MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE
(integer, >= 10)With this option, an upper limit may be placed on the total number of bytes placed
into the SMSmessages generated from an email message. Specifically, a maximum of
MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE bytes will be used for the one ormore generated SMSmessages.Any additional
bytes are discarded.

By default, an upper limit of 960 bytes is imposed. This corresponds to MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE=960. To
allow any number of bytes, specify a value of zero.

The count of bytes used is made after converting the email message fromUnicode to either the
SMSC’s default character set or UCS2. This means, in the case of UCS2, that a MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE of
960 bytes will yield, at most, 480 characters since eachUCS2 character is at least two bytes long.

Note that the MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE and “MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE” on page 811 options both
serve the same purpose: to limit the overall size of the resulting SMSmessages. Indeed,
“MAX_PAGE_SIZE” on page 811=960 and “MAX_PAGE_SIZE” on page 811=160 implies
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MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE=6. So why are there two different options? So as to allow control of the
overall size or number of pages without having to consider themaximal size of a single SMSmessage,
MAX_PAGE_SIZE. While this may not be important in the channel option file, it is important when
using the “Directing Email to the Channel” on page 788 or “Directing Email to the Channel” on page
788 addressing attributes described in “Directing Email to the Channel” on page 788.

Finally, note that the smaller of the two limits of MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE and MAX_PAGE_SIZE *

MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE is used.

MAX_PAGE_SIZE
(integer, >= 10) Themaximumnumber of bytes to allow in a single SMSmessage is controlled with
the MAX_PAGE_SIZE option. By default, a value of 160 bytes is used. This corresponds to
MAX_PAGE_SIZE=160.

MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE
(integer, 1 - 255) Themaximumnumber of SMSmessages to generate for a given email message is
controlled with this option. In effect, this option truncates the email message, only converting to
SMSmessages that part of the email message which fits into MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE SMS
messages. See the description of the “MAX_PAGE_SIZE” on page 811 option for further discussion.

By default, MAX_PAGES_PER_MESSAGE is set to the larger of 1 or “MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE” on page 810
divided by “MAX_PAGE_SIZE” on page 811.

ROUTE_TO
(string, IP host name, 1-64 bytes)All SMSmessages targeted to the profile will be rerouted to the
specified IP host name using an email address of the form:

SMS-destination-address@route-to

where SMS-destination-address is the SMSmessage’s destination address and the route-to is the
IP host name specified with this option. The entire content of the SMSmessage is sent as the content
of the resulting email message. The PARSE_RE_* options are ignored.

Note –Use of PARSE_RE_* and ROUTE_TO options aremutually exclusive. Use of both in the same
gateway profile is a configuration error.

SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET
(string)With this option, the SMSC’s default character set may be specified. Use the character set
names given in the file

installation-directory/config/charsets.txt

When this option is not specified, thenUS-ASCII is assumed. Note that themnemonic names used
in charsets.txt are defined in charnames.txt in the same directory.
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When processing an email message, the header lines and text message parts are first decoded and
then converted to Unicode. Next, the data is then converted to either the SMSC’s default character
set or UCS2, depending on the value of the “USE_UCS2” on page 813 option and whether or not the
SMSmessage contains at least one glyph not found in the default SMSC character set. Note that the
UCS2 character set is a 16-bit encoding of Unicode and is often referred to as UTF-16.

USE_HEADER_FROM

(integer, 0-2) Set this option to allow the From: address to be passed to the SMSC. The value indicates
where the From: address is taken from andwhat format it will have. Table D–6 shows the allowable
values and their meaning.

TABLE D–6USE_HEADER_FROMValues

Value Description

0 SMS source address never set from the From: address. Use attribute-value pair found

1 SMS source address set to from-local@from-domain, where the From: address is:
@from-route:from-local@from-domain

2 SMS source address set to from-local, where the From: address is:
@from-route:from-local@from-domain

USE_HEADER_PRIORITY

(0 or 1) This option controls handling of RFC 822 Priority: header lines. By default, information
from the Priority: header line is used to set the resulting SMSmessage’s priority flag, overriding
the default SMS priority specified with the “DEFAULT_PRIORITY” on page 815 option. This case
corresponds to USE_HEADER_PRIORITY=1. To disable use of the RFC 822 Priority: header line,
specify USE_HEADER_PRIORITY=0.

See the description of the DEFAULT_PRIORITY option for further information on the handling the
SMS priority flag.

USE_HEADER_REPLY_TO

(0 or 1)When USE_HEADER_FROM =1, this option controls whether or not a Reply-to: or
Resent-reply-to: header line is considered for use as the SMS source address. By default,
Reply-to: and Resent-reply-to: header lines are ignored. This corresponds to an option value of
0. To enable consideration of these header lines, use an option value of 1.

Note that RFC 2822 has deprecated the use of Reply-to: and Resent-reply-to: header lines.
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USE_HEADER_RESENT

(0 or 1)When USE_HEADER_FROM =1, this option controls whether or not Resent- header lines are
considered for use as the SMS source address. By default, Resent- header lines are ignored. This
corresponds to an option value of 0. To enable consideration of these header lines, use an option
value of 1.

Note that RFC 2822 has deprecated the use of Resent- header lines.

USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY

(0 or 1) The USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY option controls handling of RFC 822 Sensitivity: header
lines. By default, information from the Sensitivity: header line is used to set the resulting SMS
message’s privacy flag, overriding the default SMS privacy specified with the “DEFAULT_PRIVACY”
on page 816 option. This case, which is the default, corresponds to USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY=1. To
disable use of RFC 822 Sensitivity: header lines, specify USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY=0.

See the description of the “DEFAULT_PRIVACY” on page 816 option for further information on the
handling the SMS privacy flag.

USE_UCS2

(0 or 1)When appropriate, the channel will use the UCS2 character set in the SMSmessages it
generates. This is the default behavior and corresponds to USE_UCS2=1. To disable the use of the
UCS2 character set, specify USE_UCS2=0. See the description of the “SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET”
on page 811 option for further information on character set issues.

TABLE D–7ValidValues forUSE_UCS2

USE_UCS2Value Result

1 (default) The SMSC default character set will be used whenever possible.When the originating
email message contains glyphs not in the SMSC default character set, then the UCS2
character set will be used.

0 The SMSC default character set will always be used. Glyphs not available in that
character set will be represented bymnemonics (for example, “AE” forAE-ligature).

SMSGatewayServerOption

GATEWAY_PROFILE

The name of the gateway profile in the SMSGateway Server configuration file, sms_gateway.cnf.

SMSOptions
The following options allow for specification of SMS fields in generated SMSmessages.
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DEFAULT_DESTINATION_NPI

(integer, 0 - 255) By default, destination addresses will be assigned anNPI (Numeric Plan Indicator)
value of zero.With this option, an alternate integer value in the range 0 to 255may be assigned.
Typical NPI values include those found in Table D–8 that follows:

TABLE D–8Numeric Plan IndicatorValues

Value Description

0 Unknown

1 ISDN (E.163, E.164)

3 Data (X.121)

4 Telex (F.69)

6 LandMobile (E.212)

8 National

9 Private

10 ERMES

14 IP address (Internet)

18 WAP client ID

>= 19 Undefined

Values for this optionmay be specified in one of three ways:

� Adecimal value (for example, 10).
� Ahexadecimal value prefixed by “0x” (for example, 0x0a).
� One of the following case-insensitive text strings (the associated decimal value is shown in

parentheses): data (3), default (0), e.163 (1), e.164 (1), e.212 (6), ermes (10), f.69 (4), Internet (14),
ip (14), isdn (1), land-mobile (6), national (8), private (9), telex (4), unknown (0), wap (18), x.121
(3).

DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON

(integer, 0 - 255) By default, destination addresses will be assigned a TON (Type of Number)
designator value of zero.With this option, an alternate integer value in the range 0 to 255may be
assigned. Typical TON values include those found in Table D–9 that follows:
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TABLE D–9Typical TONValues

Value Description

0 Unknown

1 International

2 National

3 Network specific

4 Subscriber number

5 Alphanumeric

6 Abbreviated

>=7 Undefined

Values for this optionmay be specified in one of three ways:

� Adecimal value (for example, 10)
� Ahexadecimal value prefixed by “0x” (for example, 0x0a)
� One of the following case-insensitive text strings (the associated decimal value is shown in

parentheses): abbreviated (6), alphanumeric (5), default (0), international (1), national (2),
network-specific (3), subscriber (4), unknown (0).

DEFAULT_PRIORITY

(integer, 0 - 255) SMSmessages have amandatory priority field. The interpretation of SMS priority
values is shown in Table D–10 that follows:

TABLE D–10 SMSPriority Values Interpreted for Each SMSProfile Type

Value GSM TDMA CDMA

0 Non-priority Bulk Normal

1 Priority Normal Interactive

2 Priority Urgent Urgent

3 Priority Very urgent Emergency

With this option, the default priority to assign to SMSmessagesmay be specified.When not
specified, a default priority of 0 is used for PROFILE=GSM and CDMA, and a priority of 1 for “PROFILE”
on page 819=TDMA.
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Note that if “USE_HEADER_PRIORITY” on page 812=1 and an email message has an RFC 822
Priority: header line, then the priority specified in that header line will instead be used to set the
priority of the resulting SMSmessage. Specifically, if USE_HEADER_PRIORITY=0, then the SMS priority
flag is always set in accord with the DEFAULT_PRIORITY option and the RFC 822 Priority: header
line is always ignored. If USE_HEADER_PRIORITY=1, then the originating email message’s RFC 822
Priority: header line is used to set the SMSmessage’s priority flag. If that header line is not present,
then the SMS priority flag is set using the DEFAULT_PRIORITY option.

Themapping used to translate RFC 822 Priority: header line values to SMS priority flags is shown
in table that follows:

TABLE D–11Mapping for Translating PriorityHeader to SMSPriority Flags

RFC 822 SMSpriority flag

Priority: value GSM TDMA CDMA

Third Non-priority (0) Bulk (0) Normal (0)

Second Non-priority (0) Bulk (0) Normal (0)

Non-urgent Non-priority (0) Bulk (0) Normal (0)

Normal Non-priority (0) Normal (1) Normal (0)

Urgent Priority (1) Urgent (2) Urgent (2)

DEFAULT_PRIVACY

(integer, -1, 0 - 255)Whether or not to set the privacy flag in an SMSmessage, and what value to use is
controlled with the DEFAULT_PRIVACY and “USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY” on page 813 options. By
default, a value of -1 is used for DEFAULT_PRIVACY. Table D–12 that follows shows the result of setting
the DEFAULT_PRIVACY and “USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY” on page 813 options to various values.

TABLE D–12Result of Values for DEFAULT_PRIVACY and USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY

DEFAULT_PRIVACY USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY Result

-1 0 The SMS privacy flag is never set in SMSmessages.

n >= 0 0 The SMS privacy flag is always set to the value n. RFC 822
Sensitivity: header lines are always ignored.

-1 (default) 1 (default) The SMSmessage’s privacy flag is only set when the originating
email message has an RFC 822 Sensitivity: header line. In that
case, the SMS privacy flag is set to correspond to the
Sensitivity: header line’s value. This is the default.
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TABLE D–12Result of Values for DEFAULT_PRIVACY and USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY (Continued)
DEFAULT_PRIVACY USE_HEADER_SENSITIVITY Result

n >= 0 1 The SMSmessage’s privacy flag is set to correspond to the
originating email message’s RFC 822 Sensitivity: header line. If
the email message does not have a Sensitivity: header line, then
the value of the SMS privacy flag is set to n.

The SMS interpretation of privacy values is shown in Table D–13 that follows:

TABLE D–13 SMS Interpretation of PrivacyValues

Value Description

0 Unrestricted

1 Restricted

2 Confidential

3 Secret

>= 4 Undefined

Themapping used to translate RFC 822 Sensitivity: header line values to SMS privacy values is
shown in Table D–14 that follows:

TABLE D–14Mapping Translation of SensitivityHeaders to SMSPrivacyValues

RFC 822 Sensitivity: value SMSprivacy value

Personal 1 (Restricted)

Private 2 (Confidential)

Company confidential 3 (Secret)

DEFAULT_SERVICE_TYPE

(string, 0 - 5 bytes) Service type to associate with SMSmessages generated by the channel. By default,
no service type is specified (that is, a zero length string). Some common service types are: CMT
(cellular messaging), CPT (cellular paging), VMN (voicemail notification), VMA (voicemail alerting),
WAP (wireless application protocol), and USSD (unstructured supplementary data services).

DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS

(string, 0 - 20 bytes) Source address to use for SMSmessages generated from email messages. Note
that the value specified with this option is overridden by the email message’s originator address when
USE_HEADER_FROM=1. By default, the value is disabled, that is, has a value of 0.
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DEFAULT_SOURCE_NPI
(integer, 0 - 255) By default, source addresses will be assigned anNPI value of zero.With this option,
an alternate integer value in the range 0 to 255may be assigned. See the description of the
“DEFAULT_DESTINATION_NPI” on page 814 option for a table of typical NPI values.

DEFAULT_SOURCE_TON
(integer, 0 - 255) By default, source addresses will be assigned a TONdesignator value of zero.With
this option, an alternate integer value in the range 0 to 255may be assigned. See the description of the
“DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON” on page 814 option for a table of typical TON values.

DEFAULT_VALIDITY_PERIOD
(string, 0 - 252 bytes) By default, SMSmessages are not given a relative validity period; instead, they
use the SMSC’s default value. Use this option to specify a different relative validity period. Values
may be specified in units of seconds, minutes, hours, or days. Table D–15 that follows specifies the
format and description of the various values for this option:

TABLE D–15 DEFAULT_VALIDITY_PERIOD Format andValues

Format Description

nnn Implicit units of seconds; for example, 604800

nnns Units of seconds; for example, 604800s

nnnm Units of minutes; for example, 10080m

nnnh Units of hours; for example, 168h

nnnd Units of days; for example, 7d

Aspecification of 0, 0s, 0m, 0h, or 0dmay be used to select the SMSC’s default validity period. That is,
when a specification of 0, 0s, 0m, 0h, or 0d is used, an empty string is specified for the validity period
in generated SMSmessages.

Note that this option does not accept values in UTC format.

DESTINATION_ADDRESS_NUMERIC
(0 or 1) Use this option to strip all non-numeric characters from the SMS destination address
extracted from the email envelope To: address. For instance, if the envelope To: address is:

"(800) 555-1212"@sms.siroe.com

then it will be reduced to:

8005551212@sms.siroe.com
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To enable this stripping, specify a value of 1 for this option. By default, this stripping is disabled
which corresponds to an option value of 0. Note that when enabled, the stripping is done before any
destination address prefix is added via the “DESTINATION_ADDRESS_PREFIX” on page 819
option.

DESTINATION_ADDRESS_PREFIX

(string) In some instances, it may be necessary to ensure that all SMS destination addresses are
prefixed with a fixed text string; for example, “+”. This optionmay be used to specify just such a
prefix. The prefix will then be added to any SMS destination address which lacks the specified prefix.
To prevent being stripped by the “DESTINATION_ADDRESS_NUMERIC” on page 818 option, this
option is applied after the DESTINATION_ADDRESS_NUMERIC option.

PROFILE

(string) Specify the SMS profiling to be used with the SMSC. Possible values are GSM, TDMA, and CDMA.
When not specified, GSM is assumed. This option is only used to select defaults for other channel
options such as “DEFAULT_PRIORITY” on page 815 and “DEFAULT_PRIVACY” on page 816.

USE_SAR

(0 or 1) Sufficiently large email messagesmay need to be broken intomultiple SMSmessages.When
this occurs, the individual SMSmessages can optionally have sequencing information added using
the SMS sar_ fields. This produces a “segmented” SMSmessage which can be re-assembled into a
single SMSmessage by the receiving terminal. Specify USE_SAR=1 to indicate that this sequencing
information is to be added when applicable. The default is to not add sequencing information and
corresponds to USE_SAR=0.

When USE_SAR=1 is specified, the “REVERSE_ORDER” on page 820 option is ignored.

SMPPOptions
The following options allow for specification of SMPPprotocol parameters. The options with names
beginning with the string “ESME_” serve to identify theMTAwhen it acts as an External Short
Message Entity (ESME); that is, when theMTAbinds to an SMPP server in order to submit SMS
messages to the server’s associated SMSC.

ESME_ADDRESS_NPI

(integer, 0 - 255) By default, bind operations will specify an ESMENPI value of zero indicating an
unknownNPI.With this option, an alternate integer value in the range 0 to 255may be assigned. See
the description of the “DEFAULT_DESTINATION_NPI” on page 814 option for a table of typical
NPI values.
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ESME_ADDRESS_TON

(integer, 0 - 255) By default, bind operations will specify an ESMETON value of 0.With this option,
an alternate integer value in the range 0 to 255may be assigned. See the description of the
“DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON” on page 814 option for a table of typical TON values.

ESME_IP_ADDRESS

(string, 0 - 15 bytes)When binding to the SMPP server, the BIND PDU indicates that the client’s (that
is, ESME’s) address range is an IP address. This is done by specifying a TON of 0x00 and anNPI of
0x0d. The value of the address range field is then set to be the IP address of the host running the SMS
channel. Specify the IP address in dotted decimal format; for example, 127.0.0.1.

ESME_PASSWORD

(string, 0 - 8 bytes)When binding to the SMPP server, a passwordmay be required. If so, then specify
that password with this option. By default, a zero-length password string is presented.

ESME_SYSTEM_ID

(string, 0 - 15 bytes)When binding to the SMPP server, a system ID for theMTAmay be supplied. By
default, no system ID is specified (that is, a zero-length string is used). To specify a system ID, use this
option.

ESME_SYSTEM_TYPE

(string, 0 - 12 bytes)When binding to the SMPP server, a system type for theMTAmay be supplied.
By default, no system type is specified (that is, a zero-length string is used).

MAX_PAGES_PER_BIND

(integer, >= 0) Some SMPP servers may limit themaximumnumber of SMSmessages submitted
during a single, bound session. In recognition of this, this option allows specification of the
maximumnumber of SMSmessages to submit during a single session. Once that limit is reached, the
channel will unbind, close the TCP/IP connection, re-connect, and then rebind.

By default, a value of 1024 is used for MAX_PAGES_PER_BIND. Note that the channel will also detect
ESME_RTHROTTLED errors and adjust MAX_PAGES_PER_BIND during a single run of the channel
accordingly.

REVERSE_ORDER

(0 or 1)When an email message generates more than one SMSmessage, those SMSmessages can be
submitted to the SMSC in sequential order (REVERSE_ORDER=0), or reverse sequential order
(REVERSE_ORDER=1). Reverse sequential order is useful for situations where the receiving terminal
displays the last receivedmessage first. In such a case, the last receivedmessage will be the first part of
the email message rather than the last. By default, REVERSE_ORDER=1 is used.
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Note that this option is ignored when “USE_SAR” on page 819=1 is specified.

SMPP_MAX_CONNECTIONS

(integer, 1 - 50) This option controls themaximumnumber of simultaneous SMPP connections per
process.As each connection has an associated thread, this option also places a limit on themaximum
number of “worker” threads per process. By default, SMPP_MAX_CONNECTIONS=20.

SMPP_PORT

(integer, 1 - 65535) The TCPport which the SMPP server listens onmay be specified with either this
option or the port channel keyword. This port numbermust be specified through either of these two
mechanisms. If it is specified with bothmechanisms, then the settingmade with the SMPP_PORT
option takes precedence. Note that there is no default value for this option.

For two-way SMS,make sure its the same port as the LISTEN_PORT for the SMPP relay.

SMPP_SERVER

(string, 1 - 252 bytes) For one-way SMS, by default, the IP host name of the SMPP server to connect to
is the official host name associated with the channel; that is, the host name shown on the second line
of the channel’s definition inMTA’s configuration. This optionmay be used to specify a different
host name or IP address which will override that specified in the channel definition.When specifying
an IP address, use dotted decimal notation; for example, 127.0.0.1.

For two-way SMS, set to point to the host name or IP address of the SMSGateway Server. If using the
SMPP relay’s LISTEN_INTERFACE_ADDRESS option, then be sure to use the host name or IP address
associated with the specified network interface address.

TIMEOUT

(integer, >= 2) By default, a timeout of 30 seconds is used when waiting for data writes to the SMPP
server to complete or for data to be received from the SMPP server. Use the TIMEOUT option to
specify, in units of seconds, a different timeout value. The specified value should be at least 1second.

LocalizationOptions
In constructing SMSmessages, the SMS channel has a number of fixed text strings it puts into those
messages. These strings, for example, introduce the email’s From: address and Subject: header line.
With the channel options described in this section, versions of these stringsmay be specified for
different languages and a default language for the channel then specified. Example D–2 shows the
language part of the option file:

EXAMPLE D–2 Language Specification Part of ChannelOption File

LANGUAGE=default-language

[language=i-default]
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EXAMPLE D–2 Language Specification Part of ChannelOption File (Continued)

FROM_PREFIX=From:

SUBJECT_PREFIX=Subj:

CONTENT_PREFIX=Msg:

LINE_STOP= NO_MESSAGE=[no message]

REPLY_PREFIX=Re:

[language=en]

FROM_PREFIX=From:

SUBJECT_PREFIX=Subj:

CONTENT_PREFIX=Msg:

LINE_STOP=

NO_MESSAGE=[no message]

REPLY_PREFIX=Re:

...

Within each [language=x] block, the localization options relevant to that languagemay be specified.
If a particular option is not specified within the block, then the global value for that option is used.A
localization option specified outside of a [language=x] block sets the global value for that option.

For the options listed below, the string valuesmust be specified using either the US-ASCII or UTF-8
character sets. Note that the US-ASCII character set is a special case of the UTF-8 character set.

CONTENT_PREFIX
(string, 0 - 252 bytes) Text string to place in the SMSmessage before the content of the email message
itself. Default global value is the US-ASCII string “Msg:”.

DSN_DELAYED_FORMAT
(string, 0-256 characters) Formatting string for delivery delay notifications. By default, an empty
string is used for this option, thereby inhibiting the conversion to SMS of delay notifications. Note
that “GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS” on page 810must be set to 1 for this option to be in effect.
This option is ignored when GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS=0.

DSN_FAILED_FORMAT
(string, 0-256 characters) Formatting string for permanent delivery failure notifications. The default
value of this option is the string:

Unable to deliver your message to $a; no further delivery attempts will be

made.

To inhibit conversion of failure notifications, specify an empty string for this option. Note that
“GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS” on page 810must be set to 1 for this option to be in effect. This
option is ignored when GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS=0.
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DSN_RELAYED_FORMAT

(string, 0-256 characters) Formatting string for relay notifications. The default value is the string:

Your message to $a has been relayed to a messaging system which may not

provide a final delivery confirmation

To inhibit conversion of relay notifications, specify an empty string for this option. Note that
“GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS” on page 810must be set to 1 for this option to be in effect. This
option is ignored when GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS=0.

DSN_SUCCESS_FORMAT

(string, 0-256 characters) Formatting string for successful delivery notifications. The default value is
the string:

Your message to $a has been delivered

To inhibit conversion of successful delivery notifications, specify an empty string for this option.
Note that “GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS” on page 810must be set to 1 for this option to be in
effect. This option is ignored when GATEWAY_NOTIFICATIONS=0.

FROM_FORMAT

(string, 0 - 252 bytes) Formatting template to format the originator information to insert into the
SMSmessage. The default global value is the US-ASCII string “$a” which substitutes in the
originator’s email address. See “Formatting Templates” on page 825

FROM_NONE

(string, 0 - 252 bytes) Text string to place in the SMSmessage when there is no originator address to
display. The default global value is an empty string.

Note that normally, this option will never be used as sites will typically reject email messages which
lack any originator address.

LANGUAGE

(string, 0 - 40 bytes) The default language group to select text strings from. If not specified, then the
language will be derived from the host’s default locale specification. If the host’s locale specification is
not available or corresponds to “C”, then i-default will be used. (i-default corresponds to “English
text intended for an international audience.”)

LINE_STOP

(string, 0 - 252 bytes) Text string to place in the SMSmessage between lines extracted from the email
message. The default global value is the US-ASCII space character, “ “.
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NO_MESSAGE

(string, 0 - 252 bytes) Text string to place in the SMSmessage to indicate that the email message had
no content. The default global value is the US-ASCII string “[no message]“.

SUBJECT_FORMAT

(string, 0 - 252 bytes) Formatting template to format the content of the Subject: header line for
display in the SMSmessage. The global default value for this option is the US-ASCII string “($s)“.
See “Formatting Templates” on page 825 for further details.

See the SUBJECT_NONE option for a description of the handling when there is no Subject: header line
or the content of that header line is an empty string.

SUBJECT_NONE

(string, 0 - 252 bytes) Text string to display when the originating email message either has no
Subject: header line, or the Subject: header line’s value is an empty string. The default global value
for this option is the empty string.

DEBUG

(integer, bitmask) Enable debug output. The default value is 6which selects warning and error
messages.Any non-zero value enables debug output for the channel itself, the same as specifying
master_debug on the channel definition.Table D–16 defines the bit values of the DEBUG bitmask.

TABLE D–16DEBUGBitmask

Bit Value Description

0-31 -1 Extremely verbose output

0 1 Informational messages

1 2 Warningmessages

3 4 Errormessages

3 8 Subroutine call tracing

4 16 Hash table diagnostics

5 32 I/O diagnostics, receive

6 64 I/O diagnostics, transmit

7 128 SMS to email conversion diagnostics (mobile originate and SMS notification)

8 256 PDUdiagnostics, header data
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TABLE D–16DEBUGBitmask (Continued)
Bit Value Description

9 512 PDUdiagnostics, body data

10 1024 PDUdiagnostics, type-length-value data

11 2048 Option processing; sends all option settings to the log file.

Formatting Templates
The formatting templates specified with the “FROM_FORMAT” on page 823,
“SUBJECT_FORMAT” on page 824, and all the DSN_* channel options are UTF-8 strings whichmay
contain a combination of literal text and substitution sequences.Assuming the sample email address
of

Jane Doe <user@siroe>

The recognized substitution sequences are shown in Table D–17 that follows:

TABLE D–17SubstitutionSequences

Sequence Description

$a Replace with the local and domain part of the originator’s email address (for example,
“user@siroe”)

$d Replace with the domain part of the originator’s email address (for example,
“domain”)

$p Replace with the phrase part, if any, of the originator’s email address (for example,
“Jane Doe“)

$s Replace with the content of the Subject: header line

$u Replace with the local part of the originator’s email address (for example, “user”)

\x Replace with the literal character “x”

For example, the formatting template

From: $a

produces the text string

From: user@siroe

The construct,

${xy:alternate text}
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may be used to substitute in the text associated with the sequence x. If that text is the empty string,
the text associated with the sequence y is instead used.And, if that text is the empty string, to then
substitute in the alternate text. For example, consider the formatting template

From: ${pa:unknown sender}

For the originator email address

John Doe <jdoe@siroe.com>

which has a phrase part, the template produces:

From: John Doe

However, for the address

jdoe@siroe.com

which lacks a phrase, it produces

From: jdoe@siroe.com

And for an empty originator address, it produces

From: unknown sender

AddingAdditional SMSChannels
Youmay configure theMTAto havemore than one SMS channel. There are two typical reasons to do
this:

1. To communicate with different SMPP servers.
This is quite straightforward: just add an additional SMS channel to the configuration, being sure
to (a) give it a different channel name, and (b) associate different host names with it. For example,

sms_mway port 55555 threaddepth 20

smpp.siroe.com

sms_ace port 777 threaddepth 20

sms.ace.net

Note that no new rewrite rule is needed. If there is no directly matching rewrite rule, Messaging
Sever looks for a channel with the associated host name. For example, if the server is presented
with user@host.domain, it would look for a channel of the name “host.domain”. If it finds such a
channel, it routes themessage there. Otherwise, it starts looking for a rewrite rule for the
“.domain” and if none is there, then for the dot (“.”) rule. Formore information on rewrite rules,
see Chapter 11.

2. To communicate with the same SMPP server but using different channel options.
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To communicate with the same SMPP server, using different channel options, specify the same
SMPP server in the “SMPP_SERVER” on page 821 channel option for each channel definition.
Using this mechanism is necessary since two different channels cannot have the same official
host name (that is, the host name listed in the second line of the channel definition). To allow
them to communicate with the same SMPP server, define two separate channels, with each
specifying the same SMPP server in their SMPP_SERVER in their channel option files.
For example, you could have the following channel definitions,

sms_mway_1 port 55555 threaddepth 20

SMS-DAEMON-1

sms_mway_2 port 55555 threaddepth 20

SMS-DAEMON-2

and rewrite rules,

sms-1.siroe.com $u%sms-1.siroe.com@SMS-DAEMON-1

sms-2.siroe.com $U%sms-2.siroe.com@SMS-DAEMON-2

Then, to have them both use the same SMPP server, each of these two channels would specify
“SMPP_SERVER” on page 821=smpp.siroe.com in their channel option file.

Adjusting the FrequencyofDelivery Retries
When an SMSmessage cannot be delivered owing to temporary errors (for example, the SMPP
server is not reachable), the email message is left in the delivery queue and retried again later. Unless
configured otherwise, the Job Controller will not re-attempt delivery for an hour. For SMS
messaging, that is likely too long to wait.As such, it is recommended that the backoff channel
keyword be used with the SMS channel to specify amore aggressive schedule for delivery attempts.
For example,

sms_mway port 55555 threaddepth 20 \

backoff pt2m pt5m pt10m pt30m notices 1

smpp.siroe.com

With the above settings, a redelivery attempt will bemade at twominutes after the first attempt. If
that then fails, then fiveminutes after the second attempt. Then tenminutes later and finally every
thirty minutes. The notices 1 channel keyword causes the message to be returned as undeliverable
if it cannot be delivered after a day.

SampleOne-WayConfiguration (MobileWay)
TheMTASMS channel may be used with any SMPPV3.4 compatible SMPP server. For purposes of
illustrating an example configuration, this section explains how to configure the SMS channel for use
with aMobileWay SMPP server. MobileWay (http://www.mobileway.com/
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(http://www.mobilway.com)) is a leading provider of global data and SMS connectivity. By routing
your SMS traffic throughMobileWay, you can reach SMS subscribers onmost of themajor SMS
networks throughout the world.

When requesting an SMPP account withMobileWay, youmay be asked to answer the following
questions:

� IP address of your SMPP client: Supply the IP address of yourMessaging Server system as seen by
other domains on the Internet.

� Default validity period: This is the SMS validity period whichMobileWay will use should a
validity period not be specified in the SMSmessages you submit. SMSmessages which cannot be
delivered before this validity period expires will be discarded. Supply a reasonable value (for
example, 2 days, 7 days, etc.).

� Window size: This is themaximumnumber of SMSmessages your SMPP client will submit
before it will stop and wait for responses from the SMPP server before submitting any further
SMSmessages. Youmust supply a value of 1message.

� Timezone: Specify the timezone in which yourMessaging Server system operates. The timezone
should be specified as an offset fromGMT.

� Timeout: Not relevant to one-way SMSmessaging.
� IP address and TCPport for outbind requests: Not relevant for one-way SMSmessaging.

After supplyingMobileWay with the answers to the above questions, they will provide you with an
SMPP account and information necessary to communicate with their SMPP servers. This
information includes

Account Address: a.b.c.d:p

Account Login: system-id

Account Passwd: secret

TheAccountAddress field is the IP address, a.b.c.d, and TCPport number, p, of theMobileWay
SMPP server you will be connecting to. Use these values for the “SMPP_SERVER” on page 821 and
“SMPP_PORT” on page 821 channel options. TheAccount Login and Passwd are, respectively, the
values to use for the “ESME_SYSTEM_ID” on page 820 and “ESME_PASSWORD” on page 820
channel options. Using this information, your channel’s option file should include

SMPP_SERVER=a.b.c.d

SMPP_PORT=p

ESME_SYSTEM_ID=system-id

ESME_PASSWORD=secret

Now, to interoperate withMobileWay you need tomake two additional option settings

ESME_ADDRESS_TON=0x01

DEFAULT_DESTINATION_TON=0x01

The rewrite rule in the imta.cnf file can appear as

sms.your-domain $u@sms.your-domain
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And, the channel definition in the imta.cnf file can appear as

sms_mobileway

sms.your-domain

Once the channel option file, rewrite rule, and channel definition are in place, a test messagemay be
sent. MobileWay requires International addressing of the form

+<country-code><subscriber-number>

For instance, to send a test message to the NorthAmerican subscriber with the subscriber number
(800) 555-1212, you would address your email message to

+18005551212@sms.your-domain

Debugging
To debug the channel, specify the master_debug channel keyword in the channel’s definition. For
example,

sms_mway port 55555 threaddepth 20 \

backoff pt2m pt5m pt10m pt30m notices 1 master_debug

With the master_debug channel keyword, basic diagnostic information about the channel’s
operation will be output to the channel’s log file. For verbose diagnostic information about the SMPP
transactions undertaken by the channel, also specify

DEBUG=-1

in the channel’s option file.

Configuring the SMSChannel for Two-WaySMS
For general directions on configuring the SMS channel, refer to earlier topics starting with “SMS
Channel Configuration” on page 803. Configure the SMS channel as though it will be talking directly
to the remote SMSC, with the exceptions listed in Table D–18 that follows:

TABLE D–18Two-WayConfigurationExceptions

Exception Explanation

master channel keyword Remove the master channel keyword, if present.

It is no longer needed for SMS channel configuration.
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TABLE D–18Two-WayConfigurationExceptions (Continued)
Exception Explanation

SMPP_SERVER Set to point to the host name of IP address of the SMSGateway Server. If
using the SMPP relay’s LISTEN_INTERFACE_ADDRESS option (see
“ConfigurationOptions” on page 840), then be sure to use the host name or
IP address associated with the specified network interface address.

SMPP_PORT Same TCPport as used for the LISTEN_PORT setting used to instantiate the
SMPP relay (see “An SMPPRelay” on page 837

DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS Pick a value and then configure the remote SMSC to route this address back
to the Gateway SMPP server. In the SMS channel’s option file, specify the
chosen value with this option.

GATEWAY_PROFILE Set tomatch the gateway profile name. See “AGateway Profile” on page 836

USE_HEADER_FROM Set to 0.

All other channel configurations should be done as described in the SMSChannel documentation.

Asmentioned in “Setting Up Bidirectional SMS Routing” on page 834, the remote SMSC needs to be
configured to route the SMS address, defined in the DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS channel option, to the
Gateway’s SMPP server using the TCPport number specified with the LISTEN_PORT option. (For
how to specify the LISTEN_PORT, see “An SMPP Server” on page 838.)

Note that multiple SMS channels may use the same SMPP relay. Similarly, there need be only one
SMPP server or gateway profile to handle SMS replies and notifications formultiple SMS channels.
The ability to configuremultiple relays, servers, and gateway profiles exists to effect different usage
characteristics through configuration options.

SMSGatewayServer Theory ofOperation
The SMSGateway Server facilitates two-way SMS throughmechanisms that allowmobile originated
SMSmessages to bematched to the correct email address. The following SMSGateway Server topics
are covered in this section:

� “Function of the SMSGateway Server” on page 830
� “Behavior of the SMPPRelay and Server” on page 831
� “SMS Reply andNotificationHandling” on page 832

Functionof the SMSGatewayServer
The SMSGateway Server simultaneously functions as both an SMPP relay and server. It may be
configured to havemultiple “instantiations” of each function. For instance, it may be configured to
have three different SMPP relays, each listening on different TCPports or network interfaces and
relaying to different remote SMPP servers. Similarly, it may be configured to have four different
SMPP servers, each listening on different combinations of TCPports and network interfaces.
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The SMSGateway Servermay be configured with zero ormore gateway profiles for sending SMS
messages to email. Each gateway profile describes which destination SMS addresses match the
profile, how to extract the destination email addresses from SMSmessages, and various
characteristics of the SMS to email conversion process. Each SMSmessage presented to the SMS
Gateway Server through either its SMPP relay or server are compared to each profile. If a match is
found, then themessage is routed to email.

Finally, the gateway profiles also describe how to handle notificationmessages returned by remote
SMSCs in response to previous email-to-mobile messages.

Behavior of the SMPPRelay andServer
When acting as an SMPP relay, the SMSGateway Server attempts to be as transparent as possible,
relaying all requests from local SMPP clients on to a remote SMPP server and then relaying back the
remote server’s responses. There are two exceptions:

� When a local SMPP client submits amessage whose SMS destination address matches one of the
configured gateway profiles, the submitted SMSmessage is sent directly back to email; the SMS
message is not relayed to a remote SMPP server.

� When a local or remote SMPP client submits amessage whose SMS destination address matches
a unique SMS source address previously generated by the SMPP relay, the SMSmessage is a reply
to a previously relayedmessage. This reply is directed back to the originator of the original
message.

Note that typically the SMSGateway Server will be configured such that the unique SMS source
addresses which it generates match one of the gateway profiles.

Note –The SMSGateway Server’s SMPP relay is only intended for use with qualified, Sun Java System
SMPP clients, that is, the Sun Java SystemMessaging Server’s SMS channel. It is not intended for use
with arbitrary SMPP clients.

When acting as an SMPP server, the SMSGateway Server directs SMSmessages to email for three
circumstances:

� The SMSmessages aremobile originated andmatch a gateway profile.
� The SMSmessages aremobile originated and the SMS destination address matches a previously

generated unique SMS source address.
� The SMSmessages are SMS notifications which correspond to email-to-mobile messages

previously relayed by the SMSGateway Server’s SMPP relay.

All other SMSmessages are rejected by the SMPP server.
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Remote SMPPtoGatewaySMPPCommunication
Remote SMPP clients communicate to the Gateway SMPP server with Protocol Data Units (PDUs).
Remote SMPP clients emit request PDUs to which the Gateway SMPP server responds. The Gateway
SMPP server operates synchronously. It completes the response to a request PDU before it processes
the next request PDU from the connected remote SMPP client.

Table D–19 that follows lists the request PDUs the Gateway SMPP server handles, and specifies the
Gateway SMPP server’s response.

TABLE D–19 SMPPServer ProtocolDataUnits

Request PDU SMPPServer Response

BIND_TRANSMITTERBIND

_TRANSCEIVERUNBIND

Responded to with the appropriate response PDU.Authentication credentials are ignored.

OUTBIND Gateway SMPP server sends back a BIND_RECEIVER PDU.Authentication credentials
presented are ignored.

SUBMIT_SMDATA_SM Attempts tomatch the destination SMS address with either a unique SMS source address
or the SELECT_RE setting of a Gateway profile. If neither is matched, the PDU is rejected
with an ESME_RINVDSTADR error.

DELIVER_SM Attempts to find either the destination SMS address or the receiptedmessage ID in the
historical record. If neither is matched, returns the error ESME_RINVMSGID.

BIND_RECEIVER Not supported. Returns a GENERIC_NAK PDUwith an ESME_RINVCMDID error.

SUBMIT_MULTI Not supported. Returns a GENERIC_NAK PDUwith an ESME_RINVCMDID error.

REPLACE_SM Not supported. Returns a GENERIC_NAK PDUwith an ESME_RINVCMDID error.

CANCEL_SM Not supported. Returns a GENERIC_NAK PDUwith an ESME_RINVCMDID error.

QUERY_SM Not supported. Returns a GENERIC_NAK PDUwith an ESME_RINVCMDID error.

QUERY_LAST_MSGS Not supported. Returns a GENERIC_NAK PDUwith an ESME_RINVCMDID error.

QUERY_MSG_DETAILS Not supported. Returns a GENERIC_NAK PDUwith an ESME_RINVCMDID error.

ENQUIRE_LINK Returns ENQUIRE_LINK_RESP PDU.

ALERT_NOTIFICATION Accepted but ignored.

SMSReply andNotificationHandling
The SMSGateway Servermaintains a historical record of each SMSmessage relayed through its
SMPP relays. The need to use historical data arises from the fact that when submitting an email
message to SMS it is generally not possible to convert the email address of themessage’s originator to
an SMS source address. Since any SMS replies and notifications will be directed to this SMS source
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address, a problem arises. This is resolved by using automatically generated, unique SMS source
addresses in relayedmessages. The remote SMSCs are then configured to route these SMS source
addresses back to the Gateway SMPP server.

The historical data is represented as an in-memory hash table of message IDs and generated, unique
SMS source addresses. This data along with the associated email origination data are also stored on
disk. The disk based storage is a series of files, each file representing HASH_FILE_ROLLOVER_PERIOD
seconds of transactions (the default is 30minutes). Each file is retained for RECORD_LIFETIME
seconds (the default is 3 days). See theSun Java SystemCommunications Services 6 2005Q4
Deployment Planning Guide for a discussion of the in-memory and on-disk resource requirements of
the historical data.

Each record has three components:

� Email origination data (such as, envelope From: and To: addresses). This data is supplied by the
MTASMS channel when it submits amessage.

� The unique SMS source address generated by the SMPP relay and inserted into the relayed SMS
message.

� The resulting receiptedmessage ID returned by the remote SMSC’s SMPP server when it accepts
a submission.

RoutingProcess for SMSReplies
TheGateway SMPP relays and servers use historical records to handle SMS replies, notifications and
mobile originatedmessages.When an SMSmessage is presented to the SMPP relay or server, the
following routing process is followed:

1. The SMS destination address is compared against the historical record to see if there is a
matching, unique SMS source address that the SMPP relay previously generated. If a match is
found, see Step 6. .

2. If there is nomatch, but themessage is an SMS notification (SMPP DELIVER_SM PDU), then the
receiptedmessage ID, if present, is compared against the historical record. If a match is found, go
to Step 8. [The SMSGateway Server actually allows these to be presented to either the SMPP relay
or SMPP server.]

3. If there is nomatch, then the destination SMS address is compared against the SELECT_RE option
expressions for each configured gateway profile. If a match is found, then go to Step 9.

4. If there is nomatch and the SMSmessage was presented to the Gateway SMPP relay, then the
message is relayed to the remote SMPP server.

5. If there is nomatch and the SMSmessage was presented to the Gateway SMPP server, then the
message is determined to be an invalidmessage and an error response is returned in the SMPP
response PDU. For email to SMS, a NonDelivery Notification (NDN) is eventually generated.

6. If a matching unique SMS source address was found, then the SMSmessage is further inspected
to see if it is a reply or a notificationmessage. To be a notificationmessage it must be a SUBMIT_SM
PDUwith a receiptedmessage ID. Otherwise, it is considered to be a reply.

7. If it is a reply then the SMSmessage is converted to an email message using the origination email
information from the historical record.
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8. If it is a notification, then the SMSmessage is converted to an email Delivery Status Notification
(DSN) as per RFC 1892-1894. Note that the ESMTP NOTIFY flags (RFC 1891) of the original
email message will be honored (For example, if the SMSmessage is a “success” DSN but the
original email message requested only “failure” notifications, then the SMS notification will be
discarded).

9. If the destination SMS address matches a SELECT_RE option in a configured gateway profile, then
the SMSmessage is treated as amobile originatedmessage and converted back to email message
as per the PARSE_RE_n rules for that gateway profile. If the conversion fails, then the SMSmessage
is invalid and an error response is returned.

SMSGatewayServer Configuration
This section gives directions on how to set up the SMSGateway Server for both email-to-mobile and
mobile-to-email functionality. This section includes the following topics:

� “Setting Up Bidirectional SMS Routing” on page 834
� “Enabling andDisabling the SMSGateway Server” on page 835
� “Starting and Stopping the SMSGateway Server” on page 836
� “SMSGateway Server Configuration File” on page 836
� “Configuring Email-To-Mobile on the Gateway Server” on page 836
� “ConfiguringMobile-to-Email Operation” on page 838
� “ConfigurationOptions” on page 840
� “Configuration Example for Two-Way SMS” on page 852

SettingUpBidirectional SMSRouting
The recommended way to set up bidirectional email and SMS routing between theMTAand SMSC is
a three step process:

� “Set the SMSAddress Prefix” on page 834– Choose an SMS address prefix.Any prefixmay be used,
so long as it is ten characters or less.

� “Set the Gateway Profile” on page 835– Reserve the prefix for use with the SMSGateway Server (by
setting the gateway profile).

� “Configure the SMSC” on page 835– Configure the SMSC to route SMS destination addresses to
the SMSGateway SMPP server that start with the prefix.Mobile originated email will have only
the prefix. Replies and notifications will have the prefix followed by exactly ten decimal digits.

Set the SMSAddress Prefix
The source SMS addresses generated by theMTASMS channel should be set tomatch the selected
SMS address prefix. Do this by setting the following:

� MTASMS channel options:
USE_HEADER_FROM=0
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DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS=prefix

The first setting causes the channel to not attempt to set the SMS source address from
information contained in the email message. The second setting causes the SMS source address
to be set (to the selected prefix) when it is not set from any other source.

� Recognize the prefix as an SMS destination address to accept and route to email. Do this by
specifying the SELECT_RE gateway profile option as follows:

SELECT_RE=prefix

Set theGatewayProfile
The SMSGateway Server’s gateway profile should then be set tomake all relayed SMS source
addresses unique. This is the default setting butmay be explicitly set by specifying the gateway profile
option MAKE_SOURCE_ADDRESSES_UNIQUE=1. This will result in relayed SMS source addresses of the
form:

prefixnnnnnnnnnn

where nnnnnnnnnnwill be a unique, ten digit decimal number.

Configure the SMSC
Finally, the SMSC should be configured to route all SMS destination addresses matching the prefix
(either just the prefix, or the prefix plus a ten digit number) to the SMSGateway Server’s SMPP
server. The regular expression for such a routing will be similar to:

prefix([0-9]{10,10}){0,1}

where prefix is the value of DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS, [0-9] specifies the allowed values for the ten
digit number, {10, 10} specifies that there will be aminimum of ten digits and amaximum of ten
digits, and {0, 1} specifies that there can be zero or one of the 10-digit numbers.

Enabling andDisabling the SMSGatewayServer
� To enable the SMSGateway Server, the configutil parameter local.smsgateway.enablemust be

set to the value 1. Use the following configuration utility command to set it:

# configutil -o local.smsgateway.enable -v 1

� To disable the gateway server, set local.smsgateway.enable to the value 0, using the following
command:

# configutil -o local.smsgateway.enable -v 0
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Starting andStopping the SMSGatewayServer
After the SMSGateway Server is enabled, it may be started and stopped with the following
commands:

# start-msg sms

and

# stop-msg sms

SMSGatewayServer Configuration File
In order to operate, the SMSGateway Server requires a configuration file. The configuration file is a
Unicode text file encoded using UTF-8. The file can be anASCII text file. The name of the filemust
be:

installation-directory/config/sms_gateway.cnf

Each option setting in the file has the following format:

option-name=option-value

Options that are part of an option group appear in the following format:

[group-type=group-name]

option-name-1=option-value-1

option-name-2=option-value-2

...

option-name-n=option-value-n

Configuring Email-To-Mobile on theGatewayServer
To implement the email-to-mobile part of two-way SMS, youmust configure the following:

� “AGateway Profile” on page 836
� “An SMPPRelay” on page 837
� “An SMPP Server” on page 838

AGatewayProfile
To configure an email-to-mobile gateway profile, follow these steps:
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� ToConfigure anEmail-to-mobileGatewayProfile

Add agatewayprofile to the SMSGateway Server configuration file.

To add an option group, use the following format:
[GATEWAY_PROFILE=profile_name]

option-name-1=option-value-1

option-name-2=option-value-2a

...

option-name-n=option-value-n

The length of the gateway profile name, profile_name in the preceding format, must not exceed 11
bytes. The namemust be the same as the name for the GATEWAY_PROFILE channel option in the SMS
channel option file. The name is case insensitive. For a list of the valid channel options, see “Available
Options” on page 806

Set the gatewayprofile options (for example, SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET) tomatch characteristics of
the remote SMSC.

Set the other gatewayprofile options tomatch the SMS channel’s email characteristics.

Acomplete description of gateway profile options, see “Gateway Profile Options” on page 848

Set the CHANNEL option.

Set its value to the name of theMTASMS channel.

When a notification is sent to email through the gateway, the resulting email message will be
enqueued to theMTAusing this channel name.

AnSMPPRelay
To configure an SMPPRelay, complete the following steps:

� ToConfigure anSMPPRelay

Add an SMPP relay instantiation (option group) to the SMSGateway Server’s configuration file.

To add an option group, use the following format:
[SMPP_RELAY=relay_name]

option-name-1=option-value-1

option-name-2=option-value-2

...

option-name-n=option-value-n

Any namemay be used for the relay’s name.All that matters is that the name not be used for any
other SMPP relay instantiation within the same configuration file.

1

2
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Set the LISTEN_PORT option.
The value used for the SMS channel’s SMPP_PORT optionmustmatch that used for the relay’s
LISTEN_PORT option. For the LISTEN_PORT, select a TCPport number which is not used by any other
SMPP relay or server instantiation nor by any other server running on the same computer.

Set the SERVER_HOST option.
The relay’s SERVER_HOST option should give the host name for the remote SMSC’s SMPP server.An
IP address may be used in place of a host name.

Set the SERVER_PORT option.
The relay’s SERVER_PORT option should give the TCPport for the remote SMSC’s SMPP server.

For a complete description of all SMPP relay options, see “SMPPRelay Options” on page 844

AnSMPPServer
To configure an SMPP server, complete the following steps:

� ToConfigure anSMPPServer

Add an SMPP server instantiation (option group) to the SMSGateway Server’s configuration file.
To add an option group, use the following format:
[SMPP_SERVER=server_name]

option-name-1=option-value-1

option-name-2=option-value-2...

option-name-n=option-value-n

Any namemay be used for the server’s name.All that matters is that the name not be used for any
other SMPP server instantiation within the same configuration file.

Set LISTEN_PORT option.
Select a TCPport number which is not being used by any other server or relay instantiation.
Additionally, the port numbermust not be being used by any other server on the same computer.

The remote SMSC needs to be configured to route notifications via SMPP to the SMSGateway Server
system using this TCPport.

For a complete description of all SMPP server options, see “SMPP Server Options” on page 846

ConfiguringMobile-to-Email Operation
To configuremobile-to-email functionality, two configuration stepsmust be performed:

� “Configure aMobile-to-Email Gateway Profile” on page 839
� “Configure aMobile-to-Email SMPP Server” on page 839
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Note that multiple gateway profiles may use the same SMPP server instantiation. Indeed, the same
SMPP server instantiationmay be used for both email-to-mobile andmobile-to-email applications.

Configure aMobile-to-Email GatewayProfile
Formobile origination, a gateway profile provides two key pieces of information: how to identify
SMSmessages intended for that profile and how to convert thosemessages to email messages. Note
that this profile can be the same one used for email-to-mobile with the addition of the SELECT_RE
option.

To configure the gateway profile, follow these steps:

� ToConfigure theGatewayProfile

Add agatewayprofile (option group) to the SMSGateway Server’s configuration file.

To add an option group, use the following format:
[GATEWAY_PROFILE=profile_name]

option-name-1=option-value-1

option-name-2=option-value-2

...

option-name-n=option-value-n

Any name of 11 characters or less may be used for the profile’s name.All that matters is that it is not
already used for another gateway profile within the same configuration file.

Set the SELECT_RE optionmust be specified for each gatewayprofile.

The value of this option is anASCII regular expression with which to compare SMS destination
addresses. If an SMS destination address matches the regular expression, then the SMSmessage is
sent through the gateway to email using the characteristics described by thematching profile.

It is important to note that it is possible to configuremultiple gateway profiles which have
overlapping sets of SMS addresses (for example, a profile whichmatches the address 000 and another
whichmatches any other three-digit address). However, so doing should be avoided as an SMS
message will be passed off to only one gateway profile: the first one whichmatches.And, moreover,
the order in which they are compared is undefined.

Set the CHANNEL option.

Its value should be the name of theMTA’s SMS channel.

For a complete description of all mobile origination options, see “Gateway Profile Options” on page
848

Configure aMobile-to-Email SMPPServer
Adding an SMPP server is the same as for the email-to-mobile SMPP server (see “An SMPP Server”
on page 838).

1
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The remote SMSC needs to be configured to route SMS traffic to the gateway SMPP server. To do this,
the SMS destination address used by the SMSC to routemobile-to-email traffic should be the value
set for the gateway profile option SELECT_RE.

For example, if the SMS address 000 is to be used formobile-to-email traffic, then the SMSC needs to
be configured to route traffic for the SMS destination address 000 to the gateway SMPP server. The
gateway profile should use the option setting SELECT_RE=000.

ConfigurationOptions
The SMSGateway Server configuration file options are detailed in this section. The tables that follow
list all the available configuration options with a brief description of each. There is a table each for
global options, SMPP relay options, SMPP server options, and SMSGateway Server profile options.

In the subsections that follow, complete descriptions are given for all the available configuration
options. The subsections are:

� “Global Options” on page 840
Global optionsmust be placed at the top of the configuration file, before any option groups. The
remaining optionsmust appear within option groups.

� “SMPPRelay Options” on page 844
� “SMPP Server Options” on page 846
� “Gateway Profile Options” on page 848

GlobalOptions
The SMSGateway Server presently has three categories of global options:

� “Thread TuningOptions” on page 841
� “Historical Data Tuning” on page 842
� “Miscellaneous” on page 843

All global optionsmust be specified at the top of the configuration file, before any option groups are
specified. Table D–20 lists all global configuration options.

TABLE D–20GlobalOptions

Options Default Description

“DEBUG” on page 843 6 Selects the types of diagnostic output generated

“HISTORY_FILE_DIRECTORY” on page 842 Absolute directory path for files of historical data

“HISTORY_FILE_MODE” on page 842 0770 Permissions for files of historical data
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TABLE D–20GlobalOptions (Continued)
Options Default Description

“HISTORY_FILE_ROLLOVER_PERIOD” on page 842 30 mins Maximum length of time to write to the same file of
historical data

“LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX” on page 843 Maximumnumber of concurrent inbound
connections across all SMPP relay and server
instantiations

“RECORD_LIFETIME” on page 842 3 days Lifetime of a record in the historical data archive

“THREAD_COUNT_INITIAL” on page 841 10 threads Initial number of worker threads

“THREAD_COUNT_MAXIMUM” on page 841 50 threads Maximumnumber of worker threads

“THREAD_STACK_SIZE” on page 841 64 Kb Stack size for each worker thread

ThreadTuningOptions
Each inbound TCP connection represents an SMPP session. The processing for a session is handled
by a worker thread from a pool of threads.When the session processing needs to wait for completion
of an I/O request, the worker thread parks the session and is given other work to perform.When the
I/O request completes, the session is resumed by an available worker thread from the pool.

The following options allow for tuning of this pool of worker thread processes:
“THREAD_COUNT_INITIAL” on page 841, “THREAD_COUNT_MAXIMUM” on page 841,
“THREAD_STACK_SIZE” on page 841.

THREAD_COUNT_INITIAL

(integer, > 0)Number of threads to initially create for the pool of worker threads. This count does not
include the dedicated threads used tomanage the in-memory historical data (2 threads) nor the
dedicated threads used to listen for incoming TCP connections (one thread per TCPport/interface
address pair the SMSGateway Server listens on). The default value is for THREAD_COUNT_INITIAL is
10 threads.

THREAD_COUNT_MAXIMUM

(integer, >= THREAD_COUNT_INITIAL)Maximum number of threads to allow for the pool of worker
threads. The default value is 50 threads.

THREAD_STACK_SIZE

(integer, > 0) Stack size in bytes for each worker thread in the pool of worker threads. The default
value is 65,536 bytes (64 Kb).
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Historical Data Tuning
When an SMSmessage is relayed, themessage ID generated by the receiving, remote SMPP server is
saved in an in-memory hash table.Along with this message ID, information about the original email
message is also saved. Should that message ID subsequently be referenced by an SMS notification,
this informationmay be retrieved. The retrieved information can then be used to send the SMS
notification to the appropriate email recipient.

The in-memory hash table is backed to disk by a dedicated thread. The resulting disk files are referred
to as “history files”. These history files serve two purposes: to save, in nonvolatile form, the data
necessary to restore the in-memory hash table after a restart of the SMSGateway Server, and to
conserve virtual memory by storing potentially lengthy data on disk. Each history file is only written
to for HASH_FILE_ROLLOVER_PERIOD seconds after which time it is closed and a new history file
created.When a history file exceeds an age of RECORD_LIFETIME seconds, it is deleted from disk.

The following options allow for tuning historical files: “HISTORY_FILE_DIRECTORY” on page
842, “HISTORY_FILE_MODE” on page 842, “HISTORY_FILE_ROLLOVER_PERIOD” on page
842, “RECORD_LIFETIME” on page 842.

HISTORY_FILE_DIRECTORY
(string, absolute directory path)Absolute path to the directory to which to write the history files. The
directory path will be created if it does not exist. The default value for this option is:

msg_svr_base/data/sms_gateway_cache/

The directory used should be on a reasonably fast disk system and havemore than sufficient free
space for the anticipated storage; see “SMSGateway Server Storage Requirements” on page 855 to
change this option to amore appropriate value.

HISTORY_FILE_MODE
(integer, octal value) File permissions to associated with the history files. By default, a value of 0770
(octal) is used.

HISTORY_FILE_ROLLOVER_PERIOD
(integer, seconds)The current history file is closed and a new one created every
HASH_FILE_ROLLOVER_PERIOD seconds. By default, a value of 1800 seconds (30minutes) is used.

RECORD_LIFETIME

(integer, seconds > 0) Lifetime in seconds of a historical record. Records older than this lifetime will
be purged frommemory; history files older than this lifetime will be deleted from disk. By default, a
value of 259,200 seconds (3 days) is used. Records stored inmemory are purged in sweeps by a thread
dedicated tomanaging the in-memory data. These sweeps occur every
HASH_FILE_ROLLOVER_PERIOD seconds. Files on disk are purged when it becomes necessary to open a
new history file.
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Miscellaneous
There are twomiscellaneous options: “DEBUG” on page 843 and “LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX”
on page 843.

DEBUG

(integer, bitmask) Enable debug output. The default value is 6which selects warning and error
messages.

Table D–21 defines the bit values of the DEBUG bitmask.

TABLE D–21DEBUGBitmask

Bit Value Description

0-31 -1 Extremely verbose output

0 1 Informational messages

1 2 Warningmessages

3 4 Errormessages

3 8 Subroutine call tracing

4 16 Hash table diagnostics

5 32 I/O diagnostics, receive

6 64 I/O diagnostics, transmit

7 128 SMS to email conversion diagnostics (mobile originate and SMS notification)

8 256 PDUdiagnostics, header data

9 512 PDUdiagnostics, body data

10 1024 PDUdiagnostics, type-length-value data

11 2048 Option processing; sends all option settings to the log file.

LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX

(integer, >= 0) Themaximumnumber of concurrent, inbound TCP connections to allow across all
SMPP relay and server instantiations.Avalue of 0 (zero) indicates that there is no global limit on the
number of connections. Theremay, however, be per relay or server limits imposed by a given relay or
server instantiation.
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SMPPRelayOptions
The SMSGateway Server can havemultiple instantiations of its SMPP relay, each with different
characteristics chief of which will be the TCPport and interface listened on. Put differently, for each
network interface and TCPport pair the SMPP relay listens on, distinct characteristics may be
ascribed. These characteristics are specified using the options described in this section.

Each instantiation should be placed within an option group of the form:

[SMPP_RELAY=relay-name]

option-name-1=option-value-1

option-name-2=option-value-2

...

option-name-n=option-value-n

The string relay-namemerely serves to differentiate this instantiation from other instantiations.

Table D–22 lists the SMPP relay configuration options.

TABLE D–22 SMPPRelayOptions

Options Default Description

“LISTEN_BACKLOG” on page 845 255 Connection backlog for inbound SMPP client
connections

“LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX” on page 845 Maximumnumber of concurrent inbound
connections

“LISTEN_INTERFACE_ADDRESS” on page 845 Network interface for inbound SMPP client
connections

“LISTEN_PORT” on page 845 TCPport for inbound SMPP client connections

“LISTEN_RECEIVE_TIMEOUT” on page 845 600 s Read timeout for inbound connections from SMPP
clients

“LISTEN_TRANSMIT_TIMEOUT” on page 845 120 s Write timeout for inbound connections from SMPP
clients

“MAKE_SOURCE_ADDRESSES_UNIQUE” on page 845 1 Make relayed SMS source addresses unique and able to
be replied to

“SERVER_HOST” on page 846 Host name or IP address of the SMPP server to relay to

“SERVER_PORT” on page 846 TCPport of the SMPP server to relay to

“SERVER_RECEIVE_TIMEOUT” on page 846 600 s Read timeout for outbound SMPP server connections

“SERVER_TRANSMIT_TIMEOUT” on page 846 120 s Write timeout for outbound SMPP server connections
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LISTEN_BACKLOG
(integer, in [0,255]) Connection backlog allowed by the TCP stack for inbound SMPP client
connections. The default value is 255.

LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX

(integer, >= 0) Themaximumnumber of concurrent, inbound TCP connections to allow for this
SMPP relay instantiation. Note that this value will be ignored if it exceeds the global
LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX setting.

LISTEN_INTERFACE_ADDRESS

(string, "INADDR_ANY" or dotted decimal IP address) The IP address of the network interface to listen
to for inbound SMPP client connections.May be either the string “INADDR_ANY” (all available
interfaces) or an IP address in dotted decimal form. (For example, 193.168.100.1) The default value is
“INADDR_ANY”. ClusteredHAconfigurations will need to set this value to correspond to the HA
logical IP address.

LISTEN_PORT

(integer, TCP port number)TCPport to bind to for accepting inbound SMPP client connections.
Specification of this option is mandatory; there is no default value for this option. Note also that there
is no InternetAssignedNumbersAuthority (IANA) assignment for this service.

LISTEN_RECEIVE_TIMEOUT

(integer, seconds > 0)Timeout to allowwhen waiting to read data from an SMPP client. The default
value is 600 seconds (10minutes).

LISTEN_TRANSMIT_TIMEOUT

(integer, seconds > 0)Timeout to allowwhen sending data to an SMPP client. The default value is 120
seconds (2minutes).

MAKE_SOURCE_ADDRESSES_UNIQUE

(0 or 1) By default, the SMPP relay will append to each SMS source address a unique, ten digit string.
The resulting SMS source address is then saved along with the other historical data. The result is a
unique SMS address whichmay then be replied to by SMS users. The SMPP server will detect this
address when used as an SMS destination address and will then send the SMSmessage to the correct
email originator.

To disable this generating of unique SMS source addresses (for one-way SMS), specify a value of 0
(zero) for this option.
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SERVER_HOST

(string, TCP hostname or dotted decimal IP address) SMPP server to relay SMPP client traffic to.
Either a hostname or IP address may be specified. Specification of this option is mandatory; there is
no default value for this option.

SERVER_PORT

(integer, TCP port number)TCPport for the remote SMPP server to which to relay. Specification of
this option is mandatory; there is no default value for this option. There is no IANAassignment for
this service; do not confuse with the IANAassignment for SNPP.

SERVER_RECEIVE_TIMEOUT

(integer, seconds > 0)Timeout to allowwhen waiting to read data from the SMPP server. The default
value is 600 seconds (10minutes).

SERVER_TRANSMIT_TIMEOUT

(integer, seconds > 0)Timeout to allowwhen sending data to the SMPP server. The default value is
120 seconds (2minutes).

SMPPServerOptions
The SMSGateway Server can havemultiple instantiations of its SMPP server, each with different
characteristics chief of which will be the TCPport and interface listened on. Put differently, for each
network interface and TCPport pair the SMPP server listens on, distinct characteristics may be
ascribed. These characteristics are specified using the options described in this section.

Each instantiation should be placed within an option group of the form:

[SMPP_SERVER=server-name]

option-value-1=option-value-1

option-value-2=option-value-2

...

option-name-n=option-value-n

The string server-namemerely serves to differentiate the instantiation from other instantiations.

Table D–23 lists the SMPP server configuration options.
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TABLE D–23 SMPPServerOptions

Options Default Description

“LISTEN_BACKLOG” on page 847 255 Connection backlog for inbound SMPP
server connections

“LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX” on page 847 Maximumnumber of concurrent inbound
connections

“LISTEN_INTERFACE_ADDRESS” on page
847

Network interface for inbound SMPP server
connections

“LISTEN_PORT” on page 847 TCPport for inbound SMPP server
connections

“LISTEN_RECEIVE_TIMEOUT” on page 847 600 s Read timeout for inbound SMPP server
connections

“LISTEN_TRANSMIT_TIMEOUT” on page
848

120 s Write timeout for inbound SMPP server
connections

LISTEN_BACKLOG
(integer in [0,255])Connection backlog allowed by the TCP stack for inbound SMPP client
connections. The default value is 255.

LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX

(integer >= 0)Themaximumnumber of concurrent, inbound TCP connections to allow for this
SMPP server instantiation. Note that this value will be ignored if it exceeds the global
LISTEN_CONNECTION_MAX setting.

LISTEN_INTERFACE_ADDRESS

(string, "INADDR_ANY" or dotted decimal IP address)The IP address of the network interface to listen
to for inbound SMPP client connections on.May be either the string “INADDR_ANY” (all available
interfaces) or an IP address in dotted decimal form. (For example, 193.168.100.1.) The default value
is “INADDR_ANY”.

LISTEN_PORT

(integer, TCP port number)TCPport to bind to for accepting inbound SMPP client connections.
Specification of this option is mandatory; there is no default value for this option. Note that there is
no IANAassignment for this service.

LISTEN_RECEIVE_TIMEOUT

(integer, seconds > 0)Timeout to allowwhen waiting to read data from an SMPP client. The default
value is 600 seconds (10minutes).
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LISTEN_TRANSMIT_TIMEOUT

(integer, seconds > 0)Timeout to allowwhen sending data to an SMPP client. The default value is 120
seconds (2minutes).

GatewayProfileOptions
Theremay be zero ormore gateway profiles. In the SMSGateway Sever’s configuration file, each
gateway profile is declared within an option group in the following format:

[GATEWAY_PROFILE=profile-name]

option-name-1=option-value-1

option-name-2=option-value-2

...

option-name-n=option-value-n

The string profile-namemerely serves to differentiate the profile from other origination profiles.

Table D–24 lists the SMSGateway Server profile options.

TABLE D–24 SMSGateway Server ProfileOptions

Options Default Description

“CHANNEL” on page 848 sms Channel to enqueuemessage as

“EMAIL_BODY_CHARSET” on page 849 US-ASCII Character set for email message bodies

“EMAIL_HEADER_CHARSET” on page
849

US-ASCII Character set for email message headers

“FROM_DOMAIN” on page 849 Domain name for routing email back to SMS

“PARSE_RE_0, PARSE_RE_1, ...,
PARSE_RE_9” on page 849

Regular expressions for parsing SMSmessage
text

“PROFILE” on page 851 GSM SMS profile to operate under: GSM, TDMA,
or CDMA

“SELECT_RE” on page 851 Regular expression for selecting the plugin

“SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET” on page 851 US-ASCII SMSC’s default character set

“USE_SMS_PRIORITY” on page 851 0 Gateway SMS priority flags to email

“USE_SMS_PRIVACY” on page 852 0 Gateway SMS privacy indicators to email

CHANNEL
(string, 1-40 characters)Name of theMTAchannel used to enqueue email messages. If not specified,
then “sms” is assumed. The specified channel must be defined in theMTA’s configuration.
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EMAIL_BODY_CHARSET
(string, character set name)The character set to translate SMS text to prior to insertion into an email
message’s body. If necessary, the translated text will beMIME encoded. The default value is
US-ASCII. If the SMSmessage contains glyphs not available in the charset, they will be converted to
mnemonic characters, whichmay ormay not bemeaningful to the recipient.

A list of the character sets known to theMTAmay be found in the following file:

installation-directory/config/charsets.txt

EMAIL_HEADER_CHARSET

(string, character set name)The character set to translate SMS text to prior to insertion into an RFC
822 Subject: header line. If necessary, the translated string will be MIME encoded. The default
value is US-ASCII. If the SMSmessage contains glyphs not available in the charset, they will be
converted tomnemonic characters, whichmay ormay not bemeaningful to the recipient

FROM_DOMAIN

(string, IP host name, 1-64 characters)Domain name to append to SMS source addresses when
constructing envelope From: addresses for email messages. The name specified should be the correct
name for routing email back to SMS. (For example, the host name associated with theMTASMS
channel.) If not specified, then the official host name of the channel specified with the CHANNEL
option will be used.

PARSE_RE_0, PARSE_RE_1, ..., PARSE_RE_9

(string, UTF-8 regular expression) Formobile origination of email, the gateway profile needs to
extract a destination email address from the text of the SMSmessage. This is done bymeans of one or
more POSIX-compliant regular expressions (REs). The text of the SMSmessage will be evaluated by
each regular expression until either amatch producing a destination email address is found or the list
of regular expressions exhausted.

Note –Use of PARSE_RE_* and ROUTE_TO options aremutually exclusive. Use of both in the same
gateway profile is a configuration error.

Each regular expressionmust be POSIX compliant and encoded in the UTF-8 character set. The
regular expressionsmust output as string 0 the destination address. Theymay optionally output text
to use in a Subject: header line as string 1, and text to use in themessage body as string 2.Any text
not “consumed” by the regular expression will also be used in themessage body, following any text
output as string 2.

The regular expressions will be tried in the order PARSE_RE_0, PARSE_RE_1, ..., up to
PARSE_RE_9. If no regular expressions are specified, then the following default regular expression is
used:
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[ \t]*([^\( ]*)[ \t]*(?:\(([^\)]*\))?[ \t]*(.*)

This default regular expression breaks into the following components:

[ \t]*

Ignore leading white space characters (SPACE and TAB).

([^\( ]*)

Destination email address. This is the first reported string.

[ \t]*

Ignore white space characters.

(?:\(([^\)]*)$1\))?

Optional subject text enclosed in parentheses. This is the second reported string. The leading ?:
causes the outer parentheses to not report a string. They are being usedmerely for grouping their
contents together into a single RE for the trailing ?. The trailing ? causes this RE component to
match only zero or one time and is equivalent to the expression {0,1}.

[ \t]*

Ignore white space characters.

(.*)

Remaining text tomessage body. This is the third reported string.

For example, with the above regular expression, the sample SMSmessage:

dan@sesta.com(Testing)This is a test

yields the email message:

To: dan@sesta.com

Subject: Testing

This is a test

As a second example, the SMSmessage:

sue@sesta.com This is another test

would yield:

To: sue@sesta.com

This is another test
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Note that the SMSmessage, prior to evaluation with these regular expressions, will be translated to
the UTF-16 encoding of Unicode. The translated text is then evaluated with the regular expressions
which were previously converted fromUTF-8 to UTF-16. The results of the evaluation are then
translated to US-ASCII for the destination email address, EMAIL_HEADER_CHARSET for the Subject:
text, if any, and EMAIL_BODY_CHARSET for themessage body, if any.

PROFILE

(string, “GSM”, “TDMA”, or “CDMA”) SMS profile to assume. Presently this information is only used
tomap SMS priority flags to RFC 822 Priority: header lines. Consequently, this option has no effect
when USE_SMS_PRIORITY=0which is the default setting for that option.

SELECT_RE

(string, US-ASCII regular expression)AUS-ASCII POSIX-compliant regular expression to compare
against each SMSmessage’s SMS destination address. If an SMSmessage’s destination address
matches this RE, then the SMSmessage will be sent through the gateway to email in accord with this
gateway profile.

Note that since an SMSmessage’s destination address is specified in the US-ASCII character set, this
regular expressionmust also be expressed in US-ASCII.

SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET

(string, character set name)The name of the default character set used by the remote SMSC. The two
common choices for this option are US-ASCII andUTF-16-BE (USC2). If not specified, US-ASCII is
assumed.

USE_SMS_PRIORITY

(integer, 0 or 1) By default (with USE_SMS_PRIORITY=0), priority flags in SMSmessages are ignored
and not sent with the email messages. To have the priority flags passed with the email, specify
USE_SMS_PRIORITY=1. When passed with the email, themapping from SMS to email is as shown in
Table D–25:

TABLE D–25Priority FlagMapping fromSMS to Email

SMSProfile SMSPriority Flag Email Priority: Header Line

GSM 0 (Non-priority)

1, 2, 3 (Priority)

No header line (implies Normal)

Urgent
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TABLE D–25Priority FlagMapping fromSMS to Email (Continued)
SMSProfile SMSPriority Flag Email Priority: Header Line

TDMA 0 (Bulk)

1 (Normal)

2 (Urgent)

3 (Very Urgent)

Nonurgent

No header line (implies Normal)

Urgent

Urgent

CDMA 0 (Normal)

1 (Interactive)

2 (Urgent)

3 (Emergency)

No header line (implies Normal)

Urgent

Urgent

Urgent

Note that the email Priority: header line values are Nonurgent, Normal, and Urgent.

USE_SMS_PRIVACY
(integer, 0 or 1) By default (with USE_SMS_PRIVACY=0), SMS privacy indications are ignored and not
sent with the email messages. To have this information passed with the email, specify
USE_SMS_PRIVACY=1. When passed along with email, themapping from SMS to email is as shown in
Table D–26:

TABLE D–26Privacy FlagsMapping fromSMS to Email

SMSPrivacy Flag Email Sensitivity: Header Line

0 (Not restricted) No header line

1 (Restricted) Personal

2 (Confidential) Private

3 (Secret) Company-confidential

Note that the values of the email Sensitivity: header line are Personal, Private, and
Company-confidential.

Configuration Example for Two-WaySMS
Assumptions onBehavior

For the sake of this example, let us assume that the following behavior is desired:

� Email messages addressed to
sms-id@sms.domain.com
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are to be sent to the SMS address
sms-id

and given a unique SMS source address in the range 000nnnnnnnnnn.
� Mobile SMSmessages addressed to the SMS address 000 are to be sent through the gateway to

email with the email address extracted from the start of the SMSmessage text.
For example, if the SMSmessage text is:
jdoe@domain.com Interested in a movie?

then themessage “Interested in amovie?” is to be sent to jdoe@domain.com.
� SMS notifications sent to 000nnnnnnnnnn are to be sent through the gateway to email and

directed to the originator of themessage being receipted.

In order to bring about this behavior, the following assumptions and assignments aremade

Further Assumptions andAssignments

� TheMTA’s SMS channel uses the domain name sms.domain.com.
� The SMSGateway Server runs on the host gateway.domain.com and uses:

� TCPport 503 for its SMPP relay
� TCPport 504 for its SMPP server

� The remote SMSC’s SMPP server runs on the host smpp.domain.com and listens on TCPport
377.

� The remote SMSC’s default character set is UCS2 (aka, UTF-16).

SMSChannel Configuration

To effect the above behavior, the following SMS channel configurationmay be used in the imta.cnf
file (add these lines to the bottom of the file):

(blank line)

sms

sms.domain.com

SMSChannel Option File

The channel’s option file, sms_option, would then contain the following settings:

SMPP_SERVER=gateway.domain.com

SMPP_PORT=503

USE_HEADER_FROM=0

DEFAULT_SOURCE_ADDRESS=000

GATEWAY_PROFILE=sms1

SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET=UCS2

SMSGateway Server Configuration

Finally, the Gateway Server configuration file, sms_gateway.cnf, should look like the following:
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HISTORY_FILE_DIRECTORY=/sms_gateway_cache/

[SMPP_RELAY=relay1]

LISTEN_PORT=503SERVER_HOST=smpp.domain.com

SERVER_PORT=377

[SMPP_SERVER=server1]

LISTEN_PORT=504

[GATEWAY_PROFILE=sms1]

SELECT_RE=000([0-9]{10,10}){0,1}

SMSC_DEFAULT_CHARSET=UCS2

Testing This Configuration

If you do not have an SMSC to test on, youmay want to perform some loopback tests.With some
additional settings in the sms_option file, some simple loop back tests may be performed for the
above configuration.

Additional sms_option File Settings
The additional settings for the sms_option file are:

! So that we don’t add text to the body of the SMS message

FROM_FORMAT=

SUBJECT_FORMAT=

CONTENT_PREFIX=

Without these settings, an email containing:

user@domain.com (Sample subject) Sample text

would get converted into the SMSmessage:

From:user@domain.com Subject:Sample Subject Msg:Sample text

That, in turn, would not be in the format expected by themobile-to-email code, which wants to see:

user@domain.com (Sample subject) Sample text

Hence the need (for loopback testing) to specify empty strings for the FROM_FORMAT,
SUBJECT_FORMAT, and CONTENT_PREFIX options.

Performing the Loopback Test

Send test email messages addressed to 000@sms.domain.com, such as:

user@domain.com (Test message) This is a test message which should loop back

The result is that this email message should be routed back to the email recipient
user@domain.com.Be sure to have added sms.domain.com to your DNS or host tables for the test.
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SMSGatewayServer StorageRequirements
To determine the amount of resources you will need for the SMSGateway Server, use the numbers
you generate from the requirements in Table D–27 along with your expected number of relayed
messages per second and the RECORD_LIFETIME setting.

Table D–27 covers the requirements for the historical records, the SMPP relay, and SMPP server.

TABLE D–27 SMSGateway Server Storage Requirements

Component Requirements

In-memory historical record Each relayedmessage requires 33+m+s bytes of virtual memory, where m is the length of the
message’s SMSmessage ID (1 <= m <= 64) and s is the length of themessage’s SMS source address
(1 <= s<= 20).

When MAKE_SOURCE_ADDRESS_UNIQUE=0, then only 16+m bytes are used. For 64 bit operating
systems, 49+m+s bytes of virtual memory are consumed per record [24+mwhen
MAKE_SOURCE_ADDRESS_UNIQUE=0].

Note also, that the heap allocatormay actually allocate larger size pieces of virtual memory for each
record.

Themaximumnumber of records is 43 billion (2**32-1). For less than 16.8million records (2**24),
the hash table consumes approximately 16Mb; for less than 67.1million records (2**26), the hash
table consumes approximately 64Mb; formore than 67.1million records, the hash table consumes
approximately 256Mb.

Double thememory consumptions for 64 bit operating systems.

These consumptions are in addition to thememory consumption required for each record itself.

On-disk historical record Each relayedmessage requires on average the following number of bytes:

81+m+2s+3a+S+2i

where:
� m is the average length of SMSmessage IDs, and 1<=m<=64
� s is the average length of SMS source addresses, and 1 <= s <= 20
� a is the average length of email addresses, and 3 <= a <= 129
� S is the average length of Subject: header lines, and 0 <= S<= 80
� i is the average length of email message envelope IDs, and 0 <= i <= 129

The size for any specific record is influenced by the length of themessage’s envelope From: and
To: addresses, envelope andmessage IDs, and the length of the Subject: header line.
Themaximum record length is 910 bytes.
When MAKE_SOURCE_ADDRESS_UNIQUE=0 is used, the size of each record in bytes
is:78+m+3a+S+2i.

SMPP relay Each relayed SMPP session consumes two TCP sockets: one with the local SMPP client and another
with the remote SMPP server.Approximately 1 Kb of virtual memory is consumed per connection
on 32 bit operating systems; 2 Kb on 64 bit operating systems.

SMSGateway Server Storage Requirements
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TABLE D–27 SMSGateway Server Storage Requirements (Continued)
Component Requirements

SMPP server Each incoming connection consumes a TCP socket.Approximately 1 Kb of virtual memory is
consumed per connection on 32 bit operating systems; 2 Kb on 64 bit operating systems.

For instance, if on average 50messages per second are expected to be relayed, SMS source addresses
are 13 bytes long, SMSmessage IDs have a typical length of 12 bytes, email addresses 24 bytes,
Subject: lines 40 bytes, email message and envelope IDs 40 bytes each, and historical data is
retained for 7 days, then:

� There will be 30.24million historical records to store, each on average 58 bytes inmemory and
311 bytes long on disk;

� The in-memory consumption of the historical records will be about 1.70 Gb (1.63 Gb + 64Mb);
and

� The on-disk storage will be approximately 8.76 Gb.

While a sufficiency of diskmay be supplied to handle any on disk requirements, the virtual memory
requirement on a 32-bit machine will be a hard limit of approximately 2 Gb. To reduce the amount of
virtual memory or disk storage required, use the RECORD_LIFETIME option to reduce the length of
time records are retained.

SMSGateway Server Storage Requirements
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InstallationWorksheets

This appendix provides worksheets by which you can plan your installation. The following
worksheets are included:

� “Directory Server Installation” on page 857
� “Administration Server Initial Runtime Configuration” on page 859
� “Directory Server Setup Script (comm_dssetup.pl)” on page 860
� “Messaging Server Initial Runtime Configuration” on page 862

Directory Server Installation
You installed Directory Server through the Java Enterprise System installer or through a previous
installation. Record your Directory Server installation and configuration parameters in Table E–1
(this is a replica of the worksheet shown in the Communications Services Deployment Planning
Guide). You will need these parameters when you install and configure theAdministration and
Messaging servers.

TABLE E–1Directory Server Installation Parameters

Parameter: Description: Example: Used in: Your Answers:

Directory Installation
Root

Adirectory on the
directory servermachine
dedicated to holding the
server program,
configuration,
maintenance, and
information files.

/var/mps/serverroot/ comm_dssetup.pl Perl
script

See “To Prepare
Directory Server for
Messaging Server
Configuration” on page
46

EA P P E N D I X E
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TABLE E–1Directory Server Installation Parameters (Continued)
Parameter: Description: Example: Used in: Your Answers:

Host The host name is the IP
host name, whichmight
be either a “short-form”
host name (for example,
fiddle) or a fully
qualified host name. The
fully qualified host name
consists of two parts: the
host name and the
domain name.

fiddle.west.sesta.com Administration Server
Configuration

See “To Prepare
Directory Server for
Messaging Server
Configuration” on page
46

LDAPDirectory Port
Number

The default for and
LDAPdirectory server is
389.

389 Administration Server
Configuration and
Messaging Server
Configuration

See “To Prepare
Directory Server for
Messaging Server
Configuration” on page
46 and “Creating the
Initial Messaging Server
Runtime Configuration”
on page 54.

Administrator ID and
Password

Administrator in charge
or responsible for
configuration
information.

Password for the
Administrator

Admin

PaSsWoRd

Administration Server
Configuration

See “To Prepare
Directory Server for
Messaging Server
Configuration” on page
46

User andGroup Tree
Suffix

The distinguished name
of the LDAP entry at the
top of the directory tree,
belowwhich user and
group data is stored.

o=usergroup comm_dssetup.pl Perl
script

See “To Prepare
Directory Server for
Messaging Server
Configuration” on page
46

Directory Server Installation
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TABLE E–1Directory Server Installation Parameters (Continued)
Parameter: Description: Example: Used in: Your Answers:

DirectoryManager
DN and Password

The privileged directory
administrator,
comparable to the
superuser user in UNIX.
Typically, this
administrator is
responsible for user and
group data.

Password for the
DirectoryManager.

cn=Directory Manager

pAsSwOrD

comm_dssetup.pl Perl
script andMessaging
Server Configuration

See “To Prepare
Directory Server for
Messaging Server
Configuration” on page
46 and “Creating the
Initial Messaging Server
Runtime Configuration”
on page 54.

Administration
Domain

Aregion of
administrative control.

System Lab Administration Server
Configuration

See “To Prepare
Directory Server for
Messaging Server
Configuration” on page
46

Administration Server Initial RuntimeConfiguration
When you run the Administration Server initial runtime configuration program through the Java
Enterprise System installer, record your installation parameters in Table E–2 (this is a replica of the
worksheet shown in the Communications Services Deployment Planning Guide). You will need
some of these parameters for theMessaging Server initial runtime configuration. Youmight also
refer to your “Directory Server Installation” on page 857 checklist to answer certain questions.

TABLE E–2Administration Server Initial RuntimeConfiguration ProgramParameters

Parameter Description Example Your Answers:

Fully QualifiedDomainName Fully Qualified domain for the
host machine.

fiddle.west.sesta.com

Server Root Definition Installation Root of the
Administration Server
dedicated to holding the server
program, configuration,
maintenance, and information
files.

/var/mps/serverroot

Administration Server Initial Runtime Configuration
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TABLE E–2Administration Server Initial RuntimeConfiguration ProgramParameters (Continued)
Parameter Description Example Your Answers:

UNIX SystemUser Certain privileges designated to
system users to ensure they
have appropriate permissions
for the processes they are
running.

inetuser

UNIX SystemGroup The group to which certain
UNIX System users belong.

inetgroup

ConfigurationDirectory Server Host and Port specified during
“Directory Server Installation”
on page 857

Host fiddle.west.sesta.com

Port 389

ConfigurationDirectory Server
Administrator and Password

Administrator ID specified
during “Directory Server
Installation” on page 857

Password ofAdministrator ID

Admin

PaSsWoRd

AdministrationDomain Aregion of administrative
control.

If you have installedMessaging
Server andDirectory Server on
the samemachine, then you
should choose the same
AdministrationDomain in
“Directory Server Installation”
on page 857

System Lab2

Administrative Server Port Aunique port number
dedicated to theAdministration
Server.

5555

Directory Server SetupScript (comm_dssetup.pl)
When you run the Directory Server Setup script (comm_dssetup.pl) to prepare Directory Server for
Messaging Server configuration, record your installation parameters in Table E–3. You will need
some of these parameters for theMessaging Server initial runtime configuration.

Directory Server Setup Script (comm_dssetup.pl)
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TABLE E–3 comm_dssetup.pl Script Parameters

Parameter Description Example Your Answers:

Server Root Installation Root of the
Directory Server dedicated to
holding the server program,
configuration, maintenance,
and information files.

/var/mps/serverroot/

Server Instance LDAPDirectory Server daemon
or service that is responsible for
most functions. In certain
deployments, youmight
dedicate an instance for
maintaining users and groups
andmaintain a separate
instance for configuration.

slapd-varrius

DCRoot If you want to have a two-tree
DIT provisioningmodel (Sun
LDAP Schema 1 or SunONE
LDAPSchema.2 (compatibility
mode), the DCTreemirrors the
local DNS structure and is used
by the system as an index to the
Organization Tree that contain
the user and group data entries.

o=internet

User andGroup Base Suffix Top entry in the Organization
Tree which holds the
namespace for user and group
entries.

o=usergroup

DirectoryManager DN and
Password

Administrator who is
responsible for the user and
group data in the Organization
Tree. Should be the same as
what was specified in the Sun
Java Enterprise System Installer.

Password of DirectoryManager
DN

cn=Directory Manager

pAsSwOrD

Directory Server Setup Script (comm_dssetup.pl)
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Messaging Server Initial RuntimeConfiguration
When you run theMessaging Server initial runtime configuration program, record your installation
parameters in Table E–4. Youmight also refer to your “Directory Server Installation” on page 857
checklist to answer certain questions.

TABLE E–4 comm_dssetup.pl Script Parameters

Parameter Description Example Your Answers:

Configuration andData
Directory

Contains all of theMessaging
Server configuration files.

Themsg_svr_base/data
directory is symbolically linked
to this directory.

/var/mps/SUNmsgsr/

UNIX SystemUser Certain privileges designated to
system users to ensure they
have appropriate permissions
for the processes they are
running. This system user
should not be the same user that
you specified in the
Administration Server Initial
Runtime Configuration.

mailsrv

UNIX SystemGroup The group to which certain
UNIX System users belong.
This system group should not
be the same group that you
specified in theAdministration
Server Initial Runtime
Configuration.

mail

ConfigurationDirectory LDAP
URL, DirectoryManager, and
Password

ConfigurationDirectory Server,
LDAPURL, BindDN, and
Password

ldap://fiddle.west.

sesta.com:389

cn=Directory Manager

PaSsWoRd

User andGroupDirectory
LDAPURL, Directory
Manager, and Password

User andGroupDirectory
Server, LDAPURL, BindDN,
and Password.

It is recommended that you
have a separate User andGroup
directory from your
Configuration directory.

ldap://fiddle.west.

sesta.com:389

cn=Directory Manager

PaSsWoRd

Messaging Server Initial Runtime Configuration
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TABLE E–4 comm_dssetup.pl Script Parameters (Continued)
Parameter Description Example Your Answers:

Postmaster EmailAddress Email address of the
administrator who will monitor
postmaster mail.Address must
be a fully qualified address, and
must be valid, in that there is a
mailbox associated with the
address.

pma@siroe.com

Password forAdministrator
Accounts

Password that will be used for
service administrator,
user/group administrator, end
user administrator privileges as
well as PAB administrator and
SSLpasswords.

paSSwoRD

Default Email Domain The email default that is used if
no domain is specified.

siroe.com

OrganizationName for Default
Email Domain

An organization name under
which your organization will
reside and is used to construct
the organization tree.

For example if your
organization name is
Engineering, all the users for
siroe.com (your default email
domain) will be placed under
the LDAPDN o=Engineering,

o=usergroup

Your user and group directory
suffix was specified in
comm_dssetup.pl.

Messaging Server Initial Runtime Configuration
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Glossary

Refer to the Sun Java Enterprise SystemGlossary for a complete list of terms that are used in this
documentation set.

Glossary
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Numbers andSymbols
*, 585
+, 126
@ (at sign), 285
! (exclamation point), as a comment indicator, 218
< (less than sign), including files with, 218
% (percent sign), 283
/matching, 224
$?, 285
\\! (exclamation point), in addresses, 272
\\| vertical bar, 268
$A, 284
(A\\!B)%C, 358
$B, 284
$C, 283, 285
*.CHANGES files, 74-76
$E, 284
$F, 284
$M, 282-283, 285
*.MERGED files, 74-76
$N, 282-283, 285
$P, 284
$Q, 283, 285
$R, 196-197, 284
$S, 284
$T, 285
$U substitution sequence, 275
$V, 191
$VMetacharacter, 195-196
$X, 284
$Z, 191
220 banner, 711
733, 357
8-bit characters, 719

822, 357

A
A\\!(B%C), 358
A!B%C, 358
A!B@C, 358
A@B@C, 359
access control
See alsomapping tables
access to TCP services, overview, 607-616
client access, 130
creating access filters, 614-615
filter syntax, 609-613
HTTP service, 130, 607-616
IMAP service, 130, 607-616
mapping tables, 476
message store, 515-517
monitoring users, 573-574
POP service, 130, 607-616
SMTP service, 476
testingmappings, 488
when applied, 487

AccessManager, 139
accessMessenger Express client, Messenger Express

Multiplexor, 173
ACCESS_ORCPT, 480, 482
address

! and% usage, 358
blank envelope return, 257
destination, 379
handling, 356-366
incomplete, 360-361
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address (Continued)
interpretation, 358
multiple destination, 378
rewriting, 360
routing information, 358-359

address changing, 243
Address in Received\\, header, 363
address mapping, FORWARD, 246-249
address message headers

comments in, 363-364
personal names, 364

address reversal, 211-213
address-reversal database, 243
Address-Reversal database, 243
address reverse, channel-specific, 245
address reverse controls, 244
address rewriting, 360
addresses

backward-pointing, 359
envelope To\\, 283
From\\, 359
interpreting, 358
invalid, 256

addressing information
alternate addresses, 769, 777
formail users, 769-770
formailing lists, 777
forwarding addresses, 772-773
primary address, 769, 777

addreturnpath, 362-363
addrsperfile, 378
administration,Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 174
Administration Server, worksheet, 859
administrative topology, 118
administrator access control

configuring, 605-607
tomessage store, 515
to server as a whole, 606-607
to server tasks, 607

after channel keyword, 349
AGIC, 195
aging policies
See automatic message removal
message store, 536-546
number of messages, 536
size of mailbox, 536

aging policies (Continued)
specifying, 536-546

alarm attributes, disk space, 557
alarm.diskavail, 748
alarm.diskavail.msgalarmdescription, 730
alarm.diskavail.msgalarmstatinterval, 730, 748
alarm.diskavail.msgalarmthreshold, 730, 748
alarm.diskavail.msgalarmthresholddirection, 748
alarm.diskavail.msgalarmwarninginterval, 730, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticehost, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticeport, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticercpt, 731, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticesender, 748
alarm.serverresponse, 748
alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmstatinterval, 748
alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmthreshold, 749
alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmthresholddirection, 749
alarm.serverresponse.msgalarmwarninginterval, 749
alias database, 365
ALIAS_DOMAINS, 365
ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_SIZE, 211
ALIAS_ENTRY_CACHE_TIMEOUT, 211
alias expansion, 195
alias file, 365
ALIAS_MAGIC, enabling direct LDAP, 214
ALIAS_URL0, 195

enabling direct LDAP, 214
ALIAS_URL1, 195

enabling direct LDAP, 214
ALIAS_URL2, 195

enabling direct LDAP, 214
aliasdetourhost, 383
aliasedObjectName, 193
Aliases, 241
aliases

alias database, 241
alias file, 232, 241
including other files in aliases file, 242

aliases file, 248
aliaslocal, 365
aliaspostmaster, 258
ALLOW_RECIPIENTS_PER_TRANSACTION, 330
ALLOW_REJECTIONS_BEFORE_DEFERRAL, 387
ALLOW_TRANSACTIONS_PER_SESSION, 330
allowetrn, 333
allowetrn channel keyword, 334

Index
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allowswitchchannel channel keyword, 343
altered addresses in notificationmessages, 256
alternate channel for incomingmail, 343
alternate conversion channel, 383
alternate email addresses, 769, 777
alternateblocklimit, 375-377
alternatechannel, 375-377
alternatelinelimit, 375-377
alternaterecipientlimit, 375-377
alwaysencrypt, 633
alwayssign, 633
AMSDK, 141
anti-spam, 421, 449, 475, 536-546

actions, 429
Brightmail
See Brightmail

Channel-level Filtering, 427
Client Library, 423
deploying 3rd-party software, 422
Domain-level Filtering, 425-426
Library Paths, 423
limiting recipients, 378
messages to filter, 423
multiple programs, 423
scanner, 383
Sieve, 429
spam score, 421, 449
SpamAssassin
See SpamAssassin

Theory of Operations, 421-422
User-level Filtering, 424

anti-virus, 421, 433, 449
scanner, 383

APOP, 591
appid, 150
Application ID, 142
Arabic Character Detection, 409-410
associatedDomain, 193
asterisks, 719
asterisks, in addresses, 182
at sign, 272, 283, 285
attachments, 371-373

opening, 403
authenticated addresses, 345-346
authentication

certificate-based, 589, 594

authentication (Continued)
HTTP, 125-127
IMAP, 125-127
mechanisms, 589
MessagingMultiplexor, 157
password, 593
POP, 125-127
SASL, 589
SMTP, 593-594

authorized services, 774
authrewrite, 345
auto_ef, 409
automatic fragmentation of largemessages, 372-373
automatic message removal, 536-546

exclude users, 537, 546
GUI, 542
policy definition, 537-538, 540-541
rule setting, 538-545
scheduling, 545
scheduling GUI, 546

automatic reply, settings, 773-774
automatic restart, 111
automatic restart, high availability, 113
autoreply, 469

B
backoff, 350
backoff channel keyword, 348
backup groups, 563
backup procedure formessage store

backup utilities, 564, 565
creating a policy, 563
creating backup groups, 563
description, 562
full backup, 563
incremental backup, 563
parallel backups, 563
peak business loads, 563
serial backups, 563
single copy procedure, 562
using Legato Networker, 569
using third party software, 571

backward-pointing addresses, 359
bad equivalence for alias, MTAerrormessages, 720
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bang-style (UUCP) addresses, 267
bang-style address conventions, 272
bangoverpercent, 358
bangoverpercent keyword, 272
bangstyle, 357
banners

IMAP, 125
POP, 125

bidirectional, 350
bit flags, 257, 259
blank envelope addresses, 257, 259
blank envelope return addresses, 257
blank lines, in a configuration file, 218
BLOCK_SIZE, 372, 374
blocketrn, 333
blocketrn channel keyword, 334
blocklimit, 374
blSWClientDesintationForeign, 437
blSWClientDestinationDefault, 437
blSWClientDestinationLocal, 437
blswcServerAddress, 438
blSWLocalDomain, 437
blSWPrecedence, 437
blSWUseClientOptin, 437
Brightmail

architecture, 434
Configuration File options, 437-438
deployment, 436
requirements and performance, 436

bulkmail, 566

C
CAcertificates

installing, 598
managing, 598

cacheeverything channel keyword, 340
cachefailures channel keyword, 340
cachesuccesses channel keyword, 340
cannot open alias include file, MTAerrormessages, 721
cert8.db, 156, 163
certificate-based login, 127, 603
Certificates, 604-605
certificates

installing, trusted CA, 598

certificates (Continued)
managing, 598
obtaining, 596-599
requesting, server, 597

certmap.conf, 603
certurl, 634
certutil, 604
changing your configuration, 709
channel block, 187
channel-by-channel size limits, 372
channel host table, 218
channel/host table, 187
channel l, 218
channel processing, simultaneous requests, 236
channel programs, troubleshooting, 703
channel protocol selection, 332-333
channels

alternates, 343
channel-specific rule checks, 282
character set labeling, 336
comment lines in definitions, 187
configuring, 289, 389
connection caching, 340

Channels, creating, 713-715
channels

defaults, setting, 290
definitions, 187
description, 181, 185
directionality, 350
eight-bit data, 337
IDENT lookups, 341
interpreting names of, 283
job processing pools, 352
keywords for, 330
master programs, 185
message queues, 187
nameserver lookups, 342
predefined, 389
protocol selection and line terminators, 332
protocol streaming, 337
reverse DNS lookups, 341
SASL support, 345
slave programs, 185
SMTP authentication, 345
SMTPoption files, 233
structure of, 187

Index
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channels (Continued)
submit only, 382
target host choice, 344
TCP/IPMX record support, 342
TCP/IP port selection, 340
TLS keywords, 347

character set labeling, 336-337
CHARSET-CONVERSION, 371
charset7 channel keyword, 336
charset8 channel keyword, 336
charsetesc channel keyword, 336
checkehlo, 333
checkehlo channel keyword, 333
checkoverssl, 634
ciphers, about, 601-603
cluster agent, 92
cmsutil, 604
comm_dssetup.pl, 46-54

interactivemode, 48-52
requirements, 47-48
silent mode, 52-54
worksheet, 47-48

comm_dssetup.pl, worksheet, 860
commadmin domain delete, 107
commadmin domain purge, 107
commadmin user delete, 107
command-line utilities

mboxutil, 551
MTA, 242
reconstruct, 556
stored, 557-558

commands, 585
COMMENT_STRINGSmapping table, 363
commentinc, 363
commentomit, 363
comments, in address message headers, 363-364
commentstrip, 363
commenttotal, 363
Communications Express, troubleshooting, 584
Communications ExpressMail, 621
Communications Services, documentation, 40
compiled configuration versionmismatch, 723
Compiling,MTAConfiguration, 215-217
components, configure, 54-59
config files, 68-69, 537, 546

configuration
components, 54-59
high availability, 97-101
initial runtime, 54-60
optional flags, 54-59
passwords, 105
port numbers, 70-71
Veritas Cluster Server, 93

configuration directory, 118, 119
configuration files

aliases, 232
blank lines in, 218
conversion, 233
Dispatcher, 233
imta.cnf

structure, 217
Job Controller, 235
mapping, 234
MTA, 217
nsswitch.conf, 343
options, 235
sslpassword.conf, 599
tailor, 235

configurations files, dispatcher.cnf, 682-683
configuring SMTPblocking, 63-64
configutil

alarm.diskavail, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticehost, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticeport, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticercpt, 748
alarm.msgalarmnoticesender, 748
alarm.serverresponse, 748
encryption.nsssl3ciphers, 602
encryption.rsa, 602
gen.newuserforms, 115
gen.sitelanguage, 118
local.service.http.proxy, 172
local.service.pab, 120
local.sso, 150
local.store.notifyplugin, 765
local.store.pin, 517
local.ugldapbasedn, 121
local.ugldapbindcred, 172
local.ugldapbinddn, 120, 121, 172
local.ugldaphost, 120, 172
local.ugldapport, 120
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configutil (Continued)
local.ugldapuselocal, 120
local.webmail.sso, 150
logfile.service, 690-691
nsserversecurity, 602
sasl.default, 592
sasl.default.ldap, 592
service.dcroot, 172
service.defaultdomai, 172
service.http, 137
service.http.plaintextmincipher, 132-134
service.imap, 132-134
service.imap.banner, 125
service.loginseparator, 126, 172
service.pop, 130-132
service.pop.banner, 125
service.service, 615
store.admins, 515-516
store.defaultmailboxquota, 530
store.partition, 548-549
store.quotaenforcement, 533
store.quotaexceedmsginterval, 532
store.quotagraceperiod, 535
store.quotanotification, 531
store.quotawarn, 532-533

conflicts, port numbers, 70-71
conn_throttle.so, 486
connectalias, 360
connectcanonical, 360
connection caching, 340
connections, simultaneous, 805-806
Console, 108
controlling errormessages associated with

rewriting, 285-286
conversion channel, 393

alternative, 383
bouncingmessages, 404-406
configuration of, 394, 396
conversion control, 233
deletingmessages, 404-406
example, 406-409
headermanagement, 403
holdingmessages, 404-406
information flow, 398
mapping table, 403-404
output options, 401-403

conversion channel (Continued)
passing directives, 401-403
processing, 396-404
traffic for conversion processing, 395-396

conversion control, 233
conversion file, 233
conversion tags, 401
conversions file, 396
converting addresses, 243
copysendpost, 256
copywarnpost, 257
core files, troubleshooting themessage store, 577
correcting incomplete addresses, 360-361
corresponding channel characteristics, 343
counterutil, 739, 746

alarm statistics, 740-741
db_lock, 738
diskusage, 741
output, 739-740
POP, IMAP, HTTP, 741
serverresponse, 741

counterutil -l, 739
CRAM-MD5, 591
crdb, 230, 497
crldir, 635
crlenable, 635
crlmappingurl, 635
crlurllogindn, 635
crlurlloginpw, 635
crlusepastnextupdate, 636
crontab, 113-114

D
daemon channel keyword, 344
data files, 68-69
database, general, 230
database, general, 497
database log files, troubleshooting themessage store, 577
date conversion, 368-369
date fields, 368
date specification, day of week, 369
datefour, 368
dates, two-digit, 369
datetwo, 368
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day of week, date specification, 369
dayofweek, 369
dcroot, Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 172
debug, 446, 452
debugging, 381

dispatcher, 682-683
debugging tools

channel_master.log-* files, 708
imsimta cache -view, 715
imsimta process, 702
imsimta qm, 700, 732
imsimta qm start and stop, 704
imsimta run, 704
imsimta test -rewrite, 701, 725
log_message_id, 705
mail.log_current, 706
mail.log_current records, 708
mapping tables, 704
master_debug, 706
message file, 708
slave_debug, 706
subdirs, 707
TCP/IP network

PING, TRACEROUTE, andNSLOOKUP, 712
tcp_local_slave.log-* file, 708

default datasize, 683
default domain,Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 172
default errormessages, rewrite and channel matching

failures, 285
defaultmx channel keyword, 342
defaultnameservers channel keyword, 343
defaults channel, 290

in a configuration file, 188, 218
DEFER_GROUP_PROCESSING, 208
deferralrejectlimit, 386
deferred, 348, 350
deferred delivery dates, 360-361
deferredmessage processing, 350
defragment, 371
defragmentation ofmessage, 371-372
delegated administration, 107, 606
DelegatedAdministrator, 61-62
DelegatedAdministrator forMessaging, 107
delete domain, 107
delete user, 107
deleted, 540

deletingmessages, 514-515
Delivery Failure, 733
DELIVERY_OPTIONS, 204, 470, 471
delivery options

mail users, 770-772
POP/IMAPdelivery, 771
program delivery, 771-772
UNIX delivery, 772

delivery reports, See notificationmessages
delivery retry frequency, 350-351
delivery status notifications, See notificationmessages
dequeue_removeroute, 366
destination address, 379
destinationfilter, 382, 502
destinationnosolicit, 386
destinationspamfilterXoptin, 383, 427
DIAGNOSTIC_CODE, 254
DIGEST-MD5, 591
direct LDAP
See alsoMTA
settings, 214

direction-specific rewrites, 284
directories

for log files, 686
message store, 511

directory, 188
directory layout, 68-69
Directory Lookups Over SSL, 619
Directory Server, 118

configuration directory, 118
configuration settings, 118
requirement, 118
user directory, 106, 118
worksheet, 857

directory server replica, 60
dirsync, 191
disableetrn, 333
DiscardedMessages, 503

holding, 503
disconnectbadauthlimit, 374
disconnectbadcommandlimit, 379
disconnectrecipientlimit, 379
disconnectrejectlimit, 379
disconnecttransactionlimit, 379
Disk Space, 729-731
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disk space
monitoring, 557
quotas for, 526-529
reducing, 558-562

Disk usage, 746
Dispatcher

configuration file, 233
controlling, 183-184
debugging and log files, 682-683
description, 182
MAX_CONNS option, 183
MIN_CONNS option, 183
MIN_PROCS option, 183
restarting, 184
starting, 183
stopping, 184

dispatcher, troubleshooting, 710
dispatcher.cnf file, 682-683
dispatcher configuration file, 233, 682-683
disposition_option.dat, 253
dispositionchannel, 381
DNS

domain verification, 335
IDENTprotocol, 341
MX records, 342
reverse lookups, 341

DNS, configuring, 54-59
DNS Lookups, 494-496
DNS problems,MTAtroubleshooting, 725
dns_verify, 494
do_the_upgrade.sh, 77
documentation, where to find Communications Services

documentation, 40
domain

database, 286
DNS verification, 335
literals, 274
removing, 107
specification in an address, 270
stopping inbound processing, 704

DOMAIN_FAILURE, 194
DOMAIN_MATCH_URL, 192

enabling direct LDAP, 214
domain preferred language, 117
DOMAIN_UPLEVEL, 192, 195, 197
domainetrn, 333

domainetrn channel keyword, 334
domainUidSeparator, 196
domainvrfy, 335
dropblank, 361
duplicate aliases found,MTAerrormessages, 721
duplicate host in channel table, MTAerrormessages, 721
duplicate mapping name found,MTAerrormessages, 721

E
EHLO, 330
ehlo, 333
ehlo channel keyword, 333
EHLO command, 333
Eight-Bit Data, 337
eight-bit data, 337
eightbit channel keyword, 337
eightnegotiate channel keyword, 337
eightstrict channel keyword, 337
email-onlymembers (of a group), 776
enableMessenger ExpressMultiplexor, 172
Encodedmessages, 717-718
encoded receivedmessage, 718
encoding, 373
encoding header, 368
encryption, accelerators for, 597
encryption.nsssl3ciphers, 602
encryption.rsa, 602
encryption settings, 121, 656-658
ENS

administering, 765
configuration parameters, 765-766
enable, 763-764
sample programs, 764-765
starting and stopping, 765

envelope To\\, address, 283
envelope toAddress in Received\\, header, 363
error initializing ch_facility

compiled character set versionmismatch, 722
no room in, 722

errormessages
cannot open alias include file, 721
error initializing ch_facility, 722
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 173
MTA, 720
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errormessages, MTA(Continued)
bad equivalence for alias, 720
duplicate aliases found, 721
duplicate host in channel table, 721
duplicate mapping name found, 721
local host too long, 722
mapping name is too long, 721
no equivalence addresses, 722
no official host name for channel, 722
official host name is too long, 722

error notificationmessages, localizing, 249
errors inmm_init, 720
errsendpost, 256
errwarnpost, 257
establishing connection withMessenger Express

Multiplexor, 170
/etc/nsswitch.conf, 711
ETRN command, 333
ETRNCommand Support, 333-334
Event Notification Service, 763-766
See ENS

examples files, 68-69
exclamation point (\\!), 272
exclusive, 540
expandchannel, 355
expandchannel channel keyword, 349
expandlimit, 355
expandlimit channel keyword, 349
expansion ofmultiple addresses, 355-356
expire, 536-546
expire_exclude_list, 537, 546
explicit routing, 359
explicit routing, disable, 359
expnallow, 335
expndefault, 335
expndisable, 335
exproute, 358
EXPROUTE_FORWARDoption, 359
expunge, 514
expungingmessages, 514-515
external modules (PKCS #11), 596-597

F
failed delivery, 350-351
failed delivery attempts, 257

failedmessages, 256
failure of rewrite rules, 274
field, 447, 452
file, including in configuration files, 218
file layout, 68-69
file open or create errors, 724
fileinto, 382
files, header options, 368
filesperjob, 352
filesperjob channel keyword, 349
filter, 382
FILTER_DISCARDChannel, 503
FILTER_JETTISON, 503
filters, 475, 499
See alsomail filtering
channel level, 499
debugging user-level, 503-507
IPAddress, 486-487
Messenger Express, 67
MTA-wide, 499, 502
per-user, 499
Sieve, 208
Sieve Extensions, 454-455

folder, group/shared, 517-519
folderpattern, 540
foldersize, 540
FORWARD address mapping, 246-249
ForwardDatabase, 246-249
forwardcheckdelete channel keyword, 341
forwardchecknone channel keyword, 341
forwardchecktag channel keyword, 341
forwarding addresses, 772-773
four-digit dates, 368
fragmentation, of longmessages, 372-373
From\\, address, 359
FROM_ACCESSmapping table, 477, 483
fully qualified domain name (FQDN), 271

G
gen.newuserforms, 115
gen.sitelanguage, 118
general database, 230, 280, 496, 497
generalMTAerrormessages, 720
generating character set labels, 336
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getent, 54-59
greetingmessage, 115

Per-Domain, 115-117
group ExpansionAttributes, 208-211
group folder, 517-519
groups
See alsomailing lists
email-onlymembers of, 776
Members tab, 776

groups, creation, 106
groups,theory of operations, 208

H
hardware space, troubleshooting themessage store, 575
hashdir, 555
HAStoragePlus, 97
header

handling keywords, 366-371
language, 371
maximum length, 370
removing, 367-368
Return-path, 362-363
splitting long lines, 369
stripping illegal blank recipient, 361
X-Envelope-to, 368

header_733, 357-358
header_822, 357
header alignment, 370
HEADER_LIMIT, 378
header options files, 368
header trimming, 367
header_uucp, 358
headerlabelalign, 370
headerlimit, 378
headerlinelength, 370
headerread, 367
headerread keyword, 368
headers, definitions, 394-395
headertrim, 367
heap size, 683
HELDmessage queue files, 717
.HELDmessages, 717
HIDE_VERIFY, 335

high availability
additional configuration notes, 101

HighAvailability, auto restart, 113
high availability

binding IP address, 101-102
cluster agent, 92
Sun Cluster, 97-101
Sun Cluster prerequisites, 96-97
unconfiguring, 102
useconfig, 92

hold channel, 393
holdexquota, 377
holdlimit, 355
holdlimit channel keyword, 349
host, 447, 452
host/domain specifications, 271
host location-specific rewrites, 284
host name

extracting, 271
hiding, 769, 778

hosted domains,Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 169
hosts file, 54-59
how tomanually run a channel program, 703
http,

//www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/tools/certutil.html, 604
http logging, disable, 691
HTTPmessage access, Seemessage access
HTTP service

access control filters, 614-615
certificate-based login, 127
client access control, 130
configuring, 134-138
connection settings, 136
connections per process, 128-129
disabling, 136
dropping idle connections, 129-130
enabling, 136
logging out clients, 130
login requirements, 125-127
message settings, 134-138
MTAsettings, 134-138
number of processes, 128
password-based login, 136
performance parameters, 127-130
port numbers, 124
process settings, 136
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HTTP service (Continued)
proxy authentication, 615-616
security, 588-589
session ID, 588
specialized web server, 134-138
SSLport, 125
starting and stopping, 108-111
threads per process, 129

I
iBiffconfiguration parameters, 765-766
ICAP, 422

option file, 452
iddenttcpsymbolic channel keyword, 341
IDENT lookups, 341
identd, 612
identify channels inmessage path, how to, 705
identnone channel keyword, 342
identnonelimited channel keyword, 342
identnonenumeric channel keyword, 342
identnonesymbolic channel keyword, 342
identtcp channel keyword, 341
identtcplimited channel keyword, 342
identtcpnumeric channel keyword, 341
idle connections, dropping, 129-130
ignorencoding, 371
iii_res* functions, slow SMTP server, 711
illegal host/domain errors, 724

MX record lookups, 725
IMAP, Seemessage access
IMAP service

access control filters, 614-615
banner, 125, 132-134
certificate-based login, 127, 603
client access control, 130
client debug, 576
configuring, 132-134
connection settings, 132-134
connections per process, 128-129
disabling, 132-134
dropping idle connections, 129-130
enabling, 132-134
login requirements, 125-127
monitoring user access, 573

IMAP service (Continued)
number of processes, 128
password-based login, 593
password-based long, 132-134
performance parameters, 127-130
port numbers, 124
process settings, 132-134
readership utility, 556
shared folders, 556
SSL, 124-125, 594
SSLport, 125
starting and stopping, 108-111
threads per process, 129

imesrestore, 568
imexpire
See automatic message removal
theory of operation, 536-537

immnonurgent, 317, 350
immnonurgent channel keyword, 348
immonitor-access, 738
implicit routing, 359
improute, 358
IMPROUTE_FORWARD, 359
imquotacheck, 510, 534, 745
imqutoacheck, 556
ims50, 197, 199
imsbackup utility, 564, 565
imsched, 113, 536-537, 545
imsconnutil, 573
imsimta cache -view, 715
imsimta counters, 742
imsimta crdb, 497
imsimta ims, 490
imsimta process, 702
imsimta qm, 393
imsimta qm, 700, 732
imsimta qm counters, 745
imsimta qm stop and start, 704
imsimta reload, 215
imsimta run, 704
imsimta test -exp, 503-505, 505, 507
imsimta test -rewrite, 504, 701, 725

MTAtroubleshooting, 700
imsimta test -rewrite -filter, 504
imsrestore utility, 564, 565
imta.cnf, 194, 217
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imta.cnf configuration file, structure, 217
IMTA_LANG, 249
IMTA_MAPPING_FILE option, 219
IMTA_QUEUE, 187
IMTA_REVERSE_DATABASE, 243
INBOX, default mailbox, 554
include files, 68-69
includefinal, 256, 259
incoming connection, 343
incomingmail, 710
incorrect handling of notificationmessages, looping

messages, 716
inetCanonicalDomainName, 195
inetDomainStatus, 196
initial runtime configuration, 54-60

silent, 59-60
inner, 367
inner header, rewriting, 362
inner header rewriting, 362
innertrim, 367
install files, 68-69
installer, silent, 59-60
installingmessaging server and directory server

replica, 60
interactivemode, 48-52
INTERFACE_ADDRESS, 340
interfaceaddress channel keyword, 340
INTERNAL_IPmapping table, 63-64
internal modules (PKCS #11), 596-597
Internet ContentAdaptation Protocol, 421
interpretencoding, 371
interpreting addresses, 358
invalid address, 256
IP address, stopping inbound processing, 704
IPAddress filtering, 486-487
IPv4matching, 224

J
jettison, 503
Job Controller

commands, 236
job controller

concepts, 189-190

Job Controller
configuration file, 235
examples of use, 236-240
JOB_LIMIT option, 238
JOB_LIMIT pool option, 189
limits keywords, 352
MAX_MESSAGES option, 189
maxjobs channel option, 189
restarting, 190
SLAVE_COMMANDoption, 238

job controller
start and stop, 190

Job Controller
starting, 190
stopping, 190

JOB_LIMIT, 352
JOB_LIMIT Job Controller option, 189, 238
junk email, removal, 536-546

K
keywords

table, 290-301, 301-329

L
language, 371
languages

server site, 118
user-preferred, 117

last resort host, 343
lastresort channel keyword, 343
LDAP,MTAinterface, 191
LDAP_ADD_HEADER, 210
LDAP_ADD_TAG, 211
LDAP_ALIAS_ADDRESSES, 202
LDAP_ATTR_DOMAIN1_SCHEMA2, 193
LDAP_ATTR_DOMAIN2_SCHEMA2, 193
LDAP_ATTR_MAXIMUM_MESSAGE_SIZE, 209
LDAP_AUTH_DOMAIN, 209
LDAP_AUTH_PASSWORD, 210
LDAP_AUTH_POLICY, 209
LDAP_AUTH_URL, 209
LDAP_AUTOREPLY_TEXT, 474
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LDAP_CANT_DOMAIN, 209
LDAP_CANT_URL, 209
LDAP_CONVERSION_TAG, 204, 401
LDAP_DELIVERY_FILE, 204
LDAP_DELIVERY_OPTION, 204
LDAPdirectory

configuration directory, 118
configuring lookups in user directory, 118-121
customizing lookups, 118
MTA, 188
requirements, 118
user directory, 106, 118
viewing settings in configuration directory, 119

LDAP_DISK_QUOTA, 203
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_ALIAS, 193
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_AUTOREPLY_TIMEOUT, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_BASEDN, 193
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_BLOCKLIMIT, 196, 203
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CANONICAL, 195
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CATCHALL_ADDRESS, 196,

198
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_CONVERSION_TAG, 196,

401
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_DISK_QUOTA, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_FILTER, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_MAIL_STATUS, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_MESSAGE_QUOTA, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_OPTIN, 196
LDAP_domain_attr_optinX, 431
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_RECIPIENTCUTOFF, 196,

378
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_RECIPIENTLIMIT, 196, 378
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_REPORT_ADDRESS, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_ROUTING_HOSTS, 192
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SMARTHOST, 196, 198
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SOURCE_CONVERSION_TAG, 401
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_SOURCEBLOCKLIMIT, 196,

375
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_STATUS, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_ATTR_UID_SEPARATOR, 196
LDAP_DOMAIN_FILTER_SCHEMA1, 193
LDAP_DOMAIN_ROOT, 193
LDAP_END_DATE, 207
LDAPErrors, handling, 198
LDAP_ERRORS_TO, 210
LDAP_EXPANDABLE, 211

LDAP_GROUP_DN, 210
LDAP_GROUP_OBJECT_CLASSES, 199
LDAP_GROUP_RFC822, 210
LDAP_GROUP_URL1, 210
LDAP_GROUP_URL2, 210
LDAP_HOST_ALIAS_LIST, 192
LDAP_LOCAL_HOST, 192
LDAP_MAIL_REVERSES, 211
LDAP_MESSAGE_QUOTA, 203
LDAP_MODERATOR_URL, 210
LDAP_OPTIN, 207, 424
LDAP_optinX, 431
LDAPparameters, Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 172
LDAP_PERSONAL_NAME, 473
LDAP_PREFIX_TEXT, 210
LDAP_PRESENCE, 208
LDAP_PROGRAM_INFO, 204
LDAPProvisioning Tools, 62-63
LDAP_RECIPIENTCUTOFF, 378
LDAP_RECIPIENTLIMIT, 378
LDAP_REJECT_ACTION, 208
LDAP_REJECT_TEXT, 209
LDAP_REMOVE_HEADER, 210
LDAP_REPROCESS, 208
LDAP_SCHEMATAG, 197
LDAP Server Failover, 121
LDAP_SOURCE_CONVERSION_TAG, 401
LDAP_SOURCEBLOCKLIMIT, 375
LDAP_SPARE_1, 204
LDAP_SPARE_2, 204
LDAP_START_DATE, 207
LDAP_SUFFIX_TEXT, 210
LDAP_USE_ASYNC, 213-214
LDAP_USER_OBJECT_CLASSES, 199
LDAP_USER_ROOT, 192
Legato, 569-571
less than sign (<), 218
lib files, 68-69
libspamass.so, 439
line length reduction, 373
line length restrictions, 373
linelength, 373
linelimit, 374
link count, 559
Linux, default base directory for, 41
LMTP, 457
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LMTP (Continued)
back end stores, noMTA, 463-464, 465
configuring, 461
configuring the relays, 462-463
delivery features, 458
protocol, 466-468

local.auto.restart, 112, 746, 747
local.autorestart.timeout, 113, 747
local channel, options, 392-393
local.enablelastaccess, 573
local.ens.enable, 111
local host too long,MTAerrormessages, 722
local.hostname, 192
local.http.enableuserlist, 573
local.imap.enableuserlist, 573
local.imta.enable, 111
local.imta.hostnamealiases, 192
local.imta.mailaliases, 197
local.imta.schematag, 197
local.ldaphost, 121
LocalMail Transfer Protocol, See LMTP
local.mmp.enable, 111
local.probe.service.timeout, 747
local.probe.service.warningthreshold, 747
local.probe.warningthreshold, 747
local.queuedir, 747
local.sched.enable, 111
local.schedule.expire, 545
local.schedule.msprobe, 113, 747
local.schedule.purge, 545
local.schedule.taskname, 113
local.service.http.proxy, 172
local.service.http.proxy.port.hostname, 174
local.service.pab, 120
local.smsgateway.enable, 111
local.snmp.enable, 111
local.sso, 150
local.store.checkdiskusage, 731
local.store.expire.loglevel, 546
local.store.notifyplugin, 765
local.store.overquotastatus, 529, 534
local.store.quotaoverdraft, 529, 534, 535
local.store.relinker.enabled, 561
local.store.relinker.maxage, 561
local.store.relinker.minsize, 561
local.store.relinker.purgecycle, 562

local.store.sharedfolders, 523
local.store.snapshotinterval, 580
local.store.snapshotpath, 580
local.ugldapbasedn, 121
local.ugldapbasedn configutil, 192
local.ugldapbindcred, 172
local.ugldapbinddn, 120, 121, 172
local.ugldaphost, 120, 121, 172
local.ugldapport, 120
local.ugldapuselocal, 120, 121
local.watcher.enable, 112, 113, 747
local.webmail.cert.enable, 639
local.webmail.cert.port, 639
local.webmail.smime.enable, 640
local.webmail.sso, 150
local.webmail.sso.amcookiename, 140
local.webmail.sso.amloglevel, 141
local.webmail.sso.amnamingurl, 140
local.webmail.sso.id, 150
local.webmail.sso.prefix, 151
local.webmail.sso.singlesignoff, 141
localizing, notificationmessages, 249
localvrfy channel keyword, 335
location-specific rewrites, 284
LOG_CONNECTION, 666
LOG_CONNECTION option, 669
LOG_FILENAME, 666
LOG_FILENAME option, 669
log files, 68-69

troubleshooting themessage store, 575
troubleshooting theMTA, 702

LOG_MESSAGE_ID, 666
log_message_id, 705
LOG_MESSAGE_ID option, 668
LOG_MESSAGES_SYSLOG option, 668
LOG_NOTARY, 666
LOG_PROCESS, 666
LOG_PROCESS option, 669
LOG_TRANPORTINFO, 330
LOG_USERNAME option, 670
logfile.service, 690-691
logfile.service.loglevel, 691
logging, 380, 659

analyzing logs, 663
architecture of, 687
categories, 685
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logging (Continued)
channels, 664
directories for log files, 686
enablingMTA, 667-668
file format, 686-687
files, 660
levels of, 684-685
LOG_CONNECTION option, 669
LOG_FILENAME option, 669
LOG_MESSAGE_ID option, 668
LOG_MESSAGES_SYSLOG option, 668
LOG_PROCESS option, 669
LOG_USERNAME option, 670
managing service logs, 684-697
Message Store, 695-697
message store and administration server, 684
MTA, 664, 667-668
MTAentry codes, 665
MTAExamples, 670-682
MTAMessage and Connection, 664-683
Options, 687-689
options, 688
SEPARATE_CONNECTION_LOG option, 669, 670
severity levels, 684-685
tools forManaging, 663
types, 660
viewing logs, 689-690

logheader, 380
login

certificate-based, 127, 603
password-based, 593-594

login separator, Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 172
login separator, for POP, 126
login service, password-based login, 126-127
logindn, 636
loginpw, 636
long-term service failures, 256
loopcheck, 381
loopingmessages, 716

incorrect handling of notificationmessages, 716
postmaster address is broken, 716

M
MAIL_ACCESSmapping table, 477, 481
Mail conversion tag, 401

mail filtering
channel-level filters, 499
description, 475
mapping tables, 476
MTA-wide filters, 499
per-user filters, 499
server-side rules, 499

mail forwarding, 342
mail.log_current, 706
Mail tab, 768, 776, 777
mail users

accessing an existing user, 768-769
address (primary), 769
addresses, specifying, 769-770
alternate addresses, 769
auto-reply settings, 773-774
creating a new user, 767-768
delivery-options configuration, 770-772
forwarding addresses for, 772-773
host name hiding, 769
Mail tab, 768
Netscape Console access to, 767-769
POP/IMAPdelivery option, 771
program delivery option, 771-772
UNIX delivery option, 772
vacationmode, 774

mailAllowedServiceAccess, 650
mailAlternateAddress, 197
mailAutoReplyMode, 473
mailAutoReplyText, 474
mailAutoReplyTextInternal, 474
mailAutoReplyTimeOut, 474
mailbox, protection, 517
mailbox encoding

restricted, 362
mailbox specifications, 362
mailboxes

automatic message removal, 536-546
default mailbox for delivery, 554
INBOX, 554
managing, 551-556
mboxutil utility, 551
migrating, 79-89
naming conventions for, 554
reconstruct utility, 580-584
repairing, 580-584
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mailConversionTag, 204
mailDeferProcessing, 208
mailDeliveryOption, 204, 470
mailDomainCatchallAddress, 196
MailDomainConversionTag, 401
mailDomainConversionTag, 196
mailDomainDiskQuota, 528
mailDomainMsgMaxBlocks, 196
mailDomainMsgQuota, 528
mailDomainReportAddress, 196
mailDomainSieveRuleSource, 196
maildomainstatus, 534
mailDomainStatus, 196, 528
mailEquivalentAddress, 197
mailfromdnsverify channel keyword, 335
mailing lists

accessing an existing group, 776-777
adding list (email-only) members, 780-781
address (primary), 777
creating a new group, 775-776
dynamicmembership criteria, 779-780
email-onlymembers, 776
host name hiding, 778
LDAP searchURLs, 779-780
list members, 779-781
list owners, 778
Mail tab, 776, 777
Members tab (of group), 776
message-rejection actions, 782-783
moderators for, 782
Netscape Console access to, 775-777
restrictions onmessage posting, 781-782

mailinglist, creation, 106
mailMessageStore, 550
mailMsgMaxBlocks, 203
mailMsgQuota, 528
mailQuota, 203, 528
mailRejectText, 209
mailRoutingAddress, 202
mailRoutingHosts, 192
mailRoutingSmartHost, 196
MailSieveRuleSource, 504
mailSieveRuleSource, 208
mailUserStatus, 528
mailuserstatus, 534
maintain data, 525-526

make_backup_config_changes.sh, 78
make_configutil_changes.sh, 78
make_mboxlistdb_changes.sh, 78-79
make_mta_config_changes.sh, 78
manually running a channel program, 703
mapping, / matching, 224
mapping entry patterns, 222-224
mapping entry templates, 225-231
mapping file, 219, 234

file format, 221
locating and loading, 219

mapping name is too long,MTAerrormessages, 721
mapping operations, 222
mapping pattern wildcards, 223-224
mapping probes, 228
mapping table

COMMENT_STRINGS, 363
NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGE, 249

mapping tables, 219, 704
See also access control
description, 476
FROM_ACCESS, 477
handling large numbers of entries, 496-498
list of them all, 219
MAIL_ACCESS, 477
ORIG_MAIL_ACCESS, 477
ORIG_SEND_ACCESS, 477
PORT_ACCESS, 477, 486
SEND_ACCESS, 477
SMS_Channel_TEXT, 799
X-REWRITE-SMS-ADDRESS, 798

mapping template substitutions and
metacharacters, 225-227

master, 350
master_command, 238
master_debug, 380, 706
master program, 236, 350
matching any address, 267
matching procedure, rewrite rules, 273
MAX_CLIENT_THREADS, 330
max_client_threads, 352
MAX_CONNS, 464
MAX_CONNSDispatcher option, 183
MAX_HEADER_BLOCK_USE, 373
MAX_HEADER_LINE_USE, 373
MAX_LIFE_CONNS, 464
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MAX_LIFE_TIME, 464
MAX_MESSAGES Job Controller option, 189
MAX_PROCS, 464
MAX_PROCSDispatcher option

Dispatcher
MAX_PROCS option, 183

MAX_PROCS*MAX_CONNS, 711
maxblocks, 372
maxheaderaddrs, 369
maxheaderchars, 369
maximum length header, 370
maxjobs, 352
maxjobs channel keyword, 189, 349
maxlines, 372
maxprocchars, 370
maysaslserver, 344
maytls, 602
maytls channel keyword, 347
maytlsclient channel keyword, 347
maytlsserver channel keyword, 347
mboxutil, 551-555
MD5, 559
MDN, 260
MEM.
SeeMessenger ExpressMultiplexor

Members tab, 776
memberURL, 210
message

automatic removal, 536-546
dequeue, 360
fragmentation, 374
migration, 79-89
purge, 536-546
removal, 514-515
size limits, 374-378
without recipient header, 361

message access, 123
general configuration, 123
HTTP, 123-138
HTTP Services, 123-138
IMAP, 123-138
log In w/oDomainName, 126
login requirements, 125-127
password-based, 126-127
POP, 123-138
POP, IMAP, or HTTP, 124

message access (Continued)
ports, encrypted, 124-125
service port numbers, 124

message breakdown, 708
message defragmentation, 371-372
Message DispositionNotifications, 260, 469
Message DispositionNotifications,

customizing/localizing, 260-261
message disposition notificationSee also,

notifications, 253
message expiration, 536-546
message header, date fields, 368
message header lines, trimming, 368
message queue directories, troubleshooting, 700
message queues, 187, 732

sizing disks, 187
message queues, monitoring, 732
message rejection, 375
Message Store, 54-59
message store

access control, 515-517
Message Store

adding disk space, 550
message store

administrator access, 515-517
aging policies, 536-546
automatic message removal, 536-546
backup, excluding trash, 566
backup groups, 563
backup policies, 563
checking and repairingmailboxes, 583-584
command-line utilities, 510-511
common problems and solutions, 584-586
configuring disk quotas, 526-529
configuring partitions, 547-550
default partition, 548
deletingmessages, 514
directory layout, 511
disk space reduction, 558-562
expungingmessages, 514
grace period, 534-535
group folder, 517-519
imsbackup utility, 565
imsrestore utility, 565
incremental backup, 565
logging, 659, 684
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message store (Continued)
logging examples, 695-697
maintenance and recovery procedures, 550-562

Message Store
mboxlist Database Log file, 746

message store
message tracing, 693-695
overview, 509-511
partition, 547
partition, changing default, 550
partitions, 534-535
primary partition, 547
purgingmessages, 515
quotas (see also, quotas), 529-535
RAID technology, 547
RebuildMailboxes, 582-583
reconstruct utility, 581
RemoveOrphanAccounts, 555
restoring data, 565
shared folder, 517-519
stored utility, 557-558
troubleshooting, 575
using Legato Networker for backup, 569
using third party software, 571

Message TransferAgent., SeeMTA
messagecount, 540
messagedays, 540
messages not delivered, 715
messages not dequeued, 712
messagesize, 540
messagesizedays, 540
MessagingMultiplexor
See alsoMMP
certmap plugins, 157
configuration, 161, 168
description, 155
DNComps, 157
encryption, 156-157
example topology, 165
features, 155
FilterComps, 157
how it works, 155-156
IMAP example, 166
POP example, 167
pre-authentication, 158
pre-configuration, 160

MessagingMultiplexor (Continued)
set up, 160-163
SSL, to use with, 163
starting/stopping/refresh, 162
store administrator, 157
vdmap, 159
virtual domains, 158

Messaging Server
worksheet, 54, 862

Messenger Express, 54-59, 123
debug, 576
monitoring user access, 573
troubleshooting, 584
unknown/invalid partition, 585

Messenger ExpressMail Filters, 67
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor

accessMessenger Express client, 173
administration, 174
configuring, 171-172
dcroot, 172
default domain, 172
enable, 172-173
enabling, 172
errormessages, 173
hosted domains, 169
how it works, 169
LDAPparameters, 172
login separator, 172
managing product versions, 174
multiple proxy server setup, 174
overview, 169
setup, 171-173
similarities toMMP, 169
Single Sign-on, 175
SSL, 169, 174
steps to establish connection, 170
testing, 173

metacharacters inmapping templates, 225-227
mgmanMemberVisibility, 211
mgrpAddHeader, 210
mgrpAllowedBroadcaster, 209
mgrpAllowedDomain, 209
mgrpAuthPassword, 210
mgrpBroadcasterPolicy, 209
mgrpDeliverTo, 210
mgrpDisallowedBroadcaster, 209
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mgrpDisallowedDomain, 209
mgrpErrorsTo, 210
mgrpModerator, 208, 210
mgrpMsgMaxSize, 209
mgrpMsgPrefixText, 210
mgrpMsgRejectAction, 208
mgrpMsgSuffixText, 210
mgrpRemoveHeader, 210
mgrpRFC822MailMember, 210
Microsoft Exchange, 346-347
migratingmailboxes, 79-89
migrating users, 393
migration, message store size, 558
MIME

Headers, 394-395
message construction, 394
overview, 394-395
processing, 371-373

MIN_CONNSDispatcher option, 183
MIN_PROCSDispatcher option, 183
MISSING_RECIPIENT_POLICY, 361
missingrecipientpolicy, 361
mm_debug, 706

debugging tools
mm_debug, 703

mm_init, 720
MMP, 54-59
MMP, 617

AService.cfg file, 162
AService-def.cfg, 162
ImapMMP.config, 161
ImapProxyAService.cfg file, 161
ImapProxyAService-def.cfg, 161
LDAP Server failover, 169
modifying an existing instance, 163
PopProxyAService.cfg file, 161
PopProxyAService-def.cfg, 161
SMTPProxy, 159
SmtpProxyAService.cfg, 162
SmtpProxyAService-def.cfg, 162

MMP., See alsoMessagingMultiplexor
MMPandMessenger ExpressMultiplexor

similarities, 169
MobileWay, 827-829
mode, 447, 453

moderators
defining, 782
formailing lists, 782

modifying, 249
modifying passwords, 105
modutil, 605
monitoring, 727

automatic restart, 111
CPU usage, 732
database log files, 738
delivery failure rate, 733
delivery times, 729
disk space, 729
dispatcher, 734
httpd, 735-736
imapd, 735-736
job controller, 734
LDAPDirectory Server, 734-735
LDAP server, 738
log files, 728
mboxlist directory, 738
message access, 735-737
message queues, 732
message store, 737-738
message store database locks, 737-738
msprobe, 728, 746-749
MTA, 732-734
POP and IMAP servers, 738
popd, 735-736
postmasterMail, 728
SMTP connections, 733-734
stored, 736-737, 739
system performance, 729-732
tools &, 738-749
user access, 573-574
watcher, 727, 746-749
Webmail services, 735

move usermailbox, 562
movingmailboxes, 549
msexchange, 346
msg_svr_base, 68-69
msg_svr_base, 513
msprobe, 111, 746-749
MTA, 54-59
MTA, 720

adding relaying, 488-491
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MTA(Continued)
alias expansion, 195
architecture, 181
channels, 181, 185
command-line utilities, 242
concepts, 177
Configuration File, 217-219
configuration files, 217, 231
data flow, 191
directory information, 188
Dispatcher, 182
error handling, 193-194
ErrorMessages, 720-725
imta.cnf rewrite rule, 194
LDAP interface, 191
logging, 659, 664
message flow, 181-182
message queues
See alsomessage queues

Problems and Solutions, 709-719
relay blocking, 491
rewrite rules, 184, 191
server processes, 183
setting global options, 235
theory of operations, 191
troubleshooting, 699

MTAchannels, starting and stopping, 704
MTAconfiguration, troubleshooting, 700
MTAconfiguration file, 217
MTAerrormessages, 720

bad equivalence for alias, 720
cannot open alias include file, 721
duplicate aliases found, 721
duplicate host in channel table, 721
duplicate mapping name found, 721
error initializing ch_facility

compiled character set versionmismatch, 722
no room in, 722

local host too long, 722
mapping name is too long, 721
no equivalence addresses, 722
no official host name for channel, 722
official host name is too long, 722

MTAexample
message breakdown, 708
start and stop channels, 706

MTAfunctionality, 177
MTAmapping file, 219
MTAqueues, 732
MTAtroubleshooting, network andDNS problems, 725
MTAtroubleshooting example, 705
multiple, 378
multiple $M clauses, 283
multiple addresses, 378-379
multiple destination addresses, 378
multiple outgoing channels, 343
multiple proxy servers, Messenger Express

Multiplexor, 174
Multiplexor., SeeMessagingMultiplexor.
mustsaslserver, 344
musttls, 602
musttls channel keyword, 347
musttlsclient channel keyword, 347
musttlsserver channel keyword, 347
mx channel keyword, 342
MX record lookups, 725
MX record support, 342
myprocmail, with the Pipe channel, 391

N
nameparameterlengthlimit, 377
nameserver lookups, 342
nameservers channel keyword, 342
NDAAuth-applicationID, 150
netstat, 733
NetworkAppliance Filers, 550
network problem, 733
Network Security Services, 604
network services, 236
NIS, 54-59
nms41, 197, 199
no equivalence addresses, MTAerrormessages, 722
no official host name for channel, MTAerror

messages, 722
noaddreturnpath, 362-363
nobangoverpercent, 358
nobangoverpercent keyword, 272
noblocklimit, 374
nocache channel keyword, 340
nodayofweek, 369
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nodeferred, 348, 350
nodefragment, 371
nodestinationfilter, 382
nodropblank, 361
noehlo, 333
noehlo channel keyword, 333
noexproute, 358
noexquota, 377
nofileinto, 382
nofilter, 382
noheaderread, 367
noheadertrim, 367
noimproute, 358
noinner, 367
noinnertrim, 367
nolinelimit, 374
nologging, 380
noloopcheck, 381
nomailfromdnsverify channel keyword, 335
nomaster_debug, 380
nomsexchange, 346
nomx channel keyword, 342
non-ASCII characters, 719
non-delivery reports, See notificationmessages
nonrandommx channel keyword, 342
nonstandardmessage formats, converting, 371
nonurgentbackoff channel keyword, 348, 350
nonurgentblocklimit, 354
nonurgentblocklimit channel keyword, 349
nonurgentnotices, 255
nonurgentnotices channel keyword, 349
noreceivedfor, 363
noreceivedfrom, 363
noremotehost, 360
noreturnpersonal, 258
noreverse, 244, 362
normalbackoff, 350
normalbackoff channel keyword, 348
normalblocklimit, 354
normalblocklimit channel keyword, 349
normalnotices, 255
normalnotices channel keyword, 349
norules, 366
norules channel keyword, 282
nosasl, 344
nosaslserver, 344

nosaslswitchchannel, 344
nosendetrn, 333, 334
nosendpost, 256
noservice, 356
noslave_debug, 380
nosmtp channel keyword, 332
nosourcefilter, 382
noswitchchannel keyword, 343
notaries, 249
notary, See notificationmessages
notices, 255, 350
notices channel keyword, 349
NOTIFICATION_LANGUAGEmapping table, 249, 251
notificationmessage, 256
NotificationMessages, 258-260
notificationmessages

additional features, 254
blocking content return, 255
constructing &, 249
customizing and localizing, 251-253
internationalizing, 253-254
removing non-US-ASCII characters from headers, 255
sending/blocking to postmaster, 256
setting delivery intervals for undeliverable

mail, 255-256
notificationchannel, 381
notls channel keyword, 347
notlsclient channel keyword, 347
notlsserver channel keyword, 347
novrfy, 333
nowarnpost, 257
nox_env_to, 368
nsserversecurity, 602
nsswitch.conf, 54-59
nsswitch.conf file, 343

O
official host name is too long,MTAerrormessages, 722
optin_user_carryover, 433
optional flags, 54-59
options, SLAVE_COMMAND, 240
options file, 235
OR_CLAUSES, 209
ORCPT, 480
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ORIG_MAIL_ACCESSmapping table, 477, 481
ORIG_SEND_ACCESSmapping table, 477, 480
ORIGINAL_ADDRESS, 254
original recipient, 480
orphaned accounts, 555
os_smtp_* errors, 725
os_smtp_open errors, 725
os_smtp_read errors, 725
os_smtp_write errors, 725
overview ofMessenger ExpressMultiplexor, 169
ownership of files, troubleshooting, 701

P
parameterlengthlimit, 377
partial messages, 371-372
partition, invalid, 585
partitions

adding, 548
configuring formessage store, 547-550
default, 548
full, 549
message store, 534-535
movingmailboxes between, 549
nicknames, 548
pathnames, 548
primary, 547
RAID technology, 547

password authentication
See also login
HTTP service, 126-127
IMAP service, 126-127
POP service, 126-127
SMTP service, 593-594
to LDAPuser directory, 120

password file (for SSL), 599
password login, 593-594
passwords, 105
PDU, 794
percent hack, 271
percent hack rules, 267
percent sign (%), 283, 285
percentonly, 358
percents, 357
performance, relays, 457

Performance and Tuning, 68
performance enhancement, LMTP, 457
performance parameters

connections per process, 128-129
number of processes, 128
threads per process, 129

periodicmessage return job, 257
personal names in address message headers, 364
personalinc, 364
personalomit, 364
personalstrip, 364
pipe channel, 382, 390
pk12util, 605
PKCS #11, internal and external modules, 596-597
platformwin, 636
pool, 351
pool channel keyword, 349
POP, Seemessage access
POPBefore SMTP, 616-619
POPover SSL, 130-132
POP service

access control filters, 614-615
banner, 125
certificate-based login, 603
client access control, 130
client debug, 576
configuring, 130-132
connections per process, 128-129
dropping idle connections, 129-130
login requirements, 125-127
monitoring user access, 573
number of processes, 128
password-based login, 593
performance parameters, 127-130
port numbers, 124
SSL, 594
starting and stopping, 108-111
threads per process, 129

PORT, 340
port, 447, 453
PORT_ACCESS, 464, 485
PORT_ACCESSmapping table, 477, 486
PORT_ACCESSMapping Table, 485-486
port channel keyword, 340
port numbers, 70-71
post-install directory layout, 68-69
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post-install port numbers, 70-71
post-installation configuration

configuration
SMTPblocking, 63-64

port numbers, 70-71
startup across reboots, 64-65

postheadbody, 257
postheadbody channel keyword, 259
postheadonly, 257
postheadonly channel keyword, 259
postmaster, addresses, 258-260
pre-authentication (MessagingMultiplexor), 158
preferred language, domain, 117
preferredLanguage, 117
preparing LDAPDirectory forMessaging Server, 46-54
primary email address, 769, 777
processes, number of, 128
processingmessages, 393
product versions,Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 174
program, sending amessage to, 393
program delivery

pipe channel, 390
setting up, 390
specifying, 771-772

programs
master, 236
slave, 236

protocol streaming, 337
provisioning, 61-62
provisioning options, LDAPProvisioning Tools, 62-63
publish-and-subscribe, 763
purge, 515

Q
Q records, 733
queues, 732
queues, message, 187
quota checking report, 745
quotas

attributes, 528-529
configuring, 526-529
configutil parameters, 529
Default, 527
default, 530

quotas (Continued)
disabling, 534
disk, 527
disk space, 526-529
Domain, 531
domain, 527, 534
enabling enforcement, 534
Enforcement, 533-534
enforcement, 527, 533
family groups, 534
grace period, 534-535
message, 527
NetscapeMessaging Server, 535
notification, 527, 531, 533
usage, 556
user, 527
users, 530
warnings, 531

quoted local-parts, 362

R
RAID technology, formessage store, 547
randommx channel keyword, 342
RBLChecking, 494-496
readership, 521, 556
readsigncert, 636
receivedmessage, encoded, 718
receivedfor, 363
receivedfrom, 363
RECIPIENT_ADDRESS, 254
recipientcutoff, 378
recipientlimit, 378
recompile, MTA, 215, 231
reconstruct, 581, 582

performance, 584
reconstruct command-line utility, 556
recovery tasks

mailboxes, 580-584
reconstruct utility, 556

rejectsmtplonglines, 377
relay blocking, 491
relay blocking, removal of, 488-491
relaying, adding, 488-491
relayingmail, 733
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relinker, 558, 559
command linemode, 559
RealtimeMode, 561
Theory of Operations, 559

reload, 215
remote system, 343
remotehost, 360
remove domain, 107
remove user, 107
removingmessages, 514-515
repeated percent signs, 272
replica, 60
requirements

comm_dssetup.pl, 47-48
Sun Cluster, 96-97

resolv.conf, 54-59
resource.properties, 150
restoring, using Legato Networker, 571
restoring incremental back-ups, 568-569
restoring themessage store, 562
restoring themessage store, considerations, 566-569
restricted, 362
restricted channel keyword, 362
restrictedmailbox encoding, 362
restrictions, line length, 373
return_option.dat, 253
RETURN_PERSONAL, 254
returnaddress, 258
returnedmessage, content, 257
returnenvelope, 257, 259
returnpersonal, 258
Reversal Cache, 201-202
reverse, 362
REVERSE_ADDRESS_CACHE_SIZE, 213
reverse channel keyword, 245
reverse database, 243

channel-specific, 362
REVERSE_ENVELOPE, 244
reversemapping, 243
ReverseMapping, 245
REVERSEmapping table, 243
REVERSEmapping table flags, 244
REVERSE_URL, 211

enabling direct LDAP, 214
revocationunknown, 637
rewrite, inner header, 362

rewrite process failure, 270
rewrite rules, 191, 218

bang-style, 267
blank lines, 218
case sensitivity in templates, 270
checks, 366
control sequences, 275-286
description, 184
direction-specific, 284
domain literals, 274
example, 287-288
failure, 274
Finishing the Rewriting Process, 273-274
handling large numbers, 286
host location-specific, 284
location-specific, 284
match any address, 267
operation, 270-275
ordinary templatesA%B@C, 269
patternmatching, 270
patterns and tags, 265
percent hacks, 267
repeated templatesA%B, 269
scanning, 272-273
specified route templatesA@B@C, 269
structure, 264
substitution, username and subaddress, 278
substitutions, customer-supplied routine, 281
substitutions, general database, 280
substitutions, host/domain and IP Literal, 278
substitutions, LDAPQuery URL, 279-280
substitutions, literal character, 278
substitutions, single field, 281-282
substitutions, specifiedmapping, 280
syntax checks after rewriting, 274
tagged rule sets, 268
template substitutions, 275-286
templates, 268-270, 273
testing, 286
UUCP addresses, 267

rewriting, inner header, 362
rewriting an address, extracting the first host/domain

specification, 271
rewriting errormessages, 285-286
RFC 2476, 382
RFC 3507, 421
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rfc822MailMember, 210
ROUTE_TO_ROUTING_HOST, 192
routelocal, 359
routing

explicit, 359
implicit, 359

RoutingAddress, 202-203
routing information in addresses, 358-359
rules, 366
rules channel keyword, 282
runtime configuration, 54-60

S
S/MIME, 621

Apple, 626-627
Basic Configuration, 627-631
common access card, 624
conceptual prequisites, 622
defined, 621-622
downloading applet, 627
Getting Started, 626-632
key pairs, 624
LDAP credentials, 632
LDAPdirectory, 631
LDAPpassword pairs, 632
Multi-language Support, 625
options, 639
private and public keys, 624
Public Keys in LDAPDirectory, 625
required software/hardware, 622-623
smart cards, 624
smime.conf File, 633-639
SSL, 640-641
User Permissions, 625

s private/public key, 644-645
SASL

channel keywords, 345
description, 589

sasl.default.auto_transition, 590, 592
sasl.default.ldap, 592
sasl.default.ldap.has_plain_passwords, 590
sasl.default.ldap.searchfilter, 591
sasl.default.ldap.searchfordomain, 591
sasl.default.mech_list, 591, 593

sasl.default.transition_criteria, 590
saslswitchchannel, 343, 344
SASVE

configuration example, 450-452
deploying, 449-450

SAVSE
deploying, 449
Options, 452-454
overview, 449
Requirements andUsage Considerations, 449

sbin files, 68-69
scheduling tasks, 113-114
Secure/Multipurpose InternetMail Extension, See

S/MIME
security

about, 587-588
authenticationmechanisms, 589
certificate-based login, 127, 603
client access controls, 130
client access to TCP services, 607-616
HTTP service, 130, 588-589
IMAP service, 130
password-based login, 126
POP service, 130
S/MIME
See S/MIME

SASL, 589
SMTP service, 593
SSL, 594
TLS, 594

seen, 540
SEND_ACCESSmapping table, 477, 480
sendencryptcert, 637
sendencryptcertrevoked, 637
sendetrn, 333, 334
sendmail, clients, 65-67
sendpost, 256
sendsigncertrevoked, 637
sensitivitycompanyconfidential, 370
sensitivitynormal, 370
sensitivitypersonal, 370
sensitivityprivate, 370
SEPARATE_CONNECTION_LOG option, 669, 670
separator, setting, 126
server certificates

managing, 598
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server certificates (Continued)
requesting, 597

Server Response Time., 746
server-side rules, 499
Server-Side Rules, not working, 718-719
server-side rules, troubleshooting, 718
service, 356
service.{imap|pop|http}.plaintextmincipher, 590
service banners, 125
Service Conversions, 356
service.dcroot, 172
service.defaultdomain, 172, 195
service denial attack, 733
service.http, 137
service.http.enable, 111, 691
service.http.enablesslport, 137, 691
service.http.idletimeout, 138
service.http.maxmessagesize, 138
service.http.maxsessions, 138
service.http.maxthreads, 138
service.http.numprocesses, 138
service.http.plaintextmincipher, 132-134, 137
service.http.port, 137
service.http.sessiontimeout, 138
service.http.smtphost, 138
service.http.smtpport, 138
service.http.spooldir, 138
service.http.sslport, 137
service.imap, 132-134
service.imap.allowanonymouslogin, 590
service.imap.banner, 125, 132-134
service.imap.enable, 111
service.imap.enablesslport, 132-134
service.imap.idletimeout, 132-134
service.imap.maxthreads, 132-134
service.imap.numprocesses, 132-134
service.imap.port, 132-134
service.imap.sslport, 132-134
service.loginseparator, 126, 172
service.pop, 130-132
service.pop.banner, 125, 130-132
service.pop.enable, 111, 130-132
service.pop.enablesslport, 130-132
service.pop.idletimeout, 130-132
service.pop.maxsessions, 130-132
service.pop.maxthreads, 130-132

service.pop.numprocesses, 130-132
service.pop.sslport, 130-132
service.readtimeout, 747
services

enabling and disabling, 124
HTTP, 123
IMAP, 123
MTA, 177, 215
POP, 123
SMTP, 177, 215
starting and stopping, 108-111

sevenbit channel keyword, 337
severity levels (of logging), 684-685
shared folders, 517-519

Access Control Rights, 521-523
ACLs, 521-523
distributed, 519, 523-525
enable or disable, 523
monitor &, 525-526
public folders, 519-520

shared folders, IMAP, 556
ShortMessage Service, defined, 785
Sieve, 503
See also filters, user-level

Sieve filtering language, 498
silent installation, 59-60
silent mode, 52-54
silentetrn, 333
silentetrn channel keyword, 334
sims40, 199
sims401, 197
simultaneous connections, controlling, 805-806
single, 344, 378
single channel keyword, 344
single destination system permessage copy, 378
single sign-on
See SSO
Messenger Express configuration parameters, 149

single_sys, 236, 344, 378
single_sys channel keyword, 344
slapd, 734-735
slapd Problems, 735
slave, 350
SLAVE_COMMAND Job Controller option, 238
SLAVE_COMMANDoption, 240
slave_debug, 380, 706
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slave program, 236, 350
smart cards, 624
SMIME

CACertificates in LDAP, 651-652
certificate revocation, 649
Communications Express S/MIME EndUser

Information, 655-658
CRLaccess, 645-646
CRLaccess trouble, 649
CRLchecking, 645
CRLchecking and proxy servers, 647
Enabling the Java Console, 658
finding user’, 644-645
logging in, first time, 655-656
managing certificates, 651-655
Message Time, 648-649
Network Security Services (NSS, 655
permissions, 650
public keys and certificates in LDAP, 652
signature &, 656-658
Stale CRL, 647-648
verifying key/certificates in LDAP, 652-655
verifying Private and Public Keys, 643-649

SMPPV3.4, 794
SMS, 785

addingmore channels, 826-827
address validity checks, 798-799
Channel Definition and Rewrite Rules, 804-805
channel option file, 806
channel options, 806
configuration, 803
converting email to SMS, 789-794
debugging, 829
delivery retries, 827
email conversion options, 810-813
formatting templates, 825-826
LocalizationOptions, 821-825
site-defined text conversions, 799-803
SMS options, 813-819

SMS channel, 785
attributes, 788
operation, 787
requirements, 787

SMS channel, adding, 803-806
SMSChannel, sample configuration, 827-829
SMS_Channel_TEXTmapping table, 799

SMTPAUTH, 488
SMTPAuthentication, 616
SMTPblocking, post-installation configuration, 63-64
SMTPChannel, 329-347
smtp channel keyword, 332
SMTP channel option file, 617
SMTPChannel Threads, 354-355
smtp_client process, 459
SMTPCommand and Protocol Support, 330-337
SMTP connections, 710, 733
smtp_cr channel keyword, 332
smtp_crlf channel keyword, 332
smtp_crorlf channel keyword, 332
SMTP errors, os_smtp_* errors, 725
smtp_lf channel keyword, 332
SMTPMAILTO command, 335
SMTPProxy, 604, 617-619

MMP, 159
SMTPRelaying, adding, 488-491
SMTPRelaying for External Sites, allowing in

NMS, 490-491
SMTP relays, 457
SMTP server slowdown, 711
SMTP service

access control, 475
adding relaying, 488-491
authenticated SMTP, 593-594, 594
login requirements, 593-594
password-based login, 593-594
port number, 594
relay blocking, 491
starting and stopping, 108-111

SNMP, 751
applTable, 755
applTable Usage, 757
assocTable, 757-758
assocTable Usage, 758
channel errors, 761
channel information, 759
channel network connection, 760
co-existence with other iPlanet products, 755
configuring forMessaging Server, 753-754
implementation, 751-753
information provided, 755-762
limitations, 752
MIBs supported, 751
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SNMP (Continued)
MTAinformation, 758
mtaGroupAssociationTable, 760-761
mtaGroupErrorTable, 761-762
mtaGroupErrorTable Usage, 762
mtaGroupTable, 759-760
mtaGroupTable Usage, 760
mtaTable, 758
mtaTable Usage, 758
network connection information, 757
operation, 752-753
server information, 755

SOCKS_HOST, 453
SOCKS_PASSWORD, 453
SOCKS_PORT, 453
SOCKS_USERNAME, 453
source channel-specific, rewriting, 283
source files, including, 218
source-routed address, 271
source routes, 366
sourceblocklimit, 374
sourcecommentinc, 363
sourcecommentmap, 363
sourcecommentomit, 363
sourcecommentstrip, 363
sourcecommenttota, 363
sourcefilter, 382, 502
sourcenosolicit, 386
sourcepersonalinc, 364
sourcepersonalmap, 364
sourcepersonalomit, 364
sourcepersonalstrip, 364
sourceroute, 357
sourcespamfilterXoptin, 383, 428
Spam, See anti-spam
spam, See anti-spam, Brightmail and SpamAssassin
Spam filter, 499
Spam Filter options, 431-433
spamadjust, 454
SpamAssassin, 438

deploying, 440
examples, 440
file spam, 440-442
locating the server, 440
mode, 448
options (spamassassin.opt), 446-448

SpamAssassin (Continued)
Requirements and Performance, 439-440
result, 438
score, 438
Theory of Operations, 439
verdict, 438

spamd, 439
spamfilterX_action_n, 432
SpamfilterX_config_file, 431
spamfilterX_final, 432
SpamfilterX_library, 431
SpamfilterX_null_action, 431
SpamfilterX_null_optin, 431
SpamfilterX_optional, 431
SpamfilterX_string_action, 432
spamfilterX_verdict_n, 432, 442
spamtest, 454
special directives, 405
SSL

certificates, 596-599
ciphers, 601-603
enabling, 601-603
hardware encryption accelerators, 597
installing CAcertificates, 598
internal and external modules, 596-597
managing certificates, 598
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 169, 174
optimizing performance, 604
overview, 594-604
password file for, 599
POPover, 130-132
requesting server certificates, 597

sslpassword.conf file, 599
sslrootcacertsurl, 638
ssltap, 605
SSO, 139

configuring, 140-141
Cookie, 142
limitations, 140
Messenger Express configuration parameters, 140
Messenger ExpressMultiplexor, 175
troubleshooting, 141
trusted circle, 142-151

SSR, 718
syntax problems, 719

standard procedures, MTAtroubleshooting, 700
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start-msg, 110, 111
starting individual channels, 704
starting/stopping

automatic server restart, 111-113
HAservers, 108-109, 111
non-HAservers, 109-111

starting/stopping servers, 108-111
startup across reboots, 64-65
statusmessages, See notificationmessages
status notifications, See notificationmessages
sticky errormessage, 285
stop-msg, 110
stopping inbound processing from a domain or IP

address, 704
stopping individual channels, 704
stopping/starting servers, 108-111
store.admins, 515-516
store.cleanupage, 545
store.defaultmailboxquota, 529, 530
store.defaultmessagequota, 529
store.defaultpartition, 550
store.expirerule, 538
store.quotaenforcement, 529, 533, 534
store.quotaexceededmsg, 529, 531-532
store.quotaexceededmsginterval, 529, 532
store.quotagraceperiod, 529
store.quotanotification, 529, 531
store.quotawarn, 529, 532-533
store_root, 513
stored, 736
stored operations, 577
stored processes, troubleshooting themessage store, 576
streaming channel keyword, 337
stripped Received, header lines, 716
subaddresses, 365
subaddressexact, 365
subaddressrelaxed, 365
subaddresswild, 365
subdirs, 379

how to use, 707
subdirs channel keyword, 379
submit channel keyword, 382
substitutions, rewrite rules, unique string, 282
substitutions inmapping templates, 225-227
Sun Cluster, 91
SunONEConsole, 108

sunManagedOrganization, 193
sunPreferredDomain, 193
SunPreferredDomain, 195
suppressfinal, 256, 260
swap space

commands, 724
errors, 723

switchchannel, 361, 491
switchchannel channel keyword, 343
SymantecAnti-Virus Scanning Engine, See SASVE
syntax checks after rewriting, 274
syntax problems, SSR, 719

T
tagged rewrite rule sets, 268
tailor file, 235
TCP client access control

address-spoofing detection, 614
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Transport Layer Security (TLS), 594
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user login., See login
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version 3.5, 93
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virus filtering, 421
virus scanning, 393
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webmail

HTTP service, 134-138
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wild cards, 585
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